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Foreword

The Proceedings of the 34th Annual Conference of the Military Testing Association document
the presentations given during the Conference paper and panel sessions. The papers present a broad
range of topics by contributors from the military, private industry, and the educational
communities. It should be noted that the papers reflect the opinions of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the official policy of any military service, institution, or government.
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Conference Opening

The following is a summary of the Welcome speech given by Dr. Sorenson, Navy Personnel
Research and Development Center's Technical Director (Acting), at the 34th Annual Conference
of the Military Testing Association.

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen of the Military Testing Association. The Navy Personnel
Research and Development Center and I as its Technical Director are very pleased and proud to be
a part of this 34th annual conference.

The purpose of MTA and your meeting this week is important to your individual organizations
and to the military as a whole.

Profound changes are taking place that will affect the military and, hence, the MTA. Changes
in roles and missions, in technology, and in personnel.

Change in Roles and Missions-The Service's management initiative, Project Reliance, is the
most comprehensive restructuring effort involving the technology base in over 40 years. DoD
challenged the services to create a new approach to science and technology management that
would increase efficiency and reduce overlap in the research, development, test, and evaluation
activities. The Armed Services Training and Personnel Systems Science and Technology
Evaluation and Management Committee (TAPSTEM) is the recognized integrating mechanism
responsible for compliance with Reliance objectives in Manpower and Personnel and Training
Systems technology areas. The goals of the TAPSTEM committee are to facilitate management
coordination, improve information exchange, and accomplish training and personnel systems
science and technology activities pertinent to the changing missions of the Army, Navy, Marine
Corps, and Air Force. These role and mission changes were ignited by the greatly reduced threat
of blue-water naval conflict and increased focus on limited "come-as-you-are" regional crises,
including military interventions like the Panama invasion, Desert Storm, the Los Angeles riots, and
Hurricane Andrew.

Change in Technology--Computing and communications technologies are advancing at a
rapid pace. Computer networks are a fact of life and these "information technologies" are central
to our daily operations. The pace will not slow as information technologies continue to advance
like a speeding train.

Change in Personnel-From 1990-1997, civilian end strength will be cut 25%. (By necessity,
overhead expenses must shrink.)

These changes demand a reevaluation of our operations: what are we doing, why are we doing
it, how are we doing it, and who are we doing it for? These changes provide you with an
opportunity to actively reshape your programs.

You need to identify your customers and their needs. You need to leverage technology to
increase productivity. You need to manage more cost-effectively. And you need to leverage your
MTA connections to share capabilities and resources among all organizations--not just within your
ow'-.



I challenge you to seize the opportunity. Use your expertise to educate and train; to inject
quality into every step of the military personnel process; to increase productivity and efficiency;
and to meet the needs of your customers.

I appreciate very much the opportunity to speak with you this morning and to help launch your
34th annual conference. I wish you the best of good debate and discussion, and look forward to the
report of your deliberations.
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Into the 21st Century:

The Changing Pace of Military Manpower

by

W. S. Selluan

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Force Management and Personnel)

Introduction

In September 1968, I attended my first MTA conference in San
Antonio. I was a relatively new Air Force Captain at the time, and
MTA was a very big event for me. It was the first conference at
which I presented a professional paper and perhaps more importantly,
I served as the transportation and logistics officer for the confer-
ence. In the later regard, my wife had just given birth to our
second daughter and was only recently returned home from the hospi-
tal. Of course, I was at the hotel most of the time coordinating the
pick-up of conferees at the airport, arranging bus transportation to
Hemisfair, obtaining tooth paste and shaving cream for conferees and
doing just about anything my commander needed to have done. Today,
some 25 years later, whenever my wife feels the need to punish me,
she recalls the 1968 MTA. There are other foibles that I have
committed over the years that she uses to beat upon me but the '68
MTA with me at the hotel and her home with the two children is
something that has never left her consciousness.

Over the years, it has been my privilege to attend 17 MTAs in
places like French Lick, Indiana; Lake Geneva, Wisconsin; and Gulf
Shores, Alabama, not to mention New York City, Washington, DC, San
Antonio, San Diego, Oklahoma City, and of course Munich. As is true
with all of you who have attended MTAs, I have many wonderful and
rewarding memories. In fact, if you want to know about one of them
find Marty Wiskoff and ask him about the time that the Germans gave
us awards for outstanding service to MTA. I also have had the
opportunity to present many papers at MTA conferences and to ghost-
write three keynote speeches for my Air Force bosses--1973, 1977 and
1984; but, I must confess that never in my wildest dreams did I ever
believe that someday I would be standing here before you, presenting
the MTA keynote on my own behalf. So it is a particular honor and
pleasure for me to be here to discuss what I hope is a vision of
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tomorrow's military and what that might mean for personnel testing.

Let me begin by saying that these remarks are my own specula-
tions and do not reflect the official position of the Department of
Defense, and in the years to come I may, in fact, even deny having
said them. It depends on how well things work out. Second, anyone
who tries to predict the future is foolish; weathermen have the best
track records and everyone knows about their levels of precision in
terms of their predictions. Nevertheless, it is fun to try to be a
futurist, so here we go.

The last three years have been interesting times for military
manpower. First, we started with the military drawdown. Then, after
one year of drawdown, came Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm
and that entailed a call-up of the Reserves, stop loss, renewed
recruiting, and an increase in military end strength. Desert Storm
was followed by a resumption of the drawdown--voluntary separation
pays, Selected Early Retirement Boards, and wide-spread fear of
reductions in force (RIFs). I believe the next 10 years will be even
more exciting and challenging as we move toward the 21st century.

Most aspects of the 1990s are as yet unknown, but I believe that
there are three things in 1992 that we know for sure: (1) the
military will continue to get smaller, (2) the Defense budget also
will continue to shrink, and (3) there will be a changing role for
military personnel. So for the next few minutes, I would like to
muse about the future composition of the military, and the changing
role of the military in American society.

Composition of Future Military

Today's military is the best in the history of our country;
aptitude levels and educational attainment for both new recruits and
the career force have never been higher. This year, Fiscal Year
19.92, new recruits will be composed of 99 percent high school diploma
graduates and 75 percent of new recruits with diplomas will score at
or above the 50th percentile on the Armed Forces Qualification Test.
As you might suspect, the Services will do everything in their power
to try to preserve that quality, and they probably can accomplish
that goal given reasonable resources.

As you also know, Congress is under enormous pressure to reduce
the deficit, and with the end of the Cold War, money for military
manpower will become ever more scarce. For example, since Fiscal
Year 1989, recruiting resources are down by 20 percent. Advertising
is down by 55 percent and there was talk this year of prohibiting the
Services from television advertising. The number of production
recruiters is down by 10 percent with another 10 percent scheduled
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for reduction over the next two years. We have cut the number of
recruiting offices around the country by over 20 percent. Large
budget cuts can drive down recruit quality, and cuts in pay, reen-
listment bonuses, and other benefits can have an negative impact on
the career force.

Will this happen in the decade ahead? Both President Bush and
Governor Clinton are pledged to maintain a strong military and to
avoid the low quality, hollow force of the late 1970s. I believe
that we will continue to have a high quality force in terms of
aptitude and education. The size of the force will both require it
and allow it. No matter who wins the election, I believe the force
will continue to shrink to levels somewhere between 1.3 million and
1.4 million members as opposed to the 1.6 million which is now
commonly reported. This will push us from a force of specialists to
one more of generalists. People will be asked to perform a wider
variety of tasks with less direct supervision. High quality people
will be needed, and as the civilian youth population begins to grow,
the selection ratio (vacancies compared to available manpower) will
become more favorable.

Of course, the changing demographics of the youth population may
negatively affect that situation. In the years to come, there will
be more minorities, more women, and more aliens in the labor force.
Many minorities will come from high schools with marginal programs.
So unless education reform works, minority high school graduates may
lack the basic skills needed for entry level positions. This could
pose problems not only for the military but for industry as well.
However, vigilance on the part of the Department, the Congress, and
the Administration should help avoid serious declines in force
quality. In the long run, sufficient resources are the key; with
them we are okay; cut too deep and there could be a crisis in mili-
tary manpower.

In the future, the Services also will continue to seek diversity
in their military personnel. It will be of continuing importance
that the Services reflect the composition of the society they pro-
tect. During Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm, much was
said in the media about overrepresentation of minorities and that
they would pay a disproportional burden if we went to war. Fortu-
nately, casualties in the Persian Gulf never reached predicted
levels. However, with the return to force drawdown, critics alleged
that those cutbacks would have an adverse impact on minorities.
Obviously, this is a "dammed if you do, dammed if you don't" situa-
tion.

Following Desert Storm, there was a serious decline in the
propensity of Black youth to enlist. We talked to recruiters from
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inner cities and other areas with heavy minority representation and
there seemed to be three reasons for lowered propensity:

* Black leaders (ministers, teachers, etc.) were still
concerned about the "burden* problem.

* Black entertainers had released antimilitary music (par-
ticularly rap music).

e Many youth believed that with the downsizing there were no
longer opportunities within the military.

During the early part of Fiscal Year 1992, the percentage of new
recruits who were Black did decline, but that proportion has stabi-
lized at about 17 percent, as compared with about 14 percent Blacks
in the civilian youth population. Analyses also have shown that
minorities in the career force are not really being disproportion-
ately hurt by drawdown activities. I believe that throughout the
1990s minorities will continue to enter service (both officers and
enlisted) at levels slightly above their percentage in the youth
population. A smaller military will still have opportunities for
rewarding careers for capable young people.

Women in the military, and particularly in combat, also has been
and will continue to be a defining issue. The President's Commission
on the Assignment of Women in the Armed Forces has been considering
the role of military women for the past year. Its report is due to
the President on November 15. The Commission has heard extensive
testimony from people within and outside the military on all aspects
of women in combat. It also has sponsored surveys of military
members, general/flag officers, and the American public regarding
their attitudes about women in combat, and on November 2-3, the
Commission will decide what it will recommend to the President. My
thoughts on this issue are that women should be allowed to hold any
job within the military for which they qualify. Standards should be
set relative to performance and both women and men should meet those
standards.

My prediction is that the Commission will endorse women to fly
combat aircraft and to serve on combatant ships, but the Commission
will not endorse women in ground combat. Even though the burden of
proof lies with those against women in combat, the issues of
strength/stamina, unit cohesion, pregnancy, men's protective atti-
tudes towards women, potential torture of women POWs, etc. are still
of considerable concern. Yet, by the year 2000, I believe these
issues will be resolved (either politically or through research) and
that women will be allowed to participate in any occupation for which
they qualify. I guess my egalitarian tendencies are showing; by the
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new century people will be judged on their skills, abilities, and
potential - not membership in a group.

Role of Hilitazy in Ameican Society

Now, let me spend a few minutes talking about the future role of
the military in society. On June 23, Senator Sam Nunn gave a speech
on the floor of the Senate in which he recommended that military
personnel be used to assist civilian efforts in critical domestic
needs. In the speech, Senator Nunn suggested several ways the
military could help local communities:

* Military personnel as role models--hard working, disci- *,

plined men and women who command respect can serve as a
powerful force among our young people.

* Rehabilitation and renewal of community facilities-
schools, public housing, recreational facilities, roads,
and bridges are in need of repair.

* Summer outreach programs for disadvantaged children who
need help with basic skills.

* Medical transport--military helicopters could be used to
carry seriously ill or injured people to hospitals.

* Nutrition programs--military personnel could assist state
and local welfare agencies in distribution of surplus
food.

In his speech, Senator Nunn also stated three principles (or con-
straints) under which this type of program would work:

0 It could not interfere with the military mission.

* It could not compete with private or other government
efforts.

* It could not be used as justification for additional
resources.

Of course, the Services have always been involved in such
activities, but they have never been centralized within the Depart-
ment. For example:

* JROTC - there are nearly 1,600 units in high schools
around the country emphasizing citizenship, leadership,
and self-esteem. DoD provides uniforms, equipment, and

7
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shares the cost of retired military instructors. We now
are planning to expand the number of JROTC units to about
3,500 and pay more of the costs for schools in disadvan-
taged neighborhoods.

* Service academies have conducted educational programs on
campus in areas of science, math, and computers.

* Military personnel have long served as role models--tili-
tary people already volunteer their time in scouts,
churches, community organizations, and charities, etc.

* The military supports the homeless with excess materials
(blankets, cots, food ) to local organizations.

* The military is involved in law enforcement through

counter narcotic efforts.

* The military already has medevac programs.

* And of course, we were involved in emergency response and
disaster relief with the recent experiences with Hurricane
Andrew.

As Senator Nunn promised in his speech, he included a new
"Civil-Military Cooperative Action Program" in the Fiscal Year 1993
DoD Authorization Act. The President signed that bill into law
Friday night (October 23, 1992) at 5:30. The law directs the Secre-
tary of Defense to set up programs to use skills, capabilities, and
resources of the Armed Forces to meet domestic needs of the United
States. The objectives of the program, now codified are:

"• To enhance individual and unit training and morale of
military personnel through meaningful community involve-
ment.

"* To encourage cooperation between civilian and military

sectors of society in addressing domestic needs.

"* To advance equal opportunity.

"* To enrich the civilian economy through education, train-
ing, and transfer of technology.

"* To improve environmental, economic, and social conditions.

"• To provide opportunities for disadvantaged citizens.

8
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To accomplish these objectives, the Secretary of Defense shall
encourage establishment of advisory councils at regional, state, and
local levels to coordinate projects and activities. Membership will
include military officials and representatives from local and state
agencies, and representatives from civic/social service organiza-
tions, business and labor. But, you do not have to be an oracle to
see this sort of formalized program is the wave of the future,
especially in the aftermath of Hurricane Andrew. What I do not know
is how this will play in terms of the development of national service
programs.

Four years ago, Senator Nunn and Congressman Dave McCurdy
(Democrat-Oklahoma) introduced national service legislation. This

was part of the Democratic Leadership Council's (DLC) agenda. Gover-
nor Clinton was chairman of the DLC at the time. Today with the

* downsizing, about 100,000 young people who could have enlisted three
or four years ago will be denied that opportunity. What will happen
to those 100,000 young people? They are good young people. They are
bright. They are well-educated, and only because we are going to have
a smaller military force will they be denied entrance. I believe
that they will displace people who are in entry level positions in
the civilian sector. In turn, that displacement will ultimately
affect even more disadvantaged young people. Young people coming
from Appalachia, from the inner-cities, who will no longer have the
opportunity to compete for entry level jobs. I hope that the United
States will not throw these young people away. Perhaps, national
service is a concept whose time has come, and perhaps this civilian-
military cooperation initiative is Sam Nunn's national service
program to be run by the Department of Defense.

One last aspect of the military role in society that I would
like to cover pertains to a garrisoned versus deployed force. With a
smaller force and less Defense dollars, there will be fewer overseas
assignments and less frequent reassignments within the United States.
It is likely that people will be assigned to the same base for longer
periods of time, maybe even up to eight years or more. The issue
will be whether the force looks outward into the community or looks
inward to itself, as it did during World War II.

I believe military personnel will become more and more a part of
the communities in which their bases are located. They will become
more involved in local off-base activities, will shop in civilian
grocery stores and department stores, will live among non-military
neighbors, and send their children to community schools. This will
lead to a reinforcement of the concept of citizen-soldier, if that
concept needs any reinforcing. Military people and their families
will hear the opinions and concerns of their neighbors, can explain
military positions on different issues or situations (i.e., why we

9



don't send troops to Bosnia) to those same neighbors, and everyone
benefits because of better understanding and a lessening of the "them
and us" concept. I also believe the military will develop a greater
sense of belonging, of social integration, a sense of identify, of
caring about those people with whom they live and ultimately defend
and protect.

In sum, I believe that the military of the 21st century has a
real chance to be even better than the military of today. It will be
composed of smart, well educated people of diverse backgrounds who
will be judged by their individual attributes. They not only will be
well trained and ready for all contingencies, but also will make
their communities better places to live through personal involvement
and service. Tomorrow's military is one which will deserve our honor
and pride.

IMplications for Testing

Let me close with some observations about how this changing
military will affect military personnel testing because after all,
this is the Military Testing Association. When I began this morning,
I mentioned that I had previously been involved in the preparation of
three MTA keynote speeches. I would like to go back to 1973 and 1977
and see how some of the points in those speeches relate to our
evolving military. In 1973, then Lt General John Roberts, Deputy
Chief of Staff for Personnel, said that tests of the future should
focus more on the individual--on his or her unique talents and
desires and that tests should maximize the opportunity for choice--
both by the individual and by his or her employer. Then in 1977,
Major General Herb Emanuel, Vice Commander of the Air Force Military
Personnel Center gave examples of research topics that addressed
General Roberts' principles. Two of the research topics that were
discussed by General Emanuel, computerized adaptive testing and
prediction of first-term enlisted attrition, will be discussed in
some depth at this MTA.

I still believe that the 1973 principles stated almost 20 years
ago are relevant. Our military of the future will be required to
operate equipment and systems of ever increasing sophistication and
with fewer resources--money and people. We, as testing experts and
personnel managers, must develop and use selection and classification
procedures that more than ever will maximize performance and allow us
to get the most from our increasingly scarce dollars. In the case of
computerized testing, we must be able to demonstrate to Congress that
we can sufficiently improve how we do business to amortize the costs
of buying the hardware. At this conference, you will hear about
innovative ways to do enlistment testing, including the possibility
of contracting outside the Department with companies to purchase
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computer systems and to administer the tests for us. That would
solve the problem of buying equipment that is no longer state-of-the-
art before it is delivered. We also continue to struggle with
attrition !ar~agement and the use of education credentials in the
enlistment screening process. This afternoon, you will have the
opportunity to learn the latest on the politics and progress of this
seemingly intractable area.

In the final analysis, the message that I would like to leave
with you this morning is this. Even though the military of the
future will be smaller, more mobile, required to be more proficient
in a wider variety of tasks, and perhaps somewhat different in its
social composition, it will still be a military of people. We must
select the best available men and women, and place them into jobs for
which they are qualified, and we must never forget those people are
individuals, with skills, abilities, aspirations, motivations--i.e.
talents that are unique to them. We must maximize their future
contribution to the military, but we must always treat them with
dignity. In the future, we will need innovative testing research and
methods more than ever. Let us join together in the knowledge that
there is excitement and opportunity to improve the management of the
most precious asset entrusted to any organization--its people. And
let us do it wisely.
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Computer-Based Testing R&D at the Navy Personnel
Research and Development Center:

An Overview

W. A. Sands*
Director, Personnel Systems Research Department
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center

San Diego, California 92152-6800

INTRODUCTION

ASVAB

The Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) is a
multiple aptitude test battery taken by all applicants for enlistment
into the U. S. military services. This conventionally-administered,
paper-and-pencil test battery (P&P-ASVAB) involves eight power
tests and two speeded tests. The power tests are General Science,
Arithmetic Reasoning, Word Knowledge, Paragraph Comprehension,
Auto and Shop Information, Mathematics Knowledge, Mechanical
Comprehension, and Electronics Information. The speeded tests are
Numerical Operations and Coding Speed. The results of these tests
are used for both initial eligibility determination and subsequent
classification into entry-level training.

The U.S. Military Entrance Processing Command administers the
ASVAB under two programs: the Enlistment Testing Program and
the Student Testing Program. In the Enlistment Testing Program,
ASVAB is administered to over 800,000 applicants each year, in
approximately 70 Military Entrance Processing Stations (MEPS) and
approximately 970 Mobile Examining Test Sites (METS) nationwide.
In the Student Testing Program, ASVAB is administered in over
15.000 schools to over 1,000,000 students annually.

The opinions expressed in this paper are those of the author, are not official.
and do not necessarily reflect those of the Navy Department.
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CAT-ASVAB

The U. S. Department of Defense has a Joint-Service Program to
develop, test, and evaluate a Computerized Adaptive Testing version
of the battery (CAT-ASVAB). The Department of Navy was
designated as the Executive Agent, with the Navy as the Lead
Service. The Navy Personnel Research and Development Center
(NPRDC) was designated the Lead R&D Laboratory. The Air Force
was assigned respontibility for the development of the large test
item banks needed for CAT-ASVAB. The Army was assigned
responsibility for the procurement, deployment, and implementation
of the full-scale operational testing system.

CBT R&D at NPRDC

This symposium includes six papers that describe some of the
research and development in Computer-Based Testing (CBT)
conducted by the Navy Personnel Research and Development Center.
This R&D has included studies emphasizing psychometrics and
studies involving operational implementation.

The first paper, written by R. D. Hetter, D. 0 Segall, and B.
Bloxom, addresses the issue of medium of administration in item
calibration. Historically, new test items have been calibrated by
administering them to large numbers of examinees in a paper-and-
pencil format. The development of the microcomputer-based CAT-
ASVAB system has opened the possibility of collecting item
calibration information using a computer-based test administration.
The purpose of this study was to determine if there was any
difference between items calibrated on data collected under a paper-
and-pencil vs. a computer-based administration, when the items
were used in a CAT-ASVAB administration. Results indicated that
the medium of administration had no effect on the reliability of the
CAT-ASVAB scores.

The second paper, written by K. E. Moreno and D. 0. Segall,
examines the measurement precision of CAT-ASVAB. This study
involved two aspects: (1) a comparison of the alternate form
reliability of CAT-ASVAB and P&P-ASVAB, and (2) a comparison of
(a) the correlations between CAT-ASVAB scores and corresponding
P&P-ASVAB scores and (b) the correlations between corresponding
tests in two forms of P&P-ASVAB. Results indicated that seven of
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the ten CAT-ASVAB tests were significantly more reliable than the
corresponding P&P-ASVAB tests, while there was no difference on
the other three tests. Finally, the correlations between CAT-ASVAB
tests and P&P-ASVAB tests were as high as the correlations between
two forms of P&P-ASVAB.

The third paper, written by D. 0. Segall, addresses equating, a
central issue in evaluating CAT-ASVAB as a potential replacement
for the P&P-ASVAB. Equating tests involves placing the scores from
two instruments on the same metric, so that their scores are
interchangeable. The established approach to equating forms of
ASVAB has involved two stages: (1) a provisional equating, based
upon data collected under non-operational conditions, and (2) an
operational equating, based upon data collected under operational
conditions. If the results are in close agreement, this increases
confidence that the equating is appropriate. If the results differ, this
raises questions concerning the data representativeness, collection
procedures, and analyses. This paper discusses procedures for
equating CAT-ASVAB to P&P-ASVAB.

The fourth paper, written by G. E. Larson and D. L. Alderton,
examines the reliabilities and practice effects for the tests in the
Enhanced Computer-Administered Test (ECAT) battery. The ECAT
tests are promising experimental tests that are possible candidates
for incorporation into ASVAB at some time in the future. Results
showed practice effects for all the experimental tests except
Assembling Objects. Reliabilities for the ECAT tests ranged from .75
to .91, a range comparable to existing ASVAB tests. Females
obtained lower scores on all the psychomotor tests and some of the
spatial tests. Finally, it was noted that many of the tests had
significant correlations with grade point average in civilian schools,
suggesting that the tests may have validity for military training
school selection.

The fifth paper, written by J. H. Wolfe and D. 0. Alderton,
examines the incremental validity of six experimental tests for
predicting performance criteria in nine Navy training schools. These
tests included measures of working memory, spatial ability,
reasoning, and perceptual speed. Results showed that the
experimental tests improved prediction over the standard ASVAB
tests for five of the nine schools.
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The last paper describes the Operational Test and Evaluation
(OT&E) of the Computer-Based Testing battery. This battery includes
the operational administration of CAT-ASVAB and the experimental
administration of ECAT. The purpose of the OT&E is to gather
information needed for a nationwide implementation. This OT&E is
currently on-going in three locations: San Diego California, Los
Angeles California, and Jackson Mississippi. Two additional locations
will be involved in the future: Baltimore Maryland and Denver
Colorado. Preliminary results from the initial locations are very
favorable. The test administrators have experienced few problems
running the CBT system and, in general, prefer it to P&P-ASVAB. In
addition, this generally very positive attitude has been expressed by
both examinees and recruiting personnel.
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ITEM CALIBRATION MEDIUM EFFECT ON CAT SCORES

Rebecca D. Helter and Damel 0. Sep1
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center

Bruce M. Bloxom t

Departnent of Defense Manpower Data Cen

INTRODUCTION

The Navy Personnel Research and Development Center is conducting reseach to design and evalu-
ate a computerized adaptive test (CAT) as a potential replacement for the paper-and-pencil Armed Services
Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB). In support of this effort, the Accelerated CAT-ASVAB Program
(ACAP) is evaluating item pools specifically developed for computerized adaptive testing.

Baciground

An important question in the development of item pools for computerized adaptive tests is whether
data for calibrating items should be collected by a paper-and-pencil (P&P) or a computer administration of
the items. Even though research shows that computerized adaptive tests with P&P item calibrations can
have validities comparable to conventional P&P tests (Moreno, Segall and Kieckhaefer, 1985, p. 29-33),
thee is continuing uncertainty about how much less than optimal these computerized adaptive tests might
be..

The concern about medium of administration (MOA) in item calibration is that item parameters for
some types of items (e.g., items with long paragraphs or with graphics) may differ between computer and
P&P administrations. This could result in less-than-optimal item selection and score estimation in adaptive
tests If P&P administrations do not yield precise enough calibrations, items must be administered by
computer during calibration just as they are during testing.

Objective
The purpose of this MOA study is to evaluate the effect on adaptive scores of using a P&P calibra-

Lion. Specifically, to what extent do adaptive scores obtained with computer-administered items and a P&P
calibration correspond to adaptive scores obtained with computer-administered items and a computer cali-
bration? If there is a lack of correspondence, is it greater than would be found by chance, i.e., greater than
would be found with the use of another computer calibration?

METHOD

Fixed blocks of items were administered by computer to one group of examinees and by P&P to a
second group. These data were used to obtain computer-based and P&P-based calibrations of the items.
Each calibration was then used to estimate item response theory adaptive scores (thetas) for a third group
of examinees who had received the items by computer. The effect of medium of administration was
assessed by comparative analyses of the thetas using the alternative calibrations.

Subjects
The subjects were Navy recruits who were randomly assigned to one of three groups. Data were

collected for 2955 examinees, 989 in Computer-Group 1,978 in the P&P Group, and 988 in Computer
Group 2. These sample sizes provide enough data for independent calibrations, since. Hulirn et al (1983, p.
101-110) simulation results suggest that substantially larger samples produce little improvement in the pre-
cision of item characteristic curves and scores, given the number of items (40) used in these calibrations.

Testing was conducted at a Recruit Training Center in San Diego, California. ASVAB scores of
record were obtained for nearly all of the recrits and were used to assess whether the groups were

I The opinions expressed in this paper am those of the authors, arm not official, and do not necessarily reprsen those of
the Department of the Navy or the Department of Defense.
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comparable in ability levels.

Items

The items were taken from pools specifically developed in support of CAT-ASVAB by Prestwood,
Vale, Massey, and Welsh (1985). Forty items from each of four ASVAB content areas (general science,
arithmetic reasoning, word knowledge, and shop information) were administered by computer to Groups I
and 3, and by P&P to Group 2. The items were conventionally administered in order of ascending
difficulty, using the difficulties obtained by Prestwood et al (1985). The three groups received the me
items with the same instructions and practice problems, in the same order and with the same time limits.
Although only four of the 11 CAT-ASVAB subtests were included in this study, subtest order was the
same as in the CAT-ASVAB. Time limits were prorated from 95 percent completion times for the same
content areas in ACAP, with the addition of 10 percent to allow for a higher completion rate. Subtest order
and time limits were as follows: GS (19 min), AR (63 min), WK (16 min), and SI (17 min). The total
time was 115 minutes.

The 40 items included 34 high.usage items (usage obtained from ACAP simulation studies) and six
"seeds" (not-scored items administered for the purpose of gathering data for on-line calibration research).
The booklet format was the same used in the original P&P calibration by Prestwood et al (1985), and the
computer format was the same used in ACAP. Practice problems and instructions were also as in ACAP.

Item Calibrations
Item response theory parameter estimates based on the three-parameter logistic model (Birnbaum,

1968) were obtained in separate calibrations for Computer Group I (calibration Cl) and for the P&P Group
(calibration C2). The data sets on which the calibrations are based are labelled UI and U2, correspond-
ingly. The calibrations were performed with LOGIST6 (Wingersky, Barton, & Lord, 1982) a computer
program that uses a joint maximum-likelihood approach. Data set U3 from Computer Group 2 was not
used in the calibrations. The design with the corresponding notation is summarized in Table 1.

Table I

Calibration Design

Data Set/ Item Parameters/
Group Medium Item Responses Calibrations

I Computer UI C1
2 P&P U2 C2
3 Computer U3 n.a.

Scores
For each recruit in Group 3 two ability scores were computed: TI and 12 (see Table 2). Both

scores were based on U3 responses. TI scores were calculated using the computer-based item parameters
(CI). T2 scores were calculated using the P&P-based item parameters (C2). TI and T2 were adaptive
scores, computed as described below using only 10 of the 40 responses from a given examinee.

Adaptive Scores. To compute the adaptive thetas (TI and T2), 10-item adaptive tests were simu-
lated using actual examinee responses. Owen's Bayesian scoring (Owen, 1975) was used throughout the
test to update the ability estimate, and a bayesian modal estimate was computed at the end of the test to
obtain the final score. Items were se!ected from information tables on the basis of maximum information.
(An information tab!e consists of lists of items by ability level. Within each list, all the items in the pool -
40 in this case - are arranged in descending order of the values of their information functions computed at
that ability level. This study used 37 ability levels equally spaced along the [-2.25, +2.251 interval).

Table 2 summarizes the method used for computing the theta scores used in the analyses.

ASVAB Scores. ASVAB subtest scores for the four content areas of interest were obtained from
the records for most of the examinees. The scores included General Science (GS), Arithmetic Reasoning
(AR) Word Knowledge (WK), Auto Shop (AS), plus the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) compo-
site. It should be noted here that the ASVAB's Auto Shop subtest covers two content areas: Auto
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Table 2

Computation of Theta Scorm

Cailbrafloa ROSpon SOwla Ted
Parameters Set Method Legth Thaet

C1 (Computer Group 1) U3 daptive 10 km TI
C2 (PPapr-•d-Pencil) U3 Adaptive 10 11101 12

Information and Shop Information, whereas in the CAT-ASVAB each arm constitutes a separate subtest
Since only Shop Information (SI) was administered in this study, ASVAB-AS was compared to MOA-SI.

RESULTS

Calibration Samples
Two cases had fewer than 10 valid responses (not.reached greater than 30) in Subtests WK and SL

Computer Group 2, and LOGIST omitted them from the calibrations. The cases were consequently elim-
inated from all subsequent analyses of WK and SI, Computer Group 2. Final sample sizes were 989 for
Computer-Group 1.978 for the P&P Group, 988 for GS & AR in Computer-Group 2, and 986 for WK &
SI in Computer-Group 2.

Analyses using ASVAB scores of record were performed to determine whether the three gups
were comparable in examinee ability. Results clearly indicated that there ae no differences among the
groups.

2

Reliability Analysis
A design was developed to assess the effect of calibration medium on test reliabilities. The statistical

model and the LISREL specifications are described below. It should be noted that these tests would assess
overall effect across the four content areas simultaneously; if a significant effect was found, further ana-
lyses would be required to attribute the error to specific subtests.

Statistical Model, Let's assume that the observed theta values, 0, have three components: true
ability level 0, measurement error e, and random error due to calibration &. Then,

S= •, (0 + E) + 8

where 0= + e, the true ability plus the error of measurement and•X is a scale factor. Then the basic
measurement model can be described by the eight equations listed below. Also listed next to each equation
is the corresponding subtest score and the data sets used to compute it.

Equation 0 Responses Item Parameters

i = X1 41 + U1 TI-GS U3 Computer
92 = X2 t2 + 62 TI-AR U3 Computer
93 = X3 43 + 83 TI-WK U3 Computer
Q4 = X4ý 4 + 84 TI-SI U3 Computer
95 = X5 45 + 85 T2-GS U3 P&P

96= +8612-AR U3 P&P
97 = Xi7 7 + &I T2-WK U3 P&P
Os = X8 4s + 8s T2-SI U3 P&P

2 Resulu are available by MquesL
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The statistical tests available for selecting the best-fitting model consist of: (1) estimating the
model in which certain parameters are set to be equal, and (2) estimating a less constrained model The
test consists of assessing the statistical significance of the improvement in fit going from the more con-
strained model to the less constrained model. If the more constrained model fits the data as well as the less
constrained model (i.e., within sampling error limits), then one may conclude that the constraints do not
seriously erode the fit of the model.

In this case, one model is specified such that the calibration errors of the pseudo-aue test scores are
constrained to be equal for the computer-based and the P&P item parameters; another model is specified
such that these calibration errors are free to vary between the two media of administration. If the con-
strained model provides just as good a fit as the free model, then constraining calibration errors to be equal
across item-parameter sets does not erode the fit of the model to the data, and one would conclude that the
calibration errors of the ability scores were equal for computer and P&P item-parameters.

According to the model, the variance-covariance matrix X among the observed scores has the form:

X= AxOAiA + o0

where Ax is a diagonal matrix with standard deviations in the diagonal, 08 is a diagonal matrix of vari-
ances attributable to calibration error, and 0 is the attenuated correlation matrix among the ability values
4. Notice that the matrix 0 is auenuamd from one source of emr only, that source attributable to the cali-
bration; 0 is =o attenuated with respect to measurement error. The fixed and estimated parameters of this
model are displayed in Table 3.

Notice in Table 3 that the correlation of a subtest with itself (across media) is equal to one, and that
the correlations between same-name subtests are assumed to be equal both across and within calibration
media, e.g., for AR and GS,

r (AR I,GSI) = r (AR 2 ,GS 2 ) = r (AR 1 ,GS2 ) = r (AR 2 ,GS0)

Table 3

Correlation and Variance Matrices In the Model

Correlation Matrix 0

TI (Computer) T2 (P&P)

"GS-I AR-2 WK-3 SI-4 GS-5 AR-6 WK-7 SI-S
GS-I 1.0
AR-2 (2.1) 1.0
WK-3 (3.1) (3.2) 1.0
SW4 (4,1) (4,2) (4.3) 1.0
GS-5 1.0 (2.1) (3.1) (4.1) 1.0
AR-6 (2,1) 1.0 (3.2) (4.2) (2.1) 1.0
WK-7 (3.1) (3,2) 1.0 (4.3) (3.1) (3,2) 1.0

SI-8 (4.1) (4.2) (4,3) 1.0 (4.1) (4,2) (4,3) 1.0

Variance Matrix 06

08 (1.1) (2.2) (3.3) (4.4) (5,5) (6.6) (7,7) (8,8)

In the correlation matrix 0, the numbers in parentheses refer to the subtest scores used to compute
the correlation, e.g., (2,1) represents the correlation between TI scores from subtests AR and GS (AR-2,
GS-1). The correlation between T2 subtests AR and GS should be (6,5); however it is represented by (2,1)
because under the model they are assumed to be equal.

In the variance matrix 08, the numbers represent variances, e.g., (7,7) represents the variance of the
T2 scores from subtest WK (WK-7, WK-7).
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LISBEL..Models. To tea the model fit, two models wene siecfied aid corresponding LISR rtuns
wer performied. In Model 1. die variances of errors due to calibration (O) were free to vary between the
two media of administration. In Model 2, the variances of errors due to calibration were constrained to be
equal for sune-nanie subtests.

The 0 constraints displayed in Table 4 were imposed for both Model 1 and Model 2.
The UISREL output yields a chi-square statistic that is a measure of how much Z differs firown S.

that is. of how well the model fits the data. The difference in the chi-squares from the two models is also a
chi-square with d4C equal to the difference in W~ from die two models. If it is not significant. then die data
satisfies/fits the model independently of the calibration errorm That iserors due to calibrationaroess
media for same-name subtests ame equal.

The UISREL specifications for Model I were:
(1) Laznbda-X - Diagonal Matrix, Free
(2) PHM n Symmetrical Matrix, Free
(3) Theta-Delta a Diagonal Matrix, Free

The UISREL specifications; for Model 2 were:
(1) Lambda-X a Diagonal Matrix, Free
(2) PHI - Symmetrical Matrix, Free
(3) Theta-Delta, (TD) a Diagonal Matrix with Constraints
(4) TD Constrainat #:All off-diagonal 8& fixed at zero, and
(5) TD Constraint #2: 0& (COMPUTER)a 0&9 (P&P). thatis,

9~(~l)aO~S,5 0&9(2,2)-08O(6,6); 0&(3,3)-0&9(7.7); and 08(4,4) 0&O(8.8).
Table 4 presents goodness-of-fit statistics for these models. The likelihood ratio chi-square value of

the model in Model I was 14.07 with 14 df. The result is not statistically significanit, indicating that die
model adequately explains die observed covariance matrices. Results for Model 2 show a chi-squae value
of 19.57 with 18 4f, which is also not statistically significant. The difference in chi-squares between
Model I and Model 2 is itself distributed as a chi-square with df equal to the difference in #4 frow Model
I and Model 2. This value (5.50 with 4 dp' was not significant. indicating diat allowing the error term to
be free does not change the fit of the model.

Table 4
Test for Equality of RellabIllties

Model X df Prob Gof Adj-Gof RMSR

1. 98 = free 14.07 14 0.445 0.996. 0.991 0.002
2. 95(COMPUTER) = 8(P&P) 19.57 18 0.358 0.995 0.990 0.003
3. 2-1 5.50 4 nts.
PMb. -Probsultw

Got.- Goodness of Fit
RMSR . Rmo Mew¶ square Residuals

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Results of the reliability analyses indicate that random errors due to calibration have equivalent vari-
ance across different media. These findings indicate that the use of item parameters obtained in a P&P
calibration wilt not affect the reliability of CAT-AS VAB test scores and clearly support the use of the P&P
parameters of the current CAT-AS VAB item pool, an important concern of the ACAP program.
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CAT-ASVAB Pecilsion

Kathleen E. Moreno and Daniel 0. Segall
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center

San Diego, CA 92152

INTRODUCTION

The Navy Personnel Research and Development Center (NPRDC), as lead military laboratory for
the Computerized Adaptive Testing (CAT) project, is responsible for the development and evaluation of a
CAT version of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (CAT-ASVAB). One part of the
evaluation process involved conducting an empirical study to assess the precision of the CAT-ASVAB
system intended for operational use.

BACKGROUND

NPRDC has conducted various studies which provide information concerning the precision of
CAT-ASVAB and the relationship between the CAT-ASVAB and P&P-ASVAB subtests. Some of these
studies have used an experimental version of the CAT-ASVAB system to collect empirical data, while
others have used simulated data.

Empirical Studies. As part of a joint-service study on the validity of CAT-ASVAB, recruits in each of
the four services were administered an experimental version of the CAT-ASVAB and those P&P-ASVAB
sublests used in computing a recruit's school composite score. These data were used to compute cross-
medium correlation coefficients. Correlations between CAT-ASVAB subtest scores and corresponding
P&P-ASVAB subtest scores were as high as correlations between two alternate forms of the P&P-
ASVAB. The results of these analyses indicate that the experimental CAT-ASVAB is measuring the
same types of abilities that are measured by the P&P-ASVAB. Indirectly, the results indicate that the
reliability of the CAT-ASVAB subtests is as high as that of the P&P-ASVAB subtests. (Moreno, Segall, &
Kieckhaefer, 1985)

In 1987, NPRDC conducted an alternate forms study at the Recruit Training Center (RTC), San
Diego, which provides more direct information about the reliability of the CAT-ASVAB item pools. This
study was conducted using preliminary item pools and Apple IN hardware. The purpose of the study was
to collect empirical data that couid be used in a preliminary evaluation of the ACAP item pools. Navy
recruits were randomly assigned to one of three groups. Group 1 received two forms of the CAT-ASVAB,
Group 2 received two forms of the P&P-ASVAB, and Group 3 received one form of the CAT-ASVAB and
one form of the P&P-ASVAB. Results of this study showed that the CAT-ASVAB subtest reliabilities, with
the exception of Coding Speed, either equaled or exceeded P&P-ASVAB subtests in terms of alternate
forms reliability. Further investigation of Coding Speed showed that if a number correct score were used
instead of a rate score, the differences in reliabilities disappeared. Cross-medium analyses indicated that
CAT-ASVAB and P&P-ASVAB are measuring the same constructs. (Day & Kieckhaefer, 1987)

Simulation Studies. In addition to empirical studies, NPRDC has conducted numerous simulation
studies. As part of these studies, NPRDC has examined several measures of precision for the ACAP
item pools (Segall, 1987). One measure examined the conditional precision of both the CAT-ASVAB and
the P&P-ASVAB. Score information functions were computed for each content area and form of the
CAT-ASVAB, and for one form of the P&P-ASVAB (9A). The CAT-ASVAB score information functions
equaled or exceeded the P&P-ASVAB information across ability levels, for all 18 pools examined.
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Simulated test-retest reliabilities were computed to assess the unconditional precision of both the CAT-
ASVAB and P&P-ASVAB (Hetter & Segall, 1986). Again, the simulated CAT-ASVAB reliabilities matched
or exceeded the corresponding P&P-ASVAB reliabilities.

On the whole, the studies that have been conducted to date have provided us with valuable
information concerning both CAT, in general, and, more specifically, the CAT-ASVAB item pools.
However, an empirical study of the precision of the CAT-ASVAB "system", final items pools adminstered
on the Hewlett Packard Integral, needed to be conducted prior to operational use of the system.

PURPOSE

The primary purpose of the study described in this paper was to compare CAT-ASVAB subtest
and composite scores to corresponding P&P-ASVAB subtest and composite scores. A secondary
purpose was to (1) compare the correlations between CAT-ASVAB and corresponding P&P-ASVAB
subtests to those between two forms of P&P-ASVAB.

METHOD

Examinees. Navy recruits stationed at the Recruit Training Center in San Diego served as examinees in
this study. The total number of examinees tested was 2,090. There were 1,057 in the CAT-ASVAB
group and 1,033 in the P&P-ASVAB group. A large percentage of these subjects did not have complete
data because they did not return for the second test. After eliminating cases with incomplete data the
sample sizes were 744 for CAT-ASVAB and 726 for P&P-ASVAB.

Design. This study used an equivalent groups design. Examinees were randomly assigned to one of
two groups. Group 1 was administered form 1 of the CAT-ASVAB, followed by form 2 of the CAT-
ASVAB. Group 2 was administered form 9B of the P&P-ASVAB, followed by form 10B of the P&P-
ASVAB. There was an interval of five weeks between when an examinee took the first test and when he
took the second test. This interval was constant for all examinees. There was no counter-balancing of
forms. Comparisons between CAT-ASVAB and P&P-ASVAB reliabilities should be unaffected by the
order of administration of the forms. In addition, counter-balancing would have been administratively
more difficult.

Tests. The two forms of the CAT-ASVAB were forms 01C and 02C, developed for operational use. The
two forms of the P&P-ASVAB were forms 9B and 10B. These P&P-ASVAB forms were chosen for this
study because NPRDC has item parameters available for these forms that are on the same scale as the
CAT-ASVAB item parameters. This will permit the results of this study to be compared to results from
simulation studies conducted at NPRDC.

Procedure. Upon arrival, all examinees were given general instructions explaining the experimental
testing in which they were participating, and signed a privacy act statement allowing use of the data for
research purposes. Examinees were then seated in the appropriate room (CAT-ASVAB or P&P-
ASVAB), based on a random assignment list. CAT-ASVAB was administered using Hewlett Packard
Personal Computers, following the same procedures developed for operational implementation. The
P&P-ASVAB was administered following procedures outlined in the ASVAB Test Administrator's Manual.
At the conclusion of testing, test administrators collected the following data from the examinees' DD Form
1966: population group, ethnic group, date of birth, education, operational ASVAB test form, operational
ASVAB subtest scores, and date of enlistment.

Scores. The scores used for those examinees taking the CAT-ASVAB were the equated CAT-ASVAB
raw scores (unless otherwise indicated in the table). The tables obtained from the CAT-ASVAB score
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equating data collection were used to obtain these scores (Segal, 1990). The scores used for the P&P-
ASVAB were the number right for the subtests. Composite scores were obtained in the usual method.

Data Editing. A data editing procedure which compared post-enrastment (non-operational) scores to pre-
enlistment (operational) scores was used to eliminate "unmotivated" examinees (Segall, 1990). After
editing, the sample size was 723 for the CAT-ASVAB group and 706 for the P&P-ASVAB group.

Evaluation of Equivalent Groups. The equivalency of the two groups was checked by (1) comparing
the two groups on race and years of education, and (2) comparing the distribution of operational subtest
scores for the two groups.

Precision Analyses. Altemate forms correlations were computed for each of the CAT-ASVAB and P&P-
ASVAB subtests and the service composites. Fishers z transformation was used to evaluate the
difference between CAT-ASVAB and P&P-ASVAB reliabilities, at the subtest level.

Cross-medlum Correlations. Correlations were computed between the CAT-ASVAB subtest scores
and the corresponding operational ASVAB subtest scores. Correlations between non-operational P&P-
ASVAB and the corresponding operational P&P-ASVAB subtests were also computed.

RESULTS

Evaluation of Equivalent Groups. Table 1 shows the distribution of race and years in school for each
of the two groups. As shown, these distributions are not significantly different. For race, however, the
value is larger than expected. When this test was rerun eliminating the "other' category, the P-value was
.80. For each of the subtests, a K-S test was conducted to evaluate the difference between the score
distributions for the two groups. There were no significant differences.

Table 1

Frequency of Race and Education by Groupa

CAT-ASVAB P&P-ASVAB X2 P-value

Race 9.14 .058
Whites 541 539
Blacks 141 134
Asian 27 34
Am. Ind. 6 6
Other 24 8

Education 1.39 .85
< 10 yrs 22 21
10 yrs 27 34
11 yrs 70 73
12 yrs 565 537
> 12 yrs 55 56

a Note. This was run on the unedited data set. There were 10 cases with missing data.
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Precision Analyses. As shown in Table 2, the alternate form correlations for the CAT-ASVAB subtests
either matched or exceeded those of corresponding P&P-ASVAB subtests. This table also shows the
alternate form correlations for the CAT-ASVAB subtests, using Owen's Bayesian estimate of theta and
the final ability estimate (penalized mode for the power tests, rate score for the speeded tests). In
addition, a comparison of CAT-ASVAB composite scores with P&P-ASVAB composite scores showed
that for all 32 composites, CAT-ASVAB scores were higher than corresponding P&P-ASVAB scores.
The values for the Armed Forces Qualification Test composite and the Verbal composite, used by all
services, are shown in Table 2.

Table 2

Alternate Forms Correlations for Subtests

Content
Area Owens Final Equated Raw Raw

GS .85 .85 .84" .73
AR .82 .80 .82* .77
WK .86 .86 .83 .82
PC .59 .58 .54 .48
NO .84 .81 .71
CS .76 .78 .75
AS .85 .85 .89 .77

.78 .78
MK .88 .87 .88" .82
MC .75 .75 .75"" .70
El .77 .75 .73" .65

AFOT .92 .89
VE .82 .80

Note. The scores for the speeded tests in column 2 of the table are rate scores. Those reliabilities with
one asterisk were significantly higher, p < .01, those with two asterisks were significantly higher, p < .05.

Cross-medium Correlations. Table 3 shows the cross-medium correlations between CAT-ASVAB
subtests and operational P&P-ASVAB subtests and between non-operational P&P-ASVAB subtests and
operational P&P-ASVAB subtests.
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Table 3

Correlations with Operational P&P-ASVAB

Content CAT-ASVAB P&P-ASVAB
Area Form I Form 2 Form 9B Form IOB

General Science .83 .82 .79 .73
Arithmetic Reasoning .81 .75 .76 .72
Word Knowledge .83 .81 .81 .78
Paragraph Cormp .54 .43 .48 .38
Numerical Operations .60 .60 .65 .56
Coding Speed .57 .54 .65 .62
Auto & Shop Info .83 .83 .76 .74
Math Knowledge .8S .83 .83 .80
Mechanical Comp .69 .64 .66 .65
Electronics Info .73 .72 .66 .65

SUMMARY

The results of this study show that seven of the ten CAT-ASVAB subtests are significantly higher in
reliability than the corresponding P&P-ASVAB subtests. The other three subtests are as reliable as the
corresponding P&P-ASVAB subtests. In addition, CAT-ASVAB subtests correlate as highly with pre-
enlistment P&P-ASVAB as do alternate forms of the P&P-ASVAB. These findings indicate that, from a
psychometric standpoint, CAT-ASVAB can be used as a replacement for the P&P-ASVAB.
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Equating of the Computerized Adaptive Testing

Version of the ASVAB

Daniel 0. Segall

Navy Personnel Research and Developxnent Center

This paper describes an equating of the Computerized Adaptive Testing version of the Aimed
Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (CAT-ASVAB). This study is part of a larger effort to field an
operational CAT-ASVAB for use in the selection and classification of military applicants. During early
stages of implementation, both CAT-ASVAB and the paper-and-pencil version (P&P-ASVAB) will be in
operational use. Some applicants will be accessed using scores from the CAT-ASVAB, while others will be
enlisted using their scores obtained on the P&P-ASVAB. In order for the scores on the two versions to be
exchangeable, an equivalence relation (or equating) between CAT-ASVAB and P&P-ASVAB must be
obtained. The primary objective of this equating is to provide a transformation of CAT-ASVAB scores that
will preserve the flow rates currently associated with the P&P-ASVAB. Consequently, the P&P-ASVAB and
equated CAT-ASvAB will possess identical subtest and composite distributions. This property will allow the
two versions to be used interchangeably, without effecting flow-rates into the military, or into various
occupational specialties. The CAT-ASVAB will be equated in two phases: (1) Score Equating Development
(SED) phase and (2) Score Equating Verification (sEV) phase. Although data collection for both phases
have been completed, the study described in this paper covers the first of these phases.

The purpose of the study described here is to provide an equating of the CAT-ASVAB that could be
used at a later date to select and classify military applicants. During this study, both CAT-ASVAB and P&P-
ASVAB were given non-operationally to equivalent groups. The tests were non-operational in the sense that
scores on these tests had no impact on the applicants' eligibility for the military. The equating obtained
from this phase was however used operationally during a recent data collection effort, SEV. During this
recent (SEV) phase, all applicants were administered one test only;, either an operational CAT-ASVAB or an
operational P&P-ASVAB. Both versions used in the equating impacted applicants eligibility for military
service. Data for this recent data collection effort are being analyzed and will be applied to future CAT-
ASVAB applicants.

CAT-ASVAB MEASUREMENT PROPERTIES

Subtest Composition
The CAT-ASVAB and P&P-ASVAB share many common features. In an attempt to design CAT-ASVAB

as a substitute, many of the fundamental characteristics of the ASVAB were left unchanged (e.g. subtest
content, multiple choice iterrn types, exposure rates, etc.). However, the nature of a computerized adaptive
test imposes many striking differences. The P&P-ASVAB i; composed of 10 subtests which span verbal,
mathematical, technical, and clerical content areas. The CAT-ASVAB is composed of 11 subtests. "These
subtests correspond in content to the P&P-ASVAB subtests, with one exception. The Auto and Shop
Information content areas are measured by two CAT-ASVAB subtests (Auto-Information and Shop-
Information) rather than a single test (Auto/Shop) as given by the P&P-ASVAB. Each CAT-ASVAB subtest is
a fixed number of items, and has a fixed maximum time-limit. On average, CAT-ASVAB subtests contain
40-percent fewer items than their P&P counterparts.
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Item Selection
The CAT-ASVAB has two unique forms, each form drawing items fhn a different item pool. For the

adaptive tests, items are selected using maximum IRT infonnation. After each item, the ability estimate is
updated using Owens (1975) estimator. A new item is selected from among the most informative items at
that ability level, subject to the constraints imposed by the item exposure control algorithm (Sympson &
Hetter, 1985). This algorithm reduces the exposure rate of certain highly informative items, while
increasing the exposure rate for other items. The result is an upper ceiling an the exposure among the test
items. The exposure-rate of the pools most informative items was targeted at 1/3 for subtests contained
within the AFQT and 2/3 for the. mmaining power tests. Considering that CAT-ASVAB has two forms, the
effective exposure rate for the most informative items is comparable to the P&P-ASVAB. General Science
has one additional constraint imposed on item selection: items are balanced among life, physical, and
chemistry items. Items are selected from among these content areas in the sequence (P L P L P L P L P L P
L P L C) where P = physical, L = life, and C = chemistry. That is, the first item administered is a physical
science item, the second is a life science item, ..., and the last item is a chemistry item. During the adaptive
sequence, each item is selected from among the most informative items within the appropriate content area.
However, this selection within a given content area is contingent on the constraints imposed by the
exposure control algorithm.

Power Subtest Scoring
The CAT-ASVAB uses Owens (1975) bayesian procedure to update the ability estimate after each

item. This updated ability estimate is used to select items for administration. Consequently, provisional
ability estimates are obtained after responding to each item. A final Owens estimate can be obtained by
updating the estimate with the response to the final test item. However, the Owens estimate, as a final score
has one undesirable feature: it depends on the order in which the items were administered. Consequently, it
is possible for two examinees to receive the same items, provide the same responses, but receive different
final Owens ability estimates. This could occur if the two examinees received the items in different
sequences. Although this event is relatively unlikely, a decision was made to use a final estimator that is
order independent. The mode of the posterior distribution (bayesian mode) is used at the conclusion of each
power test to provide a final ability estimate. This estimator is unaffected by the order of item
administration, and provides slightly greater precision than the Owens estimator.

Speeded Subtest Scoring
The two speeded subtests CS and NO are scored using the rate score where the geometric mean of

screen times is divided into the proportion of correct responses. The proportion-correct in the numerator of
the rate score is corrected for chance guessing. Without this feature, an applicant could receive a very high
score by pressing any key quickly, without reading the items. Such an examinee would receive a low
proportion correct, but a high rate score because of the fast responding. Correcting the score for chance
guessing eliminates the advantage associated with fast random responding.

Scoring Incomplete Tests
There is one property of the bayesian modal estimator (BME) that could be problematic in the

context of incomplete tests. As with bayesian estimators in general, the BME contains a bias that draws the
estimate toward the mean of the prior. This bias is inversely related to test-length. That is, the bias is larger
for short adaptive tests, and smaller for long adaptive tests. A low ability examinee could use this property
to his/her advantage. If allowed, a low ability examinee could receive a score at or slightly below the mean
by awswering one or two items. Even if the items were answered incorrectly, the strong positive bias would
push the estimator up towards the mean of the prior. Consequently, a below average applicant could use
this strategy to increase their score: just answer the minimum number of items allowed. To discourage the
use of this strategy, a penalty procedure was developed for use in scoring incomplete tests (Segall. 1988).
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The penalty procedure used in CAT-ASVAB provides a final score that is equivalent (in expectation) to the
score obtained by guessing at random on the unfinished items. The size of the penal•t depends on the
number of unanswered items, the particular subtest, and the provisional ability leveL

SCORE EQUATiNG DEVELOPMENT

Data Collection Design
Data from 8040 applicants were collected from six geographically disperse regions within the

continental Unites States. Within each region is a Military Entrance Processing Station (MEPS), and
associated with each MEPS are a number (between 3 and 16) of Mobile Examining Team (MEl) sites.
Each of these MEPS and MET sites were included in the data collection for about 7 to 12 weeks. The six
regions were selected to provide a representative and diverse sample of military applicants. These six
locations taken together were expected to provide a nationally representative sample with respect to AFQT,
Race and Gender. Each applicant was randomly assigned to one of three groups.

Each group was assigned a different non-operational ASVAB. Examinees in one group were assigned
to a non-operational P&P-ASVAB (Version 15c). Examinees in the other two groups were assigned either
Form I or 2 of the CAT-ASVAB. In addition to taking a non-operational battery (either P&P-ASVAB or CAT-
ASVAB) each applicant was administered an operational P&P-ASVAB for enlistment purposes. Scores from
this operational test were retained for the analysis of sample characteristics, and to screen unmotivated
applicants from the equating.

Smoothing and Equating
/The objective of equipercentile equating is to provide a transformation that will match CAT-ASVAB

score distributions with P&P-ASVAB distributions. This transformation, which is applied to CAT-ASVAB,
would allow scores on the two ASVAB versions to be used interchangeably without disrupting applicant
flow rates. One method for estimating this transformation involves the use of the two empirical cumulative
distribution functions (CDF;s). Scores on CAT-ASVAB and P&P-ASVAB could be equated by matching the
empirical proportion scoring at or below observed score levels. However, this transformation is subject to
random sampling errors contained in the CDFs. It is a universal belief that the precision of the equating
transformation can be improved by smoothing either: (a) the equating transformation, or (b) the two
empirical distributions which form the equating transformation. A considerable amount of controversy has
arisen however on the choice of a decision rule for specifying the amount or degree of smoothing. One
primary objective of the CAT-ASVAB equating was to use smoothing procedures that provide an acceptable
trade-off between random and systematic error. In this study smoothing was performed on each distribution
(CAT-ASVAB and P&P-ASVAB) separately. These smoothed distributions were used to specify the
equipercentile transformation.

One additional concern arises over the shape of the equating transformation in the lower score range,
where data are usually sparse. Typically, most equating procedures provide a transformation that is either
undefined or poorly defined over this lower range. This problem was overcome here by fitting logistic tails
to the lower portion of the smoothed density functions. These tails achieved two desirable results. First, the
distributions were extended to encompass the entire lower range, thus defining the equating transformation
over this entire range. Second, by pre-specifying the fit-point of the tail, the distribution (and consequently
the equating transformation) above that point is left unaltered by the tail. Consequently the tail-fitting
procedure altered the equating only over a pre-specified lower range; the equating transformation above
that range was unaltered.

P&P-ASVAB Smoothing
The procedure used to smooth the P&P-ASVAB, developed by Segall (1988), estimates the smoothest
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density that deviates from the observed density by a specified amotiL The observed and smoothed densides
deviate from one another by an amount to be expected from sampling error.

The two parameter logistic .im"ulative density function (CDF) was used to specify density values for
the lower tail of the discrete distributions. The logistic CDF provides a cloie approximation to the normal
CDF and is often used as a substitute since it provides mathematically tractable expressions for both the
density and distribution functions. Although the function is usually used to define a contirtious CDF, it is
used here to define a discrete density. Two constraints were placed on the logistic function. The first
constraint assures that there is a smooth fit of the logistic tail to the estimated density. This is accomplished
by constraining the last bin of the tail to equal the estimated value of the smothed solution. The second
consraint assures that the proportion contained in the logistic tail will -qual the proportion contained in the
tail of the smoothed solution (about .05). It follows from this co'.traint that together, the logistic tail and
the upper portion of the smoothed solution will define a density (i.e. sum to I). Once the above constraints
are imposed, values for the two parameters of the logistic CDF can be obtained. These values can be
derived through an iterative numerical procedure.

Figure I displays the smoothed solution and the fitted tail for one example from among the ten
subtests of the P&P-ASVAB 15C. The empirical proportions for each bin are indicated by the height of the
bar. The smoothed (or fitted) density values are indicated by the small circles joined by the dotted lines
The point at which the tail was joined to the smoothed solution is indicated by an mow.

Smoothing CAT-ASVAB Distributions
The procedure used to smooth the CAT-ASVAB distributions (Kronmal and Tarter, 1968) provides a

fourier estimate of the density function using trigonometric functions. In order to obtain a useful density
estimate, it is necessary to smooth the series by truncating it at some point. Knonmal and Tarter provide
expressions which relate the Mean Integrated Square Error (MISE) of the fourier estimator to the sample
fourier coefficients. These MISE expressions are used to specify a truncation point for the series, making it
possible to specify an optimal number of terms in the series.

The logistic CDF was also used here to smooth the lower portion of the fourier estimate where data
are sparse. This tail fitting involved the following steps. First, the proportion comained in the tail was
specified according to the proportion contained in the tail of the corresponding discrete (P&P-ASVAB)
distribution (about .05). A second constraint assured that the density value of the logistic tail at the join
point equaled the density of the fourier estimate. This provided a continuous transition between the fourier
estimate and the logistic tail. Once the above constraints are imposed, values of the two logistic parameters
can be obtained through an iterative numerical procedure.

Figure 2 displays the smooth fourier estimate and the fitted tail for one of 20 CAT-ASVAB

distributions (Since Form I and Form 2 were smoothed separatcly, 20 estimates were performed in total).
The empirical histogram for the CAT-ASVAB distribution is indicated by the height of each bar. The
smoothed (or fitted) density function is displayed by the dotted curve. The fitted logistic tail is indicated by
a solid bullet.
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Equating Transformations
The smoothed distibutions were used to specify the equipercentile transformation for the CAT-

ASVAB. There were a total of 20 equafings, one for each content area of each CAT-ASVAB form. For each
P&P-ASVAB number-right score, an interval of the continuous CAT-ASVAB scores that contained the same
estimated proportion was obtained Figure 3 compares the equating function based on two smoothed
distributions with the function based on two empirical unsmoothed distribution. The Word-Knowkldge
content area is shown. The smoothed function is indicated by the circles joined by solid lines. The dogleg
portion of the function (that portion effected by the tail fitting procedure) is indicated by a large bullet. The
unsmoothed transformation is indicated by the dotted function. For both the smoothed and ummoothed
transformation, each number-right (on the y-axis) is plotted against the midpoint of the CAT-ASVAB score
interval (on the x-axis). The agreement between the smoothed and unsmoothed functions is very high above
the dogleg porion. Notice that the tail appears to provide a smooth extrapolation of the equating function
over the lower range, and in no way effects the agreement of the function above the dogleg portion. Also
notice that the dogleg provides a monotonic increasing function for mapping CAT-ASVAB scores into
number-right.

Composite Equating
Equating the CAT-ASVAB to the P&P-ASVAB involves matching subtest distributions using an

.ýuipercentile method. This distribution matching provides a transformation of the CAT-ASVAB ability
estimates to number-right equivalents. Once this transformation is specified for each subtest. raw-score
equivalents can be computed. These raw-score equivalents provide the basis for the computation of service
specific composites, as well as the AFQT and Verbal composites. One concern is that the distributions of
CAT-ASVAB composites will differ systematically from P&P-ASVAB composite distributions. This difference
could be caused by differences in subtest reliabilities or content.

Sums of (equated) subtest standard scores were computed for the 29 service composites and for the
AFQT. The VE composite was also computed from the sum of Word-Knowledge and Paragraph.
Comprehension raw-scores. After these sums were obtained, the appropriate scale conversion was applied
to place each composite score on the metric used for classification decisions by the services.

Figure 3. Equating Transformation: Word Knowledge
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Each CAT-ASVAB composite distribution (Form I and 2) was compared to the Mp n P -
ASVAB composite distribution. Two different methods were used to examine the significance of die
differences. First, the Kolmogorov-Smimov two-sample test (KS) was used to detect overall dfm=
between Form I and P&P-ASVAB. and between Form 2 and P&P-ASVAB. Since this test is not highly
sensitive to differences of a specific nature (e.g. differences in variances), an F-test was also used to assess
the differences between Form I and P&P-ASVAB variances, and between Form 2 and P&P-ASVAB
variances. Both significance tests were performed on all 31 composites. Of the 62 comparisons tested using
the K-S tests, none were significant at the .01 level. Three of the 62 variance comparisons were significant
at the .01 level.

These significance tests are generally indicative of no differences between CAT-ASVAB and P&P-
ASVAB composite score distributions. The three significant differences that were identified are likely due to
Type I errors that occur when a large number of comparisons are made. In this study, over 124
comparisons were made. Finding at least three significant differences (at the .01 level) is a highly probable
occurrence even when no true differences exist between the composite distributions. Even though these
significant differences are probably due to chance (Type I errors), it is prudent to examine the conequenc
of not equating these composites, under the assumption that these observed differences are real. That is,
suppose these observed differences in composite distributions were treated as true differences; what
consequence would this difference have on flow rates? This issue was investigated for the Navy B3
composite which displayed the largest variance difference between 15C and CAT-ASVAB. The training
schools that select on EG all happen to employ a cut-score of "96". The proportion of applicants scoring at
or above 96 on each of the CAT-ASVAB forms and 1SC was examined. If the observed sample differences
are treated as true differences, then 2%-3% additional CAT-ASVAB applicants would qualify for schools
using the Navy EG composite. This difference is relatively small.

SUMMARY

The next major analysis effort for the CAT-ASVAB project is Score Equating Verification. The data
collected from this portion of the study will be used to "re-equate" the CAT-ASVAB. One key psychometric
question will be: how much does the equating based on the operational data differ from the current equating
based on non-operational scores? Preliminary analyses indicate that this difference is small. This outcome
suggests that the methods and procedures used in this study will provide a proven framework for future
CAT equatings.
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RELIABIIMTIES AND PRACTICE EFFECTS FOR THE ENHANCED
COMPUtER-ADMINISTERED TEST (ECAT) BATTERY

Gerald LI Lamom
David L Alderm

Navy Pmul Research and Dvelopment Caitn
See Diego, CA 92152-6800

The Office of the Assistant Secretay of Defame for Militay Manpowe ad Persouarl Policy formed the Teo Advisory Selection
Panl (TASP) in December 1989 and gave it the responsibility to asemble, from the available experimental aptitude tests. an
optimal battery for validation. The TASP considered a nmber of factors, including reliability. uniqueneu, aid possible bias.
and selected a set of tests referned to a the Enhanced Computer-Ad'inintered Test (ECAT) battry. A tst/rtest analysis of
ECAT is documented in the present repo.

METHOD
Subjects - Military scheduling considerains made r ut testing impractical for dhe cme reseath. Thus, high school aid
junior college students in the Sm Diego vicinity were reatued as subjects with thd resictions that subjects must be between
tie ages of 16 and 26. with the totd sample having no more tha 35% females and no less thin 60% caucasians (to ensure
comparability between die sample aid militay recuit). As an incentive to participae in the study, each subject was p S70.00.
Three hundred and thirteen subjects (223 males, 90 females) completed both test sessions. They averaged 19.3 year-of-age, with
a standard deviation of 2.8. The ethnic breakdoiw was n folows: 73% Caucasian. 10% Hispanic. 6% Asim. 4% Filipino 3%
Affican-Amnericum 4% "O.ther"

APnTIUDE TESTS
Each subject completed am approximately 3-wur battey of 10 computerized tes, presented on Hewlett-Packard Integral
microcomputers operating uwder UNIXTM. Nme of the 10 tet comprised the actual ECAT battery. The tenth. "ereptua
Speed." was included as a supplemental meaume. Tests 8-10 below (Target Identification, One-hand Tracking. and Two-haid
Tracking) used a custom built "respome pedestal" with response buttons, sliders, and a joy stick.

1. Integratin Details - A complex 40 item spatial problem solving test. Each item consists of two separate screens. The first
screen contains from 2 to 6 regular geometic puzzle pieces that must be mentally brought together to form a completed object.
Having connected all of the puzzle pieces. the individual must remember die final object, then press a response key indicating
that she/he is ready. Once the key is pressed, the puzzle pieces ae replaced by a new scree with a single completed object.
The subject must indicate if the completed object shown is a product of the original puzzle pieces. Thare e three dependent
measues for each trial; time spent studying die puzzle pieces, tane spent deciding if the completed form is valid. and response
accnacy.

2. Mental Counters - Mental Counters is a 40 item working memory test. Each scree contains three horizontal lines, arayed
left to right. Each line represents a counter with an initial value of zero. During af item, boxes appear sequentially. one at a
time, either above or below one of the dtee lines,. If a box appears above a line, the value for that counter is incremented by
+1. If a box appears below a line, that counter is decremented by-I. On each trial either 5 or? boxes appear. The boxes appear
at one of two rates, either one every 1.33 seconds or aer every .75 seconds. The subject must make a series of rapid calculations
and select, from a four-alternative multiple choice menu, the set of correct final counter values. Number of correct responses
is used as the sunmury score

3. Sequential Memo= - Sequential Memory is another complex test of working memory. Each item consists of three to five
horizontally arrayed dots on the screen. Each dot is given a numerical value;, these must be memorized. The item is temn
presented in a series of 5 to 7 "calls" to the dots; where each call is announced by briefly turting one of the dots into an "X"
The person must report the digit string that corresponds to the order that the dots were "called." In the second half of the test.
after all the calls for an item have been made, the examinee is told to translate each number in the ordered number list into a
different number and then type in the new ordered list. There are 10 items in the first half of the test and 25 in the second half
of the test. The dependent variable is the proportion of digits correctly reported by the examinee.

The opinions expressed are those of the authors, are not official, and do not neessarily reflect the views of the Departmet of
the Navy.
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4. oadl R a A figural Ind medvesem (of Swiss extrapoladtio) ama loo -s a omsMnek. at Isn i &no
and arbift"m iue pueamsed ina swriss of f(am Arames. The subject's tmk ist w aue do tranfomzadt. ile controlling the
serins ad then select one of five alternatives that coursctly aumplases the saere. The dsqudw variable is number car"acr oss
tde 30 item These is al12minute tine limit..

5. pecpua ne - Perceptual Speed (Aldus..n. 199) Is a clrclarqulspeed utem Each lean -men. - o two aids-by-id
symbol strings of the sume length. The examines's task lato deasurinin whether the two symbol strings am identical. ad to make
tizess judgemntus as rapidly as possible while mairitainting 90% accuracy. Symbol string length is systematically varied from 1
to 7 elements. The seat is divided ino 3 Pausbees basdoan wuing coate Numbers (56 lisems). lawns (56 kans). or abstract stick
figums. (60 items). Each item type (nmauber of elearawas X symbol type) has a wiknmurn arad maximum respones tins bracket
associated with it. If an examinee reeponds too quickly at soo slowly shwhe is warted I* slow down at speed up. Cunulative
aaccuracy is retained and used in fesdback afte every 10-14 itnsm To comntrl for spsed/accuracy tradeoffs the examines is
warned to slow down if accuacy drops below 95% at to -* up if acuracy goes above 95%. The primrny dependent vansable
is ths average rate -cr across the thres subtesta.

6. Assembling Objects - A spatial Construction tML Bad, item consists of a frame with several (2-6) saparate elements. The
subjec's teask is to chooss. from four alternatives. the eanwer that correctly represents how the elements should be comnected.
Tho ere 32 items in the met. The rust 15 item ms are r-machartical items with labels indicating how tie elemntis should be
conmsctsdL The finad 17 itens in the test consist of small jigsaw puzzles with no labels showing how the puzzl pieces are to
be cctmectsd. but only otis of the four manwer Aho-ce includes all of the puzzle elemnnts. Theu dependent variable is tie numaber
of correct items solved in 16 minutes.

7. Soatial Ouientation - A spatia perspective mt.L Each itemn consists of a environmaunal viem.i suhna bridge over a river
or a farm house. In each view the horizon is apparent. These views ame rotated away from tim "naftral' horizont i a &ram& At
the bottom of ths frame is a circle with a dot on the perimeter. The subject's task is to rotas tie frame around tie view unti
it correspondls with tie natural horizona of the view and deterrmins where the dot on the circle would be located. This information
is then used wo select which of 5 alternatives correctly shows where the dot would be on tie circle (following the rotation). The
score is the number of items (of 24) solved correctly.

The next 3 tests use the ECAT response pedestal to input responses.

S. Target Identification - A hybrid sest combining asects of choice reaction time and spatial mental rotation tasts. Each item
consists of a figure in tie top half of the screen and three alternative figures in the bottom half of the screen. The corct. eae
is the alternative (at screwn bottom) that represents the s-m object ae the standard, even though the standard may be distorted
(eLg.. rotated. shrnmken. or both) relative to the answer choice. (Answer choices we always presented in a "natural" Upright
position) The examines's task is to select the coret. alternative as rapidly as possible. The figures wre schematic line drawings
of simple objects, such as wicks, helicopters, and tanks. Before each itern the subject is required to hold down 4 'home' buttons.
two on the left end two on the rig& While all four buttons we simultaneously depressed the item is prsesented. As soo as the
exarniee decides upon en answer, either hand may be used to press the button (on the top of the pedestal) that corresponds to
the selected alternative. As soon ma any of the fowr "home" buttons we released the alternatives are masked (blacked out). The
dependent variable is the average corr.c decision time where decision time is defined as the time between item presentation and
"home" button release. There are 36 ites= administered with a maximum 7 minute total teat tine.

9. One-Hand Tracking - A psychomotor teas that uses a response pedestal. Each item begins with a "path" on the computer
scemen. T1he path is simply a contiguous string of lighted screen Pixels. The path goes up/down and/or right/left. parallel with the
sides of the scemen and makes only 90 degree tumns. At one end of the path is a diarnord indicating the path's termination point.
Starting at the other end is a box that travels forward along the path. The subject moves a joy-stick that controls the movement
of a "cross-hair." The subject's task is to keep the cross-hair on the moving box. Items very in terms of the length of the path
which is inversely related to the speed at which the box moves (total item duration is thus conssara). For each item, the 'scare"
is the average absolute Cartesian pixel distance between the cross-hair end the moving box (a distace reading is taken every 50
msec during the item). There are 18 items. The dependent variable for the test is the average of the I8 item scores.

10. Two-Hand Tracking - Another psychomotor mat that has exactly the same structure and task constraints as One-Hand Tracking
described above. The only difference is that movement of the cross-hair is controlled by two slide potentiometer's. One of the
slides controls the horizontal (left/rght) movement of the cross-hair while the second slide comtrolu- le vertical (up/down) motion
of the cross hair. One hand must be used for each slide control. The slides are arr anged such that 'he horizontal slide's physical
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a Iovenumts right ad left while ths vertical slid's physical movement is up ad down. Number of hans, met scoring mid &Wa
tst - we the -s - above.

SUL7TS

Prior to the main mslyses; the data were tnmd to eiminate subjects who scosud 10% or mor below choic aths power tes.
Alao, sub"et wer eliminatd if th sar m declineid MO or -m fAmn gsesson one to seasson two. or if the acare for othter
smima lagged foar stadaid deviatim below the sample me. Finally, spud trt scorns we discarded if acwacy was below
70t. These data editing rules wer desied to eliminatem wmvmardor severely impaimd exzaninee. Upon implementing thes
rule& the proportion of subjects exchaded from the malyses raiged from a high of 6% on Assembling Objects ad Mental
Counters to a low of .3 on One-hand Tracking.

Practice Effects. Descriptive statistics ad practice effects for the rsnaining subjects wm shown in Table 1. As cut be am,
practice effects (reflecting improved performance) weo significant for all tests except Assembling Objects. Given the relative
novelty of the eperimeunal measu• e w, improvmam with practice was to be expected. In many cues, however,
impvemanats we of little practcal importance despite statistical sinificirmc. For example, no the slight (less tum one tenth
of a stmdard deviation) though significmat gam for the Integrating Details test. In general, sre gain we greatest for speeded

d/or psychomotor test (especially Two-hmd Tracking) ad it is thwefore this category of measures which should be the focus
of concan for issues such n practice aid coaching.

Ihms Table I about ham

Reliabilities. Test reliabilities ae shown in Table 2. Retest reliabilities range from .75 to .91, with a media of .81. These
figures compare favorably with ASVAB retest reliabilities, which range from .63 to .88. with a median of .79 (Wolfe. in
preparation). Intmeal consistency estimates we also quite acceptable. ranging from .78 to .97 oares both sessions. In general.
reliabilities wea somewhat higher for speeded =dA•r psychomotor tests that for power tests. Since as noted above the former
also showed the greatest practice effects, one may infer that practice cmed an upward shift in the peychomotor scoe distribution
without a substantial reordering of individual ranks.

Insert Table 2 about here

Gender Effects. Table 3 shows test performane as a function of gender. Females scored significantly below males on five of
the tn tests; two of these tests weo spatial in nsatre (Integrating Details and Spatial Orientation) and three were psychomotor
(Target ID. One- and Two-hand Tracking). To provide a beaer context for these findings, it should be noted that there were no
gender differences in academic standing (i.e.. grade point average) within the sample, nor wea ther differences on the ECAT
reasoning and working memory tests. Therefore, there is no reason to believe that the gender effects reflect underlying general
intelligence differences rather than specific spatial md psychomotor differences.

huert Table 3 about here

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Results from our tews/retest administration of the ECAT battery are, for the most part, highly encouraging. Test reliabilities are
as least as good as those for the operational ASVAB. Of concan in the present study are the significant practice effects observed
for nearly all tests, ad the female score deficit observed on some spatial tests and all psychomotor tests. These issues should
be addressed by follow-on research prior to operational use of ECAT tests. An important question is whether adding more
practice items at the beginning of the tests can stabilize performance prior to the administration of operational items. With regard
to gender differences, follow-on analyses must include actual military criterion performance measures. For example, if females
under-perform (relative to males) on criterion as well as predictor measures then the latter deficit does not reflect test bias. A
finding of gender equivalence on the criteria would, however, suggest that the test is a biased predictor and that alternative tests
or administration formats must be sought.
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TABLE 1
DESCRIPrIVE STATISTICS AND PRACTICE EFFECTS

SESSION 1E51N
I 2-tail

Meanl SDI Mean2 SD2 Value df Prob.

VARIABLE

PSRATE .709 .089 .753 .101 -12.89 308 .000

SEQMEM .707 .140 .761 .141 -10.76 307 .000

SPREAS .692 .199 .733 .175 -5.22 295 .000

INTEGRATE .773 .132 .784 .128 -2.24 306 .026

ASSEMBLE .673 .214 .686 .211 -1.77 292 .079

ORIENT .530 .258 .628 .256 -9.21 294 .000

COUNTERS .781 .160 .795 .183 -2.04 292 .042

TARGETID 1.66 .568 1.37 .504 14.99 310 .000

TRACK1 2913 432 2777 475 9.35 312 .000

TRACK2 3863 531 3549 619 21.03 309 .000
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TABLE 2
TEST RELIABILITIES

SESSIONI SESSION2 RETEST
VARIABLE ALPHA ALPHA RELIABILITY

PSRATE .95 .941 .86

SEQMEM .88 .89 .81

SPREAS .87 .86 .75

INTEGRATE .79 .78 .79

ASSEMBLE .87 .89 .83

ORIENT .89 .90 .75

COUNTERS .89 .91 .79

TARGETID .97' .97' .80

TRACKI .97' .97' .84

TRACK2 .97' .97' .91

'Split-half reliabilities
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Navy Incremental Validity Study of New Predictora

John H. Wolft and DavdL. Aid mon
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center, San Diego, CA 92152-68W0

Pape-mnd-pencil testing of menta aptitudes reached a plateau of predictive validity during ad
shortly after World War ff. During the last decade, the development of personal computers has offered the
opportunity to administer new types of tests of memory, reaction time, spatial ability and psychomotor
skills. The military services recognized this opportunity and initiated projects to develop new tests and find
whether they improved validity when added to the existing selection tests, called the Armed Servicies Voca-
tional Aptitude Battery (ASVAB). The ASVAB can be administered in either a paper-mid-pencil mode
(P&P-ASVAB) or a computerize adaptive testing mode (CAT-AS VAB).

The ASVAB is heavily weighted towards crystallized academic skills. It lacks mny direct ineasmar of
spatial ability or perceptual speed. Working memory, which Kyllom nemd Christal (1990) and others
believ to be the basis for fluid intelligenice, is difficult to test in a paper-and-pencil mode. The ASVAB
also lackts mn abstract measoning test.

The purpose of the present study is to determine whether the validity of the ASVAB can be
improved by supplementing it with a battery of new computerized tests of working memory, Spatia ability,
and perceptual sped.

Method

TOMu
Table I lists the tests that were administered.

Table I
Tests in the Navy Validity Study

Working Memory
Sequential Memory (Larson & Alderton, 1990)
Mental Counters (Larson, Merritt, & Williams, 1988)

Spatial Visualization
Integrating Details (Alderton, 1989)
Space Perception (from AS VAR Form 6)

Perceptual Speed
Overall Rate Score on three new Subtests (Aiderton, 1990)

Reasoning
Figural Reasoning (from Project A)

ASVAB (Alternate Forms, Afternoon Testing)
P&P AS VAR for 1/2 Examinees
CAT-ASVAB for 1/2 Examinees

The wwoso expmlmW in this pale afe those of the author, am amt official md do mu necessarly reffeu the views of the
Navy Depamnem.
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Subje
The examinees were Navy recruits at the Great Lakes Recruit Training Cener who were scheduled

for technical training at one of nine Class "A" schools, as shown in Table 2 4989 nrerits were tested, of
which 3997 graduated. This number was further reduced to 3356 by eliminating caes with missing data
on the dua of their testing or other factors.

Table 2
Schools for Navy Validity Study

Abbrev. Title Tested Enrolled Graduated
AD Aviation Machinist's Mate 136 125 115
AMS Aviation Structural Mechanic - Structures 122 115 104
AO Aviation Ordnanceman 128 125 117
AV Avionics Total, consisting of: 368 330 294

Avimw Eleaxmi Tedmiam 241 213 116

Avi=m Fins Casrol Tedmmim so 72 66
Avisaai Auisubmauim Warfae Tecdwican 47 45 42

BT/MM Boiler Tech/Machinist, consisting of- 1169 988 935
Boer Tecmicims 427 353 335
Madsin's Maew 742 635 60D

GMG Gunner's Mate - Phase 1 447 427 398
HM Hospitalman 782 832r 628
HT Hull Maintenance Technician 454 418 391
OS Operations Specialist 1155 1109 1015

Unassigned 228 0 0
Total 4989 4469 3997

* 17 inidaly uasiaged cases were se to HM school.

Testing Schedule

Testing was conducted from June 1989 through February 1990. The examinees were tested in their
second week of training, immediately after classification into different occupational specialties. AUl exam-
inees received approximately three hours of experimental cognitive tests in the morning. In the afternoon,
they were randomly assigned to either P&P ASVAB or CAT-ASVAB testing.

Instructions

Examinees were first given written and oral information about their rights under the Privacy Act, told
that the testing was for research purposes, would be kept confidential, and would have no effect on their
careers, and then asked to sign a statement giving permission to be tested under these conditions. Of
course, these instructions eliminated much of the incentive to perform well on the tests.

Criteria

School performance data were obtained from a variety of sources. Final School Grades (FSG) were
readily obtained for each school from existing records, often in computerized data bases. The same
sources provided internal consistency reliability estimates for FSGs. An exception was the Avionics
school, where no reliability estimate could be obtained for FSG. which had a mean of 99.2 out of a possible
100, with a standard deviation of only 1.78. Avionics FSG was omitted from the subsequent analyses.

In addition, every effort was made to obtain records of hands-on practical laboratory exercises. In
most cases, these turned out to be simple pass-fail marks, with everyone passing. In three schools -
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Aviation Machinist, Avionics, and Hull Technician, meaningful practical criteria were available. Them
were factor analyzed, and the factor pattern guided the consruction of composites of unit-weighted cmi-
terion variables.

Communalities were used as estimates of die reliabilities for the components of the composites, and
then reliabilities of the composites were computed using the standard formulas for the correlation of sums.
Table 3 shows reliabilities and corrections for range restriction.

Table 3
Characteristics of School Performance Criteria

Uncorrected Corrected
School Criterion N Mean Min Max Std. Dev. r. Std. Dev. R.
AD FSG 92 87.2 78.5 96.5 4A9 .950 6.95 .979
AMS FSG 89 81.3 72.9 92.3 3.82 .900 6.87 .969

LAB 89 84.3 76.7 114 8 3.75 .606 4.75 .755
AO FSG 94 82.2 69.9 1 6.56 .880 832 .925
AV LABI 226 94.6 66.4 I G_ 4.77 .512 4.90 .536

LAB2 226 93.8. 85.0 98.9 2.30 .412 2.73 .582
LABI+LAB2 226 94.1 81.5 99.1 2.82 .617 3.08 .678

BT/MM FSG 811 86.0 75.1 99.9 5.23 .810 6.09 .860
GMG FSG 324 86.0 73.0 98.7 4.79 .920 6.04 .950
HM FSG 491 82.1 73.5 94.6 3.92 .930 4.84 .954
HT FSG 322 90.5 82.6 97.4 3.11 .910 3.55 .931

QUIZES 322 91.4 80.9 98.0 3.34 .819 4.26 .889
LABI 322 94.0 86.7 96.9 1.58 .788 1.68 .812
LAB2 322 97.5 91.8 99.6 1.08 .438 1.10 .459
LABI+LAB2 322 95.4 90.8 97.5 1.08 .753 1.13 .775

OS FSG 907 88.3 74.8 98.1 4.40 .900 5.67 .940

Hypothesis Testing

In a study of this kind, hundreds, or even thousands of hypotheses could be tested. In order to control
the Type I error associated with multiple significance tests, a hierarchical approach was used (Cohen &
Cohen, 1983, p. 172). First, a single hypothesis for the whole study is tested, then hypotheses for each
school, hypotheses for each new predictor, and finally hypotheses for school x new predictor combination.

The multiple correlation of all ten ASVAB tests was computed for each criterion for each school. 1

Next, the multiple correlation of the ASVAB plus four composite predictors with each criterion was com-
puted. For each criterion, the probability associated with the difference was determined from the F-
distribution with degrees of freedom = 4 and N - 15, where

= AR2 N-15

These probabilities were combined into a single number that represents the probability that the new
predictors have no incremental validity in any school. For each school, only one criterion was chosen for
inclusion in the aggregate probability. The combined probability is given by the chi-square distribution of
s lo(-2g P,) with 2xSchools degrees of freedom (Fisher. 1932).

In a separate malysis, Wolfe (1992) found no significant difference between the validities of CAT-ASVAB and

P&P-ASVAB, so results were pooled here.
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Sls: If tde global null hypothesis is rejected. the previously computed probability value for ach
school e used to decide if the results for that school Mae significant.

New Predictor. If the global null hypothesis is rejected, probability values am computed for adding
only one new predictor to the ASVAB for each school and each new predictor. The results ae accumulaWd
across schools, using the Fisher chi-square method described above. This yields a probability value for
each new predictor for the whole study. However. the probabilities for the new predictors are not indepen-
dent, as they are for schools.

In a similar manner, probabilities are computed for deleting one predicior from the complete bWery
of ASVAB plus all new predictors. This p-value is used to test whether a given new predictor is redundant
with respect to the other new predictors.

Predictor x School: If a given school and a given pr-Aictor separately show significant incremental
validity, then the previously computed joint probability of using that predictor in that school is used to test
the hypothesis that adding that one predictor to *he ASVAB improves validity for that school.

Estimating the Magnitude of Validity Increments
All hypothesis testing was based on uncorrected correlations. To estimate the magnitude of the vali-

dity increments, several corrections were applied at various stages of the analysis. Lawley's (1943) range
restriction corrections were applied to the correlation matrix of predictors and criteria, using all ten preen-
listment ASVAB tests as explicitly selected variables. Multiple correlations based on either corrected or
uncorrected correlations were "shrunken" to estimate population values, using the Wherry formula.2

Finally, the multiple correlations were corrected for criterion unreliability, using range-corrected reli-
abilities.

Results

Global Statistical Significance
The probability for the null hypothesis of no incremental validity in any school turned out to be

3x40-10.

Schools

Although five of the nine schools show significant results, the largest gains occur in three schools:
Aviation Ordnanceman, Avionics. and Hull Technician, where the validity increments exceed .05. Table 4
shows the results.

Predictors
We looked at the validity increments associated with adding only one new test to the regression

equation with all ten ASVAB tests. Combining probability values across samples, we found that every
new predictor had significant incremental validity when added to the ASVAB.

We also looked at the effect of deleting one predictor from the augmented battery of ASVAB plus
new tests. Results show that the Spatial composite, Mental Counters, and Sequential memory tests have
unique predictive ability not measured by other tests in the battery. Either ASVAB-6 Space Pereeption or
Integrating Details could be deleted from the battery without significant effect, but not both. Figural Rea-
soning or Perceptual Speed could be deleted from the battery without significant effect if the other tests
remained.

2 Because negauve correlations differences were replaced by zero, the mean cornelation difference may be larer thin

the difference in tde mean correlations.
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Table 4
Incremental Validities over Post-enlistment ASVAB

Uncorrected Fully Conected
School Criterion N RMvAs RAvA#•,-rB Effectt P(F4,-1s) RASVAS AR Percent Gain
AD FSG 92 0.500 0.515 0.020 8.168410-1 0.796 0.000 0.0
AMS LABI 89 0.306 0.401 0.080 2.197x104n 0.639 0.017 2.6
AMS FSG 89 0.404 0.417 0.013 9.116x10-1 0.833 0.000 0.0
AO FSG 94 0.554 0.643 0.182 9.727x10 3  0.733 0.052 7.100
AV LABI 226 0.338 0.396 0.051 3.313x10-2  0.423 0.061 14.50

LAB2 226 0.383 0.450 0.070 6.326x10- 3  0.784 0.036 4.6 **
LAB i+LAB2 226 0.400 0.468 0.075 4.034x100•3  0.600 0.051 8.5 *

BTMM FSG 811 0.494 0.498 0.006 3A98x10-0 0.708 '0.000 0.1
GMG FSG 324 0.539 0.562 0.036 2.692x10-2  0.751 0.008 1.1 *
HM FSG 491 0.547 0.551 0.006 5.726x40" 0.745 0.000 0.0
HT FSG 322 0.413 0.428 0.015 3.213x100 0.602 0.002 0.3

QUIZES 322 0.525 0.547 0.033 4.167x40 2  0.776 0.008 1.00
LABI 322 0.312 0.371 0.047 6.658x40"3  0.444 0.043 9.7 **
LAB2 322 0.243 0.306 0.038 2.2724 1042 0.355 0.059 16.7*
LABI+LAB2 322 0.336 0.410 0.066 5.497x40-4 0.449 0.063 13.9 *

OS FSG 907 0.457 0.492 0.045 6.297x40-8 0.736 0.015 2.1*

Notes:

flec-12,j.at . p<.05  0p <.0

As shown in Table 5, significant validity increments greater than .02 occur in three schools -
Aviation Ordnanceman, Avionics, and Hull Technician. The two spatial tests improve validity for all three
schools. Of the two working memory tests, Mental Counters increases validity in Hull Technician lab,
while Sequential Memory is involved in Avionics lab. Figural Reasoning also has incremental validity in
Avionics lab.

Table 5
Fully Corrected Incremental Validities over Post-enlistment ASVAB

School Criterion Mental Sequential ASVAB-6 Integrating Perceptual Figural l
Counters Memory Space Details Speed Reasoning

AO FSG .000 .000 .037** .033* .003 .000
AV LAB! .000 .074** .000 .024 .008 .055*0

LAB2 .001 .000 .012* .016* .018* .017*
LABI+LAB2 .001 .026* .009 .023* .017* .038**

GMG FSG .002 .001 .000 .002 .007** .001
HT QUIZES .002 .000 .000 .002 .004* .001

LAB] .039** .000 .013 .028** .002 .008
LAB2 .005 .000 .038* .000 .021 .000
LABI+LAB2 .043** .000 .026** .028** .009 .002

OS FSG .009"* .006** .001 .006"* .000 .010**

* p<.05 **p <.01
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Discussion
One fact that emerged from the study was that the ASVAB is a remarkably good predictor of Navy

training school grades. When corrected for restriction in range and criterion unreliability, most multiple
correlations are in the mid .70's. There is little room for improvement, and the incremental validities of the
new predictors are generally low for predicting grades. In contrast, laboratory performance criteria are not
so well predicted by the ASVAB, and here the new predictors have their greatest incremental validities, up
to 16.7%. The ASVAB is best at measuring academic aptitude, or *book learning" ability. Laboratory or
shop work may require more fluid intelligence, spatial ability, and working memory, which the new predic-
tors measure. The practical skills may be more important for subsequent job performance than the
academic learning measured with written tests. Thus the utility of new predictors for selecting personnel
may be better estimated from their incremental validities for predicting lab criteria than for grades.

Schmidt. Hunter, and Dunn (1987) estimated that a 3% improvement in the average validity of the
ASVAB could produce an annual utility increase of $83 million for the Navy. In the present study, the
incremental validity averaged 2% over all schools, including some with zero improvement. This increase
translates into a $55 million improvement in utility for the Navy, and at least three times that for all of the
military services combined.

The predictors used in this study were chosen for exploratory research to determine whether the con-
structs of spatial ability, working memory, and perceptual speed could improve prediction of school perfor-
mance. They are not necessarily the optimum enhancements to the ASVAB. The battery omits other
important ability measures, such as psychomotor ability. The tests themselves could be psychometrically
engineered for higher reliabilities or adaptive administration. Thus further research might be able to double
or triple the incremental validities found here, especially if lab or shop criteria were used.

An especially important finding was that the working memory tests have unique predictive power not
redundant with other new predictors or the ASVAB. The working memory tests require computer adminis-
tration. Hence the ASVAB cannot be improved beyond a certain point without becoming computerized.
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THE OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION

OF COMPUTER-BASED TESTING

by

E. R. Wilbur, K. E. Moreno,
and R. D. Hetter'

Personnel Systems Department
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center

San Diego, California 92152-6800

INTRODUCTION

Research laboratories for the military services have been conducting research in the
area of Computer-Based Testing (CBT) for more than a decade. Psychometric studies
have been very encouraging. Research on the Computerized Adaptive Testing version of
the ASVAB (CAT-ASVAB) has shown that most CAT-ASVAB tests are significantly
more reliable than corresponding Paper-and Pencil ASVAB (P&P-ASVAB) tests despite
the shorter length of CAT-ASVAB (Moreno & Segall, in press). Results from a Navy
validity study on new CBTs demonstrate that, for the prediction of school performance,
some of these tests provide incremental validity over P&P-ASVAB (Wolfe, 1991).

Results of psychometric studies provide information necessary to evaluate CBT in
terms of improved accuracy. They do not, however, provide all of the information
necessary to decide whether CBT should be implemented. Two additional factors, the
associated costs of implementation and the method in which the test is implemented, or
the concept of operation, may be the most critical elements in an implementation decision.

Cost of implementation is associated with psychometric characteristics of a test, for
example, in the reduction of school failure rates and maximization of on-the-job
performance. However, it is also influenced by the concept of operation. This is
particularly true for CBT. The number of machines needed to implement CBT, one of the
most influential factors in determining implementation costs, varies drastically with the
concept of operation and test siting strategy. Concept of operation also influences costs
such as recruiter time and travel, applicant travel, and test administrator time and travel.
In addition, the concept of operation may impact other issues of concern to the military
services such as test security, accession flow rates, and processing capacity.

The opinions expressed in this paper are those of the authors, are not official, and do not necessarily
represent those of the Department of the Navy.
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A Joint-Service effort is underway to evaluate concepts of operation for future
ASVAB (Weiss, 1991). Several concepts are being evaluated, including CBT. As part of
this effort, an Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E) of CBT is being conducted. The
purpose of this OT&E is to collect information that will be used in evaluating alternative
concepts of operation and the costs and benefits of the various concepts.

APPROACH

Test Sites

OT&E dam collection will be conducted in four Military Entrance Processing
Stations (MEPS), San Diego, Jackson, Baltimore, and Denver. It will also include data
collection in some of the Mobile Examining Team Sites (METS) associated with these
four MEPS. At these sites, CAT-ASVAB will be administered to all military applicants
and CAT-ASVAB test scores will be the scores of record. Toward the latter part of
OT&E, selected Enhanced Computer Administered Tests (ECAT) may be added to CAT-
ASVAB. ECAT will be administered as a non-operational test and scores will be used for
research purposes.

Data Collection

During OT&E, data will be collected on factors influencing implementation
decisions for CBT. The methods used for data collection will be CAT-ASVAB test
administration, questionnaires administered to recruiters, applicants, and MEPS personnel,
on-site observation, and interviews with MEPS personnel. The types of information to be
collected are as follows:

1. Impact of change in operational vrocedures. The government will be able
to test different operational scenarios such as a variable-start scenario where examinees
arrive and begin testing at successive intervals. The effect on MEPS personnel, recruiters,
and applicants will be evaluated.

2. Equipment needs. The amount of equipment required under certain
concepts of operation will be studied. For example, the number of machines required
under a variable-start scenario at OT&E sites can be used to estimate machine
requirements nationwide under this type of scenario.

3. Test Administrator training and performance. During OT&E, test
administrators currently giving P&P-ASVAB will administer CBT. A training program
designed for test administrators will be developed, evaluated, and revised based on this
limited trial.

4. Logistics. Associated logistical concerns such as equipment setup,
takedown, and maintenance over an extended period of time will be assessed.
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5. User acceptance studies. Public relations concerns will be identified and
appropriate procedures and materials developed to address these problems.

6. Security issues. Extended operational data collection will allow the
government to assess procedures for identifying potential security problems. It will also
allow evaluation of the effectiveness of item exposure control.

7. Pilot testing of ECAT. Applicant data will be used to evaluate test
instructions, item difficulty, and test time limits and to provide an improved basis for
decisions regarding operational implementation of ECAT.

8. Item/test functioning. Classical and item response theory statistics
computed from a broad, heterogeneous sample will be used to examine item functioning
across ability levels and subpopulations such as gender or ethnic group.

9. Motivation studies. A large sample of motivated applicants will provide
valuable data for examining issues in appropriateness measurement and deliberate-failure.

10. CAT-ASVAB retest data. Extended periods of testing in multiple locations
will provide data on CAT-ASVAB retest examinees. These data will be used to compare
the expected change in CAT-ASVAB and P&P-ASVAB scores as a function of retesting.

RESULTS

Data collection for OT&E is currently in progress at three sites. Data collection
began on June 1, 1992 in San Diego, California, August 2, 1992 in Los Angeles,
California, and September 1, 1992 in Jackson, Mississippi. Original plans for OT&E did
not include testing in Los Angeles. However, when the MEPS burned during the Los
Angeles riots, CAT-ASVAB was installed with equipment added to telecommunicate
scores to the San Diego MEPS for processing. Data collected in Los Angeles will be
included in the OT&E database.

Data collection in Baltimore, Maryland, will begin on February 1, 1993 and data
collection in Denver, Colorado is currently scheduled to begin on May 1, 1993. MET site
testing is still in the planning stages.

Preliminary results have been obtained for some of the issues being studied. These
results are primarily bas;:d on site observations. Some data are available from applicant
questionnaires that have been administered.

Test Administrator Trainin2

The training program for military test administrators has been very successful.
Test administrators met all course objectives and required minimal on-the-job training.
Observation of performance on the job has shown that test administrators can satisfactorily
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operate the system. However, it has become obvious that due to the high turnover in tst
administrators and scheduling conflicts, "group-administeed" classroom training is not the
appropriate method. For these reasons, a computer-based training program using an
intelligent tutoring system will be used in Baltimore and Denver for training CAT-
ASVAB test administrators.

Flexible Start Option

All OT&E sites are currently using a flexible start option. Each MEPS has
established an arrival window during which applicants may arrive and begin the test
Recruiters and applicants find flexible start reduces scheduling problems and makes is
easier for applicants to attend testing sessions. MEPS personnel were initially concerned
about the flexible start option because it differed from the traditional group administration
mode. They have found, however, that the procedure works well.

Recruiter Reactions

Recruiter reactions are overall very positive but do vary by MEPS. Recruiters in
San Diego have expressed concern over the differences between CAT-ASVAB and P&P-
ASVAB. They find it difficult to understand how a test with 16 items can provide a
number-correct score of 35. This demonstrates the need for public relations materials. In
fact, recent briefings provided to recruiters on CAT-ASVAB have greatly reduced
concerns.

These same concerns have not been found in Los Angeles or Jackson. Recruiters
in these areas are highly enthusiastic about CAT-ASVAB. The benefits of reduced CAT-
ASVAB test lengths and receiving immediate scores appear to outweigh any other
concerns. In fact, some recruiters in these areas travel a considerable distance to bring
applicants to the MEPS for CAT-ASVAB testing rather than to a nearby MET site for
P&P-ASVAB.

Test Administrator Reactions

Test administrator reactions to CAT-ASVAB are much more positive than
expected. Test administrators in Jackson and San Diego prefer CAT-ASVAB to P&P-
ASVAB. According to Jackson test administrators, even with flexible start, CAT-ASVAB
conserves time both in test administration and processing of test results. Los Angeles test
administrators provide printed scores immediately to recruiters thereby reducing the
number of unqualified applicants sent to San Diego for testing. Test administrators at all
sites have expressed appreciation for the computer-administered instructions and timing. In
addition, because examinee responses are scored by the computer, there are no answer
sheets to scan.

Applicant Reactions

A questionnaire to assess applicant reactions to both P&P-ASVAB and CAT-
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ASVAB has been administered at OT&E sites.' Preliminary analyses from San Diego
data show differences between CAT-ASVAB and P&P-ASVAB examinee responses on
several questionnaire items. CAT-ASVAB examinees are less tired at the end of the test,
feel less pressured, are better able to concentrate during the test, and feel the test was
shorter. CAT-ASVAB examinees also perceive the test as being slightly more difficult,
feel slightly worse about taking the test and are slightly more worried. While the results
are statistically significant, the magnitude of the difference is small and attempts at
interpretation should consider the adaptive nature of CAT-ASVAB. Traditionally, high
ability examinees have been accustomed to answering most or all items on a test
correctly. In CAT-ASVAB, a correct response is followed by an item of higher difficulty
which could lead to the perception of a more difficult test and of poorer performance.
Finally, the questionnaire contains a comment section. Most applicants who choose to
comment, and especially those who previously tested on P&P-ASVAB, express a clear
preference for CAT-ASVAB.

Other Observations

Observations of field operations during OT&E have revealed design changes that
could improve CAT-ASVAB software and hardware. For example, test administrators
currently must hand-write and keystroke applicant information on required processing
forms even though that information has been previously entered in the CAT-ASVAB
system. Designing and printing the forms at the Test Administrator Station will eliminate
this duplication of effort. Oth.'r beneficial software changes will be to streamline the
"stand-alone" mode of operation, revise interactive screen dialogues for ease and speed of
comprehension, and to enter additional applicant information in the system to further
reduce the work load of test administrators.

OT&E has also shown that for nationwide implementation of CAT-ASVAB, the
hardware system must be more portable. During OT&E, MEPS and MET site
installations are considered nearly permanent operations. In other words, equipment at
these sites remains installed for the duration of testing. However, during nationwide
implementation, for MET sites in particular, equipment may need to be set up for each
testing session, necessitating a much more portable design than currently in use.

SUMMARY

To date, OT&E has provided information that will be very useful in evaluating
concepts of operation for CBT. In addition, the OT&E data will be valuable in designing
and fielding a system for nationwide implementation, if such a decision is made. OT&E
has shown that CBT meets the needs of recruiters, applicants, and MEPS personnel.

2 Questionnaires were administered to CAT-ASVAB applicants only at Los Angeles.
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THE MOTIVATION TO LEARN: ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES
FOR DISTANCE LEARNING

INTRODUCTION
Dennis J. Gettman

Armstrong Laboratory
Brooks AFB, Texas

For more than 40 years distance learning has opened the door
of educational opportunity to thousands who, without distance
instruction, would simply not have received it, or would have
traveled great distances for the opportunity to learn.
Television technology has served this effort well. Direct
transmission, satellite, microwave, and cable have made analog
television the dominant paradigm for distance learning. Paper-
based correspondence and more recently distributed computer
software programs continue to present inexpensive alternatives
for distance learners.

There have been problems, however. Broadcast channels are
expensive and inflexible. Receive sites must be permanent
facilities containing a great deal of special equipment including
satellite dishes and private line phone service for interaction.
Distribution of materials and collection of homework and tests
are often conducted through slow mail services, delaying student
feedback and grades. Finally, most traditional approaches rely
on a "talking head" to deliver instruction in imitation of a live
classroom, though there is little of the immediacy and impact of
live performance that can be translated through television. Such
systems work, but only when participating students are highly
motivated to perform and succeed. Thus, traditional distance
learning creates a media-poor environment, devoid of immediate
feedback, student involvement, one-on-one interaction, and useful
exchange of materials.

I believe that the problems we will encounter for distance
learning in the future are more psychological than they are
technological. I see great disparity between how potential
users/managers perceive distance learning and what could actually
be put to use. The paradigm is shifting and we may not be
shifting with it fast enough to take full advantage of the
exciting changes in communications technology. Conceptually,
multimedia distance learning connects students and teachers
through computers to create a media-rich environment for
collaborative education and exploration. The paradigm shift
should occur in how we envision the blending of technologies, the
proper mix, under appropriate circumstances for the purpose of
stimulating motivation and thus, enhancing the learning process.
Further challenges will involve cost and production. How
expensive will the implementation of these amazing technologies
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be and will it be worth it? What are the most efficient and
effective ways of producing lessons for multimedia distance
learning courses? What types of courses best lend themselves or
even require multimedia? What should the teachers do? What
should the students do? How can we best take advantage of
technology for education and training?

Obviously there are many questions. The following papers
presented in the distance learning panel at this MTA conference
yield hope in finding answers to many of the questions. The real
answer is that there are a range of answers which can be
implemented when appropriate. For example, as you will see,
paper-based correspondence has been providing instruction to
motivated students for over 40 years. Certainly improvements can
and are being made all the time, but this type of distributed
education is inexpensive and works with the right students. On
the other hand, the future holds much promise for the use of very
sophisticated multimedia formats including television, DVI
technology, collaborative groupware, and even intelligent
tutoring at a distance. The question for distance learning users
of the future should not be which technology for which course,
but rather, which cmiao of technologies will work best to
stimulate and motivate the learner.
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EMPIRICAL COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVE INSTRUCTIONAL TV TECHNOLOGIES

Henry Simpson
Navy Personnel Research & Development Center

San Diego, California

An experiment was conducted to compare the training
effectiveness and user acceptance of live instruction and six
different alternative Instructional TV (ITV) technologies:
mul.ti-channel 2-way video with 2-way audio, single-channel 2-way
video with 2-way audio, 1-way video with 2-way audio, 1-way video
with intermittent 2-way audio, and audiographics. Findings were
that in comparison with live instruction ITV in several different
forms was effective both in terms of student performance and
student and instructor acceptance. The most successful ITV
technologies were those allowing continuous 2-way audio
communication between classrooms with either 2-way or 1-way
video. Using 2-way video does not appear to improve student
performance as compared to 1-way video, but instructors prefer 2-
way video and students expressed the desire to see their cohorts
in other classes, which requires 2-way video. Student test
performance was poorer with ITV systems that restricted remote
students' ability to converse with or see the instructor and the
performance decrement was evident in both local and remote
classrooms. This difference may be accounted for by the
additional interactivity possible with ITV systems allowing
continuous 2-way audio communication. Evidence also suggests
that student acceptance of partially-interactive ITV technologies
was lower than with fully-interactive ITV. Similar results would
be expected with videotaped instruction. Students adapted to
compensate for the video and audio shortcomings of ITV
technologies. The most serious shortcoming of the simulated ITV
technologies was audio. Additional work needs to be done to
refine the audio systems and procedures used in VTT.

The research was performed under the sponsorship of the
Office of Naval Technology. The opinions expressed are those of
the author, are not official, and do not necessarily reflect the
views of the Navy department.
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Cifing the findings of Jousmon eL. aL (1981) they acmxmi"as they uxkwoopauivdy, epin es eo pe ussues •ndmake

succesdul ecisi s, md ame more pjud especially on coplex tasks fat bene fiorn shing infCmiado" (p. 189).

Acoding to Bassin (1988),"It's not the giW indMividuls who make peak performnce possible .a muchasde dynamics

ofbelief, collaboration and suppw" (p. 64) Bassin believes conce wok gSoupa me effectve becaue of the reome of

individaWl mntern diversiy ofideas, emotional suppom mutual motivationd and' d job satisfactin. He feels tat

isolated employ am at a fundanenal disavange, umable to grasp how dwir work output fis ino die oveall perormance of

Ut crgnization. Ckllabrive mteams solve these problem Acording to 'josvold eL A(989)
In coopeam pee belie eir goals we posiuivldy linked, oe's goal anainmem helps ohers rah their
gas Altntively, misu, individual tasks. and wv vwrtds induce corpenmn. Cxmpeworz;s
believe their goals ae negtively corelate so do' cn's godl awimem makes it mam difficult for othas to
attain teir goals (p. IM9.

Fmfly, mmberu of cooperive wok groups repo inam job jsa mnation and organizational loyaly (Fi•hoh. Sproul
& Kiesla. 1990. Tjosvod eL. al., 1989; Bassin, 1988; Sproull and Kiesla', 1986; Tjosvold, Andrews and Jomes, 1983; Johnson

eL aL, 1981). A reduced seine of isolation, geaw understanding of organizatonal objectves, eanmotionl suppor and aocial

intacto all ema to play inpoamt roles. Spnoull and Keisl (1986) po out dhot ccopaanive work Fmp ofen use

eleclmc mail to provide a prductve outlet for natural desi for sxiabiliy mid cipn iticnal anedhmne. "Peple lie to be

sociable at work. A echnrilogy that makes it easyto be sociab.-be it a wate fountain, coffee pot, wephome, or EMS

[elecnmd mesmging sysiem)-.iý be used for soiailty (p. 1151. Likewise, Tjasvold, et. al. (1983) suggestd tcxopers-
ave m on strengthens morale commnminnent to rgarazatiom and prohivity. The pi=ve, expeiences of working
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In~ ld empbyax am beliew dwy hav pkW a grea~ ded fo do IanpaMad mnwiik birds diem toechoa

hIt a mifly (cl do members of a coopv iwork pcsq, R-~ bun doe gmnI of die alanad individuius of whom
itis oomniise (Dassi, 1988). TachnicW cpause and d~pesignwiai noi dilyciam die agnnou ie inE anw sad
hoc wapmave po*e prwaing amuimwe suppot for mmi~r~c abjecam Oihdxik a. i. 1990) Employm pow-
pw in uifrmiciulrxus wd enjoy' prod ctiv*z and pewjob adski. But aditiaul ndof bming
and maminaing ad hoc work groups such as bom4 = v m adpny cot n a upi .ap b a grKdWi fuzdu eeL time

Sdiwlbm maials adt maemluW to nw a toxidios &Ihex in e ninemip a iaisyauninp pmopqrahiaflyva
p qus(Fuinho cc. aL 1990)

Die boaturne piovides mafficie evidence do emectravn colabbimim as effini 7here as a rmm afcammou. Cwmpq
Coniunanmtion jumais and proocols also dwtgems== cxpiiudmulmm are. note uv eaddeseid in ths p~wbuz

Spew&, 1991; Dubrov~y. Kiesler and Sedina 1991; Smilowiz Cmuuci and Mgkw 19P9, SproB e. a, 1966)

A Delphi gvup ctpa Air Faric IDD's wasused oo deamki the rdtuciorWu media nead of the Air Fam aid what
toobswouldmotv id trih de coflaboative kmxtir dclpev~ntariawunemw

11. medtdology(cr this wudyin vd atvevw ogme4-dm.uu- I Iogi. athde field ofpezir l ~npeusand
deslcop workicsta media poduam took wb d oanumnwimn swmfwe The evakwktat was limned io, aananerisff4ho.
shieffapictq~ions or proucts being bata testd for cornmetcis rende An monmawi ofd th rade pmlicm inxsa persmal
cornputtn& deskiop publihdwg digita pxxotorhy. gVhi deMvdeo productim and oomunwmon neuvuking was used
to esaUlish a taxounoy of availabl proucts and swvtes ft ; io, haw value for mmucicona development. A Uip was
made to tie Infoblart in Dalla to we sneP of the cmdidkle Mchnolokgies denmomed.

7be infcmuunan fior dhe cerlvology review was used to gai aý ha cist rodirzcuex diie it tvemo
kwinsrctior d esin vekp~new 1) Inmucionl materials development, 2) Nmauernot and 3) CoflabormicxL To prvide a
rioaW methad ((3 evabnming the impcrrtanee the fwmetons F uq-eFal by dienproduct categories, a comwbinatkio ofthde
Delph methodology and the Kepm.Tregoe rkwal deisim model (1965) was cad.

Tie Kepnr r Tirege uuxiul decision wed m the sachnique of dacmmming whtr are the esserval oucmes and whtw
are the destrable ucuomes for any decisio stamancn Itis widely usad in dhe evabmtm of compeuing sysinem became ai
provides a quaiifiWab method for comipming pradxts with a vuiezy of diqatae (causes. 7be "mum' ~cagv, ty ofeatues
mcus bie met by A arl zdazc systeun cx they am dzvped frmfutf ionsidenitin. Thcme fetuensdeemed desirable but not

esenia am labellal"wants" and atassgnad weights (umafy by a peel of isas). 'lie evaWnon is made by expert whoeste
thesystem's abiiry anieac itern.
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Forowpuie of cprnuwe elecied 3o u AirFamV MDD's hmw amnb~wofxg S n tawouldmiei1tawiety of
iumicdcxaiddevelLounau fmindk 6p s ou~sm uznpw-bu ie lhf l nuwinu.Wope idfotAisI ova
wing consultants oaaernnics becamne ofb di I of iiivvalvemn t nv uyin deagLpi

Sysierni devdqonm m*- y (Ilg. 1991: Cmuu.1965; B,1964) uidpraicalfeidezpie ;1* (Kyng.1991; Pedn,

1991) both' -id- thpwpmntial ursmofa symem ==be bivahvddauiig diearly ugsm odedegn. IKyng (1991) alvccams a
.or bi of "muuzal IemWig what d(kWgra Mic mun sab die~uo~ oi poovibiiuwhile urns im "uPrn3

Id i~z kmseciic ofdierw k.a Ptka (1991) diactues the; Allma iismwa adu unihn s

Corp= fs)ym dlntst exenddteabilitesof wbardinomandeq~ecisy d thatdmnya ehomw SiC iftel g
diem, may dteammarvirLwnechlulenige isw maw pwrqmfm adm"mWlulsifmnobiccprnsdun

ucalides, indm tai xminng tdie tuolgywfllby izu if mi crobliwm diina"(p.81)

11~e, hil exrn~~imusmigt mly peifym easmly om esi prysomnin umsofdleprlsevu

WS models and pueived need of MDD's. due is no cmw tha smuch a sysn will be madily adwwd by Ak Fbic IDD's.

Ftr then masom weassembled a Delphi -anel pnme ofnm .dvliigdefiuildeinrqunm

for dhe CDEF. We wei~e swd in xkduiyingexpt IDD's by LA. Sheik Robinson HQ ATC/1TD aid by M4j Richard

O7*l HQ ATCjXPC a Pmxklph Airw Am uB=

Delphi is atechnique developulby die RAND Caopmicmo oo be mnd in echnical frcuastnigeramchiev nmu

asmogla grsupof expru without undue influm(nae bu effc) by jzzutpss hixilvduals (Tewinewad RiW 19176) Fcdis

sixdy, a Delphi gru of tnamimexedrnu Air Face WDDs wa selecuiL Theicnbin ceiprimce Mols 108 yen in cwicu-

lwn developmnrn. Me; pii '; -m= expes mncttonnms radu dhan a mpresmuave smnple of Air Force instrictioni

developenL A MM~ by Walsh. Y. Gmzcier, Glbuce A Yourng (19M2 of 256 Air Face pmrzuiel invohved in developing

comnputer-based minstumo (CE!) flotid die avenie cxpon= of die MD~s tobe Just M mczidu Patiipant were waled for

this -ae brn~ss of their kno~wledge and xpen with Ahr Force uinsticixal design aid developmemnuot bmca they

miwrenedm typical IDD-L

Eight members of dhe puul of exptsu we male and two we female. Seven am civilian employee of the Air Fae aid

dun m= carer nmiitmry powrinel. The level of sohitication of the Vuip is quie high. One pric.ipant is a manger of an

instructional develo~pment gimzp. Although no involved in dhe sa.!t design ofiznstruction atthis ame, he ha more dat sevui

)U13 of pwopmexpncae in training develcipmem. He is includedi becae his managerial msonibilities mclude dhe design and
development of all types of minswuaio fitait umitioan! clasmm IoCBL Fight of dhe inenbeis am, exr ienuu in clsgzung

aid developing CBI and dune of dhem do this ecwltalvely. Five panmemP'1s-1am involved with the desgn of smidaq naming

using staui meft aids mid six develop dynamic media fix thewr insructional pirgniuns Seveni of dhe designris haver atles
sone experience in multimedia CB! developmnat This level of tkpmF aid expaience in dhe field makes fthi grtip well

qualified to offer expert evaluacms cocernuing the fitctimnal requinrnits arid dewd featimfr (ca c*Alxabaiiv waktaton

to improve both the productivity and quality of Air Puce instomxl design mid development.1
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dam mdýý- uftn diffaua type ofinedaboth widin dmieraIuin mi ad AirFacimvidL We ithm ado di eD al ~us Itow

uubmuch m~ udg emh type of na die ft thgt wuld be mast guqI I ore by doa m i mi ad dft Air

They wine pnamod with fte list o(42 anida aduiologi drvdope kum the ame jaiumk immum: it v aw and

vaw p~1ms mL fluy wine thl defrepaiwu bemg scmdim .dsimk-zig di dveispi am oft

caUdammuuve rma driii me woiq run batmk ley wice adm mevakume hm amduxkVg mrgy tom ki im f drey
fkk ~wuemmW(a "mus") qzaiz m icuhnn kewkpmemL Idile- mihwg)~ jwim i unta bce ewieLdiepuielists

we ddiopim a vakue on its worth 0-1wahen v m20.m.y aandl) ior m umcamui deiopw.

withWf ode h mers mad sbetý-P;

We smVf io answe frie bmc qxm to beardrecdy an do fimW i~i~ am de CDE:
"* Whaest"ao muucsomef aume punuly beirg daeloqed?
"* What "ai of hismaWcim nief wauhi IDD's prefi v de-miop df dzy had mm reazzos?
"* By wtxmn a 'mousad n ob w dcvkoped (IDD's, no-m M aig uenies coma)?
"* Whimkidr oflbonratin n is ie~y to die &cbel~ogmnemdieti Iu faktrumwamu?
"* What amdxioges ame perverved as esma io M; which me dubbic~e and which me wunrcay?

7ie dw gml , , lw waveaged aid used to talkrf powdpntiu I giu do cuid be irehdd in die CML Usin

die Kqmw.Twgoe (1965) dw~rtinii syme, vi ~e able *k o which omduokig conzm die nacuutm of da

system and winch die mceau U=%g dis "raimoui dedganing sysm helz irea fcft diedne to addi every avalabl

adwiolgy under the inmnpti do if a provide itiDt demgni they will kmn io wa it mnd us a-dthe "Feld of Drenms7

Our only -i 1 (3if-bnpom%) was do Al sactwam and hadwase ieduiclogics spefied for the dedgn of the CDE

shiould be comitbe widh die Air Faoci Warknti M aid TV. Our invuin~ di s is not arly to redumcv ~ima devekipuem

cms aid to work with a wnpusitig pLaitam dia has alradly bmee qWproveid adbip~lerromedby dhe Air Rima bus also io

canr cnivunibik widi die Advmarcd 1nmuc=J Deign Advissr being developein for Air Face ISD (Hickwy. Spamr ad

Mwurida. 1992).

Twkmoloica fcmbWk was deawnznw m * ttghrview of cornpzut tade public atinsd anmi a. vmtsao Wasl'

IefoMart. Whil sedfic softwme and hmrdwmn seleticxs wigl requie fiadw study arid MdE=W inPu from -ow" mm

dxe will be a cliscam below of aizical udkgies domh ath de uw rar amns demmiried by te De~lpimneL The

rmestah aid developnmi pwadzigm is to esbish a radoicxl udes a g of fumtiom m~reqmrruws and mixmte sausof

ct~mavie-off~h-dtWdel(COTS) tails amuiable to mux fmdi zune.
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Our hypotesis holds thtdir Faroe MDsmwe probably dmpmig mom stnu tirummao mid mor mdtrtmt with
W=c media dhan they would prefer. If am vie would suspea a is beaius fan m ability todesip mor dynwnw owxihai

matuials stemmig fior a variety ofremx mipg buan hek osil io lh achk of eazpment oo izmafidride tine. To wi this

theoy, we asked the Delhi -ai for their bern esimito adie qarititie o htrctinwd l media of vvous typies beirg prouodid

by themi, their ati ~cms mnd their bern estiate of the medi type's = Air Fane-wide Summarie of their respnses mre
aminix! id n figure 1-8.

As we pornulated hidividual Air Fam MDD's genwlly fed they am dvviqafn mom iumccn without meft or

mmutinml this is dominated by statc media dim they would prefer(Figme 1). The nirti pwof cticrricaahmn houn devel-

ape as smndup intuction walldn media wus estimaed by or pane be 40 peivet wid~in their own arcrgmnzamo mid 32
p~vem oveia far die AikFcwmfey believed aia stamble amonostof this type of imcuon would be about 25 paev.

hbe jacqww: gals indicae they would prefer to= less instructm suppored by sttc media such as slidu. overhead

UUIaiU5a2es, c. em lgure 2). They eimoW1 rmwtcm with dcm media aootinted foralmost 50 peraven of die hotas of
ninstuction proulced in dheir opnimmcmi mnd neary 60 pca Air Rxte-wide. 7beir piefmr was that ppoximately owe

third of die bistwzconal hours be staickqp instuiedon stqipumi by st~inda.

7be us of dyvnic media for instuctino stumwa mip np momd ire, dhe; wcp~ ould likte to use dytainic media

mor dhan it is being used now (Fqgw 3). Pa k o L would like tonc dleirtrmmm's use of dynamic med ia bm 30
to newly 40 pero o instncton degiped. and would like to we it acmz foratne4ti of local Air Fate vitumon.

As we swpusied, prit-bsed media is still die rim widely used mediu tan(igma 4). Mor than 90 perceofinsmructimal
hours me suppilx!e by somne printd mateials in die form of stuiln a rdoulw ts mid workboos. 7be effecuvepenemiatn of

desktop pub~lishing and builimity of neary ail irlsmuctioml designers with peie-baed producon cerainly bailitites as
ubiqanty. Nevarthele. piinelists fedel dm die anointouuld be reueedu somewhat widiout demag io die instrumiosal juv

-Standup Instruction with No Media Standup Instruction with Stat ic
Media (Slide*, Photos, aet.)

100
p0  90 p 100lc.

70 so. 0 g.
r v 70 -- r0 g.

.60 - 0.s
M 1 50 40GO- 4

P 025 24 314

* 200
d 10d 10-

0 0. , - -
Actal Prefwpgd Actial Pmed Aesial Phehmid Acoi Rehmed

Pma~pomWs Orgaacizon I Air Force W~de (Estimal) PvoporWe Orgeaiizna I Ak Force Wide (Esonia.)

Figure I Figure 2
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SWMilp Instruction with Dynamic h11Suiiuin wW1h Suident Handouts
Media (Slld..Tape, ViWde c .) itlrweekbomks

100. loc..U

7 0 70 g

40 30 4
p020 p 3 0

Sd 10 S* 10

AMai Prebiud AMMi P~fmobnd MAA Pfelemed AM Pjhnkgj
P--fuirag uM~dft I AiPrm fWM9sMESirM PUMONt OP~mON I A& FWM WMR VEM9M

Figum 3 IFgwc4

While fte p~numa of kmncd p.=ly &wlcx for ornps.-bn dlivry is low (18;u~ widik our
p3 eWidaS tiguirnom dl kinl di 10 -m 'uAkForce,-widcm v would Iftw l~ o M CBI m

""m paiy (F~Wn 5). Aidxugouoe puxiei dwg- lachwbvlY wiA CB1 &%veiapne feelk tC131 d*M only
20COUNfin Oparomcal h~Muclim. ci. me im fek die umsuv CE! tomd dabe fliny csod~df Air

Every remin ~wom io = more muldmnda~i CB1 tedqidoi for Air Fcaccmm (Fgwu 6 At j -onDM~d
of all (B1 being developed widii poucipmv orpiwd cosiofdynamic mujnkinisloniwg with adn 125
r ,, of such CB1 AirForce-widle. But peneliuz believe dmtd munmt daMl bepudwabove 50 F - r, duis, ue dw
hluf of all ccmputer-bo inmwuman dinu be mulmdins. 716 a ga clearned forkawive dyiwnie muiuimoUa

Howveaicui conmnents allue, mnwy of die look pi ize sokddp mauivuiduI inukiuudtuupesau
urmavailable in die fleki

Ak Fuac Dls also indkzem an aces in developing more maucomw fbr m 5 nnig Wplnicaiu (Figw n By
their esnwe a can rav percen of Air Frce innumcda now coisinm I leninsg. Howeva. dIey believe a much as

Curriculum Presented as Computer- Computer.Sased instruction with
Based instruction Multimedia Presentation

p 00p 100-
D o 0 go.

7& C 0 go.
* 6 0 so0

* 03
150 ,l01s.

p 0- 30 ~0 40.j3

*20 : *20.
9 d 10 d~ 10'

MAcW Prokare AMWi Asime AMa Pftf*%nd AMai Poebne
Pwftpwnra taim I Ai Form W~de(EsfMM Pulwlitr Oqumtef I AirFormWIGS(hams)

Fig=~ 5 Fagw'6
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27 pmem eof dimunt mahadisamcl 92ngqp~licaimsand sag forwia 22 pUmu of m ir AFauv irucmton

Io be delivered rmmoiey.

Fialfly. pwwies feed d ot mgmm cnqdiphmmia now pbxed ai o&ectimeamnmirom 7bey showackw;efaiz for

deveiqing perfmwarmbned evaluations both within thim awn aptuumiuard Airrvrcew~ie (Figu 8) hbe doa

'a u ~mos thode wapnt; 6u p ~m- e4 evalamicuu uapkinmtu dui than =y pImiu objectiv sauna

Given the of amany of te ta for which Air Fac MDO's cbvelop ~irmucia rymm i, buulkl do objech

memura may okei be imzfficient Muiy Admkmsd smb can ny be efieciycevahamd by pxficwAperfamum

Qbjactve exams amenerally cm~ v~de~idq.V adrnkiniawa evatum than parbanam a.bed ~,mgun M D's

m~y benelkt fianm wo do help themn delo- ma innuovatve evaluan mia

In sainamy, the kzmma - 'Dlphi -in would lawio develpkma stnu ih, ucton dw is wmaqpaimd byf media ar
hm only mmemda. Although dthy would Mmike red=~ thwreliam on uxiicma tcimmeie gudemt handouts aid

watokbols, they aill wim pmu affmo for dmnee-bftofwthm md m uctmu They wuzid like to th~e d se of dyiwni

media asa su~ppot for mhiup mwactio and they would like io ux CBI and. in pouW dhe us of CBI that includes

muiniedia; dmnuu 71y wold a~lolilm ~ruae die tearnauncfcoum ofiered duough ftaree Iwning sm ansad

dheywouild lawe iminplermeni mospaift-nume-l evahiniom.

Mom of air l hphijwuei=(uwvofninreszpcmdig)war Fdxefinal vekprngmofg ;Iis Remoractul forth

anage fitm not violaing a bae-negodmrd conrac by &-ekeqpig guq bhia maun ai mqxndem who cims emewv dime
and effort spet v puxice nanaesi(onal Ioilng S ~Iiz Only two of nine MDD's repor dey develop dheir own final

Ujph;ics Two repon they wesarting lo, ckvep mm kanaiy. Oue ofthomecid slow uinwoud by contactor

ADl iepxdenas cqumcxis contraforprintng ssvice d~iog sax cf ieivd ar- copy. hxkd==%fdi
pmeteatinc of desho publishing One panelimn rep dot defromadozxn is beguming todedbop publish and hope to M

jrovidecxrnan-remlyc~y mpacepnlinzepOIL , dna a zu mwntsmd is, nivay t. Two jaelia rpondnaputnan

services am handled by r cnra xus but dD not spfy wis purovides canaakuMi COPY.

Instruction Presented Via Dhftance Objective Va. Pifformance,4Sased
LearnIng System.a Examinations

p 100D 100
*0 go. *0 go.

V 70. '70-
0 0 C do..~ma
.60o. 0 so.

a 40 n0 40-
S30 22t 30-

* 0 40 d 0-

Acnal Prefsrr AMun Prahmre AcftmWfwf. Achania te. AcfliaWrsf. Acial/mf.

Pwmrbprs Orguauasom I Aw Form Wid. tEsd~maw PmoW~m IWU mo.~~n I Air Fame Wide (EsO"wIs
Figure 7 Figure 8
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Fiveouivei us awbmi fo ball duhowpqhy. Tw unmpovide dufrow pbLh Similary,

two repoa ntvu, ove is u*Ad wAdaCMl eveloptws. fte ota isa ave whoM wgu &veiqu Piiswily
media ad mn mminv. Two of tne unt a*m d of vOid Vde velopn w~ v mim ah mofna aqxM I I?
for - ppu ~ w pxa s4'eadto q [MVE Iiirq N daNU T~im of cglxuareliust
aqxmn udio poix=~ is pnwihed try cm-bin miura whilme wdevelop oi*&m. Thm poteliss stt audio podacdo

urvic at not ravalable (e%,l dxozgh ccnqiuwf-bdaudio, pimi~m nolsame hig*ueiy cloped ad umuve).

Rqxsmdfm vi aAe to dinicemme wiffi a yo or no we whedwa vmwy efcomptw-bae medsh devekiNu wols
vie cuuiaJ to MSD. When they voted m they %we aftd to~win demumf uwefidd offtd for MSD m a xde of 06M

axEumd soa -dft Kepm.Taegmdecison =u shown in Figuri9. Tools dm mwi e 0 veip.crao po(Mhpoit (180

pount of the 300 poims poslek) are cosdueW to be eamuiul to LSD) utd. duefoxe to do CU2E wodmad=~ inutotling 50

;p -m (or 150 pots) ame deemedl h4*d deiAuble; cuha below 50 perce ame oonsdclol ulidin; an prmao i mt dm

weights. Nose dom no tool received a weight below 30 pa~x (90 pouts) wd a lestm two uliss comitdmnd mary given tool

abowewJy einuel(yu vues). hu.aD ofdtsetshdmild podbly be avikuiale mid-m amx othde 'utmoin

Omlery Aw Faxie kmuixzorm desgners ard dveloepas would Ifice to be pucing mom dynank mad inoiiuiortl media

for staridupkwr inncdomputer.d smuxdm ard for digaraie Imnig qaIkuicmm A vuiety o( , - for die prem

lack of media me suggested in die parciisus' commea an dwe orparaimso'curmu aTxmapies for final media odatkm.

One iespondem stts tha the exsim ang tmegodatd pp rim nx legally pevaau d=s fron drvekqing grpis

in-hous Onetis simply beking niffist equipmnat Thu othas cue trairung mad poor final quality of iim~an work duetoi

"seldan and but iasiu*ay diffkintiLs* . Fcaw of dfeteouks bqw enu I kg tumwaruid Min for mw coruriasIe india.

while dim others cia low quality in oocm deeopd india due ID pooranzmmuarmi or fivaifficiem faniliarizy with the

subjc now. Despite thes problemt all paties bimudd die aned to usenmo dylnari xd inozvauonal irw tirtl india.

Mni litermnn cited ndibw suggests dim nmany of d=r poblems could be mroadied by the istamlaacmi of a ooilabmrave

retwork. Cmasvity ard cpamis huilles cmn be surmcowawd by qiecal micres pupq md j-kin-aewtttemxW suppm

Comminiacins protblems with oon - s can be cbmamnven widi more timely collabo~ Se ssion With dhe qirm

tol&. more piw anydevelopnets work can tale pimie in-fxtse even if pnor agammeats supulate dimt o~m~i must
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ISDN: BACKBONE FOR AN INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT, ARCHIVAL AND
DELIVERY ENVIRONMENT

Andrew S. Wilson
California State University Chico

Chico, California

California State University, in partnership with Pacific
Bell and AT&T, has undertaken an ongoing evaluation of the
effectiveness of Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)
technology as a delivery channel for multimedia distance
education and collaborative work group support.

ISDN comprises a method of dividing existing twisted pair
copper wire in the public switched network to create substantial
bandwidth for transmission of digital data. A standard telephone
provisioned for Basic-rate ISDN is divided into three channels:
two 64K-bits per second (bps) bearer channels (B channels) and a
16Kbps data channel (D channel) used for packet mode oriented
signalling. The resulting 144Kbps data pipeline can be used to
carry voice, data, and compressed video. Broadband ISDN (B-ISDN)
is based in a Tl line and provides 23 B channels and one 64Kbps D
channel for total bandwidth of more than 1.5Mbps.

The potential of ISDN for distance education resides in its
relatively low cost and flexibility. A single basic rate line
costs only twice as much as a standard telephone line, yet it can
move 15 times as much data as a normal line-with a 9600 baud
modem. Moreover, because it uses the public switched network,
ISDN distance learning networks can be configured in ad hoc
relationships on-demand with the ease of placing a phone call.
Receive sites can be added to the instructional network by simply
ordering a new phone line, and all the equipment required is
commercial-off-the-shelf technology.

In the first two phases of CSUCs multimedia distance
learning trials, two basic rate ISDN lines were used. One
provided connectivity between computer-based platforms at the
delivery and receive sites and permitted private voice calls.
The second line was used to provide two-way real-time interactive
video and audio using two B channels (112Kbps). The results
suggest that while two-way compressed video at 112Kbps was of
sufficient quality to recognize intensity available. While
highly compressed video is adequate to recognize a speaker, it
does not carry sufficient information to permit expression
recognition or clear transmission of board work or real-time
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video media with which the students are not already familiar.

One potential solution to this problem would be to employ
more basic rate ISDN lines of a single broadband primary rate
ISDN line to increase available bandwidth for two-way video
transmission significantly to 384kbps or above. Multiband
multiplexers can combine 56Kbps, 64Kbps and 384Kbps channels in
ad hoc configurations for bandwidth-on-demand ranging from 56Kbps
to 2.04Mbps. Higher bandwidths can transmit broadcast quality
two-way video. Though this is significantly more expensive than
using two basic rate channels, it is considerably cheaper and
more flexible than traditional broadcast technologies.

Another option to be explored is transmission of digital
rather than analog video. Digital video can be compressed more
readily and with less total breakdown or "mosaicing" of the image
since it does not have to pass through analog-to-digital and
digital-to-analog converters. In addition, some digital video
compression schemes such as Intel's DVI may be transmitted
without significant information loss at data rates as low as
156Kbps, making digital transmission of full-motion two-way video
and full-duplex audio over basic-rate ISDN feasible.

The forthcoming implementation of National ISDN One will
integrate the isolated pockets of ISDN service into a seamless
network with the potential to carry multimedia data in ad hoc
configurations at a relatively low cost. this technology may
have implications for entertainment, file transfer, shopping and
information services. It certainly has broad potential for both
educational delivery and cooperative work group support.
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MOTIVATIONAL APPEAL IN PAPER-BASED CORRESPONDENCE COURSES

REID J. MATHERNE
Extension Course Institute
Gunter AFB, Alabama

Texts of distance education or correspondence courses are in-
structional texts. Their purpose is not only to communicate knowl-
edge in an effective way, but to lead the student to an adequate un-
derstanding of the knowledge presented through a structured study
process. The design of distance texts, therefore, is an instruc-
tional design process.

The U.S. Air Force has been publishing paper-based cor-
respondence courses or texts for 41 years. I suppose it is a fair
question to ask why the Air Force uses such a medium to train its
personnel. Well, it is obvious that distance study programs are
designed to be replicable over large numbers of individuals and are
usually print-based. Consequently, there are economies of scale
which tend to yie.d cost and efficiency benefits. Portability is
also an obvious advantage. Students can carry their printed courses
on the flight line, in the field, and just about anywhere; further-
more, an appointed time to study is not required. However, the most
probable reason the Air Force selects print-based distance learning
programs to train airmen relates to time, space, and budgetary con-
straints. The genius of distance study is that students can stay
where they are, perform their jobs, and still attain Air Force edu-
cational requirements peculiar to their career fields.

The Air Force considers instructional system design, good writ-
ing, and properly developed textual material as basic ingredients
for any text. Because of the distance aspect of correspondence
courses, where students enrolled do not have the advantage of a
classroom instructor who explains, demonstrates, and illustrates,
inherent teaching techniques created through motivational appeal be-
come equally important. Drawing from research this paper addresses
some of those techniques employed by the U.S. Air Force Extension
Course Institute (ECI).

A format for motivational appeal in a text is the attitudinal
structure of the book. It contains those friendly, verbal gestures
(Moore, 1985) from the affective domain that unlock the doors of
cognition in distance learners. It charts a path for learning; it
is user friendly.

Wlen a distance learner first picks up a book, the visual mes-
sage on the cover should be appealing. The cover design should have
enough eye appeal to stimulate the student to open the text and be-
gin to work. Thematic concepts that will occur throughout a text
may first appear on the cover. For example, in figure I the air-
plane on the cover of an ECI text is a subtle thematic cue that
connotes the ideas of 'motion' and 'moving ahead,' always to the
right.

Another motivational feature a good correspondence text should
contain is a menu page. Some people call it a table of contents,
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but it really is more than that. Figure 2 shows that like a com-
puter menu, the menu page can be used by the student to select any
unit for further examination. In this case, a student who wants to
know more about the Digestive System in Unit 1 just turns to page 1-
25. The unit menu tells the student that the unit has ten major
sections containing twenty six lessons. By reading the menu, the
student can get a good idea of the scope of the text and how each
unit fits into the gestalt of the text (Hesse, 1985). Furthermore,
the menu should help the student find material without reading the
entire text.

Along with the menu page, ECI considers clear and concise direc-
tions which leave no questions at all in the student's mind an
equally important motivational feature. Notice the directions in
figure 3. Along with the text Preface is a note with a brief,
simple set of instructions.

Still another feature of formatting for appeal is that of con-
trolling the overall appearance of the printed text by judicious use
of typography, white space, and figure placement. In other words,
the concern here is the designer's efforts to achieve a balance of
visual imagery to print media (Adams and Fuchs, 1985). Striking the
right balance in line length, type size, and interline spacing
ensures reader comfort. It also affects the readibility of the
material. It ultimately affects the success of the book, because
line length, type size, and spacing determine the cost of the number
of pages. ECI attempts to be careful not to sacrifice comfort and
readibility for less money. If a book is a success with students,
"money is saved in the long run.

There has to be logic used when making decisions about the
columns of text material, another important motivational feature.
Column is just another way of saying line length. In this regard,
ECI takes into consideration its audience.

Columns are our foundation or our structural skeleton. The
basic one-, two-, or three columns are the traditional arrangement,
tested over time and found to be the most efficient in terms of
space utilization (allowing the minimum for left and right margins).
For the most part ECI uses the two-column page with the one-column
introduction at the beginning of its units (figure 4).

Unit introductions are somewhat larger type, but do not cover
the complete two column width. Psychologically, this is good (for
us), because it sets the introduction apart and says to the student,
"This is only an introduction; read only to see what is going to
happen." It is a warmup and establishes comfort. Introductions
provide the "mind set" for what is to come and to establish comfort
with the material. At ECI, introductory material is not tested in
either our unit review exercises or in our proctored course examina-
tions.

Text outside margins need not be more than the standard 1/2 inch
if using space economically. The inside margin (or gutter margin)
varies. The inside margin should be determined by how the book is
fastened together. A 'bound' book requires at least a one-inch
margin so the book does not have to be broken in order to reveal
type. A book that will be placed in a ring binder requires a 5/8
inch margin. If a book is printed in multi-page forms, collated,
folded, trimmed and saddle-stitched (magazine-fashion), the gutter
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margin can be less than 1/2 inch; it is kinder on the reader, how-
ever, to make it at least 3/4 inch.

Margins determine the width of the live matter area" -- the
printable part of the page that we subdivide into columns. The pre-
cise width of the live matter area allows us to devise the geometry
of the page. ECI approaches the width of the live matter in terms
of what is the best design structure for our purpose. Let's assume
our live matter area is 41 picas (pica being 10 spaces per inch).
41 is a magical number in that it is easily divisible into several
column arrangements. The 41 pica-wide page can actually be broken
into at least five differing arrangements. To reiterate, ECI uses
primarily the two column arrangement of 20 picas with one 1-pica
gutter. However, we are presently experimenting with a one column
arrangement of 41 picas.

The geometry of column width merely determines the size of
spaces to be filled with type. Of course, it is the type that mat-
ters, not the space into which it is poured. ECI's goal is to pro-
portion the type so subtly that readers will read their texts with
such facility that the fact that they are working is not noticeable.

Another very important motivational feature in ECI courses is
type size. The most commonly used type sizes run from 6 to 12 point
(Hamilton, 1980). While a standard 10-point size medium-weight
serif type of font is used for texts at ECI (figure 5), other sizes,
weights, and type styles are used in headings. The numbered section
heading is displayed in a bold sans-serif letter with initial caps
that command attention. Adequate white space is used again to sepa-
rate elements of the text. The learning statement then follows in a
lowercase demi-bold sans-serif font diminished in size from the sec-
tion head. Also. there is further subordination in the text flagged
by a boldfaced variation of the basic 10-point text font.

In the use of white space, the leading or interline spacing must
also be considered. A proper balance of leading to typography can
enhance readability and comprehension. Minimum leading causes the
type to appear smaller (Jones & Taylor, 1985).

Another important motivational feature which affects *the look'
of a text is the manner in which it is deployed. Deployment here
refers to how text is displayed through paragraphing, tables, lists,
etc. Text deployment facilitates learning in three ways: by
identifying the type of information available; by identifying how it
is to be used; and, by providing a visual model of what is to be
done and allowing the 'earner to process the material visually
(Gropper, 1988).

A numbered list signifies a sequence of steps, while a bulleted
list signifies a series of discrete facts. One typeface may signify
definitions, another examples. Matrices may signify the association
of facts and their referents.

Some deployments also create a look that can announce how its
content is to be processed. Paragraphs announce that a conventional
reading sequence will be sufficient (left to right and top to bot-
tom). Lists announce that its items are to be taken one at a time
and in order. Adjacent material announces *read in this direction*
or "compare these two items: or 'if this--do that.*

Text deployments also provide a visual model. The listing of
procedural steps, if-then displays, or adjacent items to be dis-
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tinguished not only invite the practice of verbal responses. By
visually modeling the relevant performance, they invite processing
in a visual mode. Learners see elements of the performance to be
learned laid out in ways that stimulate the performance required on
their jobs. It invites visual processing of that performance.
Prompted by the look of text deployments learners may be prompted to
visualize: units of information; itemization; divisions between
units of information; links between them; sequence to be observed;
or routes to follow. In its text development process ECI is chal-

S.... lenged daily with finding text deployments that elicit all three of
the ways of facilitating learning, matching them to conditions for

j which they might be relevant, and stepping back to assess the bene-
fits.

ECI judiciously uses nonverbal as well as verbal cues as an ef-

fective means to aid students in identifying, organizing, and inter-
preting the most important content in a text. Nonverbal cues in-
clude: highlighting (italics, boldface, box, etc.); underlining;
asterisks; parenthesis; brackets; exclamation points; and white
space (horizontal and vertical). Verbal cues include: short signal
phrases; adjunct questions; instructional objectives or topical
statements; advance organizers; outlines; headings; and margin
notes. Again, all of these cues are used sparingly; overuse
diminishes the importance of the really important.

The last motivational feature I want to address is the use of
graphics in distance education texts. ECI attempts to place figures
conveniently for reference where the student is introduced to the
illustrated concept in the text to ensure the educational adequacy
of the page (Figure 6). Proper placement also demands that the fig-
ure be located on the page to create a pleasing visual balance and
not to distract from the text (Figure 7). Again, ECI practices
restraint in its use of graphics. The ready availability of
sophisticated graphic tools can easily overwhelm many users. Some
pitfalls ECI attempts to avoid include: using too many boxes; using
too many fancy borders; using photos that are not cropped; using er-
"ratic caption placement; using too much space between visuals; and
overprinting text and graphics.

In summary, Extension Course Institute's philosophy is that the
format of correspondence course texts should complement ýts instruc-
tional design to the student's interests, attitudes, and aesthetics.
Basically, texts should incorporate design features that include
student direction; that make appropriate use of typography, white
space and leading; and that balance page appearance with figure
placement. Such texts should have appealing covers and use menu
pages. The overall visual appeal of the text should be motivational
and stimulating.
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IN VOLUME I you were introduced to the duties and responsibilities of a mental health service specialist,
professional relationships, basic concepts and terminology of the mental health field, and fundamentals of

/, t diagnostic nomenclature. This volume will continue your education regarding the medical aspects of illnesses
and care provided by you as a member of the health care team.

You were introduced to the basics of the human body and its functions in technical training. In Unit I of this
volume, anatomy and physiology are discussed as the basis for providing effective care. It is understood that
your primary efforts will be aimed at mental health nursing, however, an understanding of the human body and
"its functions is absolutely necessary for you to provide full nursing care for all of the patient's needs.

Units 2 deals with the basics of measuring and recording vital signs and the reasons for both procedures. It
continues with knowledge and use of sound infection control procedures.

Unit 3 discusses your involvement in special procedures such as collection of specimens and application of
therapeutic nursing procedures. Additionally, it identifies your role in seizure care and observation and your
responsibilities during evaluative procedures.

In Unit 4, you will learn nursing care fundamentals and specific functions you are expected to perform in
relation to more commonly seen illnesses within the general populace. Through conscientious study of this
volume, you are expected to acquire the knowledge necessary to perform your duties properly. Mental health
nursing care simply does not stop with the specific problems seen in mental health illnesses. You are expected
to know proper nursing care procedures and the proper terminology associated with medical illnesses that may
be treated on your unit. The information found in this volume provides you with both. This information is
designed to help you prepare for advancement in the mental health career field. Your goal is to gain the
knowledge necessary to increase your abilities in providing quality patient care and to be the best technician
possible.

A glossary of terms used in this course is included at the end of this volume.
Code numbers appearing on figures are for preparing agency identification only.
The inclusion of names of any specific commercial product, commodity, or service in this publication is for

information purposes only and does not imply endorsement by the Air Force.
To get an immediate response to your questions concerning subject matter in this course, cal! the author at

"" -DSN 736-4098 between 0700 and 1600 (CT), Monday through Friday. Otherwise, write the author at 3790
MSTW/MSON. Sheppard AFB TX 76311-5465. to point out technical errors you find in the text, Unit Review
Exercises, or Course Examination. Sending subject matter questions to ECI slows the response time.

Note: Do not use the Suggestion Program to submit corrections for printing or typographical errors.
Consult your education officer, training officer, or NCO if you have questions on course enrollment or

administration. Your Key to a Successful Course. and irregularities (possible scoring errors, printing errors, etc.)
on the Unit Review Exercises and Course Examination. Send questions these people can't answerto ECI.Gunter
AFB AL 36118-5643, on ECI Form 17, Student Request for Assistance.

This volume is valued at 45 hours (15 points).

NOTE:

In this volume, the subject matter is divided into self-contained units. A topic page begins each unit,
identifying the lesson headings and numbers. After reading the topic page and unit introduction, study the
section, answer the self-test questions, and compare your answers with those given at the end of the unit.
Then do the Unit Review Exercises (UREs).

Figure 3
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he dictionary defines fundamental as "forming or serving as an essential component of a system orT structure: basic". In this unit you will learn about the basic essential components necessary in the
health care system provided to promote our patients' health and well-being. Specific areas of care

aimed at patient comfort are covered. We will, once again, review your responsibility as a mental health
service specialist health care provider. As it pertains to providing nursing care. one of your primary jobs is
to provide quality basic health care and response to patients' physiological needs. You are the one
responsible forproviding the majority of this care while working the inpatient mental health units (including
Alcoholism Rehabilitation Centers). With these points in mind, let's look at your expected role.

2-1. The Technician's Role on the by the "buddy" in the field. Now that you're omewhat
S Health Care Team familiar with how the whole idea of technician use got started.

let's move on to the fundamental care you are expected to

A patient can be described as anyone who receives help or perform as a mental health service specialist.

health care from a doctor, nurse, social worker, or any other
health eaam member. Providing good health care means you 226. Obtaining physiological
provide a service to people; you are not providing medical measurements
care. That responsibility belongs to doctors, physician
assistants, and others licensed to do so. As part of the mental
health care team (see fig. 2-I.). you function as an assistant As part of the mental health care team efig. 2-P). you will
to the physician and nurse to help hospitalized patients be asked to obtain physiological measurements. Physiology
throughout their time on the unit. You are part of a team of pertains to the biological science that deals with the essen-
professionals and subprofessionals working with one goal in tials of life processes. Since it has to do with living organisms
mind: to help the patient get well and return to duty! and is one of the processes that keeps all organisms going, it

most likely can be measured or compared against a "norm"
As noted in Volume 1, the major stimulus responsible for or normal expected quantity or quality. The vital signs are a

better patient care in the United States military was conflict perfect example. As you may know, the vital signs include the
related. Can you guess what it was? If you said the Civil War patient's temperature, pulse. respiration. and blood pressure.
(1861-1865). you're absolutely correct. Guess who was They are called vital signs because of the significance of
responsible for providing most of the fundamental care for the data they offer which may indicate the condition of the
soldiers struck down in battle? If you said nurses and doctors. patient physically or mentally. Vital comes from the Latin
you're wrong! There were doctors here and there in some of word vita, which means life. And chances are if you can't get
the more fortunate units. Depending on how you look at it. a measuremnent of any one of these four vital signs, the patient
you might say that some of those units were unfortunate, is having a serious problem.
considering the lack of training and equipment these doctors Most of these measurements vary within certain limits
and surgeons had. There were very few, if any. assigned during a 24-hour period. There are areas that may affect the
nurses in the field of battle. The majority of nursing care in vital signs such as sleep, exercise, noise, weather, medica-
the field was provided by fellow soldiers; buddy care was one tions, stress, illness, or fear. The affect of these areas is
of the names attached to this response. These (buddies) could dependent upon the individual's personality, specific illness.
be considered the first medical service specialists or mental emotional state, or body chemistry. The basic skills for taking
health specialists. Due to the lack of available medications, a a patient's vital signs are simple but should not be taken for
great deal of relaxation therapeutic techniques were probably granted. Accuracy is an absolute must. The vital signs are the
used unknowingly. quickest, most accurate way u.' determining a patient's

The military, in time. recognized the need for better care medical condition and needs. Changes in how the body is
of its sick and wounded and progressively took steps to functioning and how emotions are affecting the patient are
remedy the lack of organized care. By 1901, the Army Nurse often reflected in the vital signs. The vital signs often reflect
Corps was established. In 1908. the Navy established its even minor changes in a patient's health or emotional state.
Nurse Corps. The Air Force. a mu,':h younger service, didn't Keeping this in mind, let's look at the four vital sign areas
formally organize its medical service until 1949. Through and discuss the methods used to obtain the data necessary
these developments came the establishment of the corpsmen from each area.
or medical technician roles to support the military medical Temperature or Body Temperature. The body's tissue.
procarms and to provide the fundamental care once provided cells, and other organisms function at their best in a narrow

Fiqure 4
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Trhere may be times when it will be necessary to admit or transfer patients with medical or surgical

problems to your unit. This is usually done because the patient's behavior is such that the staff on
the medical or surgical unit is unable to provide the total specialized care needed. In these cases, the

need for emotional and psychiatric support is placed in a higher priority. The opposite is true when it
"becomes necessary to transfer one of your patients to a medical or surgical unit for specialized care because
of a serious medical or surgical problem. In addition, one of your patients may develop a medical or surgical
problem that the physician will want to treat. In this unit, we cover some of the medical and surgical illnesses
you may encounter and some general nursing care required for these patients.

All patients, whether they are mentally ill or have medical or surgical problems, have some of the same
or similar needs. In this section we look at some of the general problems and needs of the medical/surgical
patients. Some of the material may appear to overlap previous units. Review is often necessary for subject
matter applying to the proper care of patients. Keep in mind that these patients are actually physically ill
and require special care and considerations from you.

4-1. Respiratory Disorders inflammation of pleural tissues. No two patients react to pain

in the same way. Where some patients tolerate pain and do

Respiratory disorders cause a greater amount of sickness not complain, others complain loudly. For this reason, it is
within the military than any other illness. How many times best to observe and report the pain according to the following
have you heard. "He has the flu," or "She's in the hospital pattern:
with pneumonia." Illnesses such as influenza and pneu- • When did the pain start?
monia are common causes of respiratory distress and require * What is the nature of it? Is it sharp, burning, or
"a different type of nursing care. In this section, we will look knifelike?
at the symptoms of respiratory disorders and the nursing care m Is it severe or mild?

7 /of these disorders. * Where is it located (right upper chest, lower left chest,
Do you recall the definitions of pulmonary and res- etc.)?

piration? Simply put, pulmonary means "of or pertaining to • Does it come and go?
the lungs". Respiratory means "the act of breathing", taking
in oxygen, giving off carbon dioxide. Both terms will be used Dyspnea. Dyspnea, or labored breathing, is another com-

in this section: they are often interchanged with each other. mon symptom among patients with pulmonary disorders. It

The key is to remember whether it is a pulmonary or res- can be caused from an obstruction, congestion, or any

"piratory disorder. It's getting in the way of breathing, and inflammatory condition of the respiratory tract. Dyspnea may

that's not good. Let's start by looking at some of the be treated by removing the cause and administering oxygen.

"symptoms of respiratory disorders. Signs of dyspnea include cyanosis, increased respiration,
and restlessness.

2tProblems in respiratory functioning can be caused by ill-
, 240. Recognizing the symptoms of ness and conditions that affect ventilation. This in turn affects
"pulmonary/respiratory disorders oxygen transport. Three primary factors affecting respiration

are hyperventilation. hypoventilation. and hypoxia.
Most patients with pulmonary disorders have several

symptoms in common and, therefore, have problems and lyperventilation. This term is used to refer to a state of
needs that are common. Among these common symptoms ventilation in excess of what is required to maintain normal
are cough. pain, and dyspnea. The cough can be much the levels of carbon dioxide in the body. The harm doesn't come

same for a patient with pneumonia or tuberculosis. For from taking in too much oxygen. Instead, it prevents exhaling
too much carbon dioxide. A condition known as respiratory

instance, the patient with pneumonia has an annoying cough tomuhcrndixe.Aodtonkwnarspaoyalkalosis can occur in a hyperventilating patient. This means
accompanied by a rusty-colored or blood.srreaked sputum.aon iedby wit tuberculosisy-c resent blosthesam ed smputom. I there is a loss of acid and an increase in the pH factor whichO ne w ith tuberculosis m oy present the sam e sym ptom . It is ut m tl o l f e tt e e tr o y f n t o i g
only from other symptoms and diagnostic tests that the cor- ultimately could affect the entire body functioning.
rect diagnosis is made. This problem of breathing too quickly can be caused by

Chest Pain. Chest pain may result from many causes and severe stress, anxiety, injury, or infection of the respiratory
it has several meanings. It may be caused from tissue center in the medulla. Hyperventilation also causes dimin

destruction, diseased chest muscles, irritation to nerves, or ished blood How to major organs because of low carbon

Figure 5
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1-4. The Circulatory System directed downward and to the left. It is contained within a
fibrous sac called the pericardium. The serous inner layer of

The circulatory system involves the cardiovascular and the pericardium normally allows free cardiac motion. This
lymphatic processes. Patients with disorders of this system pericardium has two layers: the visceral and the parietal
are very often seriously ill, and the nursing care they receive pericardium. The space between these two layers contains
is a crucial and vital pan of their treatment. These disorders pericardial fluid which prevents external trauma from being
are subject to abrupt and sudden changes and require close transmitted directly to the heart.
observation. They are different from most other body system The heart is composed of three separate layers of tissue.
disorders in that the circulatory system is vital to all other These are the epicardium, the myocardium. and the
body systems and functions. It is possible to carry on without endocardium. The outer layer, the epicardium, covers the
a kidney or lung, but without a heart, life stops, surface of the heart. The endocardium. or innermost layer, is

The circulatory system includes all structures concerned a thin layer of tissue that lines the inside of the heart and
with the transportation and distribution of body fluids from covers the cardiac valves.
one region of the body to another. It includes a cardiovas- The interior of the heart is divided into a right and left
cular system and a lymphatic system. The cardiovascular portion by a septum (a dividing wall or partition). In each half
system consists of the heart, arteries, arterioles, veins, there is an upper chamber (the atrium) which receives blood
venules, and capillaries. The lymphatic system is made up from the veins and a lower chamber (the ventricle) which
of lymph capillaries, lymph vessels, and lymph ducts. We receives blood from the atrium and pumps it out into the
will consider each of these systems separately, arteries. The openings between the chambers on each side of

the heart are supplied with one-way valves which prevent

207. The heart and how it works backward flow of the blood. The valve on the right is the
tricuspid valve; the one on the left is the bicuspid or mitral

The Cardi a S . Tvalve. The outlets of the lower chambers of the heart
... -The Cardiovascular System. The cardiovascular syste (ventricles) are supplied with similar valves. The pulmonary

comprises the heart and blood vessels. The heart propels valve is at the origin of the pulmonary artery: the aortic valve
blood through the blood vessels-a system of closed tubes is at the origin of the aorta, which is the largest artery.
composed of arteries, capillaries, and veins.

The hear. The heart (fig. 1-12) is a hollow, muscular Physiologically, the heart acts as two separate pumps. The
pump that lies in the middle portion of the chest (media- right side receives deoxygenated blood into the atrium from
stinum) slightly to the left side. It is flanked by the right and
left lungs. Protection is provided anteriorly by the sternum into the lungs. There it receives a fresh supply of oxygen and
and posteriorly by the vertebral column. The heart is said to gives off carbon dioxide. This phase is called pulmonary

be about the size of a man's fist. cone-shaped, with the apex circulation. The left side of the heart receives the oxygenated
blood from the lungs into the atrium, and the ventricle pumps
it into all regions of the body through the arteries. This phase
is the systematic circulation.

Each contraction of the heart is followed by limited
"+ulo~ A y relaxation. The cardiac muscle never completely relaxes but

,Aorta always maintains a degree of tone. Contraction of the heart is
the systole, the period of work; relaxation of the heart is the
diastole, the period of rest. A complete cardiac cycle is the

-- Ltir Atrium time from the onset of one contraction or heartbeat to the
""RtA�t ionset of the next.RigMl Atru- Endocardiumn

• . :yN•During the cycle, the blood going through the valves andN L.Myocardium chambers of the heart produces sounds. These sounds can best

vL eftici Ve ric be imitated vocally by the syllables "lubb" and "dubb."A1L0. v.,,,, I separated by a brief pause. Conveyed to the ears of the

"physician by a stethoscope, variation in the rhythm, intensity.
Pe•keardurm or character of these sounds furnishes valuable clues for

detecting cardiac disease.

The heart has its own system of blood vessels: the right
4 S F and left coronary arteries which arise from the aorta as soon

"as it leaves the heart, and the coronary sinus which collects
Figure 1-12. The heart. the venous blood from the heart and empties it directly into

the right atrium.
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muscles are also attached to it. The various surfaces and aLACLE

processes enable the vertebrae to move upon one another.-
There are seven cervical vertebrae in the neck. The first

is the atlas, which supports the head. The second is the axis
upon which the head turns. These are the only vertebrae
with names: all of the others are numbered. There are 12 .-- .-- muJS
thoracic vertebrae in the posterior chest region. They articu- $
late with the ribs. There are five lumbar vertebrae. The sacrum SCAPULA I scAULA

articulates on each side with the hip bone and coccyx, forming
the posterior wall of the pelvis. uLt4 R ACIUS ULNA

Between the vertebrae, from the second to the sacrum, are
intervertebral discs. They act as shock absorbers for the
vertebral column. They contain an elastic, pulpy substance CARPUS

called nucleuspulposus. b.STACARPUS M.TACA-PUSC

The thorax. The thorax (fig. 1-4) is a cone-shaped, bony P •LANGES
cage formed by the 12 thoracic vertebrae, the ribs that ter- |
minate anteriorly (remember all that terminology in Volume POST"I'"

l?) in articulating cartilages, and the sternum. It houses the ANTrevere I

heart and lungs. There are 12 ribs on either side of the thorax, Sqgure 1.5 Upper extremities.
extending from the first through the twelfth thoracic vertebra.
Ribs are identified by number and by the side of the body on The scapula (shoulder bone) is a triangular-shaped bone
which they are located. The first seven pairs are considered lying in the upper part of the back. It forms the posterior
true ribs because they are attached to the thoracic vertebrae portion of the shoulder girdle and a part of the shoulder joint.
and to the sternum. The remaining five pairs are considered The humerus is the bone of the upper arm and is classified
false ribs because they do not articulate directly with the ster- as a long bone. It articulates with the shoulder girdle to form
num. The sternum, commonly called the breastbone, is long the shoulder joint and the bones of the forearm to form the
and flat and is located at the midanterior part of the thoracic elbow joint.
cage. It protects the heart, lungs, and greater vessels. The Te bones of the forearm are the ulna and the radius. From
sternum consists of three portions: the manubrium, the body, an anatomical position (palms facing forward), the radius
and the xiphoid process. is on the lateral or thumb side with the ulna on the medial

The upper extremities. Each upper extremity, shown in or little finger side. The ulna and radius articulate at their
figure 1-5. consists of the clavicle, shoulder, arm. forearm, proximal ends (nearer the center of the body) with the hum-
wrist, and hand. Both extremities together total 64 separate erus, and at their distal ends (farthest from the center of the
bones. body) with some of the carpal bones.

The clavicle, or collar bone, forms the anterior part of the The wrist and hand are made up of 27 separate bones. The
shoulder girdle. It lies horizontally just above the first rib. It wrist contains 8 small bones called carpals. The hand con-
is attached to the scapula and the sternum. Because of its sists of 5 metacarpal bones and 14 phalanges. The metacar-
anterior location, it is often fractured as a result of falls, pal bones are numbered I to 5 to correspond to the 5 fingers;

the thumb is the first finger. The phalanges are the small
CLAVICLE bones of the fingers.

The lower extremities. The bones that make up the lower
MANUBRIUM 3 TRuE extremities (fig. 1-6) are the innominate, femur, patella. tibia

4 RIBS and fibula. tarsals, metatarsals, and the phalanges.
STERNUMO - The innominate, or hipbone, is composed of three parts-

the ilium, ischium, and pubis-that are firmly united into one
bone. The two hipbones, together with the sacrum and
coccyx, posteriorly form the pelvic girdle. This girdle forms
a deep basin that protects the organs of the lower abdomen,

.. O FALSE the bladder, lower bowel, and reproductive organs.IMOD RIBS
PROCESS The femur, or thigh bone, is the longest bone in the body.

S )_The proximal end is rounded and has a head that fits into the

Figure 1-4. Bony thorax, antenor view. acetabulum. It also has a neck, the part of the femur most
frequently fractured.

Figure 7
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Please write your response to unit self-test questions and then check the text answers at the end of
the unit.

SELF-TEST QUESTIONS

207. The heart and how It works

1. Match each term listed under column B with its the correct description in column A. Some responses may be used more
than once.

Colhmin A Coluhmn i
_01) A hollow, muscular pump in the middle a. The heart

portion of the chest. ' b. Right and left coronary arteries.
_(2) A fibrous sac containing arteries. c. Veins.

_ (3) The layers of the heart. d. Pericardium.

-(4) Upperchambers that receive blood from the e. Right and left atria; right and left ventricles.
veins and lower chambers which pump f. Epicardium. myocardium. endocardium.
blood into the arteries. g. Arteries.

-,..(5) Acts as two separate pumps. h. Sympathetic nervous system.

.(6) Receives oxygenated blood from the lungs. i. Left atrium.

-(7) The time from the onset of one contraction j. Capillaries.
or heartbeat to the onset of the next. k. Complete cardiac cycle.

_(S) Carries the blood to the heart muscle.
-(9) Increases the activity of the heart as a pump.
-( 10) Strong elastic tubes, constructed to withstand

the high pressure placed upon their walls
when the heart pumps blood to the body.

_(I 1) Located at the ends of the arterioles and are
so small that red blood cells pass through in
single file.

0(12) The contracting force of adjacent muscles
and the action of the diaphragm aid in the
forward propulsion of blood through them.

208. Relationship of the lymphatic and circulatory systems

I. What is the relationship of the lymphatic system to 4. State the two functions of the lymph nodes.
the circulatory system?

2. What is lymph. and how is it formed? 5. What role does the spleen play in the lymphatic
system?

3. Dc•scribe lymph nodes, state another name for them,
and tell where they arc located.

Figure 8



ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES FOR DISTANCE LEARNING

CONCLUDING REMARKS
J. Michael Spector

Senior Scientist, Instructional Design Branch
Armstrong Laboratory

Brooks AFB, Texas

The focus of this symposium on distance learning has been. on
how emerging technologies can be used to enhance interactivity
and learning in distance settings. Our basic assumptions are (1)
that media use or misuse can make a difference in learning
outcomes; and (2) that there is a some relationship between
interactivity of the instruction and learning in structured
situations. The debate in the literature with regard to the
first assumption is extensive, although we believe that there is
sufficient evidence to continue testing the hypothesis that media
use can affect learning outcomes (cf., Kozma, 1991; Kulik &
Kulik, 1991). The evidence connecting interactivity and learning
has also been studied extensively, although the connections are
not as clearly established as we would like (cf., Hannafin, 1991;
Riel, 1990).

The most obvious and immediate conclusion of this discussion
is that there is a paucity of research concerning systematic
methods that can be used to optimize learning in distance
settings. Because there is great potential for distance
learning, both in terms of learning outcomes and cost savings,
there is a need to conduct additional studies, to establish an
ongoing research program, and to develop government and industry
standards for distance learning.

Reid Matherne of the Air Force Extension Course Institute
(ECI) provided a report on how distance learning support
materials might be optimized. If we adopt the well-established
principle that instructional materials should be designed with
the delivery setting clearly in mind, then it is certainly the
case that this area deserves careful examination. ECI's
principle is that supporting material should fit easily into the
format of the delivery setting. In addition, such materials
should contain directions and white space for student notetaking
during a live distance delivery. The real challenges occur as
the delivery setting becomes more dynamic and interactive. Our
expectation is that supporting materials will need to be
computer-based in order to support the collaborative development
and delivery of instruction that is likely to increase in the
next decade.

Henry Simpson of the Navy Personnel Research & Development
Center has conducted somn empirical studies comparing live
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instruction with a variety of instructional distance technologies
(one/two way audio/video). His findings were that one-way video
is about as effective as two-way video in spite of strong
preferences for the latter on the part of both learners and
instructors.

Professor Robert Main of California State University Chico
proposed a collaborative environment for the development of
computer-based instructional materials for distance learning.
This is an interesting variation on the need for learner
collaborations in distance settings. As media become
increasingly complex and expertise becomes more sparsely
distributed, the need for collaborative instructional
developments at a distance becomes more significant.

Andrew Wilson, also of California State University, provided
an extensive evalu-ition of the capabilities of the Integrated
Services Digital Network (ISDN) to support both distance
development and delivery of multimedia computer-based
instructional materials. His discussion emphasizes the fact that
as the technologies become more affordable the need to optimize
and to standardize becomes more critical.

In conclusion, we can honestly say that we have only
scratched the surface with regard to issues related to the future
of distance learning. What appears worthy of immediate research
and development are (1) an exploration of the nature of
interactivity and its relationship to learning; (2) the
significance of collaborative environments for development and
delivery; and (3) how supporting materials can be designed to
best support a variety of distance settings.
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SENIOR MIUTARY EDUCATION IN THE U.S. ARMY: PERSPECTIVES FROM GRADUATES

Glenda Y. Nogami
U.S. Army War College

The U.S. Army War College (USAWC) is the senior service college of the Army.
USAWC is charged with the responsibility to prepare officers and civilians for "senior
leadership responsibilities in a strategic environment during peace and war," as well as to
"study the role of landpower, as part of a joint or combined force, in support of the U.S.
national military strategy" (USAWC Curriculum Pamphlet, Academic Year 1991).

The USAWC offers a Military Education Level-i "degree" (MEL-1). This is the
highest military education level designator, and is required in many of the higher level
positions. The MEL-1 degree provides broad education at the senior, strategic level.
Currently, 96.7% of all General Officers in the tri-services and 99.2% of all Army General
Officers are MEL-1 graduates (General Officer Management Office, 1990).

USAWC Curriculum Evaluation Model

Over the years, many individuals and groups have influenced the curriculum. For
any school, there are many myriad groups and individuals who seek to influence any
curriculum. Some of these are mandated by law, others because of tradition, because of
expertise, because they are the recipients of our educational process, or simply because of
interest. In seeking to gain an overall perspective on the various points of view of the
constituency groups, USAWC has developed a comprehensive curriculum evaluation
model. The model recognizes that there are at least seven important constituency groups:
(1) current students, (2) current faculty, (3) graduates, (4) general officers, (5) other senior
service schools, (6) mid-career officers - prior to entry at USAWC, and (7) external boards
of inquiry and evaluation (Nogami, 1990). Although all groups provide information on all
facets of the curricuium, each group's grimary contribution is unique (Figure 1).

CURRICULUM EVALUATION

EVALOAII c f

Students and faculty are best able to evaluate the current curriculum. The students
provide evaluations on individual courses and on the complete Academic Year. The quality
of course materials and instruction is also rated, but primarily the data is indicative of what
they think will be useful to them and what they enjoyed. Faculty are best able to judge
course and lesson content and the effectiveness of different teaching methods. They are
responsible for selecting and preparing course materials, developing effective presentation
methods, teaching and evaluating student performance.

The real test of whether USAWC is teaching the skills and knowledge necessary for
senior leadership can best be determined by USAWC graduates and General Officers.
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Graduates should be better able to successfully perform their duties because of the skills
and knowledge imparted or developed at USAWC. The input from graduates is a validity
check: did USAWC prepare them for their assignments? (Nogami and Davis, 1989).

The separate groups of General Officers (GOs) and graduates will overlap with time.
General Officers have an overview of the many job related requirements of colonels and
GO's. They offer at least two important groups of information: consensual validation (to
the graduates' input) and identification of new GO skills that will be required in the future -
helping to make USAWC more pro-active in curriculum planning and implementation.

With the emphasis on jointness and cooperation, it is imperative that USAWC have
(at least) a comparable program with the other services. The level of instruction and the
information presented should be appropriate and on a par with education from other senior
service schools. This will ensure both a more effective joint service environment, as well
as help ensure that the best officers desire to come to USAWC as faculty and students.

External boards of inquiry or evalustion come from various sources: Congress (e.g.,
Skelton, 1988; GAO, 1991), the American Council on Education, DOD and DA
Commissions & Panels (e.g., Haines, 1966; Joint Professional Military Education Panel,
1990; etc.). These boards provide information on the comparability of the USAWC
curriculum to other curricula - boti military and civilian. In the context of total military
education, these boards put the USAWC experience in perspective - as a strong link in the
chain of military education. Their primary contribution involves "how others see USAWC."

USAWC Biennial Survey of Graduates

The purpose of the USAWC is to prepare the Army senior leaders for future
positions. In operational terms, this means preparing officers for the 5-7 years of service
following USAWC. During these years, it can be assumed that the graduate will fill 2-5
different assignments, as diverse as brigade commander to National Security Council or
Joint Chiefs of Staff adviser. Skills and knowledge important to any one position may not
directly apply to another position. To be able to identify specific job requirements, the
USAWC has instituted a biennial survey of graduates beginning in 1990. This is a
longitudinal survey which will follow individuals over time. This will allow USAWC to
identify skills and topics that are useful, not just in the job the respondent is currently
holding, but in all positions s/he has filled.

METHODOLOGY

Respondents

Although the students/graduates are from all the sister services, civilian federal
agencies, and other countries, USAWC's primary audiencb is Army officers (Regular
Army, Army Reserves, and Army National Guard). The criteria for inclusion for the survey
were: (1) Army officer, (2) graduate of USAWC (USAWC MEL-i), (3) MEL-i from AY83
to AY89, (4) not on retired status. MILPERCEN provided current rank and addresses were
provided for each of the officers who met the above criteria.

In April 1990, survey packets were sent to each of the 1,570 eligible officers.
Two months after the first mailing of the survey, a reminder postcard was sent to the
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nonrespondents. Surveys received by 30 September 1990 - five months after the initial

mailings - were included in the analyses.

Survey Instrument

The Biennial Survey is designed to provide USAWC information which will help to
"*evaluate the relevance of the curriculum and help the College plan for future needs and
long term educational objectives" (letter from the Commandant, 1990). The survey is
designed to have two parts: one, a core set of questions about the curriculum; and two, a
more changeable set on issues of immediate concern. These are questions that refer to
specific, time sensitive topics which may have little or no applicability in a longitudinal
study.

RESULTS

A total of 1,110 completed surveys were received. This represents a 71%
response rate (1,110 divided by 1,570 sent). Due to space limitations, suffice it to say
that 2/3 of the respondents were graduates of the USAWC resident program, 2/3 were in
the Regular Army, slightly over 50% were in the Combat Arms, 20% each in the Support
and Service Support Branches, and every Academic Year 1983-89 was well represented.

The respondent population (current rank) is predominantly colonels (0-6). As
expected, the more recent year groups have a larger percentage of LTC(P) and LTC than
earlier year groups for all USAWC MEL-1 Programs. General officers made up 23% of the
1983 year group, and only 1 % of the 1989 class. USAWC graduates were more likely to
be commissioned through ROTC or OCS than USMA (79% vs. 10%).

Curriculum Topics

Eighty-four percent (84%) of the respondents agreed with the statement that the
"USAWC curriculum covered the right subjects for my professional development."
Respondents were asked to rate the utility of forty separate curriculum topics and
programs for their current position on a 5-point rating scale (from 1 = not at all to 5 =

very greatly). Because the respondents spanned seven years with different curricula, a
sixth response - "not applicable" - was available. Table 1 shows the average rating for
each of the curriculum topics. All "not applicable" responses were excluded. All topics
are above the mid-point of the scale (mid-point - 2.5). More than 80% of the officers
rated each of these topics as being useful in their current assignment. Specific analyses
for assignment, job, branch, component (Active vs Reserve), and year of graduation are
available in the complete report (Nogami, Colestock, and Phoenix, 1991).

Educational Objectives

The graduates are expected to "enhance the effectiveness of the U.S. Army," and
USAWC is charged with preparing them to "meet the full range of responsibilities and
challenges (they) will encounter as a senior leader(s)" (Curriculum Pamphlet. Academic
Year 1990, USAWC). This has been translated into seventeen objectives of the USAWC

academic program. Graduates were asked to indicate how well these objectives were
accomplished for them on a 5-point scale (1 = not at all to 5 = very greatly). The table
below shows the overall mean rating for each objective. Judging by the mean ratings the
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graduates have given, all of the objectives have been well accomplished, all ratings above
the mid-point, with the vast majority floating in the 4.0 range (on a 5.0 scale).

UTIWT OP CURRICULUM TOPICS

Se5nior -wdri compe~tencies 3.8
Ethics and vsiuee of the senior lessor 4.0
strategic end operationskal dcsonnmaking 3.6
Self aseesmwenta (e.g., P&G pomond~siff)e 3.6
Commnand in wer 3.3
strategic ýAsn 3.7

uMianW dkMimeso of co~t3.3
War. National Pol~cy and Stmaeav
Theory arid neture of war 3.4
Eoemet of national power 3.7
Domestic environments on national security policy 3.7
Global envrironments on national secuArity pokiy 3.7
Fomwiasting/andeyulng national secuinty polky 3.4
Fommulatinajanelyzing naionaI military strategy 3.5
Historieal assessment of national stratoogy 3.3
Strategiclhheater nuclear ocar voptellsuesv 3.1
Regional and global ste atei appraisals 3.0
lqnolamantino National Witaev Stratsavy
Operational continuum (spectrum of conflict) 3.3
Formulating oint military strategy and doctrine 3.1
Joint operations planning system LIOPS) 2.9
planning. programming budgeting system IPPOS) 3.4
Joent strateagic planning system LISPS) 2.8
Structure & capabilities of military forces 3.4
Army devwelops. resources. "sunsta . ZOO~ie 3.5
Planing and execution of strategy 3.3
Process of mid-range policy fomulation 3.1
Theater planining at Unified Correnand Ievsi 2.8
security assistance 2.8
Operational art 3.0
Organization & functdona of ncn-mllitary agencies 3.0
Risk aseset3.2
Othen/Conwlernentpar CurrIculum Topics and Proarrnis
Effective oral communircation 3.8
Effeoctivv written cooewimunlcation 4.0
Word processing & comI~uter skills 3.3
Assessing your general hoe"lt & fitness 3.8
Type A/3 and stress management 3.7
Military studies program OMSP) 3.3
kiliary families progwn 3.2
Advanced courses program 3.6
TV and madio workshop 3.0
Mi~litary history.- lessons Wearned 3.5
== = = = = === == = = = = = = === === ==A ZZ 2 s I S2 2Z

Suggestions for Additional Curriculum Topics

"What skills/knowledge do you feel senior officers will need in the next five to ten
years that should be added to the curriculum?" This open-ended question elicited
numerous topics and reflected some thought on how, the Army and the global situation in
which the Army operates might develop. As the curriculumn has evolved some of the
suggestions have already been incorporated. Indeed, many of the suggestions are not for
.new" courses or topics, but topics for additional or 'continued* emphasis. The
suggestions reflect their perception of the kind of world in which the Army must operate.



TWOe 34. biueaden Objectivee

Now wel has USAWC prepared you to: moIm

1. Set an ethical limae in your servio.Iorgamization 3.8
2. Be phycally fit 3.4
3. Bme ntally fit 3.5
4. Deal with problems which haee no oler out solutions 3.8
S. Be an innovstortnitiator of policy 3.7
6. Succeed in positions of broad mcope & responsibility 4.0
7. Asoos/spla•t for the future while executig In the present 3.8
8. Think mo nceptuall 3.9
9. Think critically 3.9
10. Work in a strategic environment 3.9
11. Understand the role of the military in a democratic society 4.1
12. Be adept in the development and use of mltary forces to achieve national objectivee 3.9
13. Advise the National Command Auhoritlee on the use of military forcee 3.6
14. Molte bettr decesons and give better advice 4.0
IS. Provide a from of reference which recognizes the completity of the issues

but alo provides the pepectuivo to work through them to find solutions 3.9
16. Serve in an org. ization involving joint force" 3.5
17. Serve In an orgaszation involving combined or coalition forces 3.3

Jint From the graduates' comments, future graduates will operate in a "joint
environment.' To optimally operate in it, the Army, Air Force, Navy, Marines, as well as
the Reserve Components must work together. Force reductions and budget cuts are per-
ceived to "place a tremendous burden on all services to cooperate with each other to
maintain our military readiness." Teaching "jointness" has to be more than information on
the "joint system." It means learning a style of responding to problems in which branch of
service does not enter into the equation, where it is the "U.S. military, not Army to meet
the threats" (or other service).

Graduates anticipate that the "peacetime uses" of the military will include more
involvement in domestic issues (i.e., drug interdiction, "natural disaster recovery" and
crisis management). Effectively coordinating military, reserve and civilian agencies will be
a challenge. In addition to understanding how each agency is organized and operates, it
will be important to "know the rules, opportunities, and pitfalls" for involvement.

Changing national priorities will necessitate working smarter within stricter
en~vironmental constraints. Installation and resource management will increasingly be
concerned with environmental issues. The impact of training exercises on the environ-
ment, as well as disposal of hazardous waste materials, will be issues that installation
commanders and resource managers must handle.

Economic problems within this country will necessitate working with fewer materiel
and personnel resources - i.e., resource management. Planning, programming, budgeting
(PPBS) acquisitions, then managing the resulting dollars and people means knowing the
system and how to manipulate it. The problem of "shrinking dollars and people" is not
perceived to be a "short term problem," but one that will be with us for a long time.
"Downsizing" the Army while maintaining "training readiness" for a credible force to "exe-
cute" military strategy will require effective resource and personnel management skills.

New alliances and a decrease in superpower tension, will require an increased
emphasis on international relationships and cultures. The threats are more diverse and
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from all regions. The probability of more "low intensity conflicts to include terrorism will
require new thinking and strategies. Knowledge of other cultures and languages, under-
standing of treaties, negotiations, and international diplomacy will be increasingly
important for understanding new friends and foes. Allied, combined, and coalition oper-
ations will be more common. An increased emphasis on the needs of third world countries
and regions may require nation building and security assistance skills, as well as under-
standing the armed forces in these countries.

"How to think." with an innovative, open-minded approa:h will be needed to deal
with accelerating change. As the global situation changes, when ambiguity prevails, and
information is incomplete, the officer must he able to adapt and be flexible. Analysis,
vision, strategy, as well as conceptual ani creative abilities, are required of the senior
officer. Innovation and creativity require the ability to "shed the rigid rules of doctrine and
be visionary in approach." Utilizing decision support systems and computerized
information systems may make the tasks easier to accomplish by making "fast and
voluminous" information more manageable if sen;r leaders ari able to capitalize on them.

Cmmunication - both verbal and written, already very important, wili become even
more so. Competing for national resources will require the Army to present a cogent case
to Congress and the public. The senior lea,'er's ability to communicate will greatly
influence Congress' and - through the media - the public's reaction to the Army.
Communication must be accomplished both up and down the chain of command - to
soldiers and their families.

As important as the above are, warfigjtijng is still the major skill required of the
senior Army leader. In order to effectively use land forces, he must be extremely
knowledgeable about warfighting across the spectrum of conflict, operational planning,
and contingency operations.
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DZVLOPING LADURBNPI 8KILL IN ARMY UNITS

Joan Harman
U.S. Army Research Institute

for the Behavioral and Social Sciences

Introduction

During the span of years when the U.S. Army Research Institute
(ARI) has been carrying out research for the Army, no topic has
been of more consistent importance than that of leadership. The
Army has undergone vast changes in structure and philosophy during
the present century and, with each change, leadership has been a
central critical issue. Not only has Army leadership evolved as an
internal phenomenon, but also the Army has demonstrated widespread
leadership for American society as a whole. Two striking examples
of such successful demonstrations are the racial integration of the
Army after World War II and Project 100,000 that resulted in the
mainstreaming of citizens who had suffered education decrements.

In recent years, ARI's leadership research has been sponsored
by the Center for Army Leadership (CAL) at Fort Leavenworth. The
study that is addressed by this paper concerns the policies,
practices, and tools used by unit commanders to develop leadership
skills in junior leaders (specifically, newly commissioned 2nd
Lieutenants and newly promoted Staff Sergeants). CAL's interest is
in a closer reconciliation between institutional leadership
training and training in operational settings that will constitute
an integrated leader development system. To contribute to this
development, ARI researchers traveled to Army posts and interviewed
unit leaders about orienting junior leaders to unit practices,
assessing leadership skills, providing feedback, developing
leadership skills, and improving leadership development in units.

Procedure

Sublects

97 Battalion Commanders and Command Sergeants Major, Company
Commanders and First Sergeants in 10 battalions at 5 Army posts
(Forts Carson, Ord, Polk, Riley, and Stewart) were interviewed.
These leaders were members of light infantry, mechanized infantry
and armor battalions.

Method

Researchers developed and pilot tested interview guides for
Battalion Commanders, Command Sergeants Major, Company Commanders
and First Sergeants. Using the revised guides, each interviewer
both took notes on responses and tape recorded them with the
consent of the persons interviewed.
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Results

The Army uses fairly extensive procedures to integrate newly
assigned soldiers into units. When a unit is notified about a
soldier who will be reporting for assignment, it sends an
information packet and a welcome letter to the soldier. When the
soldier arrives at the post, he is inbriefed by his chain of
command during which he is apprised of the standards and
expectations of his commanders. He is provided with a sponsor who
is an experienced peer and who will guide him through resolution of
personal and professional problems. Unit commanders express
special concern about the need for soldiers to get their families
settled so that their minds will be free to concentrate on learning
their new jobs. Frequently, newly assigned soldiers are granted 10
days temporary duty to assist with family settlement. Battalion
commanders address groups of newly assigned soldiers and give them
the history of the battalion and their command philosophy.

It's important to note, however, that units carry out these
orientation practices when they are able to do so. In some cases,
units receive no notice before soldiers report for assignment and,
conversely, units send out welcome packets to soldiers who are
later assigned elsewhere. Furthermore, when units are preparing
for major training events, very little time is avai.able for any
other activity. At the very least, however, newly assigned
soldiers are inbriefed by their commanders and learn about
standards and expectations.

. Assessment

Interviewees were asked how early they start to appraise the
leadership skills of newly assigned 2nd Lieutenants and Staff
Sergeants. Most responded that they make a great effort to avoid
passing judgement on any soldier until they are able to observe his
performance both in garrison and in the field. However, a soldier's
appearance, his attitude and his ability to communicate during
inbriefings can provide some information about his potential. In
the case of Staff Sergeants, the records they bring to inbriefings
show their past assignments and testing records.

Interviewees were asked what criteria they use to assess
leadership skills after they have sufficient opportunities to
observe a soldier's performance. The following responses are rank
ordered by frequency of mention:

personal appearance (this includes physical condition)
interactions with troops, peers, superiors
technical and tactical competence
motivation/eagerness
teaching/training
ability to communicate
ability to care for soldiers
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counseling skills
initiative
leading from the front
unit success
integrity
attentive/respectful troops
background
leading by example
decisiveness/problem solving
confidence
dirty leadership (out from behind the desk leadership)
military bearing
responsibility
Skill Development Test scores
Officer Evaluation Report/NCO Evaluation Report criteria
ability to delegate
ability to plan/prioritize
education level
aggressiveness/boldness
motivating troops

The following responses were given by one or two interviewees:
dependability, handling pressure, commitment to duty, open
mindedness, judgement, pride, caring for families, maturity,
punctuality, loyalty, courage, assessment by subordinates, goal
setting, and caring about the mission.

When asked why they use these particular standards, the most
frequent response was that these senior leaders developed the
standards as a result of career experience during which they honed
their judgement about characteristics of effective leaders. They
also referred to standards set forth in leadership manuals by the
Army; e.g., FM 22-100 and FM 22-101.

Feedback

Interviewees were asked about their methods for communicating
to newly assigned soldiers how effectively these soldiers are
pe4.forming as leaders. The formal ways of providing feedback
include written counseling (most often every 30 days for NCOs) and
quarterly Officer Evaluation Reports and NCO Evaluation Reports.
After Action Reviews are conducted after every training exercise to
review performance and are another way of communicating about the
progress of leadership development. Also, some units carry out
quarterly squad assessments.

The senior leaders who were interviewed seemed to consider the
more informal methods of providing feedback to be the most
effective. Most commonly this is on-the-spot, event-driven
counseling, both positive and negative, given during senior
leaders' day-to-day movements among the troops. More than one
interviewee reported that most soldiers regard formal counseling as
primarily negative, so that daily contact provides the best
opportunity to give encouragement and guidance. Another means of
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providing feedback is a result of reviewing junior leaders'
counseling statements to track and guide their developing skills as
counselors. However, formal counseling is needed in order for
soldiers to receive letters of concern, bars to promotion, bars to
reenlistment, reductions in rank, disciplinary action, etc.

Leadership Development

All of the counseling opportunities described above contribute
heavily to developing leadership skills. Other contributors
include programs focused on leadership such as Officer Professional
Development and NCO Professional Development. Another common
program is Sergeant's Time. This program schedules a half day's
time each week to allow NCOs to train soldiers in whatever areas
they judge necessary. Senior leaders also consider education
opportunities to have value for developing leaders. These
opportunities include job-relatcd classes in military schools,
correspondence courses, college courses, and courses offered as
part of the NCO Education System.

Commissioned Officers are given extra duties, such as those
of Safety Officer and Drug and Alcohol Control Officer, to expand
their leadership skills. Developing leaders are also given one-
level-up training and assignments are rotated to provide broad
exposure to diverse tasks. In cases in which senior leaders
identify areas in which developing leaders need extra support, they
may pair the soldier with a strong, experienced peer, or assign the
soldier to teach classes in areas identified to need improvement.

Improving Leadership Development

Although, overwhelmingly, the leaders interviewed were well
satisfied with their units' leadership development practices, they
responded readily when we asked them how they would improve these
practices if they had complete freedom. The responses most
frequently given were:

more training time and resources
more NCO Education System slots and other education

opportunities
fewer training distractors
more field exercises
more unit autonomy to control training.

The following options were mentioned by one or two
respondents:

more force-on-force training
more NCOs
improved Officer Basic Course instructors and curricula
better quality soldiers
better promotion systems
more training areas
formalized leader development practices
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classes that cover battle-focused training, caring for
soldiers, problem solving and job responsibilities

more Officer Development Programs and NCO Development
Programs as well as improved classes in planning,
conducting training and counseling

more specific feedback during counseling
more involvement of NCOs in military bearing, appearance and

discipline
integration of individual development in leader training

manuals
job-specific leader training programs
keeping new lieutenants in jobs for 3 years
placing more trust in officers and communicating more with

subordinates
making junior leaders responsible for company combat

operations
providing more mentoring
giving extra rewards to soldiers in leadership positions
making it easier to discharge unsatisfactory soldiers.

Discussion

If one examines the long list of leadership criteria that were
gathered during this study, it seems clearly unreasonable to expect
any individual to encompass every one of those excellent
characteristics and abilities. However, the list communicates
several things of significance to both our sponsor and developing
leaders. First, it demonstrates areas where more sophisticated
leaders place higher priorities and, by their emphasis, suggests
areas in which shortfalls may occur most frequently. Second, it
alerts developing leaders to characteristics and abilities that are
more highly valued, as well as to a real need to become familiar
with their commanders' preferences. Third, the listing includes
trainable items (technical/tactical competence) together with items
that are very much more difficult to train (integrity, boldness).
In terms of including critical leadership skills in Army curricula,
this is a consideration to be carefully weighed.

The wish list concerning improving leader development that
respondents provided also contains significant information. It
informs developing leaders about the limitations and frustrations
experienced by their superior officers and units. It also signals
the Army about ways to improve leadership skills development in
unit settings.
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Leadership Training for Cohesion and Motivation

Guy L. Siebold and Twila J. Lindsay

U.S. Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences

Recent research has demonstrated that the levels of soldier
cohesion and motivation are of critical importance to small unit
performance and highly predictive of small unit performance, as
measured by external observers, in extended field training
exercises (e.g., Siebold and Lindsay, 1991; Siebold, in press).
Significant correlations between soldier motivation and small
unit performance, under the condition of strong leadership, have
reached r - .93. Nonetheless, small units differ substantially
in their levels of soldier cohesion and motivation, as well as in
their performance. Further, median unit levels of cohesion and
motivation in most unit samples are not overly strong (usually
between 3 and 3.5 on a 5 point scale). Major demographic factors
(e.g., soldier's racial/ethnic group, superior's racial/ethnic
group, marital status, living on/off post, or having dependents)
do not appear to be significantly correlated with soldier
cohesion or motivation. Time in the unit, however, does appear
to be negatively and non-linearly related to cohesion and
motivation. The authors have concluded that the main determiners
of small unit cohesion and motivation are small group processes
and leadership from the chain of command.

Given the impact of leadership and leadership-influenced
small group processes on soldier cohesion and motivation, the
authors investigated the training which small unit leaders
reported they had on building, assessing, and sustaining cohesion
and motivation among their subordinates. The purpose of the
investigation was to find out how leaders evaluated their
training, what kind of training was considered the best, and how
much of a perceived need there was for stronger training on
motivating subordinates and building unit cohesion

Method

Sample. The sample consisted of small unit leaders in a light
infantry battalion, an airborne battalion, and a mechanized
infantry battalion. Specifically, respondents were 58 squad
leaders, 19 platoon sergeants, 17 platoon leaders, and 8 company
commanders from the three battalions for a total N = 102. Only
36 of the 58 squad leaders had completed the Basic NCO Course;
only 14 of the 19 platoon sergeants had completed the Advanced
NCO Course; 16 of the 17 platoon leaders had completed the
Officer Basic Course; and 6 of the 8 company commanders had
completed the Officer Advanced Course. About one half of the
squad leaders and platoon sergeants had airborne training,
regardless of battalion. Almost all the platoon leaders and
company commanders received both ranger and airborne training.
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Brcedure. Researchers met with intact platoon leadership teams
(i.e., the squad leaders, platoon sergeant, and platoon leader
from the same platoon as a group). Company commanders were
interviewed individually. Meetings took place in dayroom or
office settings and usually lasted a little over one hour. At
the beginning of each session, each leader in the session was
given a brief questionnaire (example at Appendix A) so that he
could describe his formal training and his evaluation of his
training (formal or informal) on motivating subordinates,
building cohesion, and assessing their levels in units. After
the questionnaire administration, the researchers conducted
interviews on the same topics and on how to improve leadership
team motivation and cohesion.

Results

Ouestionnaires. The questionnaire data showed that the small
unit leaders rated their formal school training on motivating
their subordinates and on building cohesion among their
subordinates as generally effective, with response means of 6.7
(SU - 1.8) and 6.0 (SD - 1.8) respectively, using a 10 point
rating scale. The leaders rated their on-the-lob training while
in units a little higher in effectiveness, with the response mean
for motivating subordinates at 7.2 (SD - 1.8) and for building
cohesion among their subordinates at 6.4 (SD - 2.1). The leaders
rated the effectiveness of their overall training at a
the level of unit motivation at 6.8 (SD - 1.9) and at assessing
the level of unit cohesion at 6.1 (Q - 1.8). On the other hand,
the leaders indicated that it would be of high value to them to
be able to better assess the levels of motivation and cohesion
among their subordinates, with response means of 8.2 (S - 1.5)
and 8.1 (SD = 1.8) respectively.

There were no major differences in the leaders' ratings if
broken out by the leaders' battalion (i.e., no battalion effect).
However, there were some discernible patterns in the ratings if
broken out by leader duty position (see Table 1). Platoon
leaders and company commanders rated their on-the-job training in
units as more effective than their NCOs did. Leaders in all
positions (but platoon leaders especially) indicated that the
ability to better assess the levels of motivation and cohesion in
their subordinates would be of high value to them. Most leaders
rated their school and unit training concerning motivation as
more effective than their training concerning cohesion.

Interviews. In the interviews, the leaders expressed a less
positive view of the effectiveness of Army schools in training
them to motivate subordinates or build unit cohesion. The
leaders typically stated that the content of the course material
was too general, too little, and usually too underemphasized to
be effective. They wanted more "meat" in the courses and a focus
on what would help them in future assignments. Some of the
courses presented a synopsis of theories (e.g., of motivation),
but the courses did not sufficiently integrate the theories with
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the day to day problems the leaders would face in their units.
On the other hand, most officers raved about the effectiveness of
the (special) training they received in Ranger School (and to
some extent Airborne School) in providing the experiences which
facilitated the leaders' understanding of the importance and
value of soldier motivation and cohesion. But the value was in
the experience, not in the direct school instruction concerning
motivation or cohesion. It is probably fair to summarize the
comments of the leaders NOT by stating that they felt the school
training was ineffective BUT by stating that they felt the school
training was incomplete and not sufficiently focused on their
upcoming needs as leaders. And the complete segregation, for
example, of almost all formal school training by rank inhibited
mutual understanding and shared views on training concerning
soldier motivation and cohesion. Some leaders suggested pairing
platoon leaders and platoon sergeants, who would serve together
in their next assignments, during the Officer Basic and Advanced
NCO Courses at Fort Benning, GA so that they could take joint
subcourses together with integrated training materials.

In the interviews (as also reflected in the questionnaire
responses), the leaders stated that their best training for
motivating their subordinates and building cohesion came from
their experiences in troop units. Most leaders reported that
they benefited a great deal from other leaders who acted as
(positive or negative) role models or occasionally as mentors.
The leaders also reported that they benefited a lot from informal
peer group discussions, WHEN they had time and facilities for
them. Some reported that higher leaders (e.g., first sergeants
or company commanders) in their units had tried to initiate some
within-unit-leadership training for their NCOs and Lieutenants.
However, usually the implementation of the within-unit training
was overridden by training schedule problems, turbulence, and
various details or taskings. Overall, it is probably fair to
summarize the comments of the leaders by stating that the
majority of leadership training on motivating subordinates and
building unit cohesion comes from leaders informally teaching
leaders and from the experiences of being a leader in a troop
unit. Needless to say, the quality and quantity of this training
is uneven and not integrated across leaders. It is also fair to
say that while many leaders would like to be able to better
manage and assess motivation and cohesion in their units, they do
not view these areas as the source of their greatest challenges
or difficulties (e.g., compared to turbulence, command climate
problems, and coordination with the higher echelons).

Discussion

Most leaders know that soldier motivation and unit cohesion
are important. Recent research has documented their extensive
importance to small unit (field training excercise) performance.
The current research effort and the substantial variation in unit
cohesion and motivation suggest that leaders need to be better
trained and assisted to improve and sustain soldier motivation
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and unit cohesion. The simple question is how can the Army do
this in an effective and cost-efficient way?

While the question is simple, the answer is complex, as is
leader training and development. The first step is that leaders
and appropriate Army institutions must recognize that improvement
in these areas is needed and should be assigned some priority
within the many issues and problems facing the military services
today. As part of that recognition, leaders should understand
that the capability to enhance soldier motivation and small unit
cohesion through better leadership training is an opportunity to
greatly enhance unit performance without a substantial increase
in funds, resources, or personnel. Improvements in these areas
can be part of the answer to maintaining needed capabilities
within the context of downsizing and budget reductions.

Potential fixes to improve leadership skill in motivation
and cohesion are many and not necessarily difficult or costly.
Leadership training (e.g., in the competency areas of "Teaching &
Counseling", "Soldier-Team Development", "Professional Ethics",
"Supervision", and "Communications") should strongly emphasize
and integrate aspects impacting upon motivating subordinates and
building cohesion. Field manuals, pamphlets, training circulars,
and military qualification standards and materials can provide
more focused and relevant information and ideas in their next
updated versions. Formal Army courses (e.g., Primary Leader
Development Course, Basic NCO Course, Advanced NCO Course,
Officer Basic Course, Officer Advanced Course, and the Battalion
and Brigade Pre-Command Courses) and more specialized training
courses can be examined individually and as a structured system
to improve their substance and integration (i.e., do they have
meat in them, and do they reflect a consistent, sequential and
progressive, coherent picture?). High level unit leaders need to
consider the impact of their decisions, taskings, communications,
and command climate on lower level motivation and cohesion and
get real feedback on the impact. In addition, these leaders need
to consider 1) implementing a stronger and more organized system
of mentoring, 2) establishing a system for getting periodic
objective feedback from subordinate leaders about their units
(simple, cost-effective tools are available for this), and 3)
facilitating leaders working with leaders to enhance unit
cohesion, soldier motivation, and leadership.
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APPENDIX A
LEADER TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT SURVEY--SOLDIER-TEAM DEVELOPMENT

Circle your duty position: Company Commander Platoon Leader
Platoon Sergeant Squad Leader

Circle the formal Army schooling (resident or correspondence
course) you have received (circle all that apply):

BNCOC, ANCOC Ranger, Airborne OBC, OAC, CAS3

Circle the Army Publications (addressing motivating subordinates
and building cohesion) which you have studied (at any time):

FM 22-8 Unit Cohesion
FM 22-100 Military Leadership
FM 22-102 Soldier Team Development
STP 21-II-MQS (MQS II) Manual of Common Tasks
Pam 350-2 Training, Developing and Maintaining Unit Cohesion

-------------------------------------------------------------
For the questions below, use a scale from 1 (lowest) to 10
(highest), with 5 being average. Circle your response.

1. Rate the effectiveness of the training you received in formal
Army schooling

-- on motivatng subordinates:
(Very Low) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (Very High)

-- on building cohesion among subordinates:
(Very Low) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (Very High)

2. Rate the effectiveness of on-the-job training you have
received while serving in units

-- on motivaig subordinates:
(Very Low) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (Very High)

-- on building cohesion among subordinates:
(Very Low) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (Very High)

3. Rate the effectiveness of the training you have received over
your career

-- on assessing the level of unit motivation:
(Very Low) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (Very High)

-- on assessing the level of unit cohesion:
(Very Low) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (Very High)

4. Of how much value to you would it be--to be able to better
assess

-- the level of motivation in your subordinates?
(Very Low) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (Very High)

-- the level of cohesion among your subordinates?
(Very Low) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (Very High)
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"NEGATIVE" LEADERSHIP AS
REPORTED REASON FOR LEAVING MILITARY SERVICE'

Mary Sue Bay and Trueman R. Tremble, Jr.
U.S. Army Research Institute

for the Behavioral and Social Sciences

It is not uncommon to find that soldiers exiting military
service frequently choose an item like "quality of leadership"
when given a list of possible reasons for leaving. One recent
interpretation (McGee, 1992) suggested that such a finding
indicates a need for better leader development. That is, the
leadership education and training system is not adequately
preparing individual leaders to perform their leadership
functions. While this interpretation may be correct,
endorsements of single items are open to multiple
interpretations. It is, of course, for this reason that scales
composed of a single item, or only a few, are less reliable than
longer scales, where each individual item is presumed to tap into
a slightly different aspect of a larger construct.

Thus, endorsement of a single item such as "quality of
leadership" could indicate dissatisfaction specifically with the
individual's immediate supervisor, a broader dissatisfaction with
the leadership of the post, or even a very diffuse
dissatisfaction with the total Army, since leaders represent the
larger service to their subordinates. This ambiguity is similar
to the traditional problem of determining leadership
effectiveness--for example, whether to measure leadership
behaviors or group outcomes. The research described here
explores the meaning of such a single-item endorsement.

Method

Source of Data

The Army Career Transitions Survey (ACTS) is an exit survey
for separating and retiring active duty personnel, administered
as soldiers go through out-processing at the Army's 40 major
Transition Points. The basic ACTS questionnaire is a single-
sheet form, consisting of a few demographic items and 45
satisfaction items which are rated on a four-point scale (Very
Satisfied, Satisfied, Dissatisfied, and Very Dissatisfied).
These 45 items cover various aspects of Army life, including such
considerations as job challenge and fulfillment, housing,
benefits, support and recreational facilities, health care,
family services, and job assignments. In addition to rating each
of the 45 items in terms of satisfaction, soldiers select the one
item which made them first think about leaving the Army.

IThe views, opinions, and findings in this report are those of the authors
and should not be construed as an official Department of the Army position,
policy, or decision, unless so designated by other authorized documents.
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One additional page can be added to the basic ACTS
questionnaire in order to provide data on topics of special
interest. Issues arising from Operation Desert Shield/Storm
(ODS/S)--including its impact on Reserve/Guard enlistment
intentions, advice to others on joining the military, and overall
satisfaction with the Army--were addressed by the supplemental
questions discussed in this paper.

Administration of the ACTS began in April, 1991 and is
continuing on an indefinite basis. Data used in the analyses
reported here were collected during the period from April through
December, 1991, and represent 13,275 completed questionnaires.

Analyses

Because it is likely that perceptions of the Army vary
somewhat depending on the reason for separation (e.g., retirement
vs. involuntary separation), as well as differing by Military
Personnel Category (e.g., Officers vs. Enlisted), the sample was
limited to enlisted soldiers who were leaving the Army after
having fully completed their expected terms of service. This
provided a relatively homogeneous sample of 9172 soldiers.

The 45 satisfaction items were factor analyzed, using
principal components analysis. Principal components analysis is
particularly appropriate for an initial pass through the data,
where the general objectives are data reduction and
interpretation (Johnson & Wichern, 1982). Respondents who
indicated that an item was "Not Applicable" were dropped from the
analysis, as were respondents with missing data on any of the 45
items, thus reducing the sample size for the principal components
analysis to 1103. However, this sample size should be more than
adequate for a factor analysis of 45 items.

Five factors were retained, based on a minimum eigenvalue of
1.0 and a scree test. To gain more interpretable results, the
factor structure was rotated using an Equamax (orthogonal)
method. The Equamax rotation was selected because it is
considered to be particularly good at breaking up the large first
factor that sometimes results from principal components analysis
(Cattell, 1978).

Based on the rotated factor pattern, five scales were
constructed from the items associated with the five factors.
Items with loadings of less than .50 for a factor were completely
eliminated, and items with cross-loadings were eliminated unless
there was a difference in loadings of at least .10. Tn those few
cases, the item was assigned to the factor with the higher
loading.

Scale scores were calculated for each respondent, and were
correlated with items from the ACTS supplement which asked about
soldiers' advice to potential military enlistees, likelihood of
joining a Reserve or Guard unit, overall satisfaction with the
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Army, and satisfaction with their leader's technical competence
and concern for soldiers. Sample sizes for the correlational
analyses ranged from 8257 to 8981.

Results

The rotated factor pattern is shown in Table 1, with a
description of each item, as well as our subjective name for each
factor. The five factors together explained 61% of the variance,
with each factor of the rotated factor structure accounting for
approximately 12% of the total variance. This "evenness" of the
factors in explaining the variance is chiefly because of the
Equamax rotation, which tends to balance out the factors. The
fourth factor, "Leadership/Leadership Climate," is the primary
focus here. This factor explained 11.96% of the total variance.

Correlations of the scale scores (derived from the factor
analysis) with seven relevant items from the ACTS supplement are
shown in Table 2. Both scales and items were scored in positive
directions. That is, the higher the scale score, the higher the
satisfaction, and the higher the item score, the higher the
degree of positive advice, likelihood of joining a Reserve/Guard
unit, or satisfaction with the Army and with leaders' technical
competence and concern for soldiers' welfare.

Note that all correlations in Table 2 are positive. This
means that the higher the satisfaction, the greater the
likelihood that the soldier would give favorable advice, join a
unit, be satisfied with the Army experience, or believe that Army
leaders were technically competent and concerned about their
soldiers' welfare. Note also that the Leadership/Leadership
Climate scale is the strongest correlate of six of the seven
items in Table 2. It is also the second strongest correlate of
overall satisfaction with the Army experience, surpassed only by
Professional Development.

Discussion

"Quality of Leadership and Management" has consistently
received one of the lowest satisfaction ratings of the 45 items
in the ACTS questionnaire (McGee, 1992). In addition, this item
has been one of the most frequently selected when soldiers choose
the reason which first made them think of leaving the Army. The
question, of course, has always been: What, exactly, do these
soldiers mean what they think of "leadership"? This research
provides some insight into that question.

Based on our results, it appears that soldiers really do
mean a unique constellation of leadership behaviors, rather than
some diffuse dissatisfaction with the Army. The first four items
on the Leadership factor--Quality of Leadership and Management,
Supervisor Competence, Respect from Superiors, and Recognition
for Accomplishments--reflect leadership characteristics which are
primarily, if not exclusively, under the control of the
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individual's immediate superiors. The other three items--Amount
of Regulations/Discipline, Amount of Personnel to do Work, and
Number of Quick Response Tasks--are probably less directly under
the supervisor's control. We believe, however, that these items
are associated with leadership behaviors. That is, these are
aspects of the soldier's job where the superior can have some
impact, if not absolute dominion, because it is the immediate
leader who transmits these facets of the Army to the soldier.

Table 2

Correlations of Scale Scores with Items from ACTS Supplement

Scale

Army Living Family Leader- Prof.
Environ. Cond. Care ship Devel.

Advice to friend on seeing .28 .24 .22 .35 .32

a military recruiter

Advice on joining the Army .24 .21 ,.18 .32 .29

How likely to join .11 .08 .09 .14 .12
Army Reserve Unit

How likely to join .06 .05 .09 .10 .08
Army National Guard Unit

Overall satisfaction with .30 .29 .26 .45 .47
the Army experience

Belief in Army leaders' .31 .19 .22 .55 .38
technical competence

Belief in Army leaders' .32 .21 .24 .53 .38
concern about soldier's welfare

Note. All correlations are significant at p < .001.

It is worth noting that we explored a number of factor
extraction and rotation methods, with varying numbers of factors,
before finally selecting the one reported here as having the most
interpretable results. These methods included principal factors
extraction, as well as principal components analysis, and both
orthogonal (Varimax, Equamax) and oblique rotations (Promax,
Harris-Kaiser). In all cases, we found that the first four items
were consistently grouped together and that this cluster of items
always loaded first on a factor. The tendency of these four
items to cluster together, regardless of the specific factor
solution, suggests a certain stability in the meaning of
"leadership."
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The stability and validity of the Leadership factor is also
supported by the finding that satisfaction with leadership was
most strongly correlated with the belief that the individual's
Army leaders were technically competent and concerned with
soldiers' welfare. These are usually considered the two major
dimensions of leadership and a relationship with "quality of
leadership" is precisely what we would expect to find.

Overall, these findings suggest that these leadership
behaviors may have a strong influence on soldiers' perceptions of
the Army. The correlational analyses show a clear trend in which
satisfaction with leadership is more strongly related than any of
the other factors to several items which have implications for
the Army.

Satisfaction with leadership tends to be associated more
closely than other factors with the extent to which veterans will
prove to be valuable ambassadors for recruiting, by their advice
to potential recruits. This holds true, also, for the
relationship between satisfaction with leadership and the
likelihood of joining an Army Reserves or National Guard unit
after separation, but the relationships are much weaker in this
area.

Most interesting, perhaps, is the finding that soldiers'
ratings of overall satisfaction with their Army experience tend
to be more closely related to the Leadership factor than to other
factors emphasizing such basics as pay, family benefits, and
living conditions. Only satisfaction with professional
development opportunities is more strongly associated with
overall satisfaction, and the edge is very slight.

Given these findinga, it appears that emphasizing the
development of high-quality leadership skills, in both technical
and affective domains, could well prove beneficial to the Army.
Satisfaction with leadership seems to be a major part of
veterans' overall perceptions of the Army, satisfaction with
their Army experience, and future behaviors.
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The Naval Junior ROTC Leadership Academy

By

Donald E. Dorin, Ph.D.
NJROTC Cadet Education

Chief of Naval Education and Training
NAS Pensacola, Florida

Shortly after noon some participants begin arriving by private automobiles,
a number of others show up in school mini-vans, but most of them disembark
from naval C-9 aircraft. During the month of June, this scenario is being
played at several naval bases throughout the country. Its the time of the
year when 900 Navy Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps (NJROTC) cadets
from 226 NJROTC units throughout the nation give up seven days of their high
school summer vacation to attend the Naval Junior ROTC Leadership Academy.

The NJROTC Leadership Academy is like the NJROTC itself, a special program--
one of self-development and opportunity for young men and women who are to
become cadet leaders in their respective high school NJROTC units. Cadets
selected for the Academy engage in an exciting and challenging course of
study, with the principal goal of developing citizenship, leadership,
teamwork, and high standards of personal appearance.

For the past several years the Naval Junior ROTC Leadership Academy training
has been held at Pensacola, Norfolk, Annapolis, Great Lakes, Corpus Christi,
San Diego and Alameda. Participating cadets understand they will remain in
a controlled atmosphere during their stay, although some limited free time
may be available. Cadets are informed that the purpose of the program is to
prepare them for leadership roles in their respective units. All NJROTC
cadets are thoroughly counseled on the physical and disciplinary demands of
this accelerated training. They are made aware of what is expected of them
at the Leadership Academy before they decide to attend, and told there will
be very little time for socializing and recreation.

Academy instructional staff are solicited from area NJROTC units on a
voluntary basis. Efforts are made to provide for a balanced instructional
staff in an attempt to avoid having "too many Chiefs (NJROTC naval science
instructors) and not enough Indians (associate naval science instructors)."
Personnel selected have a minimum of 2 years as an instructor in the NJROTC
program.

Instructors selected for Leadership Academy are provided with a copy of an
Academy Administrative Manual, Instructor Guide, Cadet Guidebook, and a
proposed training schedule. With these documents available, instructors have
ample time to completely familiarize themselves with the subject matter, the
instructional references, and the training aids. Each instructor annotates
and customizes their lesson guides for ease of use.

The nature of the Academy requires instructors and escorts to set appearance
and behavior standards that cadets can only hope to emulate. At no time is
profanity used by instructors when addressing, correcting, or inspecting
cadets. Also, instructor's uniforms are expected to be impeccable at all
times, and worn correctly. Attention to detail is essential.
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During the seven days the cadets attend the Leadership Academy, they attend
classes and are tested on their ability to compete in a stringent physical and
mental environment. Classes consist of subjects on physical fitness,
practical leadership, advanced military drill, orienteering, service etiquette
and social manners, self-awareness and NJROTC subject areas which familiarize
"the cadets with the many duties in the administration of an NJROTC unit.

Cadets completing the entire leadership syllabus in a highly successful manner
are awarded a distinguishing silver shoulder cord. Those cadets who, for a
variety of reasons fail to meet minimum requirements in any major
instructional area, may receive a certificate of completion but they will not
receive the silver cord. Cadets who arrive physically unfit, are unmotivated,
or project an unacceptable attitude, will not receive the silver cord either.

Cadets selected for the Leadership Academy must meet the following criteria:

1. Be a second or third year male or female cadet expected to return and
complete the junior and/or senior year in the unit, or be an outstanding
first year student slated for a leadership position in the unit.

2. Have no record of disciplinary problems in the unit or school.

3. Have a high school grade point average of 2.5 or higher on a 4.0 scale.

4. Be highly motivated and well trained in the basics of military drill.

5. Demonstrate to the unit's naval science instructor (NSI) an aptitude
for the NJROTC that will ensure success in a military training
environment.

6. Be in good physical condition as determined by participation in school
physical activities. A cadet must have earned the Physical Fitness
ribbon before selection.

7. Having demonstrated to the NSI, no more than 6 weeks prior to the
Academy, that the cadet can perform the required number of sit-ups and
push-ups, and achieve the required time in the 1.5 mile run.

Al] exercise requirements are expected to be completed on the second full day
of the Academy. Failure to meet minimum times and numbers may result in a
cadet's immediate departure from the Leadership Academy at his/her own
expense. Anyone not passing the PT requirements on the second day is brought
before a review board of at least three Academy staff members to consider
extenuating circumstances. The board determines the proper course of action.
Cadets failing to complete the qualification requirements do not receive the
silver cord awarded at graduation.

Naval science instructors are expected to test their cadets to assure that
minimum requirements can be achieved prior to Academy departure. Instructors
must also be careful not to bring or send cadets who may have a medical or
physical fitness problem which would prevent participation. Cadets are
required to complete medical and dental accident insurance data on the NJROTC
Standard Release Form. The release form is rescreened upon arrival. Should
screening indicate that a cadet is not fit for training or the insurance data
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is lacking, he/she is not accepted. Particular attention is paid to cases
where the cadet is taking medication that could limit participation.

Personnel and barracks inspections, and proper grooming standards play an
important part in the Academy training. Male cadets have NJROTC regulation
haircuts, female cadets are not allowed to wear make-up, and NJROTC uniforms
are required for the entire period of training. Uniforms, quarters, bunks,
lockers, and personal gear are inspected at least once a day. Cadets are
expected to improve their appearance and give attention to detail as the
course progresses. With the number of cadets involved, it is mandatory that
personal hygiene is of prime importance. All cadets shower, and shave (if
necessary) daily. Failure to meet standards results in a reduction in
overall grades for the Academy.

When conducting the Academy, certain leadership activities are mandatory,
and certain activities are optional, depending upon base locale and
available facilities. The following items are mandatory and have priority
when preparing Academy training schedules:

1. The physical training requirements for completion of the Academy.

2. The full practical leadership series including:

a. Leadership characteristics demonstrated by use
of VHS videocassette dramatic vignettes.

b. Service etiquette and social manners.
c. The leadership field event (orienteering).
d. Platoon drill and ceremonies.
e. Obstacle course.

There are other military leadership activities which can be scheduled, time
permitting, but are optional and considered secondary to the aforementioned
primary practical leadership training. The NJROTC Leadership Academy staff
members are guided by the Academy mission and objectives in all Academy
matters. The four main objectives for the Leadership Academy are:

1. To promote habits of orderliness and precision, and to develop respect
respect for constituted authority.

2. To challenge and motivate cadets to push toward their physical and
intellectual limits. Cadets will continually be called upon to meet high
standards of personal appearance, self-discipline, and meticulous
attention to detail.

3. To instill a high degree of personal honor, self-reliance, and
confidence in each cadet by presenting a military environment in which
cadets will be forced to rely upon themselves and their shipmates to
study, work, and learn.

4. To enhance the basic attitude, knowledge and skills required to
practice the art of leadership.

Because the main objective of the Leadership Academy is to prepare selected
NJROTC cadets for leadership roles, a significant amount of time is spent
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teaching the cadets certain leadership characteristics which aren't
necessarily available nor normally taught at their home unit. The Academy
instructors have lesson guides which outline 22 specific leadership
characteristics to be presented and discussed in the classroom. The
individual lesson guides have been developed in a style that provides for a
logical lecture and discussion sequence of content, and seeks to elicit active
verbal participation by the Leadership Academy cadets. Included with each
lesson outline is a brief VHS videotape vignette designed to be viewed as a
supplement to the classroom instructor's lecture. It is intended that with
the presentation of the classroom lecture and the showing of the vignette, no
more than twenty to thirty minutes of classroom time be given to an individual
leadership characteristic. The 22 cadet leadership characteristic outlines
and videotape vignettes are as follows:

Leadership Topic

1. Leadership: Making Things Happen Through People.
2. Issuing Orders to Subordinates.
3. Providing Effective Feedback to Seniors and Subordinates.
4. Developing Loyalty: A Two-way Street.
5. Establishing Goals.
6. Disciplining Inappropriate Behavior.
7. Developing a Positive Mental Attitude.
8. Delegating Authority.
9. Making a Decision.

10. Maintaining Integrity.
11. Taking the Initiative.
12. Managing Time and its Importance.
13. Developing Economical Working Habits.
14. Being Physically Fit.
15. Rewarding Accomplishments.
16. Communicating and Keeping and Open Mind.
17. Planning for the Unexpected.
18. Having Self Discipline and Relationships with Subordinates.
19. Overcoming Bias and Prejudice.
20. Maintaining Safety and the Minimization of Accidents.
21. Developing Teamwork and Coordinating Operations.
22. Monitoring the Plan.

The Instructor Guide and corresponding videotape vignettes have been developed
in a sequential format for ease of use. The individual lessons are divided
into several sections: (1) the first three sections are lecture/discussion
topics which the instructor presents to the class allowing 2-3 minutes for
each lecture/discussion topic; (2) the fourth section is a discussion topic
that takes about 2 minutes to set a frame of reference from which the cadets
are to view the brief videotape; (3) the fifth section on the outline uses
no more than 6 minutes for the actual classroom showing of the leadership
vignette and a short period of time in which the cadets discuss the
leadership characteristic and the vignette among themselves; (4) the sixth
section of the lesson takes 10 minutes or less for the cadets to summarize the
leadership style exhibited by the cadet(s) in the vignette; and (5) the final
section takes about 3 minutes for the instructor to summarize the unit topic
and the loarning outcomes from this lesson. The Instructor Guide is not
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designed as a verbatim script to be read by the instructor to the cadets, but
rather as a basic outline for the instructor to follow in his/her lecture or
discussion of the leadership characteristic. Most instructors paraphrase the
wording contained in the written outline, and expand on the topic with
personal experience and past training.

Instructors begin the academic portion of the Leadership Academy by
establishing contact with the cadets. They explain how the lessons and the
videotapes will be presented. Some of the vignettes dramatize a positive
example of the leadership characteristic, some of them dramatize a negative
example, and a few present both a positive and negative characteristic. They
explain the value of learning the various leadership characteristics and their
effect on helping the cadets to assist the NSI in the running of the NJROTC
unit. Cadets are informed that they will be expected to exhibit this kind of
behavior should he or she be placed in a leadership position in the coming
school year. The class is divided into sections of 5 to 7 cadets each,
depending upon the number of cadets in the class, and told that each group
will have a spokesperson who will summarize their group's general consensus of
opinion on the leadership style exhibited by the cadet(s) in the videotape
vignette. To prevent one cadet from bbing the only speaker, a different cadet
serves as the spokesperson for each leadership characteristic.

Cadets also spend a portion of their time at the Leadership Academy studying
the survival skill of orienteering. Learning to find their way in unfamiliar
countryside is that aspect of the leadership training whereby the cadets
combine their total talents of common sense, intelligence and physical
abilities to solve a land navigation problem and learn the skills of
teamwork. Cadets are divided into groups of 5 or 6 members, briefed on the
grid system of map construction and use, shown the general layout of the
particular course, explained the procedure for reading the location of an
object, then sent out in different directions alternately. Instructors stress
that in an orienteering situation, teamwork is essential. All team members
must share all their skills for the benefit of the team's accomplishment.

Attending classes where service etiquette and social manners are taught is a
popular part of the leadership training with the cadets. Instructors
emphasize that good manners are important to get along in our society, but '\

are essential if one is to get ahead in life. Cadets study the importance
of making a good first impression, and the importance of personal cleanliness
and hygiene. They learn the value of keeping timely appointments, and that
promptness and responsibility go together. Instructors explain to the
cadets how to conduct themselves with decorum at all times. To teach the
customs, courtesies, and etiquette relevant to a formal sit down dinner,
instructors use the base mess hall to demonstrate to the cadets the proper
dinner manners, eating habits and table settings.

On the average two sessions a day at the NJROTC Leadership Academy are devoted
to military drill. In addition to these scheduled sessions, opportunities to
teach drill are available when cadets move to and from classes, meals and
various activities. Drill instructors seize every opportunity to accomplish
the goals and objectives for military drill. The purpose of any training at
the Leadership Academy is of course "Leadership," and all drill activities
emphasize those purposes of military drill that particularly aid in the
development of leadership techniques.
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The objectives for drill training is to enhance the individual cadet's
opportunity to gain confidence in his/her leadership ability. Cadets are
taught the necessary skills to lead other cadets in military drill. Emphasis
is placed on instruction in proper methods of giving commands, such as correct
voice inflection and projection, the timing and use of proper cadence, and the
training in giving remedial instruction to other cadets. During the veek all
cadets are provided the opportunity to lead other cadets in squad and platoon
close order drill in order to gain the confidence and assurance necessary to
assist in instruction of junior cadets in their respective units.

The schedule for military drill sessions is "open ended,* that is, there are
no strict expectations of progress for each session. Although the cadets all
have at least a year of experience in drill, their skills will vary and some
additional instruction in basics may be necessary at the beginning of the
training cycle.

Drill competitions are scheduled often between platoons to add to the
competitive spirit and pride in the individual platoon. Instructions for
these competitions are issued to drill instructors early in the training cycle
and drill instructors are encouraged to allow the platoons to practice in
order to be at their best.

An important aspect of the training at the Leadership Academy includes verbal

and psychological stress imposed on the cadets by the Academy instructors.
This does not include profanity or other display of verbal abuse. This helps
instill within the cadets, self-discipline, subordination, and the ability to

work towards important Academy goals. Despite the numerous upsetting
distractions caused by this psychological stress, it contributes towards
building cadet self-confidence, and plays a part in giving cadets who complete
the training, a feeling of having succeeded at a difficult series of tasks.

Leadership Academy graduates are not allowed to return to their units with the
notion that yelling, harassment, and the imposition of stress constitute good
leadership. Cadets in leadership positions who try these methods on
subordinate cadets, create problems for all concerned. Therefore, at the end
of the Leadership Academy, a special effort is made which emphasizes to the
graduates the purpose of the stress, the shouting, and the petty abuse they
experienced during the Academy. A final review of the leadership principles
and concepts discussed throughout the Academy reinforces the idea that a good
leader does not lead by frequent intimidation, and that this is is not the way
a good leader performs.

Formal graduation exercises conducted at the end of training are open to the
public and attended by high ranking dignitaries. The public perception of
how well a military group is trained is often based on the success of their
performance in military drill at these functions. Therefore training time
is set aside for the practice of the graduation pass-in-review.

The Naval Junior ROTC Leadership Academy is a physically and mentally
demanding but very rewarding experience. Those cadets who come well prepared
receive a tremendous benefit from this program. Over the past several years
the numbers of cadets receiving leadership training has continued to
increase. Graduates of the Leadership Academy return to their units well
prepared to assume their NJROTC responsibilities as cadet leaders.
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LEADERSHIP RESEARCH AT TME AIR IMRCE HUMAN RESOURCES DIRECTORATE

Thmani W. Watson
Leus~ley L Beacetny-., L mem

Leadership is an important issue in the United States military services. The Army is the lead service in
leadership research and has been involved in this type of reeasrch for many yews, for the effective functioning of
cohesive. motivated soldiers, working as a team, is critical to their minion. However, the oth services are
increasing their interest in leadership research, and interservice collaboration is becoming more common. This
paper addresses leadership resea-ch at the Air Force Armstrong Labortory's Human Resources Directorate, the
personnel research arm of the Air Force. However, it should be noted that the United Stain Air Force Academy
also conducts leadership reseach (USAFA, undated).

The need for Air Force leadership research is underscored by Scott (1987), who indicated that dissatisfaction
with leadership is often a camse of pilot retention problems. Recent surveys administered by HQ AFMPC and
HQ USAF also report cusiderable dissatisfaction with senior leadership and concerns that leaders may not be
sufficiently sensitive to pe'ple or their needs.

The Leadership Effectivenss Anessenent Profde (LEAP)

As an initial leadership res h projec, begun in the late 1980's, the Human Resources Directorar
developed and field-tested the Leadership Effectiveness Assessment Profile (LEAP)., a biographical inventory
designed to measme leadership and management potential, ability to function well in team situations, propensity
for commitment to the Air Force. and related attributes. Initially, both officer and enlisted versions of the LEAP
were planned. The officer version underwent initial development (AppeL Grubb, Shennis, Watson, & Cole,
1990) and iterative field testing and refinement (Appel, Quintana, Cole, Shermnis, Grubb, Watson, & Headley-
Goode. in press). The enlisted version underwent taxonomic and item pool development, but field testing and
refinement await additional evidence of the utility of the officer LEAP (Appel. Grubb, Elder. Leamon, Watson.
& Eardes. 1991). The officer LEAP underwent six iterations to date, as summarized in Table 1. Sample sizes
ranged from small (61) to moderate (673). Cadets or junior ofiers were used a subjects.

Table 1

Overview of LEAP Field Testing

LEAP Population Sample Location Type of Type of
Version Sampled Size Administration Feedback

0-I Junior 61 Randolph, One-on-one oral Face-to-face
officers Brooks AFBs

0-2A Junior 71 Keesler AFB Small group Focus groups
officers

0-2B 1990 ROTC 345 Lacklan APB Large group Questionnaire
(ROTC) summer cadets

0-2B OTS 72 Lackland AFB Large group Questionnaire
(OTS) cadets
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0-2C OTS 156 Lackland APB Lage gpoup Quesionnaire
(OTS) cadets

0-2D 1991 ROTC 673 Lackland, Large group None
(ROTC) summer cadm Lowry.

McConnell.

Vandenberg AFPs

In its most recent form, the LEAP is composed of 12 scales measuring leadership constucts, plus a faking
detection scale. Scales range bom 8to23 items anmd di totl number of items in the latest version is 120. The
various scales investigated me identified in Table 2. During LEAP field testing. problems were sometimes
encountered in obtaining sufficient subjects and adequate criteria. However, we were quite successful in
obtaining rich feedback from subjects for instrument improvement. especially during the first aid second field
tests in which one-on-one or snall group feedback was obtained. Thus, resondens• became co-developers of
the inSumeMnL LEAP field testing wu moderately successful, despite the obstacks faced. As shown in Table
2. test-retest reliability deat collected on the last three versions generally improved with successive verons.
However, even for version 0-2D using the empirical key. reliability dim for four scales fell below

Table 2

Test-Retest Reliability for LEAP O-2B. O-2C. and O-2D

Scale 0-2B 0-2C 0-2D 0-2D'
(n=72) (n-156) (n-430) (n-263)

Total LEAP Score .64 .69 .73 .71

Transformational Leadership .60 .46 .65 .46
Transactional Ledership .15 .2D .48 .48
Decision Making Ability .57 .55 .63 .67
Giving and Seeking Information .48 .67 ..54 .66
Team Player Orientatio .45 .70 .61 .54
Self-Sufficiency Oriention .71 .58 .63 .49
Physical Fitness Factors .49 .80 .71 .63
Institutional Commitment .31 .59 .67 .66
Occupational Commitment .31 .47 - -
Persistence to Excellence .80 .83 .81 .78
Toleration of Adversity .47 .65 .63 .64
Socialized Power - - .58 .58
Retention Propensity - - .79 .66
Quantity of Work Alternatives .81 .84 - -
Quality of Work Alternatives .46 .92 - -
Faking Detection - - .65 .43

Time Interval (in months) 1 2 1 1

"Unlike the other three data sets, these results are based on the ordinal empirical
key rather than the rational key.
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Validation was accomplished during the latest field test using ROTC field training performance (FTP) scores
and responses to a 19-dimension Air Force Peer Rating Form (AFPRF) created to parallel the LEAP dimensions.
Relationships between the LEAP scales and AFPRF dimensions were not strong. However, when the ordinal
empiricai key rather than the rational key was used, eaci of the LEAP scales correlated significantly with F1?
except Transactional Lzadership. In addition, the ordinal empirical key was successful in predicting 27% of the
overall criterion variance. These data am presented in Tables 3 and 4. The LEAP was far more effective than
the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT) in predicting the FPT criterion. The AFOQT alone accounted
for only 4% of the explained variance. Together they contributed 30%.

Table 3

LEAP Scales Validated Against Field Training Performance F) Score

LEAP Scales Rational Key' Ordinal Keyb

LEAP TOTAL .11 .5""

Transformational Leadership .03 .21""
Transactional Leadership .05 .04
Decision Making Ability .05 .220*0
Giving and Seeking Information .07 .21"**
Team-Player Orientation .10 .15"*
Self-Sufficiency Orientation .07 .25w*
Physical Fitness Factors ,19 .3500
Institutional Commitment .05 .14*0
Persistence to Excellencr .11 .25***
Toleration of Adversity .10 .100
Socialized Power .01 .22**-
Retention Propensity -.04 .08*

n = 3 82 . "n a 263.
" "<..*;2 < .01. ***P < .001

Table 4

Regression Analysis Predicting FTP Score Based on Ordinal Key'

Cumulative
Step Variable Entered R2  R2  F P

I Physical Fitness .12 .12 44.18 .0001
2 Persistence to Excellence .04 .16 16.46 .0001
3 Sociglized Power .03 .19 11.76 .0007
4 Self-Sufficiency Orientation .03 .22 10.36 .0014
5 Retention Propensity ,02 .24 6.23 .0131
6 Giving and Seeking Information .01 .25 6.02 .0147
7 Decision Making Ability .01 .26 4.55 .0336
8 Transformational Leadership .01 .27 3.11 .0790

n =263.
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Proposed Medical Treatment Facility Leadership Research

Du.ing July 1992, the Wiford Hall USAF Medical Center Commander requested our assistance in the
identi ication, recruitmert and preparation of medical treatment facility commanders. He had been asked by
the, r Force Surgeon General to chair an ad hoc committee to address these issues. The senior author met
witf the committee on 21 September 1992 to gain a better understanding of the issues and will report back
tr be committee in February 1993 on an initial survey of physicians.

A Physician Leadership Survey has been developed and will be reviewed by the Surgeon General's
committee, and finalized during November 1992. This survey focuses on incentives and disincentives for
command, including future incentives which could be used to interest physicians in assuming command
positions. The survey also addresses physicians' willingness to pursue management training and asks general
attitudinal questions about The role transition from direct care to command.

We will propose to the committee that a multimethod approach be used. We will recommend that
interviews be conducted with physicians, individually and in •mall groups, at southwestern United States
locations to complement the survey approach. We believe :,e problem is so multifaceted that these plans
constitute only the early stages of a longitudinal investigation into a variety of issues. We may be able to
draw upon the fine work already performed by the Army in Executive Leadership (Jacobs & Jaques 1987,
1990, 1991).

Future Directorate Leadership Research

Medical executive leadership research will be pursued vigorously. Also, work will need to continue on the
LEAP if it is to be prepared for operational use. Additional instrumentation for identifying leadership
potential at the point cf entry may also be needed, but would not be limited to biodata. However, recent
collaboration with the other services, and our own review of the leadership literature, suggests that our
leadership program should be expanded and refocused. In addition, it should emphasize increased
cooperation within and across the services, and with academia.

Leadership is an extremely complex, multidetermined phenomenon. As the integrating conceptual
framework provided by Yukl (Van Fleet & Yukl, 1986; Yuld, 1980?, 1989b) attests, leadership involves a
myriad of factors including leader and member characteristics; skills; behaviors; personal and other sources
of power, and intervening, situational and end-result variables. Therefore, it follows that leadership should
not be divorced from the organizational processes of which it is a part (Hosking & Morley, 1988; Jacobs &
Jaques, 1991). Also, as Yukl (1989b) and Rast (1991) explain, there is an emerging trend toward decreasing
the focus on formal leaders and acknowledging that leadership is a share4 multidirectional process between
members embedded in organizational or other social systems. Thus, leadership must be studied in context:
in the context of the developing self and one's relationship to the external world (Forsythe, 1992, Kegan,
1982; Kegan & Lahey, 1984; Kuhnert & Lewis, 1987; Roberts, 1987); in the context of interactions with
others (Jacobs, 1979; Katz & Kahn, 1978; Likert, 1967); in the context of the increasingly complex cognitive
demands placed on leaders as they ascend to senior executive levels (Jacobs & Jaques, 1987, 1990, 1991:
Sashkin & Fulmer, 1988); and in the context of the politics, structure, culture and climate of organizations
(Hosking & Morley, 1988; Jacobs & Jaques, 1991; Jaques, 1976; Schein 1985; Yukl, 1989a, 1989b).
Leadership as a shared social process is consistent with recent advice from our former Chief Scientist that we
return to studying organizations, not simply personnel (Howell, 1992). It is also consistent with the concept
of empowerment so commonly referred to in the *total quality' movement, which is a modern manifestation
of the participative management premises of 30 years ago (Howell, 1992: YukI, 1989b). As Graham (1988)
emphasized, *Fostering follower autonomy is the hallmark of effective leadership' (p. 73).

In planning future leadership research, we will take into account the complexities discussed above. We will
study leadership in the actual organizational environments in which it occurs. Alternatively, we will study
leadership in training settings which provide special opportunities for assessment. In addition, we may examine
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leadership in leadership laboratories in which real-worl conditions are simulated under more controlled
conditions. Emphasis will be placed -n how teams function effectively.

Since methods for studying leadershitp have their limitations (Schriesheim & Kerr 1977; Yukl, 1989b),
multiple methods will be used and new metho&d explored. Surveys and individual or small group interviews will
be used in many situations, but not exclusively. Formal and informal leadership will be addressed, and vertical
and horizontal communication and linkage patterns will be examined. Direct or indirect leadership at multiple
organizational levels will be studied to identify specific role demands at these different levels and the requisite
skills, abilities and attributes needed for effective performance. Often neglected developmental, cognitive and
situational factors will be given explicit consideration. Research will also seek to identify what is the most
appropriate approach to leadership in different situations or for different types of organizational members.
Traditional conceptions of leadership may be counterproductive in those instances where substitutes for
leadership exist (Howell & Dorfman, 1986; Kerr & Jcrmier, 1978), or when work teams are self-managed
(Manz & Sims, 1987, 1989).
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Discussant Remarks
Reducing Attrition: No More Ties?

by

W. S. Sellman
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Force Managementand Personnel)

In 1977, the Office of the Secretary of Defense and the Office of
Naval Research conducted a 3-day conference on attrition screening.
Service researchers and policy makers attended to learn what might be
done to control first-term attrition. Shortly after this conference,
the Office of the Secretary of Defense issued a policy memorandum in
which it directed the Services to maintain a specific level of
attrition. Not amazingly, within about 3 months the Services had
achieved that level. Consequently, it should be noted that while we
are engaged in research to predict attrition from variables that
could become part of the personnel screening system, attrition itself
is managed.

There are many officials within the Services who believe that a
given level of attrition is appropriate; no matter the quality of
people entering service, there will always be some who will not
adapt. After the 1977 conference, two different ways of controlling
attrition were reviewed. One was a selection and classification
approach. The other was organizational development--changing the
environment which exists within the military that leads to attrition.

Today, 15 years later, attrition is still at about the same
level that it was in 1977. Individuals with a regular high school
diploma attrite at a rate of about 20 percent; non-graduates and
people with alternative education credentials attrite at about a 40
percent rate. This means, as Jim Kinney pointed out, that out of
every 10 non-graduate and alternative credential applicants, six
would be successful. Because we cannot identify those six reliably,
there has been a tendency to exclude the entire group. In essence,
we are throwing away six out of 10 young people who could be success-
ful members of the military, if given the opportunity. That is our
actuarial approach.

Today's world is more complicated than in 1977, as described in
Janice Laurence's paper. The 1987 revision to the education tiers
based on actual attrition rates of recruits with different creden-
tials held great promise for reducing turnover and saving millions
of dollars by avoiding costs of recruiting, training and equipping
replacements. Nevertheless, because of political pressure, the
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education tiers used in 1992 are not the empirically based tiers
originally established in 1987. Home schoolers should be in Tier 1
and adult diploma holders should in be Tier 2. I have no doubt that
an attempt to return adult program graduates to Tier 2 would lead to
intensive lobbying and congressional intervention.

In a way, my office, the Directorate for Accession Policy in the
Office of the Secretary of Defense, is to blame for this conundrum.
At the end of each quarter, we issue a recruiting press release. In
it, we report to the Congress and the American public the aptitude
levels and educational attainment of new recruits. We also report
these statistics to Congress as indices of recruit quality. As a
result, the Services have developed a score card mentality. They
compare themselves on the basis of these measures. They program
their recruiting resources on the basis of recruit quality, and
defend their budget requests to Congress on the basis of recruit
quality.

Attrition statistics are not reported to Congress, nor are they
shown in the press releases. The Services only pay lip service to
attrition when justifying why they recruit high school diploma
graduates. The Services would rather look good and recruit people
with diplomas than they would like to control attrition. According
to the General Accounting Office (GAO), every time someone leaves
service prematurely, it costs $18,000 to recruit, train and equip a
replacement. Today, we are recruiting almost no one who does not
have a high school diploma and yet attrition rates have remained
constant. Attrition looks like it did 10 years ago, and even 15
years ago. The Services prefer to recruit diploma graduates and
justify that recruiting strategy on the basis of controlling attri-
tion. Yet somehow, more graduates never gets translated into reduced
attrition. That is really a serious problem.

Now, a couple more random thoughts. When the GAO was asked by
Congressman Thomas Sawyer to review the EBIS study, it was clear they
had received their marching orders to discredit the research--this
despite the fact that the GAO had previously published three reports
urging recruitment of high school diploma graduates to control
attrition. The GAO also had in 1982 issued a report urging the
Services to implement a bioriata questiornaire, such as the Armed
Services Applicant Profile. This time the GAO clearly had their
instructions from Congressman Sawyer and Senator John Glenn. We were
told education credentials were not good enough because high school
diplomas correlate with attrition only about .22. If we refused to
place adult diploma holders in Tier 1, Congress would have a reason,
this low correlation, to outlaw the use of education credentials in
enlistment screening. In fact, congressional staffers threatened
that if we did not move adult graduates back to Tier 1 that they
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would codify in law language that would prohibit screening on the
basis of education credentials.

Finally, the Navy is to be commended for its work on the Compen-
satory Screening Model. I wish they were using it with all appli-
cants, not just nongraduates. It took considerable courage to
implement CSM at all, because the Navy's nongraduate rate (using a
model that will probably result in a more GEDs) will rise. In 1977,
the Air Force implemented a similar compensatory screening system
called IMAGE, and it worked. It lowered attrition and expanded the
manpower pool. Yet, after about 6 months, IMAGE was discontinued
because the Air Force's nongraduate rate was increasing. Never mind
that IMAGE would save money though reduced attrition, the Air Force
was sensitive about having more nongraduates enter service. I hope
the Navy will be able to stand fast against this kind of pressure.

I also would like to see a biodata questionnaire used with CSM--
at least to try it operationally to see if coaching and faking really
are insoluble problems. The Services are opposed to such a question-
naire because they do not want to turn away a single high school
diploma graduate who is otherwise qualified for enlistment. So, I
doubt if we will ever truly know if biodata questionnaires will work
as part of an actual personnel selection system.

In sum, we have come a long ways in the last 15 years in develop-
ing a viable and valid attrition screening system, but we still have
further to go. The research described today is impressive and should
be pursued vigorously. Perhaps as a result, maybe at some future MTA
conference we can announce that the attrition screening problem (both
political and technical) has been solved. Not likely, but you never
know.
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If you've heard it once, you've heard it a bazilion times: The personal characteristic most related to
completion of a term of enlistment is education credential. Thus, to screen for first-term attrition, the Military
Services consider a prospective recruit's educational background-not for the content but for the credential
Since the 1960s, high school graduation status has been used to predict who is likely to finish an obligated
term. Decades of research have corroborated the finding that high school diploma holders have almost an 80
percent chance of completing the first three years of service whereas the corresponding figure for nongraduates
is between 50 and 60 percent. Screening on the basis of high school diploma status was a reliable and practical
way to reduce attrition and its associated costs. However, the 1970s and 19801 witnessed a proliferation of
secondary school credentials which led to uncertainties and inconsistencies in attrition screening policies.
Different Services handled the recruitment and enlistment of persons with alternative credentials (e.g., General
Educational Development or GED and other test-based equivalencies, adult education credentials, diplomas
from non-accredited schools, and home study diplomas) differently, depending upon their interpretation of
why the diploma was the single best predictor of service adaptability.

Based upon empirical evidence that the attrition rates for GED holders were higher than other high
school graduates (HSG) and more similar to non-high school graduates (NHSG), in 1975, the Department
of Defense (DoD) formally modified the HSG definition for enlistment purposes. A three tier system was
adopted with a new acronym--HSDG (high school digloma graduate)-coined for applicants with the real
McCoy while equivalency holders continued with the HSG designation which was only a small step up from
NHSG in terms of enlistment preference.

Because empirical attrition data were lacking for alternative credentials other than the GED and the
Services didn't know why the diploma was a good predictor of adaptation to the military, the three-tier
categorization system used *more rhyme than reason* in sorting out newfangled credentials. As a result of
rather elusive and capricious criteria, consistency within, let alone between Services regarding the treatment
of secondary level credentials was notably absent until the mid to late 1980s. Although none of the Services
"preferred' GEDs, persons with other test-based equivalencies were enlisted as HSDGs by the Air Force. On
the other hand, other equivalencies were apparently less revered than even the GED by the Army and Navy.
And, although the Air Force considered correspondence'school graduates as HSDGs, the Army and Navy did
not. A;though the Marine Corps was in agreement with the Air Force regarding correspondence credentials,
the Corps' position seemed askew of their "seat time* theory that guided the enlistment preference of
attendance certificate holders. Credential categorization wasn't static across time either. The Air Force
reversed its preference for attendance and completion certificates in 1983 and by 1981 only the Air Force hung
on to an accreditation criterion for wnsidering a high school diploma as such.

The Politic of Categorizing Education Credentials

Mounting public criticism of education enlistment policies became a major problem. Word that
applicants from nontraditional schools or those holding diploma alternatives were welcome by some Services
but not others spread to concerned parents, educational institutions issuing the credentials in question, and
ultimately to Congress' ears. Interested parties wanted to know why it was harder for holders of certain
credentials to enlist in their Service of choice.

1Excerpted from Laurence, J.H. (in press). Education standards and military selection: From the beginning. In T. Trent & J.H.
Laurence (Eds.). Adaptability screening for the armed forces. Washington. DC: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force
Management and Personnel). The full tex contains relevant citations.
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There was more at stake for nonpreferred groups than having to score higher than bona fide high
school graduates on the enlistment screening test, the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQ0). Depending
upon applicant supply and demand, at times the Services turn away alternative credential holders regardless
of their AFQT scores in pursuit of quality goals defined jointly by aptitude and education credential. Tied
to entry denial, certain credentials and educational programs were being denigrated inadvertently. The
military's selection policies regarding education are often misinterpreted as meaning that regular diploma
holders are preferred because they are more skilled and able or just plain smarter. The setting of higher
aptitude minimums for nongraduates is meant to limit those without a *real" diploma, if and when they are
enlisted, to individuals who can be expected to perform relatively well in training and on the job. Despite this
explanation of Service education policies, it is difficult for most people to disassociate the meaning of
education credentials from cognitive ability or achievement level. In other words, it is difficult to disentangle
the credential's schooling signal from its perseverance predictiveness. Even recruiters have contributed to the
confusion because they haven't been able to explain, appropriately, the reasons for turning away those not
considered diploma graduates.

Initially, in the hopes of protecting the reputations of their programs, alternative credentialing
program executives lobbied the Services and DoD officials directly, attesting to the academic rigor of their
curricula and extolling the virtues of their graduates. However, spokespersons did not remain limited to
program Pooh Bahs but increasingly included members of Congress. One of the first to write DoD, in October
of 1981, was the Honorable Bill Nichols (D-AL) as he pushed for HSDG status for graduates of nonaccredited
schools. Six months later, this same House member, who was the Chairman of the Military Personnel and
Compensation Subcommittee on Armed Services, went up the chain of command and sent a dispatch to then
Secretary of Defense Caspar W. Weinberger as he championed the GED cause. He recognized that attrition
rates were higher for GED equivalency holders but his bone of contention was that the Services' overly broad
education policies disqualified many would-be-successful recruits. He encouraged DoD to adopt new screening
criteria based on individual attributes as a replacement for the three broad credential categories. The
Congressman continued his correspondence with the Secretary of Defense. His next letter, in December of
1982, again addressed the plight of the unaccredited Christian schools, and the individuals who were being
adversely affected. Chairman Nichols was informed that DoD would base its decision on the results of newly
initiated research which promised to shed light on the ever-growing credential controversy.

Toward a Unified Solution

DoD was indeed planning to answer the mail. The Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Manpower. Installations and Logistics convened a Joint-Service Education Credentials Working Group and
in March of 1982 sponsored the development and administration of the Educational and Biographical
Information Survey (EBIS).

The EBIS was administered to more than 34,000 applicants for enlistment and 40,000 new recruits
between February and June of 1983. A great deal of biographical data was available through the EBIS, but
most pertinent to solving the credential conundrum were items that elicited information regarding
respondents' education credentials and types of schools attended.

Linking EBIS data with Defense's automated personnel files made it possible to track attrition status
for more specific credential types. Unfortunately, it would take a few years for the data to mature and yield
stable est mates of attrition. EBIS applicants had to be given time to enter service and, along with the recruit
sample, needed time to demonstrate adaptability or the lack thereof.

Meanwhile, Back on the Hill

As DoD and the Services awaited an empirical basis for categorizing alternative credentials into
enlistment priority groups, loyalists kept those cards and letters coming. The most persistent battle over the
status of the Christian Schools was waged by Kindness -- Congressman Thomas Kindness (R-Ohio) that is.
The Congressman began with a missive to Secretary of the Air Force, Verne Orr, on February 17, 1983. He
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urged the Air Force to resolve the matter as had the Army and Navy by allowing raduates of nonaccredited
Christian schools to be enlisted as diploma graduates regardless of accreditation status. Tne Air Force's
response was that the jury was still out; there were as yet no data on which to base a decision.

Kindness was not discouraged. He wrote back to On" on March 25, 1983, somewhat piqued that the
Air Force had not promptly acceded. If the Air Force wasn't going to be "practical and sensible," then he
threatened to go directly to the Secretary of Defense and the White House!

The correspondence continued and escalated. As promised, Representative Kindness sent a letter
directly to Weinberger wherein he accused the Air Force of 'footdragging* on the issue of non-certified
religious high school graduates. After a series of internal Defense coordination memoranda, the Honorable
Caspar Weinberger sent a reply to the Honorable Thomas Kindness on May 16, 1983. Over Weinberger's
signature, Defense explained education enlistment policies yet again. Kindness was told that the Air Force
chose to be more cautious than its fellow Services in amending its position on the accreditation issue while
awaiting the EBIS results. The Secretary stated that he would not direct the Air Force to alter its enlistment
policies at that time. The Air Force had won the battle, but the war went on.

One key aspect of the dialogue between Congress and Defense is the difference in perspectives.
Congressional arguments were, to a great extent, on behalf of the individual while DoD's logic was tied to
group statistics. Another way of viewing this difference of opinion is that the contrast was between the
individual (Congress' view) and the institutional perspective (DoD's view). Congress was voicing concern that
individuals who wanted to serve in the military and who might be successful were denied entry because they
were part of a *group.' DoD was trying to accept quality recruits and in so doing reduce attrition and its
associated costs, efficiently. Both stands are valid but often they are not completely reconcilable.

Early snapshots (e.g., after 3 months in service) indicated that private school graduates were doing
as well as public school graduates; graduates from non-accredited schools were roughly on par with those from
accredited schools; and graduates of church-related schools had rates similar to non-church school graduates.
These early data coupled with the continuing barrage of "congressionals" led to an ahead-of-schedule policy
change. By FY 1985, the Joint-Service Group members (including the Air Force spokesperson) agreed to
formally drop the accreditation requirement.

The GED lobbyists also kept the heat on during the course of the EBIS study but the initial results
were not so promising in their case. Nonetheless, the GED Testing Service and DoD had a running dialogue
going. They pushed for DoD to measure the individual attributes associated with attrition directly rather than
using group data. And they expressed outrage that recruiters were discrediting the credential and in many
cases not allowing those with a GED to try to qualify for service entry.

The Services were alerted to the above-mentioned recruiting injustices by the Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense through a memo to the Service Assistant Secretaries. Recruiters were told to allow a
GED holder to take the ASVAB and were instructed how to explain the reason for rejecting such an applicant
without denigrating the credential. But in the interim, as well as in the end, there was no triumph for the
GED cause.

While awaiting the final EBIS results, the Working Group met periodically to establish precise,
Service-common. definitions of education credentials. The new definitions were far less ambiguous and
reflected the proliferation of alternative certificates. For example, the definition of a high school diploma
graduate included that the applicant had attended and completed a 12-year/day program of classroom
instruction and possessed a locally issued diploma.

The Unified Solution

Because of the relentless politicking over the fate of many of the alternative credentials, DoD settled
on a 30-month attrition criterion rather than the customary 36 months. EBIS analyses indicated that
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alternative credential holders and those with no credential did not, on average, adapt to military life as well
as those with regular or traditional diplomas. That is, their attrition rates were shown to be higher-in most
cases more than 50 percent higher-than those found for traditional diploma graduates-regardless of whether
the diploma was issued from a public or private school.

Not only were the attrition rates for equivalency credential holders and adult education diploma
holders much higher than for regular diploma graduates, but their rates were closer to the No Credential
group than to the High School Graduate group. And, although there were Service differences in overall
attrition rates, the relationships among the credential groups held across Services. Furthermore, an
exmination of behavioral and demographic variables was shown not to mitigate the attrition differences.
Attrition was not simply spuriously related to credential.

Armed with actual data on the adaptability of recruits with non-regular diplomas, the Services now
had an empirical basis for categorizing the myriad of credentials into enlistment priority groups. A March 24,
1987 memorandum from Chapman B. Cox, the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force Management and
Personnel), to the Service Manpower Assistant Secretaries established 'new policy for determining the
educational enlistment status of individuals applying for military enlistment." There remained three tiers but
the composition had changed. Furthermore, for the first time, all Services were categorizing credentials in the
same way. They were still free to determine their own enlistment standards and enlistment priority for each
tier but a correspondence school diploma was committed to Tier 2 regardless of Service. And, a new acronym
was coined-ACH (for alternative credential holder)-to replace HSG. On October 1, 1987, the new policy
would be binding for all.

The Problem With the Solution

It would be an understatement to say that the transition to the new education enlistment policies did
not proceed smoothly. This time, the war was declared by the Adult Education constituency, with Ohio and
California on the front lines. Adult education graduates had enjoyed top 'high school diploma graduate' status
by the Army and Navy--the largest Services-until the credential categories were revised.

Shortly after being warned of the impending policies, letters were directed to the Secretary of Defense
and his assistants. In one two-page letter from the Principal of Akron Evening High School, addressed to the
Principal Director of Military Manpower and Personnel Policy, the policy decision was described as unfounded,
appalling, based on flawed expertise, whimsical assumptions and questionable data, blatantly skewed, a
perilously prejudicial position which was nearly clandestinely disseminated, and had not one redeeming feature.
There was no need to read between the lines here; this fellow hated the prospective policy.

Adult education lobbyists were relentless. They had a strategy that included sending letters to
Pentagon officials, soliciting the help of federal and state legislators, getting news coverage, trying to discredit
DoD's data, and if possible taking a case or two to the courts through the American Civil Liberties Union.
As the president of the California Council for Adult Education put it: 'The more 'hell' ...we can raise, the
better.' Fortunately for Defense, this advocate for adult education admitted that the attrition statistics could
not be repudiated.

The fact that the policy was indeed implemented did riot deter lobbying efforts on behalf of adult
diploma holders. The adult education agents followed through on their threats. Much to DoD's surprise and
dismay, the assault on education credential standards was coming on strong from this newly disenfranchised
group. No longer was this just a continual GED problem.

Representative Thomas Sawyer (D-OH) went so far as to introduce a bill on June 17, 1987 before the
House Armed Services Committee (HASC) to halt the implementation. The HASC wanted a delay so that
the General Accounting Office could evaluate the study on which the new policy was based. The policy went
ahead as did the GAO investigation--with Senator John Glenn (D-OH) now taking the lead. The Tier 2
treatment of adult education graduates sent Glenn into orbit. The GAO levied many lame criticisms but
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supporting arguments fell on deaf ears. A bold letter from HASC Representatives I.a Aspin (D-WI,
Chairman) and Sawyer in February of 1988 asked not for a temporary reprieve for adult diploma holders but
for their assignment to the preferred tier. In their letter, these Congressmen went so far a to say, if you do
this *there will be no reason to continue the GAO report on this matter.* Aspin and Sawyer also called for
the Services to accelerate their alternative approach to adaptability screening so that individual rather than
group characteristics would drive selection decisions.

The proverbial straw that broke the camel's back was a similar letter by Senator Glenn, Chairman of
the Subcommittee on Manpower and Personnel of the Senate Committee on Armed Services. Shortly
thereafter, on February 29, 1988 a memo went out to the Service Assistant Secretaries for Manpower from
the Honorable Grant S. Green, Jr., Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force Management an Personnel) stating
that it was 'best to honor the congressional requesLt Given the strong pressure applied and the fact that only
a handful of adult education diploma holders would be expected to seek enlistment, DoD weighed the
potential costs and benefits and decided to yield. Effective starting April 1, 1988 for FY 1989 accessions-to-be
waiting in the DEP, adult diploma graduates would be part of Tier 1 at least until data from the new
credential coding system, which was being tracked, might indicate otherwise.

Edcatm Qedmet 71en Today

Except for the recategorization of adult diploma holders, the policies devised by the Joint-Service
Education Credential Working Group are in force today. Though such policies are alive, they are not
necessarily well.

As promised, DoD continued to examine the attrition rates of the various credential holders now that
a common and precise coding system was in place. The latest attrition data compiled were for the combined
FY 1988 - FY 1989 cohorts after 24 months of service. Each time the conclusions were the same. Adult
diploma holders didn't seem to belong in Tier I and neither did those without a traditional diploma who
completed just one semester of college. In contrast, home schoolers looked as if they should have been
"upped' a tier.

Disaffected groups continued to vie for Tier 1 status. Though adult education lobbyists were silenced,
old and new voices were raised. The GED contingent renewed its protest. Congress has been making
inquiries of late as well, not only on behalf of GED constituents (e.g., an April 7, 1992 letter from Senator
Uoyd Bentsen, D-TX) but to address the concerns of Correspondence School graduates and, more forcefully,
the Home.School lobby. In the case of the former, it seems that correspondence school is the way to go in
remote sites such as Alaska and public servants such as Senator Ted Stevens (R-AK) are concerned about not
closing the military career path to such youth.

Even more noise has been made recently about those who are legally educated at home. Senator Jesse
Helms together with House members Joel Hefley, William Dannemeyer, William Dickinson, and James
Sensenbrenner wrote a low-key letter to Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force Management and Personnel)
Christopher Jehn on October 11, 1991. Subsequent letters from Congressman Frank R. Wolfe and Senator
Bob Dole sent in April of 1992 urged a Tier 1 status for home schoolers.

In response to recent queries, DoD asked for patience. Rather than moving education credentials
around and so adjusting tiers, the whole system may be replaced. Again, that's maybe.

A Replacement for Education Credential Tiers?

Fearing that external political pressure would serve to put the kibosh on the three-tier system, DoD
had continued to investigate alternative means of adaptability screening. The Services developed a
biographical questionnaire called the Armed Services Applicant Profile (ASAP) which comprised multiple-
choice items pertaining to background characteristics and behaviors such as high school academics and work
history. ASAP was administered from December 1984 through February 1985 to over 120,000 military
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applicants across all four Services and ultimately had a good showing, relative to credential tiers, for predicting
attrition. Regardless of the avvarent power of the ASAP over the existing system, many technical, practical,
and political concerns impeded progress toward operational implementation. Among the issues raised by
Service researchers and policymakers was the potential for recruiter coaching and applicant faking of this self-
reported inventory of items. In response to this concern over possible compromise, portions of the Army's
Assessment of Background and Life Experiences (ABLE) which were devised to detect faking were
recommended to supplement the ASAP. The ABLE was a temperament inventory developed by the Army just
subsequent to the ASAP and designed to predict more than just attrition (e.g., leadership potential). With
the Army's push toward ABLE and the ASAP progress to date, a combined instrument (with a shortened
ASAP and portions of ABLE) known as the Adaptability Screening Profile (ASP) was pilot tested toward the
end of 1988.

Worried that the validity of such a biodata inventory would not stand up over time, DoD came up
with an alternative to the alternative. Instead of supplanting education credential tiers with ASAP or ASP
alone, the idea was to develop a compensatory screening model (CSM). The CSM approach would consider
an applicant's credential (actually the specific credential rather than grouped into tiers) along with other
characteristics routinely gathered in the enlistment process (e.g., age, marital status, aptitudes) and maybe even
ASAP (or ASP) score (or maybe not, given technical and practical concerns). A person would be evaluated
on the basis of all such information and, as the name implies, the compensatory screening model would enable
one attribute to compensate for another. Though preliminary research has been done, the fate of the CSM
is also uncertain. Credential tiers are efficient and with revamping could be made a bit more effective. The
CSM, on the other hand, would involve more extended applicant processing time not to mention being a
bigger burden on other resources. Though the payoff in terms of attrtion reduction looks good in theory,
there is less certainty about its value in practice, particularly in light of concerns over biodata, which is the
CSM's strongest element (at least in a research setting).

The future of adaptability screening awaits decision. Under consideration now are three options: 1)
revise the current three-tier system; 2) adopt a compensatory screening model (but hold the biographical
inventory) in its stead; or 3) adopt the CSM with the ASP included. The Services have rendered their
opinions in favor of option number 1. The CSM approach seems popular only within the Navy and even for
this Service the scope is limited. The Services seem to be saying, "Why bother?" After all, recruiting is pretty
good right now and to replace the tiers with CSM might make quality look less rosy than it is.

The Navy at least, perhaps owing to its more stubborn attrition and recruiting problems, is willing to
accept a change in the status quo, at least a little. In July 1992 the Navy initiated an operational test of its
own version of a CSM for those who do not hold a regular high school diploma. Though high school
graduates are exempt, the adaptability of a small percentage of alternative credential holders and those without
any secondary school documentation is being evaluated on the basis of variables like specific credential, years
of schooling, age, employment status, AFQT, moral waiver status, and military youth program participation.
After two years the Navy will decide whether the CSM is worth it. And who knows, the other Services just
might come on board. Of course, it is possible that the Navy could throw the CSM overboard before its trial
period is schedu!ed to end.

The ultimate fate of education standards is uncertain. The options, together with the Services
predilections, are being weighed by the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Force Management and Personnel--
The Honorable Christopher Jehn. Will the tier system survive in one form or another? It seems safe to
predict that tiers will remain, but compositional changes will be made. From the data alone, adult education
credentials and transcripts attesting to the completion of one semester of college should be moved to Tier 2
and home study diplomas should go into Tier 1. However, apart from the empirical data, evidence from the
past suggests that adjusting tiers will not pass unnoticed. Opposition is likely to be fierce.

Which will it be? What will the future hold for adaptability screening? To partially answer this, an
odd twist to an old adage seems apropos: 'The less things change, the more they remain the same.'
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A Biodata-Based Compensatory Screening Model'

James R. McBride
Human Resources Research Organization

This paper summarizes the work of the Compensatory Screening Model ICSM) development
project, in which the Navy Personnel Research and Development Center developed attrition-
screening models as possible replacements for current enlistment eligibility criteria.

The CSM Project resulted from a conflict between personnel screening procedures used by
the Services, and advocates of alternatives to the traditional high school diploma - alternatives
such as correspondence school, adult education, home study, and educational equivalency
diplomas, among others. Advocates of alternative educational credentials argue that more than
half of enlistees holding such credentials have been successful in completing their terms of enlisted
service.

The CSM project sought alternative criteria that could open up enlistment eligibility to
individuals with alternative education credentials, without detriment to first-term attrition rates.
This would be accomplished by allowing positive indicants in an applicant's record to compensate
for an education credential with a relatively high attrition risk. This paper describes the
development and evaluation of logistic regression models, embodying this compensatory feature,
for predicting successful completion of a term of service. The predictor variables included the
applicants' age, aptitude test scores, educational attainment, and number of dependents, as well as
scores on the ASAP (Trent at al., 1990), a biodata instrument designed to predict attrition risk.
Joint Service models were developed, as well as separate models for each of the Services.

Each of the logistic regression models is fully specified by the estimated values of its
regression parameters. The estimated regression parameters for six models are listed in Table 1.
Four of the models are Service-specific equations, while two are Joint Service models. Among the
latter, the model labeled "DoD1' makes no distinction among the four Services; model "DoD2"
includes indicator variables for the Services.

Inspection of the DoD 1 model regression parameters indicates that all predictor variables
except the dependents variable had statistically significant regression weights; this was true for
DoD 2 as well. In the latter model, branch of Service was significant for the Air Force and Marine
Corps, but not for the Navy.

Looking at the Service-specific models shows less consistency across models in terms of
which variables' regression parameters are significant. Only the ASAP score was significant in all
four of these models. The education scale variable was significant in three of the Services' models,
but not in the Air Force model. The aptitude variable was significant in all Services except the
Marine Corps. The pattern for the age and dependents variables was inconsistent from one Service
to another.

Effectiveness of the CSM Models
The effectiveness of the alternative CSM models for predicting 24-month Service

completion was evaluated in two ways: (a) by means of cross-validated correlation
coefficients; and (b) by actual count of the relative frequency of service completion.

Cross-validated correlations. For each of the alternative C.•M models, the correlation of the
model with the criterion was calculated in a cross-validation sample of 27,068 cases. The results
are shown in the column labeled 'Accessions Sample Correlation' in Table 2. These correlations
summarize the strength of the linear relationship between Service completion and the composite
defined by each model.
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Table I

The Six "First-Waveo Compensatory Models:
Logistic Regression Weights for Predicting Completion

Army Navy USAP USMC DoD.1 DoD.2

Coast"nt -7.996' -7.4750 -4.803* -7.5160 -7.3700 -7.666'
(.951) (1.40) (2.18) (2.61) (.704) (.711)

ASAP Score .039* .0480 .058' .0340 .0430 .043'
(.002) (.004) (.004) (.005) (.002) (.002)

Education Scale .679* .471* -.725 .809' .5600 .5811
(.065) (.089) (.623) (.186) (.048) (.050)

Math Knowledge .0140 .028* .028* .011 .020' .020'
Std Score (.003) (.004) (.005) (.006) (.002) (.002)

AgO Scale 5.5140 2.294 -2.989 5.605 3.531' 3.889*
(1.11) (1.64) (2.63) (3.17) (.834) (.W40)

Depmdents -.099 .060 .317' -.140 .020 .006
(0 or 1) (.066) (.129) (.121) (.205) (.051) (.051)

Navy -.055
Adjustment (.040)

USAF -. 129*
Adjustment (.043)

USMC -.229*
Adjustment (.051)

Notes: * indicates significant regression weight (p < .05).
0 indicates standard error of the regression weight.

The strength of those relationships in the applicant population is of greater interest, but
unfortunately cannot be observed, because criterion data are not available for anyone but
accessions. The population correlation can be inferred, however, by applying an adjustment for
range restriction to the observed correlations' values. This was done by applying a muitivariate
correction for the effects of selection, using the MVCOR program (Sympson & Candell, 1983).
These "correcte:l" correlations are also listed in Table 2, labeled "Applicant Population Correlation."

Among the models developed in the all-DoD sample, the uncorrected correlations were
approximately .24 for the three models that included ASAP in their equations and developed
optimal weights.

The Service-specific models had uncorrected correlations ranging from about .17 to about
.27, with the largest correlation observed in the Navy sample, and the smallest observed in the
Marine Corps sample.

The corrected correlations showed a similar pattern of relative magnitudes. The DoD
sample estimates ranged from .22 to .27; the Service-specific sample estimates ranged from .19
(the Marine Corps) to .31 (the Navy).
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Table 2
Cross-validated correlations of

CSM score with 24-month completion

Sample Accessions Applicant
Size Sample Population

Correlation Correlation
(Observed) (Inferred)

First-Wave CSM Equations

DoD 1 27,068 .239 .27

DoD 2 27,068 .237 .27

Army 12,134 .247 .28

Navy 5,880 .270 .31

Air Force 6,075 .196 .22

Marine Corps 2,979 .171 .19

Squared correlations express the proportion of variance accounted for by the various
models. For this purpose, we prefer to use the inferred population correlations, since the models
are intended to be applied in that population. Proportions of variance accounted for by the Service-
specific models ranged from 3.6 per cent (for the Marine Corps model) to 9.6 per cent (for the
Navy model). DoD-wide, the proportion ranged from 4.8 per cent (for the model without ASAP) to
7.3 per cent (for all three full DoD models).

Discussion
In this section, we will interpret and qualify the results reported above. The discussion will

address three topics: (a) the predictor variables included in the alternative CSM models, (b)
Service- 3pecific differences implied in the models, and (c) what difference the use of compensatory
models might make in personnel selection.

The Predictor Variables. Three of the six predictor variables made the largest contributions
to predicting service completion: ASAP, education, and aptitude. Of these, ASAP clearly stood
out: In addition to being the predictor variable that made the largest contribution to the equation,
ASAP was the only predictor variable that was statistically significant in every CSM model that
included it. Based on the data analyzed here, ASAP appears to be the single most powerful
predictor of 24-month completion.

For the analyses reported here, education credential was rescaled from a categorical
variable to a graded quantitative variable adjusted for the effects of most other predictor variables.
This *education scale' variable made the second largest contribution to the compensatory
screening models, in every instance except the Navy and Air Force-specific CSM equation;. Based
on the results obtained here, as well as the historical importance of education as the best predictor
of service completion, education clearly has a role in any compensatory screening system.

Cognitive aptitude, as measured by the ASVAB Mathematics Knowledge standard score,
made the third greatest contribution overall to the DoD equations, and was significant in every
Service-specific CSM equation except that for the Marine Corps.
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Age, as measured by the age scale variable, made the fourth largest contribution to the
DoD prediction equations. The size of that contribution was small, however, and it was significant
in only one of the four Service-specific equations - the Army.

The dependents variable was significant in only one of the six first-wave equations - that
of the Air Force - and its contribution to that model was relatively small. We are inclined to
dismiss the present dependents variable as a useful predictor.

Service-specific Differences. The last predictor variable to be discussed here is branch of
Service. Branch of Service makes a difference in the relationship of the predictor variables to the
probability of service completion. These differences could be taken into account in two different
ways. The first is to include branch of Service as a predictor variable in a Joint-Services CSM
equation, as was done in the case of the DoD 2 model. The other is to develop and use Service-
specific compensatory model equations; this was also done in the preceding analyses.

What Difference Do the Compensatory Models Make? Aside from statistical significance, is
there any reason to believe that the use of compensatory models would improve personnel
screening? The fact that all of the alternative models were correlated with service completion
suggests that the answer is "yes." However, the magnitude of the correlations was modest: .17
to .24, uncorrected; approximately .22 to .31, corrected for range restriction. These numbers
imply that a selection procedure that achieves them wiil be more effective in controlling attrition
than no procedure at all; they do not, however, indica.; whether such procedures might improve
over present selection practices. To answer that question, we would need to have attrition data on
the 1985 applicants who were not enlisted.

Because we do not have these data, we will resort to Taylor and Russell tables, which
allow the user to estimate the average level of employee productivity, if a selection procedure with
specified degree of validity were employed. Table 3 illustrates the effect that valid selection
procedures can be expected to have on service completion rates. The table displays expected
completion rates as a function of two aspects of the situation: the selection ratio - the percentage
of applicants selected - and the validity of the selection procedure.

The table shows that completion rates can be expected to increase as (a) the validity of the
selection procedure increases, and (b) the selection ratio decreases. The implication is that an
organization that wants to improve its personnel attrition situation can do so by either or both of
two means: Hire a smaller proportion of applicants, and/or use a selection procedure with higher
validity than the current one. The former method can be achieved by either hiring fewer people or
attracting a larger number of applicants. In most cases neither of these is practical; one results in
personnel shortages, the other may entail unacceptable recruiting costs. If reducing the selection
ratio is not an alternative, the organization can introduce a more valid selection procedure, or
tolerate personnel attrition.

It should be of interest to read Table 3 with the results of the CSM study in mind,
comparing completion rates for current selection procedure with those that would be expected if a
compensatory screening model were introduced. To make this comparison, one needs to know the
validity of current selection procedures. Although the actual value is not precisely known, other
data suggest it is betwaen .10 and .15. For purposes of discussion, we will assume that (a) Dod-
wide, the selection ratio is 60 percent, and (b) current selection procedures have a validity between
.10 and .15 in the applicant population. For these assumed values, Table 3 shows expected
completion rates of 77.8 percent to 79.3 percent; these rates are close to the development sample
completion rate of 78.8 percent.

What completion rates should we expect if one of the compensatory screening models is
implemented? To answer this question, we will assume (a) the same 60 percent selection ratio,
and (b) that the validity of a selection procedure based on a CSM model is between .20 and .30.
For a validity of .20, the expected completion rate is 80.7 percent; for .25, it is 82.2 percent; for
.30, it is 83.7 percent.
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Table 3
Effect of Using the Models fr Screening:

Expected Completion Rate as a Fu%,'i-on of Validity
and Selection Ratio (Assumed base rate: 75% completion).

Selection Ratio

50% 60% 70% 80%

Valicity

.00 75% 75% 75% 75%

.10 78.4% 77.8% 77.2% 76.6%

.15 80.2% 79.3% 78.4% 77.4%

.20 81.9% 80.7% 79.6% 78.3%

.25 83.7% 82.2% 80.8% 79.2%

.30 85.4% 83.7% 82.1% 80.2%

Basis: Taylor Russell tables, modified for dichotomous
criterion (cf. Abrahams, Alf & Wolfe, 1971)

In summary, rate of service completion expected if one of the CSM models is used for
selection is approximately 80 to 84 percent. This would be an increase of 1 to 5 percent at the
DoD level. The expected increase is larger than this for the Army (2 to 6 percent) and the Navy (3
to 7 percent), the two Services for which the CSM models showed the highest valioity. A smaller
increase would be expected for the Marine Corps, the Service in which the CSM equation had the
lowest validity. Only 3 small increase would be expected for the Air Force, which already had a
completion rate of 82 percent in the 1985 sample.

Conclusions
The lion's share of the improvement potential demonstrated in this research was

attributable to the contribution made by scores on the ASAP questionnaire. ASAP by itself showed
a higher predictive relationship to 24-month completion than any other predictor variable; in fact,
ASAP had a higher predictive validity than all the other variables in combination. Use of a
compensatory screening procedure that includes ASAP could be expected to improve service
completion rates appreciably, if the results here generalize to the present. Use of a compensatory
procedure without ASAP would be expected to have less value, but still improve slightly over
current screening practices.

Most of the improvement would be expected to occur in the Army and in the Navy; the
compensatory procedure had the highest predictive validity for these two Services. It had its
lowest validity for the Marine Corps, and consequently the expected improvement there would be
small. The expected improvement was also small in the case of the Air Force, but for a different
reason: The rate of service completion in the Air Force sample was considerably higher than that of
the other Services, and little gain would be expected from the use of a compensatory screening
procedure. In other words, the Air Force already appears to have highly effective selection
procedures in effect, and the procedures evaluated here would probably make only a small
improvement in Air Force personnel attrition.
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The generally positive interpretation must be tempered with several Important qualifications.
First, the compensatory model equations developed in this research were based largely on analysis
of data from a sample of 1985 accessions. There are two problems attendant on this fact: (a)
Changes in applicant characteristics and Service environments since 1985 may have altered the
relationships among the variables studied here. (b) Because of the highly selected nature of the
members of the sample, the equations based on their data may contain substantial statistical bias
(Defense Advisory Committee, 1991).

A second qualification has to do with the role of the ASAP questionnaire in the
compensatory screening procedures. The use of the ASAP questionnaire is controversial because
of the content of many of the questiannaire items. Furthermore, there is concern about
susceptibility of the questionnaire to faking, coaching, and other forms of response distortion that
would threaten its validity in continued operational use.

At this writing, it appears doubtful that a compensatory model containing ASAP scores will
be acceptable to all the Services; if a compensatory model is adopted at all, it probably will not
include ASAP scores. In that event, the models developed in the research reported here will not be
useful, and it will be necessary to develop a new model or models, without ASAP scores.
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A COMPENSATORY SCREENING MODEL FOR REDUCING
FIRST-TERM ATTRITION IN THE U.S. ARMY`

Leonard A. White and Mark C. Young
U.S. Army Research Institute

A Tier system is used by the Services for classifying education credentials. High school diploma
graduates (HSDG) are in Tier 1. Applicants with alternative education credentials (eg., occupational programs)
are in Tier 2, and those with no diploma or credential are in Tier 3. The Services place a premium on recruiting
HSDG because earning a high school diploma is the best single measure of a person's potential for adapting to
military life. First term attrition among male enlistees who have not completed high school is nearly twice as
high as the rate for high school diploma graduates (Eitelberg. Laurence, Waters, & Perelman, 1984).

In recent years, there has been increasing Congressional interest in identifying applicants without a high
school diploma who can perform effectively. Concurrently, advocates of non-standardized educational credentials
and alternative diplomas have criticized the policy of using the high school diploma without considering other
factors that might relate to attrition. In addition, HSDG are more costly to recruit than non-graduates, and with
shrinking recruiting budgets there may be a growing need to recruit non-high school graduates.

The Services have been considering the feasibility of augmenting or replacing the Tier system with a
compensatory screening model (CSM). The compensatory screening concept combines educational attainment
with other indicators to estimate an applicant's likelihood of completing his or her first term of enlistment. Most
of the measures (e.g., age, aptitude) being considered for CSM are collected during the Service application
process. This compensatory screening system has the potential to improve the Services' capability to identify
higher quality accessions among applicants in all levels of educational attainment.

The weights for the CSM variables are determined by their relationship to first-term attrition.
Preliminary model development (McBride, et al., 1991) shows that CSM (relative to the Tier system) provides
a more accurate estimate of applicants' adaptability for Service. At the present time, further technical work on
CSM has been suspended while the Services evaluate CSM implementation options proposed by the Office of
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (OASD).

In response to OASD, the Army recognized the potential benefits of CSM and proposed additional
research to understand its impact on Army accessions. This paper describes preliminary research on the
development of a CSM for Army enlisted personnel.

Method

SamDle and Procedure

The sample was all Non-Prior Service (NPS) Army accessions during FY88 and FY89. In all, there are
201,793 observations. The FY88 sample was used to estimate a model of attrition and cross-validated in the
FY89 sample. Similarly, a model was estimated in the FY89 sample and cross-validated in the FY88 sample.

IPresented at the meeting of the Military Testing Association, October, 1992. All statements erpressed in this paper are those of
the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official opinions or policies of the U.S. Army Research Institute or the Department of the
Army.
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Variables in the Attrition Model

The variables used in the attrition estimation were education credential, years of education, age,
participation in youth military training, and the Math Knowledge (MK) subtest from the Armed Services
Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB). These variables were selected because they have been used successfully
in past CSM research (McBride et al, 1991; Trent, Folchi, & Sunderman, 1991). All of these variables are
continuous except youth military training and education credential. Dummy variable coding was used to estimate
the effects of education credentials on the probability of attrition.

Tables 1 and 2 present relationships between these variables and the 24-month attrition criterion.
Scoring for the attrition criterion followed closely that used by Trent et aL, (1991). Records of soldiers who died,
had medical disability discharges, or separated from the enlisted force to become officers were excluded from
the analysis. The attrition variable was coded as 1. when a soldier was voluntarily or involuntarily discharged
from the Army before 24 months of service, and as 0 otherwise.

Table 1

Army NPS Accession 24-Month Attrition Rates By Education Credential (FY 1988-1989)

Tier/Education Credential N % Attrition SE

Tier 1

High School Diploma Graduate 176,231 17.8 .1

Non-HSDG with 1 Semester College 1,653 31.3 1.1

College: 2 Years or More 5,146 15.5 .5

Adult Education 1,430 29.2 1.2

Tier 2: Alternative Credential

High School Equivalency (GED) 11,998 36.8 .4

Occupational Program Certificate 19 31.6 11.0

High School Certificate of Attendance 95 32.6 4.8

Correspondence School Diploma 16 31.2 12.0

Home Study Diploma 14 42.9 13.7

Tier 3

No High School Diploma or Credential 5,191 38.9 .7

Total Sample 201,793 19.6 --

Attrition Estimation

Logistic regression analyses were used to relate the explanatory variables to 24-month attrition. The
general form of the logit model is P(aj = 1/(1 + exp-'B), where Y, is a vector of individual characteristics, P(a)
is the probability of attrition during a specified time period, and the B's are the parameters to be estimated
relating the independent variables to the likelihood of attrition. The logit specification is preferred to linear
regression because (a) unlike linear regression, it will always generate predicted probabilities of attrition that
range from 0 to 1, and (b) it will provide unbiased estimates of the standard errors of the coefficients.
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Result,

Examination of Table I reveals that the attrition rates were similar for te five credential groups in Tier
2, and all but one had large standard errors. One-way analyses of variance showed no sigificant differences
in the mean attrition rate among these five groups (F < 1) in the FY88 or FY89 samples. Thus, these
credentials were combined to form a single category called alternative credential.

Table 3 shows the results of the logistic regression analyses of the attrition models. The difference in
chi-square between the models in Table 3, and nested models which included only the three educational tiers,
was highly significant (9 dfp < .001). This indicates that CSM significantly increases the prediction of 24-month
attrition over the 3-Tier system. In the model, lower attrition is associated with more years of education, higher
Math Knowledge scores, and participation in youth military programs. Soldiers with alternative credentials or
no credential are considerably more likely to attrit than those with a conventional high school diploma. The
positive coefficient for age and its interaction with education is due to the fact that attrition is positively related
to age for high school graduates and negatively related to age for those with alternative credentials or no
credential. These interactive relationships are shown in Table 2.

Table 3

Logistic Regression Coefficients for 24-Month Attrition

Variable FY88 Ac ions FY89 Accessions Combined 88/89'

Intercept .908 (.215) -.404 (.168) .075 (.172)

College (2-Years or More) .206 (.078) -.042 (.073) -.027 (.060)

One Semester College .543 (.086) .593 (.073) .501 (.057)

Adult Education 1.035 (.229) .499 (.063) .483 (.061)

Alternative Credential (AC) 2.705 (.241) 3.281 (.239) 3.039 (.177)

No Credential or HSDG (Non-Grad) 2.113 (.567) 2.957 (.320) 2.710 (.282)

Years of Education -.171 (.018) -.051 (.014) -.109 (.014)

Age .046 (.003) .045 (.003) .051 (.004)

ASVAB-Math Knowledge -.025 (.001) -.027 (.001) -.024 (.001)

Youth Military Training -.240 (.047) -.246 (.046) -.329 (.046)

Age X AC -.101 (.012) -.123 (.012) -.117 (.009)

Age X Non-Grad -.071 (.030) -.105 (.017) -.099 (.015)

Model Cross-Validation .16 .17
(With 1989 Sample) (With 1988 Sample)

Note. Standard errors are shown in parentheses. p < .05 for all coefficients except those in italics.
"Used a 38% random sample high school graduates and a 100% sample of non-graduates.
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The overall fit of the models showed little shrinkage upon crou validation, with r - .16 and r - .17.
These point-biserial correlations provide an index of fit, however, in practice we are more interested in how well
the model predicts on average at each CSM percentile. The weights for computing a CSM percentile score for
each person were derived from an OLS regression of the predicted probability of attrition onto the 11 variables
in the CSM (R' - .99, for this model). Predicted attrition was computed using the logistic model estimated in
the combined FY88/89 sample. The CSM score was then transformed to a percentile such that a low score was
associated with higher predicted and actual attrition rates.

To evaluate the fit of the model within the education subgroups, we correlated the predicted and actual
attrition grouped on CSM percentile scores. The best fit" was observed for high school diploma graduates
(r - .92) and the poorest for the adult education credential (r - .10, p > .05). The average across the six
education groups was, r - .6L

At the lowest CSM percentiles there was a dose fit between the actual and predicted attrition rates in
all six education groups. A hypothetical CSM cut score at the 10th percentile would have excluded 46% of the
non-high school graduate accessions. The attrition rate among the rejectees was 40%. This same cut score
would have excluded less than .001% of the HSDG accessions. A 20th percentile CSM screen would exclude
approximately 1% of the HSDG. Soldiers in this 1% HSDG sample were older (M - 30 years), had relatively
lower scores on tic Armed Forces Qualification Test (M - 43rd percentile), and a 30% attrition rate,
comparable to that of non-high school graduates.

One objective of CSM is to expand the recruiting market by identifying higher quality non-high school
diploma graduates. Less than 0.5% of the non-high school graduates scored above the 50th CSM percentile.
The predicted attrition rate for this group was approximately 15%, but the actual rate was 36%, indicating poor
fit for the model in this region. In an effort to improve the fit, we estimated the attrition model with HSDG
removed from the sample. In this specification, the actual and predicted attrition rates for non-HSDG in the
upper 20th percentile (20% of the sample) were nearly identical, both slightly below 30%. As compared to the
entire sample of non-HSDG, this elite group of non-graduates was older (22 vs. 19 years of age), averaged one
more year of education, and scored higher on the AFQT (63rd vs 56th percentile). The attrition rate for this
group was comparable to HSDG scoring in the lowest 20th percentile on CSM. The potential benefits of
selecting higher quality non-HSDG must be weighed against costs of attracting and processing applicants in order
to find sufficient numbers who qualify for enlistment under the CSM.

Discussion

The CSM can improve the prediction of Army attrition over that achieved by the Tier system. The
preliminary analysis reported here indicates that a CSM can be used to identify high attrition risks in all
educational categories. A CSM model targeted to non-HSDG was developed to identify higher quality non-
graduate accessions. The non-HSDG scoring in the highest CSM percentiles (as compared to average non-
HSDG) were more likely to complete their first two years of enlistment and had higher AFQT scores. These
findings are similar to results from the Navy's CSM for non-HSDG (Trent et al., 1991). Improvements in the
utility of the CSM could be achieved by incorporating additional biodata and temperament indicators of
adaptability (MaeI, Schwartz, and McLellan, 1992; White, Nord, Mac] & Young, in press).

As compared to FY88/89 Navy and Air Force data, attrition rates showed little variation by alternative
credential category in the Army sample. This limited the validity gains in the Army CSM from weighting each
credential by it relationship to first-term attrition. Further research is needed to understand these Service
differences in attrition rates.
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During the 1980s, the Joint Services developed the Armed Services Applicant Profile
(ASAP; Trent & Quenee, 1992) in an attempt to use applicant tiographical information to
improve validity when predicting attrition from military service. Although ASAP biodata was
demonsmted to significantly increase validity over that generated by the traditional mental
aptitude and educational attainment predictors, the ASAP has not been implemented
operationally due to concerns about validity degradation. However, incremental validity gained
from biodata is not expected to deteriorate over time if applicants ame required to provide
verification of such information.

The ASAP research led to the consideration of using a compensatory screening model
(CSM) for selection purposes (Dempsey, Laurence, Waters, & McBride, 1991; Trent, Folchi, &
Sunderman, 1991). Specifically, the effort described in this paper focused on using verifiable
biodata to select non-high school diploma graduate (NHSDG) applicants for Navy recmitment.
Research has shown that Navy NHSDG recruits fail to complete their first-term enlistments at
twice the rate as high school diploma graduate (HSDG) recruits. However, the highest quality
NHSDG recruits complete obligated service at a rate similar to HSDG recruits.

In recent years, Congress has become increasingly critical of selection procedures based
on the current three-tiered educational classification of the applicant population. In response,
research has focused on incorporating both the applicant's educational credential status and
other verifiable biographical data into the selection process in a mainer that captures the
differences in attrition performance of individuals within each type of credential group.

The objective of this research was to develop a screening model and administrative
procedures for the selection of Navy NHSDG applicants. The model and administrative
procedures were required to satisfy the following criteria:
(1) The model should be sensitive to Congressional concerns about the treatment of

alternative credential holders.
(2) The model should incorporate the traditional mental aptitude, educational attainment, and

age predictors. In addition, it should incorporate specific biographical data predictors
requested by the Bureau of Naval Personnel (BUPERS).

(3) In addition to demonstrating incremental predictive validity, the model should
demonstrate sufficient face validity to be accepted and used by recruiting personnel in an
operational environment.

'Paper presented at the 34th Annual Conference of the Military Testing Association at San Diego, California.

2The opinions expressed in this paper we those of the authors, are not official, and do not necessarily reflect the
views of the Navy Deparnment
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METHODOLOGY

Samples

A fiscal year (FY) 1989 Navy NHSDG sample was used for model development
purposes because it was the most current and most representative sample that afforded two-
year service tracking data. This sample consisted of 24,171 non-prior service Navy NHSDG
applicants who were processed at Military Entrance Processing Stations (MEPS) during FY
1989. Of these applicants, 9,360 subsequently enlisted. The accession subsample included
employment data from the "Worker-B" study (Cooke, 1991), which demonstrated that NHSDG
accessions with eight or more months of continuous employment demonstrated lower attrition
rates than accessions not satisfying this criterion.

An FY 1988 Navy NHSDG sample was used for model evaluation because it was the
most cunent and most representative sample independent of the FY 1989 sample. This sample
consisted of 22,784 non-prior service Navy NHSDG applicants who were processed at MEPS
during FY 1988. Of these applicants, 7,470 subsequently enlisted.

A sample consisting of 951 FY 1985 accession records was used to simulate missing
employment data in the FY 1988 and 1989 samples. Complete, although unverified,
employment status data from the ASAP were available for all cases in this sample.

Model and Criterion

A logistic regression model was developed to predict service completion as a function of
the predictor variable set A maximum likelihood technique (Hosmer & Lemeshow, 1989) was
applied to estimate model parameters from the FY 1989 accession sample.

The criterion, Comp24, indicates whether or not the applicant successfully completed the
first 2 years of his initial tour of duty. Comp24 was coded as I if the applicant completed 24
months and zero if he pejoratively attrited before completing 24 months. Comp24 is computed
from the applicant's Inter-service Separation Code (ISC) and the number of days served during
his initial tour. Applicants with non-pejorative ISCs were excluded from development of the
model (Folchi, Devlin, & Trent, 1992).

Predictor Variable Scales

The seven predictor variables included number of years of education completed, type of
education credential attained, age at application, Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT)
category, employment status, military youth program participation, and moral waiver status.
Predictor scale scores were computed for each category within the seven variables, as shown in
Table I. The number of categories within each predictor was intentionally kept small so that
recruiting personnel could calculate a CSM score using only a one-page application form. The
scales were constructed so that all predictors were positively correlated with Comp24.

In general, the scale values represent the proportion of accessions in the corresponding
category who achieved success on the criterion. Except for the Educational Credential scale
scores, all 2-year service completion rates were computed from the FY 1989 accession sample.

The Education Credential scale values were determined from combined FY 1988-1989
data. Due to small sample sizes for the correspondence, home study, and occupational
credentials, their scale values were estimated by the corresponding 2-year DoD completion
rates, adjusted for differences between the services. The remaining scale values were the 2-
year completion rates of the corresponding credentials, computed from Navy data only.
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Table I

Predictor Variable Scale Values

scale Sample Scale sample
Category Value Size Category Value Size

Years of Education Completed Education Credential
< 10 352 2,208 No secondary credential .611 8,563
10 .611 3,386 GED cetificate .628 6,610
11 .642 4,340 Correspondence school diploma .653 115'
a 12 .675 1,909 High school certificate of atendance .707 205

Home study diploma .776 98'
AFQT Category Occupational program cerificate .779 147'

I11 .607 7,957 Age at Application
II .648 3,709
I .746 177 17 .577 2,903

18 .609 3,191
Employment Status 19 .647 2.163

20 .668 1,146
< I month or not employed .608 6,056 ? 21 .646 2,440
Employed I to 7 months .6 36 b 2,868
Employed Z 8 months .665 436 Military Youth Program Participation

No .621 11,624
Moral Waiver Status Yes .671 219
Moral waiver required .605 3,881
No moral waiver required .630 7,962

'Combined FY 1988-1989 DoD sample sizes.
bReplaced empirical value of .623, per BUPERS policy requirement.

On the basis of the Worker-B study, the applicant's employment status was included as a
predictor in the model, despite missing employment data. BUPERS policy requires that
applicants continuously employed for at least one month receive preference over applicants
who are unemployed or have been employed less than one month. The Worker-B study did
not differentiate accessions who were employed at least I month but less than 8 months from
those who were unemployed or were employed less than I month. Therefore, a linear
regression equation was developed to simulate the assignment of all accessions not satisfying
the 8-month employment criterion into either a "Employed less than I month or not Employed"
category or a "Employed I to 7 Months" category. Employment Status scale values for the
two categories were then calculated as the 2-year completion rates of individuals assigned on
the basis of simulation.

Operational Test and Evaluation

The NHSDG-CSM is being evaluated during an Operational Test and Evaluation
(OT&E), which commenced 1 July 1992. During the OT&E, the U.S. Navy Recruiting
Command is using the model to screen NHSDG applicants. Only those applicants whose CSM
scores equal or exceed the operational cut score of 98 are eligible for further processing. Data
collected during the OT&E will be used to achieve the following objectives:

(1) Determine the predictive validity of CSM in terms of identifying high aptitude NHSDGs
who successfully complete their enlistment contracts at rates comparable to HSDGs.
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(2) Determine the predictive validity of the CSM with respect to alternative credential groups
that ar currently classified a tier I (Adult Education and One Semester of College).

(3) Re-estimate the CSM parameters based on employment data collected in an operational
environment.

(4) Evaluate new predictors for possible inclusion in future NHSDG CSMs.

(5) Monitor the applicant population serviced during the OT&E to adjust the model for
preselection.

(6) Determine the extent to which Navy recruiters can improve their access to high quality
NHSDG applicants without increasing their work load.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Descriptive Statistics and Validity Results

Table 2 presents descriptive statistics and validity results by subgroup, as obtained from
the FY 1988 NHSDG accession sample (N = 7,216). Among the education credentials, the two
largest subgroups had significant validities (r = .11, p < .01 for both) while the smaller
subgroups had higher two-year completion rates and mean CSM scores. The small sample of
females had a higher completion rate, mean CSM score, and cross-validity than males. Within
racial groups, the CSM showed significant validity coefficients for whites, blacks, and
Hispanics.

Table 2

Navy Subgroup Completion Rates,
NHSDG-CSM Scores, and Validity Coefficients

CSM Score Cross-Validity
Sample Completion

Tiers H and II (Cell B) Size Rate Mean Std Dev rFbi p
Education

No secondary credential 3,926 .59 56.1 24.3 .11 .001
GED certificate 3,199 .62 68.3 24.8 .11 .001
Occupational certificate 47 .89 150.0 18.1 -.13 .199
HS certificate of attendance 16 .81 118.1 19.3 -.01 .480
Home study diploma 5 .80 112.8 21.3 -- -
Correspondence diploma 3 1.00 75.7 6.5 -- --

Gender
Males 7,189 .61 62.3 26.3 .12 .001
Females 27 .81 96.7 37.2 .45 .009

Race/Ethnicity (Males)
White 5,424 .60 62.5 26.9 .13 .001
Hispanic 951 .65 60.9 24.7 .08 .007
Black 674 .58 *62.4 23.5 .11 .002
Asian/Pacific Islander 53 .75 66.5 25.8 .16 .130
American Indian/Aleutian 35 .34 59.5 20.7 .04 .404

Total Sample 7,216 .61 62.4 26.4 .12 .001
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The CSM cross-validity of .12 (point-biserial; p < .01) represents a significant increment
of .04 (p < .01) over AFQT percentile score. It also represents a significant increase of .08 (p
< .01) over the Success Chances for Recruits Entering the Navy (SCREEN) formula, which
was used to determine the enlistment eligibility of NHSDG applicants prior to I July 1992.

Expectancy Comparison

Correct acceptance (true-positive) and erroneous rejection (false-negative) rames were
examined using the FY 1988 accession sample. As the hypothetical CSM cut score was
increased, the percentage of correct acceptances increased from a base rate of 60.7% to 73.7%
at the operational cut score. This 13 percentage point improvement makes the completion rate
of CSM-eligibles comparable to the 77.4% completion rate of FY 1988 HSDGs in AFQT
category BIB (N = 21.513). The percentage of erroneous rejections also increased from a base
rate of 50.5% to 59.6% at the operational cut score. Correct acceptances exceeded erroneous
rejections by at least 9 percentage points across all cutting scores.

An expectancy comparison of the CSM and SCREEN was conducted using six SCREEN
cut scores of increasing magnitude. The percentage of correct acceptances increased from
61.2% to 73.4% for the CSM and from 60.8% to 66.1% for the SCREEN. The percentage of
erroneous rejections increased from 46.3% to 59.6% for the CSM and remained fairly constant
at about 60% for the SCREEN. At each cut score, the CSM achieved both a higher percentage
of correct acceptances and a lower percentage of erroneous rejections than the SCREEN. As
the percentage of excluded accessions increased, the percentage difference in correct
acceptances for the two models generally increased (Folchi, Devlin, & Trent, 1992).

Differential Prediction and Adverse Impact

Using the FY 1988 accession sample, differential prediction and adverse impact analyses
were conducted to assess the fairness of applying the operational CSM formula and cut score
to select minority applicants. Regression analyses revealed that predicted completion rates
were 1 to 4 percentage points lower for blacks than whites over the entire CSM score range.
At the operational cut score, the difference was three percentage points, which was not
significant at the .05 level. Hispanics had higher predicted completion rates than whites at the
lower CSM scores, but lower predicted completion rates at the higher CSM scores. At the
operational cut score, the difference of two percentage points between whites and Hispanics
was not significant at the .05 level.

The proportions of accessions excluded at the cut score were compared between each
group of minority males and white males. The exclusion rates were higher for blacks (94.2%)
and Hispanics (94.4%) than whites (92.2%), but only the latter difference was statistically
significant (p < .05). However, the white-Hispanic difference did not satisfy Cohen's (1988)
small effect size criterion.

The impact of the NHSDG-CSM model and operational cut score was further examined
by comparing correct acceptance and erroneous rejection rates between the three groups. The
correct acceptance rate was significantly higher (p < .05) for white males (74.1%) than for
black males (56.4%) and reflected a small effect size difference. The correct acceptance rate
was higher for Hispanic males (81.1%) than for white males (74.1%), but the difference was
not significant at the .05 level. Note that the findings concerning correct acceptance rates may
be an artifact of the small numbers of black and Hispanic males (39 and 53, respectively) who
satisfied the operational cut score.

The difference in erroneous rejection rates between blacks and whites (58.0% and 59.1%,
respectively) was not significant at the .05 level. The difference in erroneous rejection rates
between Hispanics (64.1%) and whites was significant (p < .01). but did not satisfy the small
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effeta size criterion. These results ame more relable than the correct acceptance results becaus

the samples were larger (4999, 635, and 898 for whites, blacks, and Hispanics, respectively).

CONCLUSIONS

The operational CSM formula described in this report can be used to improve the quality
of Navy NHSDG recruits. Use of the operational CSM formula results in a significant validity
increase over that generated by traditional predictors, such as mental aptitude, educational
status, and age. Recruiting personnel can quickly and simply administer the seven variable
CSM on a one-page application form to determine enlistment eligibility. CSM eligibles can be
expected to complete their enlistment contracts at a rate comparable to HSDGs in AFQT
category 111B.
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Policy Implications of Compensatory Screening'

by

CAPT James C. Kinney, USN
Director, Recruiting and Retention Programs Division2

Chief of Naval Personnel

Background

In the hiring process, the Department of Defense (DOD) is
interested in predicting two critical characteristics, aptitude
and adaptability. Historically aptitude has been measured
primarily by the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB). Adaptability has normally been associated with the
probability of completing a term of service. This is
particularly important within the Department of Defense when much
of the first six to nine months of employment is spent in
training. In order to recover this early investment, military
recruits must have a high probability of completing the initial
term of service. Empirical evidence supports the DOD use of
educational credentials as an indicator of adaptability (Table
1). As a result of the attrition statistics which are associated
with the attainment (or lack of) certain educational credentials,
the credentials were divided into three tiers according to
historical attrition rates (Table 1). Tier one (read High School
Diploma Graduates HSDG's) having the lowest attrition, thus being
the preferred credential. While the educational credential or
tier system is a reliable adaptability screening tool, there is a
two fold problem with the use of the three tier system as a
qualifier in the hiring process. First, there is a high false
negative in the exclusion of applicants without the preferred
credentials. That is, more than fifty percent of those recruits
holding Tier 2 or Tier 3 credentials have proven to be good
risks. Secondly, by using the Tier system exclusively,
individual's are being excluded by class, rather than being
considered on the basis of individual merit.

Table 1

Tier 1: High School Graduate

24-Month Service
Educational Credential Completion Percentage

High School Diploma 82.0
Adult Education Diploma 67.7
One Semester College(NonHSDG) 72.8
Associate Degree 85.2

'Paper presented at the 34th Annual Conference of the Military Testing Association at Son Diego, California

2
The opinions expressed in this paper are those of the authors, are not official and do not necessarily

reflect the views of the Navy Department.
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Professional Nursing Diploma 81.0
Baccalaureate Degree 85.9
First Professional Degree 80.0
Master's Degree 82.2
Post Master's Degree 87.5
Doctorate Degree 80.0
(High School Senior) 80.5

Tier 2: Alternative Credential Holder

24-Month Service
Educational Credential Completion Percentage

Test-Based Equivalency Diploma 62.7
Occupational Program Certificate 81.9
Correspondence School Diploma 67.9
Home Study Diploma 83.0
High School Certificate of Attendance 73.5
(Credential Near Completion) 67.2

Tier 3: Non-High School Graduate

24-Month Service
Educational Credential Completion PercentaQe

Less than High School Diploma 60.5

An additional problem manifest recently in the three tier
system is the movement of educational credentials from one tier
to another for political purposes rather than on the basis of
empirical attrition evidence. For example, in 1989, Adult
Education diploma holders were moved from Tier Two to Tier One
even though their attrition rates clearly justified Tier Two
status.

Historically, the services have recruited primarily from Tier
One credential holders in order to minimize the costs associated
with first term attrition.

Discussion

In an effort to overcome the identified shortcoming of the
current Three Tier System, Navy has investigated the development
of an additional screening tool for Tier Two and Tier Three
credential holders. The Compensatory Screening Mode (CSM) is
designed to compensate Tier Two and Tier Three applicants for
lack of preferred educational credentials by identifying
compensating personal characteristics which would lower the
hiring risk. (The CSM research is documented in another paper
presented to this conference). When the research indicated that
there was a reasonable chance to successfully identify low risk
applicants from among the available Tier Two and Tier Three
applicant pool, "avy implemented a test to recruit and track
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these applicants through two years of active service to observe
attrition behavior and prove the hypothesis. Navy began the test
in July of this year. The resulting demographics of recruits
contracted through the first three months of the test are
provided at Table 2. We do not yet have enough tracking data to
document the success of the CSM in reducing attrition among the
Tier Two and Tier THREE applicants.

Navy CSM Contracts (JUL-SEP 92) - Demographic Data

Sbru NH Percent

Race/Ethnicity
White 805 88.0
Black 93 10.2
Other 17 1.8
Hispanic' 166 (18.1)

GED Equivalency 486 53.1
No Secondary Credential 265 29.0
H.S. Cert. of Attendance 148 16.2
Occupational 9 1.0
Home Study 6 0.7
Correspondence School 1 0.1

Years of Education
<9 3 0.3
10 161 17.6
11 466 51.0
>12 283 31.0

Moral Waiver
Not Required 781 85.4
Required 134 14.6

AFOT Mental Group
CAT I 50 5.5
CAT II 557 60.9
CAT IIIA 307 33.6

Employment
Employed < 1 month of

not employed 187 20.4
Employed 1 to 7 months 169 18.5
Employed 8 mos. or more 559 61.1

Youth Program
Participated 69 7.5
Did not participate 846 92.5
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17 33 3.6
18 169 18.5
19 309 33.8
20 189 20.7

Tersons of Hispanic origin may be of any race.

Note: All CSM contracts were males (N-915).

The advantage to the Navy is that the individuals who qualify
under the CSM concept are primarily high aptitude people. Both
our demographic research and our early results indicate that 2
out of every 3 applicants hired are Cat I or Cat II upper mental
groups.

It has become apparent that the use of CSM has several
important policy implications. In the following paragraphs we
will address each issue separately.

Attrition Standards

Whi.Le DOD hiring policies have historically been concerned
with attrition, we have not established a goal or standard to
apply to the hiring criterion. The unofficial policy, evident in
all four services recruiting practices is to minimize attrition
by using the traditional High School diploma credential as the
primary adaptability screening criterion. This is certainly
supportable empirically. Our goal in our CSM effort was to
identify from the Tier Two and Tier Three population those
individuals whose personal characteristics indicate a potential
to adapt to military life to same degree a High School Diploma
predicts adaptability. This in effect codifies the attrition
standard in the hiring process to be that demonstrated by High
School Diploma graduates. It would seem prudent, if the CSM
approach to predicting attrition proves valid, that DOD
officially establish High School Diploma Graduate attrition
behavior as the hiring criterion for adaptability screening.

High School Completion

From a policy perspective, it would seem important that DOD,
as the largest employer in the nation of 17-21 year old youth,
consistently uphold the requirement to complete High School. If
DOD were perceived to undervalue the traditional High School
Diploma, it could undermine high school completion. Establishing
the High School Diploma as the hiring standard and requiring
other credentials to complete additional screening to be eligible
for employment will send the right message while allowing the
military to identify and hire qualified individuals without a
diploma.

Quality Scorecard
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Currently the Services compete for quality applicants in the
marketplace and their recruiting success is to a large degree
measured against their attainment of high quality standards
relative to the other services' performance. The primary quality
standards routinely reported are percent of High School Diploma
Graduates (actually Tier I) and the percent of Upper Mental
Groups hired. If CSM works, and those individuals hired adapt
like HSDG's, then the DOD recruiting scorecard should be modified
to remove the HSDG reporting standard and reflect other criterion
which are critical success indices such as percentages of Upper
Mental Groups and/or minority attainment relative to Service EEO
goals.

Artificial Ceiling

Within the Navy, when we have hired from the Tier Two/Tier
Three pool, we have constrained the number of Non High School
Diploma Graduates (NHSDG) to a limited percentage of the total.
This was done for two reasons. First, was a concern about the
significantly higher attrition associated with this market,
Second, and probably of more primary importance to policy makers,
was a concern for the DOD recruiting "scorecard". The number of
NHSDG's hired was in no way reflective of the number who could
quality under the old standards. If the CSM approach works,
there should be no artificial ceiling placed on the number of
NHSDG's hired. If, in fact, these recruits adapt to the same
degree as HSDG's, we should let the marketplace dictate the
number hired.

Three Tier System

The current three Tier system subdivides educational
credentials into three categories based on historical attrition
rates associated with the credential. In reality the services
have essentially looked at the marketplace as containing HSDG's
and NHSDG's and primarily avoided the second group. The CSM
approach recognizes this distinction and acknowledges the
traditional HSDG as the criterion for passing the adaptability
portion of the employment screening process. Those lacking a
High School diploma must be screened in more detail to determine
potential for employment. Since the model weights each
individual type of educational credential on its own merits,
there will no longer be any reason for the three tier system.
The ultimate object ought to be to classify those educational
credentials which reflect attrition at or below the DOD standards
(HSDG attrition) as qualifying and all other credentials would
require CSM screening.

Summary

It would appear that the successful validation of the
Compensatory Screening Model will place the Department of Defense
in a "win/win" situation. Without compromising the validity of
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the traditional High School Diploma, we will have addressed the
issue of class exclusion and expanded the recruiting market
providing a tool to enable us to identify and employ the highest
aptitude recruits available.
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NAVAL RESERVISTS AND OPZRATIONS DESBRT SHIZLD/STORXS

Herbert George Baker, PhD
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center

San Diego, CA 92152-6800

ABSTRACT

This paper presents information crawn from responses to the 1991
Naval Reserve Survey. In this projovt we sought reservists' insights
into events preceding their deployment for Desert Storm, perceptions
and experiences during active duty, and consequences of their
deployment upon return to civilian life. For the first of these, the
critical elements appear to be length of notification prior to
reporting for active duty and tqe time which elapsed between
activation and deployment. The ti, zng of these events undoubtedly
affects employment status and famlt: burdens. During the active duty
tour, areas of particular concer:. f-cused on inprocessing and
outprocessing as well as reception ".- ctive duty commands and the
role reservists were "allowed" to '; 'iy. Finally, in examining the
outcomes, or consequences, of their deployment, we will present
findings on reservists, overall assessment of their call-up
experience, perceived effects on overall well-being, and the impact
of the call-up on intention to remain in the reserves. The paper
concludes with implications for future mobilization events.

Introduction

The 1991 Naval Reserve Survey was administered from November through
December 1991, to a sample of 31,763 reservists (10% of reservists
not recalled for Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm; 25% of
recalled reservists in medical occupationsa and 100% of recalled
reservists In non-medical occupations). Survey topic areas included:
overall reserve experience, in- and outprocessing, active duty
experiences, and return to civilian life. The primary focus was on
elements of policy and practice whose modification could increase
reservist job satisfaction and Naval Reserve mobilization readiness.

The survey requested the respondent's Social Security Number. This
allowed acquisition of personal data from the reserve master tape
without elicitation in the questionnaire itself. In addition,
respondents were asked to indicate the dates of significant events in
their mobilization. From these responses were calculated certain
information such as time between notification and entry on active
duty. Respondents were also invited to provide write-in responses.

Only those surveys received on or before 31 March 1992 were included
in the data analyses. After subtracting for surveys which were
undeliverable due to faulty addresses, the adjusted response rate for
the survey was 44 percent. There was an 89 percent successful match
between returned questionnaires and the reserve master tape (i.e.,
SSN matchup).
-----------------------------------------------------------
*The opinions expressed are the author's, and do not necessarily
reflect official Department of the Navy policy.
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Results

Sample Characteristics

More than two-thirds of the respondents wore enlisted personnel, and
slightly more than one-fourth were in medical occupations. Women
comprised 21 percent of the sample.

The sample was fairly evenly split among those not recalled to active
duty, those recalled and assigned to a base in continental U.S.
(CONUS), and those who were assigned to a forward area, with 35, 38,
and 27 percent, respectively.

Seventy-seven porcent were over 30 years, 40 percent over 40.
The highest racial presence was that of Black, which, at three
percent for officers and eight percent for enlisted, was well below
their representation in society at large.

Of those with spouses, only 18 percent reported their spouses to be
unemployed either by choice or involuntarily. If the 29 percent of
the respondents having no spouse are not considered, the proportion
of working spouses is even higher.

Readiness and Satisfaction

Pre- Mobilization

The majority of respondents indicated their intention to remain in
the reserves until retirement (70%), while 15 percent intended either
to get out of the resrves or transfer to the Individual Ready Reserve
(Figure 1). Eleven percent were undecided.

Reasons for intending to leave were fairly evenly split between 12
alternatives provided. However, conflict between reserve obligations
and civilian jobs and family responsibilities edged higher at seven
percent each. Such conflicts may cause reservists to sacrifice
civilian income or domestic stability, or, on the other hand, to miss
reserve meetings, which may result in a "bad year" for reserve
retirement purposes. Highest of all reasons for getting out was lack
of meaningful work (10%).

Thirty-five percent never expected to be called to active service.
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During Mobilization

Figure 2 shows that 82 percent of recalled respondents were on active
duty within two weeks of initial notificationi Of those, 83 percent
were in a forward area within two weeks of activation (Figure 3).
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Naval Reservists reported excellent support from their civilian
employers, with 70 percent indicating that their employers' personnel
policies were supportive. This value would be even higher if the 12
percent "not applicable" were excluded (those being self employed or
non-working individuals). Only five percent reported their employers
having non-supportive policies.

Seventy-two percent indicated that their business or profession was
not threatened by the call-up. However, several specific occupations
(e.g., doctors, dentists) were threatened.

Host recalled reservists (68%), did not have their civilian pay
continued (Figure 4). only about five percent drew full civilian pay
while on active status. The "bottom line" reflected in Figure 5 is
that for about 16 percent of the respondents, activation made no
impact on their income. Thirty percent gained in income by coming on
active duty, while 54 percent lost money. Obviously, these
percentages hide the fact that, for some (e.g., doctors), thEre was
an enormous income differential between civilian and military income.

CONTINUING PAY FROM EMPLOYER (034) WAS MILITARY ACDU INCOME
HIGHER THAN CIVIUAN (035)
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Sixty-four percent of the respondents wer given three days or more
to report for active duty. interestingly, 87 percent said they could
realistically get their affairs in order within a week.

The condensed responses to eight survey Items are shown in Figure 7,
the first five having to do with the process of entering on active
duty, and the last three items dealing with circumstances at the
assigned duty station. In-processing was generally timely and
professionally done for the majority of respondents; however, 1S
percent thought inprocessing was not timely.

Almost a third of the respondents (32%) felt that their duty station
was not prepared to receive them. And, although two-thirds of the
respondents agreed that their assignments were appropriate to their
NOBC/NEC and that their skills were well utilized, these items also
had levels of disagreement in excess of 1S percent.

Three areas of interest are covered by Figure 7: unit acceptance,
base support, and skills and training. As can be seen in the chart,
very few respondents felt that they were not accepted by their
leaders or their co-workers, or that their contribution was not
valued. However, nearly a fourth of the respondents indicated that
their receiving commands were not appropriately staffed or not
appropriately equipped.

Sixty-one percent felt they were well prepared with respect to
general military training, but a fifth of the respondents felt their
occupational and operational training had not prepared them well for
their assignments.
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The four survey items addressed by Figure 8 asked how much problem
was had with certain things which are incidental to activation.
Although only 11 percent of the respondents said child care was much
of a problem, when those who marked "not applicable" are excluded, 24
percent of those who have children had child care problems. Fifteen
percent felt that their call-up threatened them with loss of skills

or loss of clients. Many of these were, of course, the self-employed
individuals. Those same persons make up a good share of the 26
percent who had a problem with finances.
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Post- Mobilization

For those who had been released from active duty, 70 percent felt
their outprocessing was accomplished in a timely fashion (noe Figure
9). Sixty percent agreed that Personnel Support Activity (PSA) staff
were helpful and knowledgeable, and instructions were clear. However,
the same items had disagreement percentages above 15 percent.

The survey asked, of those who had boon released from active duty,
whether they had returned to their civilian job. Eighty-seven percent
had, to the same or a similar job. Of those who did not return to
their pre-activation job, The data show that 27 percent had either
lost the job or were pressured to leave.
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Overall Experience

Forty-two percent indicated that their civilian job was not related
to the job they were called up to perform. As expected, the medical
occupations were more likely to be working in an occupation similar
to their active duty assignment than were non-medical reservists.

Eight survey items are dealt with by Figure 10. Ninety-five percent
were pleased and proud to serve. Agreement with being enthusiastic
about being called-up was at sixty-six percent. More than three-
fourths agreed that their overall recall experience and their duty
assignments while on active duty were satisfactory.
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More than 70 percent of the respondents said they were generally
satisfied with the reserves prior to DS/S. Nearly throe-fourths had
planned to stay in the reserves until retirement prior to DS/S.
Seventy-eight percent had made no changes to their career plans as a
result of DS/S, and only 20 percent reported that their current level
of satisfaction or dissatisfaction was due to DS/S. Of those who were
recalled to active duty, 78 percent said that, overall, their recall
experience was satisfactory. Finally, there was overwhelming
agreement that they were proud to serve thair country during
Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm (95%).

Implications

1. Age and family data indicate that reservists have developed
relatively stable career patterns, and more complex family
situations, both of which interact with mobilization concerns.

2. Because of dissimilarity between civilian job and active duty
assignments, a concern with skills loss and skills retention by
reservists is justified.

3. Reservists being pressured to leave civilian jobs or being
terminated flies in the face of established law.

4. Indications are that the families of most Naval Reservists, like
those of the majority of Americans, depend on two wage earners. This
situation should be considered in reserve mobilization.

5. Meaningful work is important, and its importance can only increase
as the levels of ability and the technical competence of the Navy's
people increase; the Navy is the most tecnnical of all the services.

6. In- and outprocessing procedures need improvement.

7. The rapidity with which the great majority reported for active
duty and moved to forward areas is gratifying and speaks well of the
readiness and responsiveness of Naval Reservists.

8. Most reservists are satisfied with the overall reserve situation.

9. For the overwhelming majority, Desert Shield/Storm was a positive
experience.
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A Multipurpose Occupational
Approach to Understanding the Federal Manager

Donna J. Gregory, Randolph K. Park, and Michele A. Armitage
U.S. Office of Personnel Management

Introduction

The Office of Personnel Research and Development (PRD) of the U.S. Office of
Personnel Management (OPM) conducted a Governmentwide occupational study of
Federal executives, managers, and supervisors. The primary objective of the
study was to establish an empirically-based continuum of executive,
managerial, and supervisory behaviors and competencies to guide curriculum
design and evaluation efforts and to update and revise the Management
Excellence Framework (MEF). The MEF has been used by Federal agencies as the
basis for the selection and development of managers for the past ten years.
The revised MEF will be issued by OPM's Office of Executive and Management
Policy and will provide a description of managerial functions and the
competencies necessary for managerial effectiveness.

An additional objective of tha study was to establish a single source of
occupational information for the development of consistent and job-related
products (e.g., selection criteria, performance standards, training
curriculum) to support human resource management (HRM) programs and policies
for executives, managers, and supervisors.

Method

The study employed the Multipurpose Occupational Systems Analysis Inventory--
Closed-ended (MOSAIC), a process that gathers data for many HRM purposes using
survey methodology and computer statistical analyses to make decisions about
the data. As a first step in survey construction, the PRD researchers
developed a conceptual model of the effective executive, manager, and
supervisor.

Survey Design

Tasks and Comietencies. A review of the management and psychological
literature was undertaken to examine and document managerial work dimensions
and managerial competencies (skills and abilities) from previous management
studies. The review also includad sources from the current literature on
social, demographic, and economic environments and their impact on the role of
managers today and in the future. The result of the literature review was a
report entitled Dimensions of Effective Behavior: Executives, Managers, and
Supervisors (Corts & Gowing, 1992). This research report includes, in a
single source, an integration of the behaviors (tasks) and competencies with
descriptions as they appear in the literature. The report's foundation was
Howard & Bray's 30-year research effort on 26 behavioral dimensions (1988)
that had been found to correlate significantly with ratings of management
potential and with subsequent achievement for American Telephone & Telegraph
Company executives. The Corte and Gowing report provided the empirical basis
for the managerial tasks and competencies that were used to design two major
components of the Leadership Effectiveness Survey (LES).

An OPM research team with expertise in occupational analysis procedures
examined the management studies and Job information cited in the Corts and
Gowing report. The researchers conducted a comparison of the various sources
to ensure complete and comprehensive coverage of managerial dimensions and to
eliminate much of the confusion in terminology. The Howard and Bray
dimensions were linked to other leading models of managerial behavior,
including the MEF (1985) and the Federal Executive Institute's Executive
Competency Study (1989). This comparison, or "crosswalk," identified common
elements in the various models. This review and linkage ensured that all
major competencies were identified. The "crosswalk" also resulted in the
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creation of two categories of competencies, personal and organizationally
oriented. It is important to note that each competency has been linked to the
work behaviors or task definitions in the literature. These task. were
rationally sorted and categorized under three managerial functional areas:
Program Management and Direction, Resources Management, and Interpersonal
Skills and Relationships. This provided an organizing framework for the LES.

Workforce Ouality. The initial conceptualization of the variables
contributing to managerial effectiveness was based on a model for assessing
workforce quality. The model was the outgrowth of a Governmentwide research
program on the quality of the Federal government workforce initiated by OPM in
1988. OPM and the Merit Systems Protection Board convened a national Advisory
Committee on Federal Workforce Quality Assessment. Through discussions with
this committee, PRD developed the Workforce Quality Assessment and Improvement
Model (Dye, 1990; Gowing & Payne, 1991).

The model shows workforce quality to be multidimensional with individual
attributes interacting with situational factor3 (including organizational)
and the combination of these variables leading to individual, group/team, ard
organizational outcomes. Individual attributes are those fixed and dynamic
qualities and competencies that individuals bring to the organization or
develop while within it. Examples are: knowledges, skills, abilities,
motivation, self-esteem, attitudes, values, beliefs, and interests.
Situational factors are the circumstances surrounding the existing work
situation that can affect the quality of work or service provided. These
factors may be internal to the organization or external environmental factors
impacting the organization. Some examples include: organizational policies,
practices, and conditions, such as culture and climate; objectives; and
availability of resources.

The second major step in the design of the LES was thorough reviews by various
independent groups, including a focus group comprised of Federal executives on
assignment to the National Academy of Public Administration and nine agency
representatives serving on an 'nteragency focus group for the MEF project. The
LES also was pilot tested with approximately 400 participants at the three OPM
Executive Seminar Centers and the Federal Executive Institute in August of
1991. Revisions were made to the LES based on the comments from the focus
groups and the pilot test. The final version of the LES was designed to
collect background and demographic information, task and competency ratings on
a number of scales, classification information, and organizational style and
culture data.

Description of the Leadership Effectiveness Survey

The Leadership Effectiveness Survey consisted of five parts which are
described below. Each respondent, however, did not have to complete all five
parts. The sampling plan and survey design permitted OPM to collect the
information needed to develop many HRM products without unduly burdening
individual respondents. This design resulted in five different survey
booklets. All participants were asked to complete Parts I, II, III; and
either Part IV or V. The survey forms also differed in the rating scales that
participants were asked to use in Parts II and III.

Part I - Background: This part contained demographic and employment
history questions including some used in the workforce quality
assessment program studies and The Federal Executive Survey. This
survey was recently constructed to explore differences between
Presidential Rank Award winners and nonwinners (Corts, Anderson, Baker,
& Gowing, 1992). Part I also contained additional items reflecting
special concerns germane to the sample (e.g., number of employees
supervised; size of budget administered). These items provided a
profile of the Federal supervisors, managers, and executives who
participated in the survey.
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Part I1 - Managerial Tasks: This section asked respondents to check
tasks performed from a list of 151 tasks and to rate those tasks on one
of three different scales: time spent, importance, and learning
difficulty.

Part III - Managerial Competencies: Survey respondents were asked to
rate the 22 competencies derived from the OPM competency study on two
rating scales -- importance and one of the following: proficiency needed
at entry, development of competency, and distinguishes superior from
barely acceptable workers.

Parts II and III provided information that identified patterns of task
requirements and the competencies needed for effective performance by
managers at the three levels. These data are particularly important for
succession planning and for defining the training needs continuum from
supervisor to executive.

Part IV - Occupational Description: In this section, respoadents were
asked to complete a number of questionu about the duties and
responsibilities of their current jobs. The questions were based on
factors that occupational analysts haviu found to be common to Federal
managerial and supervisory jobs. This can be useful in identifying
factors or behaviors by grade level to help structure positions, develop
model position descriptions, and create job evaluation procedures.

Part V - Personal and Organizational .tyle: This section asked
respondents to indicate their own prz-I-ýred way of dealing with a number
of managerial situations, as well as to express opinions about how they
evaluate their organization's style. The Quality Orientation portion
addresses the eight criteria of the President's Award for Quality and
Productivity Improvement.

Sampling Design

The sample was drawn from the population of all Federal executives, managers,
and GS-11 to GM-15 supervisors. The sampling plan was designed to obtain a
sample representative of the Federal managerial population. To insure
adequate representation of smaller sized groupings, personnel from small and
medium sized agencies, minorities, and females ware over-sampled. Among the
Senior Executive Service, the sample consisted of approximately 32 percent of
the white males and all of the minorities and females. Among the small
agencies, the whole management population was sampled. Among the medium
agencies, the whole management population was sampled, except for GM-13 to GM-
15 supervisors of whom 92 percent were sampled. Among large agencies, a
random sample of about 6.7 percent of the managers and supervisors was drawn.

Four forms of the LES were administered to a total sample of 20,664
executives, managers, and supervisors. Equal numbers of the four different
survey forms were distributed across the sample. In addition, a fifth survey
form which was used as part of a separate study of Administrative Law Judges.
The surveys were mailed to about 1,400 Ferieral personnel offices for
distribution in October 1991.

Overall, 10,061 completed surveys were returned (a response rate of about 49
percenti. Table 1 shows the numbers of executives, managers, dnd supervisors
in: the Federal population, the survey sample, and the identifiable returned
surveys. A total of 7,938 incumbents who returned surveys categorized
themselves in one of the three managerial levels. The remaining 2,123 survey
respondents identified themselves as project team leaders, senior scientists,
special ass tants, other, or gave no response.
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Table 1. Sampl ng Design for tha Leadership Effectiveness Surve

Executives Managers Supervisors Total

Federal 8,038 27,842 144,299 180,179
Population

Survey Sample 4,198 4,888 11,578 20,664

Survey 1,763 2,659 3,516 7,938
Returns

The original sampling design was weighted to adjust for over-sampling on small
and medium agencies, minorities, and females. The survey respondents were
representative of the Federal managerial population.

Results and Discussion

Analyses of the LES identified important competencies across the three
management levels. Survey respondents rated competencies for their importance
for effective job performance and whether proficiency in the competencies was
needed upon entry into the position. Ratings on competencies were examined by
grouping respondents into three subsamples: executives, managers, and
supervisors. These groupings were identified based on self-report.

Important competencies needed upon entry to the job were identified by using
respondent ratings on competency importance and need at entry. Table 2 shows
the percentage of executives, managers, and supervisors who rated each
competency as "very important" or "crucial." Competencies were identified as
important when the percentage of respondents rating the competencies as very
important or crucial was high for a given sample. For example, at least 95.9
percent of the executives rated Oral Communication as a highly importent
competency. Table 2 also shows the percentage of respondents who rated the
competencies as being needed immediately upon entry (i.e., first day) on the
job. For example, 86.3 percent of the executive sample rated Oral
Communication as a competency needed upon entry.

For each competency, the percentage levels were combined over the two scales
to yield a composite rating score reflecting the value of the competency's
importance and need at entry. Inspection of the composite rating scores was
made across the three managerial levels to identify basic competencies, that
is, those competencies that received high ratings of importance and need at
entry across all three levels. These Basic competencies are shown as the
first nine competencies in Table 2. Oral Communication, for example, was
considered a basic competency since it was rated highly on impcrtance and need
at entry for executives, managers, and supervisors.

The competencies differentiated the job content of executives, managers, and
supervisors. First-level competencies were those that an incumbent must
master at the supervisory level before advancing to the managerial level.
These competencies had relatively high composite ratings (need at entry and
importance) at the supervisory level that increased at the managerial level.
For example, Team Building was high at the supervisory level and even higher
at the managerial level, indicating that mastery of this competency was
increasingly necessary for effective performance at the higher managerial
levels. Mid-level competencies were those with ratings that were either
highest at the managerial level (e.g., Internal Controls/Integrity) or high at
"this level and increased at the executive level (e.g., Creative Thinking).
Higher-level competencies had composite scores that were highest at the
executive level. Vision and External Awareness were rated highest by
executives, but were rated much lower by managers and supervisors. This
comparative analysis resulted in a continuum of competencies across the three
management levels that can be used for succession and development planning.
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Conclusions and Recoaaendations

The research-based information obtained from the analysis of the LES will
support the revision of a new MEF, ensuring its continued validity, as well as
consideration of the impact of new areas such as office technology, total
quality management, and workforce diversity. The initial result of the LES
data analysis is a continuum of competencies that reflects the progression of
needed capabilities across the three management levels. These findings led to
a model for managerial succession and development planning.

The competency continuum derived from the LES ratings yielded different
patterns of competencies for the three leadership levels, and identified
competencies that are needed by all management jobs. The competency continuum
also underscores the emergence of competencies that reflect changes in
management work. Added emphasis is given to technology management, diversity,
and Total Quality Management.
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Table 2. Percentage of Respondents Indicating Competency Inpoetanc. tv Needed at Enaty.

Perceutage of Respondenta Indicati:' Pates of Raqsoadema Indicating
C.om4etency is Very Important or Crucial Competency is Needed at Essay

Competency Executie Managers Supervisors Executives Managers Supervisors

BASIC COMPETENCIES.

Oral Communication 95.9 90.6 87.2 86.3 74.9 72.6

Written Communication 90.7 85.9 81.4 88.8 80.0 76.2

Problem Solving 92.1 87.0 84.1 72.9 60.0 59.0

Leadership 89.2 89.1 79 6 66.8 59.5 49.5

Interpersonal Skill 79.3 77.8 72.0 67.3 58.4 55.1

Self-Direction 76.6 72.5 68.5 68.3 63.0 60.3

Flexibility 80.7 10.3 74.2 65.7 59.7 54.6

Decisiveness 80.8 80.0 74.0 58.2 51.8 44.0

Technical Competence 63.8 63.7 70.9 54.9 44.6 48.1

FIRST-LEVEL COMPETENCIES

Human Resource Management 75.8 75.9 62.8 39.6 30.3 23.3

Influencing/Negotiating 74.3 66.9 59.8 37.1 31.1 24.6

Team Building 71.1 70.6 62.5 37.3 29.5 27.0

Conflict Management 67.2 68.5 62.8 36.9 32.9 27.8

Managing Diverse Workforce 50.4 56.4 49.1 48.2 45.1 40.5

MID-LEVEL COMPETENCIES

Creative Thinking 72.8 57.9 50.2 55.3 37.5 33.8

Planning & Evaluation 64.2 61.6 51.3 31.3 23.9 19.0

Client Orientation 68.2 65.8 62.3 28.9 25.2 22.0

Internal Controls 42.2 50.9 42.9 18.9 21.2 11.7

Financial Management 44.5 46.7 35.8 20.6 20.3 11.4

Technology Management 42.5 45.5 43.0 18.3 14.0 13.0

HIGHER-LEVEL COMPETENCIES

Vision 68.1 51.6 37.3 39.1 22.4 15.8

External Awareness 58.8 45.8 39.8 22.9 13.9 11.0

Sample sizes are 1,780 executives, 3,442 managers, and 3,732 supervisors on the Importance scale, and 575 executives, 1,184 managers,
and 1,303 superviace on the Neecd at Entry scale.
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Comparison of the Governmentwide
and Department of Defense Managerial Competencies

Randolph K. Park, Michele A. Armitage, and Daniel B. Corts
U.S. Office of Personnel Management

Human resource management in today's changing organizational
environment calls for innovative and flexible systems. One way of building such a
system is by identifying the tasks and competencies essential for effective
management. In doing so, a foundation is formed with which to build a human
resource development system for selecting and developing managers.

For several years, the Management Excellence Framework (MEF; 1985) has
been the official description of executive, managerial, and supervisory
competencies needed for successful job performance. The MEF is a competency-
based model which provides the conceptual basis for managerial selection, and
training and development programs. The model is used by individual agencies and
by OPM for these purposes.

Currently, OPM is investigating whether the MEF will hold for the Federal
manager of the 1990's. First, a comprehensive review of the literature collected
descriptions of 311 managerial tasks and competencies within a single source (Corts
& Gowing, 1992). An OPM research team with expertise in occupational analysis
procedures then examined the information from the Corts and Gowing report with
other leading models of managerial behavior to ensure that all major competencies
were identified. In addition, the competencies and tasks were organized into
functional areas.

In 1991, OPM conducted a Governmentwide survey of white collar
execu*!ves, managers, and supervisors. One purpose of the survey was to collect
occupational analysis information on Federal managers (Gregory, Park, & Armitage,
1992). Four different types of competencies were identified from the results of
the survey. Basic competencies were those rated important and needed at entry at
all three levels of leadership. First-level competencies were those that an
incumbent must master prior to entering the supervisory level. Similarly, Mid-level
and Higher-level competencies were those that must be mastered prior to entry
into the managerial and executive levels, respectively. These competencies are
summarized in the first column of Table 1 and the competency definitions are
shown in Figure 1.

Implicit with the differentiation of competencies is the accummulation of
competency mastery for higher leadership levels. Supervisors need to have
mastered both basic and first-level competencies, and managers need basic, first-
level, and mid-level competencies. By the executive level, all competencies would
have been mastered.
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The accummulation of competency mastery for higher leadership levels is
the basis of the MEF and is intended to aid agencies in managerial succession and
development planning. Of interest in this study is the extent to which the
competency continuum will be applicable to specific agency use. This study
compares the competency results of civilian managers from several agencies: the
Department of Defense, the Department of the Navy, the Department of the Army,
and the Department of the Air Force.

Method

Descriotion of the Survey. The Leadership Effectiveness Survey consisted of. five
parts which are described below. Each respondent, however, did not have to
complete all five parts. The sampling plan and survey design permitted OPM to
collect the information needed to develop many HRM products without unduly
burdening individual respondents. This design resulted in five different survey
booklets. All participants were asked to complete Parts I, II, III; and either Part IV
or V. The survey forms also differed in the rating scales that participants were
asked to use in Parts II and Ill. Part I, Background, contained demographic and
employment history questions. Part II, Managerial Tasks, contained questions
asking respondents to check tasks performed from a list of 151 tasks and to rate
those tasks on one of three different scales: time spent, importance, and learning
difficulty. Part III, Managerial Competencies, contained questions asking
respondents to rate the 22 competencies derived from the OPM competency study
on two rating scales -- importance and one of the following: proficiency needed at
entry, development of competency, or distinguishes superior from barely
acceptable workers. Information from Parts II and III can be used to identify
patterns of task requirements and the competencies needed for effective
performance by managers at the three levels. These data are particularly important
for succession planning and for defining the training needs continuum from
supervisor to executive. In Part IV, Occupational Description, respondents were
asked to complete a number of questions about the duties and responsibilities of
their current jobs. In Part V, Personal and Organizational Style, respondents were
asked to indicate their own preferred way of dealing with a number of managerial
situations, as well as to express opinions about how they evaluate their
organization's style.

Subiects. The sample was drawn from the population of all Federal executives,
managers, and GS-1 1 to GM-15 supervisors. The sampling plan was designed to
obtain a sample representative of the Federal managerial population. To insure
adequate representation of smaller sized groupings, personnel from small and
medium sized agencies, minorities, and females were over-sampled. The whole
management population was sampled from small and medium agencies, except for
GM-13 to GM-15 supervisors of whom 92 percent were sampled. Among large
agencies, a random sample of about 6.7 percent of the managers and supervisors
was drawn.
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Four forms of the Governmentwide survey were administered to a total
sample of 20,664 executives, managers, and supervisors. Equal numbers of the
different survey forms were distributed across the sample. The surveys were
mailed to about 1,400 Federal personnel offices for distribution in October 1991.

Overall, 10,061 completed surveys were returned (a response rate of about
49 percent). A total of 7,938 incumbents who returned surveys categorized
themselves in one of the three managerial levels. The remaining 2,123 survey
respondents identified themselves as project team leaders, senior scientists, special
assistants, other, or gave no response.

Results

The Governmentwide percentages of respondents who indicated a
competency was important or crucial are shown in Table 1. The percentages are
shown for the three leadership levels: executives, managers, and first-line
supervisors. Table 1 also shows the raw percentage differences for the
Departments of Defense, the Army, the Air Force, and the Navy.

For each agency sample, the differences in percentages are reported
between the agency sample and the Governmentwide sample. Since each agency
sample is subsumed by the Governmentwide sample, the Governmentwide
percentages were adjusted when agency members were extracted from the
Governmentwide sample. The difierence between percentages was tested for
statistical significance on independent samples. These results are also reported in
Table 1.

Inspection of Table 1 suggests some general patterns in competency
importance for military related agencies that are different from the
Governmentwide norms. For example, all four agencies, although not uniformly,
exceeded the Governmentwide importance ratings on Technical Competence,
Client Orientation, and Financial Management.

The differences, for the most part, are agency-specific. In the Department
of Defense, executives rated Leadership, Interpersonal Skills, Human Resource
Management, and Managing Diverse Workforce lower in importance than the
Governmentwide norms, and Technical Competence higher. Managers rated Team
Building, and Vision higher, and managers and supervisors rated Client Orientation
higher. In the Department of the Army, executives rated higher Leadership,
Technical Competence, and Creative Thinking, and Intern3l Controls was rated
lower. Department of the Army managers rated higher Technical Competence, and
supervisors rated higher Creative Thinking and Technology Management, and lower
Problem Solving. Department of the Army managers and supervisors rated Client
Orientation and Financial Management higher and Interpersonal Skills lower. In the
Department of the Air Force, managers rated lower Oral and Written
Communications, Interpersonal Skills, Influencing/Negotiating, Team Building,
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Conflict Management, Planning and Evaluation, and External Awareness.
Department of the Air Force supervisors rated higher Client Orientation, Financial
Management, Vision, and External Awareness, and rated lower Interpersonal Skills.
In the Department of the Navy, Technology Management and Vision were rated
higher in importance at all leadership levels, and Technical Competence, Creative
Thinking, Client Orientation, and Financial Management at the manager and
supervisor levels. Department of Navy managers also rated higher Planning and
Evaluation, and supervisors rated lower Managing Diverse Workforce.

Discussion

The governmentwide continuum tends to hold for the four agencies,
although the results show possible exceptions in the placement of some
competencies. For example, Financial Management is higher in importance than in
the governmentwide continuum and could be identified as a basic competency for
these agencies.

The governmentwide managerial competency continuum can be used as a
general guide in developing the agency-specific continuums. For example, the U.S.
OPM recently completed an occupational analysis of Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation supervisors, managers, and executives that provided agency-specific
task, competency, and task-competency linkage information needed for training
curriculum development (Park, Armitage, Gregory, and Polak, 1992). The unique
characteristics of defense agency populations suggest that they mý f also benefit
from agency-specific needs analyses.
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Figure 1. MANAGERIAL COMPETENCIES

1. Wi•toe Coemaudedatio-Expresses facts and Ideas in writing in a succinct and organized manner.

2. O0al Comieuncatioe-Exprosae Ideas and facts to Individuals or groups effectively: makaa clear and convincing oral pasimvtationsa
lilsens to others: facilitates an oape exchange of Wdas.

3. Problem Shng-Wldentifiesnd analyzes problems: uses sound resoning to arrive at conclusions: finds alternative soludon to complex
problems; distinguishes between rslevean and Irrelevant Information to make logical judgments.

4. Interpersonal Sklde--Consids and responds appropriately to the needs, feelings, and capabilities of others: adjusts approaches to suit
different people and situations.

S. Moanging Diverse Worlforce-le sensitive to cultural diversity, tre,. gnder, and other Individual differences in the workforce: manages

workforce diversity.

9. VIsion-T•kes a long-term view and initiates organizational change for the future: builds the vision with others: spots opportunities to
move the organizatlon toward the vision.

7. Creative Thinking-Develops new insights into situations and applies innovative solutions to make organizational improvements: designs
and Implemonts new or cutting-edge programe/procsses.

8. Floxslty--le open to change and new information: adapts behavior and work methods in response to new information, changing
conditions. or unexpected obstacles: effectively deals with pressure and ambiguity.

9. Declsivesnes-Makes sound mad wel-informed decisions: perceives the impact and implications of decisions: commits to action, even in
uncertain situations, in order to accomplish organizational goals: cause- change.

10. LeadershIp-Inspires, motivates and guides others toward goal accomplishment: coaches, mentors, and challenges subordinates: adapts
leadership styles to a variety of situations: models high standard$ of honesty, integrity, trust, openness, and respect for the individual
by applying these values to daly behaviors.

11. Conflict Management-Manages and resolves conflicts. confrontations, and disagreements in a positive and constructive manner to
minimize negative personal impact.

12. Self-Direction--Demonstrates belief in own abilities and idWos; is self-motlvated and results-oriented: recognizes own strengths and
weakness": seeks feedback from others and opportunities for self-loarning and development.

13. lnfluencing/Nsgotiating--Persuadesothers: develops networks and coalitions: gains cooperation from others to obtain information and
accomplish goals; negotiates to find mutually acceptable solutions: builds consensus through give and take.

14. Planning and Evaluating--Oetermines objectives and strategies: coordinates with other parts of the organization to accomplish goals;

monitors and evaluates the progress and outcomes of operational plans: anticipates potential throats or opportunities.

15. Financial Management--Prepares, justifies. amdlor administers the budget for program area; plans, administers and monitors

expenditures to ensure cost-effective support of programs and policies.

16. Human Resources Management--Empowers'people by sharing power and authority: develops lower levels of leadership by pushing
authority downward and outward throughout the organization: shares rewards for achievement with employees: ensures that staff ae
appropriately selected, utilized, appraised, and developed, and that they are treated in a fair and equitable manner.

17. CUent OrIentation--Anticipates and meats the needs of clients: achieves quality end-products: is committed to improving services.

18. External Awareness--Identifies and keeps up-to-date on key agency policies/priorities and economic, political, and social trends which
affect the organization; understand, where the organization is headed and how to make a contribution.

19. Team Building--Manages group processes; encourages and facilitates cooperation, pride, trust, and group identity; fsters commitment
and team spirit; works with others to achieve goals.

20. Technology Management--integrates technology into the workplace: develops strategies using new technology to manage and improve
program effectiveness: understands the impact of technological changes on the organization.

21. Internal Contlrolllnteguty--Assures that effective internal controls are developed and maintained to ensure the integrity of the
organization.

22. Technical Competenco--Understands and appropriately applies procedures, requirements, regulations and policies related to specialized
expertise. e.g.. engineering, physical science, law, or accounting; maintains credibility with others on technical matters.
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DEVELOPING SELECTION PROCEDURES FROM A MULTIPURPOSE JOB ANALYSIS

Donald E. McCauley, Jr.
U.S. Office of Personnel Management

Introduction

The U.S. Office of Personnel Management (OPM) recently conducted
a large-scale project using MOSAIC (Multipurpose Occupational
Systems Analysis Inventory--Closed-Ended), a task/competency-
based approach to occupational analysis. The MOSAIC framework
was applied to study the Revenue Agent occupation of the Internal
Revenue Service for the purpose of developing selection proce-
dures for that occupational series.

Revenue Agents typically work in one of three major functional
areas: Examination (Exam), Employee Plans (EP), and Exempt
Organizations (EO). Revenue Agents in Examination conduct
examinations of individual, business, and corporate taxpayers to
determine substantially correct tax liability. EP Revenue Agents
ensure compliance of pension plans with Federal tax laws and
determine substantially correct tax liability. EO Revenue Agents
ensure compliance of tax-exempt organizations with Federal tax
law. The type of work done by Agents in all three functional
areas requires knowledge of accounting, auditing, and various
areas of tax law. Traditionally, knowledge of accounting has
been a prerequisite for entrance to the occupation. Knowledge of
tax law is acquired through training. For approximately the
first two years after being hired, Revenue Agents are involved in
phases of formal classroom training, structured on-the-job
training, and limited independent duties of increasing complexi-
ty.

In 1991, the IRS entered into an interagency agreement with the
Office of Personnel Research and Development (PRD) in OPM to
conduct the occupational analysis using its MOSAIC methodology.
MOSAIC is an inventory-based occupational analysis methodology
that collects information for many different human resource
management purposes at one time. MOSAIC eliminates the costly
duplication of effort that results from performing separate
occupational analyses for separate purposes (e.g., selection,
performance management, training). IRS recognized that a MOSAIC
analysis would provide the information they needed to develop new
selection procedures and would also give them information that
would be useful for other human resource management applications,
such as training.

In this analysis, Revenue Agents in Grades 5 through 12 in three
functional areas (Exam--General Program, EP, and EO) were stud-
ied.
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Method

Development of the Inventory. In June, 1991, a panel of supervi-
sory Revenue Agents was convened to review the tasks and compe-
tencies identified by an IRS study team that had gathered much
information on the occupation through interviews with, and
observation of, Revenue Agents. From the work of this panel, an
inventory was developed and tried out on a small sample of
Revenue Agents. Revisions were made to the inventory based on
the try-out. The final inventory consisted of background ques-
tions, 111 tasks, 58 competencies, and a comment section.

As was mentioned above, the MOSAIC methodology collects informa-
tion for many human resource management purposes at one time.
This is done principally by asking respondents to rate the tasks
and competencies on a variety of different rating scales. The
tasks were to be rated on three rating scales: relative time
spent, relative importance, and relative difficulty to learn.
The competencies were to be rated on four rating scales: impor-
tance, the degree to which proficiency in the competency distin-
guishes between barely acceptable and superior Revenue Agents,
the degree to which proficiency in the competency is needed at

-• entry to the job, and the best means of becoming proficient in
the competency. In order to minimize the burden on any one
respondent, two versions of the inventory were created. These
two versions differed only in the rating scales that respondents
were asked to apply to the tasks and competencies. In other
words, no one respondent was asked to rate the tasks and compe-
tencies on all of the rating scales used.

Form 1 of the inventory required respondents to rate the tasks on
two scales:

relative time spent, and

relative importance;

and to rate the competencies on two scales:

importance, and

the degree to which proficiency in the competency distin-
guishes between barely acceptable and superior Revenue
Agents.

Form 2 also required respondents to rate the tasks on two scales:

relative time spent, and

relative difficulty to learn;
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and to rate the competencies on two scales:

the degree to which proficiency in the competency is needed
at entry to the job, and

the best means of becoming proficient in the competency.

Sampling Plan. Each of the five grades within each of the three
functional areas was of interest in this project. Therefore, the
sampling plan considered each of the 15 grade-within-functional-
area combinations separately.

Ten of the grade-within-functional-area combinations (Exam-5, EP-
5, EP-7, EP-9, EP-12, EO-5, EO-7, EO-9, EO-11, and EO-12) had
relatively few incumbents in each combination; thus, the entire
populations for these ten combinations were included in the
sample.

The remaining five combinations (Exam-7, Exam-9, Exam-11, Exam-
12, and EP-11) had large enough numbers of incumbents so that
surveying the entire population was not cost-effective. For
these five combinations, random samples were drawn from the IRS
personnel databases.

For 3 of these combinations (Exam-7, Exam-9, and EP-11), samples
were drawn so as to have at least 100 respondents in each cell,
assuming a 40% return rate. It was calculated that a sample size
of 100 respondents would ensure that the standard error of the
mean time spent ratings would be within plus or minus two-tenths.

The populations for the Exam-11 and Exam-12 groups were large
enough so that stable data could be obtained with samples that
equalled relatively small percentages of the populations. The
sizes of the random samples drawn for the these two grade-with-
in-functional-area combinations were 20% for Exam-11 and 30% for
Exam-12. Drawing larger samples would not have been cost-effec-
tive.

For the five combinations for which random samples were drawn
(Exam-7, Exam-9, Exam-11, Exam-12, and EP-11), care was taken to
ensure representativeness in terms of race, sex, national origin,
and geographic region.

Administration of the Inventory. The two forms of the inventory
were reproduced and distributed in November, 1991. Care was
taken that each of the 15 subgroups of interest received equal
numbers of each form of the inventory. The inventories were
mailed to the home addresses of the Revenue Agents in the sample
along with a cover letter that explained the purpose of the
project and asked for the agents' participation.
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Results

Return Rate. Of the 2,673 inventories that were sent out, 2,008
(75%) were returned. Of the 2,008 returned surveys, 217 were
considered unusable. The elimination of these 217 returns
resulted in 1,791 usable inventories. The usable returns consti-
tuted comparable percentages in all of the grade-within-function-
al-area combinations, and all of these percentages exceeded the
estimated 40% return upon which the sample sizes were calculated.

The research sample (i.e., the usable returns) was found to be
representative of the population in terms of grade, functional
area, geographic location, sex, race, and national origin.

Task Results, The percentages of respondents performing each
task and the percentages of respondents who considered each task
to be important were calculated for each grade-within-functional
area combination.

There were 22 tasks performed by 50% or more of the agents in all
three functional areas. At the 11 and 12 grade levels, the
Revenue Agent series became more homogeneous with 62-63 (56%-57%)
of the i11 tasks performed across all 3 functional areas. The
case for homogeneity becomes stronger when one considers that
there were 13 tasks for which no subgroup had 50% of its members
performing. Thus, 63% to 64% of the 98 performed tasks were
performed by 50% of the Grade 11 and 12 Revenue Agents in all
functional areas. Finally, when the whole sample was subjected
to a CODAP analysis that compares the tasks performed by differ-
ent subgroups, 1,675 incumbents (93.5% of the research sample)
were placed in a single group based on a common set of core
tasks. On the basis of these results, one can conclude that,
despite the differences in functional area, most Revenue Agents
at the journey level perform similar work activities.

There were 16 tasks considered important by all agents in the
research sample. Again, the Revenue Agent series became more
homogeneous at the 11 and 12 grade levels, with 52 and 46 (47%
and 41%) of the 111 tasks performed across all 3 functional
areas. There were 15 tasks for which no subgroup had 50% of its
members giving an importance rating of 3 or higher. Thus, 48% to
54% of the 96 important tasks were considered important by 50% of
the Grade 11 and 12 Revenue Agents in all functional areas.

The analyses of these two task rating scales revealed that, at
least at the Grade 11 and 12 levels, there was considerable
overlap in the work activities performed and in those considered
to be important across the three functional areas. It was
decided that the 52 tasks that were performed by 50% or more of
the Grade 11 agents in the three functional areas and considered
to be important by those agents would be considered the descrip-
tion of the typical Revenue Agent job. This determination was
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made for two reasons: (1) these 52 tasks constituted the largest
degree of homogeneity in the research sample, and (2) it can be
reasonably expected that all lower-graded agents will reach Grade
11. These tasks are presented in Table 9.

Competency Results. The 58 competencies were rated on three
scales that are directly pertinent to selection. These three
scales were (1) importance, (2) the degree to which proficiency
in the competency distinguishes between barely acceptable and
superior agents (distinguishing ability), and (3) the degree to
which proficiency in the competency is needed at entry to the job
(need at entry). As with the tasks, the results for the compe-
tencies were analyzed for each grade within each program area.
Inadvertently, all of the EP-5 and EO-5 agents who responded had
received Form 1 of the inventory. Thus, no EP-5 or EO-5 agents
rated the competencies on the need at entry scale.

There were 28 competencies considered to be important by all
agents in the research sample. Grade 5 respondents considered
one additional competency to be important. Grade 7 respondents
considered six additional competencies to be important. Grade 9
respondents thought seven additional competencies to be
important. Grade 11 and Grade 12 respondents considered five
additional competencies to be important. The number of competen-
cies considered important was very consistent across almost all
grade levels (i.e., Grades 7 through 12), ranging frcm 33 to 35.

There were 19 competencies considered to be distinguishing by all
agents in the research sample. Grade 5 respondents considered
two additional competencies to be distinguishing. Grade 7
respondents considered 13 additional competencies to be distin-
guishing. Grade 9 respondents thought 12 additional competencies
were distinguishing. Grade 11 respondents considered ten addi-
tional competencies to be distinguishing. Grade 12 respondents
considered 11 additional competencies to be distinguishing. The
number of competencies considered to be distinguishing was very
consistent across almost all grade levels (i.e., Grades 7 through
12), ranging from 29 to 32.

There were 13 competencies considered to be needed at entry by
all agents in the research sample. There were no Grade 5 respon-
dents in two of the functional areas. Grade 7 respondents
considered five additional competencies to be needed at entry.
Grade 9 respondents considered 11 additional competencies to be
needed at entry. Grade 11 respondents considered ten additional
competencies to be needed at entry. Grade 12 respondents consid-
ered six additional competencies to be needed at entry. The
number of competencies considered to be needed at entry was very
consistent across almost all grade levels (i.e., Grades 7 through
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12), ranging from 18 to 24, with the most homogeneity at the
Grade 9 and 11 levels.

Linkage of Tasks and Abilities. Since it was at the Grade 11
level that the greatest degree of homogeneity of work behaviors
occurred across the three functional areas and since it can be
reasonably expected that all lower-graded Revenue Agents will
progress to the Grade 11 level, the competencies that had been
identified as important, needed at entry, and distinguishing for
the Grade 11 level were linked to the tasks that were performed
and considered important by at least 50% of the Grade 11 respon-
dents. Each competency was found to be important to the perfor-
mance of some (12 to 52) of the tasks. The measurement of these
competencies formed the basis of the selection process for the
Revenue Agent series.

Conclusions

It is clear from the above that the MOSAIC methodology is emi-
nently suited to provide information for the development of
selection procedures. The scales used provided a wealth of
information both about the job under study and about the relative
importance, distinguishing ability, and need at entry of the
competencies necessary to perform that job. MOSAIC furnishes
firm support for any selection procedure developed from it.

MOSAIC is also effective in the study of multiple grade levels
within a job series. In the study described above, MOSAIC was
effective in determining that one selection procedure could be
used to select applicants for five grade levels within three
functional areas. In addition, the information that MOSAIC
provides for selection, training, performance management, and
other human resources management uses can be broken out by grade
and by grade-within-functional area, providing a wealth of
information for personnelists and managers alike.

Finally, the study described above should make very clear the
importance of sampling design in effective MOSAIC studies. Since
the purpose of this study was to gain information about five
grade levels within three functional areas, it was critical to
the success of the project that these 15 cells be sampled effec-
tively.
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Personality and Biodata: Is There A Relationship?

Stephanie Booth-Kewley and Marie D. Thomas

Navy Personnel Research & Development Center
San Diego, CA

Biographical information, or biodata, is being used with increasing frequency in
personnel selection. Past research indicates that biodata measures are capable of
predicting a variety of important criteria, such as occupational choice, academic
performance, job performance, training success, creativity, and tenure and adjustment to
the military (Owens, 1976; Hough, 1987). In fact, the results obtained for biodata
measures have been so impressive that researchers have come to regard biodata measures
as one of the few legitimate alternatives to skill and ability measures for personnel
selection (Ghiselli, 1966; Reilly & Chao, 1982).

Despite the demonstrated utility of biodata measures, very little research has been
directed towards increasing our theoretical understanding of biodata. The need for some
theoretical framework for biodata has been pointed out by numerous researchers (e.g.,
Hough, 1987; Russell, Mattson, Devlin, & Atwater, 1990). Specification of the
constructs that underlie valid biodata items and scales should increase our understanding
of the psychological prerequisites necessary for success in organizational settings.

A number of biodata researchers (e.g., Ghiselli, 1966; Mumford, & Owens, 1987)
have drawn a sharp distinction between biodata measures and personality or temperament
measures. However, as was pointed out by Macl (1991), "Many items termed 'biodata'
are indistinguishable from the types of self-report items found in temperament and
attitude measures" (p. 764). Moreover, many of the biodata factors that researchers have
extracted from biodata instruments seem to have clear linkages to personality. For
example, factor analysis of biodata has revealed factors that measure social participation
(e.g., Childs & Klimoski, 1986; Owens & Schoenfeldt, 1979); these seem to overlap
conceptually with the widely studied personality construct of Extraversion. Similarly, in
some biodata instruments, factors measuring drive, ambition, or achievement motivation
have been identified (Baehr & Williams, 1967; Owens & Schoenfeldt, 1979); these seem
conceptually similar to the personality construct of Conscientiousness. Also, in some
biodata measures, factors that assess personal adjustment or emotional stability have been
identified (Owens & Schoenfeldt, 1979); these biodata factors seem conceptually similar
to the widely studied personality construct of Neuroticism.

Given recent research in organizational psychology suggesting that broad
personality variables translate into important organizational outcomes (George, 1989;
Staw, Bell, & Clausen, 1986; Barrick & Mount, 1991), and given that the relationship
between biodata and personality has not received much research attention, research is
needed to determine the degree to which personality and biodata measures are, in fact,
related.

Recent advances in personality measurement research indicate the existence of five
major, robust dimensions of personality (Costa & McCrae, 1985; Digman, 1990). These
dimensions are Extraversion (E), Neuroticism (N), Agreeableness (A), Conscientiousness
(C), and a fifth dimension variously identified as Intellect, Culture, or Openness to
Experience (0). These five dimensions have been consistently identified using different
methodologies (e.g. peer ratings vs. self-report), different measures, different
populations, and in different cultures. Two additional personality variables--self-esteem
and self-efficacy--were also included in the present study because we thought that they
might be related to biodata.

The objective of the present study was to examine the relationship of broad
personality constructs to validated biodata measures in a sample of Navy personnel. It
was hypothesized that substantial associations between the biodata factors and the
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personality dimensions would be found.
Method

Subiects
The subjects were 484 male U.S. Navy recruits completing basic training in San

Diego. Because only male recruits receive basic training in San Diego, females were not
included in our sample. The sample was made up of 68 percent nonHispanic whites, 13
percent blacks, 12 percent Hispanics, and 4 percent Asians, with other race/ethnic groups
making up the remaining 3 percent. All subjects had high school diplomas or high school
equivalency diplomas (GED); 32% had also completed some college. The subjects
ranged in age from 17 to 33, with a mean age of 20.4. Ninety percent of the subjects
were single (never married); the remaining 10 percent were either married (8%) or
divorced (2%).

Measures
Owens Biographical Ouestionnaire. The Owens Biographical Questionnaire (BQ)

is a widely used, 118-item biodata instrument. It assess diverse areas of an individual's
background, such as academic achievement, social activities, family background, sports
participation, hobbies and interests, and temperamental attributes such as sensitivity to
criticism and social confidence. Most of the BQ items refer to the high school years.
The BQ was developed using a rational approach assisted by factor analysis. A set of
659 items was successively administered to samples of subjects, factor analyzed, and
pared down, until the item set was reduced to 118 (Owens and Schoenfeldt, 1979).
Factor analysis of the final 118-item BQ indicates the existence of 13 male (and 15
female) factors. The male factors are shown below (Stokes, Mumford, & Owens, 1989,
p. 515).

1. Warmth of parental relationship--Existence of close, warm, interested,
supportive parental relationship.

2. Intellectualism--Interest and participation in cultural, literary, and/or scientific
pursuits.

3. Academic achievement--History of striving for high levels of academic
achievement.

4. Social introversion--Extremely introverted and ineffective in social situations.
5. Scientific interest--Great interest in, and enjoyment of, scientific courses.
6. Socioeconomic status--High parental educational, occupational, and income

level.
7. Aggressiveness/independence (verbal)--High verbal and persuasive skills and

interests.
8. Parental control vs. freedom--Great amount of parental control and direction

over activities.
9. Positive academic attitude--Exhibited positive attitude toward high school

academic activities.
10. Sibling friction--Large degree of friction or competition with siblings.
11. Religious activity--Strong religious beliefs and high activity in religious or

charitable organizations.
12. Athletic interest--Very active in athletic activities and performed very well.
13. Social desirability--Little concern or desire to behave in socially desirable ways.

The stability of the factor structure, and the reliability and validity of the individual
factors, has been established in numerous studies (Eberhardt & Muchinsky, 1982;
Mumford & Owens, 1984; Shaffer, Saunders, & Owens, 1986).

The internal consistencies (coefficient alphas) of the BQ factors for the present data
ranged from .54 to .84, with a median of .73.

Armed Services Applicant Profile. The 50-item Armed Services Applicant Profile
(ASAP) was designed to tap background dimensions that might predict an individual's
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propensity to adapt well to the military. Like the BQ, the ASAP measures diverse areas
of a person's background, including academic attitude, delinquency, athletic interest, and
work history. Unlike the BQ, the ASAP does not focus primarily on the high school
years. The ASAP has adequate criterion validity (i.e., it predicts Navy outcomes such as
retention), and is reasonably resistant to faking (Trent, 1992).

Item scoring of the ASAP uses an empirically-developed key (horizontal percent
method), which was validated and cross-validated on very large samples (Trent &
Quenette, 1992). Although factor analysis was not used to develop and refine the ASAP,
principal components analysis of this measure indicates six factors (Trent, 1992), listed
below.

1. School achievement--Academic achievement and positive attitude towards school
courses, activities, and teachers.

2. Delinquency--Past substance use, truancy, and getting into trouble in high school.
3. Work ethic--History of stable employment and superior job performance.
4. Independence--History of continuous employment and/or schooling, maturity,

stable friends, social conformity.
5. Social adaptation--Confidence, sociability, persuasiveness, persistence, and

autonomy from parents.
6. Physical involvement--Involvement in athletic activities and superior athletic

performance.
The internal consistencies (coefficient alphas) of the ASAP factors for the present

data ranged from .35 to .64.
NEO Personality Inventory. The 118-item NEO Personality Inventory (NEO-PI;

Costa & McCrae, 1985) is a widely used personality inventory developed to measure the
"Big Five" personality dimensions: Neuroticism, Extraversion, Openness to Experience,
Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness. The NEO-PI scales have adequate internal
consistency, test-retest reliability, and validity (Costa & McCrae, 1985). The coefficient
alphas of the five NEO scales ranged from .72 to .90 for the present sample.

Rosenbercf Self-Esteem Scale. The Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (Rosenberg,
1965) is a widely used, 10-item measure of self-esteem. This scale has adequate internal
consistency, test-retest reliability, and validity (Rosenberg, 1965). For the present
sample, the scale had a coefficient alpha of .85.

S;ef-Efficacy Scale. The 17-item General Self-Efficacy scale developed by Sherer
et al. (1982) was used to measure self-efficacy. This scale was designed to assess an
individual's general expectation that he or she is capable of successfully executing
behaviors necessary for producing the outcomes that he or she desires. The General Self-
Efficacy scale has adequate internal consistency and construct validity (Sherer et al.,
1982). The coefficient alpha for the present sample was .90.
Procedure

Besides completing the biodata and personality measures, respondents also
provided their age, race/ethnicity, education, and marital status. Subjects were
administered the questionnaires in groups of 10 to 60, as a scheduled part of Navy basic
training. Participation was voluntary, but only 11 recruits out of 495 (2%) refused to
participate.

Results
Correlation coefficients were computed between the seven personality variables

and the 13 BQ factors. These results are presented in Table 1. As the table shows, most
of the personality-BQ correlations were of modest size, with a mean correlation of only
.16. However, because of the fairly large sample, most of the correlations (66%) were
statistically significant (2 < .05).

The largest personality-BQ association was the correlation of .63 between
Neuroticism and the BQ Social Desirability factor. Although Owens ard Schoenfeldt
(1979) labeled this factor Social Desirability, its strong inverse association with
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Table I
Correlations Between Personality Variables and BQ Factors

Self- Self-
N E C A Ql Esteem

Fl -. 12 .21 .16 .21 -.07 .21 .25
F2 -.20 .07 .05 .05 .13 .09 .06
F3 -.27 .23 .33 .09 .09 .33 .25
F4 .12 -.39 -.04 .09 .02 -. 12 -.20
F5 -. 19 .14 .19 .15 .22 .25 .17
F6 -. 15 .17 .02 -.08 .10 .14 .21
F7 -.04 .32 .17 .09 .46 .24 .19
F8 .06 .04 -.05 -.09 .02 -.02 -.04
19 -.21 .15 .25 .31 .08 .26 .13
FIO .14 .04 .02 -.03 -.02 -.03 -.08
FlI .06 -. 10 -.04 .12 -.08 -.05 -.13
F12 -. 17 .29 .21 .04 -.03 .26 .22
F13 -.63 .08 .27 .22 .03 .47 .48

No. Correlations of .09 and above are significant at the .05 level; correlations of. 12 and above
are significant at the .01 level. Fl = Warmth of Parental Relationship. F2 = Intellectualism. F3
= Academic Achievement. F4 = Social Introversion. F5 = Scientific Interest. F6 =
Socioeconomic Status. F7 = Aggressiveness/Independence. F8 = Parental Control vs. Freedom.
F9 = Positive Academic Attitude. FIO = Sibling Friction. F11 = Religious Activity. F12 =
A.thletic Interest. F13 = Social Desirability.

Table 2
Correlations Between Personality Variables and ASAP Factors

Self- Self-
N- F. A O c Esteem

School Achievement -.23 .20 .24 .20 .08 .29 .24
Delinquency -.27 .07 .29 .29 -.06 .21 .15
Work Ethic -.11 .16 .11 .05 .07 .18 .13
Independence .00 .08 .03 .09 -.06 -.01 -.03
Social Adaptation -. 10 -.21 -.07 .07 -.05 -.09 -.04
Physical Involvement -.28 .25 .26 .16 .01 .33 .29

L=. Correlations of.09 and above are significant at the .05 level; correlations of.12 and above
are significant at the .01 level.

Neuroticism, coupled with its item content suggest that "Positive Adjustment" would be a
more accurate label. This same BQ factor (Social Desirability or Positive Adjustment)
also correlated substantially with the personality dimensions Self-Efficacy (r = .47) and
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Self-Esteem (r = .48). Aside from these three correlations, there was only one other
personality-BQ correlation that exceeded .40: this was the correlation between Openness
to Experience and the BQ factor Aggressiveness/Independence (r = .46). Individuals
high on Openness to Experience tended to be verbally aggressive, independent, and
unconventional.

Correlation coefficients were computed between the personality variables and the
ASAP factors; these are shown in Table 2. As was found for the BQ, the ASAP factors
had only modest correlations with the personality dimensions, with a mean correlation of
.15. Again, due to the large sample size, most of the correlations (62%) were statistically
significant. The personality-ASAP correlations were of a magnitude similar to the
personality-BQ correlationq, with mean correlations of .15 and. 16, respectively.

Because the ASAP factors had somewhat lower coefficient alphas than the BQ
factors, all personality-biodata correlations were corrected for unreliability of the biodata
factors to permit a more accurate comparison. The coefficient alphas of the biodata
factors were used in making the corrections. Although the correction for unreliability
increased the personality-biodata correlations, the overall effect was minimal (the
corrected correlations are not shown). Correcting for unreliability raised the mean
correlation for the BQ from. 16 to. 19 and the mean correlation for the ASAP from. 15 to
.22. The overall pattern of results remained essentially unchanged: neither biodata
instrument related strongly to personality.

Discussion
Our prediction that there would be substantial associations between biodata and

personality was n= coaifirmed. For both biodata instruments, overlap with the
personality dimensions was minimal. These findings were surprising, given that the BQ
and, to a lesser degree, the ASAP, contain a number of items resembling those typically
found on personality scales, and given that both measures contain factors (e.g., Social
Introversion on the BQ and Work Ethic on the ASAP) that seem related to personality.

The reasons for the lack of substantial associations between the biodata and
personality measures are not clear. It may be that the particular personality constructs
that we chose to measure in this study are not the ones that relate the most strongly to
biodata. It is also possible that biodata and personality are truly distinct content domains.
Research in which a large number of diverse personality constructs are measured in
conjunction with biodata is needed before we can conclude that biodata and personality
are truly separate domains.

The fact remains that many items that are referred to as biodata are, as Mael (1991)
pointed out, indistinguishable from items that appear in personality and temperament
measures. Yet it is often claimed that because they assess factual, objective information,
biodata instruments are less subject to distortion and social desirability effects and have
other related advantages compared to "softer" self-report measures, such as personality
scales (e.g., Owens, 1976; Stokes, Mumford, & Owens, 1989). To the degree that
biodata measures are made up of nonfactual, subjective items, they are similar to
personality measures, and the claims of their greater objectivity and associated
advantages seem unfounded.

We suggest that biodata researchers more clearly establish the boundaries of the
biodata domain. This could be done either by limiting the domain to content that is truly
biographical (i.e., items that assess discrete, objective past behaviors or objective
characteristics of the person) or by explicitly broadening the biodata domain so that
"softer" items assessing personality, feelings, attitudes, likes and preferences are
included. A clearer definition of what does and does not constitute biodata would
eliminate a lot of the confusion that seems to currently characterize the biodata literature.
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Effects of Coaching on Validity of a SeltfReport Temperament Measuret

Mark C. Young and Leonard A. White
U.S. Army Research Institute

Scott IL Oppler
American Institutes For Research

Introduction

The US Army is considering implementing a new personnel selection and classification instrument called the
Assessment of Background and Life Experiences (ABLE). ABLE measures temperament constructs for predicting the
"wiU-do', motivational components of performance in Army occupations. Results from several investigations show that
ABLE provides incremental validity over the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) and educational
attainment as a predictor of rtrst-tenn attrition, leadership potential, and indiscipline (Hough, Eaton, Dunnette, Kamp, &
McCloy, 1990, White, Nord, & MaeL 1990, White, Nord, Mael, & Youn& in press).

A key problem with self-report instruments like ABLE is the potential for persons to raise their scores by selecting
the most socially desirable responses. This social desirability response style, or faking good, distorts the self-report
information and may invalidate test scores. If the Army implements ABLE, self-help books might be written to coach
applicants on how to do well on the test. Moreover, in order to meet quotas, recruiters might encourage or even train
applicants to respond in a particular manner.

Dunnette, McCartney, Carlson. & Kirchner (1962) reported that score variances on the Adjective Checkist decreased
when salesmen and applicants were instructed to fake. Moreover, there was a complete loss of validity when salesman
completed the test under faking versus honest instructions. These researchers noted that "even the relatively small
amount of faking occurring among a subgroup of applicants seems sufficient to attenuate the validities of the various
Checklist scores" (pp. 23-24).

Hough and her associates (Hough et al., 1990) have suggested that faking good may not be a serious threat to the
validity of ABLE. Using a research sample of Army soldiers, they compared ABLE validities for two groups which
differed in socially desirable responding. Validities for the "overly desirable" group were only slightly lower than for
those labeled as accurate' responders. The soldiers in the Hough et al. concurrent validity research completed ABLE
for research purposes. Thus, there was little incentive for faking good, and the amount of faking was low.

Research we presented at the Military Testing Association convention last year raises new concerns about the effects
of faking and coaching on ABLE's validity. Coaching raised ABLE scores .5 standard deviation higher than when
persons were simply asked to fake good (Young. White, & Oppler, 1991). This effect is particularly striking given how
simple and short the coaching instructions were (i.e., instructions and 3 practice items with feedback were provided
within a 5-minute period). Using the same datasem, we now eamaine the effect of coaching on ABLE's validity.

'Presented at the meeting of the Military Testing Association. October. 1992. All statements expressed in this paper are those of the
authors and do not necessarily reflect the official opinions or policies of the U.S. Army Research Institute or the Department of the Army.
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Method

Coaching Ex.•eTimen. A total of 973 Regular Army accessions were administered the 199.item ABLE at US. Army
Reception Battalions at Ft. Knox, KY (a1-6 0 6 ) and Ft. Jackson, SC (a- 3 6 7 ). In this sample, 80% percent were male,
27% minorities, and 95% high school graduates. The recruits were tested in groups ranging in size from 7-182.

Loneitudinal Validation (LV) Samole. A total of 48,731 Regular Army soldiers from the Project A Longitudinal
Validation sample completed the 199-item ABLE. The Longitudinal Validation sample consists of 50,255 soldiers who
were administered a battery of predictor measures upon entering the Army during FY86/87. These recruits were told
that their test scores would be used for research purposes only. (See Campbell & Zook, 1991, for a description of the
data collection procedures).

Instruments

Assessment of Background and Life Experiences (ABLE). The ABLE consists of 7 content scales to measure
temperament constructs (i.e. Work Orientation, Dominance, Dependability, Adjustment, Cooperativeness, Internal
Control, and Physical Condition) and 2 validity scales. The Social Desirability scale was developed to identify
individuals who raise their scores by faking good. The Nonrandom Response scale was developed to detect careless (or
random) responding. See Hough et al., 1990, and White et al. (in press) for a detailed description of ABLE.

Procedure

Participants were told the research purpose was to learn how different test-taking strategies affect ABLE scores. All
were asked to imagine themselves as civilians applying to join the Army. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of
three instructional conditions. The important components of each condition are as follows:

Honest. Subjects were asked to select the response which "best describes your background, opinions, or feelings."

Ad-lib Faking Subjects in this condition were asked to choose the answers "that you think will impress the Army the
most ... and make sure that the Army selects you."

Coached. Respondents were given the Ad-lib Faking instructions followed by three practice items. The coach
identified the "correct" response to each item, and explained why it was the best answer for impressing the Army. The
practice items measured attributes of dependability, cooperativeness, and speed of learning. The "correct* responses
were those indicating that the respondent possessed the highest levels of these attributes.

Attrition Criterion

Eighteen-month attrition was the criterion used for the validity analyses. This criterion was coded as 1 when a
soldier separated before 18 months of service, and as 0 otherwise. Attrition status was obtained from the Army's
Enlisted Master File (EMF). The data for 8 soldiers who died or separated from the enlisted force to become officers
were excluded from these analyses.

1

I
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Results

Screenina for Missine Data and Random Reoondine

C h Respondents who omitted more than 10% of ABLE items (2) items) or who wer classified
as responding randomly were esdued from the data analyses. An ABLE scale score was sm to missing if more thin
10% of the items on that scale went omitted. If fewer than 10% were omitted, scores on the missing item were imputed
as the average of the person's scores on the remaining items for that scale. Using the teria 56 subjects (less than
6% of the sample) were dropped from subsequent data anayse

Proieca A Longitudinal Validation Samnlc. Using the same criteria (described above) for screening data, 5.595
subjects (less than 12%) were dropped from the analyses.

Manipulation Checks

.oacin iE im The three practice items were included within ABLE. These items were analyzed to asses
coaching effectiveness at the individual leveL Eighty-seven percent chose the coached response on two of the three
items, while 74% chose the coached response on all three items. In sum, a majority of maminees followed the coach's
instructions, although over 10% did not.

Effect of Instructional Condition

Table I presents the means, standard deviations, and effect size estimates for ABLE scales by instructional condition.
Eight single-factor ANOVAs were uied to evaluate the effect of instructional condition on the ABLE scales. This main
effect was highly significant (2 .0001) for all scales. The highest f value was obtained for the Social Desirability scale,
E(2,914) - 216, U< .0001). Individual comparisons of scale means by condition were made using the Scheffe test. All
group means differed significantly from one another on all scales.

Table I
Effect of Coaching on Mean ABLE Scores

Honest Ad-Lb Faking Coaching
(n-255-256) (n -318-320) (n-340-341) Effect Size8

Scale Number Coaching Coaching
of Items M SD M SD M SD vs. Honest vs. Faking

Work Orientation 28 63.8 10.1 71.1 10.4 78.2 7.5 1.7(2.2) .8(1.2)

Dominance 19 42.3 7.1 46.2 7.6 51.8 6.6 1.4 (2.1) .8(1.3)

Dependability 21 50.2 6.0 53.8 5.8 56.3 5.7 1.0 (1.5) .4 (8)

Adjustment 15 34.4 5.7 37.3 5.7 40.6 5.2 1.1 (1.7) .6(1.1)

Cooperativeness 10 24.6 3.4 26.2 3.1 28.0 2.7 1.1 (1.6) .6 (1.0)

Internal Control 13 34.8 3.6 36.3 3.1 37.6 2.3 .9(1.3) .5 (.8)

Physical Condition 8 17.5 4.0 19.2 3.9 21.7 3.2 1.2(1.6) .7(1.1)

Social Desirability 11 15.7 3.6 18.6 4.8 23.8 5.7 1.7(2.3) 1.0 (1.4)

"Effect size is the difference in group means divided by the pooled standard deviation. Positive effect sizes indicate that coached
respondents score higher than the comparison groups. Effect sizes for respondents (n-251) who gave the coached response to all 3
manipulation check items are presented in parentheses.
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As compared to those responding honestly, ABLE content scale scores of coached respondents were raised by an
average of 1.2 standard deviations. More importantly, coaching raised ABLE scores significantly higher (.6 standard
deviation) than those of uncoached respondents who were simply asked to distort their answers in a positive direction.

Since 26% of respondents did not fully cnriply with the coaching instructions, we also compared the scores of those
who answered all three manipulation check items correctly (74%) with those in the Honest and Ad-h'b Faking conditions.
The effect sizes for these comparison are presented in parentheses within Table 1. The effects of coaching on ABLE
scores were much greater for those who followed the coach's guidance. Relative to the Honest and Ad-lib Faking
conditions, effectively coached respondents raised their scores an average of 1.7 and 1.0 standard deviations, respectively.

Validities of ABLE Scales By Condition

As shown in Table 2, all content scales were negatively correlated with attrition (all 2< .05) in the Project A
Longitudinal Validation (LV) sample. Since the response set for the Honest condition of our coaching experiment is
equivalent to that in the Longitudinal Validation sample (in which soldiers were asked to complete ABLE for research
purposes only), we hypothesized that the same predictor-criterion relationships would be found in the Honest condition.
This was generally supported by the results shown in Table 2. In the Honest condition, all but one content scale
(Dominance) had the predicted negative relationship with attrition. Two of these (Adjustment and Physical Condition)
were significant (2< .05, one-tailed). The lack of statistical significance for most correlations may be due to the small
sample sizes.

Table 2
Effects of Coacihing on ABLE's Validity for Predicting 18-Month Attrition

LV Sample' Honest Ad-Lib Faking Coaching Combined
ABLE Scale (n-40,192-43,136) (n-250-251) (n,316-318) (n-339-340) (n=906-909)

Work Orientation -.05 -.01 -.05 .07 -.01

Dominance -.04" .05 -.11" .08 -.01

Dependability -.09" -.09 -.06 .08 -.02

Adjustment -.10, -..18 -.07 .11 -.05

Cooperativeness -.07 -.09 -.06 .03 A.s5

Internal Control -.05" -.07 -.08 .10 -.03

Physical Condition -.09" -.13" -.1 , .05 -.01

Social Desirability .00 -.03 .00 .13" .03

Attrition Rate .16 .15 .17 .14 .15

"These new recruits were told their test scores would be used for research purposes only and were asked to
respond honestly.

"p<.05. With the exception of Social Desirability, all tests were one-tailed.

ABLE scale validities for the Ad-Lib r. aking group were highly similar to those obtained in the Honest condition.
None of the correlations across these two conditions was significantly different (all p>.05, two-tailed).
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ABLE content scales were not negatively o ated with attrition in the Coaching mcondition (>.05, one-tailed).
Unexpectedy however, t magnitudes of their correlations were typically s large tho in the other conditions, albeit
opposite in si. The reason for this complete reversl in cale/criterion relationships is unclear. The majority cf
content scale validities for coached subjects (i.e., Dependability, Adjustment, Internal Control, and Physical Condition)
differed significantly (R< .05, two-tailed) from those obtained in the Honest condition.

Finauly, validities for the combined group (i.e., Honest, Ad-Lab Faking, and Coaching) are presented ian Table 2. This
group provides a wide range of response sets, as might be expected in an operational conte. Althouja the majority of
individuals were asked to distort their scores, all validities for this group were in the predicted direction; wit-h the
Physical Condition scale being statistically sigrificant (2<.05, one-tailed)

Validities by Social Desirability Resoonding

In our final analyses, we used the Social Desirability scale to detect high levels of faking among persons in the
combined group. Persons scoring at or above 24 on the Social Desirability scale were identified as highly effective fakers.
This cat point (24) corresponds to the mean score obtained in the Coaching condition. For persons scoring lower on
Social Desirability (0- 662), all ABLE content scales were negatively correlated with attrition, and ill but two of thes
correlations were significant (p< .05, one-tailed). Thus, the observed validities for this group are what we would epect
to find when subjects are responding honestly. In contrast, validities for highly effective fakers (a-247) were generally of
opposite sign, as was observed rmong the Coaching group.

Discussion

In this experiment, coaching caused a complete reversal of the negative relationships expected between ABLE
content scales and attrition. Unlike persons instructed to respond honestly or fake good, coached respondents who
scored high on ABLE scales were actually more likely to attrit. This suggests that coaching could be a problem for the
operational use of ABLE, unless effective countermeasures (i.e., the detection of faking, warning statements during
testing. and the adjustment of scores for faking; see White, Nord, MacI, & Young, in press) were used.

This research also demonstrated the utility of ABLE's Social Desirability scale to detect faking. In an operational
context, it is assumed that a wide range of response sets would be used by persons completing ABLE. While some
would respond honestly, others might be coached to dramatically inflate their scores. Our results show that ABLE's
validity can be preserved by excluding respondents identified as effective fakers.

Future research should address why faking on a temperament measure may alter the direction of the predictor
criterion relationship. This type of reversal was also reported by Dunnette et al. (1%2). An understanding of this
phenomenon might help in developing strategies to control faking.

In future research, we plan to follow up with this and other samples to determine if the loss of validity that rerdlts
from coaching can be recovered through the adjustment of scores for faking. We will also continue to explore the use of
objective biodata as a way of measuring ABLE constructs without some of the inherent problems of traditional
temperament measures (Maei & Schwartz, 1992; Mael, Schwartz, & McLellan, 1992; White & Kilcullen, 1992).
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The Validity and Adverse Impact
of Various Blodata Keying Procedures 1

Robert N. Kilcullen
U.S. Army Research Institute

Kirk K. Thor and Elizabeth R. Carroll
Consortium of Universities of

the Washington Metropolitan Area

The U.S. Army Research Institute is currently evaluating new selection instruments for first-lint? civilian
supervisory positions In the Department of the Army. Included In this battery Is a biodata instrument
measuring prior behavior and reactions to life events thought to be relevant to supervisory performance.
Previous research suggests that blodata is predictive of a wide variety of job behaviors including
leadership, turnover, trainabUilty, and performance ratings (Mumford & Stokes. 1991). Reilly and Chao
(1982) reviewed 44 s- idles using biographical Information as a predictor and reported an average cross-
validity of 0.35 across occupations and criteria.

Empirical keying strategies are traditionally used to score biodata. The empirical method involves
weighting Item responses based on their relationship to the criterion of Interes;. This method has been
criticized because empirically-keyed instruments often show high validity initially, but substantial
shrinkage across samples and over time (Dunnette, Kirchner, Erikson, & Banas, 1960; Schwab & Oliver,
1974; Walker, 1985; White & Kilcullen, 1992). In addition, item selection and scoring is atheoretical,
which makes it difficult to understand what is being measured or why different criterion groups respond
differently to the blodata items. Awareness of these problems has led to increasing interest In rational
keying strategies. This typically involves identifying constructs (e.g., Need for Achievement) likely to
predict the criterion ot interest and writing items that tap these constructs. Response weights aro
determined a priori based upon the presumed relationship between the response and the construct
measured. The scored item responses are then summed to form scale scores having substantive
meaning. The potential advantages of rational keying Include a greater theoretical understanding of the
phenomenon under study as well as stable validities (Mumford & Stokes. 1991; Mumford, Uhlman &
Kilcullen, 1992).

Contradictory results come from studies comparing the relative validity of rational and empirical keys.
Mitchell & Klimoski (1982) reported higher validity for an empirical key compared to a rational key. On
the other hand, Uhlman, Reiter-Palmon & Connelly (1990) used a biodata questionnaire to predict
various measures of academic performance and adjustment for 1,969 college freshmen. Compaaed to
the empirical keys, the rational keys were found to have higher cross-validities for all but one of the
performance and adjustment criteria, with rational coefficients as high as .68. Another study by
Schoenfeldt (1989) compared the validities obtained using empirical, rational, and other keys for
predicting supervisory ratings of overall performance and service orientation as well as
absence/tardiness criteria for 867 service employees in a large corporation. Both a priori and post hoc
rational scales proved to be better predictors than the empirical scale. Finally, Clifton, Kilcullen, Reiter-
Palmon & Mumford (1992) found that the validitles of rational keys for predicting achievement were
consistently more stable compared to empirical keys across a variety of sample sizes.

The Army's biodata instrument for first-line civilian supervisors is designed to accommodate both
rational and empirical scoring techniques, as well as a combination of these methods. This paper
describes the validity of rational, empirical and rational/empirical keys for predicting supervisory
pertormance. Since the biodata instrument is intended for operational use black/white and male/female
differences are also assessed. Comparisons are made with respect to differential validity, slope
differences and the potential for adverse impact at various cutoff scores.
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Method

Subiects and Procedure

A total of 2,044 first-line civilian supervisors In the Department of the Army served as subjects. A
wide variety of occupations and grade levels were represented In the sample. The demographic
composition of the subjects were as follows: 30 percent were female, 74 percent were White, 17 percent
were Blacks, and the remainder were Asians and Hispanics. Nearly all of the subjects completed high
school, 43 percent had some college experience, 23 percent graduated from college, and 10 percent
had graduate or professional degrees. Half of the subjects were randomly assigned to a key-
construction group and half to a cross-validation group.

Data collection took place at 54 locations throughout the Continental United States. Subjects were
briefed about the purpose of this research and were then administered the selection battery consisting of
three instruments, one of which was the biodata inventory. The order of administration was randomized.
In a separate session, ratings of the subjects' job performance were collected.

Biodata Instrument

To accommodate rational scoring, biodata scales were developed to measure individual
characteristics identified as having potential for predicting the performance of supervisors based on a
job analysis and a literature review. A panel of psychologists reviewed the construct definitions and
each generated 10 to 15 items referring to past behaviors and life events thought to be indicative of the
construct in situations most individuals would be exposed to by adulthood. Candidate items were
reviewed by the panel for construct relevance, response variability, relevance to the Army Civilian
population, readability, non-intrusiveness and neutrality with respect to social desirability. A consensus
decision was then reached concerning the 20 to 40 best items for each construct, and response options
were weighted on a continuum to reflect the presumed relationship between the item responses and the
predictor construct. The surviving items were reviewed by a second panel of psychologists and were
then pilot-tested and revised based on item analysis.

Criteria

Job performance ratings from the subjects' immediate supervisors and their supervisors-once-
removed served as one criterion. Subjects were evaluated using 19 separate scales. Six scales lapped
generic job performance dimensions such as Work Quantity, Accuracy, and Job Knowledge. Thirteen
scales were derived from subject-matter-expert workshops where first-line supervisory performance
dimensions and their behavioral anchors were identified. Included were scales pertaining to maintaining
employee morale, resolving conflicts, providing personal/career counseling, coordinating with
supervisors in other units, and maintaining standards and discipline. The alpha reliability of the 19-scale
instrument was .963.

A second criterion was a self-report measure of administrative records of job performance over the
past four years. Included were items relating to the frequency of awards, letters of commendation,
performance-based pay raises, disciplinary actions as well as several other verifiable indicators ol
performance. Responses were summed to form a composite score. Previous research in the U.S. Army
(Campbell, 1987) indicated that self-reports were more accurate than official records due to error3 in
processing personnel actions and delays in updating personnel files. The alpha reliability of this
measure was .65.

Keying Methodologies

In the rational approach response weights were preassigned by the panels of psychologists. Alpha
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reliablitles were calculated for each scale In the key-construction sample and revisions were made In
some cases to Improve Internal consistency. The scales were regressed onto the criteria In the key-
construction sample and the resulting regression weights were applied to the cross-validation sample.

The rational/empIrical (R/E) approach mimicked the rational approach except that items were
retained only if they correlated above .10 with the criteria In the kei-construction sample. Scales were
obtained by factor analyzing the surviving Items. The regression weights of these scales were derived
and applied In the same way as In the rational approach.

In the empirical approach unit weights of 0, 1 and 2 were applied to item response options based on
the average criterion rating of Individuals selecting those responses In the key-construction sample.
Items that correlated higher than .10 with the criteria In the key-construction sample were retained and
summed in the cross-validation sample to obtain predictor scores.

Results

The internal consistency of the rational scales In the cross-validation sample are presented in Table
1. Coefficient alphas range from .65 for the nine Item Communication Skill scale to .85 for the 27 item
Stress Tolerance scale. All but five of the scales have reliabilities at or above .70.

Tahle 1.
5Iati4Rh S4eda0ll SPA1 5.At|t4• (re4a2

N0.oa= f !e. U 50 &k•k

Cognitive Ability 31 3.JI .31 .53
social maturity 14 4.05 .34 .69
stlf-Zetem 16 3.52 .39 .41
Dominance 34 3.16 .30 .74
Nero Avoidanoe 1it 3.73 . 70 .70
Consider ti1oa 17 2. 35 .43 .7 a
Object De1lef 33 3.27 .35 .53
Detensiveness 17 3.93 .41 .74
social AlienatiLo 14 2.54 .47 .79
Achievement 33 3.45 .48 .77
interpersona1 Sklls 29 3.02 .40 .32
Dependability 23 3 . :0 . 1.1

Iaift Jnq/Or•sni Iing 1: 2:.M6 a •73
,upr"inq S ki 'lls 10 2.92 .55 .49
Cowaicstion Skill. 0 3.11 .58 .45
Work MotirvtiOfi is 3.56 .44 .T9
Practical Intelligence 29 3.37 .36 .1
"Streess Tolrance 27 3.21 .42 .5
Eneoriy Lavl 11 3.40 .49 .73
Zlf -7 ontIorng 25 1 .4 4 :3 .79
Need for Seurity 25 2.72 .40 .83
meed for Approval 15 3.07 .46 .74

The cross-validities of the three keys are presented in Table 2. Each key yields validities higher than
.30 for both criteria. Ratings are best predicted by the R/E (r=.38) and Empirical (r=.37) keys.
Performance records are best predicted by the R/E (r=.48) and Rational (r=.43) keys. No corretion for
range restriction is applied to the validities. Validity shrinkage from the key-construction sample lo the
cross-validation sample averaged .15 for the Empirical key and .05 for the Rational and R/E keys.

Table 2.
.ross-Val idaion Results

Criterion
Scoring Method Ratinas Performance Records

Rational .32 (N-962) .43 (N-1022)
Rat/Emp ir. .38 (N8605) .48 (N-820)
Empirical .37 (N-937) .39 (N-1002)

Table 3 presents subgroup means for each key. In general, effect sizes for race compare favorably
to those of other selection procedures. Only when the Rational key predicted the rating criterion did a
substantial effect size occur. Effect sizes in gender comparisons are generally larger but favor females.
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Tablo 3.r.4edi~p p•tnt4tle. hv flrm~ms

f factL mtac•it.,.4., RE Wit.. 31 a e3 *i,. U.1.. 9mla El,.

Ratins" Rat. .04 -.19 .51 -. 03 .06 -. 23
(.38) (.31) (.39) (.41)

3/3. .03 .01 .0 -. 03 .IS -. 41
(.36) (.34) (.36) (.37)

REP. 1.0 1.61 .00 2.67 1.73 -. 41(.27) (.16) (.17) (.17)
Ratings Rat. 2."e 2. G .00 2.u GO .90 -.07

(.19) (.21) (.19) (.19)
ftp. .55 1.04 -. 26 .lO 1.04 -.32

(.19) (.12) (.19) (.19)

Table 4 presents validities for predicting ratings In White, Black, male and female subgroups. All
tests for differential validity among Whites and Blacks were not significant. Similarly, no evidence of
differential validity was found between males and females. The rational key had the largest subgroup
differences, with minority validities seven to eight percentage points below majority validities.

fable 4.
Tf if mren tia l V&l id it y for h t i,,.. dy tt. lon

pe=r1 Nov whit.. Clack. S irie.ia

Rational .32 (N-,716) .25 (N-172) n.a.
Rat/ftpir .38 (613) .35 (123) n.s.
EmpirLcal .38 (704) .37 (153) n.a.

Nat.. Prnla 1 iIaI n imt£ cance

Rational .34 (1:7) .26 (26S) n.).
at./Capir .38 (563) .37 (242) n.e.

ZmpLrical .37 (456) .35 (261) n.a.

Subgroup validities for predicting performance records are found in Table 5. Again, tests of differential
validity between subgroups were not statistically significant. In this case the largest subgroup
differences were obtained with the Empirical key.

TableS.
Diff..r.ntial Vel1dl1ty for P.fr!'omn. Records Crlit-arion

Mcori,.. Key whit.& slacks iiifere

Rational .43 (N-730) .35 (-11) n.e.
Rat/tfpir .50 (636) .46 (116) n.e.
Epirical .40 (754) .32 (162) n.e.

Walas SPgel 1 i =anifi.*

Rational .42 (665) .41 (315) n.e.
Rat/]xpir .48 (559) .47 (256) n.e.
Empirical .33 (6at) .43 (305) n.e.

Slope differences between subgroups were also examined. The pattern of results was the same
across keys and criteria. In every case no Black/White or Male/Female slope differences were detected.

Finally, Table 6 and Table 7 present selection ratios at three cutoff scores, the 20th, 40th and 60th
percentiles, to assess possible adverse impact. When predicting ratings the rational key demonstrated
adverse impact against Blacks at each cutoff score. No other evidence of adverse impact was found. In
fact, female selection ratios were consistently higher than male selection ratios across all keys.
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ft.1~~lee~m Stsuta

predicor AdVerse

INaUtnal 20 .064 .78 .4 Ulse
40 .45 .41 .39 .62 I3tack
40 .43 .36 .37 .46 Blacks

At/amptr 20 .80 . 77 .10 .4 u.10.
40 .. 0 .. .iS .71 n.e.
60 .40 .27 .3$ .51 0.a.

mpl.rica1 2o0 .79 .01 .77 .34 na..
40 .S3 o 4 .5 .76 a.m.
60 .40 .30 .32 . A4 N.e.

Table 7.hA,..up e 9T fap Ip,...4e~, 5ar"4• htfl1n.rn-, l.-., d.

Scariln Predict.r Adverse

hatlom l 20 .30 .71 .0O .81 n.e.
40 .39 .111 .1 .61 a.&.
44 .30 .41 .39 .41 i.e.

Mat/Upir 20 .80 .79 .7 .5 a.&.
40 .59 .64 .57 .6 M.i.
40 .38 .44 .35 .50 na..

empirical 20 .79 .85 .70 .35 n.a.
40 .S4 .67 .57 .46 n.m.
40 .38 .S2 .37 .49 n.a.

Discussion

Each of the three keys were able to predict the performance of first-line civilian supervisors, with
uncorrected validities surpassing .30 in every case. It remains unclear whether the rational or empirical
approach yields the best validities. The empirical key was better at predicting ratings given by
supervisors (r-.37) but the rational key was better at predicting performance records (r-.43). Given the
validity shrinkage commonly associated with empirical keys (e.g., White & Kilcullen, 1992), the rational
key may be the preferred approach if consideration is given only to validity.

However, subgroup analyses reveal that the rational key may adversely affect Blacks. When
predicting ratings the rational key had the highest effect size for race, the highest White/Black
differences in validity, and also demonstrated adverse impact at each cutoff score. Still, the rational key
may be salvageable. Previous research with empirically keyed Instruments indicates that White/Ellack
differences can be eliminated with modest losses In test validity by deleting items having poor validity for
Blacks (Gandy, Outerbridge, Sharf, & Dye, 1989). Since rational items are not criterion-based it may be
possible to delete items contributing to subgroup differences without a loss In validity. Future re.,;earch
will explore this issue.

The results also suggest that the Rational/Empirical key may be a viable alternative to the strictly
rational or empirical approach. In this research the R/E key yielded the best validities for both criteria,
it's White/Black effect size was small, differences in validities between Whites and Blacks were also
small, no subgroup slope differences were found, and no evidence of adverse impact was observed.
The stability of R/E validities are unknown, but research by White & Kilcullen (1992) found that biodata
items with stable validities over a four year period were similar to the R/E items in that they mimicked
rational response weighting but were also initially correlated with the criterion. Future research will
examine the stability of R/E keys.
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TRAINING REQUIREMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF A COMPUTERIZED
EXAMINATION DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM (NADMAX)

Suzanne G. Fischer
6SCS David A. Power

NAVAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
SUPPORT ACTIVITY (NETPNSA)

A mission of the Navy Advancement Center Department at the
Naval Education and Training Program Management Support Activity
(NETPMSA) is to develop advancement-in-rating examinations for
all Navy enlisted occupations.

BACKGROUND

In many ways. NETPMSA is the heart of the Navy's enlisted
advancement system. At NETPMSA. advancement exams for the Navy's
enlisted occupations (ratings) are developed, produced.
distributed, controlled, and statistically analyzed. Over 87
advancement exam development teams support over 96 separate
enlisted ratings. An advancement exam development team for a
rating consists primarily of a Supervisory Instructional Systems
Specialist (SISS) or an Instructional Systems Specialist (ISS) as
team leader and an exam writer who is an active-duty senior
enlisted member in the rating and serves as the resident subject
matter expert for that rating. To support a single rating. the
advancement exam development team must develop and produce up to
seven different 150-item, norm-referenced advancement exams per
year. In 1991. NETPMSA's exam'development teams developed over
630 separate advancement exams enabling NETPMSA to provide more
than 343,272 advancement exams to active-duty U.S. Navy personnel
and 39,368 exams to U.S. Naval Reserve personnel.

In the Navy's enlisted advancement system, the advancement-
in-rating exams represent an important tool. First. they allow
the individual Navy member a means to enhance his or her own
opportunities for advancement by studying. Second, they allow
each rating community a fair way to rank order its own candidates
for promotion. Most importantly, they servc as an equitable tool
the Navy can use to carry out its manning priorities by selecting
only the best from a multitude of highly qualified people. By
both serving as an important management tool and allowing the
individual a level of control over his or her career, the
3dvancemerit-in rating exams form an integral part of the
int•?qrity long attributed to the Navy's enlisted advancement
Ssy;tem.

The Navy's enlisted advancement system is unique because it
must rppresent and affirm the important roles of Na,'y enlisted
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personnel as they carry out their daily jobs in the isolated
world of floating platforms and remote duty stations. Navy
ratings are occupations that provide the multitude of crafts.
trades, skills, expertise, services, and specialties required to
keep our ships afloat, manned, armed, serviced, and ready to
carry out the Navy's role in the Department of Defense. Each
Navy rating is divided into promotional levels called paygrades.
Each paygrade encompasses a group of job-related requirements,
skills, knowledges, training, performance elements, duties,
responsibilities, and professional commitments that comprise the
full-performance, on-the-job reality of an enlisted person in
that paygrade within the larger technical arena of his or her
rating. This is why each Navy advancement-in-rating examination
is designed to test the whole person within the scope of the
entire paygrade and rating and not just a specific task or level
of expertise concerning a particular system or piece of
equipment. Although diversity and isolation may be intrinsic to
naval service, the advancement exam guarantees to each member of
a Navy rating the opportunity to compete for promotion against
his or her peers on the same day, at the same time, by means of
the same testing instrument, and through the same advancement-in-
rating process--regardless of duty station or command.

To develop a reliable, norm-referenced advancement exam
that will test the whole person takes considerable planning and
work. In selecting the subject matter sections for an
advancement exam, the development team must make certain that the
technical arena of the paygrade and rating are equitably
represented. To do this, our exam writers must rely upon years
of experience and knowledge. This is why only experienced senior
enlisted personnel are assigned to NETPMSA as exam writers.
Although the team leader is responsible for three or more
different ratings, the exam writer is always an experienced,
active-duty E-7, E-8, or E-9 who writes only the exams for his or
her own rating.

IMPLEMENTATION OF MADMAX

For two decades, NETPMSA'S teams developed Navy advancement-
in-rating exams by use of a S-by-7-inch item card format to
develop, store, accumulate, and retrieve individual test items.
Thiý. system was simple, reliable, presented very few problems, and
resulted in norm-referenced advancement exams of very high
quality. What the traditional system did not offer was the
storJge, retriev.al, development, production, and analytical
potential of a computerized system. In perpetuating the
traditional system, no matter how effective, NETPMSA wao
perceived to be falling behind the times.

Late in 1990, NETPMSA had a opportunity to acquire? computer
equipment and initiate a computerized exam development process.
In addition to their continuing exam development
responsibilities, four NCTPM'3A exam writers developed the
1icrocomputeor-ba,:ed Automated Development and Maintenance. of
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Advancement Examination: (MADMAX) system. MADMAX is a dBASE IV
runtime program used with an IBM-compatible microcomputer with a
removable hard disk for security. MADMAX promised exam
development teams a computerized method to define the exam
sections, store and maintain the item bank, build the exam,
review the exam, and print both rough and smooth versions of the
exam. In other words, MADMAX would make it possible for the
Navy's advancement-in-rating exam development teams to maintain
much of the reliability of the traditional system and yet
capitalize on the speed and storage potential of the computer.

MADMAX was a new system with great potential, but it was not
perfect. Once NETPMSA had acquired the computer equipment, exam
development personnel were feeling the pressure to get the system
started and the writers trained to use it. First, MAOMAX had to
be developed and tested. Next, a training program and operations
manual had to be developed. Finally, the exam writers had to be
trained. During all these stages, the bugs in MADMAX had to be
worked out.

The exam writers accepted MADMAX with mixed emotions. The
hackers and computer-literate writers welcomed MADMAX. or at
least tolerated the opportunity to learn how it worked. Other
exam writer.; were apprehensive, afraid, or even hostile. They
did not understand why a traditional, effective system had to be
replaced by automation. Although they were subject matter
experts in the technical world of their ratings, many of the
writers had never used a computer system and were not
enthusiastic about having to learn to use MADMAX.

Regardless of their acceptance or computer training levels,
several exam writers were scheduled to attend MADMAX training.
Each work station in the training room consisted of a hard disk
drive mounted on a CPU. The monitor was placed on top of the
hard disk drive. After the writers took their places, the
instructors told them to use to figure program to draw the frame
for a figure. The figure program failed to work. The
invtruztors quickly moved to the next program and told the
wniters to type the statistical data from a control item card and
enter it into MADMAX by "hitting the RETURN button." Most of the
,r riter,; managed to complete this task , but one reluctant E-7

;,Jid. "The-re isn't a thing on my keyboard that say,; RETURN!" He
ý,4,j right. The button he needed to push was labeled ENTER. When
h, did puooh ENTER, he was unable to proof what he had typed
tec,?uC e we had placed his monitor too high for him to be able to
,?e through the bifocal portion of his glasses. All this writer
knew was that we had forced him to learn a system he did not
,want, told him to draw i figure with a program that had failed to

told him to pu,;h a button that was riot there. and a',led him
tri nttr and proof dita he -:ouid not see --- all within five
minutes. He summarized his experience in one word Lhat: echoed
Alofig the back row of writers as MADMAY crashod at thre- more
.jo,'k , titions.
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It was a severe moment of truth for everyone. Now, all the
exam writers were apprehensive. They were worried about how they
were going to use a system that did not work to develop and
produce their required seven advancement exams per year on time.
The instructors and programmers were also discouraged because
after months of intense work, MADMAX had failed to work at a time
when the exam writers were being trained to use it. The team
leaders were also devastated. After meticulously developing and
producing advancement-in-rating exams that tested thousands of
people they never saw, they forgot to pretest their own exam
writers to establish each writer's level of computer literacy.
In developing and presenting a sophisticated computerized
advancement exam development system, we all seemed to forget some
fundamental realities.

The same spirit of mutual self-support that keeps the Navy's
ships afloat and moving emerged in the middle of this crisis.
First, the computer equipment was placed back into the daily work
stations dnd arranged so each of the writers could use MADMAX
more effectively and comfortably. Next, the computer-literate
writers formed help-desk teams to work with the writers with
limited or no computer experience. All writers, regardless of
training, ability, or acceptance levels, contributed valuable
documentation that allowed the programmers to implement MADMAX.
Within only nine months, all the exam writers were using MADMAX.
Even the E-7 who could not find the RETURN button successfully
used MADMAX to develop and produce all his exams. Working
together, NETPMSA's advancement exam development teams had
performed a miracle.

The implementation process continues. Currently, the
operaticrs manual for MAOMAX includes sections for documentation
or suggestions for improvements. By use of these comments
sheets. suggestions for improvements or documentation of
potential areas for improvement are submitted regularly to the
p rogrsmmers The help-desk teams continue to provide on-the-job
training to the exam writers and act as a resource to the
programmer's as Improvements to MADMAX continue. MAOMAX is not
yet perfect, but it is steadily getting better.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

N) nee computer system is without its advantages and
dis.advantages. Currently, the exam writers are realizing the
advanritajes and regarding the disadvantages as a source of
motivation to improve MADMAX.

One of the mo,-t important advantages of MADMAX is that it
.a[l ,'ire,: uh-, i.? of card':.. The removable hard disk drive and a
system of pa,.,;,words provides for the required security of
individual tes t ite'ms. In the traditional sys tem, the exam
writer had to cut and paste the statistical results of each exam
or th;? by 7 inch card con ta ining the c tati t ica I his tory of
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the item. With MAOMAX, statistical results for each item are
stored in the item bank.

Another advantage of MADMAX is its validation capability.
Not only will MADMAX create and produce traditional
documentation, such as a test plan and outline, references to
OCCSTDs. authorized subject matter publications for each item,
and P-value worksheet (control item inventory sheet), it will
also perform validation checks for response (alt) distribution.
number of items included in each section and in the exam, weights
of the subject matter sections, duplicate items, number of
consecutive items with the same response (alt) as the correct
answer, and spelling errors.

MACMAX also alleviates the continual passing back and forth
of item cards among members of the exam development team while
the exam is in its rough (working) stages. MAOMAX offers the
exam writer continuing control over the development of the exam
from the test plan and outline through the production of the
camera-ready smooth exam.

We are implementing MADMAX because even a good system will
have some disadvantages. An initial disadvantage is that the
exam writer is required to have some typing skills or computer
experience, or must receive training to acquire these skills.
Another disadvantage is that the writer must enter and exit
several programs to accomplish a function. In the case of
special symbols and mathematical formulas and equations. MAOMAX
is not as user friendly as it could be. The exam writer must use
a variety of codes to gain accessibility to special symbols. The
symbols are small, and often the typing staff must create
formulas and equations on the typewriter and cut them into the
smooth exam.

Another disadvantage of MAOMAX is that the writers must
print out several copies of the rough exam before rendering the
exam in its camera-ready format. This task results in an
excussive use of computer paper. Even with numerous roughs, the
oxcwm vriters have lost some control over the layout of the exam
itrcm,, eopecially in the use of figures and instructions (blurbs)
to tho candidates who will take the exam.

The disadvantages provide motivation for NETPMSA's exam
d-velopment teams to work together to improve MACMAX. Once the
?xJm item banks expand as more control items are entered into

MAOMAX and some of the remaining bugs are worked out. our
.. titum.s d .-xam d-,'z•lopment proceso should become much more user
fr ýri• ly ,ind efficient.
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INTRODUCTION

The task of selecting an appropriate Authoring System for a
wide variety of Computer Aided Learning (CAL) applications can be
challenging. No single system has the capability of satisfying
every user requirement and situation. Each Authoring System has
its own strengths and weaknesses which makes it appropriate for
certain applications and less advantageous for others. It is,
therefore, imperative that users determine which system best meets
the needs identified during the analysis process.

When developing courseware design specifications and
statements of work, end-users can either stipulate the Authoring
System to be employed, or leave the choice to the contractor. In
either case, it is possible for the selected Authoring System to
have limitations which may restrict its ease of use and/or
effectiveness. Additional costs may be necessary to maintain/
upgrade the coursewares once delivered. It is therefore necessary
to select an Authoring System based both on the requirements of an
application, and the experience/training of the maintenance staff.

The evaluation of Authoring Systems presents two major
problems. The first involves accurately describing system
capabilities using terminology that can be applied fairly to all
systems, quantifying these capabilities, and then assessing the
accuracy of the specifications. The second problem area comprises
the assessment of the relative effectiveness of each system; that
is, to objectively measure and scientifically quantify the learning
time, user friendliness, maintenance costs, and vendor support
associated with each product.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study was to quantify the capabilities
and relative ease of use of six Authoring Systems specified by the
Canadian Forces Fleet School (Halifax) (CFFSH). This list consists
of the Authoring Systems either being considered for or are being
used to develop computer-based training for the Fleet.
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OVERVI' EWOF THE NETHODOLOGY

The work associated with this project was divided into two
distinct phases as follows:

Phase I - Authoring System Capability Database; and

Phase II - Assessment of System Productivity.

Phase I - Authoring System Capability Database

This phase of the study consisted of the creation of a
database which objectively quantified the capabilities of each
specified Authoring System. The resulting database is capable of
ranking each Authoring System according to an objective set of
criteria which provides users with an indication of each system's
capabilities relative to the other systems. Clients are able to
list each system that meet capabilities derived from the
specifications provided by the vendor and assessed by Applied
Courseware Technology.

The database is complemented by a search facility which
permits users to select critical specifications for a project from
lists of capabilities/features provided by the database interface
and weight each according to its importance to the users. The
search facility then lists the products which meet the critical
specifications and ranks products according tc the capabilities,
weightings and effort model evaluation data.

The database should therefore help to reduce the work involved
in reviewing proposals, and make vendor selection more reliable.

Phase II - Assessment of System Productivity

This phase involved the design of an overall Effort Model and
the administration of an objective test of the areas defined in the
model.

The development of a courseware authoring effort model was
based on the objective measurement of the total effort required for
a typical user to develop, modify, and debug a sequence of
courseware screens. In essence, the Effort Model was designed to
measure all of the features of an Authoring System which contribute
to its effectiveness. These include:

Instructional design aids;

Availability of models, templates, sample code, and prompted
screens;

Developer interface and intuitiveness;

Ease of maintenance;
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Adaptation to author skills levels;

Editing and debugging capabilities;

Help routines available on-line; and

Effective manuals/documentation.

Finally, the Effort Model is comprised of three distinct
parts:

System Speeds
- Response times - 8 items
- Task timings - 4 items

Product Support
- Vendor response rates - 3 items
- Documentation and support - 3 items

Development Effort
- Actions to complete task - 6 items

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS OF CAPABILITIES

Prior to proceeding with the analysis, Applied Courseware
Technology and the Deputy Commandant (Development) (DComdt(D))
staff of CFFSH agreed to the following definition:

An Authoring System is a production tool which
includes preprogrammed instructional sequences
and permits users to input and structure content
to create computer-based instruction.

The specifications defining the Authoring System capabilities
were then developed from a review of research materials and the
personal experience of the study team. A list of generic
capabilities and features was subsequently developed and approved
by the DComdt(D) staff prior to the evaluation of the most recent
versions of the specified Authoring Systems. Care was taken to
define those attributes which are necessary in an authoring tool
from the view of a developer or instructional designer and which
are founded in the well established principles of learning. This
approach was based on the principle that courseware should be
developed based on pedagogy, rather than on the capabilities of the
Authoring System.

A second principle guiding this evaluation was the
understanding that products should be given credit for those
features which are integral parts of the Authoring System.
Conversely, products should not be given credit for features which
are not part of the Authoring System, but, rather, are features of
an operating system or some other product. If, however, an
Authoring System contained a feature which took advantage of the
capabilities of the operating system or environment in which it
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ran, the product was given credit. Finally, if a feature required
the user to exit the Authoring System or write additional code in
order to develop it, the Authoring System was not given credit for
that feature.

Based on these criteria, the following seven categories of
capabilities were specified:

Hardware and Devices Supported - describes the ability of each
Authoring System to support the 30 devices (grouped into six
sub-categories categories of hardware and other devices)
identified by the contractor and the staff of DComdt(D).

User Interface - describes the attibutes of an Authoring
System interface which increase productivity in the design,
development, and production of courseware. This category is
comprised of 32 features grouped into seven sub-categories.

Lesson Authoring - documents the 132 possible features of an
Authoring System which define limitations on the development,
presentation, answer analysis, branching, etc.

CMI Capabilities - defines the 30+ possible features of an
Authoring System which control/facilitate training
administration, the production of student performance reports,
the design reports, and the security of the system.

Lesson Presentation - quantifies those features of an
Authoring System which permit the use of student record
keeping, lesson summaries, review facilities, glossaries, help
routines, book marks, and comments to/from Instructors or
Authors.

Documentation and Support - itemizes the number of methods of
documentation and support (of the 24 identified by the
contractor) possessed by each Authoring System. Further, this
category identifies the support and services provided by each
vendor.

Associated Costs - specifies the costs associated with the
purchase and ongoing use of each Authoring System. The costs
associated with the purchase of single and multiple station
copies in both the development and delivery modes are
documented as are distribution royalties and run-time fees.

Further, evaluation statistics for system speeds, product
support, and development effort were also identified and examin;d.

SUMMARY

This study provided both valuable information on the
capabilities of six Authoring Systems and the means to simplify the
decision-making process with respect to courseware development.
The resulting objectively-derived database lists Authoring System
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capabilities along with a rating of the effort required to produce
courseware using each Authoring System. This database, and its
associated Effort Model, can be of value in:

- reducing the time and costs associated with reviewing

proposals and tenders;

- improving the specifications for Requests For Proposals;

- providing data to vendors who wish to improve their product;

- reducing project delays and cost overruns; and

- offering information for use in the development of programs
to train design, programming, and maintenance staff.
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Interactive Hypermedia:
An Affordable Methodology for Army Training

Dwight J. Goehring

U.S. Army Research Institute

The U.S. Army expends tremendous effort and interested agencies throughout not only the Army but
resources to assure that its personnel are adequately other military services ad non-defense agencies.
trained. Training and skill sustainment am a complex
and continuous endeavor because of many factors One of the challenges of Army training is how to
including the implementation of new systems, exploit modem technological advances to improve
personnel turbulence and skill decay, and an the effectiveness and efficiency of taining, especially
enormous variety of specific jobs to be trained. Not collective training. There have been significant
only must soldiers and leaders be proficient in their advances in both learning technologies and computer
individual specialties but it is essential that they be sciences which together offer important contributions
capable of working together as crews, teams and not only to Army training but to training in other
progressively larger units. The Army refers to the institutional settings. One such advance serves as the
training of groups as collective training. Today all of foundation for the project reported here.
these challenges must be met under the shadow of
diminishing resources. Terminology

The origins of the concept of connecting ideas
As a part of collective training, Army units train to electronically in an other than sequential way are
operate in a combined arms and services traceable back nearly fifty years. An automated
environment. Army Combat, Combat Support and information access scheme was envisioned which
Combat Service Support branches must all function included the capability of fast accessing and linking
together with the personnel, high technology of information, of storing the trail of links, and of
weaponry and systems from other services in a highly annotating the retrieved information (Bush, 1945).
integrated manner to survive on the battlefield and Englebart (1963) discussed the functionalities
accomplish the mission. To prepare for such necessary for computers to augment human abilities,
integrated operations requires extensive training in a including links between texts, document libraries, and
simulated combat environment, separate private space for computer users' personal

files, computer screens with multiple display
The Army conducts collective training operations at windows, and the facilitation of work done by
its Combat Training Centers. The National Training multiple persons working in collaboration. Later, he
Center (NTC) is the prime facility for large-scale introduced the mouse computer pointing device,
armor and mechanized infantry combat training. It is outliner and idea processor, and on-line help systems.
the most developed of the Combat Training Centers,
located in the Mojave desert at Fort Irwin near The term hypertext was coined by T.H. Nelson in
Barstow, California. The NTC consists of over 1,000 1965. The simplest definition is that hypertext is
square miles of terrain, accommodating large "nonsequential writing or reading." Other writers
maneuver and live fire exercises plus nap-of-the earth (Slatin, 1991) have emphasized that a true hypertext
flying, firing of air defense weapons and practice in can only be realized in a computer-based system, that
the use of electronic warfare. it is a system the existence of which is completely

dependent upon a computer. When the concept of
The Army Isearch Institute has established an hypertext was first implemented in operational
archive of data generated by NTC training exercises programs they contained textual material exclusively
conducted at the Combat Training Centers. It simply because textual displays were the first non-
develops methodologies for utilization and supports a numerical output of early computers.
wide range of analyses conducted with sponsorship of
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In a broader context, hypertext can be thought of as a Depurtment of Defue traiing systetrs has been
mode of information organization which is like an n- established in an extensive metanialysis (Fletcher,
dimensional web. Items of information ame associated 1990). Them e the effectiveness of interactive
without bound. A hypertext user or reader can hypermedia, of which Interactive videodisk is merely
proceed through the information in a highly one form, can reasonably be assumed. Thus, the time
individual way consistent with his or her information for fulfllment of the promise of using computers for
requirements. In fact, a personal system of more effective training is now at hand. Furthermore,
information storage based on just this principle of because delivery coat continue to decrease, quality
information organization has been recently training using computers and related technologies is
implemented (Phillips, 1991). becoming more and mome affordable.

As a generalization of hypertext, hypermedia is a Project Goals
technology for organizing discrete quantities of The purpose of the research reported here was to
information, termed information nodes, for utilization explore the integration of existing training exercise
in an arbitrary, nonsequential manner by traversing data from the NTC into a functioning computer-based
links between information nodes. Conceptually, an system employing interactive hypermedia
information node is unrestricted as to type of technology. It is also intended to provide a
information or amount of information it may contain, preliminary evaluation of the principle of coupling
It may consist of textual material, still or moving this technology and NTC data to provide effective
pictures, video and/or sound recordings, independent training in fundamental ground-warfare military
computer programs, or other entire hyperdocuments. tactics. The desired outcome was to develop a proof-

of-principle system (POPS) for evaluation of this
A link is an association between nodes enabling the training methodology.
user to move from the current node to another. A
hyperdocument is a structure of nodes and links METHOD
which is self-contained, dealing with a particular
subject domain for some specific purpose. These One of the greatest strengths of interactive
concepts are well developed and extensive hypermedia for training is that the learner is an active
discussions are available (Nielsen, 1990, Berk & participant in the training process. Beyond making
Devlin, 1991) responses and receiving feedback the learner actively

structures the sequence in which the material is
What is novel about the current time is that the encountered. The metaphor guiding the project from
technologies have now matured sufficiently that these its beginning is the idea of placing the learner into the
techniques are readily available for application in highly stimulating environment of an intellectual
training systems and direct application to the training playpen. The envisioned environment has boundaries,
environment can be made using currently available but the concept is to have the world filled with
hardware and software at a realistic cost (Hannafin wonderful and stimulating information entities so that
and Peck, 1988). the biggest problem of the learner at any point is what

to explore, experience and learn about next. The
Technological Leverage assessment and feedback component assures that all
Constrained resources is emerging as the keynote of material will be mastered to standard prior to
the decade. In the arena of Army training as completion by the learner, while leaving the ordering
elsewhere the message is to make do with less. One largely to the choices of the learner.
of the ways of moving toward this goal is to take
advantage of technological advances when they POPS was designed as a single module requiring the
produce higher quality output at the same or reduced learner approximately two hours to complete. The
cost, or same output at reduced cost. Using target learner was envisioned as a junior Army leader
technology for this purpose has been termed familiar with basic military terminology. Emphasis
technological leverage, was placed on exploring the principles and the range

of possibilities of the technologies involved rather
The application of computers for training has held than on developing an operational training system.
such promise for decades. The effectiveness of
interactive videodisk technology in certain The NTC training exercise used in the development

of POPS provided several different types of
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information which, together constitute the training variety of software were available and used in the
exercise data set. Each type of data will now be project.
described. For a more thorough discussion of data
generated at the Combat Training Centers, including In order to implement POPS, selection of suitable
at the NTC see Hamza (in press). computer-based training software was necessary.

More than 70 MS-DOS based authoring systems am
Instrumented data at NTC are collected through a on the market and nearly u many development tools
telemetry system. They include digital records of exist for the Microsoft Windows environment
vehicle positions, firing and engagement information (Wilkens, 1991).
of instrumented players, and several other types of
information pertinent to the specific training event. While capabilities of such systems change at a rapid
The development of POPS used these data collected pace, none meem every purpose. Any decision
at one- and five-minute intervals. Data for air players involves tradeoffs among alternatives. Gery (1987)
based on 10-second intervals were also explored, identifies three dimensions of tradeoffs-productivity

versus creativity, structure versus firedom, and power
Take-home Packages are textual descriptions and versus simplicity-and discuss these considerations
evaluations of the training unit's performance during in detail. She identifies a number of additional factors
the exercise for various echelons and subunits along which software systems vary, training needs
comprising the battle task force. Tables present and the training audience; system features functions
quantified battle damage assessment data. and requirements; authoring features, support and

training; costs; vendor capabilities; existing
Video tape recordings were available of After Action courseware; and consultation services.
Reviews following completion of the training
exercise. These are conducted at various echelons The authoring system software chosen for this
within hours of the exercise conclusion and recorded implementation was HyperWiter (Ntergaid, 1990).
without editing. An After Action Review is It satisfied the paramount criteria for the project:
essentially a debrief of the exercise participants authoring and system capabilities and requirements,
where intentions, actions, and outcomes are reviewed, and immediate availability.

Audio communications are recorded on 40 channels RESULTS
with time tagging. Additional information about the
training exercise was collected through interviews The functioning POPS is comprised of 129 nodes
with personnel who participated in the training with nearly 300 links among them. POPS
exercise. incorporates two stand-alone software entities into the

commercial authoring system1. Approximately two
Finally, several additional data sources were and a half megabytes of disk storage are used for the
available and used in developing POPS. These system and its various supporting data files. Each of
included acetate overlays to maps and a variety of the distinct types of display is now described to
paper-based information such as orders and task provide a detailed understanding of POPS.
organization listings

Textual data were taken directly from various data
Although the training exercise data set contains sources with minor editing. Misspellings were
extensive audio and video material, the decision was corrected and dates and other identifications were
made at the design phase of the project to exclude expunged.
audio and video capabilities from POPS for reasons
of economy. However, the information contained in Five types of static graphics can be distinguished in
these data sources can still be readily used in a POPS. They are terrain maps, data graphs, system
textual medium. Vocal audio recordings can be linkage maps, adorning graphics and responsive
transcribed to text and video material can be graphics.
represented in various graphical forms or described in
textual.

IThe assistance of Richard Crenshaw, ARI, and Jack
No hardware acquisition was necessary in support of Briscoe, BDM Inc., with software development is
the project. MS-DOS computers, scanners and a appreciated.
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Maps are an integral part of any military planning other fmctiom, miach uterminating the hypemnedla
and of the understanding of a military operation. program. Figur 2 shows a screen from POPS which
Figure 1 shows a large-scale map of the NTC contains both adorning and interactive graphica.
displaying the operational sectors, axes of advances
and phase lines for the training event. Color coding Bgn Lom
provides a representation of the gross geographical
features. Color has been shown to contribute min
substantially to data presentation (Hudson, 1985). y iam nioma
Five kilometer grid lines and map reference
coordinates are included.

Figure 2. POPS screen showing adorning and
Interactive 1praphIcs.

Two types of dynamic graphics, based on the
instrumented data of the trainin exercise data set,
have been incorporated into POPS. One is a software
package adapted from TBAT/MPART (Nichols &

"Shillcock, 1990) and the other is an animation effect

Figure 1. Screen showing annotated NTC map. created by displaying an automatically changing
sequence of screen displays. The other dynamic

A second type of static graphic included in POPS is graphic system uses a sequence of graphic files,
data graphs generated by other software. The input is generated by existing external software that scales
various statistical data from the training event data and replays NTC instrumented player location data.
set and the output is a screen display. These files are then displayed to the learner as a

sequence by the authoring system to show player
A third type of static graphic display available in movement. Both display systems are used in POPS to
POPS is a system linkage map, in some hypertext support visualization of the vehicle positions over
systems termed a graphical browser. Such a display time.
shows the structure of links between all nodes. The
user can actuate any link displayed on the map and The software developed for the assessment and
consequently move directly to that node. Thus, the feedback component of POPS has functionalities
link map provides a random access means for which include: (1) multiple entry points depending
navigation of the hyperdocument. upon from where it is called in the lesson, (2)

maintenance of learner records using a learner-
The fourth type of static graphics is adorning generated password, (3) presentation of fixed
graphics. These are intended to give the screen visual response items and context-dependent responses, (4)
appeal and to maintain the interest and motivation of capability of being exited for return to lesson at any
the learner. point with restart at the same position, and (5)

presentation of the learner performance record and
The fifth type of static graphics used in POPS is current progress through the assessment and feedback
responsive graphics. Resporxive graphics are submodule including identification of sections of
characterized by producing an action in the system lesson requiring completion. For additional
when activated. Typically they are an area of the information see Goehring (in press).
screen where, when the cursor is placed within the
boundary and the mouse button or key is depressed, DISCUSSION
some activation of the software occurs. The sensitive
area of the screen is typically graphically visible to This project lead to several conclusions about using
the learner, as in form of an icon such as a three- hypermedia technology for training military tactics
dimensional-appearing button. Most often this action by employing extant NTC data. We found it is
is traversing a link to another node but it may initiate
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feasible to combine the data and technology for Production Administrator, and Trainer Administrator.
training purposes; the concept of the project is sound. Assembling the appropriate development team and

resourcing it adequately are critcal for project
While it seems clear that most of the data is usable, success.
some filling of gaps in the training exercise story
through the generation of simulated data is necessary Computer-based instruction development ratios
to provide t&,e learner with a complete picture of the reported in the literature range from I to 4000 hours
training event. The need to minimize the risk of of development time for every hour of instruction
erroneous inferences and interpretations in producing with modal dominance in the 200 to :350 range.
such simulated data underscores the necessity of Reasons for high costs vary, most am jituationally
including staff with expertise in NTC and Army dependent (Orlansky & String, 1979; Jay, 1989).
training on the project development team. Gery (1987) presents the basis for % more refined

model of cost estimation for computer-based trainer
The work here has been intended as a feasibility development. Fourteen courseware variables, five
demonstration of what is possible and a determination technological factors, twelve htman variables and
of what is required for full system development rather five additional factors impact the cost and
than an evaluation of effectiveness. Business and development time. Collectively these factors yield a
industry are recognizing the need to change the range of from 85 to 300+ development hours per
methods of evaluation for interactive systems and computer-based training hour.
multimedia because traditional methods based on
verbal methods are simply not appropriate for Judging the complexity of POPS on the relevant
evaluatica of visual processes (Marlino, 1990). The dimensions produces an estimate near the low end of
development of POPS demonstrates that interactive the range. Substantial enhancement of the assessment
hypermedia technology exists today to produce and feedback component discussed above can be
quality instructional materials of moderate expected to move the cost toward the center of the
complexity for training fundamental tactics range. Adding video and audio components would

likely have costs toward the higher end of the range.
The full development of the training system will be Further, a shorter lesson, 4-8 hours of instruction,
challenging, requiring a range of talents and could be expected to have higher per hour
sufficient resources and appropriate institutional development costs than a longer lesson of 60-80
support. In the paragraphs which follow, attention hours of instruction.
will of the resources which are necessary for full
development of the hypermedia-based training CONCLUSION
system.

Indiscriminate application of technology is not the
answer to the challenges of Army training. However,

What is needed for a full development of the concept judicious use of information technology holds
demonstrated by POPS? As with most projects the exhilarating potential. This has been expressed
key to a successful development of the interactive succinctly, "because information technology moves
hypermedia tactical trainer will depend upon the so very much more quickly than other kinds of
planning phase. Solid sponsorship and elucidation of technology-halving in price and doubling in power
project goals and objectives will be critical. Quality is every two years on the average" (Feigenbaum,
expensive but is often a savings in the long run. McCorduck & Nii, 1988).

The complexity of computer-based training Finally, interactive hypermedia, and hypertext more
development should not be underestimated. Fourteen generally, may be viewed as one stop along the
distinct roles involved in the development process of technological roadway toward training wvorlds based
the typical computer-based trainer have been on virtual reality (Krueger, 1991). Such training
identified (Gery, 1987). These include Project milieus, in which the learner is immersed in a
Manager, Program Sponsor, Instructional Designer, simulated sensory environment to maximize learning
Subject Matter Expert, Writer, Editor, Data Entry and transfer, have been identified as particularly
Specialist, Authoring System Host Computer appropriate where (1) the environment is hostile, (2)
Programmer, Media Expert, Graphics Designer, there is a high benefit from rehearsal and practice,
Authoring System Specialist, Learner Evaluator, and (3) there is high potential for damage to
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equipment or danger to individuals (Middleton, Hudson, P.T.W. (1985. What does color add to a
1991). These characteristics accurately describe display that can't be done in black and white?
combat on the modem battlefield. Proceedings of Cae IN Infofemadox ThA V

and flaul Dhpkp. IRE Publication No. 61,
Our experience on this project has taught us that University of Surrey, London, 33-37.
though the effort is challenging, the capabilities are at
hand to create complex, quality, interactive Jay, J. (July, 19M9). CBT Development Costs (Part
hypermedia-based training programs for the Army. 3). CUT Direcdons.
Following moderate development costs, we believe
production costs will be nominal. The software and Krueger, MLW. (1991). Artificial reallty. Pit and
hardware technology has come a long way and the ftiture. In S.K. Helsel & J.P. Roth (Eds) fioa
time to fully utilize them is now. Reality. Theoe PrAcdce and Prolmis. Westport,

London: Meckler.
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AUTOMATING THE ARMY TRAINING DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

Scott E. Graham and Ray S. Perez

U.S. Army Research Institute
Automated Instructional Systems Technical Area

For nearly a decade the Systems Approach to Training (SAT) has been the
mainstay of Army training development and execution. The goal of SAT is to integrate
evaluation, analysis, design, development, and implementation in determining the who,
what, where, when, why, and how of training. SAT has, however, a predominantly
paper-based system, and as with any paper-based system that generates and shares large
quantities of information, it is often cumbersome. In response, the Training and
Doctrine Command (TRADOC) Deputy Chief of Staff for Training (DCST) is working
to build an Automated SAT (ASAT) that will increase efficiency by taking advantage of
recent advances in computer technologies. In support of the ASAT development
process, this paper takes a quick look at the training development process at the U.S.
Army Armor School (USAARMS) and at the process that is being automated.

Under sponsorship of TRADOC's Army Training Board (ATB), the Army Re-
search Institute (ARI) conducted research to design a comprehensive, computer-based
training development system in 1984. The initial focus was on automating the develop-
ment of Army Training and Evaluation Program (ARTEP) documents, which are now
called Mission Training Plans (MTPs). In 1985, ARI conducted a front end analysis to
specify how emerging computer and data base management technologies could be used
to automate the ARTEP production system. The aim of the Computerized ARTEP
Production System (CAPS) was to provide improved proficiency, responsiveness, and less
costly production of ARTEPs. Based on the CAPS recommendations, ATB, with the
technical assistance of ARI, funded the development of a prototype ASAT system. The
ASAT prototype was built and installed by SAIC Inc. at the US Army Logistics Center
and Quartermaster School in 1989 with a formative evaluation of the prototype system
conducted in 1990.

Based on the ASAT prototype's successful evaluation at a combat service support
school, TRADOC initiated a follow-up study to derive a functional description based on
the needs of all TRADOC schools. In 1991, a contract was awarded to CAE-Link to
develop the functional description (FD) for an operational ASAT system. The ASAT
FD lays out a set of modular functions which cover the entire SAT process. In addition,
CAE-Link conducted a comparative analysis of SAT in the TRADOC schools which
described the SAT process as it was being done in the schools. i.e., primarily without the
aid of automation.

In an attempt to further integrate advanced computer technologies into the ASAT
process, the TRADOC DCST expressed interest in the potential application of knowl-
edge-based expert systems and artificial intelligence tools as a means to facilitate the
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training development process. The future ASAT system with automated intelligent tools
is referred to in this paper as ISAT, the Intelligent Systems Approach to Training.

Puaw The purpose of this research is to examine the automated training
development needs of a combat arms school, and in particular, the U.S. Army Armor
School. The Armor School, test site for the second ASAT installation, has an earned
reputation for being one of the best schools for organization, productivity, and training
development. The research findings may therefore apply well only to other well-
organized training development organizations. The current effort: (1) examines the
training analysis and development process at the Armor School, (2) identifies and
discusses the adequacy of automation procedures being used by the Armor School and
their perceived needs for improved automated tools, and (3) identifies areas in which
automated expert tools are potentially most beneficial in the ASAT system as the basis
for future ARI ISAT research.

Method

The method consisted of interviewing key training development personnel from
the U.S. Army Armor School (USAARMS) Directorate of Training Development
(DOTD). Much of the information came from the branch chiefs of the Analysis Branch
and Unit Training Branch of the DOTD Training Division. These branches have the
primary responsibilities for task analysis and MTP development, respectively. We also
interviewed personnel from the Futures Branch, Simulation, Automation, and Technolo-
gy Division, and ARI Fort Knox Field Unit personnel who have worked with DOTD
over the years. Altogether 12 individuals were interviewed, including civilians, officers,
and NCOs. The primary goal was to elicit the best ideas from each individual as to how
they thought automation could be used to improve the task analysis and training
development process. While we are confident that the vast majority of the information
presented is accurate, the information is fundamentally opinions.

Results

The results of the interviews have been summarized and are presented in topical
categories. The categories include: the Armor School training development process, task
analysis for new equipment, standard setting, and automated MTP procedures.

The Armor School Training Development Process The Armor School has
completed full task analyses for all of enlisted tasks and, as specified by SAT, these are
contained in task analyses work sheets (TAWS). The Armor School is in a flux as to
who is responsible for the collective analyses and the writing of the MTPs. In principal,
it should be the training departments, e.g., Command and Staff, in that they contain the
subject matter expertise. Most of the completed analyses have, however, been done
within DOTD. Perhaps the biggest problem in the USAARMS training development
process is getting the task analysis information to the training devetopers. Presently this
requires getting a paper copy of the task analysis onto the training developer's desk.
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Fortunately, this is one of the main problems ASAT seeks to remedy in that it would
provide an electronic copy of the file on the training developer's PC.

Historically, training developers have either not been aware that analyses are
completed or have believed that using them were more trouble than they were worth.
ASAT will remedy this situation to the extent that using the analysis makes the develo-
per's job easier. An alternative and/or complementary approach would be to hold the
developer responsible for showing that his MTP or other training follows the analysis.
An automated intelligent tool might identify where and how developed training signifi-
cantly differs from that prescribed by the analysis.

One of the goals of the Analysis Branch is to minimize unnecessary changes to
tasks, and in particular, the renaming of tasks at different skill levels. Last year there
were over 250 tasks changed. Their ability to reduce duplication has increased consider-
ably since the TAWS are now stored and organized in computerized databases.
Likewise, ASAT should support the reduction of task redundancy. To do so, the system
must be intelligent enough to recognize tasks that are fundamentally the same.

Tank Gunnery Task Analysis One of the challenges of Armor collective task
analysis is the integration of gunnery with command, control, and maneuver training and
standards. Historically, the training of tank gunnery has largely been separate from the
training of command, control, and maneuver tasks. There are MTP tasks that address
gunnery, but these tasks were not constructed with the level of specificity required in all
situations. Specifically, the MTP tasks involving gunnery do not sufficiently represent the
essence of combat gunnery, namely speed and accuracy. In the past it may have been
acceptable to separate gunnery from maneuver in training development, but with the
development of advanced weapon system technologies this approach may no longer be
appropriate. Fortunately, improved simulation capabilities will likely help integrate
gunnery and maneuver training.

Armor School Databases The foundation of the ASAT system design is a
database with tables which will contain individual and collective task analysis information
and the resultant task lists. The Armor School has been able on their own to comput-
erize some of the functions proposed in ASAT including several task analysis databases.
From these they produce some very useful products including a master task list which
specifies: task number, task title, MOS or specialty code, skill level, training status, the
department responsible, products from the task, and the need for common task manuals.
The information can be sorted in a number of ways to include functional category, e.g.,
tactics. Among other things the task dictionary and database is used for is to count
tasks. Prior to the database the analysts spent many hours counting tasks, e.g., how many
Scout tasks does the school teach. Updating and maintaining the databases are, however,
very time consuming tasks.

Task Analysis for New Equipment One of the areas in which intelligent ASAT
tools may be most useful is in the area of requirements for new systems. The Army has
recently, for example, completed testing of prototype MIA2 tanks. While the MIA2 task
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analysis was satisfactorily completed in time, the analysis might have been different.
Task analyses do not address the bigger picture as to how new equipment can best be
employed to achieve battlefield success. In the case of the MLA2, this would include use
of the Position Navigation (POSNAV) system, the Commander's Independent Thermal
Viewer (CITV), and the Intervehicular Information System (IVIS). Consider the tank
platoon task, "Conduct a deliberate attack." The task steps includes: maneuver the
platoon toward the objective; occupy the assault position; and assault the objective. As
the task steps are defined, the addition of POSNAV, CITV, and MS has little effect on
the successful performance of these steps. If, however, a forward-thinking task analysis
required the optimuin utilization of the advanced capabilities, the task would likely be
very different. For example, how did the platoon leader use the additional information
that was available as the result of the new equipment?

In the M1A2 case, the expert model would be structured on how commanders and
strategists who fully understand the potential of the technological enhancements would
use the new systems to fight. Currently with new systems the analysis question becomes,"
Which tasks change because we now have the CITV?" By contrast, the question might
also be, "Given that Armor and the Army now has this capability, how can we restructure
all that we do to fully exploit this new capability." Clearly, the latter question exceeds
the perspective of those personnel typically required to do task analysis. Instead there
might be an expert system built from the ideas of forward-thinking strategists who fully
understand the potential and complexities of technological enhancements.

MTP Development One of key individuals interviewed is the head of the Unit
Training Branch. For him, the most useful automation tool would be a template that
would walk the MTP developer through the MTP process. The template would contain
the major fields of the MTPs and have general information already included. The
dcveloper would largely just have to fill in the blanks. He also sees the need to link the
MTP development system to the analysis databases. If there was a direct link to the
collective analysis database, MTP development would largely require only a tweaking of
the analysis information to ensure that format was correct. One important point needs
to be underscored. The success of the ASAT system will depend on the degree to which
quality subject matter expertise is built into the analysis. If the analysis is strong, then
the training generated from the analysis will likewise be strong.

One of the likely major changes to the MTPs in the next five to ten years will be
a greater reliance on the specification of simulation use in the ARTEPs. The MTPs
being developed include an appendix which lists tasks that can be trained with simulation
along with a list of those simulators that are available to train particular tasks. In the
future, the MTP standards may include specified levels of performance on the simulators
themselves, e.g., the Close Combat Tactical Trainer (CC'T).

Task Crosswalks One persistent problem is that it is tempting for training
developers and MTP writers to crosswalk between tasks based only on task titles. The
MTPs contain instances where it is appears that tasks have crosswalked from too high a
level to the individual tasks, for example, to crosswalk from the platoon task to the
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individual task. That is not always an obvious relationship. The proper procedure
requires the platoon tasks to be crosswalked to both the platoon leader and platoon
sergeant tasks and then to the crew collective tasks. You would then crosswalk from the
crew collective task to the individual tasks. An automated system should include proce-
dures that would automatically cross-walk tasks and keep the cross-walks updated.

Shared Task Management The Army Training Support Center (ATSC) is by
doctrine the shared task manager whereby they track all shared tasks. A shared task is
such that one proponent is using another proponent's task. As shared task manager,
ATSC puts out a catalog of all officer and enlisted shared tasks. The current paper-
based system makes is awkward given the number and frequency of task changes. ASAT
should greatly facilitate the shared task manager function. The FD describes a system
which would be on-line to all of the schools. If one wanted to get a task summary or
look up a task, there would be a central TRADOC-wide database that would tell what is
available about a task, be it a task summary or a full TAWS. That could then be printed
out. Furthermore, if major changes were made to a task, each of the schools' users
would receive some notice that a change had been made. Communication between the
schools would not be a daily activity even if a direct link was in place. If there was a
common database between the proponent schools, it probably would be sufficient for
updated information to be sent up in batch files or a weekly basis. By contrast, infor-
mation posted in a local data base between DOTD, the training departments, and the
training developers should be updated on a regularly scheduled basis.

Standard Setting Regarding standard setting for individual tasks, some are done
in DOTD and some are done in the training departments. A reasonable concern with
having the training department personnel do the work is that the same individual is
responsible for being the SME, instructor, doctrine writer, as well as for doing the task
analysis. When the instructor/SME sits down to do the task analysis, it is generally
difficult for the SME to analyze the task in a way other than the way he teaches it. The
task analysis therefore tends to look like an old lesson plan that he has been using. This
is sometimes called "Reverse SAT." The SME is going back and putting on paper as
task analysis that which he is already teaching.

Armor School analysts prefer write process standards for command, control, and
maneuver tasks. The rationale is that is hard to come up with tactical product standards
in that the tasks can be performed under a variety of METI-T conditions. By contrast,
the process standards identify which steps are critical to the completion of the task.
Once a unit is in the field for training and evaluation, it should be possible for the unit
to develop its own product standards. From the school's point of view, the MTPs are de-
signed to be guidelines for the battalion commander. With the MTP, he gets process
standards. It is the prerogative and the responsibility of the battalion commander to add
product standards based on the METT-T conditions set in the exercise. Currently the
Analysis Branch does not think that it can or should include product standards by
assuming what the METT-T will be.
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There has been some discussion lately about developing standard training
exercises, e.g., on SIMNET, which have "Frozen MEIT-T." In this case it would be
possible to develop more product standards for command, control and maneuver tasks in
that the MENT-T conditions would be nearly identical for all units training with the
exercise. A similar approach is currently being tried out as part of the revamping of
Army Reserve and National Guard training under the rubric of Bold ShifL In this case,
small units train on a series of well-defined situational training exercises, which are
referred to as "Lanes," until they meet some standard.

Automated MTP Development Currently the MTP provides general guidelines
and STXs that must be tailored by the units to include the specifics of their mission
essential task list (METL). The MTP standards, likewise, are general in that they cannot
anticipate METT-T changes which are made to reflect the unit's METL. As the unit
tailors the MTP STXs, the standards should also be tailored to provide a rigorous
assessment of performance in the tailored situation.

A future ASAT automated tool might "understand" how the basic STXs are
modified and automatically modify the performance standards to reflect the conditions in
the tailored STX. This tool would allow the trainer to sit down at his computer and
quickly generate an STX and standards based on a particular wartime mission, or
specific contingencies in particular areas of operation (AO), e.g., South West Asia or
Panama. Based on the unit METL, the mission, and AO, the automated expert tool
could generate the conditions, tasks, and standards to which the must train.

Conversion to a New System When any new system is introduced, there is always
a problem of converting information from the old system. The Analysis Branch is con-
cerned about this problem, but based on their experience said that they would populate
the new database themselves. When they previously converted to their database using an
interim system called TaskMaster, the best they could get was 90% conversion. They
thought that even if the conversion was 95% complete that finding the 5% error would
be more trouble than re-typing the information. Even though most of the information
was converted accurately, it took considerable time to find the remaining errors. When
DOTD used TaskMaster to develop the second soldier's manual, they basically skipped
the automated conversion process. Instead they just block copied the old files into the
template which took a temporary employee only about a week to complete. ASAT is
considering the development of a process that will convert everything into the new pro-
gram. This conversion requirement may be unnecessary and prohibitively expensive.
The key would be to give the schools enough time to gradually enter their old data.

In.Closing While it is obvious from our recent success is South West Asia that we
have a well trained force, it is also true that there are still some significant areas for
improvement in the TRADOC training development process. It is interesting to consider
the potential applications of automated expert tools, but there is far more basic automa-
tion work that needs to be completed first. Automating the SAT process at the training
developer level is a first step. In the end, ASAT should lead to a marked improvement
in the Army training development process and to the overall readiness of the Army.
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J~hrA & Sleeper, 1986). Adverse mo~difications to the M19 military
effects of the VPP gear on combat binoculars and to the Stinger sight
tasks are not uniform, b•zt depend n an increasin the PUV of these
the nature of the task to be devic %ban they are used in
perfCo=A. cubintio with the ch•micl

One -+aP task affected by the

MVPP gear is the eNja nt method
perf-oaari of Stinger terns. A
significant perf-o dm•=emnt ws he fl V was w detemixe for each
seen for both the team chief and the of six experi:1al xditions: (1)
guner when they ,,xjed wAxce Stinger sight, (2) M40 &Amical
aircraft in an engagement simlatlm protective mask and Stinger sight,
facility (Jduumi & Silver, 1992; in (3) M40 cheical protective mask and
press). 'The hmical protective mask odified Stinger sight, (4) M19
is the om•nnnt of the M(P gear binoculars alone, (5) M40 ceical
which has been identified as the pro teive mask and M19 binoculars,
primary scurm of the pez--ryo:-e and (6) M40 chemical protective msk
decrement seen with the Stinger and xodified M19 binoculars.
teams. t reduced field of view
(MV)f cwused by the cheical mask atgmt
when it is used in combination with
the binoculars and the Stinger sight Twelve Stinger soldiers (16S
is believed to be the reason for the Military occupational Specialty
izzPaired pefri~. substantial CMS]) partcipated in this research.
suPOrt for this hypthesis is found Ages of the participants ranged frun
in the research of Bensel et al. 19 to 39 years, with the mean age
(1987), Harrah (1985), and Kckrick beirM 27.25 years.
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POV of the sight when it was used
with the dcdal proetive mask.

Th apparatus for OVV
MUM ,I consisted of a white, Both pairs of binoculars and
fr'eestanding, 8 feet (horizonztal both Stinger sight assemli were~
plans) by 6 feet 3 inhes (vertical antvceially a as reqaired by
plmne) board upon which 6 feet long ,exprital conditions via wixq-nut
by 3 3/4 L-xte wide stripe of white and uscrw to a tripod mouted on a
paer xre centered in the vertical s•ctio of plyod board. Te
ad horizontal plane, fmzing a tripod ,ms adjustable in the
coss. A -11 white Light (less horizontal and vertical planes.
than 1/4 inch diameter) was munted
at the center of the cross, providin
a fixation point for the

patiipnt. he strips of whits After giving informe conent,
.- aper which formed the four arma of e participant received a period of
the crss were each marked in 1/2 indtmx• n and C '. prin.
inch irements from the center of awere assignwd to no msk
the board to the end of each arm (3 or mask coditim inn couterbalanced
feet each in length or 72 1/2 inch order. Within the no mask and mask
incrments). A black pointer could crditions, use of the binoclars
be mved along each of the four arms (with and witl1u -xdifications) and
to and fram the center of the Stiner sight (with and without
apparatus via a system of pulleys modi ficatics) ocrred in rardomized
mouted on the rear of the apparatus. order. 7h order of direction of
Four flood lights were directed at trials (top, bottom, left, right) was
the stimulus to provide a constant rardomized within 6 FM conditions:
source of illumination in the (1) no mask and binoculars, (2) no
otherwise darkened rom. mask and Stiner sight, (3) mask and

blzxxularu, (4) mask and Stinger
T-o M19 standard military issue sight, (5) mask and modified

7 x 50 binculars wrex used; one with binoculars, and (6) mask and modified
modifications and one without. one Stinger sight.
pair of binolars was modified by
replacing each of the eyepieces with Twelve trials were conducted in
a device used by uwxerwater each of the 6 FOV conditions. There
phtogEraphers to over the reduced were six vertical R•V trials and six
F•V which results from the horizontal FMV trials (three in each
ccnbination of the diving mask and direction-top to center, bottom to
the camera's underwater housing. The center, left to center, and right to
purpose of the modification was to center).
restore the maximum amount of the FOV
of the binoculars when they are used Participants were seated on an
with the chemical pro-ttive mask. adjustable chair which was placed on

the plyweod platform holding the
Two Stinger sight assemblies tripod. Each participant ware a

were used; one with mcdifications and black eyepatch over the left eye
one without. The sight of one during Stinger sight trials only.
assembly was modified by increasing
the size of the eyepiece Er - 1/8 Prior to a sequence of trials in
inch in diameter to 5/8 inch. 7he each FOV condition, participants were
purpose of the modification was to instructed to center the binoculars
restore as much as possible of the and the Stinger sight assembly on the

white fixation light in the middle of
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the stilbn. Prticjp Wr bnolar we ed i with the msWk
c lat d nt to shift timr gaze in au abzt 70 pezret of t Stirr
any directian, b•t to rmLsn fiated sight PM wM mnd with the Musk.
an the wite ligbt thro4xzt each
seqmm of trials. They w•re told MM gql hypothee wers
that a black pointer wuld be aw:d fuilly cif-iz the ECV for the mruk
inamrd tam.d the fimstin Light in crdititm wer u ificently Il
the center of the st.lmlus frm onm than thmose f tibm other t-
of the fa direim and that theay canititau.
shold say "stW as scan as they
detected the pointer vith tiwmir if rlzd a rueced Pow is the
peripheral vision. Tlheywere tn to cMUM of the prfoIIrP dcrement
nrm tme direction from which the s with thm stinxj. temm ding
pointer aj~eared (top, botta,, left, the ,~ i g e then
right). A data cllector recorde r itrationof a sbstantial portion
the position at whichi theprtc~ of that PM shalld reslt in iqrvws1
detected the pointer. r set of peirfamre.
practice trials was ablzdstared
before each of tim six EM
conditicon. A set of practime trials
caristed. of moving a pointer from
the extrity of an arm toward the

enter of the stimulus in each of the
four directions until the
participnts detected the pointer and
said "stcp."

¶Teting ccurre over a period
of 3 days, with fcur participants
being tested each day. Priiat
were seated 20 feet fjr ti stimulus
for all binocular testing and 1 feet
f= the stimulus for Stinger sight
testing. 7he platform with the
tripod ad chair was moved into
position as required by 1
conditiat. The H40 protective mask
was used by all .

l~sults and Disassion

Hypotheses establised a priori
stated that the FOV measur•d when no
mask was n a en the mask was
used with the modified binoculars and
Stinger sight would be significantly
greater than those measured when the
mask was used with the unmodified
binoculars and Stinger sight. Mie
results of the within-subjects
planned C arisczu (Yappel, 1973)
performed :: the FOV means are listed
in Table 1. Modification restored
about 90 percent of the FRV to the
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Table 1

Pin•ud COMda of Ue Fields of View

Nemw (u g-) Rnemits

Yadill Field of Vi

No Mauk Mask

6.40 1.89 Z(1,11) - 1356 *

1.89 5.39 Z(1,Z1) - 2458

-t g sight
No Mask Mask

13.50 6.37 Z(1,11) - 204.48 *

Mask IasIod

6.37 9.25 Y(1,l.1) - 138.25 *

mziontal Field of Vim,

No Mask Mask

6.72 2.20 E(1,fl) - 422.69 *

Mask Ma--V~d

2.20 5.81 (1,l11) " 340.13 *

tumger sight

No Mask Mask

15.67 6.78 Z(1,31) - 389.48 *

Mask Vaakbf

6.78 10.76 1(1,.) ' 93.49 *
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he ct of Hilitary Clothing n

~kzmSteven P.~w Paquett

U.S. AnW a sck aeh,
-1 g -1- nti Enginerin Center

Natidc, M~

7his rq• ts the reults of a pilot study initiated to aes ex.sting gas in
kwledge abort the c1ckl bcriy size and the nude and clothe jont livits of U.S. Aray
soldiers. 7te invstiatio as eprUrily deigned to evaluate the -i itty of
available nevat sa and n amxuE devices for lectiM a ate and repeatable clothed
a.trc and rag of noti data. tia f.%wi acr ialisheu I• 20r 0rducting sucl
o0icnriau amx. data aogps.tim stx& -eies th tht ultit-te goal of
identifying an c•te• l ni•na •1odly far d rrtj se data in largr iale clrothe
uliltary Oz~ys

7hea U.S. Amy' currently has extensive inf~ntion on the nude boly sime of its active
dx~y pe~rsone as a result of a imiar 11-1p~mti survy cxzplatei in 1988 (Gocrdo et
al., 1989). Data fran this survey include ove 200 dimnsini ma s uzrednF ýi Umd~tely
9000 individuals. Haevr no cmzrale database exists that a11ke chmm in bodry
size and ramp~ of ioiai as personal pratec±1w clothing and emizupte item ame w=.

m dta are n dso e that ute deign infaetin abcut the ovral1 size, reah,
and cleamra.nr g ts of clte cperatis cn be integrated into n=itary
csutataau. tkfcrtnately, referernc doazent such as Mn-S1 1472D (1989), Hmman

riM Dig Criteria far Military System; and M1L-IK-759B (1992), aimn Fators
A gim xg Design for Anza' 1Mtarie1, provide~ lImited infbarutim to designers of

litary hmar•e abot the clohe (ftctica1) body sLi and nddlity of sodiers.

Mmtarials and Metho

A mzat, search ad literature review were first caxcted in oIr to idnify
previously aPIIa method and existing meaaxutwet devices that had potenial to yield
acrata and reliable clote a .-Ft.,Y c ard rma of ii•tio data. PAed on the
findigir;, o , 1.,e.e selte•t for acaixIr clothed anthLU,:etri- data:
traditional aithztmetry, and e1ectramechiil digitization using the FAR) Mezcn
7hree devices were drn far quanLting rnude and clothe joint ranges of mncu.

s includ the eus 3M*CE ISUMK digitizer, the Mmtri Peny a Gid 1
EItrciawter and the Lafayette Plurinter-V irrlimmter.

The anthO.up -L•'.r and range of motion cqxneits of this study were rkited
seaately since each rquired a cipletely different set of meaaimies and

1r, mes. FPr eah part of the study, a separate grup of six subjets (3 mles and
3 females) participated. A wide ran of bdy size variabil-ity nas sought to deteraine
%h.ther the aethods chceen far evaluaticn wculd perfaun equally well an irdividuals at
both erzls of the arthrrýetzi distrib-icn. Ma.le and FRmle sbjects re nmacd
separately far both height and weight far the 5th, 50th, and 95th pezuentile values based
an U.S. Airy n data (GCdn et al., 1989). Additicnal rmtching criteria
ue also employed bete the two test subject g'F in order to nexinize the

pr-bility of the data in tenm of individual b:iy prcpntias.
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CIWhirg Cmcrit~icna

identical clcdunii and eu±Ipiwit items wee used in boh parts of the study. 'fluy
consisted of an eight layer U.S. An7W cabt vehicle cz-wni (CC) ensemble and a six
layer U.S. Aviatirrn enserble that include cold wetl'r, b~allistic, and did~rAl
protective clothing. ¶le speif ic clothing iteins associated with ea. layer of the
ensebles are preseted iii Table 1. Since the Amy dos rio have females asaige to

uttvehicles, only males were tested in the CW condition. Both clcthirq ensembles
were dIrew to L~esxe'i wost case situations, (i.e., muiltiple layers of buflky cloting~)
in air to aibnit me&siurenart techniqmue to rigormus test coditionis.

kzth~,uin Massumet Pxocirs

Subjects participating in the phtr~iti ase of t.1is stidy wme mramire far
ove one zxbe daxrerisioz in boh clothing &envbes using raziwtival anthzrj.trlic

technique and the FAR II. el dimnmsion ~s were for thixi utility in
iiidcswes dmiti and alputer nxkLixq of c1otlxd hzmn fiigirs. Maasuring esupiprlt
use in cmysticnal antLAI It ir=11ied slidngz and -spraing calipers,
anthrr pt -W a heaboad, and a steel tape. Thee items w'as used in aoi128c with
sanchri for collectingx~ Cat's I&L p riet& data, hcweer, it we- necssry to
gwerate a Lmiqps set of nseuawae~t, definitians for nur dizmensu= since rids
amgzemewt terzdrolcg van not dix-etly apIi --- le to thm c]lote body.

It Mexac e also use to nwoue clothed body dimnsions. The Metxwn is
eamonial~ly a cxlqwterized 3-0 digitize davelcpad as a skeleatal diagnstic toolI. '12m
system consists of a six- erae-of-f zed= am whtich is unurimt so that the tip of a
tcuh probe makeJs contact with a given Iandmmrk. it*m aim qqmmbi is Unlsd to a

m6ctmpzte wichjd autataticaly rsthe 3-D coodinate at the tip of thm prob.
Point-to-point distance~s %mem using the htzx , given thm dilf iculty
in accrately tracing the probe arcurzi the cimznference of a given body segmx±. it ww
not umsed mi this study to mesue cm tzialdimenions.

Skletal Lxdmrirk le thm clothing we~re ids*-tiedz by' using the heu*Tts of mids
Klandmar reference points an thm bo~dy to appxxmste tinir locatin. 'fm height for a
measxata ~es atablished as the distance fran the standing surface to a speifi~
]andma&. 7e imipit used to lmiard the depth, brawthu, and cix-ziF ; K in er
thini systinicly transferred to outer clothing layers uaingq dalk. Iq:ths and

brxth ee measured without compresairx the cl~othing and I I at the point of
contact with the calipers. Circumiferenceis wre mesure using a sping tension scal
attached to a steelmsi rmiri tape to maintain consistent caxzrezicrl. Eui~ty parms of
tensioni as used as thm starxbd for rct clothed measurents sinc this valuen
apprxamsrtes that used in mrt is nud saszerents that seif y no visible tissue
carprsicn. Dnrmian m of the hips and shouldes %ere mnguamd in a miore fully
- mýprr s1:cI state (200 gm of tensic for ighrt clothing layers and 600 gm of tension fcr
heavy clodiixg layers).

Table 1. A Desrijpicai of Cloth=n Er.-ables used In the Studyv.

Lavmr Carbat Vehicle Aviation
0. tkxL- e ?asuxents ftXie- 1sasuraenwts
1. Long Johns, Socks T--shirt, Briefs, Socks;
2. QiLilted Liner (Coat & Tra-ser) Qualted Liner (Coat & Trtuiserl
3. BaUlstic Vest Cam-rall, Bots, Reehrt & Gloves
4. Covjerall, Bots, felrret & Giloves Cold weather Ov'eralls
5. Cold ý*tknr ov'erall-, Cold weather Jacket
6. Cold Wether Jacket Survval-Recv--ry Vest wI Irnsert
7. SJ-"2 1/P Sanr-ival Vest
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Initial and repeat neasurmtnts of all dunwisians were muue in order to ass
measure t reiability. These m easuremts were first mae using c eional
atr~etry and then the MtrU during the same measuremnt session. Subjets were
measured for all diuresicris while rnde ard then remeasure far each dimenion as layers
of clothing wre - to the by until all layers wre . Sate clothing layers
were defined as a single garmnt, and only those diiiesions impacted by it were
remeasured for eah laer.

IRane of k±&ui Mmsurent Procedres

As previously noted, three devices wre chosen for quntifying nude and clothed joint
rangs of motion. The first of ttese was the IoJemus 3SPA ISMIPX. he ISMPX is an
electrulf tic device that pmroides positicn and orientation, (i.e., six degrees of
fre dI-, of a moving sesor relative to a fi s e). Using low fresquency gnetic
fil, the systmn rrcds the three tranlatioarl (x,y, and z) and the three rotatiaial
(azimith, elevation, and roll) orordinates of a body upon which the s ersc is attace.
Sial• hich uniquely define the position and orientatim of the sensor are dirscly
output in a 11 Lx . A major advantage of the ISfLMRM for the appl,--tiin at hand
is that the senso, which are attace diretly to a subject's skin, need not be rsre
as additioal clothing is add.

7he MMuetri Penny and el,-rrnr1 (elgin) utilize flexble strain
trans du crs to r-r measuremets of angular displmet. Data are trot'ted

to a maizuzaiputer and up to four planar actions can be r~rd sirultanseuly. A
single axis s ms r is used for ane dagree of freedn joints, twin axis s are used
fr joints with two Jr of freedo, and triple axis sensr pmerits measurent of
laqgitudinal rotationa. 2ie triple axis senor %es not yet available for use in this
stbxy. Dita fr,•m neaurmt trials using the elgi are r, raually fa the IM
dislay. As with the ISOMAK, theelge n sess are apli dirtecly to the skin thus
facilitating a single outfitting per • nes t session.

e Lafayette Plurireter-V is essentially an inclioimeter that measures the angle
that a body seqnm-t fonms with the vertical as movmt occurs. P eter is a
liquid pendulizn inliareter with a dial mounted an a base. Measurents are ne with
this device by placing it externaly over clothed body segmens aid rnmually reccdirM
the angle at the deire point in the motion.

Subjects pticipating in this phase of the analysis wre mrasured fcr forty-ti
joint-spcific planar mortions. In addition, adducion and ablxtian limits for every 15
cdre of flexion were measure at the shoulder and hip joints. A total of four trials
for each masuremt ere codrted. Subjects were initially measure for all motions
hiile rude and then each dmirasicn uas remeasured as clthing layers wre ad. Initial

sbject position ues defined as the standard anatorical stand.LM position with the
shuldr rotated slightly so that the thumb pointed forward. All joint novemits were
defined in terns of the anatanical plane it which they czrusid. The majority of naticns
were defined so that only the segment being rzrded moved ding the measurert. In
situations where subjects pere not able to stabilize themselv cduring exa=xticn of a
=ticin, a portable support stand ;,s used to maintain balaere, but not as a waugt
bearing device to ixras the rang of mrticn. External markers sxh as eye levl

tfor visual fixation and fot prints were use to stardardize subjct positiran.hmtý careful pre-test planing, a strategy vas devise to ad easure

subjects for all moticns with all three devices sirltanecusly. Trzeforme, the re te
values for each mnasureaent are directly caparable. Upper and 1,er body nesuremmts
uere rode on separate days since the extensive battery of iesurarnts. could not be
ccrpleted in a single measuring session.
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ImAV I. A UJRWUMi~ Qt UIR Mon L1m tog a" Ab.ou.ta mutw Id" 3. A O~~=0 do MM WýO alJ Mb* I~
1taJtau1LU f~tftPL~zY ard Uw Pwtzuxm (=I h816cu OLOia3 VaaJONAL -~ di h "UO (" 962MWOWO
trin Laye Ua Ard L.yw Six of tim Ani.1Aw *wmbWam- ptmmr. ftm Low I-w i =~ Low Ax C9 U& J AdMUM EMM -P

Pqit-l bhWC 3 3 0 3 2 1 ftIAM o 4U 416 .4 381 396 -13
Saztaa; "igm 1 2 -1 2 3 -1 sLit"~ MA o U 95A 9M6 3
Stat. 3 2 1 2 3 -1 Itlýr 70130 2 1774 1749 6

.~m &no" 4 S -4 4 7 -3 vi2daui bum 4M 455 3 311 S51 -4
14 aNK 1 2 -1 3 3 2 ftNO 6?M" 92 4S 2.3 1is .4

RdMsfh 1 2 -1 1 S -4 Ro eot 131 154 -3 231 239 -1
NLUIhio neth 2 3 -1 4 4 -2 N~ 144l 1"4u -1 22 221 3

CA wh1 4 -3 3 3 0 OWDph116 121 45 192 201 -9
01aaph2. 7 -5 2 9 -7 243OR"M 26 -1U I9 361 -2
Mc ~h2 7 -5 4 9 46 13Dpt 110 -2 116 1M 10

MWiat Eh 1 2 -1 3 4 -1 "ratw 41 42 -L a 46 2

hktexplzc Armlyzis

149zMM~ t. Zulaliajty, - emdiud by Cazpring the Iitdial and repet value far
eac nsuret dct ý by using each wathd. 7la a beWa differerce (?WD)
bebme the two nes ur it. trial um czpztsd for all .tjswts fcr eac layer of ec
wu~asa . 'flu replicazun are clce for both zmgd ~ (mw 'hle 2), hgmw tditkiaul

V "h="%u.iy cnistently btaa~ e~tter til then the Metrac for umot
gmhkitzri c dnui. 'flu7h third caxlzn in TAWe 2 I~Mwts the diffemmz bebaw

ths MbD veIms of eacht~mqm A negative value I I± thus maeurarts -Otmv
traitiCMl j-jru;-iW-y I t~~ds= m ~rewstabi Iity the the MM OL The
effects of Mdltipls cl&hiing layers ax nvwmzrnzut ztiLyare alsoda nstrated in
Thbl 2 as a c izz:Uai of the Layer 0 and layer 6 deltas mmwl. In genral, the
ýý ww better at nmmm=rug hights andi lawfi tant dq*Iu and braths, sumn
t.u 1111 OINmwos aremads betwe Wall, defimned landiud.s and placeawi of the pzrcb tap
ax deths and breathns ISsbject to great~er variability. It is also nrteamthy tiat
Buy, dimansicr of the ans and legs tend to shWi jz prtianlY graer variatunr then
large dimmsisi of the cist and hips. 'liis is prwenrily attrnbu~sd to differarz in
the fit of clothing ax the bodly.

Aditicn1 al~ 3sn were alsmade beb in tradit~al aibr~pmetry and the
tzxnby aexwdning differences bebee the actual esu~ermsu± value. mee values

wee OM2P.3ts far all mes~reiwxts for each layerw of each eaweble, and then a delta wo
calculated bY subtracting the ýIetrs~ measn fran the traditicnally mreasured msen. Tabl~e
3 presents the re.xJ.ts of a carparisax far selectedi neasiutwmes. A pseitive value
indicates that traditicnal -nhrir-z values are large than tlxe of the Mtzý
'fraditikial meiasurament teme to prcduce height. value that wee laxrq, and depths and
breaths that ',x-xe sinaler than, the mtrecc.

Range of ft~t~ir Analysis

As with the a&1rthzxer~zc phase of this study, analysis of the range of moticx data
focsed primrarily ax dete~rdning the nos reliable and a~urate data colletiai mrethod.
Init~ially, reLiabli-ty estimates were genrated for each meaisuremet tecwqt by
carlting an avexage deviaticri for each dimn~sicn. The average deviatirn rreasures
acmsisterry mairug the trials and reflects the repetability of a given techu.iqThe
average dEaviatimr is canputai by fi~rst calculatin3 the average ove all four rreasaisnm-rt
trials, then finrdim the absolute differenc between this averag and each trial, and
finally c3pTxting the average of these differsen~s. As Table 4 illustrates, the overall1
results irdicate good repeatability warrg the trials for all techniques writh
electricgzlauaetry c.emmstrating slightly rrore ccnsista-y than either the ISDIM or
plurirreter. 71b - -Lon of clothing laýrm did not appear to effect the repeatabi~ity
of either tszhnique.
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Table 4. Averaqe and Averag Deviatimn of Fou.r 7tials Fbr Selected Joint
Mticas In Laer Six of the QC %2sMble (Lxres* : 95th Percentile Male

AN-ere Devation
Joint
Moticn Isotrak Plurim. Elgan Isatrak Plurim. Elcon

Neck Flexion 55 53 50 3.0 0.8 1.6
Elbow Flexicn 113 116 112 2.5 4.0 2.4
Wrist Flexdan 47 49 50 2.6 3.5 2.8
Hip Fladon 85 85 50 3.3 4.8 2.5
Kne Flexian 105 102 104 2.0 1.9 1.8
Pn, Pilan-Fle. 33 31 22 1.3 1.5 1.3

Tabble 5. Differere and Absolute Difference Betwee Tem iq= for Selected Joint
Mbticrs in layer Three of the Aviaticn s erble (D9res): 5th PeolatiLe Female

Diff~~n•AbsoluteDif
Joint
MtoI-P I-E P-E I-P I-E P-E

Neck Flexim -1.0 -11.8 -10.8 1.0 11.8 10.8
Nbc lat. left -0.3 16.5 16.8 1.3 16.5 16.8
Elr Flexion -2.5 37.3 39.8 3.0 37.3 39.8
Wist ETtemian -4.8 21.8 26.5 4.8 21.8 26.5
Wrist Flexim -3.3 9.0 12.3 3.3 9.0 12.3
Hip Fl1.im 1.5 28.5 27.0 1.5 28.5 27.0
Hip Ahiai 0.0 26.5 26.5 1.0 26.5 26.5
J Flexi -2.3 -2.0 -0.3 2.3 3.0 2.3
Ark Plgn-mflc. 3.5 1.3 -2.3 3.5 3.3 2.8

Fr~ther cxiariscns uee m~ade by' exmidning differeme aiq the thr-se maseazureamt
tedrmai. This uss drae by amtructing paIr-wi-e ca~nriarB betwe teciqa vhich
yielde three sets of a erisans for eac: ISM .-P.reter, ISIMI -E-,an, and
Elgn-Purineter. Foreah carLsi, the differm ard absolute differ1- re
ca••ulated. 1Ihe absolute differenc far each pair s derived by taking the [absolute]
differene btm the ne s t value for each trial and then averaguq these
abslute differ across all nesurutt. In geral, the data d ate-mt stz
arestat betwee the OIFMA and the plurineter, prtiaLarly at Layer 0, with the Elmgc
conistently different frn either tectuii. Tee dif Fm - are pmiuarily attzibute
to problems with the Elgqn related to extai sensitivity to placement of the semar as
well as the teeriyry for the fragle sensors to break and repct e rrx~ values. 'abble
5 presents differeo and absolute differecs for a re'zesentative set of joint notions
in layer three of the aviation enseTble.

Discussim and Canclusicn

Based cn the reilts of the masurwmit xztpariscns between cavitical
cpretry and the Mtren, it is apparet that the fcnTer arah is best suited

for collection of clothed tic data. Traditicral a on the whole
gnerated more cisistent and repeatable data using neasuring tcols that %re prcven to
be moe easily adapted to the clothed body than the Mtre=n. Difficu1ties with the
Mtrei ware primarily related to positimmg and pla1met of the prdce tip cn the
clothed body surface so that measurements wre recorded along a single plane. Subjet
mAmment betwee the tine the n asurement Gtkpints are located and digitized also
cntributes to this prcblem. The relatively poor perface of the Petrecn in
reLatimtng depth and breadth masuremnts xeplifies this point.

It should be noted that the Yetrecca holds certain advantages over traditicnal
rrethcds in that the ammnt of tine rquixrd to carplete the arthmpanetzic irasurami t is
less ar! the resultirjg values are transnitted diretly to a cxirpter. While the %tt•xen
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has demonstrated utility for aacurately reo~rding dotrlu- mtric dilmulionu, it is
concludedI that traditioala antr~Tti tedmig ciztbird with slix4±ly moi fi ade
definitions to acccaxiate the clothed body, are best suited for quiantifying change in
bodty size of clothed individuials.

Itoe1~ztn~ee pxr~dxie ammistaiit results fr most range of m±.iam
meas~ureets, hmevwr its values w~ere s~tiai differut than those of either the
I3SflA or the plurimeter. Th ES~T1RW has rovber used to measure Joinlt mouim (ruxis
r clothed) [rior to thiis stucly, wti1.e the pblzr~imter balcn to a class of instzirumets

that cautitute the aocepti standiard in range of nmltic amlysiss. Sums~ the I3YflMA
coprdso well to this standar~d and sirce the elgon cxzFz-z I so poorly, it is arge

that tin ISMWPJ is superior to the elgon in te~iu of accurtely Tssui nude and
clothed joint ranges of motion. Moreoer, frmi a patica stard*pon, the elgzn proved
to be excsively fragile and routinely EzUU to failure whnutsed unde thesm test

7he cirege wri~t bebti the MISRK and pburinter reywled in this stzxi
sugget that both dawvices proide reasonably accurate ad repatable results ol',,
irditical tet canditicns. in adition, baased n =itemi suoh as tin pr:.tilcl
apW ication and use of esc dwAice, m~ irajo limitations for either technique wer
uncovered in this st~iry. However, tkoe exist a 1 1 ýe of factors that stz~rgly indicate
the MAK is preferubie to the phndnetr for use in clothed studim. Fu-st, sum~e the
1SJ]W igptw-- axe anli: J dcly arc to a sub~ject 19bdy, tin mortonm. are 1-,r 1 frui
premisely the swe loction fr eac clothing Lvffr. B t placement car be assued
with the plurinuter and this I bý : eym m~re difficuzlt to control an aditicnal
clcthir laymers amrle . -qemdly, the MMPA prrzs risal-taw data recciuy
directly to a caputer~ wichi elianazte the possibility of data recoding and
-F w-iptn erzos. Theu LVIPMK is also more versatile than the plurimet in tint it

can r 11 infoa~tion abort thein auir trajectory of a n=ticru, and it can be tused to
mnuitor the status of adjacen segmets as nmmet axu. Othe advartage ove the
plurimeter~ include a significanitly shorter~ test period and tin road for fewe temchnuan
to co~Uect data. 7!hus, tin plixineter dwhav emonstzastetd utility as a potable,
lowcosct device for colietirq accrate clote range of motion data. ?Nevrthalemt, the

TJWis by far the bet tachniui examine for nmn ing nude and clothed range of
Joint votiai. Based an the aboe fu~xbng, conenional anth etr and tin PoUheas

S I~nK will be utilized in futue data colletion efforts aime at urirstardin
the furctional dwane in boy size and morbility that person~al pro ec±ive clcohirq and
eqipmet irrpart cn soldiers.
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PROBLEMS IN USING SURVEY DATA TO GENERATE PSYCHIATRIC DIAGNOSES
Captain Mark A. Vaitkus and Colonel James A. Martin

U.S. Army Medical Research Unit-Europe

The field of psychiatric epidemiology has grown to hold
considerable importance for military researchers. Largely as a
result of studies designed to estimate levels of post-traumatic
stress disorder among veterans of the Vietnam War (e.g., Kulka,
et al., 1990), policymakers have come to at least partially
depend on such epidemiological data to help assess mental health
care needs and project resource allocations.

One of the methods used to measure psychiatric
symptomatology in epidemiological samples is the self-report
symptom checklist. In particular, we are speaking about symptom
checklists that are filled out as part of completing a more
general survey questionnaire and do not involve the presence of a
clinician or trained interviewer. While some take care to
distinguish "symptomatology" from "diagnosis" with respect to
such instruments, there is a tendency to establish "cut-off
scores" that dichotomize respondents into "psychiatric case"
versus "psychiatric noncase." This procedure implies that those
in the "psychiatric case" category would be diagnosed as having a
psychiatric problem were they to undergo a clinical examination.

There are numerous pitfalls in using self-administered
surveys to determine psychiatric caseness, several of which we
outline below. From a purely logical standpoint, the basic
problem can be described in terms of measurement error associated
with each of the elements shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. PSYCHIATRIC PSYCHIATRIC

SYMPTOM DETERMINATION
SURVEY OF

CHECKLIST CASENESS

TRUE MENTAL HEALTH OF SAMPLE

I TRUE MENTAL HEALTH OF POPULATION
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The PSYCHIATRIC DETERMINATION OF CASENESS (PDC) is the
result of a complex social interaction between clinician and
interviewee that has its own source of error, as witnessed by the
fact that clinicians may disagree on whether a "psychiatric case'
label is appropriate for a given individual following independent
interviews. A PSYCHIATRIC SYMPTOM SURVEY CHECKLIST has a source
of error as well in terms of measuring an individual's true
mental health condition. However, when the CHECKLIST becomes a
tool used only to approximate the PDC, a third source of error is
introduced, which may be described as the CHECKLIST's lack of
sensitivity and/or specificity vis-a-vis the PDC. The TRUE
MENTAL HEALTH OF A GIVEN SAMPLE is not directly addressed in such
"validations," and estimates of the TRUE MENTAL HEALTH OF THE
POPULATION are even more remote.

The fact that any proposed cut-off score is to some extent
arbitrary is illustrated in Figure 2. The data come from a
survey of Operation Desert Storm veterans conducted in June 1991
that utilized the Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI), a standard
psychiatric listing of symptoms which is a shortened form of the
SCL-90-R (Derogatis & Spencer, 1982). For each of 53 symptoms,
respondents were asked whether they had experienced none, a
little bit, moderate, quite a bit, or extreme discomfort
resulting from it over the past week. These response categories
were then coded from 0 to 4 respectively, and the mean response

FIGURE 2. BSI GENERAL SEVERITY INDEX
RAW FREQUENCY HISTOGRAM
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value computed. A mean value of .58 across all 53 symptoms
indicates "caseness" on the General Severity Index of the BSI,
according to the instrument's documentation. That the General
Severity Index is measuring at least a somewhat continuous rather
than dichotomous phenomenon is clear from Figure 2, as is the
observation that the interval containing the cut-off score (.55)
possesses no special power in splitting the distribution into two
meaningful parts.

Table 1 presents data that demonstrate two additional prob-
lems with estimating caseness from survey data, especially for
military samples. The first relates to whether adult civilian
norms for caseness are appropriate for military populations,
especially since such norms routinely turn up much higher levels
of caseness than found in nonpatient civilian samples. Table 1
shows that estimates of caseness drop precipitously when adoles-
cent norms are used, and in fact this may be because the average
age of the Desert Storm veteran sample (24) more closely resem-
bles that of the adolescent group. This table also suggests that
unless subjects are tracked longitudinally for more than a few
weeks or months, exaggerated caseness estimates may result that
are more the effect of a transitory environmental state than a
chronic condition.

TABLE 1.

ESTIMATIONS OF CASENESS VARYING BY

NORM USED AND TIME OF SURVEY

CASE ESTIMATE CASE ESTIMATE
BSI SCALE/SUBSCALE ADULT NORM ADOLESCENT NORM

Depression Subscale 45% 10%
(FEB '91-Pre ODS)

Depression Subscale 29% 7%
(JUN '91-Post ODS)

General Severity Index 27% 5%
(JUN '91-Post ODS)f MATCHED SUBJECTS PRE AND POST ODS (N=846)
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From a clinical point of view, one of the disturbing
qualities of symptom scale scores is how possibly critical
information is lost during score computation. Three hypothetical
cases are offered in Table 2 to show how rather different BSI
symptom patterns that involve more versus less serious symptom
reporting would in fact be given exantly the same mean severity
score. Such mean severity scores, the ones that are used to
generate caseness cutoff scores, clearly neglect symptom
extensiveness (number of reported symptoms) in addition to the
relative seriousness of the reported symptoms themselves.
Measuring average frequency and/or severity of individual
symptoms does not begin to address the issue of how symptoms
should be weighted with respect to one another or how symptom
breadth/extensiveness should be factored into a total mental
health score.

Based on the foregoing, it should not be surprising that
even among those who are not labeled cases, it is possible to
find significant percentages of those suffering from at least
mild psychiatric symptomatology (see Figure 3). They may not
warrant the kind of resources dedicated to the "caseness group,"
but to ignore their mental health needs entirely would seem
foolish in light of any policy that includes a preventive
component.

Table 2.

INFORMATION LOSS AS A RESULT OF
UNWEIGHTED SCORING

RESPONSE PATTERN
BSI SYMPTOM CASE1 CASE2 CASE3

Feeling Lonely MOD LIT NONE
Feeling Blue MOD LIT NONE
Spells of Terror or Panic NONE LIT MOD
Thoughts of Ending Your Life NONE LIT MOD

MEAN SCORE 1 1 1
EXTENSIVENESS SCORE 2 4 2

LIT=A LITTLE BIT MOD=MODERATE
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Fiqure 3. SYMPTOMATOLOGY OF BSI NONCASES
Selected Symptom Examples

S REPORTING ANY SYMPTOMS
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Although Figure 4 points to a significant relationship
between BSI caseness and reported ability to cope with stress,
the association is far from a perfect one. It may ultimately be
a more productive exercise to look at reports of coping or
successfully meeting work and family obligations before
attempting to predict the numbers of those who are truly likely
to appear for psychiatric counseling or referral.

Reported psychiatric symptomatoloqy is in fact an important
predictor of coping or ability to handle stress on the job and in
one's personal life. However, as Table 3 reveals, having to rely
on a dichotomous caseness variable instead of a continuous BSI
General Severity score unduly restricts one's ability to account
for variation in five-point scale measures of such coping or
functional abilities. Even worse, as a dependent variable,
caseness limits multivariate models to logistic or other maximum
likelihood techniques.

Future research should (1) attempt to link symptomatology
with help-seeking or dysfunctional behavior, and (2) relate the
effects of diagnosis, intervention, and treatment on subsequent
symptomatology.
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Table 3. EFFECT OF DICHOTOMOUS VS. CONTINUOUS
MEASURE ON EXPLAINED VARIANCE

DEPENDENT VARIABLE CASENESS BSI SCORE

Stress Effect on .18 .25
Military Performance

Stress Effect on
Personal Life .24 .30

Ability to Cope
With Stress .15 .19

REGRESSION METHOD--R-SQUARED STATISTICS N-3544
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Factors Mediating the Relationship of the CAGE

to Hazardous Drinking in Army Personnel
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John P. Allen, Ph.D. and Joanne B. Fertig, Ph.D., Treatment Research Branch, Division

of Clinical and Prevention Research, National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and

Alcoholism, Room 14020, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, Maryland 20857

The CAGE (Mayfield, McLeod and Hall, 1974) is a commonly employed alcoholism
screening measure. Items are dichotomously scored and a total scale score of two or
higher is generally interpreted as presumptive of alcohol dependence. While most
research on the CAGE has been conducted in medical care settings, the CAGE has been
employed in at least three general community studies (Saunders & Kershaw, 1980;
Smart, Adlaf & Knoke, 1991; Tejera, Santolaria, Gonzalez-Reimers, Batista, Jorge &
Hernandez-Nieto, 1991). Investigations to assess the relationship of the CAGE to levels
and frequency of drinking by non-alcoholics have also been performed (Moore & Malitz,
1986; Spencer, Bartu & Harrison-Stewart, 1987; Lee & DeFrank, 1988; Smart, Adlaf &
Knoke, 1991). Only two studies have explored whether demographic variables mediate
its association of the CAGE with alcohol consumption (Cutier, Wallace & Haines, 1988;
Lee & DeFrank, 1988). Both considered the possible role of gender. Interestingly, their
results were contradictory.

The current project investigates the role of gender, age, marital status, ethnicity, and
rank group in affecting the relationship of the CAGE to self-reported weekly alcohol
intake.

Method

Subjects were active duty Army personnel completing the Health Risk Appraisal
questionnaire in the context of in-processing, a periodic physical exam, or a pre-physical
fitness test. Demographic characteristics of the sample are included in Table 1.

Table 1

Subjects' Demographic Characteristics and Odds Ratios of Positive CAGE Score
Being Associated with -Hazardous Alcohol Consumption

Characteristic Percent of Sample Odds Ratio

Gender

Male 91% 5.4
Female 9% 9.4

Ethnicity
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Caucasian 60% 6.1
Black 28% 4.4
Hispanic 8% 5.9
Other 4% 9.6

Marital Status

Never Married 33% 5.0
Married 58% 5.9
Previously Married 9% 4.7

Rank Group

Enlisted 84% 5.2
Warrant Officer 2% 8.1
Commissioned Officer 14% 10.7

Age Group

17 to 20 14% 5.7
21 to 25 31% 5.2
26 to 30 21% 5.2
31 to 35 14% 4.5
Over 35 20% 7.0

CAGE items and a question on number of drinks in a typical week are embedded in the
Health Risk Appraisal.

Drinks per week responses were dichotomized. For males 21 or more was scored as
hazardous drinking. For females the lower end cut off score was 15. (While admittedly
somewhat arbitrary, these values suggest increased risk for a variety of medical problems
(Babor, Kranzler & Lauerman, 1987).) The CAGE was scored as positive or negative.

Results Z

Table 2 indicates the overall specificity and sensitivity of the CAGE.
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Table 2

Hazardous Drinking

Present Absent

CAGE 1,339 7,249
Positive (41%)

CAGE 1,920 54838
Negative (89%)

Total 3,259 66,087

Demographic variables, their interactions and CAGE results were entered into a logistic
regression analysis (BMDP LR). Hazardous drinking served as the criterion. Starting
with the fully saturated model, several models were evaluated. Selection of the final
model was based on three goodness of fit measures (chi-square, Hosmer-Lemeshow and
C.C. Brown). Chi-square of the model was 53.391 (df=22, p-.000) with sensitivity and
specificity of .41 and .89 respectively. Age and marital status mediated the relationship.

Relationships between hazardous drinking and CAGE score were also evaluated by level
for each demographic variable. Odds ratios are provided in Table 1. Differences
between odds ratios (ratio of major to minor diagonal in the 2 x 2 contingency table) for
the various strata of the demographic variables were tested with the Maentel-Haenzel
test. The CAGE score was more discriminating for females than for males. Race also
mediated the relationship, with "other" (Native Americans and Pacific Islanders)
displaying the highest association. The relationship between hazardous drinking and
CAGE scores was also related to rank, with commissioned officers having the highest
odds ratio. Finally, marital status and age also influenced the relationship. The CAGE
performed best with older subjects and with married soldiers.

Discussion

While being highly specific in its relationship with hazardous drinking, the CAGE is low
in sensitivity and positive predictive value. Three possible reasons may account for this.
The base rate for self-reported hazardous consumption is quite low with only 4.7 percent
of respondents acknowledging drinking in this range. Second, three of the four CAGE
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items deal specifically with emotional reactions to drinking. These responses may be
more associated with past or current alcohol dependence than with current hazardous
consumption. Finally, it is possible that some soldiers who score positive on the CAGE
are "binge" drinkers who occasionally drink excessively but whose typical weekly
consumption is not in the hazardous range.

Although the CAGE was designed as a screening measure for alcoholism, it evidences
some value also as a screen for hazardous drinking. Its brevity, ease of scoring, and
health implications are such that it (or a more accurate measure) warrant continued
inclusion in the Health Risk Appraisal. Efforts to more precisely gauge frequency,
quantity, intensity, and patterning of alcohol use in the Health Risk Appraisal might also
prove helpful.
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Personality Tests to Predict Success in Navy Pilot Training

D. R. Street, K. T. Helton, and D. L Dolgin

Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
Pensacola, Florida 32508-5700

The increasing cost of training aircrew to operate modern naval aircraft and the simultaneous decline in
retention rate for these same trained aircrew increase the importance of utilizing the best selection methods
available. This importance is underscored by the fact that every aircrew selectee who fails to complete
training contributes to a potential operational personnel shortage if expected replacements necessary to
maintain military readiness do not materialize as planned. Pilot selection research to date has generally
focused on the testing of various psychomotor and cognitive abilities (Carretta, 1986; Davis, 1989; Dolgin &
Gibb, 1989; Hilton & Dolgin, 1990). While these abilities would seem logically necessary for successful
performance in flight training, some failures may be due, at least in part, to personality and/or motivational
factors (Helmreich, 1982).

Historically, researchers have tried to find the ideal aviator personality profile among numerous
personality measures. This ideal aviator personality profile has often been anecdotally called "the right stuff."
Promising results have been found in identifying characteristics that improve the likelihood of later success in
aviation such as persistence, motivation, coolness under pressure (clear thinking), and novel problem solving
(e.g., Retzlaff & Gibertini, 1987). Other researchers have considered personality factors with varying degrees
of success (Dolgin & Gibb, 1989; Hunter & Burke, 1991).

Certain personality characteristics or traits may correlate highly with success in initial/primary flight
training. For example, interpersonal orientarion, self-assertiveness, and achievement motivation are
associated with pilot attitude and performance (Helmreich, Sawin, & Carsrud, 1986). Important
developments in personality assessment have included attempts to avoid response bias by masking the
personality dimension of interest and to screen for positive attributes, in contrast to a past emphasis on
psychopathology (Picano, 1991).

Personality testing has improved with tools that assess specific attributes as opposed to the general
approach of most personality measures, which are composed of numerous questions and whose responses are
then analyzed in search of trends (Hollenbeck & Whitener, 1988). One recent study (Picano, 1991) utilized a
measure designed to assess 31 behavioral traits commonly found in working environments. That study
focused on experienced Army aviators and found significant differences between nonaviators and aviators on
22 of 31 administered subtests of the Occupational Personality Questionnaire. The emergence of increasingly
effective personality measures has prompted the Air Force to reconsider personality testing (Davis, 1989).
Ongoing research at the Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (NAMRL) has generated data on a
variety of personality measures including validation of a "risk test* with recommendations for naval aviation
implementation (Blower & Dolgin, 1991; Dolgin, Shull, & Gibb, 1987). The Navy does not currently have an
operational personality measure for use in pilot selection.

The present paper deals with an automated personality assessment, the Pilot Personality Questionnaire
(PPQ). The PPO is an attribute self-report inventory. It was designed to take advantage of those useful
assessment elements found in various paper-and-pencil tests that have historically shown promise in tapping
specific aviation-linked personality characteristics. The PPQ was compared to a pass/fail criterion by Shull
and Dolgin (1989). In that study, subjects' PPO scores were compared to primary flight training outcome.
They found a low, but significant, relationship between various PPQ scores and the pass/fail criterion in
primary flight training. We believe that certain personality traits as measured by the PPQ could increase the
accuracy of training success predictions.

METHOD

Subjects. The subjects who participated in this study took the Aviation Qualification Test/Flight
Aptitude Rating (AQT/FAR) prior to selection for aviation training. The AQT/FAR is the primary
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selection test battery (paper-and-pencil) currently used by the U. S. Navy and Marine Corps for entrance into
flight training. Each of the subjects also took the PPO at NAMRL between 1989 and 1991 as part of a
continuing selection research project. The subjects participated in the study on a voluntary basis. Before
administering the test, all subjects were informed that the test results obtained would not affect their status
in the flight program and would not be entered into their service record.

The initial data pool consisted of 245 subject PPQ and AQT/FAR cases collected while the subjects
were waiting to enter primary flight training. Only subjects who later passed through advanced flight training
or failed due to academic- or flight-related failures in any flight training phase were included in the analysis.
Subjects who had failed flight training due to nonflight- or nonacademic-related failure were not included in
the analysis. The final analysis sample (N - 211) consisted of 201 males and 10 females ranging in age from
21 to 29 years (M - 22.77, SD = 1.36). The sample was further divided into two groups for analysis: those
who had passed (N - 168) and those who had failed (N - 43) during any phase of flight training.

Apparatus. The PPQ was administered as part of a 3-4 h assessment battery. The first 91 subjects were
given the test on an Apple Ile microcomputer system with an Amdek Color Plus I monitor. The remaining
120 subjects were administered the test on a Zenith 248 with a Zenith monochrome monitor. Response
entry on both systems was via a numeric keypad.

Materials. The PPQ is a self-administered, untimed, personality inventory containing 112 multiple-choice
questions answered to via a computer keyboard. The test is a combination of four different personality tests:
1) Locus of Control (LOC), 2) Work and Family Orientation (WOFO), 3) Personality Attributes
Questionnaire (PAQ), and 4) Social Desirability Scale (SDS). These four tests were included because of
their prior use as pilot personality measures.

The LOC (Rotter, 1966) was designed to measure an individual's attribution or cause and control of life
events. The scale separates causal attribution as being either self-controlled (internal) or controlled by
others (external). The WOFO (Helmreich & Spence, 1978) is a measure o" achievement motivation and
attitudes toward family and career. The PAQ (Spence, Helmreich, & Holahan, 1979) measures socially
undesirable behaviors such as hostility and aggressiveness. The SDS (Crowne & Marlowe, 1960) was
included as a measure of motivation and as a way of reducing response bias by measuring self-report
distortion.

Subjects' responses were partitioned into 12 scales that were designed to measure (1) self-assertiveness,
(2) interpersonal orientation, (3) aggressiveness, (4) hostility, (5) verbal aggressiveness, (6) submissiveness,
(7) high-mastery motivation, (8) high-work motivation, (9) competitiveness, (10) self-control, (11) fatalism,
and (12) high-social desirability. (See Dolgin and Gibb (1989) for a discussion).

The AQT/FAR, which contains four multiple-choice tests, is the primary nonmedical instrument that the
U. S. Navy/M'trine Corps uses to screen officer flight training applicants. The Academic Qualification Test
(AQT) is a single test that measures such attributes as general intelligence, verbal and quantitative abilities,
clerical skills, and situational judgement. The FAR is made up of three different tests. The Mechanical
Comprehension Test (MCT) assesses mechanical aptitude and the ability to perceive physical relationships.
The Spatial Apperception Test (SAT) is a measure of spatial orientation that involves determining the angle
of bank at which various aircraft are configured. The Biographical Inventory (BI) samples personality
history, interests, and attitudes while assessing acquired aviation knowledge; it is the only untimed test of the
group. In this research, only the raw AQT/FAR scores, not the stanine scores, were used for analysis.

Research Design. We separated the subjects into a pass or fail group based on their performance during
all stages of flight training. Failure may have occurred at any phase of flight training due to academic- or
flight-related difficulties. Next, we compared the PPQ scale score and AQT/FAR subtest score means for
the pass and fail groups. Student's r tests were conducted for the pass and fail groups to explore simple
group mean differences. We then conducted a series of multivariate analyses to assess the predictive value of
group subtest differences. Discriminant analysis was used to further describe the multivariate relationships in
the data. The PPQ and AQT/FAR scores were first entered into a forward stepwise discriminant function
analysis based on the pass/fail criterion to reduce the set of variables to the smallest number of predictor
variables with maximal prediction of the criterion. In this procedure, variables with the highest relationship
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with the criterion were added to a regression equation. The partial correlations were used to indicate the
degree of relationship. As variables were added, the multiple correlation was recomputed. When the
changes in R at each step were no longer significant, variables were no longer added. A priori, we also
decided to retain at least the AOT and FAR as well as any other variable that significantly added to a
prediction equation. At this point, the prediction equation included only those variables that were predictive
of the pass/fail criterion. The variables remaining in the equation after stepwise discriminant analysis were
then entered into a standard discriminant analysis to determine a classification model.

RESULTS

Means and standard deviations for the pass and fail groups are presented in Table 1. We analyzed the
group me-ns to determine possible differences.

Table 1. Means and Standard Deviations (SD) for Pass and Fail.

Variable Pass Fail
(N- 168) (N 43)

Mean SD Mean SD

Pilot Personality Questionnaire
Self-assertion 26.88 3.01 25.95 3.15
Interpersonal
orientation 21.95 4.09 22.44 4.80
Aggression 19.74 3.39 19.37 3.81
Hostility 13.76 4.46 12.98 4.74
Verbal aggression 4.30 2.66 4.79 2.77
Submissiveness 5.42 2.66 5.28 2.29
Mastery motivation 22.96 4.03 22.40 3.72
Work motivation 22.21 2.04 22.16 3.50
Competitiveness 16.05 2.62 14.63 4.04
Self-control 21.67 4.16 22.42 4.26
Fatalism 15.51 8.09 15.21 6.26
Social desirability 75.96 14.91 78.01 13.33

Aviation Selection Test Battery
AQT 5.79 1.19 5.37 1.16 *
FAR 7.13 1.70 6.35 1.78 *
SAT 23.45 4.29 21.86 5.38 *
MCT 50.73 7.93 47.58 8.30 *
BI 41.79 11.52 38.65 9.10

p < .05
"*p < .01
** p < .005 (two-tailed)

The results of t tests for independent samples are also presented in Table 1 for the pass and fail groups
during overall flight training (i.e., primary, intermediate, and advanced). The group means for the AQT,
MCT, and SAT scores were significantly different at the p < .05 level, while the group means for the FAR (a
linear composite of the SAT, MCT, and BI) and the Competitiveness scale were significantly different at the
p < .01 level. This procedure was employed by Picano (1991) to describe differences between experienced
Army pilots and a nonaviation standardization sample of the Occupational Personality Questionnaire. As
mentioned, the simultaneous application of 17 separate t tests resulted in an increased probability of
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significance through chance. The probabilities were not adjusted to account for this because we employed
multivariate techniques to assess the value of differences in the prediction of flight training success.

To assess the contribution of the various PPO and AOT/FAR variables to a linear prediction equation,
we conducted a stepwisc discriminant function. Five variables met the tolerance (.01) requirements for
independence and remained in the equation. These were the AOT/FAR, and the Verbal Aggression,
Competitiveness, and Self-Control scales of the PPO. The variance accounted for by the 12 remaining
AQT/FAR and PPO variables not included in the equation was accounted for by those retained in the
equation. Although five variables met the tolerance test for independence, only the PPQ Competitiveness
scale met our a priori requirement and added significant variance to the prediction equation. This was also
the only PPO variable to be significantly different in the comparison of the pass/fail group means. The
MCT, SAT, and BI did not meet the redundancy test and were dropped from the analysis. This was not
surprising, since the FAR is a composite of these subtests.

The three significant variables remaining in the equation after stepwise discriminant analysis were next
entered into a standard discriminant analysis. For precision purposes, Table 2 presents the F's to Remove
and Wilk's lambda values produced in the standard discriminant analysis with five predictors retained. The
F's to Remove show the relative weights of the scales in the equation. Summary statistics for the standard
discriminant function include Wilk's lambda equal to .92194 and an approximated F(3, 207) of 5.84 (p <
.0007).

Table 2. Summary Statistics for Standard Discriminant Function Analysis.

Variable Wilks' Partial F to p-level
lambda lambda remove

Competitiveness .952380 .968045 6.833145 .0096
FAR .944001 .976637 4.951822 .0271
AOT 936931 .98W007 3.364370 .0681

A classification equation was developed for use with the unstandardized raw scores remaining in the
equation after stepwise analysis. Table 3 presents the discriminant function classification matrix with the five
•AQT/FAR and PPQ variables remaining in the equation. Pass and fail means were significantly different for
the distribution of discriminant function scores calculated for the two groups (X: (3) - 16.86, p < .001). A
Pearson correlation coefficient of .28 was obtained. The discriminant function explained 7.7% of the total
variance. The discriminant function was able to accurately classify 70.1% of the cases. To reduce attrition
by 50%, the prior probabilities were adjusted to 57% and 43% for the pass and fail groups, respectively.
This level of attrition reduction was obtained at a cost of 41 out of the 168 (24%) student naval aviators who
would have otherwise passed through advanced flight training.

Table 3. Classification Matrix.

Predicted Group Membership Cases

Actual Group, Pass Fail
Pass 127 41 168

75.6% 24.4%

Fail 22 21 43
48.8% 51.2%

"Percent of grouped cases correctly classified: 70.1%
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DISCUSSION

Using the PPQ, we found that the competitiveness personality trait in successful student naval aviators
was significantly different from students who fail. This difference coincided with differences found on the
naval aviation selection test battery for the same groups. Furthermore, student naval aviators who passed
through advanced flight training were also more likely to score higher on the MCT and SAT subtests of the
AQT/FAR. In other words, increases in MCT and SAT scores appear to be related to an increased
probability of success in flight training. However, there was no difference in their BI scores of the FAR.

We also found that pass and fail students were statistically different on competitiveness as measured by
the PPQ. This difference was greater than that found on any AQT/FAR variable. These results are
consistent with those of previous researchers (Picano, 1991; Retzlaff & Gibertini, 1987) and indicate that
those successful aviators in our study were different on some personality characteristics from their
unsuccessful peers.

The practical value of the differences obtained in our study was suggested through discriminant analysis
and reveals that the PPQ may increase the accuracy of decisions regarding likelihood of succeeding through
advanced flight training. The contribution of the PPQ to the existing AQT/FAR predictors in our prediction
equation is statistically significant. In fact, the PPQ competitiveness scale explained the greatest amount of
variance in the final prediction equation. Taken as a whole, the results describe a picture of the successful
naval aviator based on high general cognitive ability (AQT), high spatial reasoning (SAT), high mechanical
reasoning (MCT), and high competitiveness (PPQ). There is a related cost in terms of false rejections who
would have otherwise passed through advanced flight training. A decision to implement a system including
the PPQ should weigh the cost of lost aviators against the savings gained through reduced attritions.
Although preliminary, our findings demonstrate the value of the PPQ Competitiveness scale as a predictor of
aviation training success. Future cross-validation studies with the discriminant model described in this report
are necessary to establish the value of the PPQ Competitiveness scale in predicting flight training success.
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Personality hardiness predicts soldier adjustment to combat stress1
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ABSTRACT

U. S. Army soldiers (N = 8,632) who participated in the Gulf War were surveyed to
determine psychological effects of combat exposure, and the porsible role of personality
hardiness as a stress moderator. Personality hardiness is a trait or cognitive style that
theoretically influences how stressful experiences get processed and integrated by
individuals. Survey measures included a 31-item combat exposure inventory; soldier
cohesion scales; a short pe,'sonality hardiness scale (30-items); and several measures of
psychiatric outcome such as the Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI), the Impact of Events
Scale (IBS), and an indicator of risk for Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder based on DSM-
HI(R) diagnostic criteria. Multiple regression analyses show that personality hardiness (-)
is a significant independent predictor of psychiatric distress, along with combat exposure
(+) and unit cohesion (-). These regression results were replicated in a smaller sample of
soldiers (N=777) for which both pre- and post-combat measures were available. Here,
hardiness and combat exposure showed an interaction effect, supporting a stress-buffering
hypothesis. The findings of this study suggest that renewed attention be paid to psycho-
logical variables in research on soldier adjustment and performance. Individual psycholog-
ical characteristics (which may interact with and be shaped by social/contextual factors)
can influence how soldiers process and make cognitive sense of extremely stressful
events.

'Presented at the 34th Annual Conference of the Military Testing Association, 1992. This
report draws on a large scale study of stress and adaptation in U.S. Army soldiers who
participated in Operation Desert Storm, directed by Dr. David H. Marlowe, Chief,
Department of Military Psychiatry. Thanks are due to Joseph M. Rothberg, Ph.D.,
Charles Hoover, and William Deerfield for their assistance with various aspects of this
work. The views of the authors do not necessarily reflect those of the Department of the
Army, or of the Department of Defense (para. 4-3, AR 360-5).
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Personality hardiness predicts soldier adjustment to combat stress

Some of the most extreme human stressors are those encountered by soldiers in combat
(Marlowe, 1986). Traumatic wartime experiences can have both short and long-term damaging
impact on the mental health of military personnel (e.g., Solomon & Flum, 1988; Kulka et. al.,
1990). The recent Gulf War presented an opportunity to study the psychological impact of
combat stress on U.S. soldiers, and the possible role of psychological factors as stress modera-
tors. While social processes such as unit cohesion, morale and leadership have received continued
attention as factors in military performance and breakdown (Manning, 1991), research examining
individual psychological processes in military samples (coping skills, cognitive appraisals,
personality etc.) is less prominent. The present study draws on a larger program to examine a
specific question: does the personality style described as "hardiness" contribute to healthy
adjustment of soldiers exposed to combat stress?

As part of a larger research effort, post-combat debriefing surveys were collected on 8,632
U.S. Army soldiers who deployed to Saudi Arabia during the Gulf War. Surveys were also
obtained on a control group of 465 soldiers who did not participate in the wartime deployment
(Bartone et. al., 1992). All post-combat surveys were administered 3-12 months following the
end of the war. Measures included a 31-item combat exposure inventory; soldier cohesion
scales, both "horizontal" (soldier-soldier) and "vertical" (soldier-leader); personality hardiness (a
short, 30-item form); several measures of psychiatric/psychological outcome such as the Brief
Symptom Inventory (BSI; Derogatis, 1975), the Impact of Events Scale (IES; Horowitz, Wilner
& Alvarez, 1979); and a specially constructed indicator of risk for Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder based on DSM-Ill(R) diagnostic criteria. A short pre-combat survey was administered to
a smaller group of soldiers (N=833) just prior to the ground war offensive, permitting some
prospective analyses to be done.

Personality Hardiness

Originally developed by Salvatore Maddi and Suzanne Kobasa Ouellette (Maddi, 1967, 1970;
Kobasa, 1979; Maddi & Kobasa, 1984), the concept of personality hardiness is grounded in
existential psychology and personality theory (Kobasa & Maddi, 1977; Kierkagaard, 1954; Keen,
1970). Theoretically, as a function of their own psychosocial developmental history, hardy
('authentic" in an existential sense) persons are more open to experience on a variety of levels,
and are more solidly grounded and confident in their sense of self and place in the social world.
The critical implication for stress research is that hardy types are not as easily threatened or
psychologically disrupted by ordinarily painful aspects of the human condition. This theoretical
underpinning sets hardiness apart from such apparently related constructs as "optimism" (Scheier
& Carver, 1985) or "hope" (Snyder et. al. 1991), which generally posit a much simpler process
whereby stressful or painful experiences are disregarded or ignored. Of particular relevance to
the domain of combat stress is Maddi's suggestion (1976) that the hardy person is not as
vulnerable to the threat of imminent death. Empirical studies have confirmed personality
hardiness is a promising individual differences variable that seems to influence the relation
between psychosocial stress and health outcomes (e.g., Bartone, 1989a; Contrada, 1989; Kobasa,
Maddi & Kahn, 1982; Roth et. al, 1989; Wiebe, 1991).

Perhaps partly as a function of its theoretical depth and complexity, the construct of hardiness
has proved difficult to measure (Funk & Houston, 1992). The present work utilizes a refined 30-
item hardiness scale ('Dispositional Resilience Scale") that corrects many of the problems of
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earlier hardiness measures (Bartone et. al., 1989; Bartone, 1991). It includes ten items each to
measure the three general characteristics of commitment, control, and challenge that Kobasa
(1979) suggested hardy persons possess. The Dispositional Resilience Scale is fully balanced for
positive and negative items, with an equal number (15) of each. The correlation between the
30-item form and 27 non-overlapping items from the original hardiness scale (6 alienation from
self, 2 alienation from work, 7 powerlessness, 10 security, 2 cognitive structure) is -.74 (bus
driver sample, N=753; Bartone, 1991). Scores on the short form have demonstrated appropri-
ate correlations with theoretically related (convergent) and unrelkted (discriminant) variables, and
are generally predictive of continued mental and physical health under a variety of environmental
stressors (e.g., Bartone et. al., 1990; Bartone, 1989b). For example, scores on this measure were
found to discriminate Army disaster assistance workers who remain healthy from those reporting
stress-related symptoms over time (Bartone et. al., 1989).

The six-month stability coefficient is .57 (N=80 Army officers), and three-month is .58
(N=21 Army personnel workers). Cronbach's alpha for the total scale ranges from .70 to .85
depending on the sample. While reliability and factor analyses with various samples generally
confirm the presence of the 3 sub-dimensions of commitment, control and challenge, internal
consistency for the challenge scale is low (.62). It is important to remember that the three sub-
scales were never intended to fully describe 'hardiness" from a theoretical point of view, but
rather were suggested by Kobasa as *three general characteristics" that "hardy persons are
considered to possess" (1979, p. 3). As such, when taken together these characteristics can
provide a useful operational (if theoretically incomplete) indicator of the personality style or type
described by Maddi (1976) as authentic, individualistic, or "hardy".

Results/Discussion

Analyses for this report focus on the "Impact of Events Scale" (IES) as the primary outcome
measure of psychiatric distress. The IES is thought to be an especially sensitive indicator of
reactions to extreme or traumatic stressors (Horowitz, Wilner & Alvarez, 1979), and yields
scores on subscales of Avoidance and Intru-
sion, as well as a Total score. Figure 1
presents results from a multiple regression STEPWISE MULTIPLE REGRESSION RESULTS, ODS

analysis, predicting IES Total scores for the PREDICTING: IMPACT OF EVENTS SCALE (IES TOT)

post-combat (N=7924) sample only. Scores R a
on a generalized anxiety measure were en-
tered as a covariate in an attempt to control 1. ANXIETY .231 .44 43.5 .0001

for the possible confounding effects of neurot- 2. COMBAT EXPOSURE .253 .20 11.4 .0001

icism (Costa & McCrae, 1985; Funk, 1992). 3. AXRONESS .254 -.03 -2.9 .003

This probably represents an overly conserva-
tive approach in that anxiety scores in this ora- Mod"& F * 878.7. p , .0001. df o 4. 7920

sample very likely indicate realistic responses vat* NOT in ms
to actual stressful circumstances, to some HORZ CON VERT COl' EXPOS*VERT, EXPOSHARDY

degree. Thus, in partialling out the effects of N * 7,924 U.S. ARMY SOLDIERS. 6-12 MONTHS POST WAR
anxiety on IES scores, we are probably re-
moving some of the very effect we are trying
to identify. Still, the problem of neurotic Figure 1
contamination of stress and illness reports is
so important that this was deemed an appropriate compromise. Not surprisingly, anxiety was a
strong independent predictor of IES total scores. The model also showed significant independent
effects for Combat Exposure and Hardiness, as well as a Combat Exposure X Horizontal
Cohesion interaction.
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Prospective data were available for a smaller sample (N-777) of soldiers who had completed
both pre- and post-combat surveys. For this group, the preocombat survey was administered 1-4
weeks before the launch of offensive ground operations. Using these daa, it was possible to
control for actual pre-combat generalized anxiety levels, rather than post-combat levels. This
provides a better control for generalized anxiety or neuroticism, since scores could not be
influenced by actual combat events that came later in time. Still, it is probably a conservative
approach in that pre-combat anxiety scores may reflect a realistic appraisal of events likely to
follow, rather than generalized worry or
neuroticism. As Figure 2 shows, pre-combat
anxiety is a significant predictor of post-corn- VEPWISE MULTIPLE REGRESSION RESULTS, 008
bat IES scores. With the effects of pre-com- P CTIM pCT OF EMVTS (TOTAL)

bat anxiety removed, the remaining significant PREDIC an -nIMnM 2M 1 0-1

effects in the model are for Combat Exposure
and a Combat Exposure X Hardiness interac- I. Io, 1 .e, o , .22 " .0001

tion term. Thus, the independent main effect &. AEE-T (rI .140 M -&S 0001

of hardiness on soldier adjustment in the
cross-sectional data becomes an interaction oarM Me" • I" P 4 .0001. f • 3. 774

effect (with Combat Exposure) when pre- VV, NOT In ma"m

combat levels of anxiety are controlled for. HMz cot YEW cOft m. EXPO4+OZ EXP08.VERT

These findings are supportive of a 'stress- N • 77? UAL ARMY SO•IU• " MONTS PM VM

buffering' hypothesis, wherein persons who
possess the personality style of hardiness are
less vulnerable to the disruptive effects of
severe stress. Figue 2

Similar regression analyses were performed with the IES subscales of Avoidance and Intrusion
as dependent variables. In the larger sample (N=7924), both hardiness and horizontal cohesion
enter as independent significant (negative) predictors of Avoidance scores, along with Combat
exposure and the control variable of Anxiety. Cohesion did not predict Intrusion scores, though
it earlier showed an interaction effect with Combat Exposure on IES Total scores. This suggests
that the healthy effects of cohesion are felt primarily with regard to decreased tendencies to avoid
or deny disturbing responses to trauma. It would seem that soldiers in highly cohesive units, like
high hardy soldiers, are more open to and accepting of stressful events they've experienced.

These results demonstrate that the personality style of *hardiness" is one of several factors that
has a significant effect on post-combat adjustment for U.S. soldiers. This effect pertains even
when the possible confounding influence of generalized anxiety is controlled for, and is indepen-
dent of social variables such as cohesion. Perhaps more importantly, hardiness was found to
interact with combat exposure, lending support to the theorized function of hardiness as a stress-
resistance resource (Maddi, 1976). With these empirical effects demonstrated in samples of U.S.
soldiers exposed to actual combat, it now remains for additional research to identify the manner
and form in which this personality style develops, how it is influenced by group processes such
as leadership and cohesion, and the degree to which it can be trained or modeled. It is also the
task of future research to identify the underlying mechanisms, cognitive, emotional, and
physiological, wherein the generalized orientation to the world summarized as "hardiness' serves
to buffer the ill-effects of environmental stressors.
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Mood Changes Associated With Litter Carrying

William Tharion1 , Valerie Rice, and Marilyn Sharp

United States Army Research Institute of Environmental Medicine
and GEO-CENTERS INC.1

Natick, Massachusetts 01760

INTRODUCTION

The carrying and lifting of patient litters readily induces muscular fatigue due to
sustained muscular contractions (Lind & McNicol, 1968). Psychological perception has
been shown to affect physical performance and contributes greatly to the ability to
perform at physiological limits (Morgan, 1985). Assessments of athletes' mood using the
Profile of Mood States (POMS) has shown the best performances are by those who
exhibit the iceberg profile consisting of higher vigor and lower negative moods than
college norms (Morgan, 1985). Attention to mood changes is particularly important
because mood changes often occur prior to changes in physical performance (Opstad,
Ekanger, Nummested, & Raabe, 1978).

The purpose of this study was to examine mood changes when using a shoulder
harness during litter carrying. A secondary purpose was to ascertain mood changes
resulting from carrying in 2 vs. 4-person teams, between female vs. male litter bearers,
and also for a 15 min bout of repeated, rapid, short, litter carries vs. a single, moderate
speed prolonged carry.

METHOD

Physically active military volunteers, 12 male and 11 female, carried a military litter
with a pa!tent manikin while walking on a treadmill. Heart rate monitors recorded and
stored heart rate data. Subject characteristics are shown in Table 1.

Immediately before and within 10 min after litter carrying, the POMS (McNair, Lorr,
& Droppleman, 1971) was completed. The POMS is a 65-item questionnaire with feelings
rated for each item on a five-point scale from "not at all" to "extremely". Responses are
how one feels "right now". The items assess six different mood scales: tension,
depression, anger, vigor, fatigue, and confusion.

A brief descriptiorn of the vadous litter carrying parameters is provided below. These
parameters have been described in more detail previously (Tharion, Rice, Sharp, and
Marlowe, 1992).
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Carry Type. Two different types of litter carrying were examined. The first carry task
simulated carrying and loading as many patients as possible Into an ambulance In 15
mins. Subjects carded a litter with an 81.6 kg manikin 50 m on a treadmill. To simulate
loading the litter into an ambulance subjects dismounted the treadmill and walked/ran to
a weight stack machine where they lifted the weight they carded (40.9 kg if part of a 2-
person team and 20.5 kg if part of a 4-person team) to a height of 135 cm. Subjects then
returned to the treadmill and ran 50 m to get the next patient. Treadmill speed was self-
paced and ranged from 4.0 km/hr to 20.9 km/hr. The second task, the prolonged carry,
simulated carrying a litter without rest breaks for as long as possible up to 30 min at a
constant rate, 4.0 km/hr.

Table 1. Male and female physical characteristics (Mean i Standard
Deviation).
CHARACTERISTIC MALE FEMALE
Height (cm) 178.4 t 7.5 162.6 ± 7.1
Weight (kg) 79.2 ± 13.1 58.1 ± 6.2
Body Fat (%) 15.4 ± 4.0 24.9 + 6.5
Bench Press Max (kg) 85.8 ± 19.5 38.8 ± 6.4
Dead Lift Max (kg) 135.1 ± 23.2 82.1 ± 11.5
Age (yrs) 20.8 ± 2.6 23.6 ± 4.0

Team Size. Subjects carried the head-end of the Utter, in either 2 or 4-person
simulated teams. Therefore, during a simulated 2-person carry one subject supported the
front end of the litter by holding both head-end litter handles. For the simulated 4-person
carry the front was supported by 2 subjects, each holding one of the head-end handles.
The rear end was supported by ceiling straps.

Harness Use. Subjects carried the litter both with and without a harness. The
harness was designed to shift support of the carried weight from the hands to the back
and shoulders.

Mood changes were evaluated using a repeated measures ANOVA by these
variables: gender (male/female), exercise (pre/post), type of carry (15 min/prolonged),
team size (2-person/4-person) and harness condition (harness/no harness). Duncan's
post hoc test determined differences between means. Team size and harness condition
were randomized. Prolonged carries followed 15 min carries.

RESULTS

Raw scores for the individual mood scales by the independent variables are

summarized in Table 2. Higher levels of tension (p<_0.05) and fatigue (pt_..001) were

associated with the 15 min carry than with the prolonged carry. Heart rate was also
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greater during the 15 min carries compared to the prolonged carries (p.o<.001). Greater
subjective fatigue (pý.o<01) was felt after compared to before carrying the litter for both

Table 2. PONS raw scores (Mean t S.D.) by sex, carry type,
harness, team size, and exercise condition.

SEX CARRY TYPE

Female Male 15 Min Prolonged

TENSION 4.2 ± 2.9 5.4 ± 4.1 5.4 ± 4.2 * 4.3 1 2.8

DEPRESSION 2.5 ± 4.9 2.8 ± 6.2 3.2 ± 6.6 2.2 ± 4.1

ANGER 12.4 ± 2.3 13.3 ± 3.3 3.3 ± 3.3 2.5 1 2.3

VIGOR 15.4 ± 9.1 11.0 ± 7.1 12.6 1 6.4 13.6 ± 4.0

FATIGUE 2.4 ± 3.1 3.0 ± 4.1 3.5 ± 4.1 * 1.8 ± 2.8

CONFUSION 2.8 ± 2.5 3.4 1 2.9 3.4 ± 3.2 2.8 ± 2.3

HARNESS TEAM SIZE

Yes No 2-Person 4-Person

TENSION 5.5 ± 3.6 4.8 ± 3.6 4.9 ± 3.8 4.8 ± 3.4

DEPRESSION 2.4 ± 4.9 2.9 ± 6.1 3.2 ± 6.8 2.1 ± 3.9

ANGER 2.6 ± 2.6 3.4 ± 3.0 2.9 ± 3.0 2.8 ± 2.7

VIGOR 13.1 ± 8.3 14.7 ± 8.5 12.5 ± 8.3 13.7 ± 8.5

FATIGUE 2.7 ± 3.7 2.6 ± 3.6 3.0 ± 4.7 2.4 ± 3.1

CONFUSION 3.1 ± 2.5 3.1 ± 3.0 3.4 ± 3.2 2.8 ± 2.2

EXERCISE STATE

Pre Post

TENSION 4.7 ± 3.7 5.0 + 3.6

DEPRESSION 2.9 ± 5.7 2.5 ± 5.3

ANGER 2.8 ± 2.8 2.9 + 2.8

VIGOR 13.3 ± 8.1 12.9 ± 8.7

FATIGUE 2.0 ± 3.4 * 3.8 ± 3.6

CONFUSION 3.3 ± 3.0 2.9 ± 2.5

Main eee-t differences via ANOVA at (p<0.05)
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types of carries. Significant interaction effects between carry type and the effect of the
exercise were observed for depression (ptSO.O4) and fatigue (ptSO.O1). After the 15 min
carry depression decreased arnd fatigue increased.

Subjects felt more vigor after the exercise when wearing a harness compared to not
wearing a harness (;.PO.O2). Lower heart rates were exhibited during exercise when
wearing the harness (ptO.OO1). Vigor was reduced significantly. after exercise for male
2-person teams compared to male 4-person or female 2 or 4-person teams as shown in
Figure 1, (ptSO.O3).

Figure 1. Exercise state by sex by team size Interaction for POMS mood of vigor.
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Figure 2. Exercise state by carry type by harness condition Interaction for POMS
mood scale of fatigue.
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The greatest fatigue was felt after the 15 min carry when a harness was not used.
Figure 2 shows this significant 3-way interaction. Similarily heart rate during the exercise
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was greatest in the 15 min carry when no harness was used (p5__.05).

DISCUSSION

Higher fatigue and tension scores were associated with the 15 min carry resulting
from faster self-paced repeated carries combined with a heavy lift. Using a harness
reduces subjective feelings of fatigue in both the 15 min and prolonged carries. Heart
rate was also shown to be higher during the 15 min carry but was reduced when a
harness was worn. Those tasks that are more physically rigorous are likely to have
greater mood changes. Bugge, Opstad and Magnus (1979) reported a high correlation
between negative mood induced by the physical rigors of a military ranger training course
and impaired performance on a number of cognitive tests, e.g. logical reasoning.
Although, cognitive measures were not assessed in the present study, there are a number
of cognitive tasks the medic must perform,.e.g. assessing medical condition, triage, etc.
Therefore, the importance of minimizing the negative psychological impact of litter
carrying is important for the medic to successfully complete their mission. As Opstad,
Ekanger, Nummested, and Raabe (1978) remark, mood changes often occur before
changes in performance, serving as a warning signal to potential perforrance
decrements.

.. The characteristics of higher fatigue and tension scores associated with the 15 min
carry suggest this carry was psychologically more stressful. From a human factors
standpoint the task was more complex. The combination of carrying, lifting and running
to retrieve the next patient is much more difficult physically and mentally than carrying at

a steady state.
It is likely the high aerobic demand of the 15 min repetitive carry/lift was responsible

for the negative mood changes observed after that type of carry. Previous research
(Tharion, Harman, Kraemer and Rauch, 1990) evaluating mood states in various strength
training routines found the more negative moods were associated with workouts with a
large aerobic component. Those workouts with more repetitions using a lower weight,
less rest and more total work were found to be psychologically more distressing than
workouts where the rest was greater, less work was performed and fewer repetitions were

done with more weight.
Depression, although significantly reduced post-carry, was below college norms

(McNair, et al., 1971) even prior to litter carrying. This change perhaps should be viewed
as subjects becoming happier after completing the litter carry. Subjects may have
experienced a sense of accomplishment from completing a strenuous, challenging task.
Although the POMS scale doesn't specifically have a happiness dimension, the lessening
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of the depression score, which was well below college norms to begin with, suggests a
happiness dimension as opposed to depression.

Since past research has shown that positive mood patterns are associated with
better physical performance, strategies which reduce the negative psychological effects
of the exercise should be employed. The use of a shoulder harness and carrying in 4-
person teams are associated with a more positive mood which in turn is likely to produce
better physical and cognitive performances in litter bearers.
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Do Dispositional Variables Play a Role in Job Satisfaction?

Stephanie Booth-Kewley

Navy Personnel Research and Development Center
San Diego, CA

Most past research on job attitudes and job satisfaction has emphasized the importance of
situational factors. The contribution of dispositional variables to job satisfaction has been
largely ignored. Recently, however, dispositional constructs as predictors of job attitudes have

_ begun to receive research attention, and evidence suggesting that disposition may be relevant to
job attitudes is beginning to accumulate (Staw, Bell, & Clausen, 1986; Levin & Stokes, 1989).

Just as job satisfaction is influenced by objective characteristics of the job and the
organization, it may also be influenced by ongoing emotional states and dispositions of the
individual. One study, for example (Staw, Bell, & Clausen, 1986), found that affective
disposition in early adolescence was a significant predictor of job satisfaction in adulthood.
Another investigation (Levin & Stokes, 1989) found a significant negative association between
negative affect-the tendency to experience negative emotions--and job satisfaction, even after
the effects of job characteristics were controlled. Brief and his colleagues (Brief, Burke, George,
Robinson, & Webster, 1988) found that negative affect was significantly associated with both
job satisfaction and job stress. Similarly, George (1989) found that negative affect was related to
turnover intentions and job tenure, and that positive affect was related to job tenure.

The past decade has witnessed a resurgence of interest in personality variables as
predictors of organizational attitudes and behaviors. Recent research suggests that broad
personality variables may be associated with a variety of important organizational outcomes such

* as absenteeism (George, 1989), training performance (Hough, 1987), and job performance
(Barrick & Mount, 1991). Given evidence that personality variables such as Neuroticism and

J: Extraversion have substantial associations with life satisfaction, it seems likely that personality
variables will be related to job attitudes and job satisfaction. More research is needed to
determine the effects of personality on job and organizational attitudes.

The purpose of this study was to examine the association of positive and negative affect
and six personality variables in relation to job and organizational attitudes in a Navy sample. It
was hypothesized that positive affect would be positively related to job satisfaction and
qsatisfaction with the Navy, and negative affect would be negatively related to these variables.
It was hypothesized that Extraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Optimism, and Self-
Esteem would be positively related to job satisfaction and satisfaction with the Navy, and that
Neuroticism would be negatively related to these variables.

Method

The study was conducted as part of a larger project on quality of life in the Navy (Booth-
Kewley & Thomas, 1992).

One hundred and thirty two enlisted Navy personnel served as respondents. Respondents
were from four duty locations, two in San Diego and two in Norfolk, Virginia.

There were 68 males and 64 females in the sample. The sample was 52 percent
- nonHispanic White, 20 percent Elack, 17 percent Hispanic, seven percent Asian; the remaining

four percent were from "other" tace/ethnic groups. Respondents ranged in age from 18 to 46,
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with a mean age of 28 years QM - 6.9 years). All but two respondents had high school
diplomas; the other two had high school equivalency degrees. The pay grades of the respondents
ranged from E-1 to E-9, with a mean pay grade of 4.6 (M = 1.6).

Fifty percent of the respondents were in white-collar clerical or administrative job ratings
(e.g., Disbursing Clerk) and 46 percent were in blue-collar aviation ratings (e.g., Aviation
Electronics Technician). The remaining four percent were in ratings that were neither aviation-
related nor clerical.
Measures

"Affect Balance Scale. Positive and negative affect were measured using the Bradburn
Affect Balance Scale (Bradburn, 1969). The Affect Balance scale is a ten-item measure, made
up of two subscales: Positive Affect (5 items), and Negative Affect (5 items). The Affect
Balance Scale has been widely used, and has good psychometric properties (Bradburn, 1969;
George & Bearon, 1980). In the present sample, internal consistencies (coefficient alphas) of .67
and .70 were found for the Positive Affect and Negative Affect scales, respectively.

NEO Five-Factor Inventory. Costa and McCrae's (1989a) NEO Five-Factor Inventory
(NEO-FFI) was used to assess four personality dimensions: Neuroticism, Extraversion,
Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness. (The fifth scale of the NEG, Openness to Experience,
was not used because of time constraints and because it was not thought to be relevant to quality
of life.) The NEO-FFI is the short, 60-item version of the NEO Personality Inventory (Costa &
McCrae, 1985), a widely used personality instrument. Each of the NEO-FFI scales has adequate
psychometric properties (Costa & McCrae, 1989a; 1989b). For the present sample, the internal
consistencies of the NEO-FFI scales were .85 for Neuroticism, .72 for Extraversion, .68 for
Agreeableness, and .86 for Conscientiousness.

.. timim. Optimism was measured using a four-item scale developed by Scheier et al.
(1989). The four-item measure is a short version of Scheier and Carver's (1985) Life Orientation
Test (LOT), a widely used measure of Optimism. In the present sample, the four-item LOT had
an internal consistency of .58.

Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale. Self-Esteem was measured using the Rosenberg Self-
Esteem Scale (Rosenberg, 1965), a widely used, 10-item questionnaire. This measure has
adequate psychometric properties (Rosenberg, 1965). In the present sample, this measure had an
internal consistency of .85.

Job Satisfaction. Job satisfaction was an index consisting of responses to two questions:
(1) the interview question, "How do you feel about the job you have right now?", and (2) the
questionnaire item, "How do you feel about your job?" In both instances, respondents were
asked to indicate their feelings about their jobs on a seven-point response scale. Responses to
the two job satisfaction questions were averaged to form a Job Satisfaction index. The
coefficient alpha of this index was .85.

Satisfaction with the Navy. Satisfaction with the Navy was an index consisting of
responses to two questions: (1) the interview question, "How much do you like being in the
Navy?" and (2) the questionnaire item, "How do you feel about the Navy?". Both questions
were answered using a seven-point response scale. Responses to these two questions assessing
feelings towards the Navy were averaged to form Satisfaction with the Navy index. The
coefficient alpha of this index was .86.

Navy Stress. The measure of Navy stress was the single interview question, "How
stressful do you find being in the Navy?" Responses were given on a seven-point response scale.
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Intention to Reenlist. The measure of intention to reenlist was the interview question,
"When you complete your current enlistment, do you plan to re-enlist?". The possible responses
of "Yes", "Unsure", or "No" were assigned codes of 3, 2, and 1, respectively.

t Demrapic. Respondents completed a demographic questionnaire which asked for

their sex, age, race/ethnicity, education level, job rating, marital status, and pay grade.

,,. Procedure

Respondents were interviewed individually, and then administered a set of paper-and-
pencil questionnaires, which included the measures of affect, personality, and demographics
described above.

Results

The affect and personality variables were correlated with the measures of job and Navy
satisfaction; these results are presented in Table 1.

Table 1

Correlations of Personality and Affect Variables
with Job and Navy Satisfaction

Job Satisfaction Navy Intention to

Satisfaction with the Navy aSress

Positive Affect .14 .01 -. 12 .01

Negative Affect -.31* 1-.33** .30** 19"

Neuroticism -. 14 -. 11 .27** -.06

Extraversion .11 .16 -.02 .15

Agreeableness .26** .30** -.13 .15

Conscientiousness .17 .10 -.02 -01

Optimism .16 .22** -.19 .03

Self-Esteem .06 -.04 -. 14 -.10

** <.05
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Negative affect had a significant inverse association with all four of the job and Navy
satisfaction measures: job satisfaction (i = -.3 1, U < .01), satisfaction with the Navy (I = -.33,U <
.01), Navy stress (x = -.30, a < .01), and intention to reenlist (r = -.19, 2 < .05). Thus,
respondents high in negative affect were less satisfied with their jobs, less satisfied with the
"Navy, found the Navy to be more stressful, and were less likely to plan to reenlist than
respondents low in negative affect. Contrary to expectation, positive affect was not related to
any of the job or Navy satisfaction variables.

PersonalizX
Three of the six personality variables had significant associations with the job and Navy

satisfaction variables. Agreeableness was positively associated with both job satisfaction (r =
.26, 2 < .01) and with satisfaction with the Navy (1 = .30, p < .01). Neuroticism was positively
associated with Navy stress (r = .27, 2 < .01). Optimism was positively associated with
satisfaction with the Navy (I = .22, a < .01).

Contrary to expectation, the other three personality variables-Extraversion,
Conscientiousness, and Self-Esteem--were not associated with any of the job or Navy
satisfaction variables.

Discussion

* <This study found that negative affect was associated with job satisfaction, satisfaction with
the Navy, perceived stressfulness of the Navy, and intention to reenlist. Positive affect,
however, was not associated with any of these variables. It appears that negative affect is closely
tied to people's evaluations of their jobs and attitude towards the Navy. However, positive affect
does not seem to be related to these evaluations.

The present results are consistent with past research linking negative affect with job
satisfaction (Brief et al., 1988; Levin & Stokes, 1989). Given evidence that people high in
negative affect perceive their jobs as containing lower amounts of desirable characteristics
(Levin & Stokes, 1989), it may be that negative affect influences the way in which job-related
information is processed. Relative to their low negative affect counterparts, individuals high in
negative affect may focus on, and give greater cognitive 'emphasis to, the negative aspects of
their jobs.

It is somewhat surprising that positive affect was not associated with any of the job or
Navy attitude variables. Intuitively, one would expect both positive and negative affect to have
roughly equivalent but opposite effects on job and organizational attitudes. However, the
present results are consistent with a study by George (1989), which found negative affect but not
positive affect to be linked with turnover intentions. It may be that positive affect simply does
not affect the way in which job-re!ated information is processed, whereas negative affect does.

Three of the personality variables--Agreeableness, Neuroticism, and Optimism--were
associated with at least one of the job or Navy attitude variables. These findings are consistent
with the subjective well-being literature, which has found that personality variables are
associated with life satisfaction (Costa & McCrae, 1980; Diener, 1984). It seems intuitively
plausible that agreeable and optimistic people would evaluate most aspects of their lives
including their jobs and organizations more positively than their less agreeable, less optimistic
counterparts. Conversely, it seems plausible that neurotic individuals would tend to evaluate
most aspects of their lives in a negative manner.
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It should be pointed out that the amount of variance in job satisfaction explained by the
affect and personality variables in this study was fairly small. Situational variables, such as
"characteristics of the job, and interactive variables, such as person-environment fit, may have an
equal or greater impact on job and organizational satisfaction than dispositional variables.

Further research is needed to clarify the ways in which dispositional tendencies influence
on-the-job behavior, job performance, and job attitudes. For example, what mechanisms are
responsible for the relationship between negative affect and lower job satisfaction? What are the
effects of positive and negative affect on workplace interactions? What are the effects of
Agreeableness and Neuroticism? Do dispositional variables affect job performance? Do they
affect organizational commitment and job involvement? These and related questions should be
addressed in future research.

In conclusion, the present study found that dispositional variables make a significant
contribution to job and organizational satisfaction. It is recommended that future research on job
satisfaction include measures of dispositional variables whenever possible, so that the
disposition-job satisfaction relationship can be more fully understood.
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"VALIDATING TRAINING USING TASK ANALYSIS DATA

Amiel T. Sharon and James M. Reeder
U.S. Office of Personnel Management

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to describe the method used to
validate a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers training program for
skilled workers in the power plant industry. The Corps operates
hydroelectric power plants that supply electricity to a wide area
of the United States. The power plants are maintained and
operated by skilled power plant electricians, mechanics, and
shift operators who are trained for their duties in a formal
program called the Hydropower Training Program.

The Hydropower Training Program, which consists of classroom
instruction, on-the-job training (OJT), and independent study, is
three years long for electricians and mechanics and four years
long for shift operators. Classroom instruction consists of
academic courses, such as physics and mathematics, and job-

7 / related courses, such as generator relays. It also includes
specific trade skill instruction such as welding. The classroom
instruction is "frontloaded" by being given primarily during the
first year of the training program. The remaining time in the
program is devoted primarily to OJT and to independent study.
OJT is structured by providing to each trainee written guidelines
that specify what the trainee is expected to learn on the job and
"in independent study.

"A structured oral examination, which is the primary training
"measure of the program, is administered to trainees at the end of
each training period to assess knowledge acquired in the
classroom, on the job, and in independent study. The oral
examination functions both as an evaluation and a didactic tool.
It serves to assess trainee progress and at the same time to
provide trainees with specific feedback on their knowledge,
skill, and performance. The oral examination session for a
single trainee is conducted by three examiners with experience in
the trainee's trade. The examiners, who are always from a
different power plant than the trainee, ask the questions and
evaluate the trainee's answers. Although the examiners follow a
standard evaluation outline that lists the topics and subtopics
to be covered on the examination, they themselves determine the
specific questions to ask about each topic.

At the conclusion of the oral examination session, the examiners
"independently evaluate the trainee's performance by assigning
points to each topic by following a standard evaluation outline.
The outline indicates the maximum number of points to be given to
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each examination topic. The examiners pool their independent
judgments, agree on a single score for each topic, and add the
scores to calculate the total score on the oral examination.

There is no passing point or cutoff score on the oral
examination. The total oral examination score is added to other
numerical scores to make up a composite score for each trainee
for each training period. Depending on the training period, the
composite score may include points from the oral examination, on-
the-job performance appraisal by the trainee's work supervisor,
and/or grades from classroom instruction.

Validation strategy

Content validity was deemed to be the most suitable approach to
validate the Hydropower Training Program because the goal of the
training program is to impart knowledge and skill necessary for
successful job performance. Content validation makes it possible
to identify the ability, skill, and knowledge requirements of the
job and compare the requirements to the subject-matter taught in

... .- training. Unlike criterion-related validity, content validity
does not require large samples of trainees for statistical

* analyses. Instead, it relies on the judgments of subject matter
experts in identifying and comparing the content of training to
the content of the job.

METHOD

The first step in the content validation of the training program
was a task analysis. Since the Program targets three job
specialties (electrician, mechanic, and shift operator), each
specialty required a separate task analysis. The task analysis
procedure consisted of developing task inventories with
assistance of subject-matter experts, administering the
inventories to job incumbents, and analyzing the task data.

- - The task inventories were developed by the project staff with
three SME panels, one panel for each job specialty. The SMEs
were hydropower plant personnel selected by Corps of Engineers
headquarters to ensure that they represent the diversity of the
total workforce, which was a relatively small -- a total of 74
workers. Each inventory had two major parts:

Tools and equipment - A list of tools and equipment used in
the occupation was presented. Respondents indicated how
frequently they used each tool or piece equipment.

Job tasks - A list or an inventory of job tasks in each
occupation, organized under major job duties, was presented.

The number of tasks and tools identified by the SMEs for each
occupation is indicated in Table 1.
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Table 1

The Number of Tasks and Tools by Job Specialty

Number Number of

Occupation of Tasks tools

Electrician 177 91

Mechanic 199 95

Shift operator 245 30

For each task respondents indicated:

1. Whether they performed the task (yes or no)
2. How much time they spent on it (5-point scale)
3. How important it was to their job (5-point scale)
3. How difficult it was to learn (5-point scale)
4. Whether they learned it in the classroom (yes or no)
5. Whether they learned it on the job (yes or no)

For each tool the respondents indicated on a four-point scale how
frequently it was used.

Following the analysis of the survey data the OPM project staff
met with the three SME panels for the second time to review the
results and to:

a. identify the tasks and tools of the job that require
training;

b. link the tasks and tools of the job to the subjects
taught in the training program;

c. specify the relative emphasis to be given to each subject

in classroom instruction and on-the-job training.

Survey administration and response rate

The task inventories were distributed to all electricians,
mechanics, and operators in the District. Respondents were given
prepaid business reply envelopes for the return of the
inventories directly to OPM without the possibility of review by
supervisors. A total of 67 subjects, or 91 percent of the total
population of skilled workers, (26 operators, 21 electricians,
and 20 mechanics) returned completed inventories.
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Data analysis

The qrestionnaire responses were analyzed separately for the
three occupations in the following manner:

c. The percentages of responses were calculated to evaluate
the frequency of use of various tools and equipment in the
occupation.

d. Six statistics were computed for each job task: percent
performing the task, the mean time spent, mean relative
importance, mean learning difficulty, and the percent
indicating whether the task was learned in the classroom, on
the job, or both.

RESULTS

Tasks and tools

The job analysis questionnaire results verified the performance
and use of tasks and tools as identified by the SME panels.
All of the tasks and tools listed in the questionnaires were
reported to be performed or used in varying degrees by at least
some of the job incumbents. As can be seen from Table 2,
virtually all the tasks were reported to be performed by at least
50 percent of the workers. This result suggests that the three
occupations are fairly homogeneous, with little variation in the
way work is done within an occupation. Thus, from a training

Table 2

The Number and Percent of Tasks Performed by at least half of the
Workers in each Job Specialty

Occupation Number of Tasks Percent
of Total

Electrician 175 99

Mechanic 187 94

Shift operator 237 97

perspective, the issue was how to best train all tasks and how
much emphasis to give them in training, rather than which tasks
to train.

After reviewing the statistical results of the task analysis, the
SHE panels concluded that training is required for virtually all
tasks, even those tasks performed relatively infrequently or only
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at one or two power plants. They reasoned that journeyworkers
must have training for all tasks because they often move from one
plant to another, where they may encounter infrequently performed
tasks.

Linkina lob reauirements to the trainina Drogram

The training program that was being examined in this study wasr
documented in the form of an outline that detailed the subject
matter to be learned during each three- or six-month period of
the program.

Using the training program outline and the task analysis results,
the project staff and the SMEs identified the tasks and tools
that were being taught under each topic or subject in the
training program. The panels determined which tools and tasks
support each subject in training and whether training is provided
for each task of the job. This linkage procedure, which
constituted the validation of the training program, resulted in
a listing that showed which tasks fall under each subject matter
taught in the training program. Thus, with a few exceptions, all
tasks were linked to one or more training topics and all training
topics linked to one or more tasks.

To ensure that both the training program and the principal
training measure of the program, the oral examination, reflect
the relative importance of the components of the job, the SME
panels reviewed the weights assigned to the various subject
matter areas on the oral examination (these weights were assigned
by an SME panel in a prior study) and specified the number of
hours to be allocated to each subject area in classroom
instruction and on-the-job training. In allocating these hours
the panels considered the total number of hours available for
training, the breadth and difficulty of each subject, and the
extent a subject can be best learned in the classroom, on-the-
job, or in independent study. The procedure for allocating the
time for each subject area was based on pooled SME judgments, not
a rigid formula. SMEs considered the task analysis data as well
as their own knowledge of the subject in arriving at their
judgments.

The SME panels noted that their recommendations for training time
for each subject area as they applied to on-the-job training are
approximate hours, not rigid guidelines. They pointed out that
the schedule of the actual work in a power plant often governs
the assignments that can be given to a trainee and, consequently,
it may be difficult to follow the guidelines rigidly.
Nevertheless, when both trainees and supervisors are aware of the
hours specified in the training plan, they can map out the work
assignments to support the training plan. Doing so will increase
the proximity of time between classroom and on-the-job training
on the same subject and therefore improve the effectiveness of
training.
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SUMMARY

Using task analysis data, this study compared the content of a
training program for skilled hydroelectric power workers to the
content of the job. The results indicated that the subject
matter taught in the training program was related to the tasks
performed and tools used on the job. The content of the oral
examination, which is the principal evaluation technique used in
the training program, was also found to reflect the content of
the job and the training program. The number of hours that
should be allocated to each subject area in the classroom and on-
the-job training were also determined in this study.
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Introduction

Some issues the Air Force is now facing include fewer
resources and increasing job complexity. Thus, improving the
quality of Air Force training has never been more critical. The
purpose of this paper is to describe an ongoing effort to improve
the efficiency and effectiveness of Air Force training.

Background

Three important purposes of a training evaluation system are
content validity, training efficiency and training effectiveness.
Content validity ensures that the content of training is relevant
to the job. This can be accomplished through a direct comparison
of tasks performed on the job with the tasks taught in the
training program. The greater the overlap between the job and
training domains, the greater the content validity of the
training program.

While a program may be training the appropriate tasks, that
is, the training is content valid, the amount of emphasis placed
on those tasks may not match their "need" for training as
indicated by job content information. Training efficiency
ensures that the appropriate amount of emphasis is placed on each
task taught in training. Training efficiency can be determined
through a direct comparison, or matching, of the emphasis placed
on tasks during training, with the training needs identified from
the job domain. The greater the match between job and training
emphasis, the greater the efficiency of the training program.

Finally, training effectiveness determines whether trainees
learned the material that was taught in training. This requires
information about the performance of trainees at the end of the
training program. The greater the amount of learning that has
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occurred, compared to a specified standard, or criterion for
success, the greater the effectiveness of the training program.

In summary, content validity, training efficiency and
training effectiveness information are important components of a
training evaluation system. Each component contributes
information that can be used to assess and change the content,
emphasis, and conduct of a training program.

Methods, Procedure and Results

Research Context

The current effort integrates training efficiency and
effectiveness information to facilitate changes in training
course content and emphasis. A Training Efficiency and
Effectiveness Model (TEEM) was developed to improve the quality
of technical training by utilizing evaluation information at the
task level. The technical training program examined was the
Aerospace Ground Equipment (AGE) Airman Basic-in-Residence (ABR)
course at Chanute AFB, IL. The course consisted of 18 weeks of
instruction regarding equipment used to support aircraft.

Content Validity

Initially, the content validity of the program was assessed
to ensure that the tasks taught in training were the same as
those performed on the job. While the job content domain is
specified at the task level by the Occupational Survey Report
(OSR), the ABR training content domain is identified at the task
cluster level by the Specialty Training Standard (STS).
Therefore, it was not possible to compare the two domains at the
task level of specificity. Consequently, we developed a
questionnaire that asked ABR course instructors to link OSR tasks
to the course Plan of Instruction to determine which OSR tasks
were taught in training. These instructors were asked to
identify OSR tasks taught in the training program, their
corresponding instruction block, and if previously taught, the
reason for their deletion from the training program. Additional
instructors and course supervisors verified their responses.
Fourteen blocks of instruction and 152 OSR tasks were found to
compose the AGE ABR course.

Training Efficiency

Training efficiency was examined to determine if the amount
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of emphasis placed on tasks in the training program matched the
amount of emphasis recommended from OSR data. Ford and Wroten's
(1984) Matching Technique was used to link the emphasis
information from the job and training content domains to
determine training efficiency. Figure 1 displays conceptually
the Matching Technique that compares actual training emphasis
from the training domain with recommended training emphasis from
the job domain. Thus, potential training excesses, deficiencies,
and "hits" could be determined. These were indicative of tasks
that were potentially over-trained, under-trained tasks and
matched tasks, respectively.

Actual emphasis was determined by course instructors who
estimated instruction time per task. Some of the tasks taught
were matched with the Plan of Instruction training objectives
which listed time spent on each objective. For the remaining
tasks, instructors completed a questionnaire to link those tasks
to the POI. They also estimated the amount of time spent
training each task. Recommended training emphasis measures were
ratings collected from the field for the Occupational Survey
Report.

MATCHING TECHNIQUE TO EXAMINE TRAINING EFFICIENCY

HIGH POSSIBLE
TRAINING
DEFICIENCY

RECOMMENDED MED - MATCH
TRAINING EMPHASIS

POSSIBLE
TRAINING

LOW EXCESS

LOW MED HIGH

ACTUAL.
TRAINING EMPHASIS

Figure 1: The Matching Technique

Results were found for each of the three potential outcomes.
A task given a high emphasis in the schoolhouse and a low
recommended emphasis rating from the field was identified as a
potentially over-trained task. A task with a low emphasis in the
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schoolhouse and a high recommended emphasis rating from the field
was identified as a potentially under-trained task. Tasks with
approximately equal schoolhouse and field ratings were considered
a match.

TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS

Training effectiveness was examined by developing an end of
course knowledge test to determine whether trainees learned the
material that was taught in training. Multiple-choice knowledge
test items were developed for 19 tasks sampled from the training
course content. These tasks were chosen to be representative of
tasks performed on the different types of AGE equipment used in
the training course. The knowledge information was then
integrated with the training efficiency results obtained from the
Matching Technique, as suggested by Ford and Sego (1990). This
Training Effectiveness and Efficiency Model (TEEM) is displayed
in Figure 2. The performance level of both over- and under-
trained tasks is depicted in this model. In this study,
knowledge data was used to indicate performance level. For
purposes of this example performance is dichotomized as
"performed well" or "not performed well".

JOB PERFORMANCE LEVEL

NOT PERFORMED WELL PERFORMED W§LL

ELIMINATE "PROM REOUCE/MAINTAIN
TRAINING TRAINING TRAiNING 11MPHASI1

EXCESSESI PiND OTHER

OPTIONS

MATCHING
TECHNIQUE
RESULTS RE TRAININ MIIN 01.114111111URRENTRMPHASIS IMPHASIS

TRAINING PIND OTHER
MATCHES OPTIONS

M1CRSIASE TRAININ4 MAINTAIN CURRINT
TRAINING EMPHAS.6 EMPHASIS

OEFICIENCIES

Figure 2. Training Effectiveness and Efficiency Model

These results can be utilized to facilitate training course
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changes. For example, training time might be reduced for over-
trained tasks that were performed well, while training time might
be increased for under-trained tasks that were performed poorly.

Discussion and Summary

Results obtained from integrating performance and knowledge
data with the Matching Technique results showed tasks in all
domains of the conceptual model. It appeared that regardless of
the Matching Technique's results, little or no action was
necessary when task performance was good. However, if
performance was poor, training emphasis could be increased, the
task could be taught on the job, or performance could be enhanced
through the use of job aids.

This methodology is programmed on IBM compatible software to
present this information at the task level, in meaningful formats
to the user. For example, task information can be clustered by
equipment or function and tasks can be ordered by training
emphasis and Automated Training Indicator ratings. The TEEM
methodology is a simple approach that expedites training course
revisions by linking training content, training efficiency and
training effectiveness information.
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Results From A Comparison of Intel and Scout Activities,
and Unit Performance at the National Training Center

Brian J. Bush
U.S. Army Research Institute Field Unit

Presidio of Monterey, California

Background

This paper discusses a study of unit performance at the
National Training Center (NTC). The NTC is one of three maJor
Army combat training centers (CTCs), two in the United States and
one overseas. The CTCs developed to provide intensive and
realistic combined arms and interservices training to increase
unit readiness, develop leaders, standardize doctrine, and
provide feedback to the Army and other participants.

The NTC is characterized by an area large enough for force-
on-force maneuver, live fire training, air space for joint
operations, deployment training, instrumentation to document
actual events, a dedicated opposing force (OPFOR),
observers/controllers, and detailed after action reviews.

The intent of the NTC experience is to provide training
enhancement by 'stretching' the visiting unit to permit
identification of strengths and weaknesses. This focusing
facilitates a rotational unit's opportunity to develop it's
capabilities.

The study focuses on the Intel Battlefield Operating System
(BOS), which includes scout activites, and unit performance at
the National Training Center (NTC). The information on the Intel
BOS and unit performance is derived from Observer/Controller
(O/C) comments found in Take Home Packages (THPs) provided to
units at their home station. The THPs include a by mission
critique of their NTC training with a lessons' learned section.
The O/Cs are Army officers assigned to the BOS for which they are
subject matter experts and have school training and field
experience.

The THPs are part of the Combined Training Center's (CTC's)
archives maintained by the ARI-POM Field Unit under the guidance
of the Combined Arms Command - Training (CAC-T) located at FT.
Leavenworth.

The purpose of the study is to provide feedback to units,
commanders and trainers, and schools to improve field and
garrison training.
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Method

The author surveyed two-hundred and sixty-six TF missions
conducted between Feb. 1988 and Jan. 1990. There are generally 8
or 7 task force missions per rotation. The intel and scout
sections of UTC Take Home Packages THPs) were reviewed to
identify the activities conducted by mission, and determine the
range of comments describing the conduct of the activities.

Based upon O/C comments, the performance of each activity was
rated on a scale of 1 thru 5. A (1) * an O/C reported activity as
should have been done but not attempted; a (2) = attempted but
done poorly; a (3) = done adequately or mentioned as done without
a positive or negative comment; a (4) - done well; and a (5) a

done very well.

The maneuver section was used for O/C reported "comments
relating to mission success of the TF. The range of scores and
comments were: (1) a the TF was defeated in detail, or was unable
to clear an area or reach it's objective. (2) a the O/C comments
were inadequate to determine mission success or failure. (3)
the TF was able to secure the objective, or the TF caused the
Opposing Force (OPFOR) to commit it's reserves.

Findings

Activity performance: The average performance rating for ninety-
nine intel activities surveyed was M a 2.24, and scout
activities, M = 2.25.

The ten highest (plus ties) and lowest rated intel activities
with means ( ) and number of missions in which the activity is
mentioned (out of a possible 288 missions) are as follows:

Highest Lowest
Oral OPORD brief (3.00) 4 plan R & S routes (1.79) 14
brigade update (2.78) 88 enemy cbt multipliers (1.78) 9
id enemy positions (2.78) 4 conduct battle handoff(l.75) 8
use of PWs for intel (2.75) 4 enemy air threat (1.87) 24
intel estimate (2.73) 110 DST execution (1.83) 8
intel brief overall (2.71) 98 enemy FASCAM threat (1.80) 10
situation template (2.71) 189 plan retrans support (1.57) 7
terrain analysis (2.88) 178 control measures (1.50) 4
friendly aves of app (2.80) 77 DST use by TF (1.33) 3
IPB planning (2.58) 39 R & S checkpoints (1.00) 2
id enemy composition (2.58) 32
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The overall highest and lowest (plum ties) rated scout
activities with mans C ] and frequencies are:

Highest Lcimst
platoon initiative (3.05) 21 scout training (2.00) 12
TF FRAGO (2.82) 22 scout fire plan (2.00) 14
pro-combat checks (2.71) 86 sleep pian (2.00) 89
spot reports (2.68) 136 medical plan (2.00) 6
tracking the enemy (2.62) 157 route recon (1.96) 23
finding the enemy (2.59) 134 target handoff (1.94) 17
scout WARNO (2.58) 26 effect of scouts kia (1.88) 49
weapons check (2.56) 16 vehicle check (1.86) 7
plt ldr effectiveness(2.55) 42 scout rehearsal (1.84) 50
OP positions (2.53) 120 reconstitution of kia (1.71) 7

plt ldr recon (1.57) 45

Mission success: The following activities were significantly
related to mission success. Next to the level of significance is
the number of missions in which the activity was mentioned.

Intel Activities

Chi Square Kendall' Tau
situation template (p(.01) 189 situation template (P(. 0 1 ) 189
spot reports (p(.01) 136 spot reports (p(.01) 136
battle damage asses.(p(.01) 149 battle damage asses.(p(.01) 149
local security (V=. 0 1 ) 31 local security (P(. 0 1 ) 31
intel integration (p(.02) 79 intel integration (p(. 0 1 ) 79
R & S execution (p(.04) 94 R & S briefing (V .01) 23

R & S execution (p(. 0 2 ) 94
yevs of approach (p(. 0 4 ) 97
S2 commo w/recon (p<.05) 42
counter-recon plan (V-. 0 5 ) 53

Scout Activities

Chi Square Kendall's Tau
actions on contact (E(. 0 1 ) 72 mission effect. (p(.01) 112
mission effect. (p<.02) 112 actions on contact (p(.01) 72

knew friendly sit. (p<. 0 4 ) 96
commo link external (p(.05) 83
TF OPORD (p(.05) 93

Interpretation of the performance of the activities must be
done within the context of the National Training Center.
Therefore, the scale values should be interpreted as relative
scores and not absolute score values.
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Discussion

Activity performance: The averages for Lntel (M - 2.24) and scout
activities (M a 2.25) are below the scale midpoint of 2.50. This
tendency to have more negative than positive remarks is
reasonable when considering that the O/Cs try to point out
deficencies in performance so that the TF can correct them to
enhance success on the next mission. The trend to be somewhat
more critical is equally consistent for both intel and scout
O/Cs.

The primary intel activities, those with several subordinate
activities (the intel estimate, intel briefing, situation
template, terrain analysis, IPB planning, and DST development)
generally received higher ratings than secondary or subordinate
activities (plan R & S routes, identify enemy combat multipliers,
identify enemy air threat, identify enemy FASCAM threat, plan
retrans support, develop control measures, provide checkpoints,
and execution and use of the DST). The exception is the Decision
Support Template (DST).

In contrast, most of the subordinate scout activities were
rated higher than the primary activities. An exception to this
tendency was the TF FRAGO submitted to the scouts. Like many of
the primary intel activities, it received a higher rating than
it's subordinate activities.

Mission success: Ten of the intel activities were significantly
correlated with mission success. Four were a direct outcome of
scout performance (spot reports, local security, R & S execution,
communications). Five were attributed to the S2 and S2 section
(the situation template, intel integration, R & S briefing,
avenues of approach, and the counter-recon plan. The tenth was
attributed to the line units during contact with the OPFOR
(battle damage assessments).

Five sccut activities were significantly related to mission
success. The rating for scout mission effectiveness is the most
representative of the relationship between overall scout
performance and TF mission success. Actions on contact with the
enemy suggests the importance of the scouts not becoming
decisively engaged and compromising their mission. Establishing
and maintaining commo with the S2iTOC is imperative for the
dissemination of spot reports. And knowing the friendly situation
impacts nn scout fratricides and their survivability on the
battlefield.

The omission of any intel and scout activities from the
findings in regard to mission success does not necessarily imply
that other ar-tivities did not effect mission success. In several
cases, the sample size of activities was too small for analysis
with mission success.
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THE MEASUREM(ENT AND EVALUATION OF hMENAL WORKLOAD:
PROBLEM, PROGRESS, AND PROMISE

Richard H. Christ Ph.D.
Army Researh Im"Mt Field Unit- Fort Bim4 TX

DItHODUCrION 3I Select ad apply the a"pini OWL
rneinent techniques to em al Army systemi.
Hi&l Invechia, et al. (1992) Are*l -oI sp four

Th COG Of *1MA n t O D, Boh workodtcnqueas inaswmofe ight separate
physical and mental work depend not only on the studme wcorn three Army qsyt= HiAl Byers, et
particular task to be acomplished, but als upon AL (1"92) present and discuss the rmslt obtained
the availability of the internal resmees required of firom these studies, sad other studies in terms of
the operator to perform the task Thin, operator their meaningfulness or valuty fo a number of
workload (OWL) is defined in terms of the different practical topic moem.
interaction be-ween the work imposed on an
operator by a task sad the opereatr's capacity to 4. Use the results of ahengObjctiv 2 and
perform that work. (For a disciussion of the Objective 3 to synthesize guidmes n to which OWL
conceptual foundations, of workload see Lysagh at techniques should be used for a oven system. at a
al., 1989.) given. stage in developmnnt Harrls, Hill, Lysaght,

and Christ (1992) dewhei the rationale,
The OWL Zr~an objectives mad caaliisandfeatures of the Operator Workload

acolg~hM I& There has been considerable Knowledge-based Expert System Tool
research concerned with workload, the majority (OWLKNEST).

codeed, in laboratory settints. Of the applied
research, most has been associated with aviation 5. Synthesize overall. leirn learned firom the
systems. To fig the void the U.S. Army Research OWL Program and provide the managers of Army
Institute (AMU sponsored a three-roar exploratory systems what they need to know about OWL
development effort called the OWL Program. The Christ~, Hill Bulger, and Zaklad (1990) prepared a
challenge of the OWL Program was to apply and pamphlet for the managers of Army systems that
validate the mosm relevant of the workload describes the need and some procedures for
measurement techniues and use the results to iansrng that OWL miso sad concepts arm
formulate practical guidance To meet this incorporated into the materiel acquisition process.
challnge, five objectives, were established for the
OWL Program. These objectives sand the major The nroefthsrwi In addition to
rewshearc product produced when each was achieved describing and identifying the major
are given below, accomplishments of the overall ARI OWL program,

this report has two major goals: (a) to highlight
L. Determine the current status of OWL in the some examples of experimental sad analytical work

Army. Hill, Lysaght, et aL (1987 present the conducted during the pursu of the application and
results of a review of Army and Defiense validation of workload assessment techniques and
Department requirements documents and an (b) to identify several promising and important
analysis of interview with prospectiv users of the areas for future research. The remainder of this
guidance which was to be produced by the OWL report is organized around these two goals.
Program.

2. Identify and evaluate the techniques and OVERVIEW OF THE PURPOSES, METHODS,
methodologies currntly available for the assessment AND RESULTS OF THE OWL PROGRAM
of OWL_ Lysaght et al. (1989) document the results PRIMARY RESEARCH STUDIES
of a comprehensive review and evaluation of the
concept of workload and methods for its General gurnos of the OWL studies. A major
assessment. purpose of the OWL Program primary researh
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studies was to evaluate the applicability and valldt techniques, to use in two of the primury research
of workload assessment techniques for Army studiesw an eiert opinion technique based upon the
systems. The concept of applicability is based upon prospecti application of the TLX method (Pro-
very practical issues such as how many r TLX), and the task analytic and simulatio methods
are required to employ a technique and operator incorporated in the Task Analysis/Workload
acceptanm The concept of validity must be (TAWL) and the TAWL Operating System
examined as a multi-dimensional continuum Simulation (TOSS) methods (Bierbaum, Fulford, &
concerned with the "degree of reality' that can be Hamilton, 990).
demonstrated for workload measurement techniques
in various situations. Our approach to application an&m= used for the OWL studies. Five US.
and validation of a workload assessment technique Army systems were selected for study: the Aquila
was to seek and utilize any and aU information that Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV), the Line-of-Sight-
relates to the 'meaningfuness" or operational reality Forward-Heavy (LOS-F-H) mobile air defense
of the OWL technique in question. The goal was to system, the UH-60 Blackhawk helicopter, the LOS-
gather all this partial and uncertain information and Rear Pedistal Mounted Stinger (PMS) mobile air
put it together in a meaningful way. defense system, and the Stingray system mounted on

a Bradley Fig-tng Vehicle. Five separate studies
General methods used for the OWL studies. A were conducted using the LOS-F-H system, two

variety of OWL assessmnt techniques are available with the Aquila RPV, and one each with the other
and most have been described in previous three systems. With the exception of the UH-60
publications (e.g, Lysaght et aL, 1989). These Blackhawk study, these workload studies were part
OWL assessment methods may be partitioned into of previously scheduled US. Army field tests or
two categories. The empirical techniques involve field exrcises. The UH-60 Blackhawk study was
the assessment of workload while the operator is conducted exclusively to assess workload factors
actually operating a simulator, prototype, or using the UH-60 2B38 flight simulator. While each
representative system, Le., workload is assessed with of the 10 studies had specific objectives, efforts were
the operator-in-the-loop. Analytical or predictive made to conduct the tests and data collection efforts
techniques, in contrast, may be applied early in the in a milar manner so that comparisons could be
system design process, without an operator in-the- made across studies.
loop. The empirical techniques include those
methods which measure the operator's performance, Direct comnarison of the empirical workload
physiological responses, and reports of subjective assessment techniaues. For five of the studies, the
experiences. The analytical techniques estimate four operating rating techniques - TLX, SWAT,
workload through the methods of expert opinion, MCH, and OW - were directly compared with one
comparability analysis, task analysis, and simulation. another along four dimensions: factor validity,

operator acceptance, resource requirements, and
Based on our research review, we selected four special procedures (Hill, Iavecchia, el al., 1992).

different empirical techniques to use in our studies. Principal component analysis (PCA) was conducted
They are: Task Load Index (TLX) (Hart & on all possible sets of workload measures within
Staveland, 1987), Subjective Workload Assessment each study. Across all the studies, this analysis
Technique (SWAT) (Reid, Shingledccker, & revealed a single component variable, hereafter
Eggemeier, 1981), Modified Cooper-Harper termed the OWL Factor, which explained between
(MC11) scale (Wierwille & Casali, 1983), and 71 and 83 percent of the total variance in the data.
Overall Workload (OW) (Vidulich & Tsang, 1987). Table 1 summarizes the results of the analysis of
Two of the scales (MCH and OW) are factor validities for all four rating scale techniques
unidlmensional, i.e., produce only an estimate of in each study for which the comparisons can be
overall or global workload. The other two scales made. The table presents, for each study, the
(TLX and SWAT) are multidimensiond, Le., ordered mean factor loadings. Based on these and
provide information on the various components or the other results of the direct comparison among
sources of workload, as well as an estimate of global rating scale techniques, it was concluded that the
workload. TLX technique is generally the preferred workload

rating scale for all but screening applications, where
Based on our review of workload assessment it may be appropriate to use the OW technique.

methodologies, we selected different analytical
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Factor Validity Scores Acrou Studies,

LOS-F-N Gwle W1921 11 MC902 iT.73

Acpftos FOUTUL 96TIUJ K89

W~i~ m inuim um n-For AVO who operates the ai vehicle; has the leas
the LOS-F-H and Stingray sytmn, step-wise workload in the M&ig segment of an REV mission
represdoe analyses, was conducted to xmume the when tight g operaaos werelativel routin but
relatimaship betwPee operator workload and system higher than -amp workload during launch and
perf~ormance. In two of the LOS-F-H studies the especially during reiny when varios problems
dependent variable was a memo o system as and ofen do arise.
performance scare (baued on the number of targets .
destroyed during co~eement opportunkies) and for -

the Stingay system itwas amemre of force mam Lw

effectiveness. Inalthree of toe "Nothe 0 a
multiple, correlations were signifieas R .0466 E
and -W.6 in the two LOS-F-H studies, and - 0
-0.12 and 435 for the defemive and offensive;- 0.0.

Stingray m=Wmoi rectively These results, showL
that increases, in operator workload ratings wer -J
associated with decreases, in system perfornance.3
Hence, it is possible to demonstrate a meaningfu 0 L

and system performance, even up to several months ý
following the events to be rated. However, the Crew Position
presence of this relationship wigl depend upoin the Figure L The effect of muinim seuwaa and awo
procedures used to measure both variables. nswmberpauiioe an wr,*Iood &a doer Aqaila FIREX

Sensitmivi to emneetd va~tons Is Imnesd 88My

flWL The sensitivity of workload ratings to
imposed workload was established in all but one of One of the Paks of the OWL Program was to
the ten OWL studies. For examnple, the results of investigate how workload changes over an extended
one of the Aquila RPV studies revealed a significant period of time. Figure 2 shows the mean workload
interaction between mission segment and %crw rating of each of two crew as a fuinction of time
position, as illustrated in Figure L It may be seen into their respective 48-hear missions. it may be
that while the mission commander (MC) has the seen that workload ratings generally increase across
highest and relatively consistent OWL factor scores, time for both crews. Since task demands were
the workload ratings of the other two crew relatively constant over the duration of the 48-hour
members vary considerably and in opposite mission, the increz-s in workload over time may
directions over segments. These results make sense. reflect a decrease in the resources the system
The workload of the MC is driven by a fairly Operators hrav to commit to mission essential tasks
constant level of responsibility ovr an entire flight
of the RPV. The MPO who operates the mission DIlnsnoeffd, o utldimensional tectinfque.
payload has no direct responsibiity during launch Diagnosticity refers to the exent to which a specific
and recovery when the mission payload is not in use source or cause of workload is revealed by the
but higher than average workload during the flight measurement technique. The OWL Program
when the mission payload is used to perform focused on an analysis of the TLX subscales. The
mimion essential Functions. On the other hand, the TLX subanae arc: mental demand, physical
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mVWd to OWL masurxen is the use of

Practtooff to make, meaningful comizribuzious eardy
o inthe design phmofaaen ergigstuo. The"0 LOS-F-H Prospective study examined the workload

ratip of operators for a variety of bypoh mdek
-J itutios.Figure 4 ills-antes the prospective

n ainp ocated with a mom realistic
It

0 10 20 to

Hours Into Mission o400

Figure L. 77W effect of an esotamed *uradoe, 0
0no.0muson on work*oad in Aur LOS-F-H FDTE 48. w

hour miuio m4.dy) x 20o

-J
I-

demand, temporal demanid, performance, effort, and M
frusftation. An analysis of changes in the pattern offII
subscale values aoros key independent variables of o.o
a study can help to identify workload problems and Aut

their sources at a finer level of detail than can a Mode of Operation
global measure of workload. An example of a such
an interaction effect was found for the UH-60A F 4. T7e effec of propo•ed mode of
study and is illustrated in Figure 3. It may be seen opeag , p JW unit; and crew menbe
that two subscales contribute to the higher mean piadoem on 77X raSrp in the LOS-F-H
workload observed for the LZ to PZ segment than Pmpecdw sudy.
for the other three segments shown; the LZ to PZ
segment has larger effort and physical demand
components than the other three segments. This configuration of several fire units. The "master fire
result is reasonable since the 1Z to PZ segment unit is the one with an active radar, which receives
represents flying through hostile territory carrying a command and control data over an active radio
heavy load, a situation in which the platform is quite network, and which determines the assignment of
unstable, targets to fire units. The slave vehide is responsible

Go". sfor engaging the assigned targets. Figure 4
, F illustrates a significant interaction of operation

-3 mode (Master, Slave, and Autonomous) and duty
T.-O"C...W position (RO and EO). The overall workload of

FRI -- the RO and EO is rated about the same in the
) Autonomous Mode. However, the RO is projected

X 2W.. to experience greater levels of workload than the
" EO in the Master Mode and the reverse is

projected to occur in the Slave Mode.

"do LW 1 LZ t

ap .. Analsils of the TAWL/TOSS Methodology. The
Mission Segment validity of the TAWL/TOSS methods was analyzed

for the UH-60 Blackhawk study. The approach
Figure 3. The effect of mirsion segment and T.X used was to compare real-time operator ratings of
subscale on weighted subscake scores in the UH-60 workload with TAWL/TOSS-bascd predictions of
simulator study. workload. This technique proved to be quite

reasonable. A significant correlation was found
acros crew members between TAWL\TOSS-
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0
U
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am LIn n ft Lab - IbPw o

Mission Segment
rftgu L V. Te ffed dmnanm, SqygN ad Qvp nrff 1, p(Id, m m*iw m* ad
TA L/TOSS mode pudiaios of ovaef %wkload in A UH.4U *WWMWso*

derived predctices of OW and the realtie OW 7Ue prospective rating echnique shows proom. as
ratings (L - 0.8M). This hig correlation suueaz th. a method for identifyin potental workload
validiy o( the underl4n TAWL/TOSS data bar problems in emerging sytms. The TAWIL/TOS
and scenario generatoio tedhniques. Figre 5 model is shown to have a capability to track
illstrates this finding graphic-ally by mission empkwca workload ratings.
sepient, separately for the pilot and copIlot As
may be seen, TAWL/TOSS predictiouns track the Future mrbDuim. Based on
relative overafl workload bet Pe segments accompli.hment and lessons learned from the

OWL Program and from other related research
prOgraNNs, seveal area for future work con be

SUMMARY AND CONCWSIONS OF THE OWL deaail~ed Thuse include continuing work to
PROGRAM PRIMA4RY RESEARCH S"TUDIES geeall~y improve our understanding of the concept

of workload and its relationship to operator and
The emprcalg methods examined were four System performance. Hoiwever, it must also be

operator rating techniques: IIX. SWAT, OW, and recognized that the ccetof workload is a critical
MCKi In the studies reported, TLX was variable in other domains o( applied behavior and
consistently highest in (actor validity and operator social science. Three area of research which could
acceptance For these reasons, TLX is benefit from a new or renewed consideration of
recommended for all, but screening appliatioms, workload mome and concerns are presented In
where OW (because of its simplicity and suceei g paragraphs.
convenience) may be used sa a first step. The
empirical workload ratings are shown to be sensitive o Methods need to be developed to improve our
to change in system performance and in the ability to asesa, understand, and utilize differences
expected levels of workload imposed upon the among individual soldiers in their reactions to
operator by the system, mission, and operational workload enrems. It is generally understood that
conditions. Additional analyses show that the TLX individual differences, exist~, but there is little

suscle rtings contain potentially useful research to relat them to workload.
information concerning the source or cause of
experienced workload. o Alternative methods need to be developed for

Actually decreasing the eaftrmes in workload
The analytical, methods studied were prospective imposed upon soldiers Traditionally, theme

operator ratings using the TLX scale and the methods ame based on the design and development
TAWL/TOSS task analytic and simulation model. of hardware or software systems and their interface
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with the soldier. Two alternative methods would tm~ank IiIMi for tMe BDwbgiol ad Social Sciences

address (a) the design and structure of the Hars R. M., IM & 06, Ly,.bCIt L. & Chit RLB (199).
organizational unit within which the soldier/system ntao workload knowledsta~mmd expert smente tool
is located and (b) the operational tactics, 5a ansaopoyt foo it
techniques, and procedures used during employment te etnia gan(esac oe9-9
of the soldier/system. Aamadim, VA. U.S. Army Research Institute far the

Behaviora and Social Sciese

o Methods are nceede for increasing the soldiirs' Had, S. Q &Stv~l.. L &(197) Developmentat aa
capability to successfully cope with extreme& in NASA-X (Tank Load Index): Results of empirica and
operator workload. These methods may draw upon. theossdnid remareb. In P. S. 1anoock & N. Meshkat (Eds.),

(a) the identification, selection, and classification of Hua etiwrd .Aenaterda.: Ebevier.

soldiers whose performance is relatively tolerant to NI S. QI, Isaela H. P., Byers, J. C., Ditnr, A. C., Jr.,
workload extremnes, or (b) the design wtid ZibAd, A. L.. & Chrid B. Z(199). Comnparuon1 Of four
implementation of training programs to develop sujctv wat drting seek HWULEaUl 1429-439.
effective individual and unit-le-vel workload
management strategies. In the Latte case, there hasl IM S. G., Dyers, 3. C-, Inavcchia, H. P., Zaklad A. " Bittner,
been little meaningfu research on the interaction of A. C, Jr., & OiAK, L B. (1992) Avolicatiofi and validation

worloa an trinig.of workload usamaa mmen ehiauc (Technical Report - in
workload an training. Alcatuidri, VA. U.S. Army Research Institute

for fth Behavira mand Social Sciences
The Fort Bliss Field Unit of ARI has initiated

work on two of these *new' areas of interest. We HfiD, S. 0, Lynlt, Lt 3., Ditti, A. C., Jr., Dulger, I. P.,
have launched a multi-year reearch proramn to Plansoada &. D., I~nton P. M., & Dick. A. 0. (1987)

develop methods for sesng and tildizing Reslt from tuir documento oreve andu
workload-related factors to improve the force design ineve aa- (T~chnical Report 2075-2). Willow Grove,
process. Our first area of concern in this regard is PA: Analytics, Inc.
to address the problem of how to optimize the
distribution of command and control across Lysaght, LR.J, HIMl S. 0., Dick, A. 0., Plamoado, B& D., Unto,,

echeons n a omba envronmnt; prolemP.M K eriwille, W. W, Zaklad, A.L, Bitner,A. C.,
echeonsin acomat evirnmen; aprobemr, At Wu It J, Jr. (19694 Operator imrkoaink

related to the concept of span of control, clearly a Comorchensive review and evaluation of workload
workload-relaed matter. We have also initiated a inszhod2oin (Technical Report 851). Alexandria,
program that will examine the impact of workload- VA. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and
related issues on collective mufti-echelon unitSoilcens
training. We believe this latter work may facilitate RAK G. BL, Sbnleer, C. A, & Egpueler, P. T. (1961).
the design of more effective training strategies and Application of conjoint measurement to workload
provide a basis for as-sessing the success of scale development. Proceedings of the Human Factors
alternative training strategis Society 25th Annigal Mectine (pp 5W225). Santat Monica,

C:Human Factoes Society.
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Factors That Affect User Thist in Expert Systems

John L Ward I, U.S. Army Natick RD&E Center
Larry L Leser, GEO-CENTERS, Inc.

Rhea Paniesin, Boston University

S cial models of trust offer Inslg•t asit how trust Is founded aid nurtured between
humans. However. with the proliferation of and reliance upon Artificial Intllsigence eys.
tems. particularly in military administration, more understanding of how user trust affects
the acceptance and use of intelligent computer systems is neaded. The authors propose
that systom design features and demographic variables may help explain user confidence
in such syste"s. An experiment was conducted with 87 soldiers at the U.S. Army Natick
RD&E Center to determine if manipulation of two expert system variables (La. the Domain
Expert and the System Developer) would Influence soldis' confidence in that syasm,
and to determine which variable was more influential on user tust. Results indicate that
subjects' confidence fluctuated as satem variables we altered and that the Domain
Expe had significantly more influence on user trust than did the system developer. Thi
indicates that users' trust in intellgent computer system can be manipulated by providing
more specific system information to the user. Although demographic survey data showed
a posltive correlation between subjects' formal education and their reported comfort with
com•puers, and between computer experience and such co•nort, no varables were found
to significantly influence the direction and magnitude of reported user confidence. A
precedent has been established to further evaluate design strategies and demographic
variables that ar related to usw trust, and to determine the criticality of user confidence
in intelligent computer systems.

Expert systems are one of the most promising technological advances in recent years. The miii-
tary is an environment that could receive enormous benefits from implementing these intelligent
computer systems in critical areas like training, planning, logistics, battlefield operations and in
weapons systems. Warfighting equipment is becoming extremely technologically sophisticated. Men
and women who enter service today have much higher levels of computer skills than previous gen-
erations due to the proliferation of computers in everyday American leisure and education. Yet
expert systems are rarely developed for or used by the majority of service members. One reason for
this is that implementation of expert systems for service members must overcome not only those
same human engineering problems that exist when expert systems are applied elsewhere, but they
must also meet constraints imposed by military structure, culture and mission.

One feature that is essential to successful implementation of expert systems is user acceptance.
There is reason to believe that the criteria for accepting an expert system differs from the criteria
that determine acceptance of traditional computer programs because expert systems, in contrast,
often make decisions verses simply organizing and computing data. This seems to add a new dimen-
sion to already existing problems in innovation acceptance, and we posit that the crux of this dimen-
sion is user trust and confidence. Throughout this paper the words trust and confidence are used
interchangeably; they both refer to the expectations users hold that the expert system will provide a
correct answer. Several researchers evaluating the acceptance (Mackie and Wylie, 1985; Reidel,
1988) and use (Aretz, 1987) of expert and decision support systems indicate that user confidence in
the system is crucial, yet historically user trust has not been treated as a distinct variable upon which
system acceptance is, at least partially, dependent. The focus of this paper is to develop a rationale
for studying the trus: that U.S. Army soldiers exhibit in expert systems, and to discuss an experi-
mental approach for increasing user confidence.
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Definitions and proposed sociological models of trust* between humans vary, and many con-
swucts have been used in the attempt to illuminvte critical aspects of trust that will enable us to bet-
ter understand its etiology and nature. Many of these definitions and models (Barber, 1983; Rempel,
Holmes and Zanna, 1985; Scanzoni, 1979; Deutsch, 1973; Rotter, 1980), although primarily orient-
ed to interpersonal rust, are comprehensive and generic enough to be applied to the study of human
trust in inanimate objects, processes or beliefs. Rempel, Holmes and Zanna (1985) offer the follow-
ing definition of mrst, one that is generic yet descriptive enough to encompass all of the characteris-
tics of user trst in expert systems: "a generalized expectation related to the subjective probability
an individual assigns to the occurance of some set of future events." Such background enables
researchers in computer science and human factors to draw from existing models of trust and
explore its component parts and its functions in relation to intelligent computer systems.

Expert systems used in military training or operations must not only be correct, they must be
perceived as being correct and so misted or they will not be used. Any benefits the military might
derive from this technology is contingent upon soldiers using the expert system and thereby enhanc-
ing mission performance. If both acceptance and use of an expert system are so strongly affected by
the amount of confidence a user has in the system, then research that focuses on increasing user con-
fidence is needed to better leverage expert system technology. The following experiment was con-
ducted to compare the relative effects of two expert system variables, the domain expert and the
knowledge engineer, on soldier mist.

Methods

Subjects

Prior to the study, 135 soldiers stationed at the U.S. Army Natick Research, Development and
Engineering Center completed a survey that provided pertinent demographic data as well as infor-
mation on their life experience with and feelings toward computers. From this information, 120 sub-
jects were selected to complete the study, but 33 of these subjects were transient and were reas-
signed prior to the study. The remaining 87 soldiers were blocked into two groups differentiated by
two levels of computer experience, those with computer experience and computer novices. This
determination was made following analysis of several questionnaire items dealing with the age at
which they first used computers, total software packages used, familiarity with various computer
environments and use of computers for work, education or leisure. The mean age of subjects was
27.5 yrs. (sd= 6.86) and the range in time in service was from 2.5 mos to 24.3 years (MID = 2.1
years). Their ranks ranged from E- 1 (Private) to 0-5 (Lieutenant Colonel) with a total of 74 enlisted
(85%) and 13 officers (15%) participating. There was an intentional use of this officer-enlisted ratio
due to the lack of any expert system experimentation data with enlisted soldiers. The groups repre-
sented an extensive cross-section of (28) Military Occupational Specialties. Only one of the subjects
had any prior knowledge of expert systems.

"For a comprehensive treatment of the origins and definitions of interpersonal trust the authors refer readers to The

Logics and Limits of Trust, B. Barber (1983). An insightful review of several models of interpersonal trust, and an interpre-
tation of how these might explain human trust in decision support systems, is found in B.M. Muir's paper TrusBwn
Humans and Machines. and the design of Decision Aids (see references).
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Procedures

This study was conducted solely as a paper and pencil experiment. The experimental paradigm
used was a 2x2x2 between subjects design. Treatment stimulus configurations are described in Table
1. The independent variables were the Domain Expert (DE), the Sytem Developer (DEV), and the
level of computer experience of the groups. Two levels of the (DE) were created, one clearly superi-
or (+DE) to the other (-DE), and two comparable levels of the System Developer (+ DEV, - DEV)
were created. These ,'escriptions were reviewed by three outside evaluators to ensure perceptual
equality of the stimulL Table I demonstrates the four possible pairs of stimuli which were com-
bined to form vignettes about an expert system. The task of the expert system was foraging for wild
edibles, taken from an actual field prototype that advises soldiers on what plants they can eat if in a
survival situation. Subjects were given a six page packet that included an introduction to expert sys-
tems, clear definitions of each term or concept critical to the study, and instructions. They were
given ample time to read the introductory and instruction pages and were encouraged to ask ques-
tions at any time during the study. The DE/DEV vignettes were then presented, randomly across the
two user groups (High Computer Experience, Low Computer Experience), and subjects were asked
to select the pair in which they had more confidence. They were then asked to indicate how much
more confidence they had in the scenario that they selected by making a vertical mark on a 100 nun
visual analogue scale anchored at either end with the numbers I and 100. The stimuus presentation
order was counterbalanced to prevent extraneous ordering effects and the balanced design provided
that all four DE/DEV pairs were presented an equal number of times to both groups. This presenta-
tion strategy created the conditions by which it would be possible to determine the effects on user
confidence of providing normally unavailable information about two key expert system variables to
the user.

TABLE 1: STIMULUS CONFIGURATIONS(DE)

POS NEG

POS + + -+
(DEV)

NEG + - -.

Results

A three-way ANOVA on the confidence ratings showed that there was no significant difference
between the reported confidence of the High and Low Computer Experience groups. Thus the data
from both groups were combined for the rest of the statistical analyses. Data were first analyzed to
determine the rates of selection of the DE and DEV variables under each possible condition. A

.binomial test on conditions 1/2 (see Table 2) where the DE varied and the DEV was held constant
showed that the selection of +DE over -DE was not due to chance (96.67%, p<.05). Similarly, in
conditions 3/4, with the DE held constant and the DEV varied, a binomial test demonstrated that the
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TABLE 2: EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

DE DEV DE DEV CONDITIONS

+ + - + (1)
+ - - (2)

+ + + - (3)

. + . (4)

+ + (5)

+ . + (6)

selection of +DEV over -DEV was not random (79.31%, p<.05). However, the difference between
96.67% (rate at which the +DE was selected) and 79.3 1% (rate at which the +DEV was selected)
was significant (X = 4.25, p<.05). In condition 5 subjects were simply comparing two positive
levels of the DE and the DEV against the negative levels (+DE/+DEV vs -DE/-DEV). Here, too, the
rate at which the positive stimuli were selected over the negative ones was statistically significant
and not due to chance (92.86%, p<.05). Finally, in condition 6 neither variable was held constant,
meaning subjects were comparing +DE/-DEV to -DE/+DEV. The scenario with +DE was selected a
significant number of ti-nes over the scenario with the +DEV (85.71%, p<.05).

In order to assess the effect of manipulating the DE while keeping the DEV constant and vice
versa, scores in conditions land 2 were g. ,uped together, as were scores in conditions 3 and 4. A
one-way ANOVA conducted on the magnitude of difference in confidence ratings between groups
1/2 and 3/4 was statistically significant (F = 10.9, df = 1, 57, p< .005) with the difference in confi-
dence ratings being greater for the +DE condition than the +DEV condition. A two-tailed t-test
comparing the condition 6 mean (32.00) of the +DE scores to 0 resulted in a significant difference
between the ratings for the +DE and the +DEV variable (t = 2.81, p < .05); similarly, the means of
the + DE scores from the conditions 1/2, 3/4, and 5 compared to 0 show a significant difference from
the means of the +DEV (p < .05).

Linear regressions were performed on several questionnaire items to test for relationships
between demographic variables and reported confidence. The correlation coefficients (Persons' first
order correlations) indicated a strong relationship between reported comfort using computers and
level of computer experience (r = .577, p< .001), and between overall positive experier-ýes with
computers and level of computer experience (r = .5644, p< .001). However, a multiple regression
combining these variables, as well as others (education, age, rank, MOS) failed to predict expert
system confidence ratings.

Discussion

Based on these analyses, we make the following points. The results showed that in all condi-
tions the competence of the Domain Expert had a stronger positive effect on the reported confidence
of the user than did the competence level of the System Developer. The first indication of this is the
significant difference in the rate at which the +DE was selected over the +DEV in conditions 1/2 and
3/4. One might assume that holding DE constant while switching the DEV would have the same
effect as holding DEV constant while switching the DE. However, the DE more frequently influ-
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enced the selection of +DE over +DEV. This reaction correrlates with the magnitude of difference
between confidence scores for conditions 1/2 and 3/4 in that the DE again pulled the actual values of
the scores upward under conditions where the expected confidence ratings, if the independent vari-
ables had an equal effect, would fall within a close range. Additionally, in condition 6, when both
levels of both independent variables systematically changed and created a much more complex deci-
sion for subjects, the +DE was clearly the variable that determined the rate of scenario selection and
it significantly skewed the magnitude of the scores. These data reinforce each other and suggest that
the Domain Expert has much more ability to raise the confidence level of a soldier than does the
System Developer.

This experiment demonstrates that one expert system variable is more influential than another in
influencing user trust in the system. It also demonstrates a method (i.e. providing influential infor-
mation about the system to the user) that may be effectively applied with a number of variables to
influence user perception of a novel decision-making system. Future research is needed to determine
what other variables influence soldiers' trust in intelligent systems, and to systematically test these
variables using the described methodology. Additionally, it is important that a metric be derived to
determine baseline user confidence levels in an expert system in order to quantify increases in user
trust. Then, true increases in soldiers' trust in intelligent systems can be quantified and directly
attributed to system variables, like Domain Expert, and techniques that influence soldiers' trust, like
the method reported here.
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WHAT ABOUT COMPUTER BASED ASSESSMENT?
a NATO-point of view

LtCol Drs. Paul B. Van Raay
Royal Dutch Army

1. INTOQDUCTIO

This paper presents a broad survey of computer-based assessment of military personnel from a NATO
perspective. In the following chapter the reason why NATO is involved and the problems in how to
cooperate are told. Chapter three deals with the different concepts in computer-based assessment. Chapter
four follows with the implications for recruitment. Finally chapter five ends with the conclusion.

2. NT
2.1 Why NATO ?
In general the armed forves in pratically all western countries are the
biggest users of selection-systems. Moreover a considaribly number of
military functions operate with highly advanced technical equipment. So due
to the large number and the technical nature of the functions the computer
was in a very early stage recognized as a big contribution to the selection
of military personnel. This conclusion lead to the decision that computer-
based assessment should be a NATO-topic.

Within NATO-PANEL-8, Research and Study Group-15 (RSG-15) was installed.
It's main interest was the computer based assessment of military personnel.
Participants were the USA, Germany, Great-Britain, Belgium, Canada, the
Netherlands, France and Denmark. In this international forum one could more
easily communicate, coordinate and exchange data, experiences and systems
within NATO-countries. In fact RSG-15 has given us the possibility and the
means to exchange testmaterial, testsystems and testdevelopment. Therefore
forms and procedures have been developed.

2.2 Difficulties
A first stock-taking showed similairities as well as differences in the field of computer based military test-
psychology within and between the different nations. Let us first review the differences.
In some cases is this a matter of competence and coordination. Between countries this can be ascriled to the
autonomy and deviating responsibilities of each individual country. Although participating in NATO, each
country has to recruit its own personnel to do the military job for national policy. So they can ask different
qualities and quantities.
On a smaller scale, within countries it can be ascribed to the different tasks of army, air-force and navy.
Not to mention rivalry and competition between the three. Each military force can develop seperate and
individual automated test-systems.

But it is not only a matter of competence or coordination. It is also due to the fact that the armed forces need
different kinds of personnel for the filling of there functions (for example: pilots vs infantry-soldiers). This
means that different automated testsystems were developed on behalf of different predictive criteria.

Then there is also the question of "who* dev'lopes these systems. Is it done by the armed forces on there
own or is it done partly or even completely by civil contractors. In this last example one can assume that
contractors connect with there former and other work in this domain.
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In this case the systems are probably very simular to those systen which are already anid or tisi systeam
which will be used in the near future in the -ne domain. In case tho army developes i as &wi own, thi
can mean considaribly difference from other dtvelopments. This can give a subutant diaamw ist ho way
system operate in the same domain.

And thin them is the problem between the differnt hard- and softwam. Let us finst cosie on the
hardware. Most stand-alons and LANS ar IBM-c.aqatible nowadays. But there aM silml BM systems
operating. Also diffrent operation-language. am used such u DOS vs UNYX. Compeqbilkiy uot tih only
problem. Coastiction-date is another one. Most machnes am from a different y emuctdMe, and. due
to the gigantic ad explosive on-going development, this has implications for techoical pomibilities like
processing-capacity, clock-speed and so on. Normally this means at least calibration betwen machines.

The software is not always compatible. If the software is compatible a programm dgod operate on all
compatible machines the same way. But it doesn't work that way. It often has to be a4tsd. Mixing
software isn't that easy either. One way or the otber, them am often minor or bigger prM..

2.3 Oraanization and coordination
In order to organize the different tests among at least NATO-countries, Dr. Clessen J. Mautin (1991) presem-
ted a taxonomy, based on the taxonomy from Fleishman (1975). This taxonomy does not imply either
unidimensionality within a taxonomic categomy or independence among the domains, but organizes it in six
test-domains ( Spatial Orientation and Visualization; Numerical Facility; Time Sharing and Selective
Attention; Reaction Time and Choice Reaction; Psychomotor, Complex Information Proceming). It did
permit an organization of the over 30 tests NATO-countries had developed. Let us therefore take a closer
look at the concepts involved.

3. CONCEPTS

3.1 General
This section provides an overview of the concepts and philosophies underlying various NATO nations
computer-based assessment systems. It reviews a broad range of conceptual and methodological issues
ranging from cognitive and holostic approaches to the construction of assessments, to psychometric
techniques used in adaptive testing, and the use of computerisation to assist vocational guidance.

3.2 Overview
Computers have changed psychological testing by opening up new possibilities for both test presentation and
data recording. Computer technology affords the opportunity for interaction between the applicant and the
computer; offers a mechanism for recording precise measures of reaction time and provides the means of
presenting animation on the computer display, as only a few examples.

These new technological possibilities suggest novel testing concepts; for example, the possibility for
interaction between the applicant and the computer enables adaptive testin , a procedure which customizes
test difficulty level to the applicant (i.e. adapts the test to the ability level of the individual applicant). The
possibility for interaction with the computer also provides the means for automated vocational counselling
in which the applicant accesses relevant job information from the computer and provides information to the
computer about his or her vocational interests and preferences.
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Thirdly, interaction with the computer presents numerous possibilities for simulator-based testing, for
example flight and tank simulator tests; the h to selection a"s relies on computer simulation.
The ability of the computer to record precise measures of time brings me within eay resch.
Most theories about human information processing are built on reaction-time studies. With computer-baed
tests, it is now possible to measure specific aspects of human information processing.

This cognitive nsvcholoev a2oroach enables the psychometrician to explore the "architecture" and function
of the human information processing system in much more detail than was previously the case. There is a
distinction between tests based on stage models and tests based on the differential ability literature.
Computer-based testing is especially relevant for tests based on stage models of information processing,
because these models rely heavily on precise time measurement and also on animation (e.g., for tracking
moving stimuli). The cognitive approach is operationalized in two computer-based systems: The Netherlands
Taskomat and the UK Micropat.

The holistic apgroach and the simulation-based approach to psychological testing have a great degree of
similarity. The main difference between the two approaches is that, in the simulation-based approach,
discrete measures of simple behaviours are typically combined, based on regression anlalysis; whereas the
holistic approach attempts to measure the dynamic aspect of complex behaviound interaction. Different
aspects of individual ability should be measured simultaneously, in terms of their interactions, rather than
as independent, discrete measures. The holistic approach asserts that the prediction of performance requiring
complex behaviours can only be accomplished by the measurement of complex behavioural interactions;
discrete measures of simple behaviour, it is stated, can only be expected to predict performance on simple
tasks. An example of the holistic approach, is the Belgian Gunner Testing System (G.U.T.S.).

Adaptive testing is represented by CAT-ASVAB, the computer adaptive testing version of the US Armed
Services Vocational Aptitude Battery The adaptive nature of CAT offers numerous advantages over the
paper-and-pencil version of ASVAB, such as a more efficient utilization of test items and a significant
reduction in test administration time. This is achieved by focr:iog the difficulty-level of the items to the
ability-level of the examinees (e.g. a high-ability examinee *.iting a conventional test, would receive all test
items, regardless of difficulty level; under CAT, that examinee would receive only the relatively difficult
items). On-going and future research, aim on enhancing the predictive capability of CAT-ASVAB, by
introducing new types of computer adaptive tests which tap congitive domains not captured by the current
version of CAT-ASVAB.

The AutomatedCounselling Component (ACC) is a prototype of a system where the computer can enhance
selection by introdcing a computer-administered interactive vocational counselling session as part of the
selection process. It is designed to function as a component of the Canadian Forces Career Information
System. The expected benefits are an increase in the amount of relevent vocational information provided
to the applicant, the generation of more accurate expectations of military life, an increase in the applicant's
level of confidence in occupational choice and ultimately a reduction in dissatisfaction/turnover during
training. Computer interactive vocational counselling also promises a number of benefits to military
recruiters and to the administrative staff at recruiting centres.
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4. IMPLICATIONS FOR RECRUITMENT

4.1 Gneral
In which way did the different pespectives adapted by the participating NATO-cosurius benefits military
recruitment. Computerization of selection and classificaton tests offer many advantages to military
recruiters. The first area is related to the processing efficiency of potential recruits. Ta second am rellats
to the use of adaptive testing techniques. The third arm is related to a mme technical consideration dealin
with differentiation of human abilities. Lastly ther is the area of costa-benefits, on w which is becoming
increasingly important.

4.2 Processina efficiency
Processing efficiency is enhanced by fast and accurate scoring of candidate results. TMs compute has the
capability of providing immediate results related to the applicants eligibility for militsy service. Also for
thosn tests which determine job classification or job eligibility, composite scr aran immediately availabl
to recruiting personnel who assign individuals to jobs. Furthermore these test scors my be transmitted to
training commands and enables recruiters to offer specific training asaigmmts. Computer testing stations
also offer the opportunity to use a flexible start-schedule. Whereas traditional psperad-peni group testing
procedures require all examinees to begin at the same tinm, computer stations permit the tesing of applicants
whenever they arrive at the testing location. This is a particular advantage to recruiters especially if they
have to travel fairly large distances to deliver applicants to the testing station. Also, if mobile testing units
aie available to recruiters, it enables them to deliver the teats to the prospective applicant. When
telecommunication is available, test results then may immediately be transmitted to the recruiting station.
Ease of administration and supervision of testing are enhanced by the use of computers. Simple instructions
which are examinee paced facilitate understanding the requirements for the tests. Also Local Area Networks
(LANS) offer the possibility for administrator test stations which monitor the progress of the examinee
during the test session.

4.3 Adnotive testina
Adaptive testing offers the advantage of more precise measurement of applicant abilities. Because the test
is tailor made for the individual, ability estimates are more reliable. This is especially important when
bonuses are given for certain levels of test performance. Also precise measurement ensures better person-job
match. The adaptive nature of the administration of test systems makes it possible to estimate the examinees
abilities in shorter time periods than in conventional tests. Only those items which ar at or near the
examinees ability level are administered.
Test compromise or theft are less likely in computer testing programs. Because of encrypting techniques it
becomes very unlikely that examinees can obtain test item pools and distribute them for their benefit.
Another advantage of adaptive tests is that new items can be administered but not scored in order to obtain
preliminary item statistics. While this may not be a direct advantage to recruiters, it does ensure that
adaptive tests remain current.

4.4 New ability domains
Computer testing technologies also enhance the capability of assessing new ability domains. Psychomotor
ability which is an important aspect of modem weapon systems is accurately measured in contemporary
computer testing systems. Because the computer can track learning capability in a new or novel learning
task, it is possible to plot learning rates for individuals during a testing session.
Dynamic spatial abilities can be measured in a computerized system. These spatial displays offer the
capacibility of simulating important tasks which are those represented in a air traffic control system.

4.5 Benefits and costs
Finally in any new testing system it is necessary to consider the combined effects of benefits and costs.
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Because new computerized tests are expected to enhance the predictive validity of selection and classification
systems, individual job performance will result in a cost savings. It is expected that the utility of new types
of computerized tests will offset the costs associated with implementation of a computerized system.

5. CONCLUSION

Although most systems are not operational yet, it seems clear that computer-
based assessment can make a large contribution to the recruitment of armed
personnel for the NATO-nations participating in RSG-15. But in order to
secure that no work is done double or even triple, and therefore money is
spent without real reason, there has to be cooperation in and between
nations.

So the most important conclusion is that we must continue to work and coordinate in this field. The develop-
ment is still going on and the technique is speeding ahead. Every day new possibilities present themselves.
It is therefore a most promising area of research and constructing. Nevertheless one has to coordinate and
cooperate more often and in an earlier stage. Only then countries can really work together and they will be
able to exchange information, material and personnel in an smooth way.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HOLISTIC APPROACH

Agnks Kokorian
Direction des Armements Terrestres
Etablissement Technique d'Angers

France

INTRODUCTION

This paper is an introduction to a philosophy of testing that is widely used in
Europe. This philosophy is based on the view that the individual is an indivisible whole
that cannot be understood by simply considering its different components (physical,
physiological and psychological) separately. So, rather than subdividing the individual
into these separate components, this approach stresses the necessity of designing
assessment tools that measure an individual's general capacity to respond to a complex
situation.

I will describe the foundations of this philosophy through a systemic view of the
individual. Then, I will define in more detail the holistic approach and the kind of tools
that it uses. Finally I will describe the importance of this approach to military selection.

THE INDIVIDUAL AS A MULTI-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEM

The foundations of holistic view can be understood from a systemic perspective. A
system is an organised global unit consisting of relations between components (Morin,
1990). Three characteristics of system, totality, intermction and organization will allow us
to understand the complexity of an individual.

A system is composed of components but, from Gestalt psychology, we know that
it is more than the simple sum of those components. The whole can not be simply
reduced to its parts. This implies the emergence of new properties not discernible in the
constituent components. It means that the independent assessment of individual
components can not reveal those new dimensions. Tnis is apparent for two reasons. The
first one concerns the interactions between the different components : aptitudes do not act
in isolation. The second reason concerns the relationships between these components
within a given context : situational and environmental factors can modify the responses
of an individual.

These interactions constitute an essential factor in performing the task and they
express a structure or organization within the total system. In fact, it is in this
organization of relationships between components that the system reveals its identity. We
know that the same components organized in different ways will indicate different
qualities. So, two people who have the same aptitudes will nonetheless perform
differently in response to the same task because their individual performance is due to
differences in the organization of those aptitudes.

We must also state that this organization is dynamic : aptitudes do not operate in a
static or set manner during a task. As Relieu (1992) states "they form successive
moments representing various constellations which accompany the moving environning
situation captured in its totality." The efficiency of the system comes from this dynamic
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aspect and its flexibility. Efficiency can not be inferred from the isolated components
because the organization does not exist prior to the task and can only appear through the
complexity of a given situation.

THE HOLISTIC APPROACH AND ITS TOOLS

A systemic view of man thus emphasises that complexity can not be fully
understood by a process of reduction to constituents components (Jacq, 1989). Rather,
the holistic approach proposes that aptitudes should be measured simultaneously to
evaluate general capacity to respond effectively and efficiently to complex situations.

Using the techniques of simulation based assessment, this approach puts the
candidate into an assessment situation that is, psychologically, very similar to the real
work situation. The assessment comprises several simple tasks presented
simultaneously, and the number and difficulty of these tasks can be varied during the
assessment process. The intention of this approach is not to attempt to replicate the job
itself which would require that the individual had prior knowledge of the job. The
intention is to reproduce the general factors that will be involved in future work
situations. Two computer-based assessment (CBA) systems will now be described to
provide a better understanding of how holistic approach gives a more detailed and
realistic assessment.

ESPACE/JAMES (Relieu 1988 and 1992). This is a french CBA system
developed by Direction Centrale du Service National for the selection and placement of
conscripts. It consists of separate cabins which operate on a fully automatic basis. The
candidate receives information through audio-visual equipment (screen and voice
synthetizer board). Responses are made through a keyboard, two levers and two
pedals. The tasks comprises logical reasoning, language knowledge, visual and auditory
perception, psychomotor coordination, spatial orientation and decision making.

The assessment is divided into different phases to reproduce the complexity and
the dynamic quality of a work situation. After learning a simple task, the individual's
workload is first increased by adding another task. The rate of task presentation and the
complexity of stimuli are then increased. Assessment of the individual is then made in
the form of generals levels of adaptability both in terms of general predicted success in
military life and with respect to specific job categories. However, this assessment is not
based on a sum of individual ESPACE tasks, but on performance in the assessment as a
whole.

GUTS (Lescreve 1991 and 1992). This is a Belgian CBA system developed
for the selection of Tank Gunners. It reproduces tasks typical of those in tank gunnery
including stressors in the tank environment. The work station is set up in a closed box
that the individual has to enter through a small hatch. Assessment begins at this point as
the individual has the choice to disengage from the procedure at any point, including
refusal to enter the box (at any such refusal point the individual effectively de-selects
from tank gunner selection). Inside the box, the individual has to perform a tank gunnery
simulation while wearing combat clothes and an oxygen mask, and while performing a
weight lifting exercise with one hand at regular intervals. The box itself is dark, warm
and noisy as result of simulated combat environment. Thus, this system places the
individual in direct confrontation with the context of the future work situation as well as
the aptitudes required to perform the task. Factors such as response to the claustrophobic
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conditions of a tank would be impossible to assess effectively in the traditional aptitude
testing approach.

These two examples show the basic principles of the holistic approach : the totality
and simultaneity of measurement. Other systems that follow this approach are being
developed by NATO nations particulary for pilot selection. A wealth of validity data on
such system will become available over the next two or three years.

IMPORTANCE OF THE HOLISTIC APPROACH TO SELECTION

Through the representation of complexity and dynamism of work situations, it
becomes possible to measure what Relieu call "the individual's psychic reactive
complexity". This refers to the person's adaptability to complexity and change in the
simulated situation. Earlier in this paper it was noted that this adaptability was due to the
organization of components and the flexibility of this organization. Employing these
principles, the holistic approach can take account of "vicariant" processes in performing
a task. That is, individuals will approach a task with different modes of operating.
Although there may be an optimum method of responding, this method may not be the
one that the individual actually applies. Instead, an individual may substitute less optimal
methods and still be successful in responding to the task. Also, an individual may
compensate for a weakness in one specific area by substituting strength from another
area.

Another advantage of the holistic approach is the combination of aptitude with
personality assessment to measure overall adaptability. Furthe, more, this approach can
measure personality related dimensions that can not be measured using classical methods
or can not be measured with as much confidence. As in the GUTS system, the object of
assessment is not only to measure the aptitude to perform tank gunnery (in simplistic
terms a combination of perceptual and psychomotor abilities), but also whether the
individual will "fit" in the physical context in which tank gunnery will be performed.
Indeed, the growing interest in the holistic approach stems from concern over omitting
important aspects of task performance in classical psychometrics (Lescreve, 1992). It is
also of interest to note that the high apparent content validity of holistic tools has the
positive effect of enhancing the candidate's motivation to participate in the assessment.

CONCLUSION

A systemic perspective emphasises the need to take into account the dynamic
organization of the individual, and the necessity to design assessment tools that take into
consideration both the complexity of the individual and work situations. By applying the
principle of simultaneous measurement in a dynamic context, the holistic approach takes
into account the interdependence of the factors involved in efficient and successful task
performance. Although it may at first seem paradoxical, a more global approach to
assessment design will provide a more detailed and realistic indication of the individuial's
suitability for military service. The effect on individual performance of the interaction
between components can not be anticipated a priori. It is only by putting the individual in
a simultaneous multiple task situation that this interaction can be assessed.

The depth of assessment possible and the individual's increased motivation to
participate in the assessment process contribute to high levels of predictive validity for
holistic tools. However, these tools are comparatively new and there remains a need for
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research on their reliability and validity. Research is also needed to determine the degree
of representation required in the use of simulator-based assessment in selection.
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THE GUMNER TESTING SYSTEM (GUTS), AN APPLICATION OF THE HOLISTIC
APPROACH.

Captain Lic Pay F. LESCREVE
CENTRE FOR RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION

BELGMAN ARMED FORCES

When in 1988, the 'Research and Study Group 15' on 'Computer based assessment
of military personnel' (NATO AC 243/P1 anl started its activities, it soon
became clear that a number of very different approaches were used in the field
of computer based assessment. One of them is called the holistic approach.
Simultaneousness of measurement, anti-reductionism and globality are three
important aspects of this approach. This article tries to explain scaw
consequences of emphasizing those aspects when developing selection
instruments. In a first part some theoretical considerations are proposed and
in a second part, a practical lication of those principles is shown using
the GUMER TESTIM SYSTEH (GUTS developed by the Belgian Armed Forces.

n HaTIC apim.

When students in psychology are trained in psychometrics, they learn about
measurement of different aspects of intelligence, personality, motivation and
so on. Because people are different and they appear to behave in different
ways when they are faced to psychometric instruments such as tests, it is
possible to 'measure' their abilities. Classic psychometry however urges the
psychologists to develop instruments which measure only one dimension. /
When in a certain context it is necessary to measure several aspects of an
individual, for instance in selection where it is necessary to predict his or
her success in training, the classic psychometry tells us to combine different
measurements of preferably independent dimensions. The multiple linear
regression is one good example of that principle.
More recent developments in psychometrics, such as the item response theory,
stick to the sam principle; one test - one dimension.

The question I want to address here, is whether this approach is suitable to
some specific problems we have to deal with. Let's take an example.
Imagine a psychologist has to develop a selection procedure for tank gunners.
His first concern will be to identify which abilities are required to become a
good gunner. He will perform a job analysis and as a result he will find out
that for instance the gunner needs a good psycho-motor coordination, must be
able to react according to strict procedures, must be able to take decisions
quickly and must be resistant to stress.
According to classic psychometr%, our psychologist then should take four
different tests to measure the ifferent abilities. We can easily imagine how
the test battery would look like. There would be a test for psycho-motor
coordination using a computer display to present a typical tracking task and
two joy-sticks and two pedals as convenient interfaces. Secondly, which
implies 'not at the same time', there would be a paper and pencil test in
which the applicant first had to memorize some procedures and then has to
reproduce them correctly or is asked to detect errors in some proposed items.
Third, the applicant would have to perform another test to measure the speed
of his decision making. And last he could choose the STROOP colour stress
test.
The psychometrician probably would be happy because this battery allows the
psychologist to have the relatively independent one-dimension measurement
needed within each individual test.
The next step would be to collect test-results from a representative group of
applicants and then have them trained as gunners. After that period, it
becomes possible to calculate correlation coefficients between test results
and training results. And at last we can combine the test results to predict
the training scores using multiple regression.
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Let us now take a closer look at the training of gunners. We can see that in
the beginning things are kept quite simple and most of the trainees perform
well. The big problems only occur from the moment all tasks have to be
performed at the same moment for instance during a so called 'battle run'. To
put it in an other way; the different aspects of the job are relatively simple
when taken separately, but when they have to be performed simultaneously,
performing well becomes very hard.

What conclusions can we make so far? First that performing well in the
different dimensions separately is notra sufficient condition to perform the
same dimensions well simultaneously. Second, when having done a job analysis,
it's not only important to identify the basic dimensions of the job, but it
also is necessary to assess the importance of their interactions to satisfy /
the job requirements.
To comply with the classic psychometric approach, it would be necessary to
assess the applicants ability to organize his behaviour in order to perform
well in the different tasks at the same time. That however can hardly been
seen as a unidimensional ability!
The other solution we propose is to measure the different abilities needed
according to the job analysis in a situation which can be compared to the most
relevant criterion situation. When we go back to our example of the gunner
selection, this would mean that we'll try to assess the four dimensions at the
same moment in an environment which from a psychological point of view is very
similar to a battle run. This approach inevitably leads to what is called
simulation based assessment. Indeed, only a computer driven device can provide
an environment sufficiently complex to be a true simulation of reality and yet
being standardised and able to collect an impressive amount of data.
Assessing the different dimensions at the same moment, so that the candidate's
ability to perform different single tasks simultaneously is taken into account
is the basic principle of a holistic approach.

It is still possible to obtain the different measurements which were required
according to the job analysis. The quality of those measures however may
depend on the ability of the applicant to distribute his attention equally
over the different tasks. That of course, is the reason why the classic
psychometry looks for uni-dimensional tests. But the holistic approach
provides us with another measure which could prove to be far more interesting
than those measurements which were deteriorated due to the principle of
simultaneousness. It is the measure of general efficiency. When during a job,
one has to do different tasks simultaneously, it generally is done to achieve
a complex qoal. For instance, when our tank gunner needs his psycho-motor
ability, his decision making, his sticking to procedures and his stress
resistance, it all has to do with memorising weapon control orders,
identifying targets, chosing ammunition, aiming and firing in order to destroy
targets according to his weapon control orders. The measure of general
efficiency in this example obviously will be the number of targets which have
been destroyed correctly. According to the reasoning above, it makes sense to
expect that the measurement of general efficiency would be more predictive
than the measurements of the different dimensions taken separately and
combined through regression.

A second important principle of the holistic approach is not to reduce
measurement to a limited number of dimensions. The classic psychometric
approach to the questicn of what needs to be measured when for instance we
want to predict the training results of different applicants for a job, starts
with a job analysis. Let us have a closer look to what a job analysis really
is. Generally speaking, most jobs are not limited to repeating continuously
the same single task but include a variety of behaviours that have to be done
well. Typically, it appears to be possible to describe a specific (complex)
task which can be used as a criterion to determine wether or not a person is
good at his or her job. In our example, the way a tank gunner performs during
battle runs will tell us whether or not he is a good gunner. Logically, the
job analysis will focus on that typical task. Where things can start to go
wrong, is when we try to reduce the reality of the task to identify dimensions
which can be assessed easily. You remember the four dimensions which were
identified as being the required ones to be a good gunner. Maybe you wondered
why motivation was not one of them. Of course motivation is needed to perform
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well in the hard circumstances experienced by gunners even during peacetime.
The reasons why an aspect can be omitted duringa job analysis are manifold.
In traditional job analysis, the analyst depends on information taken from
"those experienced in the job of interest. Those experienced in the job are
often referred to as subject matter experts. The information given by the
subject matter experts may exclude an aspect because they think that this
aspect is obvious and self-evident. Another reason also can be that the
classic psychometrician doesn't know a suitable way to assess a certain
dimension and may simply choose to omit it.
Imagine for a moment that a military selection centre not only has to select
applicants but also has to assign them according to their abilities. Such a
centre would be tempted to develop a series of tests to assess separate
dimensions. Applicants who happen to perform well in the tests concerning the
four identified dimensions considered as essential for good gunners, could be
assigned to a gunner course. But are they motivated for the job? We would only
have an answer to that question if motivation was identified as being
important and therefore assessed. If the job analysis omitted to identify an
important dimension, the selection decisions will be taken without any
influence of that dimension.
Here again, the use of simulation based assessment, which was a direct result
of the principle of simultaneousness, can help us. It seems to be a good
approach to try to develop a selection simulator, in which the applicant has
to perform a task which from a psychological point of view is very close to
the criterion task on the job. Doing so, the risk of omitting important
aspects in the evaluation of a candidate will be much smaller than with the
classic way of proceeding.

A third principle of the holistic approach is the use of the measurements to
make decisions. For instance, the measurement of abilities is only one step in
the process of personnel accession . The next step in larger organisations
oenerally include the problems of ranking and assignment. Here also, the
olist~io approach can prove to be beneficial. When a number of applicants have

passed a test battery, it becomes possible to calculate differential
predictions for several available jobs. We then can make different ranking. We
can look for a specific job, for which the applicant is best suited and we can
decide to accept the best candidates for that job. On the other hand it is
possible to look at an individual and determine for what job his probability
of success is the highest and accept him for that specific job. Host of the
classification and assignment methods used up to now however don't look at the
problem as a whole. As a result, the assignments of candidates are rarely
9timal from the point of view of the organization.
When we seek a global optimization of the assignment of candidates to the
available jobs, it's interesting to take advantage of the developments of the
operational research. To solve the problem, it is very well conceivable to
determine a utility value to the assignment of every possible applicant to
every available job. It then becomes possible to link each candidate to a job
using for instance the so called Hungarian method, which is derived from the
well known travelling salesman problem. This method will assign the candidates
to the jobs in such a way that the sum of the so defined utilities is maximal.
This example illustrates a third principle namely to use a global approach to
the problems of classification and assignment.
Let us now have a closer look at one implementation of these principles.

THE GUNNE TESTK SYS= GTS 1.

The introduction of new types of equipment in the Belgian Army resulted in an
increase of failures in training. Therefore, the Centre for Recruitment and
Selection was asked to develop a new selection system for gunners in order to
diminish the losses in the expensive courses. The answer got the name 'GUTS'.

The job-analysis.
During 1988 a job analysis was worked out for the different gunner jobs in the
Belgian Army. Instructors and trainees were extensively interviewed as well as
people actually doing the job. Different measurements were taken in the weapon
systems and the users manuals were studied. Literature also was reviewed.
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The job analysis concluded that four types of skills can be considered as
essential to perform well as a gunner. The first ability won't surprise
anybody. It's psycho-motor.
The second one was identified as 'sticking to procedures'. The sequence of the
actions a gunner has to do could easily be represented by a flow chart. The
different actions must be done in a strict sequential way and the choice
between different paths is conditioned by specific orders or situations. Not
respecting the procedures always results in poor performance.
The third skill is decision making. This ability is quite new for gunners.
Older weapon systems tend to see the gunner as a man who only has to execute
orders without having to take decisions. However, due to the reduced reaction
time in modern weapon systems, procedures now often request the gunner to take
decisions, especially concerning which target to engage.
The last ability which seems to be very important to gunners is their stress
resistance. Physiological, physical and pschological stress all contribute to
the difficulty of the job both in wartime and in training.

Description of the simulator.
We now would like to describe the test situation. But before doing so, it
might be useful to give a description of the selection simulator itself.
The cabin consists of two major parts. The working post for the subject is
located at the back side. At the front side, the cabin provides the necessary
space for the hardware.
Before the subject starts the test session, he has to climb upon the cabin
using a small stairs. By opening the trap door he can enter te gunner post as
in a real tank.
When the subject takes place on the seat, the lookhole reaches just as high as
the eyes. With his hands he can easily manipulate the "steering wheel" or
handle, which has several functions. Just above this handle, at the left side,
there is a distraction box, which has no particular function and serves merely
to distract the subject during the task. At the right side of the distraction
box is the identification box. The control box is situated between the top of
the cabin and V' -. ookhole. At the left side of the subject (at the same
height as the lockhole), there is a load box and facing the latter, at the
subjects right side, are the ammunition box (lower) and the radio box
(higher). Under the handle, at the bottom of the cabin, two loudspeakers
generate the distracting background noise. Finally, right under the seat,
there is a heating device. In case the subject wants to stop (whatever the
reason is), a emergency-exit can be pushed open. An emergency button, a smoke
detector, emergency light and a little reading lamp make the whole complete.

GUTS inside view GUTS outside view GUTS , what the applicant sees

All the devices indispensable for controlling the process, for registering the
actions of the subjects, printing out results and giving the test leader the
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possibil'Ity of following what is happening, were brought together in the front
comp".rAent.
On the left side in the front part, there's an output device for printing a
subject's results (a trap-door provides easy access). On the right side there
are the amplifier and the cassette-deck for the background-noises, in the
front part the major control box (with the necessary electronics for
interconnecting and controlling all the boxes). At the left side of this major
cortrol box is the heart of the system t the computer (Apple Mac 11).
In the upper part of the front compartment, finally, there are two video
displays, a small one for the test leader, a larger high resolution one for
Vie subject. The latter project the landscape and the actions of targets to
tie subject, who can look at it through the lookhole.
let's now see what the subject has to do. The test consist of three important
arts, the study of the instructions, a training period and the test itself.

The pretesgt-phase: learning the test instructions.
The first thing the candidate has to do after entering the testroom, is to
study the test instructions. In a short introductory briefing, the booklet
explains the main goal of the test, i.e. to examine whether or not the subject
disposes of the required cognitive and psycho-motor skills, and whether or not
his psychological fitness meets the needs of the gunner task.
A description of the instruments and their functions is the next step. The
subject will be shown how friend and foe tanks or vehicles will look like and
how they will apnear. The instructions tell the subjects about the possible
ainunition types, which one to use where and when.
If all this is clear to the candidate, the instructions for executing the
subtasks correctly are given: the instructions for engaging a target,
identifying a target, the choice of th: right ammunition, loading, inscribing
the ammunition, aiming and firing. Spe:c al attention goes to the weapon
control orders which will tell the subject which targets he has to destroy and
which he's not allowed to engage.
The total time spent for this pretest-phase is 30 minutes.

The training period.
A demonstration run precedes the test cycles. The candidate takes place in the
working post via the emergency exit at the back. He can practice to see if he
understood the instructions. When necessary, the testleader helps him to make
sure there are no misunderstandings. This demonstration serves merely to show
how the figures will move in the landscape and which effects are created by
manipulating the instruments.

The testing period.
After the demo, the candidate comes out again and puts on-the gas-mask, helmet
with built-in headphones and battle dress. He climbs in the cabin and takes
place in the working-post where he connects the air-supply and the headphones.
The actual test consists of three identical cycles of ten minutes each. During
each cycle, the applicant will see 25 targets he has to engage and 25 he may
not engage. Every cycle has 4 periods, one period for every weapon control
order.
Once the subject makes the decision of trying to eliminate a certain target,
he must follow strict rules. The first thing to do, is the engagement of the
target. This can be done by steering the reticle such as to follow the target.
When the reticle reaches the latter, the subject must push the engagement
buttons on the handle.
The following step is the identification of the target. By positioning the
selection button on the identification box, the subject selects what he thinks
the target really is.
According to the type of target (tank or vehicle) and its distance (more or
less than 2000 meters), a correct selection of the ammunition type must be
made, using the ammunition box for both selecting and inscribing the
ammunition after 'loading' it. To 'load' the gun physically, the subject has
to push a handle with a weight (8 kilograms) until a load sign appears.
The final action to be performed is the aiming and firing itself, possible by
manipulating the handle and pushing the fire buttons.
This engagement-firing cycle must be restarted for every target the testee
wishes to eliminate.
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The GUTS s a stress inducing device.
As the job analysis found out that stress resistance is an essential quality
of a good gunner, it's important to assess if an applicant can cope when put
in a stressing situation. Therefore some stressors were implemented in GUTS.
Although we are aware that the stress we can induce cannot really be compared
to actual combat stress, we're convinced that there is little chance that
people who cannot resist the stress in GUTS will be able to resist combat
stress well as gunners.
Let us now review the stressing elements in GUTS.
-Induction of claustrophobia : The very limited working space, having to go
through a narrow hatch and the wearing of a gas-mask bring the applicant in a
very claustrophobic situation. About 5% of the subjects show claustrophobic
reactions.
-Heat and protective clothing s The subject has to wear a heavy protective
clothing and is working in a heated cabin (300 C).
-Noise and information overflow : The headphones not only provide the weapon
control orders which are needed to perform well, but also give disturbing
radio communications. There are also loudspeakers producing very loud sounds
of engines, tracks and explosions. In the visual domain, there are lots of
LED's to disturb the candidate.
-Helmet and gas-mask 3 The wearing of a helmet and a gas-mask are also
stressing elements. The gas-mask provides the subject with fresh air from
outside the cabin.
-Interruption of air-supply , Every three minutes. the air-supply is cut off
for five seconds to distract the subject and to induce more -.laustrophobia.
-Physical and mental workload : Performing well in the GUTS is a very
demanding job both mentally and physically. The physical workload mainly
results from 'loading' the gun in a very difficult position.
-Selection situation a Finally one should not forget that the subject applies
for a job and this by itself already causes more arousal.

The measurements.
Since the GUTS is developed according to the holistic approach, it is quite
evident that the most relevant measure of the applicant's ability will be a
score of 'general efficiency'. This score reflects the number of targets which
have been correctly destroyed.
The reaction time gives mean time and standard deviation needed for one
sequence of engagement.
Three kind of errors also are registered : decision errors, manipulation
errors and procedure errors. These data can be used for the assignment of the
applicants to specific weapon systems.
Finally, as the test consists of three identical cycles, it is possible to
give a graphical representation of the evolution of the performance.

CONCLUSIONS.

This article has not the pretension to present hard conclusions. The intention
was to make the reader think about the usefulness of some principles of the
holistic approach and to demonstrate the possibility of implementing these
principles in a test instrument.
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A Review of the Reliability and Validity
of Computerized Tests Among RSG. 15 NATO Cowutrlu

CLESSEN J. MARTIN
DEPARTMENT OF THE U.S. NAVY

PURPOSE

The purpose of this presentation is to review research
results related to the reliability and validity of computerized
selection and classification tests among member nations of
Research Study Group (RSG .15), Computer-Assisted Assessment of
Military Personnel. Member nations were requested to complete a
test information form for each test included in this review. The
test information form gives the nature of the test and the
dependent variable. Also included on the form is a section
requesting information on apparatus and equipment required for
the administration of the test. A research results section
requests information on the reliability and validity of the test
as well as specification of the types of criteria used in the
validation study. Also requested in this section is information
on the type of reliability (e.g., retest, coefficient alpha,
etc.) and whether any corrections were applied to the validity
coefficients.

TAXONOMIC OUTLINE

The taxonomic outline used for organizing the tests is based
on the taxonomy presented by Jones and Boer (1989) which was
adapted from one originally proposed by Fleishman (1975). This
taxonomy does not imply either unidimensionality within a
taxonomic category or independence among the domains. However,
it does permit an organization of the 30 tests reviewed and may
provide greater insight concerning the test domains which offer
the greatest payoff for future operational use. Only those U.S.
tests which are presently being validated in the Joint-Service
Enhanced Computer Assisted Testing (ECAT) program were included
in this review. Many more U.S. tests are under development or
have been developed in connection with the Army's Project Alpha
(A) and the Air Force's Learning Abilities Measurement Program
(LAMP). Also, some additional computerized test development is
underway at the Navy Personnel Research and Development Center
(NPRDC). Most of the tests submitted by the United Kingdom are
those used in the MICROPAT system (Jones and Abram, 1990).
According to the Jones and Abram (1990) report, the MICROPAT
computer testing system was originally developed for selection of
Army helicopter pilots. Since 1985, the British Navy has
continued development of the system for Pilot and Observer
selection.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Only reliability information was available for the NAVOR
test and Manikin test. For the NAVOR test, the lower internal
consistency coefficients are associated with dependent measures
associated with error scores while the higher coefficients are
associated with inspection time scores. Likewise, the relatively
high measures of internal consistency for the Manikin test are
based on mean time per correct answer for the upright, inverted,
or horizontal positions. Variability for the inspection time
measure on the NAVOR test was one-half or less in the military
trainee sample team than in the university sample. For the
Target Identification test, internal measures of consistency
tended to be higher than retest reliabilities. The criterion
score is based on results from the tank gunnery simulator
(Institutional Conduct of Fire Trainer (ICOFT)). The ICOFT
records both speed and accuracy of firing. The criterion score
is a composite of both the speed and accuracy measures. All
validity coefficients are uncorrected and hence are
underestimates of the true validity. Likewise, the validities
for the Assembling Objects and Orientation tests are based on
performance in the tank gunnery simulator. The Integrating
Details validities are based on final school grades. It is
interesting to note that the Integrating Details test correlates
with school performance criteria at a higher level than the other
three spatial tests correlate with hands-on criteria. The three
Navy jobs in the study are Aviation Ordnanceman (AO), Avionics
Technician (AT/AQ/AX), and Gunner's Mate (GMG). The AO personnel
are aircraft armament specialists and are in charge of storing,
servicing, inspecting, and handling all types of weapons and
ammunition carried on Navy aircraft. AT/AQ/AX personnel are
electronics technicians who maintain the advanced radio, radar
and electronics equipment. Their work is in three basic
categories: equipment testing and analysis, maintenance and
repairs, and administrative tasks. GMG personnel are responsible
for the operation and maintenance of guided missile launching
systems, rocket launchers, gun mounts and other ordnance
equipment. These persons also work with electrical and
electronic circuitry. It is clear that spatial abilities as
measured by the Integrating Details test is related to successful
course performance in these jobs. The 0.44 validity coefficient
for the Integrating Details test was obtaining in the AO rating.
The Navy expects that people in this rating should have above
average competence with tools, equipment and machinery.

The MICROPAT Subtract test validities range from 0.02 to
0.40. The criterion measure was based on a cumulative pass/fail
training score. Two dependent variables were analyzed: a :ate
score based on time and accuracy and a percent accuracy score.
Overall, higher validities were associated with the percent
accuracy score with the exception of the 0.40 validity obtained
for the Navy Observer sample. The ECAT Mental Counters test has
been validated for Aviation Ordnanceman (r=.17), Gunner's Mate
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(r-.35) and Operations Specialist (r-.31). In addition, this
test has been validated on a small sample (N-68) of Navy
Electronics Technicians with hands-on performance measures. The
resulting correlation was 0.22 and was significant at the 0.05
level. No validity coefficients are available for either the
BARB Alphabet Forward and Backward test or the BARB Number
Distance test. However, internal consistency coefficients are in
the 0.90 range. While tests in this domain measure numerical
facility, the Mental Counters test correlates 0.40 with the power
tests of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB)
and 0.50 with the Ravens Progressive Matrices.

Internal consistency reliabilities for the Schedule test
were 0.53 and 0.77 while the validity coefficients were 0.00 to
0.09. These test validities were the lowest of the MICROPAT
tests. The Schedule test correlated between 0.22 and 0.28 with
the Minnesota Paper Form Board and approximately zero with Ravens
Advanced Progressive Matrices. The results from this test are
disappointing and it will not be used in any predictor composites
for the prediction of aviator training. The Dual Task retest
reliabilities were 0.22 and 0.67 for change in accuracy and
average time per jump in the tracking task, respectively.
Validities ranged from 0.01 to 0.14 and tended to be higher for
the single task latency difference score. The Dual Task latency
difference score had the lowest overall validity coefficients.
Research results for the Pilot test are very promising. Retest
reliability is 0.84 and the validities range from 0.55 for flight
instructor rating to 0.74 for applicants with no prior flight
training. For the Selective Listening test, the validity
coefficient for air traffic control training was 0.43 and 0.36
for initial flight training. These results were based on 88
pilot applicants and 87 air traffic control applicants.

Only the Plane test has been validated. The validation
samples were Army helicopter pilots and Navy Observers. The
reliability samples were university students (N=53) Cathay
Pacific applicants (N=302), and experienced Observers and
Observers in training (N=202). All internal consistency measures
except one were in the 0.60 to 0.80 range. Test-retest
reliabilities were in the 0.42 to 0.72 range. The dependent
variables for this test are: mean reaction time, probability of
a hit over three test trials, probability of a false alarm over
three test trials, a measure of discrimination sensitivity over
three trials, and a measure of response bias related to tendency
to respond. The discriminative sensitivity and response bias
dependent variables were associated with the larger validity
coefficients. For the Word Recognition and Meaning test and the
Letter Checking test, no validity coefficients were available.
However, retest reliabilities for the Word Recognition and
Meaning test were 0.42 to 0.72; internal consistency reliability
for the Letter Checking test was 0.80.
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Internal consistency and retest reliabilities are available
for the Adtrack 2 test. Highest validities were associated with
a measure of mean difficulty level over the last 11 time periods
of each trial. Much lower validities were associated with a
difference score between the first and last trial levels. The
Adtrack 3 test is similar to Adtrack 2 except the examinee can
control the level of difficulty of the task. Internal
consistency reliabilities are also quite high for this test
ranging mainly in the 0.70 to 0.87 range. Validities for this
test against pass/fail training criteria were mainly in the 0.10
to 0.21 range. Comparable results were obtained for the Landing
test. For this test, test-retest reliabilities ranged from 0.19
to 0.73 while internal consistency measures ranged from 0.23 to
0.86. The most reliable dependent variable for this test was the
score based on the accuracy over the last three flights. The
lowest reliabilities tended to be associated with dependent
measures based on difference scores from the first and last
flights. These lower reliabilities undoubtedly reflect the fact
that there are different learning rates within the task.
Validity coefficients were based on pass/fail criteria at the end
of training. The validities ranged from 0.01 to 0.18. The Comp
2D is the only multi-limb test included in this review. This
test is a two-dimensional tracking task in which the x-axis is
controlled by footpedals and y-axis by a joystick. The task is
presented for three 2-minute trials and error scores for each
axis are recorded. Because the errors are highly correlated, a
composite error score is computed. Reliabilities for this test
are the highest of any reviewed in this report. For both types
of reliabilities, the coefficients are in the mid to high 0.905.
Validity coefficients are based on pass/fail criteria for Navy
helicopter pilots. The correlations for the two samples were
0.22 and 0.19. It should be mentioned that in reporting the
validity coefficients the algebraic sign is assumed to be
positive. However, whenever the dependent variable is comprised
of an error score of some type, the actual sign is negative. Of
course, the value of the sign is irrelevant to the magnitude of
the prediction. Data for the One-hand and Two-hand tracking
tests are primarily form Busciglio (1990). He has evaluated the
utility of the Army's Project A tests in terms of incremental
validity over the ASVAB. The Busciglio (1990) report performed
stepwise regressions using predictors and performance tests from
the Army's 1985 concurrent validation study. This validation
study was based on a total of 4,039 first-term enlisted personnel
in nine Military Occupational Specialities (MOS). These MOS
were: Infantry, Cannon Crew, Armor Crew, Single Channel Radio
Operator, Light Wheel Vehicle Mechanic, Motor Transport Operator,
Administrative Specialist, Medical Specialist and Military
Police. The criterion measures were: School and Job Knowledge
Tests, Hands-On test, General Soldiering Proficiency, Core
Technical Proficiency, and Skill Qualification Tests.

The School and Job Knowledge tests are written, multiple
choice items measuring technical information related to specific
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tasks in each MOS. The Hands-on tests are job sample measures
requiring the soldiers to perform actual tasks pertinent to each
of the nine MOS. For the Hands-on test, a total of 14 to 17
major job tasks were included in each of the MOS. These major
job tasks were also included in the written job knowledge tests.
The General Soldiering Proficiency test score is a composite
score based on a variety of tasks common to many MOS as measured
by both written and hands-on tasks. Examples of these common
tasks are: determining grid coordinates on maps, recognizing
friendly and enemy aircraft, and first-aid procedures. Core
Technical Proficiency measures are MOS specific tasks and are
based on a composite of both written test items and hands-on
tasks. Finally, the Skill Qualification Test (SQT) score is
based on results from paper-and-pencil tests of MOS specific
technical knowledge. The SQT was developed by the United States
Army Training and Doctrine Command for periodic assessment of MOS
specific knowledge. The SQT is the only criterion in this series
which was not specifically developed for Project A.

The validity coefficients presented are for the One-hand and
Two-hand tracking tests and represent the variance in the
criterion measures which is not accounted for by any other tests
in the Project A battery or by the ASVAB. Thus, instead of the
correlation representing the simple correlation between predictor
and criterion, it is a partial correlation representing the
unique variance of the predictor (Busciglio, 1990). At the time
of preparing this report, the simple correlation coefficients
were not available and had not been published. Reliability
coefficients for both tracking tests ranged between 0.74 and
0.98. The validity coefficients for the anti-tank gunnery
simulator were not partial coefficients but represented the
simple correlation between predictor and criterion on infantry
trainees. Two-hand tracking coefficients tended to be higher
than One-hand tracking and were greatest for the Hands-on and
General Soldiering criteria. It must be emphasized that the
partial coefficients represent the unique variance not accounted
for by ASVAB, six paper-and-pencil tests of spatial ability,
computerized tests measuring target shooting, simple and choice
reaction, short-term memory, perceptual speed and accuracy, and
number memory. Thus, these validity coefficients are extremely
constrained by the method of analysis.

The Risk test is a gambling type task in which the examinee
may select up to eight keys. One key is a penalty key and
results in a loss gained from the other keys. During the first
set of trials, the penalty key operates 100% of the time but on
the second set it ope-ates 50% of the time. A number of
different dependent variables are computed for this task but the
basic variable is the mean number of key presses in the 100% and
the 50% conditions.

Internal consistency reliability measures range from 0.53 to
0.93. Again the dependent measures based on difference scores
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tend to have lower reliabilities than scores based on number of
key presses. Validity coefficients based on a pass/fail training
criterion ranged from 0.01 to 0.27 for samples of Army helicopter
pilots and Navy Observers. The highest validity coefficient
(r-.30) was obtained on a sample of 44 Observers for whom
proficiency ratings were obtained. No validity results are yet
available for the NAVCALC test. Parallel form reliabilities were
0.86 and 0.89 on a sample of 32 university students. Project A
Figural Reasoning test was originally developed in a paper-and-
pencil format. This test has been computerized for the ECAT
battery but the validity coefficients are based on results from
the paper-and-pencil version of Figural Reasoning. Again with
the exception of the partial 0.15 coefficient for the 311 Army
trainees in the anti-tank gunnery simulator, the validity
coefficients are from the Busciglio (1990) report. The partial
coefficient (r=.12) for the Hands-On test is in the same range as
the partial coefficient for the anti-tank gunnery simulator. The
Sequential Memory test internal consistency reliabilities are in
the 0.85 range. This test has been validated in three Navy
ratings: Aviation Ordnancemen, Gunner's Mate, and Operations
Specialist. The validities for these three ratings were 0.19,
0.27, and 0.26, respectively. The criterion for each of the
three validities was final training grades. No results are
available for the BARB Ballistic Tasks. Only internal
consistency data are available for the Who test and values
exceeding 0.90 are reported.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the main features of computerized testing
have been successfully developed and tested. While paper and
pencil tests yield good measures of general G, and also good
measures of the basic primary mental abilities which were
determined several decades ago, computerized tests make it
possible to develop new types of dynamic spatial and memory tests
along with precise measurement of psychomotor abilities. The
marriage of computer technology and cognitive psychology is and
will continue to provide new approaches to the measurement of
individual differences and will enhance our ability to measure
those differential aspects of human abilities which relate to
different types of jobs and job tasks. However, because
computers cost more than paper and pencils, it is incumbent upon
those of us in this field to develop new methods of showing the
economic benefits of computers. Satellite transmission of data
across large expansive geographic areas, item generation of new
test items, shorter testing times, and more precise measurement
of individual differences represent logistical advantages of
computers in the operatonal testing environment. With
advancement in modern weapons systems and the complexity of
abilities represented in these systems, computer testing
technology will be required for assignment of individuals to
these jobs.
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Differential Item Functioning Analysis for
Computer-Adaptive Tests and other IRT-Scored Measures'

Rebecca Zwick, Dorothy Thayer, and Marilyn Wingersky
Educational Testing Service

1. Overview

The introduction of computer-adaptive tests (CATs) requires that new approaches be
developed for analyzing item properties, including differential item functioning (DIF). The
purpose of our project was to investigate whether existing DIF analysis methods could be
modified to accommodate the data coilected in a CAT. Our study also yielded information
about DIF methods for nonadaptive tests that are scored using item response theory (IRT).

DIF detection may be more important for CATs than it is for nonadaptive tests. First,
because fewer items are administered in a CAT, any item flaw may be more consequential for
the examinee than it would have been in a nonadaptive testing format. Also, administration of a
test by computer creates several potential sources of DIF that are not present in conventional
tests, such as differential computer familiarity, facility, and anxiety, and differential preferences
for computerized administration. Legg and Buhr (1992) and Schaeffer, Reese, and Steffen
(1992) both report ethnic and gender group differences in some of these attributes.

In our study, we used simulated CAT data to investigate the feasibility of conducting
DIF analyses using the Mantel-Haenszel (MH; 1959) approach of Holland and Thayer (1988)
and the standardization method of Dorans and Kulick (1986) by matching examinees on
expected true score for the entire 75-item CAT pool (computed using the estimated item
parameters and the estimated ability from the 25 CAT items). To disentangle the effects of
assigning items via the CAT algorithm on one hand and matching examinees on expected true
score on the other, we also conducted an analysis in which expected true scores computed with
the ability estimates from responses to all 75 items were used for matching prior to DIF
analysis. The results of this analysis were compared to the results obtained by matching on the
CAT-based score and to results obtained by matching on number-right score, as in conventional
M-I and standardization analysis. In this brief summary document, we focus on this portion of
our analyses. In addition, we present only the MH results. In general, results from the
standardization method were similar.

2. Simulation procedures

The design of the simulation had three main components: determination of the
administration conditions, definition of the properties of the simulated CAT, and specification of
item parameters. These components are described in the following sections.

1We would like to thank Paul Holland, Charles Lewis, Neil Dorans, Nancy Petersen and Ming Mci
Wang for providing valuable consultation.
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2.1 Administration conditions

Eighteen data sets were created, each corresponding to a CAT administration. The
administrations were defined by the properties of the item pool, the ability distributions of the
reference and focal groups, and the group sample sizes. These factors are described below. The
number of levels of the three factors was 3, 3, and 2, respectively, resulting in 18 distinct data
sets.

Item =I* Three item pools were included. Pool 1 had no DIF; its purpose was to allow
investigation of the functioning of the DIF methods in the null case. Two types of DIF
pools were included: Pool 2 had DIF that was uncorrelated with item difficulty, and
Pool 3 had DIF that was positively correlated with item difficulty. Research has found
that, for some pairs of ethnic groups, DIF is correlated with item difficulty, while for
male-female analyses, it tends not to be. Pools 2 and 3 were created to allow
investigation of the impact of this correlation. The item difficulty, discrimination, and
guessing parameters were the same across all three pools of items; only the DIF
properties varied.

Focal myoup ability distribution: Each DIF analysis involves two population groups-the group of
primary interest, or focal group and the comparison, or reference group. The three
possible focal group distributions were N(-1, 1), N(0, 1), and N(+.5, 1). In each case, the
reference group had a N(0, 1) distribution.

Group sample size conditions: Two sample size conditions were included: n,R = 500, n, = 500;
and n, - 900, nr = 100, where n, and n, are the sample sizes for the reference and focal
groups, respectively.

2.2 CAT simulation

In simulating the CAT data, item responses were generated based on the true item
parameters, using the three-parameter logistic (3PL) item response function,

P(0) =c, * (1 - c) (1 + exp(-1.7a, (-bG))y',(1)

where P(P) is the probability of answering item j correctly for examinees with ability 0, a, and c,
are the discrimination and guessing parameters, respectively, b', is the difficulty in group G (G
= reference or focal).

Our study was based on fixed-length CATs of 25 items, selected from one of the three
pools of 75 items. The CAT simulation was designed as a simplified version of actual CATs
being developed at Educational Testing Service. The algorithm that was used (implemented in a
revised version of a program written by Martha Stocking based on the approach of Lord, 1976)
selected as the next item to be administered the most informative item at the maximum
likelihood estimate of ability computed from the items already administered. The item
information function is defined as P',(O)2/P(O)Q,(O), where P(0) is the item response function
(here, the 3PL function in equation 1), P',(O) is the first derivative of P(O) with respect to 0,
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and Q,(8) I - P,(8) (see Lord, 1980). Estimates of item information and examinee ability
were computed using the estimated item parameters obtained from (nonadaptive) simulated
reference group data using LOGIST (Wingersky, 1983; Wingersky, Patrick, & Lord, 1988).
Most actual CATs under development select items on the basis of both information and other
characteristics, such as item format and content.

2.3 Specification of item parameters

W'hin each of the 18 'administrations," the factors that were varied were the item
discrimination (a) and difficulty (b) parameters, and the item d parameters, representing the
degree to which the reference and focal group item difficulties differed. Based on analyses of
actual SAT and GRE data sets, we selected the following values of the parameters for inclusion:

In a: -.3, 0 (corresponding to a values of .74, 1)
b: -1.95, -1.3, -.65, 0.65, 1.3, 1.95
d: -.70, -.35, 0, .35, .70 for Pools 2 and 3; d - 0 for all Pool I items.

Within each pool, the joint frequency distribution of these parameters was modeled using a
multivariate normal distribution. Therefore, more extreme parameter values were less likely to
occur than more central values. Item guessing (c) parameters were set to .15 for all items in all
Pools.

3. The Mantel-Haenszel DIF Procedure

In the MH method of DIF analysis, examinees are first grouped on the basis of a
matching variable that is intended to be a measure of ability in the area of interest. In most
DIF applications, the matching variable is a total test score. The score on the studied item,
group membership, and the value of the matching variable for each examinee define a 2 x 2 x K
cross-classification of examinee data, where K is the number of levels of the matching variable.
This 3-way classification forms the basis of the MH procedure. Let T. denote the number of
examinees in the kth level of the matching variable. Of these, nt. are in the reference group
and n.. are in the focal group. Of the n, reference group members, A, answered the studied
item correctly while B, did not. Similarly C. of the n, matched focal group members answered
the studied item correctly, whereas D, did not. The MH measure of DIF is defined as

MH D-DIF - -2.35 In(&.4) (2)

where &., is the Mantel-Haens7.el conditional odds-ratio estimator given by

E Ak DJ/T1
"& - k (3)•- B, Ck/T.

An estimated standard error for MH D-DIF is given in Holland and Thayer (1988).

Our matching variable for the DIF analysis of the CAT-administered items was obtained
by (1) getting the examinee's maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of ability, based on the
responses to the 25 CAT items and (2) using this MLE, along with the estimated item
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parameters, to compute an expected true score on all pool items by summing the 75 valus of

the estimated item response functions. That is, the matching variable was

Eapected tue score based on CAT - I P, (& ') (4)

where A(-) is an estimate of the function defined in equation 1 and 4CAT is the MLE of ability
based on the CAT items. Examinees whose expected true scores fell in the same one-unit
intervals were considered to be matched.

4. Comparison of CAT-based and Nonadaptive DIF Analyses

For simulation conditions 4, 6, 10, 12, 16, and 18 (see Table 1), we compared MH and
standardization results from the CAT analyses, described above, to results of two nonadaptive
DIF analyses. The first was a procedure (4-75) in which all 75 pool items were "administered"
and examinees were matched on expected true score calculated using the MLE of ability based
on all 75 responses. That is, instead of the matching variable in equation 4, the matching
variable was

Expected true score based on al 75 ite..s = T .' (), (5)

where 47, is the MLE of ability based on all 75 items. The second approach (NR) was a
conventional DIF analysis, in which all 75 pool items were adminis:ered and examinees were
matched on number-right score.

Table 1
Description of Simulation Conditions 4, 6, 10, 12, 16, and 18

Condition Focal population Sample size per item Pool
Focal Reference

4 N(-1,1) 500 500 2
6 N(-1,1) 5oo 500 3
10 N(0,1) 500 500 2

12 N(0,1) 500 500 3

16 N(.5,1) 500 500 2

18 N(.5,1) 500 500 3

For each of the six selected simulation conditions, the correlation matrix was computed
for four variables: the three types of DIF statistics and the "true DIP for the item. For
purposes of this analysis, true DIF was defined as the product of the item discrimination
parameter (a) and the difference between the item difficulties for the reference and focal groups
(d). (The theoretical basis for defining true DIF in this way is based on certain Rasch model
findings, detailed in our full paper.) Each correlation matrix was based on the 71 items that
were administered in the CATs. (Four of the 75 CAT items in each pool were never
administered because, at every ability level, there were at least 25 items that were more
informative than these items.)
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Because of an estimation procedure we used for the CAT-based MH D-DIF statistics
(detailed in our full paper), the CAT DIF statistics were much more precisely determined than
the nonadaptive DIF statistics. To avoid giving a spuriously inflated impression of the
performance of the CAT analyses, we computed correlations that were corrected for
unreliability. These corrected correlations provide a more equitable way of comparing the CAT,
6-75, and NR analyses.

Both uncorrected and corrected intercorrelations of the three types of MH D-DIF
statistics and the true DIF are given in Table 2 for each of the six conditions. The median
across conditions is also given. The CAT, 6-75, and NR analyses produced results that were
highly correlated with each other and with the true DIF values. In particular, the two analyses
based on all 75 item responses produced virtually identical results. The median corrected
correlation with true DIF was about the same for the CAT, 4-75, and NR analyses, which is
somewhat surprising since the CAT DIF approach matches examinees on the basis of only 25
item responses. The near-unity correlations of the CAT DIF statistics with true DIF was a
welcome finding.

High correlations alone, however, do not ensure the accuracy of the DIF methods. To
determine whether the obtained statistics had the desired means, we computed, for each analysis
strategy in each simulation condition, the mean MH D-DIF value across items. The means for
the nonadaptive procedures were quite close to their nominal value of zero; the means for the
CAT procedure were slightly inflated, ranging from .00 to .05, with somewhat larger means for
the Pool 3 conditions than for the Pool 2 conditions. However, the practical implications of an
inflation of .G5 or less in the MH D-DIF statistic are small in that a difference this size is
unlikely to have much effect on decisions about the item. Of course, it would be possible to
rescale the statistics so that they would be centered on zero for a particular collection of items.

5. Summary and Discussion

The CAT-based DIF statistics were found to be highly correlated with true DIF and with
DIF measures based on nonadaptive administration. Furthermore, the mean DIF statistics for
each pool were close to their nominal value of zero, although the CAT-based statistics showed a
slight inflation, particularly for Pool 3. Though some aspects of the results still need to be
explored, our findings, in general, appear to provide good news for the testing programs that
wish to establish DIF screening procedures for CATs.

Our study could not, of course, provide any data on the appropriateness of using item
parameter estimates obtained through paper-and-pencil or nonadaptive computer administration
to estimate item information and examinee ability in a CAT setting. If administration mode or
item order and context affect the functioning of items (see Zwick, 1991), CAT-based ability
estimation and hence DIF estimation will be impaired in this situation.

A useful finding concerning IRT-scored nonadaptive tests, was that in nonadaptive
administration of 75 items, matching on the expected true score based on the MLE of ability led
to essentially the same results as matching on number-right score. The similarity between these
approaches, however, may be substantially less for shorter tests.
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Conrelatios for Three Tlpe oaf MH D-DIP Statistics and True DIF (ad)

Conditiae

Matching Variables Coorreltion 4 6 10 12 16 18 Median

-CAT Uncorrected .83 .A .9 .88 .91 .89 19

8,75 Corrected .93 1X& 1.00 .97 1.0& .99 .99

a-CAT NR Uncorrected AS .7 A9 .86 .90 .90 A8

Corrected .96 .99 .99 .96 1.00 1.0b .99

8CAT ad Uncorrec ed .96 .95 .98 .96 .99 .96 .96

Corrected .97 .96 99 .97 1.00 .97 .97

X-75 NR Uncorrected .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99

Corrected 1.0& .b 1.& .0& I.0& 1.0& .O& 1.0&

8.75 ad Uncorrected .84 .86 A8 A .90 As8 17

Corrected .93 .97 .98 .93 .99 .96 .97

NR ad Uncorrected .86 .87 A .84 .89 .9 .88

Correc ed .95 .98 .98 .92 .99 .99 .98

bCorrected value was preater than unity. This can occur if reliability is underestimated.
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"A Psychometrically Sound Cognitive Diagnostic Models: Rule Space

Kikuni Tatsuoka
Educational Testing Service

"A Brief Summary of the lule Space Model

An alternative approach to cognitive diagnosis -- contrast to the
traditional bug analyses -- is the rule space model which is a probabilistic
approach whose purpose is to identify the examinee's state of knowledge or
cognitive states, based on an analysis of the task's cognitive requirements.

Having specified the task's cognitive requirement (also called
attributes), an incidence matrix Q (K x n) (the number of attributes x the
number of items) is constructed, which is an incidence matrix of item
characteristics with respect to the underlying cognitive processes involved in
each item. Cognitive patterns represented by K binary elements of unobservable
atttributes that can be derived from the incidence matrix Q are called
cognitive states (or attribute patterns). Boolean Discriptive Functions (BDFs)
are used to systematically determine those cognitive states and map them into
observable item score patterns (called ideal-item score patterns)(Tatsuoka,
1991; Varadi & Tatsuoka, 1989). It is assumed that an item can be answered
correctly if and only if all the attributes involved in the item have been
mastered. Unobservable performances on the attributes can be viewed
analogously to an unobservable electric current running through various
switches if they are closed. A closed switch corresponds to an attribute that
has been mastered. All switches in a current must be closed in order for the
current to go through. The cognitive states are represented by a list of
mastered/not mastered (or 'can/cannot") attributes. The increase of the number
of states is combinatorial, but Boolean algebra is a useful tool for dealing
with the problem of combinatorial explosion. Boolean algebra, which has been
widely used for explaining various properties of electricity and combinatorial
circuits have been utilized within the rule space framework for explaining the
cognitive requirements underlying test performances.

Once the cognitive states (ideal-item-score patterns) are determined,
the actual data are considered. The task now is to map the actual item
response patterns of the examinees onto the cognitive states, i.e., to find
the ideal-item-score pattern closest to the stud-nt's actual response pattern.
Since the performance on test items usually includes slips or random errors,
the observed item-response patterns are likely to deviate to some extent from
the ideal-item-score patterns represented by the various cognitive states.
Thus one is faced with a pattern classification problem which is handled by
the rule space model (Tatsuoka & Tatsuoka, 1987). The model formulates the
classification space and procedures. Item Response Theory (IRT) is utilized
for formulating the classificaation space, which is a Cartesian product space
of IRT ability e and variable C which measures the unusualness of item score
patterns (Tatsuoka, 1985) The cognitive states as well as the students' item
response patterns are mapped as points in the classification space by
computing their 0 and C values. Tatsuoka (1990) has shown that the swarm of
mapped "fuzzy" points of students'item-response patterns follows approximately
a multivariate normal distribution with the centroid being a given cognitive
state. Bayes' decision rules are applied for the final classificatiion and for
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computation of error probabilities.
Once this classification has been carried out, one can indicate with a

.pecified probability level which attributes a given examines is likely to
have mastered or failed to master. If classification rates are as high as 90 %
or above, then the attribute mastery patterns can be used for statistical
analyses. For example, a factor analysis can be applied to examine the
dimensionality of attributes, or a discriminant analysis can be used for
investigating subgroup differences if the demographic information is
available.

Illustration of the model with an Example

I. A Task Analysis and Attributes: SAT Mathematics

1.1. A maRDin2 sentence. The cognitive requirements for solving the
mathematics items were specified using data from two protocols. In order to
summarize the content and process categories identified in the protocol
analysis, a mapping sentence (Guttman, 1991; Tziner, 1987) was designed. The
mapping sentence included 13 facets with a varying number of elements in each.
Before presenting the mapping sentence, a word of caution is in order. The
mapping sentence presented in Figure 1 is a nreliminary one. By no means do we
contend that it is complete or exhaustive. More insight into the cognitive
requirement underlying the SAT-M items needs to be gained by a comprehensive
protocol analysis on several forms of the SAT before a complete cognitive
model can be constructed.

Insert Figure I about here

Every item in the test can be expressed as a combination of elements
from the facets of the mapping sentence. For example: Item no. 1, "if 2x - 6 -

10, then 3x - 6 - , (A) 0, (B) 8, (C) 11, (D) 18, (E) 24 " can be
expressed in terms of the above mapping sentence as the following combination
of facet elements: A3.1.1, Bl, C2, Dl, E2, Fl, Gl, HI, 12.1, J2, L2, MI.

1.2. Making an incidence matrix. Fourteen elements from the mapping
sentence were selected and expressed as attributes to be used in the rule
space analysis. Their brief descriptions are: 1) Basic knowledge and skills in
Arithmetic, 2) in elementary algebra, 3) in advanced algebra, 4) in geometry,
5) word problems, 6) comparison problems, 7) able to recall and apply
knowledge and rules, 8) can solve equations, 9) can choose and apply theorems
and properties, 10) reasoning skills, 11) analytic thinking skills, 12) can
follow instructions and comprehend graphs, charts and figures, 13) practical
and spontaneous wisdom, 14. can solve complex, multi-step problems.

An incidence matrix Q (60 items by 14 attributes) was constructed for
SAT using the above mentiened attributes. Table la presents a part of Q matrix
(25 items from the sectior 1) along with the percentage correct and IRT item
difficulty parameters b's. Table lb shows the results of regression analyses,
predicting item difficulties for Items 1-25 from 14 attributes. R2 s are
. 8 3 (. 5 9 adj) for the percentage correct and . 9 1 (. 7 9 adj) for IRT b-values.

Insert Tables la and lb about here

A computer program RULESPACE (Tatsuoka & Varadi, 1989) produced 2461
ideal-item-score patterns for the incidence matrix of the order of 14x60 in
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Table 1.2. Then the program classified 2335 examinees who took the SAT
Mathematics test into one of 2461 cognitive states. Since the squared
Mahalanobis distance in this case follows a Chi-square distribution with 7
degrees of freedom, X2 - 2.76 (p-.Ol) is set ai the first criterion for
whether or not a student's response pattern can be classified into a cognitive
state. It turned out that 98 % of the 2335 examinees qualified according to
the first criterion, thus were classified into one of 2461 cognitive states.
The examinees who were not classified are mostly •ery high scoring students
and their 0 values are larger than 2.5. After Baye' rule was applied for the
final classification, 387 cognitive states become non-empty, with 87 states
having at least 5 examinees classified, 36 states having at least 10
classified. The Figure 2 shows the classification risults with the most
important states along the SAT Scale and the corresponding IRT B values.

Insert Figure 2 about here

As can be seen in the results of the regression analyses and
classification, Attributes 3 (advanced algebra), 9 (selection and application
of theorems and properties), 11 (analytical thinking skills, cognitive
restructuring) and 14 (complex problems) are difficult attributes. High
ability students are loosing scores because of Attributes 3, 9 and 11 while
many average students have trouble with complex problems.
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COMPUTERIZED MASTERY TESTING

Charles Lewis
Educational Testing Service

Abstract

Combining item response theory and Bayesian decision theory, it is possible to develop
sequential rules for computer administration of mastery tests. In the framework adopted, a pool
of parallel testlets is developed and randomly selected testlets are administered to examinees.
After each testlet, depending on the examinee's cumulative score, one of three decisions is made:
Pass the examinee immediately; Fail the examinee immediately; Administer another, randomly
selected testlet. In a simulated application of this approach to a professional certification
examination, it is shown that average test lengths can be reduced by half without sacrificing
decision accuracy.

Introduction

Testing of examinees is carried out for a variety of purposes. One of these purposes is
associated with mastery testing (see, for instance, Lord, 1980, Chapter 11), a procedure for
deciding, on the basis of test performance, whether an examinee has attained a specified level of
knowledge, or mastery, of a given subject. Mastery testing is applied to assist in licensing or
certifying an examinee as being competent to perform some task or practice some profession. In
an educational setting, mastery testing is used to help decide whether a student has learned the
prescribed material sufficiently well to begin with subsequent study.

Item response theory (IRT) provides a framework within which we are able to define what
is meant by a master or a nonmaster in terms of amount of knowledge, and to relate this to
expected performance on the individual items making up a test. Following an approach described,
for instance, by Lord (1980, p.163), two values on an IRT-based knowledge scale may be
identified: Om, the lowest level at which an examinee would still be considered a master, and n,,
the highest level at which an examinee would still be considered a nonmaster. The interval
between these two values is a region where there is no clear consensus as to the mastery status of
an examinee.

Bayesian decision theory (see, for instance, Lindley, 1971) provides a framework for
actually classifying an examinee as a master (passing) or nonmaster (failing), based on test
performance. In particular, numerical losses may be specified for each of the two types of
classification error: passing a nonmaster (A) and failing a master (B). Decisions should then be
made which minimize average loss, given the examinee's test score. Cronbach and Gleser (1965)
were among the first to provide a decision theoretic framework for mastery testing.

If a mastery test is to be administered with the aid of a computer, an additional refinement
is possible: The examinee's performance may be monitored as the test progresses, and early
decisions made for those examinees with relatively unambiguous performance levels. This idea is
referred to in the statistical literature as sequential testing (see, for inst,.nce, Wetherill, 1975) and
has found wide application in fields such as quality control. Ferguson (1969) describes an early
application of sequential procedures to mastery testing. More recent discussions of related
methods are provided by Kingsbury and Weiss (1983) and by Reckase (1983).
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Tehting Design

Details of the approach described here are given by Lewis and Sheehan (1990). The
crucial assumption we make is that it is possible to use the pool of available items 'o construct
short, nonoverlapping, equivalent tests, each of which meets all content specifications for the test
as a whole. Such short tests are sometimes referred to as testlets (Wainer and Lewis, 1990).

Computer-based test administration begins with the random selection of one or more of
these testlets. When the examinee has completed all the initially selected testlets, one of three
decisions is made. In addition to the usual pass and fail decisions, in line with the idea of
sequential testing, we also consider the possibility of deferring these decisions and administering
another, randomly selected testlet. If the decision is made to continue testing, the three options
are considered once more when the examinee has completed the new testlet. This process
continues until the examinee has passed or failed, or until a preset maximum number of testlets
has been administered. In the latter case, a final pass/fail decision must then be made.

Although IRT allows optimal extraction of information regarding the amount of
knowledge possessed by an examinee through the analysis of the examinee's complete pattern of
item responses, the approach we adopt employs only cumulative number-correct scores for
decision-making purposes. This choice was made primarily to simplify both our analyses and the
final results. At each decision point there are two cut scores, expressed in terms of cumulative
number-correct scores for all testlets completed so far. All examinees with scores greater than or
equal to the upper cut score pass immediately. Those with scores less than the lower cut score fail
the test. The remaining examinees are administered another testlet. The one exception to this rule
is for examinees who have completed the maximum number of testlets allowed. For them, there is
only a single cut score, which is used to distinguish passing from failing examinees in the usual
manner.

Determination of Cut Scores

The basic principle behind Bayesian decision theory is to make the decision which
minimizes the average loss. In order to apply this principle to sequential testing, we must
associate a loss (or cost) with obtaining additional information, in our case, administering an
additional testlet. (If there were no such loss, it would always be better to continue testing than to
pass or fail an examinee on the basis of incomplete information.

Consequently, we are dealing with three numerical losses which must be specified before
decision rules can be identified: A, the loss associated with passing a nonmaster, B, the loss for
railing a master, and C, the loss for giving a testlet. The units in which these losses are specified
are arbitrary, but it is often convenient to set C-I and, thus, express A and B as multiples of the
testlet administration loss.

In practice, we consider a range of choices for A and B, evaluating each choice through
the use of simulations to obtain estimates of correct classification probabilities and average test
length. Lower values of A and B result in more misclassifications and shorter tests. Higher values
lead to more correct classifications and longer tests. The relative sizes of A and B are also of
interest. When A is greater than B, for instance, it means that it is a more serious error to pass a
nonmaster than it is to fail a master. This has the effect of raising cut scores and, thus, lowering
passing rates.

For a given choice of A and B (with C=-), we work backward to obtain the set of cut
scores. Starting with the last testlet that could be administered, we adopt a decision rule which
passes an examinee whenever the probability that the examinee is a master, given their cumulative
number-correct score on all testlets, is at least equal to the rat-o A/(A+B). This choice is
guaranteed to minimize the expected loss. The decision rule can be summarized with a single cut
score and with the minimum expected loss associated with each possible score (sometimes referred
to as a risk function).
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The probability of mastery, given the examinee's score, which we use to identify the
decision rule, is obtained via IRT (which is used to compute the probability of the score, given
that the examinee is a master) and Bayes' Theorem. A prior probability of mastery is also needed
to use Bayes' Theorem. In our work, we have used a prior probability of .5, based on fairness
considerations, but historical data on the proportion of (classified) masters in the examinee
population could also provide a basis for the prior. In any event, as with most Bayesian analysis,
it is appropriate that the data (test scores) should dominate any prior information about the
examinee's mastery status.

Proceeding with the cut score determination, we now take one step backward to the testlet
preceding the final possible one. The expected losses for passing and for failing are determined as
with the final testlet, except that the loss associated with testing is reduced by I (since one fewer
testlet would be administered if a final decision were made at this point). In addition, we must
now determine the expected loss associated with continuing to the final testlet.

To do this, we consider all possible scores on the last testlet, use the results from the last
stage to compute the expected loss associated with the decision based on each such score, and
average these values, weighting by the probability that the examinee would obtain that score,
given the score achieved so far. For each of the possible scores achieved before the last stage of
testing, the three expected losses are compared, and the minimum identified. This leads to the
identification of an optimal decision for each possible score, and this set of decisions may be
summarized with two cut scores: a higher value, the lowest score leading to a pass decision, and a
lower value, the lowest score leading to a decision to continue testing. In addition, we retain the
risk function, which gives the expected loss associated with the optimal decision for each score.

These same steps are repeated for each stage of testing, continuing to wtrk backward until
we reach the first stage at which a pass/fail decision may be made. We then have a complete
summary of the decision process, consisting of a set of cut scores and the risk functions which
indicate how well we have done in terms of minimizing expected loss.

Evaluation of the Sequential Testing System: An Illustration

The fi-st application of the approach described above was to a component of the
Computerized Architectural Registration Examination, developed under the auspices of the
National Council of Architectural Registration Boards (NCARB). An available pool of multiple
choice items testing Seismic Knowledge was used to construct six 10-item testlets and it was
decided that a minimum of two and a maximum of six testlets would be administered to an
examinee.

All items were calibrated using the three-parameter logistic item response model, and an
estimated distribution of knowledge levels in the examinee population was obtained as well.
Mastery and nonmastery levels were identified on the knowledge scale, based on information
available from previously existing tests. After evaluating a number of alternatives, the loss
associated with passing a nonmaster was identified as A-40 times that associated with
administering a testlet, while the loss for failing a nonmaster was set at B=20 times the loss for a
testlet. This asymmetry was judged to be appropriate, given the nature of the examination.

Using the procedure outlined in the previous section, a set of cut scores was determined.
These values are given in Table 1. Examinees scoring at least 16 out of a possible 20 after the
second stage of testing were passed immediately. Those scoring II or fewer correct were failed
immediately. The remaining examinees continued to the third stage. For examinees completing
the sixth stage, those with number-correct scores of 39 or higher, out of a possible total of 60
items, are passed while all others are failed.
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Table 1

Number-Correct Cut Scores for a Test with Between Two and Six 10-Item Testlets

Stage Items Lower Upper

2 20 12 16

3 30 18 22

4 40 24 28

5 50 31 34

6 60 39 39

Employing the IRT item calibrations and the estimated distribution of knowledge levels,
examinee performance was simulated on the sequential test whose cut scores are given in Table 1,
as well as on a conventional test consisting of all six testlets and using the final cut score for the
sequential test to make pass/fail decisions. The average test length, pass rate, and proportion of
examinees misclassified (both false positives and false negatives) were obtained for each test. The
results are summarized in Table 2

Table 2
Simulated Performance Characteristics for a Sequential and a Conventional Test

Test Average Pass False False

Type Length Rate Positive Negative

Sequential 27.7 .640 .026 .082

Conventional 60.0 .658 .027 .066

In the simulated examinee population, approximately 70 percent were masters. Note that
both tests have pass rates below that level and that both have more false negative classifications
than false positives. This is a result of using an asymmetric loss specification, in which passing a
nonmaster was judged more serious than failing a master.

The classification performance of the two tests is quite similar, with a slight advantage in
favor of the conventional test. The most striking difference is in average test length. The
sequential test is able to identify nonmasters equally well and masters almost as well as a test
using, on average, more than twice as many items. This finding is in general agreement with the
statistical literature on sequential testing.

To summarize, the research described above suggests that, when a computer-based test
delivery system is available, it is possible to construct a variable-length sequential mastery test
which will substantially reduce average testing time and item exposure rates with a minimal loss in
classification accuracy compared to a conventional fixed-length test.
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Some Tapacts of Downsizing an Routn

by

N. S. sellman
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defanse

(Force a mnt and Personnel)

Because of the end of the Cold War and the demise of the Soviet
Union, the United States is reducing the size of its military by 25
percent. The stated plan is to go from 2.2 million Service members
in Fiscal Year 1987 to 1.6 million in Fiscal Year 1995. The United
States has reduced force size in the past, but generally at the end
of an armed conflict and when the force was composed largely of
conscripts. This downsizing is a first in that today's Services
consist of volunteers, men and women who wanted to serve and most of
whom planned to make the military a career.

To drawdown the force, the Department adopted a four-part
strategy: (1) Reduce the number of new accessions to levels required
to sustain the force at the post-Fiscal Year 1995 level. As a
result, the Services will recruit about 225,000 young men and women
in Fiscal Year 1993 instead of the 330,000 of 5 years ago. (2) The
Department will Qontrol reenlistment into the career force to ensure
high quality people in shortage skills move successfully into their
second term. (3) For members with 6-19 years service, the Department
has offered monetary incentives for them to separate voluntarily.
These incentives are available to people with skills or in year
groups that are overstrength. (4) For members with more than 20
years service, the Department will identify individuals for early
retirement based on past performance, professional attributes, and
potential for future service.

Today, I want to briefly discuss the first part of the drawdown
strategy--reduced recruiting. The size of our recruiting cohorts is
shrinking. In Fiscal Year 1989, we recruited 294,000 people; last
year, in Fiscal Year 1992, we recruited 203,000. We believe the
Fiscal Year 1992 number was too low so we have encouraged the Ser-
vices to increase their recruiting levels to about 225,000 people in
Fiscal Year 1993. Given their budgetary problems, it is tempting for
the Services to under recruit because that saves money and allows a
gentler policy for reduction of careerists. Of coarse, if you do not
recruit enough people up front, it creates a shortage which becomes a
bow-wave which moves through the career force and within a 5-year
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period the Services will not have the NCOs and mid-level officers
needed.

Congress also sees the reduction in recruiting as a target of
opportunity for budget cuts. Since Fiscal Year 1989, overall
recruiting resources have been reduced by 20 percent. Advertising is
down by 55 percent, production recruiters by 10 percent with another
10 percent cut scheduled over the next 2 years, and recruiter offices
by 20 percent. Congress almost prohibited the Services from adver-
tising on television. The only Services to be on television this
year will be the Army and Marine Corps because the Navy, Air Force,
and the Joint Recruiting Advertising Program do not have enough money
to be on that medium.

How has the recruiting decline affected recruit quality and
social representation? Because we are recruiting fewer people,
recruit quality has reached historic highs. In Fiscal Year 1992, 99
percent of new recruits were high school diploma graduates, and 75
percent were graduates who scored at the 50th percentile or above on
the Armed Forces Qualification Test. Can we sustain those levels of
quality? That depends on Congressional budget cuts. Fiscal Year
1993 cuts were relatively benign, at about $25 million. This is an
election year, and there were a lot of programs that were virtually
untouched because of Congressional need to demonstrate concern about
military people leaving service as well as DoD civilians and Defense
contractors facing layoffs. Fiscal Year 1994 cuts, no matter who
wins the election, could be much worse, and recruit quality could be
affected.

There has been a decline in enlistment of Blacks. In Fiscal
Year 1989, 22 percent of all new recruits were Black; and in Fiscal
Year 1992, that number was only 17 percent. The 17 percent has been
steady over the last 18 months. We believe the drop in Black enlist-
ment is a result of several factors. During Operations Desert
Shield and Desert Storm, there was much written and discussed in the
media about Black overrepresentation, and how young Black Service
members were bearing disproportional burdens during war. Much of
this was triggered by the President's recent veto of the civil rights
act. Black leaders around the country were angry. Overrepresenta-
tion was used as an issue to get back at the Administration for
failure to pass civil rights legislation. Many prominent Black
leaders used it to advance their own agendas. In particular, there
was an NBC news broadcast which stated that the Department was
targeting Black high schools for over recruitment. That allegation
was not true.

Jesse Jackson wrote the President about the disproportional
number of Blacks who were in Reserve units being sent to the Persian
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Gulf. The facts were that those Selected Reserve units were assigned
by mission capability, not social composition. As a result of
Reverend Jackson's letter, we provided demographic information on all
Reserve units in the United States to the Military Assistant to the
President so he would have it available, should more inquiries be
received. There also has been negative publicity for the military by
a rap group called the Ghetto Boys. This group produced a tape that
can be purchased in any music store in the country that has several
songs that are profanely anti-military.

Another problem is that young men and women do not believe that
the Services still are hiring. People have seen so much publicity
about the drawdown that they do not know that we are recruiting.
This is not just the American public; this also includes a number of
members of Congress. Last year, we received hundreds of letters
about why are the Services still recruiting and advertising. It
never occurred to us that Congressmen would not understand that we
are a closed personnel system and have to recruit from the bottom and
train people for senior leadership roles. Had I been more percep-
tive, we would have changed our advertising campaign to something
such as, "Yes we are getting smaller but we still need to hire."
Maybe that would have precluded much of the criticism directed at the
Department. Today, there also is the belief that the military no
longer offers opportunities for upward mobility because of the force
drawdown.

Recruitment of other minorities (Hispanics, Asian-Americans,
Native Americans) has remained steady over past 5 years at about 5.5
percent. The Services also have had no trouble recruiting women-in
Fiscal Year 1992, percentages of new accessions who were women were
Army-16 percent, Navy-14 percent, Marine Corps-5 percent, Air
Force-22 percent, Department of Defense-15 percent. In terms of
officers, there has been a drop in the number of new accessions from
27,000 in Fiscal Year 1989 to 20,000 in Fiscal Year 1992. This
number will probably remain constant in Fiscal Year 1993 until we see
what the ultimate size of the base force becomes. Down sizing is a
growth industry in the Department of Defense and is likely to be so
for the next several years.

In sum, by the end of Fiscal Year 1992, the Services have
already reduced recruiting by 25 percent. They plan to recruit to
sustainment levels over the next 3 years. Minorities are still
overrepresented in the recruit cohort when compared to the youth
population, but they will not be as seriously overrepresented as in
the past. Recruitment of women is at satisfactory levels. Recruit
quality is at historic highs, although I expect it to drop somewhat.
Finally, if Congress provides adequate resources, we can continue to
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recruit well qualified men and women to be the leaders of our future
military.
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Session 15
Symposium: The Incredible Shrinking Force:

Issues in Downsizing
CBT: The Time Has Come

(MTA 1992)

Dr. Frank Leo Vicino

1. INTRODUCTION

The present force restructuring calls for revisiting traditional
approaches to personnel selection. Wally Sinaiko stated "the
restructuring of the military forces is the most profound change of its
kind in forty years." This restructuring, that will be causing many
ripples in the military personnel world, will also continue to be quite
dynamic. This character of change will be with us for some time. A=
"Final" Selection and Classification System design, therefore. is made
elusive by the ambiguity and changes I foresee in future force

2. THE SITUATION

These profound changes will be affecting the structure of any
future military selection and classification system. You have heard
today about many of these changes. Let's take another look at some of
them and their possible effect on any future Selection and
Classification System and what we hope to do to soften the blow.

New roles and missions are developing and they will demand
people who can operate in a more complex and rapidly changing
environment than we have ever seen before. The order will be
flexible and creative leadership.
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Personnel, in a downsized military, will be older and more
experienced. In the last three years the average age of naval personnel
has increased 10 percent. With this higher overall experience level it
should be possible to increase productivity and operate, for example,
the same number of ships and squadrons with fewer people.

I agree with the former Army DCSPER when he stated that we
have not recognized the inherent versatility and capability of our
young service members. In this shrinking force it will be necessary to
expand our human capital, to recognize the capability of our people to
do more with less. We need to find ways to expand our human capital.

Traditional occupational structures are too narrow to be
effective in a leaner force. The Navy has about 100 ratings and there
are even more MOS designations in the Army.

3. WHAT CAN WE DO ?

In the absence of anything specific about the composition of
future forces we can still anticipate perturbations to our selection and
classification practices. For personnel research the implication is
clear: any selection and classification system will accommodate rapid
changes and, possible, radically new demands. Traditional selection
and classification processing, like the traditional roles they represent,
may need altering.

Computerized testing is an obvious way to go, given the
following expectations. Computers make it possible, among other
things, to integrate selection procedures with military personnel data
bases, and with manpower decision models.

More specifically, computerized testing can manage testing
sequences, administer adaptive tests, change scoring protocols,
present dynamic and interactive test scenarios, and more. At present
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there is in place a major component of computer based testing: The
CAT-ASVAB has been operational in several enlistment processing
sites for about a year.

New areas not yet integral to computer-based testing are
creativity and leadership. Computers make it possible to measure
reaction time, complex composite responses, trends in test time
responses and responses to complex and stressful situations.

Another major advantage of computer-based testing is its
amenability to revising tests. Proposed new measures can be imbedded
in a standard test battery to supply researchers new data that does not
become part of the applicant's score. The new item data can be
assessed and, if found to be useful, can be rapidly incorporated in the
score.

Selection and classification needs to have added the outcomes of
work in job analysis, manpower modeling, and manpower
requirements estimation. Another suggestion by the Air Force
ROADMAP program that team and individual performance should be
part of selection and classification research appears promising.
Army's Projects "A" and "B" and Navy's New Measures programs
point to the importance of interactive tests and other new measures

TAPSTEM, which is defining the Service's MPT research
direction, has made researchers more aware of selection and
classification areas that need further resolution. The Navy's CAT-
ASVAB and ECAT programs, the Air Force's ROADMAP and
LAMP, the Army's projects "A" and "B" and the Marine Corp's job
performance measurement research are all providing excellent
answers and, at the same time, are helping to define future selection
and classification research. The Navy's new SYMONAC program and
its proposed STAR program offer promise for integrating findings
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from TAPSTEM and other programs into a fully computerized
personnel system.
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STRATEGIC ACCESSION PLANNING

AT THE U.S. ARMY RECRUITING COMMAND (USAREC)

Peter McWhite, Ph.D

HumRRO McWhite Scientific
66 Canal Center Plaza, Suite 400 451 Hungerford Drive, Suite 600
Alexandria, VA 22314 Rockville, MD 20850-4151
(703) 549-3611 (301) 251-0975

USAREC's Recruiting Operations (RO) controls day-to-day fill of nearly 280 Military
Occupational Specialties (MOS) while meeting policy and resource constraints. RO controls the
day-to-day MOS eligibility of applicants by their Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT)
Category (TC) as well high school graduation status. Table I. gives TC ranges used in
recruiting.

Table 1. AFQT Score Ranges

I II IMA IIW DA rB _y
AFQT Percentile 93-99 65-92 50-64 31-49 21-30 20-10 1-9
Score Range

Remarks Quality Applicants Needed to fill Entry restricted Entry
large, unpopular prohibited

programs

TC I is the top 7 percent of the youth population. They are most readily trained to perform the
most complex tasks. TC V represents the most difficult to train. By law, all TC V applicants,
and those in TC IV who have not graduated from high school, are disqualified from military
service. TC I-IliA are called quality applicants because they rank in the top half of the
population. Some MOS accept only quality applicants.

Accession Timing Control

This control is possibly the most complex in the recruiting process. RO must consider
simultaneously when and to what MOS recruits of a given TC should access. It must look ahead
at MOS requirements and recruiting propensities for the current and future FYs.
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Timing control is accomplished through the Delayed Entry Program (DEP) using
REQUEST's' Report/Update of DEP (RUDEP) program. RUDEP acts like a gatekeeper to
nongraduate and TC IIIB and IV Army accessions. It is the only process that can have total
control of mission ceilings. No applicant will be offered an MOS unless he or she meets its
RUDEP accession window and its requirements for education and quality.

Seventeen RUDEP tables control most nonprior service accessions. Figure I is a typical
RUDEP Table. The X and C mean that the above Recruit Ship Month (RSM) for an MOS is
open or closed, respectively, to applicants with the indicated education and quality attributes.

RSH RSM RSN HSN RSN RSN RSM RSN
JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN

FACTOR 1 FACTOR 2 FACTOR 3 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 93
EDUC AFQT == V== a.= 2== nu= so. son am=

1. COLL-PROF 93 -99 X X X X C C C C
2. COLL-PROF 65 -92 X X X X C C C C
3. COLL-PROF 50 -64 X X X X C C C C
4. COLL-PROF 31 -49 X X X C C C C C
5. COLL-PROF 26 -30 C C C C C C C C
6. HSOC-CLEP 93 -99 X X X X C C C C
7. HSOC-CLEP 65 -92 X X X X C C C C

7. NHSG-NHSG 16 -49 C C C C C C C C
28. COMP-ATTN 16 -99 C C C C C C C C
2. GEDH-HOME 50 -99 C CC C CC C C
30. NHSG-PROF 16 -25 C C C C C C C C
31. GEDR-HO1E 16 -49 C C C C C C C C

* THE ABOVE DEP CONTROLS ARE IN EFFECT FOR THESE MOS ONLY:

10"1 09S1 09W1 13C1 13E1 ... 97EU 97E1 97ES 98C1 9801 98J1 98K1

Figure 1. A RUDEP Table.

Each Week the RUDEP Noncommissioned Officer (NCO) modifies the timing and MOS
content of the RUDEP tables. Some considerations are:

* C-rrent MOS accessions plus DEP fill and fill rate.

* Accession windows for High School Senior (HSSR) and Currently in College
(CC) prospective graduates consistent with balancing quality over the summer
months.

* Differential and projected DEP loss rates.

Expected recruiting performance. A small window can inhibit market penetration.

* A consistent and equitable policy that helps recruiters and guidance counselors
maintain credibility with their community.

• Small windows that encourage near-term fill for large programs, since they have
frequent class starts.

'REQUEST is a nationwide time-sharing computer service. It provides centralized recruit qualifications
data, training space, and unit reservations. It is USAREC's official management information reporting system.
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0 Large windows that ensure ,ill of small programs that have few class starts. N

0 Longer DEP periods (from large windows) have high DEP loss rates.

The above process used to require 3 days effort each week by the RUDEP NCO.

The RUDEP Expert System

Since June 1991, RO has developed strategic plans with the microcomputer-based RUDEP Expert
System. It addresses the above considerations while developing a weekly RUDEP strategy in a
few hours. Tables II and RI show the Table configuration and strategy that is the basis for the
RUDEP Expert System. (CAF is command average percent fill; Target RSM is the month(s)
planned for most of the accessions that will support that RSM's accession mission.)

Table ii. RUDEP Tables and Assigned MOS.

Table Description MOS Criteria

Seldom Start Small programs with < 10 AIT start dates.

(ST) Supersedes all other categories. AMB selects.

0911 09WI 13CI 1311 13N1 1401 1601 16E1 16J1 1611 23R1 24Cl 24G1 24111 24K1 2411 24N1 25L1 2SPl
1 2501 2511 25SI Z781 27E1 27F1 2701 27.1 27J1 270 27L1 2741 27T1 29R1 29YI 3101 33P1 331 3301

33T1 33V1 33Y1 35s1 35Y1 391 39CI 3901 3961 39G1 39.1 41CI 42CI 4201 4311 45,E 45M1 45T1 461I
51G1 SIM1 52FI 52G1 5501 55G1 5511 57FI 62G1 6211 631I 67A1 67H1 67S1 6881 6801 68G1 6811 6801
6861 7111 7301 75F1 76J1 77L1 8181 ICI 8101 8281 8201 83W1 83FI SW1 8811 91C1 9101 91F1 91G1
91H1 91J1 91L1 9111 91N1 91P1 9101 9111 91S1 91T1 91U1 91V1 91Y1 92B1 9301 93F1 9601 9611 98C1
9801 98J1 98K1

At CMF or better. (Quick sellers Not ST/OSUT/HTQ.

2-3 - responding to open months.)
16P1 16XI 24T1 311 31N1 43EI 45G1 4501 5181 51RI 52C1 62J1 6301 63E1 6311 63J1 63T1 63W1 67M1
67111 671'1 67U1 67Vl 6711 68F1 68J1 6811 71401 75C1 76V1 76X1 TMI 88111 88111 8811 91A1 9391 93C;1

96I1G 96F1 96HI 9781 97EL 97G1 9$C3 9811 9"XL

Selling below CMF. Not ST/OSUT/HTQ.
4

13F1 13111 13P1 1311 31K1 3AI 4481 4411 4531 4501 5201 62•1 62EI 62FI 63Y! 73C1 75B1 7501 76YI
82C0 9131 91E1 93PI 96U1 980

56 1OSUT Designated OSUT.
5-6 OU

1ICI 1111 1111 11X1 1281 1201 1331 1901 1911 5431 9531

Hard to Qualify For Difficult qualifications:
7 (HTQ) APT scores ý 100/110, 2 APT scores > 100

29E1 29J1 2911 29S1 29V1 31C1 3101 31F1 35G1 3601 3611 42E1 "061 68X1 7101

Extremely Behind CMF. (EBCF) Available to all categories.

12F1 14S1 16S1 3101 31Vl 37F1 451I 51K1 5581 57E1 6381 63SI 6811 71G1IL 710 C1 75E1 76C1 7691
77F1 9481
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RUDEP Strategies

Table II. summarizes RUDEP strategies for controlling the RSM that MOS types are open N

to recruit TC and education types. (F is MOS fill, A Fill is program - current fill, One Station
Unit Training (OSUT).)

Table III. Recommended RUDEP RSM.

Table Description Months Open Market Strategy

I Seldom Taught (ST) Current RSM to Target TC I-I11A
RSM(s) (will vary with '92 HSSR
seat openings)

2 Attractive & DQ Target RSM(s) Closed to HSSR-92.
Tolerant Shift to Next month when DQ used to stop fill.
(Quick sellers) Target at 75% of Mission Save for Fall HSDG.
F > CAF, ranked by plus excess for DEP loss.
A Fill, stop at 10%
available program.

3 Attractive & DQ Target RSM(s) Closed to HSSR-92.
Tolerant Fill target month.
F > CAF; not on Open to TC I-IIIA
Table 2.

4 Attractive & DQ Target RSM(s) + I (A's) Closed to HSSR-92.
Tolerant Target RSM(s) (B's) Open to TC IIIBs
(Slow fill) (B's may be limited by
F < CAF policy)

5 OSUT (5 & 6 permit Target RSM(s) Push HSSR-92.
different OSUT fill HSSR-92 May-June until Only A's.2
rates for e.g., lIXI) 50%, then July, etc.

6 OSUT

7 Hard to Qualify For Target RSM(s) + I Push HSSR-92
(HTQ) Accept all qualified.

8 Extremely Behind Target RSM(s) + 2
F < CAP and: HSSR-92 open entire
Program ! 200 tien summer ( < 12 mos. in
Fill/CAF < .85 or DEP).
Program < 100 thenz
Fill/CAF : .7

'High quality means DEP losses in summer can be replaced by B's.
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Summary of RUDEP Expert System Features

(1) As the RUDEP System directs applicants to enlist for training opportunities in the
RSM when are needed, its constraints on DEP are not so restrictive that they limit accessions
overall.

(2) The System avoids being so restrictive that it creates an environment that will fail to
attract enough recruits. On the other hand, it ensures that RO will meet accession requirements.

(3) The DQ process supports MOS-specific quality allocations; however, it cannot
control the annual quality mission. Also, DQ cannot accomplish monthly quality leveling. The
RUDEP process accomplishes this by directly controlling entry to the Army, by month, of TC
[IB-IV accessions.

(4) Mission categories need strategic management. Because their availabilities to access
are determined by graduation dates, HSSRs and CCs have specific accession windows. Other
windows provide accessions during slow periods, such as March and April.

(5) Level loading training seats provides applicants with varied opportunities.

Disclaimer.

The assessments of recruiting strategies and policies are entirely the author's. No endorsement
by the U.S. Army Recruiting Command is claimed or implied.
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ALCOHOL AND DECISION MAKING COMPETENCE

Siegfried Streufert

Pennsylvania State University
College of Medicine, Hershey, PA, 17033

Alcohol consumption during work hours, especially when higher intoxication levels are reached, can
have serious consequences for task performance (e.g. Heishman, Stitzer and Bigelow, 1988;
Streufert, Pogash, Roache, Gingrich, Landis, Severs, Lonardi and Kantner, 1992). We know quite
well that alcohol impairs the competence of truck drivers, airline pilots and operators of machinery,
resulting in an inordinate number of accidents. For example, 33% of fatally injured truck drivers
tested positively for alcohol and other drug abuse (NTSB, 1990). Our knowledge about deleterious
alcohol effects is based on years of research on traffic safety and other settings where intoxication
may produce personal injury and/or property damage. Yet we know relatively little about the effects
of alcohol (or for that matter the effects of other psychoactive substances) on more complex
functioning, including the impact of alcohol on decision making (cf. Streufert et al, in press).

There are at least two reasons for our lack of knowledge: (1) Alcohol abuse at senior levels often
remains hidden (Pace, 1989) and may be ignored by the drinker's associates and supervisors.
(2) Prior researchers have had difficulty developing research methodologies that allow reliable and
valid measurement oi complex decision making competency. Both issues will be considered below:

(1) Limits on Knowledge about Alcohol Effects
Some limited information about the impact of alcohol (or other psychoactive substances) upon
decision maker performance might be derived from observations of the excessive drinker on the
job. Yet, the incidence and severity of alcohol effects upon decision makers are difficult to estimate.
Generally, data on rate of abuse and on the effects of abuse are not made available. In some
cases, alcohol abuse at very senior levels may even be supported and/or exploited by the afflicted
individual's staff (Trice and Belasco, 1970). Lowered performance at senior levels rarely result in
formal disciplinary action (Beyer and Trice, 1984). Of course, whenever alcohol abuse is tolerated
or remains hidden, performance data will not be collected or, if available, will not be released.

As a result, we must generally rely on conjecture in estimating the impact of alcohol on decision
making performance. Observations and a very few experiments seem to suggest that alcohol
consumption may diminish performance (e.g. Beeman, 1985; De Clifford, 1985; Helm and Gaffney,
1986; McCann, 1983; Trick, 1984). Risk taking and information recall (Jobs, 1989), reasoning
(Beeman, 1985), decision quality (DeClifford, 1985; Jobs, 1989; McCann, 1983; O'Broin 1985) and
tendencies toward aggressiveness (Bushman and Cooper, 1990) might be affected. Intoxicated
individuals may respond to their task environmentwith a "myopic" orientation (Steele and Josephs,
1990), i.e., might restrict their focus to simpler and immediately obvious demand characteristics.
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Unfortunately, limited opportunity to engage in observation and the few research studies that
employed college students rather than experienced decision makers as subjects are hardly
adequate sources of needed knowledge. If we wish to persuade the potential drinker to decrease
alcohol intake or to abstain during working hours, we need to demonstrate the deleterious effects
of alcohol, if any, beyond a reasonable doubt After all, some researchers (albeit employing tasks
much simpler than complex decision making) have been unable to demonstrate performance
decrements due to alcohol, especially at lower levels of intoxication (e.g., Lukas, Lex, Slater and
Greenwald, 1989). Others have even reported data suggesting improved performance (Mann, Cho-
Young and Vogel-Sprott, 1984). When an intoxicated aircraft cockpit crew not long ago flew their
plane without incidence to its destination, some arg', ad that alcohol would not affect performance
seriously, especially when no emergency is encountered, i.e., as long as "standard operating
procedures" remain effective. The present paper considers whether such arguments apply to
complex decision making settings.

Any effort to investigate the impact of alcohol on sei ior level decision making and any associated
effort to persuade (or troat) personnel toward greater :bstinence during working hours would hardly
be worth while if alcohol abuse were relatively rare. F ir e-ample, one could argue that the ethic of
military services to limit alcohol use might be adet.,. .i toward preventing excessive drinking.
Nonetheless, despite ethical constraints, problem di., ',',- do exist in higher level job categories,
including in the military. Use and abuse of alcohol, in efte'.t, may be more widespread than thought
(Martin, 1990). Alcohol consumption is especially extensive among segments of the population
(Hilton, 1991; Shore, 1985a,b) that include the majority of senior level decision making personnel:
managers in the private sector as well as officers in the militat !. In fact, access to alcohol is also
easier at higher job levels and, by some, the excessive acohol consumption may even be
considered somewhat "justified" as a reducer of "Job stress.' As a result, intoxication may be
actively supported by an offender's peers (Roman, 1974).

(2) Methodological Limits on Data Collection
Data on the effects of alcohol abuse have also been limited by methodological problems. As Aluisi
(1982) suggested, "assessment of human performance is often difficult at best (e.g., in assembly
line settings) and almost impossible at worst (in white collar jobs)." Both reliable and valid applied
data on senior level functioning have been hard to come by. Such data (with some partial
exceptions, e.g., Jobs, 1989) on alcohol effects upon decision making have been rare. Fortunately,
Streufert and associates (Streufert, Pogash and Plasecki, 1988a) have developed a validated
quasi-experimental simulation methodology (Streufert and Swezey, 1985), that permits the
application of experimental procedures to the assessment of decision maker performance. Their
simulations, employing up to three parallel scenarios and yielding more than forty validated
performance measures that correlate highly across the scenarios (Streufert et al, 1988a), have
been used to measure the effects of various drugs on managerial and/or decision maker
performance (e.g., Streufert, DePadova, McGlynn, Pogash and Piasecki, 1988b). Predictive
(criterion) validity for the simulation system has been demonstrated both in North America and in
Europe, obtaining correlations above .6 with. decision maker success (e.g., job level at age, number
of persons supervised, income at age and number of promotions over a ten year period; Bemdt,
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1991; Schopf, 1990; Streufert et at, 1988a).

Over the last two years, we have collected data on three different samples of senior decision
making personnel. This paper summarizes the results of research concerned with (a) the effects
of alcohol intoxication at the .05 and .10 breath/blood alcohol levels on complex decision making
performance in general, (b) the effects of alcohol intoxication on competency to make decisions in
the face of a serious emergency and (c) effects of a hangover (intoxication at the. 10 level the night
before task performance) on decision maker competence.

METHOD

Subjects: For all three investigations, managers were recruited via newspaper ads with the offer
of a free major medical examination and payment of a stipend ranging from 250 to 350 Dollars.
Volunteers with medical morbidity, psychiatric problems, addictions, current drug abuse, excessive
weight or inadequate decision making experience were eliminated from the samples. A total of (a)
44, (b) 25 and (c) 20 males completed the three research projects. All procedures followed a double
blind placebo-controlled research methodology.

Alcohol Treatment: Alcohol drinks were provided by mixing 10% w/v solution of 95% USP ethanol
with tonic water. Drinks contained .05g or 1.0g ethanol (alcohol) per kg bodyweight toward attaining
a .05 or. 10 breath alcohol level (BAL). Placebo drinks contained only tonic water, however both
placebo and alcohol drinks were lightly sprayed with a 10% ethanol solution to provide the
impression of an alcoholic beverage. In fact, participants in all three research projects believed that
they had been drinking alcohol on both alcohol and placebo treatment occasions. For experiment
(a) BALs of .05 and .10 were maintained over several hours; experiment (b) was designed to
generate intoxication at the. 10 level immediately prior to the experience of a serious (simulated)
emergency and experiment (c) employed treatments to attain a. 10 intoxication level during the
evening hours prior to participants' arrival in the simulation lab on the following morning.

Simulation: Subjects participated as individuals in two scenarios of a quasi-experimental simulation
technique. Both simulation scenarios, each lasting an entire day, employ a complex computer
program that presents events, collects performance data, calculates more than forty performance
scores and generates graphic representations of performance. Obtained data load on 13 different
performance factors.

The simulition room is equipped as a senior level office. Decision makers are provided with an
assistant (actually an experimenter) who facilitates the decisions made by participants. The
assistant enters decision texts and associated codes into a computer. Information arrived via video
screen and hard copy: 50% of that information was pre-programmed, representing independent
variable manipulations (this constancy is needed to permit comparisons among performance data
from diverse participants as well as to permit comparison of each person's performance to a

criterion of excellence). Additional information is partly responsive to each decision maker's prior
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actions, providing the impression of reality. Participation resulted in considerable motivation. For
the data collection effort involving emergency responding, a serious emergency was introduced at
the beginning of the fourth hour of participation. The emergency resolved itself at the beginning of
the fifth hour, irrelevant of the actions of the participant (even though participants had the
impression that they influenced the outcome).

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

1. Effects of Two Levels of Alcohol on Complex Decision Making
AJcohol intoxication at the .05 breath level had limited effects upon Speed of Response to incoming
information and upon Decision Making Activity. However, the capacity to plan for future actions
(ANOVA F = 6.32, 1/46 df, p a .015) and the capacity to employ strategy (F = 4.07, p a .049) was

diminished.

Intoxication at the. 10 level affected decision making to a greater extent. Speed of Responding to
incoming information slowed (F = 5.29, p = .026). While the frequency of decision making did not

decrease, the resulting decisions became myopic, i.e., were generally restricted became widely
restricted to "reacting" to information. Initiative was diminished (F = 4.24, p = .045). Planning and
strategy diminished sharply; even the capacity to develop a coherent approach within relatively
limited spheres of activity decreased (F = 12.11, p < .001).

The simulation technique is able to distinguish between strategic activities at several levels of
complexity. At the most basic level, this technique focuses on single actions that create the
preconditions for later (different) actions. Where both actions are carred out, credit for one simple
strategic effort is given. In contrast, the simulation calculates different scores for "Advanced
Strategic Competence." The latter measure indicates whether decision makers are able to
interrelate multiple strategic steps across diverse areas of operation over time. Considering that a

sharp decrease in planning and basic strategy, both at the .05 and the .10 level did occur, one
might expect that Advanced Strategic Competency would also diminish. In fact it does. However,
this finding deserves a closer look: The diminished basic strategic competence (discussed above)
necessarily limits the basic strategic raw material that might become a comoonent of more
advanced strategic efforts, necessarily resulting in a lower score for Advanced Strategic
Competence. However, if one corrects for the fewer basic strategic actions that remained, one finds
that those (fewer) actions were interrelated into complex patterns just as effectively as was the case
when the decision makers were not intoxicated. Interestingly, decision makers were quite aware
of their apparently intact capacity to develop complex strategic plans and, as a consequence,
tended to believe that alcohol did not have a significant impact on the quality of their decision
making. In other words, the data indicate that decision making competence is diminished by
alcohol. even where task demands are not unusual or unexpected.

2. Effects of Alcohol (.10) upon Decision Making during an Emergency
Alcohol intoxication resulted in a less broad approach to the simulated emergency (F = 3.28, p =
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.046). Use of Planning and Strategy in handling the emergency decreased (F = 3.35, p .044). If
plans were made, they were not likely carried through (F a 14.13, p < .001). Initiative, i.e., the
capacity to derive novel solutions to the serious problems, declined (F = 5.22, p = .009). In sum,
the capacity to deal with an emergency during intoxication diminished considerably.

3. Hangover Effects
Research participants who had been intoxicated at the. 10 level during the prior evening, in most
cases, felt miserably during the next day. Nonetheless, the simulation measures did not indicate
that differences between placebo vs. alcohol treatments exist

Conclusions
Clearly, alcohol has considerable effects on decision making competency. At the .05 level of
intoxication, simple responsiveness appears unaffected: decision makers are still responding with
the same frequency and speed as they do under placebo treatment. A tendency toward myopic
action is, however, evident, likely resulting in diminished planning and strategic ability. At the. 10
level of intoxication, deterioration appears to be more general. In other words, decision makers, for
example in the military, who are merely implementing the decisions made by their superiors might
still be able to do fairly well at the .05 intoxication level. However, personnel who must develop their
own plans and must translate these plans into their own effective strategies, are no longer effective.
Worse, these individuals may not even recognize their diminished competence since they are still
combining a few remaining basic strategic efforts into relatively complex patterns.

The military ethic against drinking more than one or, at most, very few alcoholic drinks appears then
well justified. However, a higher level of intoxication during the week-end (for those who need not
be concerned about a sudden call to duty) does not appear to be especially harmful to subsequent
decision making competence, even if it might produce an "unpleasantr hangover.
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INTELLIGENT SCAFFOLDING FOR DESIGNING INSTRUCTION

J. Michael Spector
Daniel J. Muraida

Armstrong Laboratory, Brooks AFB, TX

Introduction

Designing effective computer-based instructional materials
(courseware) is a problem that is becoming more difficult for
three reasons: (1) rapidly changing interactive multimedia
technologies, (2) growing complexity of highly technical subject
matter, and (3) increasing demand for computer-based training due
to downsizing and other constraints. The Air Force Armstrong
Laboratory's Advanced Instructional Design Advisor (AIDA) project
is an exploratory research and development effort which addresses
this problem (Spector, 1990). The project has been underway
since 1989 and is currently aimed at providing subject-matter
experts (SMEs) with a set of powerful tools and techniques for
use in designing and developing interactive courseware.

The AIDA project is currently in the process of evaluating
an experimental prototype (XAIDA) designed around the concept of
transaction shells (intelligent lesson frameworks that are
accessible to SMEs) developed at Utah State University by M.
David Merrill and colleagues (Merrill, Li, & Jones, 1990). In
addition to transaction shells, the AIDA project involves two
additional approaches to automating instructional design: (1)
Robert M. Gagn&'s intelligent advisor (1992), which couples high-
level development guidance with completely worked examples for a
variety of instructional objectives, and (2) Robert D. Tennyson's
(1991) intelligent tutoring system for instructional design.

All three of these approaches to providing instructional
design assistance can be considered intelligent scaffolding.
They are intelligent in the sense that they incorporate various
techniques and methodologies used in artificial intelligence
(e.g., expert systems, case-based reasoning, etc.). They are
also intelligent in the sense that they capture some genuine
instructional design expertise (see Gagnd & Merrill, 1990).

Intelligent Scaffolding

Thinking About Design Guidance

In order to provide a context for offering instructional
design expertise to novice developers of CBT, let's first
consider an imaginary situation with regar7d to architects.
Suppose a great many architects and builders have moved to some
remote location thereby creating a sudden shortage of
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architectural and home construction expertise in another part of
the country. A forward thinking firm there has decided to
respond to this crisis by building an architectural advising
program. This program will be made available to recent graduates
of a nearby university who are being hired by local home
builders. These graduates all have a basic understanding of the
uses of hammers, nails, floor joists, etc. However, these novice
builders/architects obviously lack the kind of expertise in
design and construction that comes from years of experience.

In the design phase of this effort, this firm has hired an
artificial intelligence expert and an experienced architect.
They have provided the following advice regarding the home design
advisor program:

1. There are four kinds of scaffolding that can be provided
in an automated home design advisor:

a. High level reminders. These are things that should
have been learned in school. An example might be this: If
the house is to be located near the base of a hill, then an
underground ditch should be constructed to divert run-off.
It will be important to make this kind of advice easily
accessible and context-sensitive so as to avoid information
overload. On-line help systems provide a reasonable model
in this regard.

b. Example plans. These should be based on previous
cases that are known to provide aesthetically and
economically attractive solutions. This case-based advice
should also be context-sensitive and easily accessible. In
addition, these examples should be modularized so that
portions could be extracted and inserted into a current plan
under development.

c. Configurable shells. These provide a ready-made
framework for the kind of home design being developed.
These shells would come complete with default settings which
would determine such things as the placement of doors,
windows, and electrical outlets. Of course, the defaults
would automatically satisfy existing building codes since
they would be generated by a rule-base. These shells would
provide the designer with a rapid prototyping capability so
tha'c clients could be shown the consequences of early design
choices such as one- vs. two-story, adobe vs. wood, etc.

d. Consistency checks. Since the shells can be
altered by the novice designers, there would need to be some
consistency checking of proposed designs to insure that
building codes had not been violated, that original design
constraints (e.g., cost, square footage, etc.) had been
satisfied, and that basic design principles had been
followed.
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2. In order to provide this kind of scaffolding, the
program would require the following:

a. A set of rules representing existing building
codes.

b. A set of rules representing basic design
principles.

c. A set of examples representing a variety of
building designs.

d. A representational scheme which allows the previous
three items to be related.

e. A mechanism which could interpret a given design
goal, select an appropriate shell, and allow changes that
did not violate any rules.

3. It would be desirable to embed this design advice in a
program which automates the more tedious aspects of design
(e.g., a computer-aided design (CAD) program).

4. Providing this type of design advice is possible, but it
is also complex and requires a significant initial
investment. The minimum that should be attempted is a set
of worked examples along with the high level reminders. The
configurable shells can be developed one at a time starting
with the most frequently used shell (e.g., one-story,
single-family, three bedroom, two bath, brick, etc.).

The point of this imagined architectural design advisor is
that there are a variety of kinds of scaffolding that can be
provided. To the extent that these four (and others) methods
incorporate artificial intelligence methodologies (such as expert
systems, case-based reasoning, fuzzy logic, etc.) in order to
capture and provide design expertise, they can be considered
intelligent.

Instructional Design Guidance

The previous scenario was introduced because home designs
result in familiar physical structures, which makes it easier to
imagine what design expertise is essential and how it might be
represented and made available to novices. Instructional designs
result in plans of instruction which are used to create or modify
mental structures and associated behaviors in learners. Mental
structures are not so readily accessible for evaluation, which
makes assessment of instructional designs more difficult.
Nevertheless, we argue that the situation is similar to the home
design situation sketched above and that it is useful to think of
automated instructional design advice in an analogous fashion.
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We shall assume that our novice instructional designer
either has subject matter expertise or has access to a .-u;ject
matter expert (SME). Furthermore, we shall assume that our
novice designer has had at least a short course (perhaps the
equivalent of one college semester's work) in instructional
design. We are now positioned to consider whether and what
instructional design expertise can be automated and offered to
such users.

It is certainly possible to offer high level reminders. In
the case of instructional design, these amount to something like
Gagn6's nine events of instruction (1985). These events can be
provided in a context sensitive manner. If the user is involved
in a particular event (e.g., gain attention -- event #1) and asks
the system for help, then the system would provide elaboration of
techniques for gaining attention. If the user has just completed
an event and is wondering what to do next, then the system could
provide an overview of the next event. If something other than
Gagn6's nine events of instruction were used as an organizing
schema for the instructional design advisor, then that scheme
would have useful high level reminder-; which could be elaborated
at the user's request.

To illustrate these high level reminders, it is desirable to
have fairly complete examples in a .,:iety of domains so that an
example sufficiently close to the case at hand can be offered to
the user. Several recent studies argue that expert instructional
designers in fact work from a mental model of a previous relevant
case (Perez & Neiderman, in press; Rowland, 1992; Tessmer, 1992).
These examples or cases can be cross-indexed by instructional
objective, instructional event, and subject domain. In short,
context-sensitive example plans can also be incorporated into an
instructional design advisor. In fact, the Guided Approach to
Instructional Design Advising (GAIDA) is an existence proof of
the possibility of accomplishing these first two kinds of
intelligent instructional design advice.

It would certainly be useful to provide novice designers
with the equivalent of configurable shells -- intelligent design
frameworks for lesson development. Merrill et al. are attempting
to do just this with the notion of a transaction shell in their
second generation instructional design theory (1991). An
evaluation of an early prototype of an instructional development
shell for teaching nomenclature (name, location, and function of
parts of a device) clearly indicates that in some cases it is
possible to provide meaningful shells (Spector & Muraida, 1991).

The difficulty or challenge with regard to configurable
shells is in generating sufficient rules and details to support a
much wider variety of learning objectives and subject matter.
This is the challenge addressed by the Experimental Advanced
Instructional Design Advisor (XAIDA). It is still too early to
say to what extent we will achieve success in this area, but four
shells des.ined by Merrill and colleagues at Utah State
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University and engineered by Mei Technology, Inc., are currently
being field tested. These shells are: Identify, Classify,
Interpret, and Decide. The first two concern rrainly declarative
knowledge involving objects or entities; the second two involve
processes and procedures. The subject domain chosen for
experimental purposes is electronics maintenance.

The analog of a consistency checker is conceivable for an
instructional design advisor (Duchastel, 1990). Such a system
would act as a critic and inform the novice designer when a basic
rule or principle had been violated. However, this type of
system has yet to be prototyped, so an evaluation of its possible
success is at this time premature.

An intelligent tutoring system for the domain of
instructional design is also-clearly a possibility (Tennyson,
1991). However, it would appear that until there is a well-
established record with the previous methods that the knowledge
required to construct such a system will be incomplete and
arbitrary.

Conclusions

In general it appears that some instructional design
expertise can be captured in automated systems. In additior,
both case-based and rule-based systems have a role to play in
this enterprise. In short, the techniques of artificial
intelligence do have a legitimate application in the domain of
instructional systems design and development.

"Both GAIDA and XAIDA provide the potential to conduct a
great deal of empirical research in the area of instructional
design. GAIDA can be used as a mechanism for decompiling
instructional design expertise. XAIDA can be used to
systematically alter specific instructional parameters in a shell
(e.g., sequencing of events, placement of objects on the screen,
time allotted for learning activities, etc.) in order to
determine optimal default settings for a range of instructional
situations (different learning objectives, learner profiles,
delivery media, etc.).

Finally, these and other autowated instructional design
systems and tools will provide the means for determining whether
and to what extent instructional design is a science or art. Our
belief is that there are scientific aspects ot instructional
design; for example, designing materials so as to minimize the
load on working memory appears to be empirically well-
established. However, there are also artistic aspects of
instructional design; for example, designing a specific event
that is relevant to the instructional task at hand which gains
and is likely to maintain attention appears to be a task for a
creative artisan.
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AN ALTERNATIVE INITICTON.L METHODOLOGY
By

INELDA DAR
UBR MNAL

In fiscal years '88 and '89, first term attrition tI'owaed a disturbing trend. Despite the high recruit
quality, four of every ton sailors were leaving the Navy hefore the and of their first entistment. This high
attrition rate cost the Navy an approximate S750 million Jalters a year. An analysis of first term attrition
indicated that it occurred in two distinct periods. The accession phase, encompassing recruit training and all
subasquent training prior to the sallors reporting to their first duty station, accounted for 40 percent of
attrition through the first 12 months of service for four-year, non-prior service enlistees. The second pha*e
of first term attrition occurred when sailors reported to their first commnnd. This period accounted for the
remaining 60 percent of total first term attrition, and lonse were spread evenlty over the remainder of
anlistmntso. Wl I t both the accession and first assigvment shared my of the sane undertyIng reons for
attrition, the predominant causat factors were different.

This paper discusses only accession tosses and focuses on research effort to design an instrurtioneL

package whiich specifically enhances student motivation and maximizes training.

Accession Losses

During the accession phase, attrition is attributed to factors of sociological adaptability, educational
deficiencies ed medical or physiological problem. From a sociological viewpoint, a generally permissive
society contributes to a lack of adolescent discipline, tow expectation, and a desire for instant gratification.
Such tendencies conflict with the discipline of Navy life and the standards at recruit training. Training and
other schooling tead to frustration, reduced iotivation, and failure -anng young sailors. These trends are
further exacerbated by the poor fundamental skills carried by each recruit from the U. S. school systems and
their teoa then optimal physical condition.

An in depth analysis of technical training attrition conchcted in Deceer 1990 verified these major
reasons for student discharges. Academic factors accounted for 50 percent of the separations in fiscal year
'89 and 43.8 percent in 190. Non-academic reasons contributed to 50 percent of attrition in fiscal year '89
and for 56.2 percent in fiscal year '90. Figure 1 is germene.

"A" SCHCOL ATTRITION

ACAOI I C NON-ACAMEMIC

FY90 B KILL$

Figure 3: "Am School Attrition

Classroom in.;_6tity, specifically a tack of comprehension and retention, reflected through testing was the most
satient reason for academic attrition. Mctivation at 38 and 28 percent was the second most significant cause
of no-academic attrition. Separations for legal reasons, 18 percent in '89 and 35 percent in '90, were due
to misconduct which ctosety corretated to tack of motivatign and frustration with the then current instructional
practices. CLearty, tack of motivation among our trainees contributes significantty to the discharge of Navy
sailors.

Caunter-attrition lniti 3;jves •-

To stem this high rate -- -epration of saitors, the Navy devetoped •• d executed an aggressive counter-
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attrition camaign. This campaig initially focumed on the training arena since it wase ares wdie, control
could be exerted and monitored. The cosaiter-attrition efforts included the following actions:

1. Improved Comosm Comiowdr Screenring. This process was expanded to Include a sending comnad's interview
of the individual. it also ensures that candidates meet the MaIs physical fitness and body satndards.

2. Cessation of Separation f or Sailtore not Achi evins Swimear fourth Class. Instead of separation, sailors are
provided with up to three week awls remediation of ter boot cam. I f no success Isa achieved during this period,
the sailor Loses his technical school assignment and continuied reandiation throuO their first enlistmnt.

3. Discontinuiance of Ali Attrition for the First Three Weeks of Boot Car - except for those saIlIor* seprated
duiring the Moment of Truth and Psychological Screening. Thisa pol Icy alltows f or accut turation to militaItry i fet.

4. St Pso of All Academic Attrition at Recruit Training. Since sll of recruit training Is orientation to
military Life, I iseition is a better path to achieving the required behavior modification.

S. Gradual phasing of Recruits Into loots. For the first three weeks of boot cup. the recruits mwea a spoirt
shoe to avoid incuring or exacerbating orthopedic Injuries.

6. !sgsmlemntation of Two Screwinig Processes at Recruit Training. The first Is Momnt of Truth whiich Is
desgined to resolve any service contract Irregularities. The secord Is a psytchological screening which
identif I*@ end discharges those recruits set at risk for separation due to psychological, remasns. Savings In
training costs awe significant.

7'. Revision and Seausncing of Basic Skills Prosrom. The objective of this action is to provide training to
requiraments only with maximization of Instruc-ion.

8. Extensive Review of the Technical Training Press. This policy dictates the Identification and validation
of training requirements which Lead to improved training curricula.

9. Modification of the Intoorated Trainine Battalion. This concept was brought in consonance with the technical
training goals aid objectives in order to eliminate the conflict between the acadmimc aid military aspects of
the technical training process.

10. Ressearch Efforts. These efforts focus on the innovative application of Instructional technology and
adencesý to loppove current instruction.

Skill Enhancement Initiativ

Maving addressed most of the causes for attrition with aforementioned policy actions, the "av next focused
on the issue of the lack of motivation wong its trainees. The decision was meda to attack this issue through
the sodium of research aid dsvelopmnt in order to provide the greatest latitude with which to mitigate it.
Significant consideration was given to the extensive research done on motivation. Moet of It addressed
behavior modification techniques to extrinsicallyimotivate students to mater instructional, material. The mjor
firiding of this work (Thorensen 1979) (Lapper and Green, 1978) is that extrinsic motivation frequently
wdaw Ines intrinsic motivationel accompslishments. upon removal of the external reards, the goal behavior
ceases. students experience considerable deterioration of knowledge once they pass the test.

Research on intrinsic motivation, on the other hand, focused on cataloging various neds that people are
motivated to meet and showed that measures of those edsare correlated to behavior. For exempts, 1McCLa lad
and Winter (1969), Atkinson (196.4) and dCkharem (1964) provided data on how to increese the need to achieve.
The work of Weiner (1972), Dwaick(1966) and Ames and Ames (1964) reported on types of goals (e.g. performnc
versus learning geesl and competitive versus cooperative versus individualistic poals). They examined the
relationship of the various goal types to behavioral outcomes. They founmd that if a student sees en
instructional situation as involving performance or competitive goals, then that student is likely to attribute
a negative feAePit as indicating that he/she is not good at the subject metter rather then viewing it as a
chance to learn something new as in the case of tearning or individuaslistic goals.

Keller (1963), In his model of motivational design for technical instruction, identified four motivational
factors integral to learning:

1. attention - the arousal aid sustaining of the iaromer's curiosity;
2. relevance -the correlation of instruction to the learner's personal goals;
3. confidence - control of successful outcomes
4. satisfaction - the integration of extrinsic with intrinsic motivation.

Keller also provides instructional strategies to address these factors.

Malone (1961) assessed the impaect of coa'pjter games on motivation and proposed three categories of
instruction to whom*c intrinsic motivation: (a) fantasy, (b) challenge and (c) curiosity.

Technological Advances

:n light of the aforementioned research and prior to initiating the research and development effort, a
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thorough review of the current instructionat computer software was conductad. Lee (1969) explains three major
approaches to Computer Based Training (CliT) - in this case Intelligent Tutors or ITs: framad-besed, Artificial
Intelligence (Al) besad, and eantaolmdlated based. He states that framed-based focuses on the narrative
exposition of facts and concepts. It views knowledge as a "knowing hat.- Its governing matephor is that of
the sIideshow/examination. The governing metaphor of most Al-baesd Intelligent Tutors (ITs), on the other hand,
Is that of the coach. They are often called coaching system. These systams emphasize Learning by doing, and
view knowledge more as "knowing how" than "knowing what". They identify knowledge with skill and skill with
procedure, The reduction of knowledge to procedure logically optliee a view of instruction which conceptualizes
the learning process as practice - i.e., the repeated execution or performance of that procedure or method.
Honce, most ITS coaches tend to focus on trainee perforownce and to assess that performance from the standpoint
of how an expert would perform when tackling the sam problem. Lee (1989) cortrasted the framed-besed, At based
and model-bsed inttligent tutoring system.

Lee concluded that Al-based ITs aor shallow and brittle because they neglect the role of and changes mental
model effect in learning. In this rmspect, they are similar to framed-based CiT. Lee characterizes frame-based
CiT as failing because its emphasis on "knowing what" teads to a straight jacket Instructional presentation
wihere the trainee is viewed as a passive receptacle into which knowledge is poured. Lee avers that Al-based
ITs systems also fail b•cause their emphasis on "knowing how- Leads to equally limited and superficial
instructional interactions in wtich the trainees are viewed as imperfect expert systems that have buggy rules
and procedures. The modet-base ITs are successful because they uncouple knowledge from the constraints of
instructional sleencing. Strength in a ystam can be found in the foLowaing properties:

"s. To accmmodate the diversity of paths that mly be taken in Leaming. It must uncouple the
representation of knowledge from the constraints and relreomnts of irntructionat sequencing;

b. While incorporating "nd exploiting the "knowing what " and the "knowing how" views of knowledge,
it must also permit the representation and expression of the "knowing why" view of knowtedge;

c. White supporting learning of facts and concept, and facilitating learning by doing, it must also
encourage the construction of mental models in order to facilitate understandirnj of how facts, conceýts, and
procedures fit together into a mutually reinforcing and sustaining whole;

d. In order to sustain properties b) and (c) the system mst be able to exploit the figurative

resources of discourse - metaphor and metonymyM (Lee, 1989 p. B-11).

Skill Enhancement Project (SEP)

Using this informetion, the Chief of Naval Operations (OP-11) formed the SEP Working Group. The SEP
Working Group, in turn, comissioned a consortium of experts to design the research. The consortium included
computer and programing experts from the Institute of Simulation and Training (IST), gaming specialists from
Atari, and authorities on individual cognitive learning strategies from Pangaro Inc. The SEP Working Group
proposed to the consortium the use of alternative instructional technologies, and specifcatly, use of computer
gaming and ITs, to enhance motivation, attention, and qualitative understanding in an "A" school envircment.

The Aviation Technician Technical School wae chosen as the test site for the Skill Enhancement Project
because, in fiscal year '92, it became one of the top fifteen technical school experiencing high increases of
attrition.

The Wavae Training System Center (NTSC) contracted with the Institute of Simulation and Training (IST)
to dev•teop a computer-based game that augments instruction on the following topics:

1. Basic Theory of Capacitors and Capacitance;
2. Alternating Current (AC) Capacitative Circuits
3. Direct Current (DC) Resistor Capacitor (RC) Circuits;
4. AC RC Circuits.

The computer-based game wilt be integrated into the current instructional program at the Aviation
Technician (AV) "A" school under the purview of the Chief of Naval Technical Trsining (CNTECHTRA) at Memphis.
Figure 4 depicts its increase in attrition from eight percent in fiscal year '90 to 12 percent in fiscal year
'92. Furthermore, the school is sited at Memphis and it can be closely monitored by CNTECHTRA during tne
project.

The overall objective of the portion of the A course instruction selected for the project is to provide
students with the ability to solve RC circuit problems and explain or describe the functional aspects of RC
circuits. The instruction developed for this purpose are designed to support these specific instructionat
objectives by assuring that game objective are congruent with learning objectives.

Currently, the Electronics Training course at CNTECHTRA is a six week program and covers the basics of
electricity and electronic circuitry. Existing methods of presentation media consist of lecture, text books,
and overhead transparencies. While these methods can be effective if used property, they must coete with
visual and auditory stimulation that students receive outside the classroom.
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Student Paculatio

Students enrolled in the electronics training course hew undoubtedly come in contact wiith both video end
compter gases not to mnetion television. They often seek the sae type of instant gratification in their
instruction. Instructors must continuailly devise new and exciting methods of instruction to maintain their
attention end keep the motivated. Note that the existing course includes a laboratory section which, for
obvious reasons, can not be replaced by the video game formt.

Upon competion of the electronics training course, the students are expectoid to haoe obtained enough
skills and knowledge to perf orm at a 70 percent level on exams administered at the end of the course.
Specifically, the students receive instruction and or* tested on DC and AC circuits and their electrical
appl icat ions.

The students who are enrol led In the Electronics Training program are of above averase intoelIigence. They
must score 218 or higher on the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery CASVAS) subtest comprised of the
following factors:

fath Knoiedimve (OK) # Electronic Inforutfaim (ElD
General Scienc (GS) a 156 + Arithmetic Remooniing (AR) 218I.

However, most of these students have not progressed beyond high school education. They range in age from l8 to
25 yearsr of age. These deigraphics directed the selection of a game which cen be categorized as faintasy.

InstructionaL Desie

The instructional design wae based on en analysis of the existing course material. its 46 Instructionel
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objectives were best addressed through an adventure game format. Accordingly, the game OfLectro Adventure* was
created as the vehicle of instruction. It simulates a futuristic ship celled *Electroo that was struck by an
enamy Laser and sent spinning in a ton dimensional time warp. The Electro arrived in the year 1992 badly
damaged and in need of repair. The student's mission for this adventure is to restore the Electro to working
order and send it back to the time from which it com. The trainee nuat solve basic electronic circuit problem
as he/she moves from one ship compartmmnt to the other. The terminology of this ship mirrors Navy lexicon.

Each camp'rtmmt has en assigned time limit within which the student should eaily complete the requaired
activities. If the student becomes confused or starts to exceed the given time Limit, he or she will receive
a verba( prompt from the Sag - a figure who provides instruction and help throughout the game as required.
No prompts will be given if the student coletes the activity within the allotted time. Mowever, as time
elaps, the student is given Increasingly more forceful prompts or clues. The program analyzes the student's
time spent in the advmeture as a whole. If the student completes a compartmental activity before the allotted
time, the residue tim can be utilized in a later activity.

The gaming aspect of this instructional design reflects the strategies first used by Crawford and ottaen
(1983). Each instructional activity presented to the students consists of a series of problem embedded within
a gaming scenario. The student mast solve the problem to progress through the game scenario. The scenario
for each compartment is designed primarily to increase extrinsic motivation, i.e., there are external rewards
to be gained in each compartment. The student is allowed to gain points or pick up key objects such as maps,
ropes, or tools to continue the geBm.

A variable which contributes to extrinsic motivation is goal. In Electron Adventure, the goat is to
return the spaceship to its original time fram. In accordance with the research of DrisketL and Owyer (1984)
and Nltone (1980), the gam also provides a chaltenge. The student is always in s quandary as to what he/she
will be facing in each compartmnt. But, the student is also assured that help will be provided to complete
the tasks. The games's variable difficulty levels, multiple level goals, cumulative score keeping and
informational feedback also contribute to keeping the student challenged.

Finally, ELectro Adventure provides the fantasy by which a trainee might fulfill his or her wishes. It
furnishes the medifua by which a learner my fulfill such ne s e power, success, and wealth.

There is a classroom aspect to the instructional design as well. This aspect of the design addresses the
remedial needs of the student. As required, the student is transported to a separate classroom on the ship to
receive the necessary instruction to solve the problems in the compartments. It employs speech, color animation
and visualization. More significantly, the instruction Is based on computer based training (CST) principles
which are mental-modeled based. Its algorithm asses learning strategies and uses pedagogy which accormodates
them. This particular algorithm Is the hyper-media based THOUGHTSTICKER. This dynasic system classifies
trainees as either serialist or holist learners or versatile - that is a Learner who uses a combination of *he
two styles dep-nding on the environment. A learner is classified as a serialist if he/she processes information
piece meal - concentrating on specific minute details. A holist on the other hand requires a macro view of the
problem and processes information in relation to that view. THOUGMTSTICKER through conversations with the
learner continually tpdates learning strategy date and adjusts it instructional presentation accordingly. This
aspect of the instruction is designed to address the intrinsic motivation of a student b-, i -corporating and
exploiting the -knowing what- and "knowing whyO views of knowledge. Further, it permits the presentation and
expression of the "knowing wy" view of knowledge - a facet of learning integral to intrinsic motivation. Not
only is the program supporting the learning of facts and concepts, it is also encouraging the construction of
mental models in order to facilitate the understanding of how facts, concepts and procedures fit together into
the mutually reinforcing whole.

Conclusion

The Skill Enhrance Project is still in the dvetopwmnt stage. Its completion and implementation are
scheduled for the latter part of fiscal year '92. By providing both aspects of extrinsic and intrinsic
motivation with innwovative addressat of cognitive Learning strategies, the Navy endeavors to maximize its
irstruction. Thus, as side effects, training length will reduced as wall as produce a decrease in attrition
due to lack of motivation. Further, this particular research design will provide acturiat data on addressal
of individual cogntive tcaming strategies. while there has been much debate and discussion on the merits and
the impracticality of this practice, little research has been done on it. Actual statistics on the program with
be forthcoming in fiscal year '93.
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WHY SOME INSTRUCTORS DON'T LIKE
COMPUTER-BASED TRAINING
Stanley D. Stephenson

Southwest Texas State University

Teacher resistance to the introduction of computers into the
classroom is not unknown (Wedman & Heller, 1984). For instance,
Marche (1987) reported that 54 percent of the survey respondents
agreed that the people who work in their school system felt that
they were threatened by the actual, or expected, impact of
information technology on them and their jobs.

There have been many attempts to try to capture why this
resistance exists or why compute:s are not being used more
extensively. Ross (1991) reported that non-use of computers in the
classroom is tied to both a lack of experience with and training on
computers. Moreover, he reported that non-users expressed concern
over the supervision and organization of the computer-assisted
learning environment. Dupagne and Krendl (1992) found that
teachers were generally in favor of computers but were concerned
with the availability, choice, and evaluation of appropriate
software. Farina et al. (1991) found resistance to the use of
computers to be tied to such factors as trait anxiety, mathematics
anxiety, and the impact of computers on society. The relationship
between math anxiety and computer non-use is interesting in that it
indicates that non-users see computers as being primarily related
to numbers and calculations; computer users do not necessarily view
computers in this manner. Violato et al. (1989) focused on
uncovering the underlying factors associated with the use or non-
use of computers and found four factors: Gender; Comfort (e.g.,
feeling of powerlessness); Liking (e.g., previous experience); and
Value (e.g., what will it do for me?). Kay (1989) found three
factors: Cognitive (e.g., will a computer make me more creative);
Affective (e.g., good-bad); and Behavioral (e.g., previous
experience with computers).

A problem with these approaches is that they treat resistance
to computers both in somewhat of an objective light and also as
being perhaps easily overcome. However, I believe that the
resistance issue is more complex than this. I sense that there are
four dimensions; these dimensions contain the ideas presented above
plus other, more pragmatic issues. Some of these dimensions can be
modified relatively easily. Others are more permanent and can only
be gradually and perhaps partially modified. But it is my
impression that teacher resistance to the use of computers cannot
be eliminated easily or quickly and instead must be attacked in a
variety of ways over time.

Dimension 1
Fear of Computers, Programming, and Math

I do not like computers
I do not want to become computer literate
I do not want to learn BASIC or other computer language
I may not be capable of operating a computer
I (secretly) hate math
I will have to become an expert in the operation of

computers as well as my own discipline
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The basis for Dimension 1 is fairly simple: fear of computers
and math specifically and new technology in general. Will a
teacher have to become a computer expert if computers are
introduced into the curriculum? This fear is not unfounded; some
people simply do not feel that they have the ability to learn how
to operate a computer. Moreover, in many teacher computer
education courses, the acquisition of programming skills is the
primary course objective (Troyer, 1988). Also part of Dimension 1
are the fears a teacher may have about having either to learn how
to type or to demonstrate math proficiency, fears even more basic
than the fear of computers.

Dimension 2
Fear of Change in Teaching Style

Computers will take away what I like to do - teaching
in the traditional manner

I will become more of a counselor than a teacher
I will not know what to do with my time if computers

are introduced
I do not know how to use computers in my discipline
I am responsible for my students' performance; I do not

want to turn that responsibility over to a computer
I will lose control of my classroom
Forcing me to use computers implies that I need to

improve my teaching performance
I will be evaluated differently
Computers cannot do as good a job as I can do
My job cannot be computerized; I am unique
Dimension 2 is based on the fear of no longer being able to

teach in the manner a teacher may have come to know and enjoy.
Teachers know what they do now; they may not know what they will
be doing if computers are implemented. Teachers a13o fear that
they will lose some degree of control over classroom behavior.
Tied to these uncertainties is the belief that somehow current
teaching performance is being questioned. I.e., if I am doing a
good job now, why are computers replacing me? Teacher evaluation
may also be different. During a two year observational study of
the impact of computers on secondary math education, Schofield et
al. (1989) reported that "Interestingly, the chairman of the math
department mentioned to our project staff that he could not
evaluate teachers using the intelligent tutors very well since
those classes were run so differently from ordinary ones and
different teaching styles were needed (p. 14)."

Dimension 3
Fear of Losing Job or Money

I may lose my job
Money spend on computers may eliminate pay raises
Dimension 3 is the pragmatic fear of job loss, an outcome which

is always denied by administrators but which is typically suspected
by many teachers. Education costs are usually under constant
scrutiny. How will computer purchases be funded? A teacher might
well wonder how school administrators are going to find funds to
purchase computers when these same administrators have consistently
stated that there are no funds available for pay increases. A
natural perception for teachers is that computer purchases will be
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funded by either a reduction in the number of teachers or by a
reduction in the salaries of the existing teachers; neither
alternative is very appealing. Computer advocates are a major
contributors to this fear because they tend to promote the cost
sav:ig features of computers. If a student can learn faster and
better on a computer, why not just replace some teachers (and their
sal-i.ries) with computers? This dimension is rarely mentioned in
arti:les on computer resistance.

Dimension 4
Fear of Change

I do not like change
I did not have a voice in the decision to implement

comp'lters
I have seen these state-of-the-art devices come and go

before
There may not be enough resources to support this change
Dimension 4 is the normal fear-of-change, especially

forced change, found in most people. Why change? Experienced
teachers have seen other technologies come and go (Cuban,
1986), and computers have not always produced a consistently
positive effect on learning (Kulik & Kulik, 1987). Moreover, there
is the very real fear that there will not be enough resources to
fully support the change; e.g., there may be only one computer per
classroom versus a computer for every student. Related to this
dimension is the fact that the changes which result from the
adoption of computers can be far greater than the system developers
ever imagined (Whitney & Urquhart 1990).

It is important to note that -teacher resistance may never be
verbalized. Teachers may not be fully aware of why they resist
computers. Also, teachers know that, for evaluation and political
purposes, it is not to their advantage to state their resistance,
especially if the decision to adopt computer-based learning
technologies has already been made. Also, it should be emphasized
that teacher behavior will change with implementation of computers.
The issue is how it will change, not if or will it change.

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is safe to assume that in. any large scale computer

implementation program there will be some degree of teacher
resistance. Rather than ignoring it or treating it as an issue
which will simply go away, program administrators should treat
resistance as a variable which must be included in the system
design. Although resistance cannot be totally eliminated, it can
perhaps be reduced by attacking it before and during the
implementation process.
Dimension 1: Basic Fear of Computers. Procrramminc. and Math.
Instead of initially giving the computers to the students, the
first computers on campus should be given to the teachers. Let
them use the computers without any pressure to immediately
implement them into the curriculum. If most teachers do not want
to learn how to program, then do not teach them or require that
they learn programming skills. Instead, teach them how to use
existing, user-friendly software which is not specific to a
discipline. For example, classroom management has been shown to be
a critical factor in academic success (Brophy, 1986). Why not use
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in-service computer education sessions to teach teachers how to use
a computerized classroom management package? This would serve to
both familiarize teachers with the operation of a computer and also
provide them with a management tool which can increase their
teaching effectiveness. This approach could both lessen fears that
the computer are either a threat or math-related and also increase
the perception that the computer can be useful without even
directly impacting on the discipline.
Dimension 2: Fear of Chanae in Teachina Style. This dimension
cannot be easily addressed. If computers are to be implemented
into the curriculum, at some point they must be introduced at the
discipline level. School administrators should make it known that
they encourage the ase of computeLs and also why they encourage the
use of computers. They should also offer the use of school
facilities for individual disciplines to hold work- shops, etc.
Since most academic departments have a teacher who is either
interested or already knowledgeable in computers, that person
should be appointed as a focal point and tasked with proposing how
computers could be introduced into the curriculum.

Is computer usage going to be part of teacher evaluations?
Remove the mystery by publicizing school evaluation policy well in
advance of the implementation date. Once teachers realize that
computer usage will be part of the evaluation system, usage should
increase. However, school administrators need to publicize that at
some point in the future some or all of the faculty will be
expected to be using computers to some degree.

Including computer use in teacher evaluation raises a critical
validation question. Can the school system demonstrate that those
teachers who use computers are "better" teachers than those who do
not? If such a claim can not be supported with a validation study,
then computer use can not be included in the evaluation system.
The problem becomes obvious. If teachers are not going to be
evaluated on use of computers, why should they use computers and
can they be forced to use computers?

A teacher's fear that he or she will lose some degree of class-
room control is a real concern. However, the fear could be
countered by demonstrating how teachers can actually increase the
control of their classroom through the use of computer classroom
management or some other classroom planning software. Under this
scenario, a computer is not being introduced into the classroom, a
better method of instruction is. Another critical factor in the
success of a computer-based educational system may be how well the
role of the computer-based teacher is specified. A well-defined
teacher role will help reduce teacher resistance.
Dimension 3: Fear of Losina My Job. This fear can be modified only
by the actions of school administrators. Teacher retention policy
must be well defined and frequently publicized. However, actions
speak louder than words, and regardless of what is said, many
teachers will adopt a wait-and-see attitude. To counter the
perception that computers are being adopted to primarily decrease
teacher costs, school officials could adopt a pro-learning
attitude. That is, officials could offer the policy that computers
are being adopted to increase student learning opportunities. This
approach would create the perception that school administrators are
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more interested in raising the academic achievement of their
students than they are in cutting teacher salary costs. Another
alternative explanation for adopting computers is cost avoidance;
i.e., introducing computers now will reduce costs in the future.
This approach is appealing to currently employed teachers because
it removes the threat of immediate job loss. School officials
could also publicize where tha computer program money is coming
from rather than remaining silent and having teachers speculate
about the fund source.
Dimension 4: Fear of Change. Fear of change is not easily over-
come. Teachers typically have had little experience with change,
and actually little change has occurred in educational technologies
(Cuban, 1986). This diwensio,. may bf one which can only be
modified over time. That is, if computers are introduced, if the
transition goes smoothly, and if computers prove to be useful
additions to the classroom, then this dimension will become a
non-issue. Obviously, if any of these three results do not occur,
teacher resistance to the use of computers may actually increase
after adoption. However, school officials can reduce this fear of
change by being constantly aware that it is an issue.

CONCLUSIONS
Perhaps the most important message in this paper is that

teacher resistance to computers is to be expected and is in some
instances justified. But teacher resistance is multidimensional
and cannot be prevented or eliminated with a single approach. Some
resistance. dimensions can be modified through education prior to
implementation. Others can only be modified over either time or
successful program implementation-. The suggestions offered here
are but a framework to use to help address the resistance issue.
If school officials have a better understanding as to why teachers
resist the introduction of computers into the classroom, then
perhaps the anxiety and fear which accompanies computer
introduction may be lessened. If anxiety and fear can be lessened,
then computers should be integrated into the curriculum more
quickly and more efficiently.
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Research on disciplining employees in organizational settings has been notably lacking (Bazick &
Alexander, 1987; Arvey & Ivanecivich, 1980). This is particularly true for milder forms of formal discipline (e.g.
reprimands) and alternative approaches to traditional discipline (Beyer & Trice, 1984). Several factors contribute
to the low level of research activity on this subject. First, there is a prevalent belief that the use of discipline
could result in acts of aggression, negative feelings toward the punishing agent, and withdrawal. Katz and Kahn
(1978) and other psychologists, therefore, have typically emphasized the use of rewards and downplayed
discipline. Second, the bulk of the research that explores discipline and its effect on the individual and the
organization is in clinical, educational, and family settings (Cameron & Dupuis, 1991). The results from these
studies have yielded useful information concerning the effective modification of behavior within the
teacher/student or parent/child relationships, but, for the most part, have limited applicability to the
supervisor/subordinate relationship and offer even less in resolving other discipline problems associated with large
organizations. Furthermore, the research on discipline in industrial settings has been limited primarily to
traditional forms of discipline rather than new alternatives.

Obviously disciplinary actions are a basic part of organizational life and the appropriate application of
discipline and rewards can be instrumental in increasing performance (Podsakoff, 1982). Inaction in the face of a
problem that requires discipline can produce feelings of inequity and dissatisfaction in employees, which affect
productivity. Failure to apply discipline in one case is tantamount to the supervisor waiving enforcement in future
cases involving the same issue (Klaas, 1990).

"The purpose of the present study was to examine and describe the effects of a non-punitive approach to
discipline that was introduced in a DoD organization. It was one of the first such alternative systems introduced in
a public sector organization. A major component of the alternative discipline (AD) process was coaching on the
part of the supervisor and open communication between employee and supervisor. Supervisocs were expected to
identify and clearly describe the problem behavior to the employee. Together they would analyze the problem and
agree to a strategy for improvement, including a timetable for completion. AD was expected to be less negative
and adversarial than the traditional system, provide a more effective way of correcting employee problems, reduce
the number of repeat offenders thereby eliminating lost production time due to suspensions, and maintain a high
level of morale.

Method

Site

The site at which AD was implemented is located on the east coast and provides supply support for the
U.S. Navy. The work force of approximately 3,500 was predominately blue-collar, with many supervisors and
managers promoted from blue-collar positions. Two groups of organizational activities were selected to serve as
experimental and control groups with approximately 900 employees in each group. The experimental activities-
those using AD for disciplinary actions--included the storage, packing, and data processing departments, and the

"The opinions expressed in this paper are those of the authors. They are not official and do not represent
the views of the Navy Department.
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control activities-those using the traditional discipline system-4ncluded the receiving, contacting. and

administrative departments.

Intervention

AD was developed by the Labor and Employee Relations Division of the Personnel Office. It was
designed to foster behavior change through the use of a positive approach to discipline. The AD approach
involved a series of actions progressing in seriousness from the giving of an oral notice to removal. AD differed
from the traditional system by establishing a counseling role for the suprviso and the use of letters of warning in
place of formal reprimands and suspensions. AD was developed to instruct and provide opportunities to help an
individual overcome weaknesses and correct his or her behavior. Effective coaching on the part of supervisors.
therefore, consisted of mutual respect, supervisor commitment to develop employees, supervisor focus on
improvement, clear communication, and a supportive environment.

Asement

Several methods were used to assess how well AD was being implemented and its effect on the
organization. On-site interviews were conducted with groups of 10 to 15 individuals per session, of similar job
status (i.e.. managers, supervisors, and personnelists). Union representatives were- also interviewed. The
interviews were to be conducted each year of a three year test; however, only two of the three originally planned
sets of interviews were conducted because of the project's early termination. The first set of interviews was held
one year after the introduction of AD, and the second set was conducted the following year. Quarterly progress
reports, supplied by the organization, provided information regarding the use of AD and the traditional approach
in the form of numbers of reprimands, suspensions, disciplinary action& repeat offenders, removals, and
grievances. Surveys measuring general organizational climate (Gordon & Cummings, 1979) and the perceived
usefulness and acceptance of AD were administered to managers, superviss, employees, and personnelists after
the rim year AD was in use. A random sample of all non-supervisory employees (N=121, approximately 15% of
the experimental and control groups), and nearly all of the managers (N-27), suervisors (N=99), and
personnelists (N=51) were surveyed fora total 298 individuals.

Results and Discussion

Table I reports the organizational climate means for AD and contrul activities. Survey respondents at
both AD and control activities rated their organization as slightly positive on the climate dimensions.

Table I
One-Way ANOVAs for AD and Control

Groups on Climate Measures

AD Control
(133) (106)

Job Satisfaction 4.67a" 5.030
Organizational Effectiveness 5.51 5.91*
Org. Accommodation of Change 4.41 4.77*
Resistance to Change 3.93 3.94
Organizational Clarity 4.38 4.59
Decision-Making Structure 4.38 4.58
Organizational Integration 3.66 4.120
Management Style 4.32 4.53
Human Resource Development 4.05 3.99
Organizational Vitality 4.40 4.67
Organizational Commitment 4.93 5.23'
'Respo•s. based on 7-pouto scales. higher sms an mon poitiveL
"*Sitnificmant s.05 level.
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AD respondents, however, saw their organization as significantly less positive on job satisfaction, organizational
effectiveness, accommodation of change, organizational integration, and commitment than control activity
respondents. The fact that perceptions of AD respondents were only mildly positive may indicate that the
organizational context was not sufficiently suitable for or supportive of an initiative that was a significant
departure from the traditional approach.

Statistics for the number of reprimands, suspensions, disciplinary actions, repeat offenders, grievances,
and removals for the year prior to AD and during the two years AD was used are presented in Table 2 for AD and
control activities, Data from the third year of the test were not available because AD was terminated early.
Reasons for the termination will be discussed later.

As can be seen in Table 2, the total number of disciplinary actions taken in the AD and control groups
varies from year to year. Under AD reprimands and suspensions were not used, whereas the control group had a
fairly large number of both actions in the two years of the test, The elimination of suspensions and reprimands
under AD obviously produced savings in terms of processing time required, suspension time, and associated costs.
The statistics for Year 1 look positive for the AD group, which had fewer removals, repeat offenders, and
grievances than the control group. This trend reverses in Year 2, however, during which many more removals and
repeat offenders are seen in the AD group.

Table 2
Frequency of Disciplinary Actions Taken Under the Alternative Discipline System (AD)

and Traditional Discipline System (Control)

Baseline Year I Year2

AD Control AD Control AD Control
Disciplinary Actions 79 58 74 90 42 46
Reprimands ..a 17 0 37 0 24
Suspensions - - 0 47 0 19
Removals 6 5 3 5 5 0
Repeat Offenders 7 13 9 23 25 12
Grievances 12 9 5 10 26 28
aN4t rqeomued

Table 3 presents the evaluations of managers and supervisors from AD and the control activities of their
respective discipinary systems. Both systems are seen as effective and fair in dealing with disciplinary problems.

Table 3
Comparison of Mean Evaluations of the Alternative Discipline System

(AD) to the Mean Evaluations of the Trad.tional Discipline System
(Control) by Managers and Supervisors

AD Control
The Discipline System ... (68) (52)

is effective in handling disciplinary problems 4 .93 a 4.48
interrupts daily work 3.59 4.48*
is easy to carry out 4.96 4.13*
is fair 5.12 4.73
creates union friction 3.77 4.38
has a negative effect on overall productivity 3.15 3.45
helps employees 5.18 4.54*
creates distrust 3.19 3.46

'Responses based on 7-point scales: higher scores am more positive.
*Significamt at .05 level.
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AD managers and supervisors regarded their system as significantly lea disruptve, easaer to carry out, and more
helpful to the employee. On all other items, AD ratings are similar to traditional discipline system ratings.

In the survey administered in Year 1. managers, supervisors, and personnelists involved with AD were
asked to estimate the effect of AD on such things as worker complaints. Table 4 reports the estimated amount of
change, reported as increases or decreases, for various organizational factors. Some questions were considered
more relevant to one group than another, therefore, questions were tailored to the three groups responding.

Table 4
Managers', Supervisors', and Personnelists' Perceptions of the Consequences of AD

Managers Supervisors Personnelists
AD has increased/decreased.. (19) (49) (51)
number of repeat offenders 3.41a 3.61 4.90
worker complaints 3.67 _b 3.44
supervisory complaints 3.83 - 4.13
union complaints 4.12 - 3.74
production time lost 3.39 3.61 -
time to carry out disciplinary 3.61 - -
actions
problems 3.39 4.09 -
number of disciplinary actions -- 3.60 -
employee responsibility for - 4.60 -
conduct
need to monitor employees -- 4.00 -
time spent advising supervisors -- - 4.61
number of job responsibilities - - 4.35
number of different tasks -- - 4.30
responsiveness to managers - - 4.33
fStaome below "4' imdicam a decream, "1" bun the most ciurew. 4 dacgua o dmgn K smo am a
"4W ndica-m m inmuae, "7" bealn the moa eunmme.
bA dash (-) in thai tlae irucdaa thsa myocdenu wes not asked this goesuoma

The responses of the managers, which are presented in the first column of Table 4, form a positive
picture of AD. According to managers, since the introduction of AD. the number of repeat offenders, worker
complaints, production time lost, and problems associated with the dispensation of discipline have all been
reduced. Similarly, supervisors perceive a reduction in repeat offenders and production time lost. They also
reported a reduction of disciplinary actions and an increase in employee responsibility for personal conduct.
Personnelisus, similar to managers, saw a reduction in worker complaints, but they perceived an increase in repeat
offenders and greater demands on their job in terms of increased advising time, number of job responsibilities, and
variety of tasks.

Table 5 presents the feelings of managers, supervisors, employees, and personnelists concerning AD,
which system they preferred, and the extent to which they wanted AD to continue. A score of 5 denotes the
highest possible positive score. Clearly managers were very receptive to AD. Supervisors were also positive but
to a lesser degree; nonsupervisory employees and personnelists were neutral to slightly negative. Simple effects
tests showed significant differences between managers and both employees and personnelists (p/<.05). The
feelings about AD were mixed after the first year, but there was not strong support for continuing the project.
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Table 5
Evaluations of the Alternative Discipline System by Managers, Supervisors, Employees,

and Personnelists

Managers Supervisors Employees Personnelists
(19) (53) (61) (51)

Positive/Negative 4 .00a 3.46 3.05 3.220
feelings about AD?
Which system do 4.12 3.22 3.07 2.95*
you prefer (AD or
traditional)?
Should AD be 3.83 3.27 3.02 2.760
continued?5 Rupooms baed o $.poim sases; hiissr scone am morn posai.

Simnificmet a .05 level

In the second year of the test. AD was terminated based upon a formal request from the union and
concwmnce from the Personnel Office. Information obtained from interviews conducted after AD was in
operation for one year. and at the end of the second year. provide some understanding as to why the AD
experiment was prematurely ended. The majority of managers interviewed were favorable toward AD in both
interview periods. Among its beneficial effects were: (a) the avoidance or loss of an employee as the result of a
suspension, (b) a less time consuming and cumbersome process, (c) a better way to identify the problem and to
involve the employee in dealing with the problem, and (d) a more consistent, progressive series of disciplinary
steps, building a more solid basis for future disciplinary action. Among the difficulties associated with AD were:
(a) the more complex role of the supervisor, requiring counselling as well as disciplining, and (b) the
unwillingness of some employees to communicate in the coaching sessions, which rendered the approach less
-Ifective.

Supervisors were less positive, and felt that in some instances AD was too lenient and had no appreciable
effect on the employee. While many supervisors liked the system, some felt that they were burdened with
additional work (e.g., more writing), and felt that they were not fully prepared to conduct face-to-face coaching
sessions with employees.

Union representatives felt that conceptually AD was an .xtremely good idea, but they were opposed to
the way it was put into practice. Because employees were not given the type of feedback they were accustomed
to, they did not clearly understand that they were actually being disciplined. The union representatives felt
disciplined employees were not given adequate opportunity to deny wrongdoing and appeal actions taken against
them. Furthermore. the interviewees felt that union representatives should be, but had not been, available at the
earliest stages of the discipline process. They also cited inconsistencies in the application of AD.

Personnelists interviewed after the first year of AD felt that it was an excellent idea b,',t that it was not
working, could not be fixed, and should be scrapped. These same sentiments were expressed even more forcefully
in the second interviews a year later. Personnelists believed that AD was given a fair test an. it just did not work.
They felt it had started out as an innovative program but it evolved into the same old way of dealing with
disciplinary problems. They cited several reasons for the ineffectiveness of AD: (a) the organization had not
really bought off on it; there was little evidence of interest or support from top management, (1) a large segment
of the supervisors was not effective in face-to-face meetings, (c) a great amount of Ume and effort was required of
the personnelists to coach and advise supervisors, and (d) blue collar workers were not accustomed to responding
to this type of discioline and had a difficult time understanding that they were being disciplined. The absence of
constructive communication in many AD sessions, union disruption, the .ontinuing need for heavy personnelist
support, and the absence of strong management interest and support, they felt. overrode the benefits of time and
money savings achieved through AD.
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Conclusions

Despite the early promise of the AD system, by the second year of its use employees were increasingly
dissatisfied with it and supported its termination. Those most removed from conducting AD--the managers--saw it
most positively. Those who were more directly involved with carrying it out-superviscrs and personnelists-were
less supportive of its continued use. Interestingly, the factors that were instumentai to the unsuccessful test of
AD ame those discussed by authorities of implementation and institutionalizatico of change (Robets3-Gray &
Scheier, 1988, Goodman and Bazerman, 1930). Among the factors they identify are: (a) congruence of the new
approach with existing organizational values, policies, and structure, (b) effective intergroup dependencies, (c)
union-management involvement in all phases of the test, and (d) congruence between expected and actual
outcomes. All of these iscues were raised in the interview sessions. The AD system was seen as positive in
isolation, however, the other values and policies in the organization remained consistent with a hierarchical
organization rather than supportive of a cooperative relationship anong supervisory and nonsupervisory
employees. The key participants in the efforts to improve behavior-dhe employee and supervisor-were not
comfortable in nor adept at the new roles prescribed by the system, and continuing facilitation of the counseling
sessions by personnelists was required. The inability of supervisors to administer the new system without
extensive support from personnelists and the exclusion of the union in the development and implementation of the
project led to intergroup friction regarding discipline. The actual outcomes of the effort fell far short of
expectations. Perceptions of the extent of support activities needed to improve the system (e.g., training), and the
lack of strong support from top management for the project's continuation, led to its discontinuance.

The implications of these findings are that consideration of adoption of an organizational change should
not be determined solely on the merits or properties of the change, but also should address the appropriateness of
the change to the organization, how accommodating the organization is to the change, and the chances for a
successful implementation. If the change is adopted, potential problem areas can be addressed in the
implementation effort. In conclusion, a deeper understanding of the impact of these factors at the outset is
required if innovative changes in such critical areas as discipline are to be given a fair and full test.
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Abstract

Interest in the concept of empowerment has grown in the last decade. However, organizational research
has only recently begun to identify the cognitive elements of empowerment (Thomas and Velthouse, 1990) and its
relationship to organizational or other individual characteristics (Conger and Kanungo, 1988). The present
research was an effort to further contribute to this understanding by identifying some of the specific organizational
and individual factors which distinguish employees who differ on empowerment. A survey instrument was used
as the primary means of data collection. Two US. Navy engineering facilities served as the sites at which the
survey administrations were conducted. The results, based on responses from 368 supervisory and nonsupervisory
employees, revealed that empowerment was significantly related to such demographics as supervisory level,
education, and age. In addition, employees who differed on relative levels of empowerment differed significantly
on perceptions of their organization, job satisfaction and job stress. Specifically, employees who scored high on a
measure of empowerment reported greater communication, cooperation, openness, customer-orientation, and
opportunities for creativity within the organization, greater job satisfaction, less constraining work conditions and
less job stm than employees who scored lower on empowerment. Significant differences were also noted in
perceptions of a Total Quality Leadership (TOL) improvement effort, with highly empowered employees
reporting more involvement in and greater personal and organizational acceptance of such an effort as well as
fewer perceived impediments to its implementation than less empowered employees. It was concluded from the
results that certain contextual factors consistent with Conger and Kanungo's (1988) conceptualization contributed
to the perceived characteristics of the organization.

Background

Competitive pressures on American organizations have brought attention to the need for self-motivated
and innovative or empowered organizational members. Interest in the concept of empowerment has grown
steadily in the last decade. Organizational researchers have given prominence to three theoretical perspectives:
the structural perspective, the leadership perspective, and the individual (or self-empowerment) perspective
(Tymon, 1988). The structural perspective focuses on organizational mechanisms or processes which ensure that
people can get the power they need to innovate. The leadership perspective views empowerment as a product of
the interaction between a leader and his or her subordinates. Through the delegation of authority and the sharing
of resources leaders foster empowerment. The individual perspective conceptualizes empowerment as an
intrapersonal motivational state through which individuals empower themselves. A basic assumption underlying
this perspective is that empowering experiences are a product of not only organizational structures and delegation,
but also of various other factors, such as cognitive styles and attribution processes which moderate feelings of
self-efficacy.

With the recent advancement of the individual perspective, organizational research has begun to identify
the cognitive elements of empowerment (Thomas and Velthouse, 1990) and their relationship to organizational or
other individual characteristics (Conger and Kanungo, 1988). Using an adaptation of Thomas and Velthouse's
(1986) cognitive model, Tymon (1988) proposed an integrative approach to empowerment which serves as the
theoretical basis for the current study (see Figure 1). According to Tymon, cognitive styles directly influence

* The opinions expressed in this paper are those of the authors. They are not official and do not represent the

views of the Navy Department.
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situational assessments which directly influence performance, job satisfacuon, and job stress. Situational
assessments are viewed as the psychological components of empowerment, while the cognitive styles represent
critical intrapersonal processes influencing these situational assessments.

Figure 1
Tymon's Cognitive Model of Empowerment
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Preceding the cognitive interpretation of Tymon was the work of Conger and Kanungo (1988). They
identified antecedent conditions and practices that affect empowerment. Lack of meaningful tasks, low task
variety, and poor organizational communication are some of the factors that they cite as lowering empowerment.

In this study, an adaptation of Tymon's (1988) conceptualization is used as the basis for operationalizing
empowerment. The purpose of the present study was: 1) to assess the level of empowerment among employees at
two DoD engineering facilities; 2) to determine the extent to which some of the contextual factors identified by
Conger and Kanungo (1988) are related to empowerment, i.e. do differentially empowered employees perceive
specific organizational and individual factors differently?; and 3) to assess differences in perceptions of factors
relating to the implementation and use of a Total Quality intervention among differentially empowered
employees. The selected individual and organizational characteristics were all expected to differ among
employees who felt differentially empowered in their jobs.

Method and Procedures
Overview

The current study was designed to assess the relationship between empowerment and selected individual
and organizational characteristics. An administration of a survey instrument was conducted at two U.S. Navy
engineering facilities. The workforce at each site is predominantly technical. Approximately 40% of the
workforce is comprised of scientists and engineers, 30% logisticians and administrators, 20% technicians, and
10% clerical.

Mateials
A survey instrument, which was used as a primary means of data collection, included the following

content areas: 1) general organizational climate characteristics such as openness, communication, and
cooperation (Gordon & Cummins, 1979: Klauss & Bass. 1982); 2) constraints on the immediate work situation
(Peters & O'Conner, 1980). task preparation, relevant information. materials and supplies: 3) perceived
relationship between rewards and performance; 4) perceived involvement and recognition in the conduct of work,
which is an indicator of the integration of employees into the workings of the organization (Hatvany & Pucik.
1982); 5) motivating potential of one's job based on specific job characteristics (Hackman & Oldham, 1980); 6)
empowerment, which included an assessment of cognitive styles (e.g., attributing success) and situational
assessments (e.g., competence, impact) (Tymon, 1988): 7) job satisfaction (Young, Reidel, & Sheposh, 1975);
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8) involvement and participation in TQL activities; 9) impediments to the successful implementation and
operation of TQL (e.g., fear, lack of adequate training, lack of support); and 10) personal and organizational
acceptance of TQL. The groupings of the items for each of these areas were confirmed by means of factor
analyses using varimax rotation. All non-TQL items employed a 7-point scale ranging from 1: "Strongly
Disagree" to 7: "Strongly Agree." TQL-related items used a 7-point scale ranging from 1: "Not At All' to 7: "A
Very Great Extent." In addition, survey respondents were invited to provide written comments on the issues
addressed in the survey.

Three hundred and sixty-eight randomly selected employees (approximately 15%) across all
organizational levels were selected from one site and all 73 employees from the second site participated in the
survey. In all, 260 nonsupervisory and 108 supervisory employees completed and returned the survey. Based on
the survey results of the empowerment scores for the total sample, respondents were split into three equal-sized
groups differing on relative measures of empowerment. For purposes of reporting, the groups will be referred to
as "Low", "Medium", and "High" with the understanding that these titles are somewhat of a misnomer--a majority
of even the "Low" group indicated empowerment scores above the scaled mid-point of 4.

Results

Preliminary results revealed an overall mean of 5.57 (SD=.865) on a 7-point scale for the empowerment
scale across the two sites. The sample of respondents in general perceived themselves as highly empowered. Chi-
square analyses were conducted on each demographic variable from the questionnaire to determine its relationship
to reported empowerment. These analyses revealed that age (X2(14, N=336) = 24.24, p<.05) and level of
education (X2(16, N=336) = 35.27, p<,005) were related to empowerment. Older workers were more likely to
report higher levels of empowerment than younger workers. More specifically, while 41% of workers over 40
reported empowerment scores falling within the High group only 24% of workers under age 40 fell into this
category. A significant X2 was also obtained for education level. Those reporting the most empowerment tended
to be employees with some college and accompanying technical training or employees having earned a graduate
degree. These findings indicate that for those positions which require a college degree it would appear that
individuals with only a bachelor's degree felt the least empowered. Similarly, for positions that do not require a
bachelor's degree, individuals with less education were less empowered. In addition, when empowerment was
analyzed in comparison to supervisory level, it was found that over 75% of the supervisors who responded to the
questionnaire reported moderate to high levels of empowerment while only 62% of nonsupervisory employees
reported moderate to high empowerment scores. A chi-square analysis indicated that in comparison to
nonsupervisory employees, a significantly higher proportion of supervisors fell into the High group relative to the
other empowerment groups (X2(l, Y=ll) = 4.46, p< .05). Among the remaining demographic variables, e.g.
gender, ethnicity, length at present pay grade, etc., none were significantly related to empowerment.

A series of 1-way analyses of variance was also performed to assess the differences in employees'
perceptions on selected organizational factors across the differentially empowered groups (see Table 1). As can
be seen in Table 1, employees in the High group reported more favorable perceptions of their organization and
their jobs than those in either the Medium or Low groups. Particularly impressive were the differences obtained
for the motivating potential of one's job (MPS). The most highly empowered employees were clearly more
positive on this index than less empowered employees. Furthermore, these employees expressed greater job
satisfaction and less job stress than workers in the Medium or Low groups.
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Table I
Mean Responses to Organizational and Individual Job Factors across Groups

Low Medium High F Ratiod

Overall Organizational Climate 3.772 4.22 4.81 22.58
Communication 3.69 4.32 4.87 24.88
Openness 3.66 4.09 4.72 14.86
Cooperation 3.36 3.51 3.87 3.29
Customer Orientation 4.40 4.72 5.22 12.11
Creativity 3.90 4.61 5.27 22.88

Performance Appraisal 4.00 4.71 5.18 22.37
Lack of Control Over Work 3 .9 5b 3.65 2.88 24.30
Lack of Sufficient Support 3.64b 3.25 2.74 14.48
Motivating Potential of the Job (MPS)c 97.17 152.78 220.34 112.68
Job Satisfacuon 4.46 5.42 6.15 53.55
Job Stress 4.36b 3.99 3.42 20.37
a'h- higher the value. the more positive the response.
aThe lower the value, the more positive the response.

cMPS='Skil Variety+Task Identitv+Task Signifigancel X (Autonomy] X [Feedback].

3Scores can range from I to 343.
dAll F values are significant at the p < .0001 level, except for "Cooperation" for which the F

value is significant at the p < .05 level.

Table 2 represents responses concerning TQL-related factors across the three groups. Employees in the
High group were more personally involved in TQL implementation, reported higher personal acceptance, and
perceived greater organizational acceptance of TQL. In addition, they saw factors potentially impeding the
successful implemenwtion of TQL as less severe than employees in the Medium or Low groups.

Table 2
Mean Responses to TQL Factors across Grouws

Low Medium High F Ratioc

Organizational Acceptance 3.4 62 4.05 4.34 13.46
Personal Acceptance 4.46 4.98 5.21 5.69
TQL Involvement 3.84 4.31 4.83 8.25
Impediments to Implementation 3.73b 3.38 3.18 6.09

Fear 2.98 2.43 2.35 7.53
Lack of Knowledge 4.48 3.89 3.55 7.11
Lack of Support 4.27 3.85 3.43 7.05

aThe higher the value, the more positive the response.
bThe lower the value, the more positive the response.
cAll F values significant at the p < .005 level.

Summary and Conclusions

The current findings have implications for research and practice. They provide strong theoretical support
for the cognitive model of empowerment. The results show that the application of the cognitive model of
empowerment as conceptualized by Thomas and Velthouse (1986) and Tymon (1988) successfully differentiated
individuals in terms of their perceptions of relevant organizational factors. The most highly empowered
employees differed from less empowered employees on a number of perceived organizational and job dimensions.
These include some of the conditions proposed by Conger and Kanungo (1988), hypothesized to foster
empowerment. Of particular interest was the differential response to TQL based on empowerment. Employees in
the High group were favorably disposed and more involved in the implementation of TQL. Consistent with the
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cognitive theory it would appear that individuals who see themselves as having higher competency levels are
more willing to be involved in such efforts as TQL.

The cognitive approach emnloyed in this study provides an alternative to the leadership perspective
which places major focus on what leaders can do to enhance empowerment. Tne cognitive model suggests a more
complex process. It is one that takes into account the effects of interventions and/or contextual factors that
encourage individuals to act in accordance with their intrinsic motives. But the model also focuses upon the
cognitive styles and global assessments of individuals. By including individual differences in terms of cognitive
styles this model is general enough to ascertain the effect of empowerment as it relates to different types of
interventions or changes. Thus in most cases when a change is introduced, empowered individuals as identified
by the cognitive model can be selected for involvement in the adoption and implementation of that change.

Continued research into empowerment requires longitudinal studies so that the causal relationships
between organizational factors and empowerment are more clearly established. Such studies could also help to
determine the extent to which TQL--which ideally should provide workers the opportunity to participate in
decision making and enhanced responsibility over job processes--heightens intrinsic motivation and
empowerment.
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MOSKOS' INSTITUTIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL ORIENTATIONS:

A TRACKING THROUGH THE 1980'S'

Trueman R. Tremble, Jr., & Gerald F. Goodwin

U.S. Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences

Beginning in 1976, Moskos advanced the notion that the
military organization is moving from an institutional (INS) to an
occupational (OCC) model (Moskos, 1976; 1981; 1983; 1986). In
the INS model, individual interests and competencies are
subordinate to the organization, and organizational values and
norms have broad implication for the lives of military members
and their families. In the OCC model, individual interests and
competencies are supported by their prevailing values in the
larger economic market, and organizational control tends to be
limited to the specifics of the work place. This shift from INS
to OCC was viewed as a change in organizational structure which,
Moskos implied, would ultimately be represented in the
organizational commitments or role orientations of individual
members of the military.

As part of a quality of life survey, Stahl, Manley, and
McNichols (1978) derived and validated questionnaire measures of
the INS and OCC orientations of Air Force members. Higher
ranking Air Force members were found to have higher INS and lower
OCC scores than junior members. INS scores were positively
correlated with time in service, career intent, and satisfaction.
Negative relationships were found for the OCC orientation.

The Air Force scales are relatively short. In 1981, these
scales were adapted for research on the organizational commitment
of members of the U.S. Army. From 1981 through 1990, the adapted
INS and OCC scales were administered as part of surveys that
differed in purpose and in the demographic characteristics of the
soldiers surveyed. Tremble and Brosvic (1987) summarized
findings of the six surveys conducted from 1981 through 1986.
This paper integrates results of the 1990 survey to track three
general issues through the decade of 1980:

(1) The reliability or robustness of the adapted INS and
OCC scales for groups of soldiers that, across surveys,
differed in the maturity of their military careers.

(2) The validity of the scales for the Army samples.

The views expressed in this paper are those of the
authors and do not necessarily reflect the position or policy of
the U.S. Army Research Institute or the Department of the Army.
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(3) The transition of role orientations of soldiers from

INS to OCC.

METHOD

The sample was 523 soldiers assigned in two U.S. Army
infantry battalions in spring 1990. Of this sample, 73.1% were
in the grade of E4 or below, and only 2.8% were commissioned
officers. Average time in service was approximately 20 months.
With respect to career intentions, the modal response was
"undecided". The 1990 sample was relatively more junior than the
samples in the earlier surveys in terms of both grade (median of
the sample percents in grade E4 or less was 58%) and average time
in service (median of the sample averages was about 32 months).

The 1990 survey was administered to soldiers in groups that
typically consisted of all platoon members and leaders assigned
to a company. The soldiers first responded to a larger
questionnaire that measured organizational conditions
(leadership, cohesion, motivation, etc.) under investigation for
their effects on unit performance. The larger questionnaire
yielded data on sample characteristics and scale scores for job
satisfaction, organizational identification, and job involvement
(see Tremble & Alderks (1992] for a description of scales). The
soldiers then completed a supplementary questionnaire and used
5-point scales ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly
agree (5) to respond to the eight items modified to measure the
INS and OCC orientations in Army samples.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Robustness of the INS-OCC Scales

To assess robustness, the approach used by Stahl et al. for
scale derivation was followed. That is, responses to the eight
INS-OCC items were factor analyzed (principal components with
varimax rotation). Table 1 summarizes the three factors obtained
in the 1990 survey.

The first factor had items with strong, positive loadings by
only the four INS items, and this pattern replicated the INS
factor originally obtained in the Air Force sample. Responses to
the four items defining this INS factor indicated agreement that:
soldiers should have more interest in mission accomplishment and
less interest in their personal concerns (mission accomplish-
ment); more soldiers should really care about national security
(national security); lower ranking soldiers need to be
supervised more (more supervision); and there is not enough
discipline in the Army (more discipline).

The four OCC items had highest loadings on the second and
third factors instead of defining a single factor representing
the expected OCC scale. One factor suggested satisfaction with
the securities of the military: disagreement that a person can
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get more of an even break as a civilian than as a soldier
(relative equity), agreement that it would be hard today to find
a civilian job as good as the current job (job opportunities),
and agreement that an Army post is a good place to live (post
good). The other factor suggested the types of job frustrations
expected with an OCC orientation, that is, agreement that: a
person can get more of an even break as a civilian than as a
soldier (relative equity) and my supervisor makes me do too many
things that are not related by my job (non-job activities).

This factor structure fits results of the earlier surveys
(see Table 1). In all surveys, the INS factors was obtained, and
the relative levels and directions of Zactor loading on the INS
factors have presented only minor deviation from expectation.
Across surveys, the OCC orientation, as measured by the four
items used here, has been less robust. In particular, the two
1981 surveys produced a factor with highest loadings by the four
OCC items, but the factor loadings of those items were
algebraically reverse from expectation. The reserve loadings
made the 1981 OCC factors generally similar to the 1990 factor
suggesting satisfaction with the military.

A major difference between the surveys that did and the
surveys that did not produce the expected OCC factor was the
career maturity of the samples. The two 1981 and the 1990
samples were composed of soldiers relatively lower in rank and
time in service than the samples in the other surveys. This
raises the possibility that an orientation like INS is broadly
applicable in the Army. The OCC orientation, however, may be
viable for only those soldiers who have been in the Army--or in a
career--for some period of time.

Validity of the INS-OCC Scales

For subsequent analyses, scale scores (ranging from 1 to 5)
for the INS factor and the other two factors (labelled
"satifaction" (SAT] and "frustration" (FRUS]) were formed by
averaging responses to the items highlighted earlier as having
highest loadings on the factors. Responses to items with
negative factor loadings were reverse scored before averaging.

While only moderately strong at best, the positive
correlations between INS and the originally used validation
variables of rank, career intent, time in service, and job
satisfaction were statistically significant. In contrast, the
correlations between FRUS scores and the original validation
variables were negative and statistically significant. With one
major exception, the correlations for SAT were positive,
statistically significant, and comparable in magnitude to those
obtained for INS. SAT also had the relatively strongest
correlation with career intentions.

These results for INS and FRUS (as a component of OCC) fit
both expectations and the patterns obtained in the earlier Army
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surveys. The 1990 survey also included measures of
organizational identification and job involvement that, given the
INS-OCC definitions, should have positive correlations with INS
and negative or no association with OCC. Results (Table 1)
supported those expectations as well.

Transition from INS to OCC

Findings on changes in the levels of INS scores across the
1980's bear on Moskos' hypothesis of a transition of the military
role orientation from INS to OCC. For this issue, comparison of
all surveys except the 1983b survey is pertinent since all
samples except the latter consisted of active duty soldiers. In
contrast, the 1983b sample consisted of soldiers leaving service
after having successfully completed their service terms.

As summarized in Table 1, the obtained mean INS scores
demonstrated remarkable stability across the decade of 1980,
despite differences in the demographic compositions of the
samples.

The issue of a shift from INS to OCC can also be addressed
by comparing the INS and OCC orientations of soldiers exiting
service with those remaining in service. The argument of an
unidirectional shift in role orientation suggest no difference in
the INS and OCC orientations of these two groups of soldiers, in
contrast to the traditional expectation of continued ascendance
of INS in soldiers remaining in service.

As indicated earlier, the two 1983 surveys differed in
sample composition. The 1983a sample consisted of those making a
permanent change of duty station and remaining on active duty.
Soldiers in the 1983b samples were voluntarily exiting service at
the end of their terms of service. Significant one-way analyses
of variance confirmed that the soldiers remaining in service had
significantly higher INS scores (E (1,3925) = 36.06, 2 < .0001)
and significantly lower OCC scores (E (1,3924) - 239.50, 2 <
.0001) than soldiers exiting service. These differences were
such that even if the Army's organizations had become more OCC in
nature, the INS role orientation continued to be more
characteristic of individual soldiers remaining on duty than of
those soldiers disengaging from the Army. In fact, the OCC
orientation tended to differentiate the 1983 soldiers remaining
and exiting service to a greater extent that did the INS
orientation.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Results generally support the reliability and validity of
the adapted INS-OCC scales, especially for U.S. soldiers with
some organizational experience. Across the 1980's, no dramatic
decline in the INS orientations of soldiers was apparent; and,
based on the 1983 surveys, the U.S. Army continued to retain
soldiers with relatively higher INS and relatively lower OCC
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orientations. The emergence of an OCC orientation for only those
soldiers with some amount of organizational experience and the
robustness of the INS orientation support Moskos's contention
that organizational structure--or the socialization experiences
engineered by that structure--can influence the organizational
commitments or identities which its members develop. Such
results also suggest that the organizational commitment judged
important for military effectiveness is a candidate criterion for
decisions about the structure of the future U.S. military.
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CRITURZON-REIPRENCZD TESTING'S ROLl IN XXYT DELIBTUD PROMOTIONS

Don C. Phillips
Naval Education and Training Program Management Support Activity

Pensacola, Florida

INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Navy requires enlisted advancement candidates in
paygrades E-4 through E-7 to pass a criterion-referenced test.
This test is the Military/Leadership (Mil/Lead) examination. The
Mil/Lead examination is a result of the Chief of Naval
Operations' emphasis on Navy tradition, integrity, and
professionalism.

Nil/Lead exams are qualifying exams. Commanding officers
use them as part of the overall qualifying process to determine a
sailor's qualifications for advancement. Passing of the Mil/Lead
exam shows m NAVSTD knowledge of the next higher paygrade.
They aid commanding officers in identifying candidates for
advancement who are knowledgeable in military subject areas. The
individual command administers and grades the Mil/Lead exams.

The basis of the Mil/Lead exams is the naval standards
(NAVSTDs). While occupational standards (OCCSTDs) are the Navy's

minimum reguirements for enlisted occupational skills, NAVSTDs
are a systematic listing of those minimum capabilities the Navy
expects and requires of individuals within each rating
(occupation). NAVSTDs represent the abilities, skills, and
knowledges, other than those defined by occupational standards
(OCCSTDs), that are essential to the overall effectiveness of
enlisted personnel in the performance of their duties. NAVSTDs
express the nonrating-specific skill and knowledge requirements
for enlisted personnel in paygrades E-2 through E-9. They are
written in the form of skill or knowledge statements to aid
enlisted personnel, commanding officers, and personnel managers
in identifying the basic military requirements for enlisted
personnel. These personnel Mus show that they have the
capability to perform a skill or that they have attained the
knowledge described by a NAVSTD as part of their advancement
process. NAVSTDs are cumulti; that is, personnel are
responsible for the NAVSTDs of the paygrade they are trying for,
of their present paygrade, and of all lower paygrades. NAVSTDs
encompass military requirements; essential virtues of pride of
service in support of the oath of enlistment; maintenance of good
order and discipline; and basic skills and knowledges about the
well-being of Navy personnel, which directly contribute to the
mission of the Navy. (Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower, 1991)

Candidates gain their knowledge by studying those
publications listed as supporting bibliography for the NAVSTDs
(Military Requirements training packages). This bibliography,
like the NAVSTDs, is cumulative.

BACKGROUND

The Navy has tested military subject areas since 1958,
although early testing was part of the Navywide enlisted
examination and, as such, was a norm-referenced test. The
Mil/Lead exam used today began in the Bureau of Naval Personnel
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in late 1964; however, actual criterion-referenced testing did
not begin until July of 1966. Early testing was for E-4 and E-5
personnel. Men and women candidates took different exams. This
system remained in effect until 1975 when E-4 and E-5 exams were
changed to today's form. In 1984 E-6 and E-7 personnel became
part of the testing scheme. Since 1975 the only significant
change in testing was the addition of a separate 25-question
section for personnel in the Construction (SeaBee) ratings.

Mil!Lead exams are an annual evolution. Writing teams
develop pretests in three forms (A, B, and C). Personnel at
select fleet locations take these pretests. After the pretest
validation process, statistics become available and preparation
begins on two final form (A and B) exams, consisting of 100 items
each, for each paygrade.

PURPOSE

Mil/Lead examinations are criterion-referenced (gualifying)
rather than norm-referenced (discriminatina). The purpose of the
examination is to determine if a candidate has attained a
prescribed minimum amount of knowledge of specific subject matter
as stated by the Chief of Naval Personnel.

Examination writers must understand the difference between
qualifying and discriminating examinations, the latter of which
presupposes the aualification of all candidates and strives
toward the goal of discriminatina between the best qualified and
those less well cualified.

The distinction between the two types of examinations and
the purpose of a qualifying Nil/Lead exam must remain paramount
in the examination writer's mind throughout the development of
the examination series. The writer's goal is to be sure that in
developing items, he or she does not exceed the minimum
knowledge, or level of difficulty, specified by the
qualifications (NAVSTDs).

DEVELOPMENT POLICY AND GUIDELINES

In developing Nil/Lead exams, writers follow the policy and
guidelines of the Chief of Naval Education and Training (CNET)
and the Naval Education and Training Program Management Support
Activity (NETPMSA) directives; textbooks/handbooks concerning
testing techniques, educational measurement, and personnel
assessment; and references on punctuation and English grammar and
usage. They also ensure the Mil/Lead exams comply with the
Bibliographv for Advancement Study, NAVEDTRA 12052; Examination
Writing Standards Manual, NETPMSAINST 1552.1A; Advancement
Examination Development Manual, NETPMSAINST 1418.1A; and the
Man Al of Navy Enlisted Manpower and Personnel Classifications
and Occupational Standards, Volume I, NAVPERS 18068F.

QUALIFICATIONS TO BE TESTED

The NAVSTDs section of NAVPERS 18068F specifies the minimum
qualifications that a candidate taking the Mil/Lead exam must
achieve. The Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower (1991) explicitly
defines NAVSTDs as "the minimu capabilities required of naval
personnel"; "subjects of which (those] personnel shold av
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// skill or knowledge"; "[subjectl universal to All rates and
ratings"; and "basic things which should be known. but not
necessarily done as a matter of routine."

EXZAIMNTION PROFILE

NAVSTDs are a specific profile (brief description of the
duties of each paygrade within the U.S. Navy) of the minimum
knowledge that a candidate must have. Therefore, NAVSTDs are
equivalent to the occuDational profile used in developing the
discriminating (rating) examinations and formulate the Mil/Lead
exams.

TEST PLAN AND TEST OUTLINE

A test plan and a test outline (TP & TO) for a Mil/Lead exam
are developed from the NAVSTDs specified for the paygrade we are
to examine.

The TP is a statement that identifies the knowledges,
skills, and abilities associated with the subject matter that the
particular exam will test. The TP sets up the exam's rationale.
As a minimum the TP describes the topics we will test; specifies
the degree of knowledge and skills for which candidates will be
responsible; and outlines the flexibility we are allowed in
testing the subject matter.

The TO is the working document from which we construct the
exam. The TO shows specifically how we carry out the TP.

We use the same TP & TO to develop the three forms of the
pretest. TP & TOs for the final form exam mzy be different from
those used in the pretest, however both forms of the final form
exam will have the same TP & TO.

The TP & TO must include all the NAVSTDs specified in
NAVPERS 18068F for the paygrade for which we are developing the
examination. Because these qualifications are the minimum
requirements for advancement, they represent the minimu skills
and knowledges that we must test in a Mil/Lead exam. Once the
exam writer has exhausted all chance for further development of
items based on the qualifications for the paygrade we are
testing, he or she begins developing items based on standards
from lower paygrades. Candidates are equally responsible for the
knowledge of "all preceding requirements" (Manual of Navy
Enlisted Manpower, 1991).

SECTION DEVELOPMENT AND WEIGHTS

The broad subject areas we must test in a Mil/Lead exam are
military requirements, personnel safety, material condition,
military conduct and justice, professional development, naval
tradition, leadership, international agreements, security
requirements, and programs and policies.

Weights (number of questions that will adequately test a
section) assigned to examinations are not found through arbitrary
assignment. The purpose of a qualifying examination is to test
all subject areas specifically, as stated by the NAVSTDs, not to
test all subject areas e q l. Specific NAVSTDs may limit the
depth of coverage (number of items) of an examination section
and, therefore, the size of the supporting bibliography; or they
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may allow a broad depth of coverage and, therefore, an extensive
supporting bibliography.

The minimum section and subsection weights used in
developing discriminating (rating) exams are not applicable to
Nil/Lead exams, which deal with explicit minjimm
qualifications. Writing items to fUil an arbitrary section weight
detracts from the intent of the NAVSTDs to examine minimum
qualifications; it also forces the writer into the bibliography
in depth in search of information from which to develop items.
That increases the relative degree of difficulty of the items and
also the prospect of the candidate's incorrect response to such
items. At this point, the exam, having exceeded the minimum
standards, begins to become a discriminating vice a qualifying
exam.

ZIANINATION EVOLUTION

Chief petty officer, subject matter experts (SMEs), start
the annual Mil/Lead exam evolution by working with an
Instructional Systems Specialist to develop a pretest exam TP &
TO. During this planning stage, we group the NAVSTDs within
their functional areas to form the skeleton of the exam.

Section weights of a Nil/Lead exam must develop naturally,
following the context of the standard and the supporting
bibliography. Proper planning leads to effective item
development through the following steps: (1) We begin with the
most explicit NAVSTD and review the bibliography that supports
this'standard, estimating the potential number of items that we
may develop on that subject. (2) Proceeding toward those subject
areas broadest in scope, definition, and bibliography, we use the
same procedure to determine the number of potential items
available in each of the other subject areas. (3) Should the
total of potential test items fall short of the desired total for
the examination, we begin at the first step again. We use
similar subject area qualifications from the next lower
paygrade(s) to compile the required number of items. (4) After
exhausting all similar subject matter qualifications from lower
paygrades, should the total of potential test items still fall
short of the number required, then we test other qualifications.
Developing items in this manner ensures we test those sections
with the least potential for the development of exam items as
thoroughly as the minimum standards allow. Similarly, we do not
test sections that have the greatest potential for the
development of items beyond the minimum prescribed by the
NAVSTDs. The bulk of the examination consists of items based on
the NAVSTDs specified for the Davyrade we are testina and on
similar qualifications from lower Davarades. Subject matter
areas and qualifications unrelated to those specified for the
paygrade we are examining are given the lowest possible priority
for inclusion in the examination.

ITEM DEVELOPMENT

The examination writer must exercise extreme care in
developing items for a qualifying examination. The writer must
keep the following points in mind: No potential item is too
sp to include in a Mil/Lead exam, provided it conforms to the
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intent of a qualification as stated in the NAVSTDs. A writer
must be acutely aware that the simplicit of an item depends on
the degree of exposure the individual has had to the subject
matter we are testing. What may appear simple, routine, or
matter-of-fact to the SME writer (having considerable exposure to
the subject by virtue of time in service) may be difficult and
unfamiliar to the candidates of a petty officer third class (P03)
Nil/Lead exam, who are in the learning and developmental stages
of their naval careers.

The writer should make sure candidates can clearly
understand the intent of each question. While we may expect the
candidate to have knowledge associated with specific military
terminology required in identifying certain elements within an
examination item, all other wording used within the stem of the
item should be as simple as possible. We can test a knowledge of
terminology-we may not test a knowledge of vocabulary!

PRETESTING

The Nil/Lead pretest, like the Nil/Lead final form, is made
up of 100 multiple-choice questions. Candidates have a maximum
of 2 hours to complete either exam. The pretest has three forms;
its function is to get item performance statistics. These
statistics are the basis for developing the two Mil/Lead final
forms. Each exam has two sets of items for questions 76 through
100. Since SeaBees) are exempt from several NAVSTDs (e.g.,
shipboard damage control), they complete their last 25 questions
in the SeaBee portion of the exam.

Pretest exams are given at select fleet pretest sites to all
available personnel. All exam administration follows strict
examination guidelines (verbatim) laid out in an administrative
instruction.

Once commands complete pretesting, NETPMSA grades and
validates all exam answer sheets.

When NETPMSA completes the grading and validation process,
participating commands receive pass/fail lists.

VALIDATION PROCESS

The NETPMSA Data Analysis Branch scores pretests and
prepares item and test performance statistics.

Final form Nil/Lead exams have 100% validation control. We
use items from the three pretests (100 items each) to develop the
two final form exams (100 items each) in each paygrade. All
final form items fall within the validation model.

Passing score is 63 items correct out of 100. A score of 63
is 1 standard deviation (SD) below the mean and is significantly
above chance (guessing).

After statistical analyzation of each exam item, the Data
Analysis Branch sends performance statist.cs of each item and of
the entire exam to the Military Leadership and Basic Training
Branch. Item statistics include the average difficulty index
(p-value) for the overall item and each alternative, the size of
the sample, and the number of examinees omitting (not answering)
the item. Additionally, although of no statistical significance
in a criterion-referenced test, the Data Analysis Branch
furnishes a discriminatory index (r-value). The r-value helps
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the writing branch to red fla items with possible problems; for

example, a correct answer keyed wrong.

FINAL FORM CONSTRUCTION

Once the team leader approves a final form TP & TO, the
writer uses pretest exam items falling within the validation
model (p-value of .50 to .90) to complete a P-Value Distribution
Worksheet.

The worksheet is an item inventory sheet. When the
worksheet is complete, the p-values identify a group of p-values
whose average is as close as possible to the target p-value.
That enables selection of specific exam items that both satisfy
the exam's p-value requirement and test the subjects desired.

We test the same minimum qualifications in both forms of
each exam. That is why we use the same TP & TO for hot= exams.

Each final form Nil/Lead exam has parameters with a p-value
average of .72 ± .5. Each section (about 6 to 9 per exam) has a
p-value average range of .68 to .76.

After assembly, exams pass through several quality control
checks before delivery to the Defense Printing Services Office
(DPSO).

Nil/Lead exams are sent to all Navy ships and stations and
all grading is done locally.

EXAKINATION ADMINISTRATION

All candidates for advancement -in rate must pass the
Nil/Lead exam before competing in the fleet-wide exam.

Educational service officers control and administer exams to
the candidates following strict administrative instructions. The
form "A" exam is administered first to the candidate. Should the
candidate fail the form "A" exam, the form "B" exam is given
later. We continue to alternate forms as later failures occur.

Commands send their completed answer sheets to NETPMSA
quarterly, and the Data Analysis Branch provides statistical data
on the Nil/Lead final form exam.
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Cross-Validity Analyses of a Multilevel Model
of Job Performance

Rodney A. McCloy, Dickie A. Harris, Jeffrey D. Barnes
Human Resources Research Organization

The chief god of the Linkage project (Harris et al., 1991), conducted for the Office
of the Assistant Secretary of Defense as part of the Joint-Service Job Performance
Measurement/Enlistment Standards (JPM) Project, was to model the relationship between
recruit characteristics and on-the-job performance so that a cost-performance tradeoff
model could be developed that permits the determination of the most cost-effective recruit
quality mix predicted to meet a specified performance goal. Data were available for 8,464
individuals from 24 JPM jobs.

A multilevel regression approach (Bock, 1989) was chosen to model job
performance (operationalized as a hands-on work sample test) because of the nature of the
JPM data (i.e., a nested design-people within jobs) and the possibility that both
individual and job characteristics may affect job performance. Multilevel regression
allows simultaneous consideration of the effects of individual characteristics (e.g.,
cognitive ability, experience), job characteristics (e.g., cognitive complexity, difficult
working conditions), and their interaction (Hedges, 1988). Specifically, the multilevel
performance equation estimated was the following (Harris et aL, 1991; McCloy, Harris, &
Hedges, 1991; McCloy, Hedges, & Harris, 1991):

Pij - aEj + 0jA ÷ +jTi + y Ej + 8jXj + p TV Xj + ei (1)

where o1, y, *j, ¥, , and p are model parameters, and E. is the error term. In words,
this equation says that the hands-on performance test score for person i in job j (P4)
depends on an individual's aptitude test scores (A,, the ASVAB AFQT composite score;
and T,, the ASVAB Technical composite score, TECH), education (E,), and time in service
(X,) (see Harris et al., 1991, and McCloy et al., 1992, for a description of these variables
and their development). An interaction between the Technical composite score and time
in service is also included. The subscripted model parameters oa, ý, 4j, and 8 indicate
that the intercept and the effects of AFQT, TECH, and time in service can, in Drinciple.
vary across jobs.

The variation is addressed by assuming that the parameters themselves have a
stochastic structure:

S- (2)

P -P+XMJ+1A (3)

J- + *X ,MJ + +.j (4)

+ X5 (5)
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where (1) a, 3, , and 8 are the mean values for the parameters across all jobs (note the
lack of the j subscript); (2) Mj is a vector of four job-level component scores (working with
things, cognitive complexity, unpleasant working conditions, and fine motor control) that
represent characteristics of the military jobs in the JPM Project data; (3) x., ic, ,, and
N are vectors of coefficients describing the degree to which the variance in the job-
specific parameters is due to the Mb variables; they are constrained to be the same across
jobs (i.e., they are "fixed" coefficients); and (4) ,n, i1, 11,, and 11, are random errors that
may covary. Because the effect of education was found not to vary across jobs,

" "j " 7 (6)

Cross-Validity Analyses

Including job characteristic information is our attempt to generalize from our small
sample of jobs (the 24 JPM jobs having hands-on criterion data) to the population of
military jobs. Such generalization is crucial, because only by yielding performance
predictions for all Service jobs is it possible to identify the most cost-effective mix of
recruits that meets a specified performance goal for each Service. As long as job
characteristic information is available for a job, its job-specific parameters can be derived
(cf equations 2 through 5; see also McCloy, Harris, & Hedges, 1991, for an example).
These parameters, together with the fixed effects of education and the interaction between
the Technical composite score and time in service, constitute job-specific linkage
equations.

The capacity to generate job-specific prediction equations whether criterion data
are available or not (given job-characteristic data) is a very attractive feature of the
performance equation. Nevertheless, the issue of how well the job-specific equations
predict performance in out-of-sample jobs remains. The goal of this research was to
investigate the validity of the job-specific prediction equations generated by the
performance equation. This information is vital because these situations reproduce the
scenario in which the model will be implemented by manpower planners. Addressing this
question requires jobs that have criterion data but that were not part of the estimation
sample for the performance equation. There are essentially two ways such a situation
could arise: (1) Manufacture such a situation out of the extant sample by using a holdout
procedure, or (2) Obtain relevant data on one or more new jobs after estimating the
original performance equation. Both conditions obtained in the present analyses.

Method. Two types of analyses were performed. First, each job was withheld from
the sample and a performance equation estimated on the remaining 23 jobs. Each of the
24 "reduced" performance equations was used to generate a job-specific equation for the
corresponding holdout job. The observed performance scores for each holdout job were
then correlated with the performance scues predicted by the corresponding job-specifiL
prediction equation. Second, the 24-job performance equation was used to generate job-
specific equations for two Navy ratings (EM and GSM) and five Marine Corps Military
Occupational Specialties (3521, 6112, 6113, 6114, and 6115) for which performance data
became available after the 24-job equation was estimated. As in the holdout analyses, the
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correlation between the observed and predicted performance scores was obtained.'

Results. Table 1 contains the results of the cross-validity analyses, including (1)
the sample size for each job (N), (2) the squared multiple correlation for the least squares
job-specific regression equations (R2Wo), (3) the squared multiple correlation for the job-
specific linkage equation generated from the reduced 23-job or full 24-job performance
equation (R2,,), (4) the difference between the RW values from the two types of equations,
and (5) RWo values adjusted using various shrinkage formulae (R',V). (Note that the RW
values for the job-specific least-squares and linkage equations given in Table 1 have not
be3n corrected for range restriction or criterion unreliability.)

Two features of the first two columns of RI values are of note: (1) The values are
quite variable, ranging from .065 to .508 for W2ow and .031 to .461 for RW,,, and (2) RoL >
R,. This latter finding is expected, given that the least-squares equations are optimal for
the samples upon which they were derived; the job-specific linkage equations are not. The
largest differences between R2Wo and R, occur primarily in the jobs having the fewest
observations (e.g., EM, GS3M, 328X0). The absolute magnitude of the differences is not
particularly large, however, ranging from .006 for I1B to .083 for 328X0. The question
remaining is what to make of this difference in RW values.

Comparison of adjusted and cross-validity R2 values. Because the job-specific least-
squares equations are optimal for the samples on which they were developed but the job-
specific linkage equations are not, the comparison of RWo to R2W, is not exactly fair. A
more equitable comparison obtains through adjustment of the RWow values for shrinkage.
Perhaps the best known shrinkage formula is one developed by Wherry (1931):

R w=I- 1( (N-kyJ' (7)

where N is the size of the sample used to estimate the equation, k is the numbe: of
predictors, and RW,, is the sample coefficient of determination (RWow from Table 11).
Wherry's formula gives the value for W2 expected if the equation were estimated in the
population rather than a sample.

Because the population will virtually never be at the researcher's disposal,
Wherry's formula is of little practical value. As noted by Darlington (1968) and Rozeboom
(1978), the Wherry formula does not answer the more relevant question of what the RW
would be if the sample equation were applied to the population. Both Cattin (1980) and
Campbell (1990) recommended a formula developed by Browne (1975), on the basis of its
desirable statistical properties. Browne's formula, appropriate when the predictor
variables are random (as opposed to fixed), is

'Although space considerations do not permit their publication here, the parameters for
the 24-job performance equation and the 24 23-job "reduced" equations are given in McCloy
et al. (1992).
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- (N-k-3)p'+p (8)
(N-2k-2)p + k

where p is the adjusted R' from the Wherry formula; N and k are defined as above.
(Browne also provided a formula for fixed predictor variables.)

A second formula for estimating the validity of the sample equation in the
population was provided by Rozvboom (1978):

R2¢ .~ -.... (1-R27.) (9)

with N, k, and RW,. defined as above.

The shrinkage formulae just described allow one to estimate the population
multiple correlation for the full sample equation. If the average sample cross-validity
coefficient (i.e., the RW expected if the sample equation were applied to another sample) is
of interest, Lord (1950) and Nicholson (1960) independently developed a shrinkage
formula for estimating this value:

R2 1 _(N+k+l)( N-1)( 1 R2) (10)

with N, k, and RIV defined as above.

The four shrinkage formulae were applied to the R2 values from the least-squares
job-specific regression equations (i.e., RW0o). The values of RW. and RWe, were then
compared (see Table 1). In general, the decrease in R associated with the job-specific
linkage equation vice the least-squares equation is virtually identical to that expected
based on the Browne, Rozeboom, and Lord-Nicholson formulae (i.e., RW" - RW,•)
-the unweighted and weighted (by sample size) average differences (R'ff - R'..) being
-.008, -.003, .002; and -.014, -.011, and -.008; respectively. In contrast, R2 ,4 as given by
the Wherry formula is typically larger than R2W, (unweighted and weighted differences of
-.019 and -.021, respectively), but this comparison is not particularly appropriate because
no population equation exists. For the present smalyses where sample equations are
applied to a new sample (the holdout jobs), the Lord-Nicholson formula is perhaps the
best standard of comparison. Nevertheless, to the extent that job-specific equations will
be generated for the entire population of military jobs, the Browne adjustment arguab~y
provides an additional, viable referent.

The conclusion is the same regardless of the comparison one chooses: The
negligible differences between the R2., and R,. values demonstrate that the linkage
methodology provides a means of obtaining predictions of job performance for jobs without
criterion data that are as valid as predictions obtained when (1) criterion data are
available for the job, (2) a job-specific least-squares prediction equation is developed, and
(3) the equation is applied in subsequent samples. Thus, the linkage methodology has
yielded a performance equation that generates job-specific equations providing predictions
for out-of-sample jobs that are not terribly below the best one could expect. The present
analyses strongly suggest that predictions may be made with reasonable confidence for
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jobs devoid of criterion information, with predictions generally better for high-density jobs
than for low-density jobs. We view these results as positive and supportive of the basic
linkage methodology.
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Preliminary Identification of Dimensions of
Rated Effectiveness In Desert Storm'

Margaret M. Matyuf and Leonard A. White
U.S. Army Research Insttute

Walter C. Borman
University of South Florida

A primary role of soldiers is to perform effectively In combat situations. However, the opportunity to
"evaLuate soldier performance In combat situations is rare. Various attempts have been made to identify
dispositional determinants of combat effectiveness such as cognitive ability and temperament either
through simulation studies or by assuming that Indicators of non-combat performance are also predictive
of performance In combat.

Cognitive ability has been linked to combat success. In their simulatlon study of Infantry soldiers,
Whltmarsh and Sulzen (1989) found the General Technical (GT) composite of the Armed Services
Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) to be positively related to performance. Mahan and Clum (1971)
found education level and scores on the General Classification Test Battery to correlate positively with
performance In both combat and non-combat situations. However, In a more recent study of combat
effectiveness during Operation Just Cause, the ASVAB did not differentiate soldier performance in
combat situations (Dover, unpublished manuscript). Dover suggests that abilities needed to succeed in
Army training may not be the same abilities needed to succeed In combat situations.

Soldler's temperament has also been Implicated In combat effectiveness (Egbert et al.,1958). Egbert
et al. concluded that the better soldier during the Korean War was more masculine. socialiy mature and
emotionally stable.

The research presented hero examines predictors of Desert Shield/Storm combat performance for
soldiers In the Armys longitudinal validation study, Project A. Measures of soldiers' temperament and
cognitive aptitude were obtained in FY86/87 when the soldiers entered the Army as new recruits.
Supervisor and peer combat performance ratings were obtained for soldiers In the LV sample who
participated in Desert Shield/Storm. Hence, this research attempts to Identify the Individual
characteristics of the better combat soldier.

Method

Sample and Procedure

The predictor rmeasures were administered to a longitudinal validation (LV) sample of 49.108 soldiers
in 21 MOS who entered the service in FY86/87. Testing occurred during reception station processing.
More detail on the predictor measures and the data collection can be found in Campbell (1989).

Supervisor and peer ratings were made once soldiers had returned from Desert Shield/Storm.
Ratings were made on 262 soldiers. Of these, 142 soldiers were matched with the LV predictor data.
Approximately 90% of the soldiers were Specialist 4s, Corporals, and Sergeants. Fifty percent of the

1Presented at the meeting of the Military Test!ng Association, October, 1992. All statements
expressed In this paper are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official opinions or
policies of the U.S. Army Research Institute or the Department of the Army.
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soldiers were from combat MOS. Males accounted for 98% of the sample and 50% of the sample was
white.

ASVAB Cognitive ability was measured by the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB). The ASVAB is used for the selection and classification of applicants for the Services. It
consists of 10 subtests that can be represented by four factors: Quantitative, Speed, Technical and
Verbal aptitude. Parallel forms reliabilties range from .78 - .92 (Kass, Mitchell, Grafton, & Wing, 1983).

A composite of the ASVAB called the Armed Forces Qualifications Test (AFQT) is used for selection.
It Is reported as a percentile score with a mean of 50. The current AFQT composite (AFQT89) was
Implemented In January 1989. It Is a composite of four subtests; Word knowledge. Paragraph
Comprehension, Arithmetic Reasoning, and Mathematics Knowledge.

Temomet. Measures of temperament were obtained from the Assessment of Background and
Life Experiences (ABLE). This Instrument consists of 11 temperament scales which are organized into
seven factors: Internal Control, Cooperativeness. Dominance, Dependability, Physical Conditioning,
Stress Tolerance and Work Orientation. The ABLE has been used to predict a wide variety of criteria.
Including leadership potential, job performance, and first term attrition (White, Nord, Mael, & Young, in
press). Five year test-retest reliabilitles for the factors range from .33 to .59.

Army-Wide Performance Ratinas Peer and supervisor ratings were collected on a set of twelve 7-
point scale dimensions called the Army-Wide Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scales (BARS). The scales
were originally developed to assess second tour soldier effectiveness in any Army job. Each dimension
was given an overall definition and contained three scaled behavioral summary statements reflecting low,
middle-, and high-level performance in the category. (See Campbell (1992) for more Information on the
development of the rating scales). These scales were slightly modified to reflect the somewhat different
Job performance requirements In Desert Shield/Storm.

Results

The majority of raters reported that they had worked with the ratees for at least 7 months. Raters
also reported that they had sufficient opportunity to observe ratee job performance; 85% of the peers
and 94% of the supervisors Indicated they observed performance several times a week.

Factor analysis of ratinos

Principal factor analysis with varimax rotation was used to explore the dimensionality of the Army-
wide BARS for the combined peer and supervisory ratings. Prior to the factor analysis, a mean
peer/supervsor rating was computed for each ratee giving equal weights to each ratee/rater pair. A
three factor solution based on 11 items was chosen as the most meaningful (Maintaining Assigned
Equipment was removed due to low reliability, r=.142). Six items formed the first factor which was
labeled Supervision/Technical Skill and is summarized as showing technical knowledge, exerting effort
and demonstrating leadership abilities and support to other soldiers. The second factor was labeled as
Personal Discipline and represents following regulations and orders, integrity and self-control. The third
factor, Physical Fitness/Bearing is defined by maintaining an appropriate military appearance and
staying In good physical condition. The three factor solution for combat performance is similar to the
non-combat performance solution (Campbell, 1992). The factor loadings obtained for the combat ratings
are displayed in Table 1.
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Composite scores were computed by summing the items that had the highest loadings on each of
the three factors. Interrater rellabilitles for the three factors were as follows: .453 for
Supervision/Technical Skill, .345 for Personal Discipline, and .487 for Physical Ftness/BearIng.
Correlations among the factors ranged from .527 to .48.

Table I

Pilncloal Factor Analysis of Ratbnas on Army-Wide BARS

Behavior Scales Supervision/ Personal Physical Fitness/
Tech. Skill Discipline Bearing

Technical Knowledge/Skill &Z .25 .22
Effort &Z .39 .29
Supervising & .37 .34
Following Regs/Orders .46 .24
Integrity .47 .27
Training/Development &Z .20 .26
Physical Fitness .28 .19 J.5
Self.Development 6 .42 .26
Consideration for Subordinates .Q .41 .31
Military Appearance/Bearing .28 .46
Self-Control .21 .20

% Variance Explained 28.64 18.55 10.73

Note. Principal Factor Analysis with varimax rotation (n 204)

Mean performance ratings for each factor are given in Table 2. Mean ratings were significantly
higher for Physical Fitness for the minority group as compared to whites% F(1,215)=-17.60, 2 < .05. This
finding has also appeared in peacetime ratings (Pulakos, White, Oppler, & Borman, 1989).

Table 2

Mean Performance Ratinas

Supervision/ Personal Physical Fitness/

Tech. Skill Discipline Bearing

Ratee Race M SD M SD M SD

White 4.388 .993 4.469 1.138 4.405" 1.177
(n-111)

Other 4.410 .894 4.620 .990 5.040" 1.056
(n -105)

"2 < .05
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Correlations between dimensions of rated effectiveness and the ASVAB and ABLE are shown in
Table 3. The zero-order correlations were corrected for range restriction due to multivarlate selection
on ASVAB (Lawley. 1943).

The Quantitative, Technical and Verbal ASVAB factors and AFQT are predictive of higher ratings for
the Supetials/Technical Skill performance factor. The ASVAB factors and AFQT were not significantly
correlated with performance on the other factors.

As expected, ABLE Physical Conditioning was positively correlated with ratings of Physical
Fitness/Bearing. Unexpectedly, the correlation between Physical Conditioning and Personal Discipline
was also significant.

Table 3

Correlations of ASVAB and ABLE with Combat Performance Rating Dimensions

Supervislon/ Personal Physical Fitness/
Tech. Skill Discipline Bearing

Predictors

ASVAB (n - 128)

Quantitative .253/ .40 .165 /.21 -.003 / .03
Speed -.031 /.26 -.002/.09 .089/.05
Technical .216/ .30 .091 / .12 -.153/-.15
Verbal .224"/.39 .090/.12 -.107/-.07

AFQT89 .273/ .42 .143/.18 -.033 /.01

A=L (n,, 120)

Internal Control -.089/-.04 .020 / .04 .042 / .05
Cooperativeness -.102/-.18 .026/.00 -.089/-.0s
Dominance -.061 /.00 -.123/-.09 -.038/-.03
Dependablity -.033/-.01 .047/.05 .056/.04
Physical Conditioning .068 / .01 -.176"/-.17 .231 /.21
Stress Tolerance -.111 /-.03 -.113/-.08 -.074/-.06
Work Orientation -.048/.02 -.129/-.09 -.063/-.07

"Correlations were adjusted for range restriction. Format Is uncorrected/corrected.

"g < .05

Discussion

Principal components factor analysis revealed three dimensions of combat performance;
Supervision/Technical Skill, Personal Discipline and Physical Fitness/Bearing. Mean ratings on these factors
were correlated with cognitive ability and temperament as measured by ASVAB and the ABLE, respectively. The
ASVAB results Indicate that cognitive ability is an Important predictor of combat performance.

Although the present sample Is too small (n-27) to allow within-subject comparisons of combat
performance and non-combat performance, comparisons can be made across investigations. The factor
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analysis results are similar to previous findings performed on non-combat ratings in which factor analysis
performed on 19 Army-wide BARS yielded a four factor solution labeled Supervision. Technical Skill, Personal
Discipline and Physical Fitness/Military Bearing (Campbell, 1992).

Research examining the relationships of temperament and cognitive ability to ratings of non-combat
performance has shown the ABLE factors to be more strongly related to performance. Borman, White. Pulakos
and Oppler (1991) showed Achievement ouientatlon and Dependability to be predictive of performance in non-
combat situations while smaller relationships were shown to exist between cognitive ability and performance
ratings. In the combat environmentM we found this pattern was reversed with ASVAB strongly predictive of
Supervision/Technical Skill performance and ABLE showing near-zero correlations with ratings.

The research presented here is preliminary. More combat performance data is being collected on cases in
the Project A LV sample using the Army-Wide BARS. In additqon, performance data has also been collected
using another set of rating measures called the Combat Performance Scales (CPS). The CPS consists of 27
Items developed specifically to examine combat performance. Analyses using these scales will allow more
insight Into the characteristics of the effective combat soldier.
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A Dose Equivalency Strategy to Index Human Performance Degradation

Robert S. Kennedy, Essex Corporation
Janet J. Turnage, University of Central Florida

William P. Dunlap, Tulane University

ABSTRACT

Toxic and controlled substances, stress, sleep loss, and environmental effects can render an individual unfit tor
duty. Bioassays of body fluids or hair clippings can establish the presence of some substances, but beg the
question of whether work performance will be degraded and are not useful for identification of agents which have
no chemical trace. A performance-based method would permit more direct assessment of fitness for duty. While
the most obvious way to measure job performance is on the job, such measures ame not usually sutficiently
reliable, not stable, and tueconomical to collect. Standardized performance test batteries can be employed to
screen workers. But it is not enough to show sensitivity of a test battery; what is required is A quantitative
standard or yardstick which will permit changes that occur on performance tests to be tranlated into the more
meaningful contexts such as operational performance. Alcohol was exanuned tor feasibility for this standard.
A series of metrically-sound nucrocomputer-based tests were adminrustered before, during, and after graded
dosages of alcohol were applied. The ascending and descending lunbs of the alcohol concentration curves were
then followed, and multiple regression analyses were calculated. Multi-variate predictor equations ot
performance deficit were generated. To demonstrate generalizabuty of the dose-equivalency method, an
algorithm, empirically derived from the descending limb in one sample, was cross-validated to predict both
ascending and descending linbs in another sample (p < .01). The feasibility of using such a methodology to
aid interpretation of military stressors and their effects on operational performance is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Elsewhere, we hypothesized that it would be possible to create tests which: (1) are sensitive to the same
agents as those which affect fitness-for-duty, and (2) tap the same mental faculties that are demanded in job
performance. We have named such an approach surrogate testing (Turnage, Kennedy, Gilson, Bliss, &
Nolan, 1988) and offered a set of criteria for surrogate test development. In addition to sensitivity and
relevance, surrogate tests should also: (3) take less time than real-world tasks to reach stable levels otf
performance; and (4) he administered in a short period of time. To this end, we have developed a menu
of microcomputer-based tests which achieve stability quickly ( < 15 minutes of practice) (Kennedy, Baltzley,
Wilkes, & Kuntz, 1989), are reliable (retest reliability for each test > .707 for 3-minute tests) (Kennedy,
Wilkes, Dunlap, & Kuntz, 1987), and are factorially rich (3+ factors in < 10 minutes) (Kennedy, Baltzley,
Turnage, & Jones, 1989). Scores on combinations of subtests show reasonably high multiple regressions
with global measures of intelligence (Kennedy, Wilkes, Dunlap, & Kuntz, 1987), and with tasks related to
job performance (Kennedy, Baltzley, Turnage, & Jones, 1989). Several of the tests have been employed
in validation studies and have proven to he sensitive to drugs (Parth, Dunlap, Kennedy, Lane, & Ordy,
1989) and treatments, such as hypoxia (Kennedy, Dunlap, Bandaret, Smith, & Houston, 1989). Recently,
these validation studies were reviewed and performance deficits were compared to changes induced by
alcohol intoxication (Kennedy, Dunlap, & Turnage, in preparation). From these relations, we propose that
alcohol concentration should he investigated to determine psychometrically whether it would he suitable as
a "gold standard" to index performance deficits. Then, regardless of whatever agents were reducing
per•ormance on the job, the change could he reflected in equivalent personal dose equivalency alcohol
concentrations (DEAC's). The availability of such a system could provide additional guidance to an
employeee or his or her supervisor and could provide feedback via self-testing prior to work.

The following logic forms the basis for the formal argument for a dose equivalency model or strategy. First,
a set of target performance tasks and an indexing agent are selected. Then, graded "dosages" of the indexing
agent are administered and performance decrements are marked against the various dosages. One is then
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left with a functional relationship between an agent and performance(s). This relationship can become the
dose response "yardstick" against which other agents and treatments of general fitness are marked. Such
an approach, using alcohol, has been anticipated by at least three other research groups (Klein, 1972:
O'Hanlon, Brookhuis, Louwerens, & Volkerts, 1986; Billings, Demosthenes, White & O'Hara, 1990). The
research questions are: "How strongly are performance and alcohol dosage related? Can the relationship
be mathematically expressed so that it can be applied automatically? Wnat is the rate of error?"

After selection of alcohol as the indexing agent, our next step was to set up conditions to answer research
questions. For example, we wanted to determine when an individual would be unfit to perform normally.
We had already obtained a regression equation from a preliminary alcohol consumption study where
performance was also measured with nine computerized cognitive tests (Kennedy, Wilkes, Dunlap, Fowlkes.
& Smith, 1990). Although statistically significant findings were found, that work suffered because: (1)
alcohol dosages were abruptly ingested; (2) statistical significances of dosage effects were marginal at alcohol
concentration (AC) .05 and below; and, (3) only the descending limb of alcohol concentration was followed.
However, in that pilot study, all test performances were correlated with alcohol concentration. Furthermore.
a regression analysis yielded an equation which made use of only four tests and produced a multiple
correlation of R = .77. From this outcome, we theorized that it should be possible to develop algorithms
which would permit the selection of a specific alcohol concentration limit, and "Back-Solve" the equation
to establish prescribed combined limits on these four tests. If these limits were exceeded, it would permit
identification of that individual as prospectively unfit.

In order to pursue further this strategy for research, it was necessary to determine whether the findings
would generalize beyond the sample and specific conditions of the pilot experiment. The primary purpose
of the present research was to expand on the original work with new research that also followed both the
ascending and descending limb of the alcohol content curve and then compared multiple regression equations
for both studies. It was also an opportunity to study procedural variables where little baseline testing was
established, and to examine the effect of more realistic (less abrupt) alcohol ingestion which more nearly
represented social drinking conditions. Based on the outcome from this experiment, decisions about
subsequent experimental work could be made to continue with alcohol and to investigate other agents.

ALCOHOL EXPERIMENT

Subiect Solicitation and Selection. Adult male University of Wyoming students were solicited for research
participation with informational posters and advertisements in the University newspaper. Females were not
employed because of human use restrictions. The candidate subjects completed several questionnaires and
were informed that notification of selection would be completed within the following 2-week period.
Information from the Personal Information Questionnaire (PIQ), Iowa Scale of Preoccupation with Alcohol
(IS), and Cahalan Volume-Variability Scale (Cahalan, Cisin, & Crossley, 1969) was then reviewed and
assessed concerning subject selection criteria. Potential subjects were dropped from further consideration
based on the criteria from these preselection questionnaires. The final sample consisted of 30 subjects.

Automated Performance Test System (APTS) Tests. The mental acuity tests selected for inclusion in this
study were from a portable microcomputer-based menu of tests developed by us (Kennedy, Baltzley,
Wilkes, & Kuntz, 1989). The battery selected for study consists of subtests requiring approximately 12
minutes of real-time testing. The individual subtests used in this research are described more completely
elsewhere (Kennedy, Baltzley, Wilkes, & Kuntz, 1989), The tests for this study were implemented on a
portable, battery-operated laptop computer (NEC PC8201A), although versions are available for
IBM-compatible PC's and some normative data for stabilized performance are available.

Data Collection. Subjects were requested to not ingest alcohol, other drugs or solid food between the
training session and the data collection session. Upon arriving at the data collection site, the subjects filled
out a Current Health State Questionnaire (CHSQ) and then performed two additional APTS battery baseline
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sessions (ca. 20 minutes). During the computer testing the CHSQ's were reviewed for subject suitability
for research participation. In particular, health status, medications, suitability statement, and weight were
noted. After the APTS tests the subjects were given a breath test. "Warm-up" testing insured that all
subjects were at an alcohol concentration (AC) = 0.000% and they were well practiced and performing at
asymptotic levels as well as providing the prealcohol baseline data necessary for post-alcohol comparison.

Upon completing the "warm-up" session, subjects then began the alcohol consumption portion of this
experiment which consisted of eight cycles of testing (approximately 80 minutes per cycle) and involved the
following procedures: During cycle one, subjects consumed one third of the grain alcohol mixed with citrus
punch and ice. The quantity of grain alcohol usage was calculated for each subject based on his reported
weight. After consumption, subjects waited for a minimum of 12 minutes before testing began. Following
this waiting period, a breath test was administered to measure blood alcohol content. Next, subjects took
the APTS battery on NEC laptop computers. These two tests, (breath and APTS), were administered in that
order throughout the entire experiment. During cycle two, subjects again consumed one third of the grain
alcohol mixed drink with a minimum 12-minute waiting period followed by the breath test and APTS battery
in that order and another breath test after completion of the APTS battery. This same sequence was repeated
for cycle three. During cycle four, subjects ate lunch and were administered the series of tests previously
described. During cycles five and six, breath tests and the APTS were administered. During cycle seven.
subjects ate dinner after which the APTS was administered. Finally, in cycle eight, subjects were
administered their last APTS battery and breath test, and. if they achieved acceptable scores on the breath
test given after dinner, or on a breath test given after the hattery, they were transported home.

DOSE EQUIVALENCY FINDINGS

Regression equations were calculated using APTS scores as independent variables and AC as the criterion.
The regression analyses obtained in previous work (Kennedy, Wilkes, Dunlap, Fowlkes, & Smith. 1990)
were then applied to these data. In that work, the same nine tests from the core battery were administered.
but only the descending limb of AC curve was monitored. Because four tests (Code Substitution. CS; Math
Processing, MP; Two-Hand Tapping, THT; and Grammatical Reasoning, GR) were as effective in a multiple
regression coefficient (R = .75) as all nine (R = .77), these tour were again used to create an algorithm
for predicting alcohol concentration.

Validation of Algorithm. The manner in which the algorithm is constructed is as follows:

First, percent decrements for each of the four core subtests of the battery were computed relative to baseline.

Percent Decrement = 100 x (Baseline - Score)/Baseline. (l)

Next, a composite score (S) from CS, MP, TFT, and GR was computed at

S = (9CS + 6THT + 5MP - 2GR)/1000 (2)

If S was less than zero, S is set equal to zero. Estimated Alcohol Concentration (AC) is then computed as

AC = 0.2 S` 2 . (3)

Fitting the Algorithms to Previous Experimental FindingL. Using the warmup trials as the baseline, the
algorithm was seen to fit the ascending limb of the alcohol intoxication curve quite well. However.
preliminary fits to the subsequent descending limb of the curve were tound to badly underestimate actual
AC. This underestimation may have resulted from one or b-th of two possible processes. First, it is known
that performance during the descending curve of alcohol intoxication curve may be influenced by a
short-term tolerance phenomenon, such that less intoxication is seen during the failing curve than on the
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rising part of the curve, even at the same actual AC (Taylor, 1986; Wilson, Erwin, & McCleran, 1984).
The other more likely problem with the current data is that practice on the eight trials prior to alcohol
intoxication was insufficient to reach asymptotic levels of performance. If this were the case, additional
practice under alcohol treatment would continue to cause the performance curve to rise, owing to learning,
such that baseline performance at the end of the session would logically he higher than baseline performance
at the beginning of alcohol testing.

To test the latter hypothesis, the following strategy was adopted. A first approximation to a learning curve
(Lane, 1987) was fit to each subject's first eight (nonalcohol) trials of performance on the target tasks:

Performance = B x Log. (Trial Number) + A. (4)

This learning curve was then used to nrojec baseline scores for trials 9 through 15, during which subjects
performed under various degrees of alcohol intoxication. It should be remembered that in actual
implementation of an automated performance fitness test station, workers would be tested daily; therefore.
the question of the stability of asymptotic performance would be moot, since after 20 or more sessions, the
learning curve can be expected to be moving more slowly.

The learning curves calculated for the group data for four tests are depicted in Figures la-d, where it can
be seen that the learning function appears to fit well. Then, using the predicted scores from individually
fitted learning curves as estimated baselines, the predicted ACs from Equations I to 3 were computed again,
and were found to fit both ascending and descending limbs of the actual AC curves much more adequately.
Predicted AC scores were correlated to actual AC scores, and the correlation was 0.722, which is nearly
as high as the Multiple R of 0.75 in the fit to the previous data set and strongly argues for a predictively
useful dose equivalency model. It should be remembered that this model was derived from an entirely
different data set, therefore, the above analysis establishes the validity of that prediction algorithm.

Analvs;s of Predicted AC. Repeated-measures analysis of variance was applied to the predicted AC scores
in order to compare baseline to alcohol intoxication trials, in a subjects by treatments ANOVA. A highly
significant effect of trial was found [F(7, 154) = 69.36, p< 0.0011. This analysis was followed by
Dunnett's test to compare each alcohol intoxication trial to the baseline predicted score; predicted AC on
all alcohol trials differed significantly from the warmup baseline, except for the final trial (p < .06) on
which actual AC was only 0.038. This indicates that the AC prediction algorithm is sensitive at 0.05 AC
and somewhat below; more detailed investigation at lower AC levels is clearly warranted.
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In summary, the research described above provided considerable encouragement for continued exploration

of the dose equivalency methodology and no insurmountable technical difficulties were surfaced. It was seen
that incremental changes in baseline performance due to learning could be fitted and covaried by following
well-established equations (e.g., Lane, 1987). Using this information, a new multiple regression equation
was derived for the present experiment and compared (cross-validated) with one obtained previously. The
additional variance-accounted-for was very small and, because of the generalizability of the cross-validation
outcome, the original dose equivalency algorithm was retained.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A series of metrically sound microcomputer tests were administered before, during, and after graded dosages
of alcohol were applied. The ascending and descending limbs of the AC curves were followed, and
multivariate predictor equations of performance deficit were generated. To demons.trate generalizability of
the dose-equivalency method, an algorithm, empirically derived from the descending limb in one sample,
was cross-validated to predict both ascending and descending limbs in another sample (p< .01).

Preliminary work has been performed to test the logic of the dose equivalency model. In one study, the
same cognitive and motor tasks as were used here were studied in tracking cognitive performance decrements
occasioned by systematically decreasing atmospheric pressure applied to seven subjects who lived for 40 days
in a hypobaric chamber to simulate a climb to the height of Mount Everest (Kennedy, Dunlap, Bandaret,
Smith, & Houston, 1989). In a second study, the feasibility of calibrating performance decrements in terms
of alcohol dose was demonstrated in a study conducted at a treatment center for leukemia patients, where
toxic chemoradiotherapy was used to destroy diseased bone marrow prior to implanting donor bone marrow
(Parth et al., 1989). (Note that it is not suggested that there is a direct pharmacological linkage between
chemoradiotherapy and CNS depression, nor that performance changes are due to the chemicals, the
radiation, or some other factor governed by emotion. These results are merely expositional.) Impacts of
the chemoradiotherapy were monitored via performance on the cognitive tests. From these data sets, one
might equate the effect of the simulated Mount Everest climb to the summit (25,000 ft) from a cognitive
standpoint to be roughly equivalent to the early stages of chemoradiotherapy, or about a . 11 BAL, which
is equivalent to driving under the influence (DUI) in all states in the country.

These two examples appeared to support the feasibility of continued development of the dose equivalency
concept, using larger and more heterogenous samples (f subjects in order to broaden the applicability and
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refine the predictor equation. It should also be remembered that each particular toxic agent is likely to
produce its own particular spectrum of performance deficits, and, in factorially rich batteries, one cannot
expect the constellation of deficits to exactly parallel that of alcohol. Future work should also concentrate
on the uses of dose equivalency to situations where the treatment condition would be expected to produce
similar pharmacological responses to the responses produced by alcohol. At this point, the findings in this
study cannot be extended to exposures other than situations where central nervous system depression is the
primary toxic effect. Scaling to the alcohol metric, however, does permit comparisons across studies and
across toxic conditions in terms of a common metric that has both intuitive and scientific appeal, as well as
fairly well established safety limits.
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THE ROLE OF THE INSTRUCTOR IN
PAIRED COMPUTER-BASED TRAINING

Stanley D. Stephenson
Southwest Texas State University

Although the effects on achievement of non-content training
system factors in computer-based training (CDT, used here as a
generic term for all computer-based, computer-assisted training)
has not been extensively studied, McCombs et al. (1984) did find
that two non-CBT content factors were critical to the success of
CBT courses. They were: (a) adequate opportunities for student-
instructor interactions, and (b) the incorporation of group
activities with individualized training.

The student-instructor interaction result is a significant
finding since one of the most consistently reported positive
traditional instruction (TI) instructor behaviors is frequent but
short student-instructor interactions; i.e., an increase in
student-instructor interactions produces an increase in achievement
(Brophy & Good, 1986). Stephenson (1991) manipulated this variable
and found that in individual CBT settings (one student-one
computer) student-instructor interaction had a positive effect on
achievement in CBT even when the interactions were not related to
the CBT content.

The second McCombs dimension, group activities, is a dimension
frequently not found in CBT, perhaps due to the fact that CBT is
typically conducted in a one student-one terminal environment.
Group activities in CBT can occur in more than one way. One way is
to have students work CBT in small groups, and the results of work
done in this area are fairly consistent. "No study has reported
significantly greater learning when students work alone (Webb,
1987, p. 195)."

Consequently, there is some evidence that both student-
instructor interaction and working CBT in dyads/ triads can
increase achievement in CBT. However, there is no available
research on the interaction between these two variables.
Therefore, a 2 x 2 factorial design field experiment was conducted.
Based on the literature, it was hypothesiznd that both student-
instructor interaction and paired learning would have positive
effects on achievement.

METHOD

Eighty four business statistics students completed a field
study exercise on how to use a computer spreadsheet package to
perform statistical calculations. So' prior experiences on a
personal computer (PC) and spreadsheet were assessed.
Experimental Materials

The CBT software was the spreadsheet tutorial portion of a
larger commercial software tutorial package designed for an
integrated spreadsheet-word processing-database program. The
tutorial is basically linear and learner-controlled.

The larger tutorial was modified to include just the
introduction to the integrated package plus that portion of the
tutorial software devoted to the use of the spreadsheet. The
introduction portion (Part A) contained four lessons, and the
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spreadsheet portion (Part B) contained eight lessons. The
tutorials were run on Tandy 1000SX PCs.

A statistical exercise (calculate means and standard
deviations) designed to evaluate mastery of the spreadsheet
tutorial commands was added to the experimental software.
Therefore, the total experimental material consisted of a CBT
spreadsheet tutorial modified to include a statistics-based
exercise. The exercise was also worked on the computer.
Experimental Design

Ss were arranged in a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design. Main
effects were learning setting (dyad/individual), student-instructor
interaction (present/absent), and spreadsheet/PC experience
jhigh/low).

Ss were randomly assigned by spreadsheet/PC experience to one
of four groups. Group I (n-20) worked CBT in dyads and received
instructor-initiated interactions. Group II (n-25) also worked CBT
in dyads but did not experience student-instructor interactions.
Group III (n-20) worked CBT individually with interactions, while
Group IV (n-19) worked individually without interactions. So were
assigned to teams based on grade point average, college major, and
gender.

All groups worked the CBT tutorial in three sessions. In
session one, all groups started on lesson Al and worked in the
tutorial for 70 minutes. In the second session, all groups started
on lesson B1 and worked for 70 minutes. In the third session, all
groups started on lesson B3 and worked for 35 minutes. Therefore,
all Ss had a single exposure to lessons Al though A4 and repeated
exposure to lessons Bl through possibly B8, the spreadsheet portion
of the tutorial. Since teams and individuals went at their own
speeds, total individual subject time on task varied. After 35
minutes on day 3, Ss worked individually on the statistics exercise
for 30 minutes.

At the beginning of day 1, the instructor interacted with all
teams/individuals to insure that all Ss were properly logged into
the tutorial. The instructor also responded to all subsequent
student-initiated interactions with one or more of three responses:
(1) "Try pushing the [ESCAPE] key;" (2) "Try pushing the [SPACE]
bar;" or (3) "Re-boot the system and start over." These sug-
gestions were given in sequence; e.g., if "Try pushing the [ESCAPE]
key," did not correct the problem, then the S was told to "Try
pushing the [SPACE] bar." For the groups not receiving
interactions, So, these suggestions were the only instructor
interactions experienced after the startup on day 1.

In addition to the startup instructions interactions listed
above, two groups also received subsequent instructor-initiated
interactions svhich lasted 5 - 10 seconds. In the first session,
the instructor initiated four interactions with each team/ subject.
In sessions two and three, the instructor initiated three and one
interactions, respectively. These interactions were related to
location of keys on the Tandy keyboard. E.g., shortly before the
Back Slash (\) key was needed in the tutorial, the instructor would
tell the So where that key was located on the Tandy keyboard. Key
location was explained and diagrammed in instructions given to all
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So, but for most So key location on the Tandy keyboard was a minor
problem due to previous exposure to an IBM keyboard.

It should be noted that in no instance did the instructor
provide information which was not available to all So elsewhere in
the instructional materials. Also, in no instance did the
instructor provide feedback on any S's CBT performance.
Dependent Measures

Two dependent measures were recorded: performance on the
statistics exercise and number of spreadsheet commands used while
working the exercise. Since most spreadsheet procedures can be
performed in more than one way (e.g., a cell entry can be changed
via an EDIT command or by simply re-typing the entry), this second
reasure -,as recorded to assess how many different spreadsheet
commands were actually used during the exercise.

RESULTS
Means and standard deviations for Exercise Performance and Use

of Spreadsheet Commands are given in Tables 1 and 2. Analysis of
variance results are presented in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 1
Statistical Exercise Performance

Means and Standard DeviationsSETTING EXPRINE INTERCT g
X12

Low Experience 44.50/18.17 42.86/14.10
(n-10) (n-14)

Paired
High Experience 77.00/12.52 71.36/16.45

(n-10) (n-11)

Low Experience 42.73/14.55 31.67/13.92
(n-11) (n-9)

Individual
High Experience 63.89/14.09 63.50/11.56

(n-9) (n-10)

Table 2
Use of Spreadsheet Commands

Means and Standard DeviationsSETTING EXPEIENC INERCTO

Low Experience 17.00/6.75 18.57/6.91
(n-10) (n-14)

Paired
High Experience 29.44/4.52 23.64/9.51

(n-10) (n-11)

Low Experience 16.36/4.52 19.44/5.83
(n-11) (n-9)

Individual
High Experience 21.11/6.51 24.50/6.85

(n-9) (n-lO)
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Table 3
Analysis of Variance

Statistical Exercise Performance
Sour!e SS df MS F-Ratio P-Value
Setting 1389.61 1 1389.61 6.624 0.012
Interaction 507.59 1 507.59 2.420 0.124
Experience 17087.60 1 17087.60 81.454 0.000
Dyad x Inter 35.97 1 35.97 0.171 0.680
Dyad x Exper 61.40 1 61.40 0.293 0.590
Inter x Exper 39.97 1 39.97 0.191 0.664
Dyad x Inter
x Exper 236.91 1 236.91 1.129 0.291

Ezror 15943.44 76 209.78

Table 4
Analysis of Variance

Use of Spreadsheet Commands
Source SS df MS F-Ratio P-Value
Setting 34.57 1 34.57 0.745 0.391
Interaction 23.72 1 23.72 0.511 0.477
Experience 822.61 1 822.61 17.728 0.000
Dyad x Inter 152.45 1 152.45 3.285 0.074
Dyad x Exper 79.93 1 79.93 1.723 0.193
Inter x Exper 67.56 1 67.56 1.456 0.231
Dyad x Inter

x Exper 40.90 1 40.90 0.881 0.351
Error 3526.63 76 46.40

The hypothesis that Ss arranged in dyads would outperform So
working CBT individually was supported, while the hypothesis that
student-instructor interaction would produce higher performance
received moderate support. For Statistical Exercise Performance
(Table 3), Ss who worked CDT in pairs (dyads) outperformed Ss who
worked individually (p < .02). Also, So who interacted with the
instructor tended to outperform Ss who did not interact with the
instructor (p < .13). However, Table 1 shows that the No
Interaction/Low Experience Ss had the disproportionately lowest
average score of all groups; this group's score tended to pull down
the overall average score of the No Interaction Se. In two of the
four comparisons between Interaction/No Interaction So, the No
Interaction Ss performed equally as well as the Interaction So. As
expected, High Experience So outperformed Low Experience Se.

For Use of Spreadsheet Commands (Table 4), High Experience So
used more commands than did Low Experience Ss, also as would be
expected. There was also a significant (p < .074) interaction
between Setting (dyad/individual) and Instructor Interaction. The
Use of Commands means presented in Table 2 suggest that the basis
for this interaction was the No Interaction So. No Interactions So
in the Individual Setting tended to use more commands than did
their interaction/individual counterparts; this was not true in the
Paired Setting in which Interaction Ss used more commands on
average.
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DISCUSSION
Stephenson (1991) found that instructor interaction had a

positive effect on achievement and suggested that student-
instructor interaction met certain social needs frequently not
considered in CBT. However, Ss worked CBT individually in that
study. In the present study instructor interaction had little or
no effect on achievement when Ss worked the CBT tutorial in pairs.
Moreover, instructor interaction did not have a disproportionately
larger effect on those paired Ss without prior spreadsheet
experience, a result opposite to that reported by Stephenson
(1991). In this study low experience Ss working in pairs without
instructor interaction performed equally as well as low experience
Ss workinq in pairs with instructor interaction. Evidently, a dyad
partner can provide the feedback, support, and social facilitation
usually provided by the instructor in a more traditional classroom
setting.

Ss who both worked CBT individually and received instructor
interaction performed slightly (but not significantly) lower than
So who worked CBT in pairs with instructor interaction. This
result suggests that there is a social dimension to learning which
can be provided by the instructor in an individual setting and by
a team partner in the dyad setting. The fact that the lowest
scoring So were those who worked CBT individually without
instructor interaction, a result also reported by Stephenson
(1991), suggests that weak students are more impacted by lack of
social interaction than are strong students. Conversely, weak
students benefit more from social interaction.

So with prior PC/spreadsheet experience tended to perform
equally within learning setting (dyad/individual), suggesting that
high skill students have less need for social support. However,
prior experience Ss in the dyad setting did perform higher than
their counterparts in the individual setting. This result suggests
that, besides the social benefit derived from interacting with the
instructor, working CBT with another person provides an additional
benefit of added knowledge. Based on observations of the instruc-
tor in this study, this finding is not surprising. Student-
instructor interaction is a sometimes thing, while interactions
between paired students is an on-going event. In the dyad setting,
social facilitation is constantly occurring in the form of
immediate feedback, two person trial-and-error, and consensus
behavior. While high skill dampens the impact of social
interactions, it does not eliminate the positive influence of
working CBT with another person.

The significant Use of Spreadsheet Commands interaction
between Setting (dyad/individual) and Instructor Interaction can
not be easily explained. Stephenson (1991) had previously reported
that Use of Commands did not vary between Ss receiving/ not
receiving instructor interaction; i.e., all Ss learned the commands
equally well, but some used the commands better. To a large
degree, this was also true in the present study. However, High
Experience Ss used more spreadsheet commands than did Low
Experience Ss, which may simply reflect the fact that these Ss
brought more skill and knowledge with them into tl'e session.

These results on the positive effect of working CBT in pairs
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support the results reported by Dalton (1990) and others and re-
emphasize the social nature of learning. For some students,
learning is simply a social event. In the traditional classroom
the instructor may provide most of the social functions. In
individual CBT situations, the computer can not provide these
functions. Consequently, when Ss run CBT individually, student
interaction with a human instructor has a measurable effect.
However, when social functions can be provided by a team partner,
the need for interacting with the instructor is reduced. It also
appears that interactions between students positively affect
achievement above and beyond the affect produced by just
interacting with the instructor.

Even though the Ss felt that the information gained from this
CST program would be valuable to their careers, this study's
relatively short tutorial limits the generalization of the results.
That limitation not withstanding, the results do suggest that the
best CBT environment may not be the one in which students work
individually. Rather, higher achievement is found when students
work CBT in pairs. Whatever it is about the effect of social
facilitation on learning is served quite well by the partner in a
study team and, in fact, may be served better than by an
instructor.

These results have several implications. First, since the
results suggest that CBT should be worked in pairs, CBT software
should be written for a small group setting. Second, the results
suggest that the instructor should be properly trained to work with
students who are arranged in such an environment. Third, the
entire approach to CBT should incorporate social facilitation in
the planning and implementation stages.

Overall, it does appear that the social aspect of learning
needs to be considered in CBT. If students are working CBT
individually, the instructor (or course administrator) must provide
the social functions. However, if students are working in pairs,
the instructor's social role is reduced. In the latter situation,
the instructor's role may become very specialized; e.g., to provide
social support for weaker students.
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Development of a Foreign Lanquaqe Tutor

Incorporating Intelligent Computer-Assistd Training

Richard E. Maisano and Cathie E. Alderks

U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences
Alexandria, Virginia

The U.S. Army Research Institute and the U.S. Army Intelligence
Center and School (USAICS) have undertaken an effort to apply
advances in Intelligence Computer-Assisted Training to the problem
of second language acquisition and maintenance for Army Military
Intelligence (MI) linguists, specifically tactical interrogators,
MOS 97E. The area .of intelligent computer-assisted language
learning (ICALL) seeks to incorporate advances in Natural Language
Processing (NLP) into new training systems. These advances permit
training devices to be built that can analyze students' free
language input, detect subtle errors made by the student, and
formulate realistic responses for students in dialogue-like
interactions. To develop effective ICALL requires a series of
design decisions that exploit the capabilities of NLP tools while
recognizing their limitations. This paper will describe the
process and the design decisions involved in developing a recent
ICALL system - the BRIDGE Tutor, intended to teach job language
skills to MI linguists.

The Problem, MI linguists receive second language (L2) training in
global language skills: reading, listening, and speaking, at the
Defense Language Institute (DLI). The course is intensive, but
little time is spent on job-specific language training. This
problem is compounded when the DLI graduate does not immediately
rotate to a position requiring or using language skills. There can
be a considerable time between when a soldier receives language
training and when these skills are job requirements.

The skills required in interrogation are complex, even when
conducted in the soldier's first language (Ll) as taught at USAICS.
The added burden of needing to master these skills in a foreign
language can be very demanding. However, no formal L2 training is
given in interrogation skills at USAICS. Often, L2 interrogation
skills are acquired by apprenticing to a senior staff member once
the student has left USAICS and is assigned to an operational unit.
But again, there is no formal L2 instruction in these skills. This
lack of formal L2 interrogation training recommended the MOS 97E MI
interrogator as a good candidate for a job-oriented ICALL tutor.
The first step was to identify the L2 skills most in need of
instruction. Next, these findings were considered in relation to
what was known about the current state of the Intelligent Computer-
Assisted Instruction (ICAI) and NLP to determine what material
would be presented by the tutor and how it would be presented.

Job LanQuage Needs Analysis
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A job language skills needs analysis was conducted to define in
greater detail the foreign language skills required by MI
interrogators for direct military interrogation. The analysis was
conducted on German. German was chosen to be the language of the
first prototype tutor because at the inception of the project
German was one of the languages of primary interest at USAICS. An
extension to Arabic is currently under way.

Information required for design decisions included what
constructions (sentences, questions,) the NLP module would have to
be able to analyze and what words needed to be included in the
lexicon. If a word is not in the lexicon, the NLP module would not
be able to analyze it. The study included identification of the
German grammar characterizing the soldier with DLI proficiency
levels 1 through 2, typical of MOS 97E. Identification of grammar
elements would allow the design of the tutor to respond to those
areas where the need was greatest.

Method. First, general materials on intelligence interrogation
techniques and training were obtained from USAICS and reviewed.
These materials provided an overview and some detail on the process
of interrogation. Materials reviewed included FM 34-52,
Intelligence Interrogation, (Department of the Army, May 1987), STP
34-97E1-SM, Soldier's Manual Skill Level 1 MOS 97E Interrogator,
(Department of the Army, December 1986) and SIS 65820,
(Interrogation Guide, Department of the Army, December 1983). In
addition, three videotapes were obtained showing interrogations by
USAICS students in Ll (English).

All the above materials dealt with Ll interrogation. This
situation is not likely to occur very often in the field.
Information on L2 interrogation, German in this case, was obtained
from videotapes of six staged German prisoner of war (POW)
interrogations. These interrogations were staged using full props
and costumes. The German POWs were native German speaking
professional actors. The interrogators in four of the
interrogations were MI interrogation instructors, fluent in L2.

.The interrogators in the other two interrogations were MI
interrogation students, not as fluent in German. In addition, a
videotape of a staged Skills Qualification Test (SQT) with a fluent
German MI interrogator and source (POW) was obtained.

Analysis. The Ll interrogation materials and manuals provided a
framework for considering the videotapes. All the videotapes of
both the German and English interrogations using both USAICS
instructors and students were reviewed by a research team including
a German teacher. This review concentrated on identifying
categories of words used in interrogation, especially military
words, and the types and forms of sentences used during an
interrogation. These categories and constructions provided
information for the development of the tutor's size limited lexicon
and the syntactic parser, the heart of the tutor.

Besides reviewing the videotapes, semi-structured interviews were
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conducted with USAICS instructors and an analysis was made of the
instructional materials. Visits were arranged to USAICS where Li
interrogation practice was observed. A list of questions was used
to help gather needed information during the interviews.

Results, An analysis of the Li materials used to teach
interrogation led to the identification of what information is
important in an interrogation. This was the basis for the review
of the videotapes. This information included lexical, grammatical
features, sentence level and structure, and discourse features.

Job specific military vocabulary needs to be learned. It is not
currently taught in the general language courses soldiers take at
DLI. Categories of words identified were: personal particulars,
documents and equipment, missions, compositions of units, strength,
dispositions, tactics, training, combat effectiveness, logistics
and miscellaneous other military words. Some words will overlap
with common words and help limit the size of the lexicon needed to
support the tutor. The estimate on the size of the vocabulary
needed to accomplish the job of L2 interrogation is 3000 miliary
and 3000 common words. It can be assumed that most of the common
words are taught at DLI.

Six grammatical features were found to have high priority for MOS
97E interrogators: question formation; past and present tenses; use
of location and time phrases; use of modals; use of passives; and
proper forms of address. Much of the information on students'
weaknesses was obtained from the videctapes of the less fluent L2
student interrogators.

The information obtained from the needs analysis was then used to
help guide the design decisions for the tutor. These decisions
concerned the curriculum, the NLP formalism, and the tutor
environment and approach.

Desion Decisions

The curriculum, The first design consideration was what to teach
the students, the curriculum. The decision was to focus on
grammar. There were two reasons for this. The analysis of the
video tapes, as well as the interviews with instructors, indicated
that students made a number of systematic grammatical errors. The
second reason is that syntactic parsers are one of the best
developed NLP technologies. This decision meant that less emphasis
would be placed on the development of a comprehensive semantics
module that could support dialogues and simulate authentic task
interaction. This was considered outside the scope of a first
attempt at the development of a practical ICALL tutor.

The results from the analysis and curriculum decisions were used to
identify the words and constructions the NLP module must be able
to interpret and what could be expected as inputs from students.
These student inputs feed the intelligent teaching modules
designed to meet the instruction goals of the lesson. Also, the
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teaching modules make deoisions on remedial or additional
practice in problems ariaa identified from student inputs.

The ability to form questions involving spatial information was
discovered to bn of critical importance to a military
interrogator. The job needs analysis revealed that students had
great difficulty with the grammar of prepositional phrases that
required distinguishing between direction and place. These
phrases require selecting between the dative and accusative cases
in German.

Agreement rules between subject and verb and between modifiers
and nouns were another area shown cause students problems.
Additionally, in German, all parts of sentence, subject, verb,
and object, must agree in gender, number, and case. In choosing
these areas in which to concentrate the curriculum, the emphasis
of the tutor was on improving students' overall language ability.

The criteria used for selection of curriculum have applicability
to other intelligent computer-assisted training situations.
Curriculum was selected to address the gap between the job
requirements and what students could do. An additional
consideration was what could be represented by the tutor. Having
these criteria, we arrive at a set of grammatical errors on which
to concentrate instruction. These five errors are: subject-verb
agreement, subject not in nominative case, verb-preposition
agreement errors, preposition-noun agreement errors, and
modifier- noun agreement errors.

Lexicon. The lexicon is the list of words the tutor can
interpret. It is more than a dictionary. A lexicon contains
information on what parts of speech and parts of a sentence words
can assume, as well its relationships with other words. This
information is used by the NLP module to identify legal inputs
and errors. If students enter words not in the lexicon, the
tutor can not handle the input. The results of the needs
analysis were used to build a 5000 word lexicon that could the
expected student inputs.

NLP Formalism. The next major decision in the design of the
tutor was the NLP formalism appropriate for working with a
computer tutor and how could it be operationalized in the tutor.
Once the curriculum to be emphasized in the tutor was determined,
this information helped guide the development of the NLP module.
The need to be able to handle certain kinds of errors and a wide
variety of sentence constructions helped identify the
characteristics the NLP module would have to possess. The
criteria for the NLP module were: compactness of representation,
accuracy within the specified domain, error tolerance, and
extendibility across constructions and languages. Some
representations of the domain of a NLP module list every
construction-specific rule to characterize all syntactic
possibilities in a language. This exhaustive approach is not a
very efficient, compact, or economical way to address the
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required constructions, especially when the tutor must run in a
PC environment. Other formalisms seek to apply a limited set of
rules, governed by setting parameters for each rule, to account
for all legal constructions of a language. The approach chosen
for the tutor was one of these latter formalisms.

The chosen formalism is called Government ending (GB) theory. A
GB approach allows modules to be develop, hich can generate all
possible constructions in any language, n-- just the legal
constructions. But the illegal constructions in a language are
weeded out by other modules that use a limited set of rules to
define legal representation. Another advantage of GB theory is
that the modules can be turned on or off independently.
Therefore, if certain types of errors are not of interest, the
parser will not report them and the tutor will continue to
function. This approach answers the need to have the tutor
expendable to other languages. Unlike exhaustive formalisms,
this approach should be adaptable to a second language by
switching the parameters and setting the limiting rules in the
modules for the legal constructions of the second language.
Currently, we are in the process of extending the tutor to
Arabic.

Tutor Frame, Another important decision was the instructional
environment design. The problem was how to support the
development of language skills while keeping the student
interested and simulating as much as possible the environment in
which the language would be used. The decision was to use a
communicative approach to tutor environment design. This
approach is based on mimicking the real occasions and
consequences of language use.

Most communicative environments attempt to immerse the student in
the language. Language production is stimulated by interactions
and language acquisition is accomplished within the framework of
real communication instead of repetitive exercises. The ideal
would be to simulate an interrogation dialogue within the tutor.
This was considered ambitious for a first attempt. A compromise
solution was developed that had the student work through a lesson
using a map and text about the area represented on the map. The
tutor asks questions about the map and the student responds, in
many instances the responses are in the form of free text.

Tutoring rules. In the current system, tutoring rules, written
in Prolog, determine exercise sequencing and feedback based on
student performance. Rules used to select exercise sequences
reflect what linguistics principles are to be taught. The rules
can also determine remedial activities and link feedback to
student input. Often these rules will reflect the pedagogical
theory surrounding the tutor. The current pedagogical theory for
L2 is a communicative approach developed for the classroom, not
an ICALL system. Its assumptions may not work in the same way on
a computer tutor as they do with an instructor. To resolve this
issue for the BRIDGE tutor an attempt was made to extract rules
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from a communicative approach oriented German expert. Second, an
authoring interface was developed that allows an instructor or
researcher to change which linguistic principles are being
taught, change feedback received by the student, and to
manipulate branching. These features will allow exploration of
different rules to determine the optimal rules for use in the
tutor.

A major issue, amenable to exploration using the authoring
interface, was the degree and type of feedback the student would
receive during the exercise. A communicative approach would
advocate limiting the feedback. Information on factual accuracy
as it relates to the scenario used in a lesson fit in a
communicative approach. This could be presented in a
conversational form. But feedback for every grammatical error
clearly violates the assumptions of the communicative approach.
One solution to this dilemma might be to save grammatical
feedback until the end of a lesson and provide it as a form of
overall comment. This is one of the issues for research to
resolve.

Error handling. The BRIDGE tutor detects errors and can inform
the student about the type and location of the error. But the
information on errors from the analysis of the input performed by
the present tutor is insufficient for diagnosis of systematic
problems and guidance for remediation. Nevertheless, it is felt
that this system can provide more information to the student on
errors than non-parser-based systems.

Conclusions. The issues considered in the design of the BRIDGE
tutor are generalizable to other tutoring environments. A
compromise between parsing and communication had to be reached.
It was beyond the scope of this project to develop a truly
communicative environment that might better support the
acquisition of critical language skills for MI linguists. But,
the information gained from this project have moved the
technology closer to fully integrating NLP into a CALL system.
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Evaluating a Foreign Language Tutor. Extendibility and Usability'

Cathie E. Alderks and Richard Maisano

U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences
Alexandria, Virginia

There is an ever demanding need for Military Intelligence linguists to maintain
their language Proficiency. Many times, these linguists are assigned duty responsibilities
that either do not require their linguistic skills and/or leave little opportunity to maintain
or improve their abilities. In addition, in school, there are few resources to teach job
specific language skills. Recognizing the needs of the intermediate/advanced linguist,
the Army Research Institute (ARI) developed a unique product: the BRIDGE Foreign
Language Tutor.

Important attributes of the tutor include 1) the incorporation of a natural
language processing (NLP) parser that allows for the analysis of freely-typed input by the
students in the target language, 2) the detection and categorization of the type of error
made by the student, and then the selection of additional instruction in areas where the
students needs more work, 3) extension to other languages, and 4) a completely
authorable interface that permits changing and/or adding new exercises without the
necessity of being knowledgeable of specific programming languages.

There are advantages for using parsers in foreign language tutors. There is
tremendous freedom of expression. Because the parser operates on rules for word
combinations and not on specific strings of words, a student can choose how something is
to be said. No one correct answer is required. The instructor doesn't need to second-
guess the students and the students don't need to second-guess the instructor. For
example, any numbef of correct answers could answer the question "How did the dog get
the bone?. Possible correct answers could be 'The boy gave the dog the bone.", 'The
dog got the bone firom the boy.", 'The bone was given to the dog by the boy.", or another
grammatically correct sentence. If a response is grammatically incorrect, the parser will
indicate the problem.

Natural Language Processing

The broad goal of natural language processing is natural language understanding,
i.e., to have a computer analyze and interpret free-form text and discourse as a human
would. This is a bit ambitious for present technology. A more modest goal is parsing, to
have a computer analyze free-form text and discourse into the basic grammar structures
of the language. Thus, an NLP parser takes language input and then analyzes it
according to rules and patterns (syntax) to determine if it is grammatical, to translate to
a second language, to extract information, to draw inferences, to act, or to respond in a

1 The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the U.S. Army
Research Institute or the Department of the Army.
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dialogue. Ideally, the NLP also incorporates semantics, fact knowledge, and knowledge
about discourse interaction in its analysis. In actuality, parsers rarely go beyond syntax
analysis; semantic analysis is uncertain and necessarily narrow.

The parser in the BRIDGE tutor is composed of several main components: a
preprocessor, a morphological analyzer, a lexicon, a syntactic parser, an error handling
facility, and a semantic interpreter. The morphological analyzer and lexicon work in
conjunction in order to minimize the size of the lexicon (dictionary) and yet have it as
expansive as possible. The words are broken into segments of roots and affixes. Subparts
of the words are then retrieved when needed, their features merged and then they are
passed to the syntactic parser for further analysis. The BRIDGE lexicon contains
approximately 5000 entries. If morphology is determined to be correct (words in lexicon,
no misspellings, etc.) the syntactic parser then determines phrase structure and syntactic
correctness and parse trees are constructed. Errors are detected through the error
handling facility.

Tpe of Error Made by Student

The present NLP parser is constructed for the German language. Requirements
for the parser include being able not only to handle correct sentences and phrases, but
also to tolerate, detect, and diagnose errors without being hung-up. Likely types oferrors in the input include words not in the lexicon, misspellings, semantic errors, and
various grammar errors. The present NLP parser diagnoses five classes of grammar
errors: 1. subject-verb agreement, 2. subject not in the nominative case, 3. verb-
preposition agreement errors, 4. preposition-noun agreement errors, and 5. modifier
noun agreement errors. Errors the parser does not handle include word order errors
(the verb must be in the second position in the main clause or final in the subordinate
clause in German), sentences that begin with conjunctions, compound verbs and
sentences, relative clauses, and grossly ungrammatical sentences or fragments.
Additionally, the semantic analyzer, which is organized into an "isa hierarchy", has not
been incorporated into the tutor. The implications of this are that the tutor can give
feedback only about form, not about the correctness of the factual information. Forexample, if a question asked was "Where is Oregon?", answers of "Oregon is north of
California." and "Oregon is south of California." would both be considered correct
because they are both grammatically correct. The BRIDGE parser, at present, can be
used for grammar instruction, not for factual knowledge.

Extension to Other Languages (German to Arabic)

The parser was constructed according to the principles of Government-Binding
(Chomsky, 1981). Briefly, the underlying principles include the idea that a small number
of abstract principles apply to many different constructions. Independent formulae are
grouped into interacting modules. In turn, these modules are parameterised such that bymodifying them to a small degree, patterns associated with a variety of languages can be
generated. Put glibly, by switching a few switches, the basic constructions of another
language can be handled.
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In a test of this extendibility, a language unlike German was chosen: Arabic.
Using those modules that captured the structural similarity across languages, a parser in
Arabic was developed in less than 1/3 the time that was required for the German parser.
This was all the more impressive because no comprehensive syntactic analysis of the
Arabic language was available, whereas German had been extensively analyzed. It must
be noted that development was still costly in that it took several months, but it did help
to have the tools in place.

Examples of interacting grammar modules include phrase structure and case
assignment. All languages have some sort of phrase structure. For example, German is
Head-Final (the structure that determines the identity of a phrase generally appears on
the final edge of the phrase), and English is Head Initial (the identifying structure
appears at the beginning edge of the phrase). Arabic allows the English order, but also
allows the verb to appear at the head of the sentence. The head of the category is that
which determines that category's type, the verb of a verb phrase, the noun of a noun
phrase, etc. A language that has a verb appearing before its objects is head initial and
will also have a noun appearing before its objects. Thus, individual language phrase
structure rules for each category type are not needed as the general form for the module
can be initialized as head-initial or head-final, depending on the requirements of the
language-in this case head final for German (SOV) and head initial for Arabic and
English (VSO and SVO). A general transformation allows the movement of the verb
from the second position to the initial position for Arabic and from the final to the
second position for German. In a simplified example, for the English sentence "Dogs eat
meat.", the German sentence would be with an embedded clause "[I know that] dogs
meat eat.", and the Arabic sentence would be "Eat dogs meat.*. Figure 1 further
illustrates this structure.

S S V

NNP VP NP VP VP NP40e\
V NP NP V S NP

(SVO) (SOV-embedded clause) (VSO)
Dogs eat meat. ...dogs meat eat. Eat dogs meat.

Figure 1. Phrase Structure Rules Generated by a Government-Binding Grammar
Approach.

According to Government-Binding Theory, every lexical Noun phrase must receive
a grammatical case. Examples of cases are nominative, accusative, dative, genitive. Case
is assigned by predicates (verbs, prepositions, tense or agreement marker) to particular
positions. For example, in the following sentences, the required pronoun marking is
determined by whether the noun phrase is pre- or post-verbal.

1. He(NOM) looked at him(ACC).
2. *Him(ACC) looked at he(NOM).
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In the correct sentence, sentence 1, the subject "He" is in the nominative case and the
object of the preposition "him" is in the accusative case. The incorrect example, sentence
2, has the subject incorrectly in the accusative case and the object of the preposition
incorrectly in the nominative case. Within the parser, modules that assign case can be
switched as appropriate according to the language in question.

Completely Authorable Interface

An authorable interface is desirable for both theoretical and practical reasons. As
everything is not known in second language acquisition, we want to author lessons to
perform research that will determine ideal instructional design and investigate the
manner in which particular languages are learned. Examples of research questions might
be: Does stopping the student for errors aid in language learning, or is it best to allow
certain errors to go uncorrected. or unsignalled? Are certain constructions always
learned before other constructions? On a more practical nature, an authorable interface
allows instructors to make or modify their own lessons.

Several ways in which the interface is authorable will be discussed. Each type of
exercise has an authorable template. Figures 2 and 3 show two of these templates and
the corresponding student exercises. Types of exercise include multiple-choice, pointing-
to-locations-on-a map, classification, fill-in-the-blank, and full-sentence. Challenges may
be either written or pre-recorded. Data for the exercises may come from maps, written
text, or pre-recorded spoken text. New exercises may be constructed by simply pulling
up a template and then filling in the new question and where applicable as in the case of
multiple-choice, the correct and incorrect possibilities. It should be noted that multiple-
choice responses need not be in any particular order as the computer randomly places
them in the exercise each time the question is used.

eiz

S- 
J 
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Figure 2. Multiple-choice authoring template and student screen.
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Figure 3. Map exercise authoring template and student screen.

Sequencing of exercises into lessons is equally easy. Figure 4 shows the template
for sequencing. All the instructor needs to do is click on an exercise and it appears in
order on the list. Once the list of exercises is formalized, it can be saved. The
organization of the lesson then is finished.
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Figure 4. Instructor's template used for sequencing exercises.

Errors may be classified as either primary or secondary depending upon the
objectives of the lesson. For example, in an exercise involving location and direction,
case errors following prepositions may be determined to be the main objective, therefore,
only these specific errors "count" in determining "correctness". Others, considered
secondary, are de-emphasized and will be noted, but will not stop the progression of the
lesson. These secondary errors may be investigated should the student desire, but it is
not required. Therefore, the lesson progression is not stopped for every little error. Any
number of captured errors may be classified as primary or secondary, as the instructor
desires.
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Usability of the Tutor

Initial usability of the tutor was evaluated by four students and three instructors of
military interrogation (MOS 97E) at Ft. Huachuca. Selected usability concerns included
1) the tutor's capability to correctly parse freely-typed, original sentences in German and
2) interfaces, help, and feedback for each type of exercise presented. Many insightful
suggestions and comments were provided amidst unanimous endorsement of the tutor.
Illustrative comments by instructors included: the tutor is "leaps and bounds over what
we've had before," "Production skills are important...it is good to have [students enter]
full sentences," and "Instructors could develop lessons on the tutor as part of their own
language maintenance programs." Students likewise were enthusiastic with comments
such as "It's nothing like we've ever had before," A "really good program". The dictionary
is "kind of cool," I like "not having to read instructions in a book", The tutor is "better
than 'string-matching' programs which are frustrating" because of the requirement to
exactly match the canned answer. The students also liked getting grammatical feedback,
even the "parse trees". They tolerated some uncertainty and gaps in the parser. These
observations were surprising because 1. the parser had not yet been incorporated into the
tutor such that students were typing in sentences without the framework of the lesson
and 2. the students seemed to turn the experience into a "game" to try to determine the
parameters of the parser, i.e., what it could do and what the boundaries were. Their
dissatisfaction was that they wanted more-more maps, more scenarios, more graphics.
The instructors liked the ease with which lesson exercises could be changed. However,
opinion was split on whether other demands on their time would limit lesson
development; there was some feeling that native speakers with military and instructional
design knowledge should be developing the lessons. It was also felt that lesson
development could aid in their own language maintenance program for instructors.
Further tests of the tutor's usability and effectiveness are planned.

Summarj

The authorability of the tutor provides many opportunities for research in second
language acquisition as well as providing excellent opportunity for language maintenance
and learning. The ability to freely input self-generated statements allows for practice in
production skills with immediate correction if needed and desired. Students are able to
"try out" constructions with which they may feel "shaky" to gain confidence and further
increased proficiency.
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INTRODUCTION

We usually perceive organizational variables such as attacker strategy,
defensive posture, and the element of surprise have important impacts on battle
outccmes. However, does objective, quantifiable evidence exist which indicates
the superiority of certain attacker and defender strategies/postures over
others? Nearly everyone assumes the element of surprise is conducive to
success on the battlefield. But just how important is it? How much difference
in battlefield outcaoes does the elenent of surprise make?

The purpose of this study was to investigate how battlefield outcomes vary when
perceived as a function of initial attacker strategy, defensive posture, and
the element of surprise.

Initial Attack Maneuvers

A frontal attack that a leader may order strikes the enemy across an area
over a direct approach. It exposes the attacker to concentrated fire while
simultaneously limiting the effectiveness of the attacker's own organizational
firepower. Hence it is the least economical form of maneuver (EM 100-5,
1986). Nevertheless, it has been used by an overwhelming 73% of attackers in
battles since the inception of World War II MQuie, 1988).

Envelopment, on the other hand, has units strike at the flanks and rear of
the enemy while a diversionary attack is staged in the forward area. Single
and double envelopments are directed against one and two eneny flanks,
respectively (E4 100-5, 1986). Approximately 13% of attackers since World War
II have employed this initial strategy (MtQuie, 1988).

River crossing attacks require the quick crossing of bodies of water
without losing momentum (FM 100-5, 1986). The goal is to facilitate
organizational movement across the water in a way that minimizes the attacking
force's ability to project firepower (FM 100-15, 1989). Approximately 10% of
attackers have used this strategy (ItQuie, 1988).

Other leaders' initial attack strategies include breakthrough and pursuit,
which together only comprise about 4% of attacks (McQuie, 1988).
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Initial Defense postures

Fortified defense for any position is a defense system prepared with
sufficient material and time to camplete entrenchments, fortifications, and
obstacles. About 39% of defenders since WW II have used this posture (Mcuie,
1988).

Prepared defense is a defense prepared in one day to improve a given
position. It lacks the time and material investment that is necessary to
establish a fortified position. Approximately 30% of defenders have employed
this posture (McQuie, 1988).

Hasty defense is normally organized while in contact with the enemy or when
contact is imminent and time for battle preparation is limited. Foxholes,
emplacements, and obstacles are used. With enough time (approximately one
day), a hasty defense can be improved to a prepared or fortified defense.
Approximately 24% of defenders have used this posture (McQuie, 1988).

Delay is a retrograde movement in which the defender organization slows
down and damages the enemy to gain time, but avoids decisive engagements and
tries to keep fram being outflanked. About 5% of defenders have used this
posture (MQuie, 1988).

The remaining 2% of defenders utilized a mobile defense or withdrawal
(McQuie, 1988).

Element of Surprise

Surprise is achieved by a leader and organization when their force is able
to confront the eneny with tactical circumstances that the opponent did not
anticipate or adequately prepare for. Surprise often is accomplished with
respect to time, location, firepower, or maneuver (McQuie, 1988). When it is
psychologically successful to a high degree confusion and broken courage in the
enemy's ranks occur (Clausewitz, 1962). Less than 15% of the battles fought
since the beginning of WW II had the element of surprise (ftQuie, 1988).

METHOD

Data were obtained fram the Historical Characteristics of Cambat for War
Ganes (Benchmarks) published by the U. S. Army Concepts Analysis Agency
(MtQuie, 1988), which includes 260 conventional land warfare battles conducted
between 1937 and 1982. Battle is defined as "a significant combat encounter
between hostile forces at various echelons of aggregation up to and including
corps, army, and army group" (McQuie, 1988).

Data were collected by a cross section of military historians fram
archives, interviews, and books, and reviewed by an independent panel of
experts. Data utilized included the following (see above for definitions):

Initial Attack Maneuver-Frequencies of battles in which the attacker
organization used frontal attack, single or double envelopment, or river
crossing on the initial attack.
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Initial Defense Posture-Frequencies of battles in which the defender
organization used delay or hasty, prepared, or fortified defense.

Surprise-Frequencies of battles in which the attacker organization
achieved or failed to achieve a significant elemont of surprise.

Attacker wins.-The frequency with which attacker and defender resolutions
matched the definitions provided in Figure 1. Attacker wins are considered
effected with the resulting defensive failures to win.

Attacker failures to win-The frequency with which attacker and defender
resolutions matched the definitions provided in Figure 1. Failures of
attackers to win are considered effected with the resulting defender wins.

Only battles with matching echelons (e.g., divisions vs. divisions; were
used to maintain relative equivalence of force strength of attackers and
defenders. A total of 131 battles were used for the analysis.

C(hi-squared analyses were conducted to test several hypotheses (H) to
determine the extent to which attacker: Win vs. failure-to-win rates would
differ for all 131 battles (Hl); and Win vs. failure-to-win rates would vary
across attack strategies (H2), defensive postures (H3), and the presence or
absence of surprise (H4).

RESULTS

Overall chi-squared results for Hl indicated sIgnificantly more of the
attacking forces won than failed to win battles, X (l)=4.77, p < .03. A
total of 59.5% (n-78) of the attacking forces won their battles; 40.5% (n-53)
failed to win.

Organizational results for H2, H3, and H4 are provided in Figures 2, 3, and
4. Of these only H3 achieved an acceptable level of statistical significance,
indicating that attacker organizational results do differ across defensive
postures, X-(3)=8.21, p < .05. Attackers achieved 100% success against
delay, followed by 63.2% and 55.8% for prepared and fortified, respectively.
The hasty defensive posture results were obviously of minimal effect for the
attacking organizations and slightly favored the defender (Figure 3).

The H2 orgagizational results approached, but did not meet statistical
significance, X (2)=4.45, p < .11. The attack win rates for envelopment and
river crossings are rather evenly matched at 75.0% and 73.3%, respectively,
while frontal attack is only 53.8% (Figure 2).

The H4 results indicated no significant differences exist in attack
win/fail-to-win rates as a function of the element of surprise (Figure 4),
X M()=.12, p .73.
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DISCUSSION

The organizational results can be applied usefully by leaders and planners
of future conventional land battles or those battles fought under similar
conditions.

Attackers generally have an advantage over defenders. While this
conclusion probably will not amaze most battle strategists or experienced
leaders, results go somewhat further in suggesting that such an advantage
applies across most defensive postures and attack strategies. Differences in
wins across defensive postures seen to be modulated scmewhat by an extreme
disparity of 100% attacker wins under a delayed posture-which, by definition,
is a retrograde defensive maneuver.

Attackers should probably consider other attack strategies than frontal
assault. A casual observer might question, "Why is this the most popular
attack strategy when it has resulted in the lowest win rates?" Although river
crossing attacks are not always feasible, one wonders why envelopment is not
more readily embraced in view of its somewhat higher win rate. However, it may
be that envelopment demands greater organizational force and material and takes
longer to maneuver.

Time to prepare for attack does not appear as decisive as previously
thought for defenders, since they successfully held off more attacks under
hasty preparation than under prepared and even fortified postures. But in the
battle sequence a hasty organizational posture will occur most often when an
attacker loses mcmentum.

The element of surprise might not be as decisive for the overall outcome of
battle as for the initial stages of conflict. The attackers performed only
slightly better than defenders when the former had the advantage of surprise
(Figure 4). The multifaceted nature of perceived surprise and leaders
intentions (Reeves & Hansen, 1989) also suggests the possibility that some
surprise might be more effective than others. Nevertheless, attack strategy
with these findings suggests initial advantages attackers had fram the element
of surprise were apparently confounded prior to the final outcomes of a large
proportion of battles involving differing attack strategies and defensive
postures.
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Abstract
Although performance appraisals have received much attention from 1/0 psychologists, employee

opinions of appraisal systems and their relationship to aspects of jobs and organizations have been relatively
unexplored (Sulsky & Balzer, 1988). Examined in this research were the opinions of employees from a DoD
activity who were exempt from performance appraisals (PAs) by waiver of Federal Law, and employees from
comparable DoD activities who continued to receive PAs over a four year period. Results indicated a majority of
exempt employees reported that, since the elimination of PAs, there was (a) greater cooperation and less
competition between employees, (b) less friction between supervisors and subordinates, and (c) increased team
orientation in work units. Both exempt employees and those who continued to receive PAs increasingly preferred
not to receive appraisals. Also investigated was whether employees who preferred appraisals differed in their
view of the organization from those who preferred not to receive appraisals. Employees who received PAs but
preferred not to receive them were less positive regarding such issues as the quality of feedback and supervisor-
subordinate relationships than were employees who wished to receive PAs. Thus, those who were less positive
about their work experiences preferred not to receive PAs. Surprisingly, exempt employees, who preferred not to
receive appraisals, were initially less positive than were employees who preferred appraisals, but over time.
became significantly more positive. This may reflect a growing realization that effective feedback and rewards
can be accomplished in the absence of PAs. Alternatives to PAs are discussed in light of the results.

Background
Performance management and, in particular, performance appraisal in the public sector have been the

target of much discussion, analysis, and criticism (Alexander & Wilkins, 1982; Stephan & Dorfman, 1989; Sulsky
and Balzer, 1988; and Balzer & Sulsky, 1990). Organizations want a way to distinguish between good and bad
performers. Unfortunately, most appraisal systems are seen as being influenced by political considerations which
lead to inflation or deflation of appraisals (Longenecker, Sims, & Gioia, 1987). The conclusion of 50 years of
research on performance appraisal has shown that there is no perfect, objective appraisal system because one
human being is required to evaluate another (Bradshaw, 1989).

An alternate to individual appraisals is recommended by W. E. Deming (1986). He argues for the
removal of performance appraisals that focus on the individual's performance because they lead to a competitive
atmosphere rather than a cooperative one. The individual focus not only creates negative effects (e.g., builds fear,
nourishes rivalry and politics) but it inhibits the cooperation that is essential to encourage the dedication needed
for constant improvement (Deming, 1986; p. 102). Scholtes (1987) extended Deming's definition of the failure of
performance appraisals by stating that performance appraisal encourages mediocrity by rewarding those who set
safe goals, by putting oressure on employees to work around systems rather than improve them, and "by
demoralizing employees by creating either losers or cynics" (p. 6). In place of individual performance ratings,
Deming (1986) recommends the monitoring of individual performance through organizational performance
measures using industrial work measurement systems and statistical process control (SPC). These processes can
be used not only to empower the employees but also to allow the group to follow their own progress against
objective standards.

The present research reports the opinions and perceptions of employees from a DoD activity that had
implemented a series of changes including Total Quality Management (TQM), productivity gainshanng, and the
elimination of performance appraisals. Individual performance appraisals were eliminated and performance was
monitored through organizational effectiveness indices (e.g., personnel costs relative to output). Furthermore, the
rewards for organizational effectiveness were shifted from individual performance to group performance by means

The opinions expressed in this paper are those of the authors. They are not official and do not represent the views
of the Navy Department.
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of organization-wide productivity gainsharing. These initiatives can be viewed as a radical departure from the
appraisal and reward systems that are employed in Federal Government organizations. Specifically, this study
compares the opinions of employees who are exempted from personal appraisal by waiver of Federal Law and
those from similar DoD activities who continued to receive individual performance appraisals.

Method
Sites

The present study was conducted at five sites within a Department of Defense agency, one experimental
site and fobir sites which served as comparisons. The five sites provide logistic support to the armed services.
Three sites are located in the West and the remaining sites are located in the South and the Midwest. At the
experimental site, a set of initiatives which included TQM, gainsharing, and the elimination of individual
performance appraisals was in its fourth year of implementation. Organizational performance measures and
process improvement techniques such as SPC procedures (Deming, 1986) were used to provide performance
feedback to employees exempted from individual performance appraisals at the test site. Employees at the control
sites continued to receive performance appraisals. Employees from all sites came from both the blue- and white-
collar sectors.
Subiects

A total of 2716 supervisory and nonsupervisory employees, 895 from the experimental site and 1821
from the combined control sites. The sample consisted of 54 percent males and 41 percent females. The majority
of the sample ranged from 30 to 49 years of age (63%).
Measures

A questionnaire was designed to measure respondents' perceptions of the organization. Items bearing
directly on the performance appraisal system were examined in the present study. Items employed 5 point Likert-
type scales.
Procedure

The fourth annual questionnaire administration took place approximately three years after
implementation of the organizational changes. Subjects were randomly selected from the five separate work
forces, representing experimental and comparison groups. Questionnaires were given on site by researchers from
the Navy Personnel Research and Development Center. In addition, interviews with groups of 10-15 randomly
selected employees were conducted. Approximateiy 200 supervisory and nonsupervisory employees were
involved in the group interviews.

Results
The responses of the workforces at both the experimental and control sites to the question concerning

preference for performance appraisals (PAs) are presented in Table 1. Both exempt employees (experimental site)
and those who continued to receive PAs increasingly preferred not to receive PAs.

Table 1
I would prefer not to receive an annual performance appraisal from my supervisor.

Experimental Site Control Sites
Disagree Undecided Agree Disagree Undecided Agree

Baseline
1988 44.2% 17.3% 38.5% 44.8% 12.8% 42.4%
1989 46.9% 18.8% 34.3% 38.4% 12.0% 49.6%
1990 38.1% 19.4% 42.5% 33.8% 12.1% 54.1%
1991 33.8% 18.9% 47.3% 27.5% 12.6% 59.8%

Supervisors' attitudes toward managing their employees under their respective systems are shown in
Tables 2 and 3. The pattern of responses were similar for supervisors from the experimental and control sites for
the fourth year. It is of interest to note that supervisors at the experimental site do not see a lowering of their
ability to improve performance of subordinates (Table 2) as a result of the elimination of performance appraisals.
In fact, they agreed more over time with this statement whereas supervisors at the control sites agreed less. The
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results in Table 3 show that a large percentage of supervisors disagreed that it was difficult to reward or discipline
employees without PAs. In 1992 several questions were asked to directly assess the effect of not having PAs.
The responses to these items shown in Table 4 indicate that the majority of the workforce at the experimental site
believe that there is less competition among employees, less friction between supervisors and suburdinates, and
increased team work in the absence of appraisals.

Table 2
The current system enables me to help the people I supervise improve their performance.

Experimental Site Control Sites
Disagree Undecided Agree Disagree Ur.decided Agree

Baseline
1988 30.4% 9.5% 60.A% 21.0% 7.0% 72.0%
1989 27.6% 18.8% 61.3% 26.3% 13.3% 60.4%
"1990 24.0% 12.4% 63.6% 21.4% 13.2% 65.4%
"1991 21.5% 15.4% 63.1% 25.7% 11.8% 62.5%

Table 3
Without performance appraisal it is more difficult to reward or discipline employees

Experimental Site Control Sites
Disagree Undecided Agree Disagree Undecided Agree

Baseline
1988 48.1% 12.8% 39.1% 36.1% 10.8% 53.2%
1989 44.0% 15.9% 40.1% 47.6% 8.9% 43.5%
1990 58.7% 17.5% 23.8% 55.7% 7.6% 36.7%
1991 65.2% 9.1% 25.8% 65.8% 9.6% 24.6%

Table 4

Elimination of Individual Performance Appraisals has...

Disagree Undecided Agree

created less competition among employees. 26.5% 18.2% 55.3

created less supervisor/employee friction. 18.8% 17.5% 63.8%

helped my unit work as a team. 27.9% 28.5% 43.6%

To better understand differing attitudes of employees who did or did not prefer performance appraisals,
respondents were split into two groups on the basis of their response to the item asking them if they wanted a
performance appraisal (Table 4). Respondents who preferred appraisals and those who did not prefer appraisals
were compared on issues dealing with feedback and supervisor-subordinate relationships. Tables 5 and 6 present
the results for the baseline year and the fourth year. As can be seen, employees who received PAs but preferred
not to receive them were less positive regarding feedback and supervisor-subordinate relationships than employees
who wished to receive PAs. Thus those who were less positive about their work experiences preferred not to
receive PAs. Employees who were exempt from receiving appraisals and who preferred not to receive them were
initially less positive than were employees who preferred appraisals. Over time, however, they became
significantiy more positive. Overall, in comparison to the other three, this group (those who preferred not to
receive PAs and did not) showed the most positive or least negative shift over time with respect to these questions.
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Statistical analyses performed on the individual items in Tables 5 and 6 produced statistically significant
Preference X Site X Time interactions for every item.

Table 5
Experimental Site Control Sites

Prefer PAs Do Not Prefer PAs Prefer PAs Do Not Prefer PAs

High performers tend to stay with DS.
1988 (Baseline) 2.60 2.54 2.94 2.69
1991 2.42 2.54 3.05 2.79
I am satisfied with my opportunities for advancement.
1988 (Baseline) 2.04 1.88 2.74 2.10
1991 1.73 2.10 2.24 1.99
Promotions depend on how well a person performs his/her job.
1988 (Baseline) 2.27 1.99 2.81 2.14
1991 1.72 1.94 2.52 2.07

Table 6
Experimental Site Control Sites

Prefer PAs Do Not Prefer PAs Prefer PAs Do Not Prefer PAs
I usually know whether or not my work is satisfactory.
1988 (Baseline) 3.90 3.80 4.04 3.74
1991 3.66 3.76 3.98 3.71
My Supervisor gives me information on how well I am performing.
1988 (Baseline) 2.80 2.37 3.45 2.67
1991 2.56 2.68 3.23 2.73
My Supervisor keeps informed about the way subordinates think and feel.
1988 (Baseline) 2.78 2.58 3.22 2.84
1991 2.71 2.83 3.16 2.84

Interviews conducted at the experimental site revealed that interviewees ware nearly unanimous in
favoring the elimination of PAs. The interviewees, however, cited some problems. Some stated that the issue of
poor performance had not been adequately handled. Employees felt that the system in place - use peer pressure

and public criticism of fellow employees' performance to resolve performance deficiencies - was not workable.
Interviewees were also concerned that top performers were not receiving the attention and rewards they felt were
necessary to foster their continued outstanding performance. Further, SPC and related systems and tools that
were supposed to become the focal point for process improvement and monitoring had not materialized to a
substantial degree and, in combination with no individual performance appraisals, led to insufficient performance
feedback in the organization.

Conclusions
In summary, employees who did not receive PAs compared favorably with employees who did receive

PAs in terms of performancc feedback and supervisory-subordinate relationships. The elimination of individual
performance appraisals was seen as beneficial in reducing competition and promoting team work. Over time,
employees at all sites expressed an increasing desire not to receive performance appraisals. Those employees who
did not want to receive performance appraisals and who did not, demonstrated improved attitudes toward their
organization over time. To be more effective, the intervention to eliminate individual performance appraisals
must be strengthened in two areas: 1) the establishment of process monitoring (e.g., SPC) and performance
feedback systems to provide cmployees with information necessary to improve performance; and, 2) the
development of approaches to reward top performers (e.g., non monetary rewards) and to deal with poor
performers.
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Background

Traditionally, survey researchers have identified a problem for research,
reviewed relevant findings in the literature, and then proceeded to design surveys to
address the issue, collect and analyze their data, and report findings from the data
they collected. The research design seldom called for the incorporation of data that
might be available from other past or current surveys (designed for different purposes
by others inside or outside the organization) because each research effort was seen
as a separate entity. Although findings from previous research might be discussed,
data from other efforts were not typically integrated directly into or reanalyzed in
conjunction with the current study.

However, with the continued use of large surveys, the general increased
awareness of computer capability on the part of sponsors and budget watchers, and
declining resources for conducting research, a new demand is being made.
Researchers are being asked to integrate current and past results found by a number
of other researchers (giving them full credit, of course) and to present them in
conjunction with their own research findings. The reasoning is that if other surveys
contain relevant questions to the issue at hand, there is no need to repeat the
questions because one can integrate the results into the current effort. Also, if similar
survey items have been used in past research, one should present current results in
conjunction with past ones to provide a broader perspective by: (a) supplementing the
current data, (b) giving the data context, and (c) showing trends over time.

Note that this type of data integration is different from the meta-analytic
approach to data integration. It serves a totally different purpose and the method is
different, as well. Meta-analysis uses quantitative methods to summarize different
studies that address a common hypothesis. In a meta-analysis, each study as a
whole is the unit of analysis and study results are stated in a common quantitative
form such as effect size or statistical significance (Green & Hall, 1984). Examples of
hypotheses that have been tested using meta-analysis are the: (a) statistical validity of
Fiedler's contingency model of leadership effectiveness (Strube & Garcia, 1981), and

1The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not
necessari,'y reflect the views of the U.S. Army Research Institute or the Department of
the Army4
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(b) relationship between behavioral intentions and employee turnover (Steel & Ovalle,
1984). In contrast, in the multiple-source data integration approach addressed here,
data within a variety of studies conducted for a variety of purposes are used to
supplement the current data collection and are incorporated in the presentation of
results. In order to facilitate this data integration, there may be a need for reanalyses
of portions of the existing data. For example, a particular subpopulation may need to
be analyzed separately or responses to an item may need to be recoded in order to
integrate results. Also, data integration need not be limited to survey data. Non-
survey information may be integrated as well. For instance, relevant demographic and
test score or performance data may be available on personnel files which can be
match -.d by social security number to enhance the existing research data.

This paper presents the lessons learned from a successful U.S. Army research
project which required the review and integration of data from multiple attitude surveys.
One survey was designed specifically for the project and the remaining surveys had
been designed and administered over the past several years by different groups of
researchers, for a variety of purposes, on different topics, and for different sponsors.
Because the data from the surveys that had already been administered were available
on tapes and/or in written reports, it was assumed that findings on a number of
different topic areas could be integrated into a coherent whole. Also, since the
surveys were administered at different points in time, it was anticipated that the
integration would result in valuable trend data not otherwise available. The paper also
includes a discussion of the approaches to the data analysis, some of the many
problems one may encounter in the process, and suggestions about the design of
surveys to facilitate the integration of survey data in the future.

Some Lessons Learned

Obtain organizational support. Top-level organizational support, from the start,
is crucial to the success of a multiple-source data integration project. It is needed to
overcome any resistance to the concept and to support the sharing of data across
internal organizational groups. This is a particularly sensitive issue if research results
have not been published prior to the integration project. Top-level organizational
support is also needed to authorize the appointment of knowledgeable points of
contact (POCs) for each data source and POC time for further data analyses.

Identify the topics to be addressed and the audience. At the very beginning, it
is important to clearly identify the topics and subtopics to be addressed, in writing.
Without a written outline as a guide, it is easy to get off track or overwhelmed by the
many topics included in multiple surveys and lose focus. It is also important to identify
the audience for the final product to determine the level of information and analyses
needed.

IdentNf suitable data sources. Suitable data sources are ones that address the
topics of interest and have the relevant data available for retrieval and/or reanalyses.
In determining data relevancy, pay special attention to the sampling (which impacts on
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the generalizability of the findings) and the format of the data. Thus, for example, if all
you have is a written report, group means for each item, and respondents all grouped
together, then you cannot reanalyze the results for subgroups (e.g., for males vs.
females) and the results cannot be easily integrated with other data that is in the form
of percents.

Obtain knowledgeable POCs for each data source. Because there is no one
code or set of rules for establishing databases, defining and naming variables, and
documenting data sets with comments, it is difficult for even the most experienced
individual to interpret another researcher's database without a well-written codebook
or extensive instructions. For this reason, and in order to ensure maximum accuracy
and efficiency, it is best to work with a knowledgeable POC for each data source.
This POC is responsible for providing information about the data source (e.g.,
procedures used, sampling information, existing documentation, information about the
reliability and validity of the items), outputs of requested analyses, and assistance with
interpretation of results-all in a timely fashion. Since the POCs are likely to have other
ongoing projects which are probably of more immediate importance to them, priorities
may have to be established by top-level management.

Assemble a data-integration team. Data integration as presented here is not a
one-person job. -In addition to POCs for each data source, there needs to be a core
dedicated team that: (a) identifies the topics, sources, POCs, the analyses required,
and the format for the results; (b) coordinates collection of information from the POCs
and checks the accuracy of the analyses; (c) assembles and analyzes the tons of
computer printouts; and (d) converts all this information into a coherent, organized
whole. It is important that team members be familiar with the statistical packages used
by the POCs so they can detect coding discrepancies or errors in the computer runs
and correctly interpret the computer printouts.

Establish common format for data analyses. In order to use POC time
efficiently and to obtain data in a form which allows them to be integrated, there is a
need to establish written specifications of the variables or survey items, sample cuts
for the analyses (e.g., rank, specialty), and the specific analyses required from each
POC (e.g., frequencies, crosstabs, means, correlations). Written specifications are
needed to clarify and document the request. They also facilitate discussion of
idiosyncracies in tho3 databases prior to analyses. Be as specific as possible (e.g.,
response categories to be collapsed, number of places for rounding, rules about
inclusion of response categories such as "missing," "don't know," "does not apply")
and include instructions for labeling variables on the computer output so they can be
readily identified. The goal should be to ask for analyses in such a way as to eliminate
further need for new runs or hand calculation.

Become thoroughly familiar with the method and instrument for each data
source. Accurate interpretation of data provided by POCs is vitally important. Be
warned that this is difficult to do when the data and research design are not yours. It
is easy to make faulty assumptions, especially when data are not documented in a
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technical report or codebook. Be sure to review relevant documentation/publications
for each source and have them handy when questions arise. If the documentation
does not answer your questions or does not exist, go back to the POC. Assume
nothing.

It is especially important when conducting the analyses to pay attention to the
context of survey items and the sampling. Sometimes, especially when the item is
ambiguous, the previous questions and the section headings and instructions affect
the way respondents interpret the questions. Also, pay particular attention to skip
patterns which eliminate certain respondents from answering a set of questions. They
are easy to lose sight of when they go on for more than a page.

Establish a tracking system for each source, from the beginning. Using multiple
sources requires tracking and filing systems for the source survey and variables, the
data, and the related references. Also, each time the data are incorporated in a
presentation, the source must be documented. Thus, if you present the results from
five different sources in one graph, you need to be sure to document each source and
be able to find the exact printout, publication, or other source to verify the variables,
population, and analyses that led to the inclusion of the data points. You also may
need to include documentation for your sources in the final product. This can be in
the form of an appendix which provides the reader with the relevant background and
references for each source used.

Desion a comoatible survey. If a new survey is to be developed for inclusion in
a specific integration project, it should take into account the areas that are already
covered by other databases. It is important, though, to repeat relevant background
data (e.g., rank, type of unit assigned to) and to be sure that any questions included
to obtain trend data have identical wording and response categories to the original
source. Even small changes can have a major impact.

Develop aystems to facilitate data integration in the future. The following are
some organizational suggestions to facilitate conducting data integration projects in
the future:

(a) Develop a set of standardized demographic items. It is difficult to integrate
data for subgroups when the items used to define these subgroups are worded
differently and/or have different response alternatives. Problems also arise
when demographic items are not specific enough. For example, Army branch
can be an important variable for defining subgroups, but merely asking for
"branch" may not be sufficient. An officer's branch could be infantry, but he
may not be assigned to an infantry unit. Similarly, asking Army soldiers if they
are "Active" is confusing because they could be on "Active" duty but not be
"Active" Component (i.e., they are Reserve Component).

(b) Develop a permanent file of surveys that are developed in the organization.
At a minimum, include in the file a copy of the survey itself, a crosswalk for
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each item in the survey that indicates whether the item is brand new or where it
appeared in other surveys, where the data tapes are, what documentation
exists for the survey and the results, and the POCs for the project.

(c) Document surveys with a description of the purpose, methodology,
samples, and findings. Also, document items that don't work (e.g., are found to
be ambiguous, have incomplete response categories) so that these are not
used again uncorrected.

(d) Consider a survey database with the above information and more to allow
computerized searches of topics and items. In order to be maximally useful, it
needs to be continually updated.

Concusioan

The kind of results that are possible to obtain from this approach depend on
the number and type of relevant data sources (e.g., with respect to the overlap of
topics and populations, the time periods covered, sample sizes), the availability of the
data, and knowledgeable POCs for the sources. To obtain the best results, it is
necessary to have (a) clear criteria for screening items, (b) a thorough understanding
of the issues to be examined, the audience for the information, and the form of the
final product (e.g., briefing, report, etc.) and (c) the management and administrative
support to ensure cooperation across research and organizational lines. If done well,
using multiple sources results in a broader view and deeper understanding of many
issues. It also provides additional insights over and above the answers to the specific
targeted topics. For example, in our particular integration project, we observed how
consistent attitudes were across time and we were able to obtain insights on changes
in meaning when small changes in item wording occurred. Finally, data integration
projects can be facilitated by organizational policies which require keeping data tapes
available for future analyses, fully documenting survey procedures and data tapes, and
maintaining survey items (coded by topic) on a database.
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A Study of The
Perceived Impact of Women in Combat

Louis M. Datko
Air Force Military Personnel Center
Directorate of Personnel Operations

Abstract

In response to congressional legislation repealing the
restrictions of assigning women to duty in aircraft engaged in
combat missions, the Air Force initiated a number of studies.
This study looked at the assignment of women to combat units and
the impact, if any, on unit performance, readiness, morale, and
cohesion. Review of available literature raised additional issues
suggesting a broader consideration of prevailing stereotypes and
begged the "bottomline" question - Should women be in combat? To
this end, two parallel paper and pencil survey instruments were
developed: one for service group members and one for commaaders.
The stratified random sample of officer and enlisted personnel,
men and women, personnel deployed and not deployed also included
those who would be directly and indirectly affected by a change in
Air Force policy, e.g., combat aviators, female aviators, and
non-aviators. Altogether, 1,700 commanders and 6,500 Air Force
members received surveys. Response rates of 70% for commanders
and 52% for Air Force members ensured a diversity of opinions were
captured. Results obtained from this survey were presented to the
Presidential Commission on the Assignment of Women in the Armed
Forces on 13 July 1992.

Operation DESERT SHIELD/DESZRT STORM brought the largest number of women
closer to actual combat than at any other time in the history of the Air
Force. Involvement of over 8,000 active duty women from the Air Force alone,
rekindled the highly emotional debate over allowing women in combat. With
only a few of the NATO countries (e.g., Canada, Netherlands) currently having
all combat positions open to women, most studies have been relegated to public
"opinion. Matthews, Melton & weaver (1988) and Matthews and Weaver (1992),
using data from the 1982 General Social Survey conducted by the National
Opinion Research Center (NORC), first identified race and gender differences
and then later educational, financial standing and age differences in
Americans' attitudes toward womens' roles in the military. Women were more
supportive of non-traditional military roles. Blacks, regardless of gender,
were least supportive of women in the military. Level of education and
financial standing were directly related to whether someone would support
women in combat roles while age was inversely related. Not surprisingly, the
roles Americans supported least were hand-to-hand combat soldier and crew
member on a combat ship. A nurse in a combat zone and typist in the Pentagon
were roles most supported. A majority supported the role of fighter pilot for
women, a role ranked midway between the two extremes.

Evidence that women are more than willing to take on such non-traditional
roles can be found with Major Peterson's (1988) survey of all female Air Force
pilots. With a response rate of 70% from 322 women, 100% agreed they were
capable of flying combat aircraft. Ninety-three percent agreed that Air Force
combat aircraft and missions should be open to women aviators; 81% personally
wanted to fly comoat aircraft.
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Since the 1982 study, public opinion appears to have become more
receptive to women in combat roles. A recent study conducted by the Roper
Organization polled 1,700 adults via telephone. The results showed "clear
majorities favor assignments of women to combat aircraft, combat ships, and
most ground combat" (Air Force Times, September 21, 1992). Results from a
recent Roper paper and pencil survey, conducted for the Presidential
Commission, based on returns from 4,442 Armed Service members, reported
similar views of women military roles as the 1982 NORC poll (Air Force Times,
October 12, 1992, pg. 6). Sixty-two percent of the service members agreed
women should be pilots or other crew members on a bomber or a fighter aircraft
fighting the enemy from the air. However, women as marines landing on shore
to attack or as infantry soldiers fighting hand-to-hand received only 27% and
25% respectively of service members' support.

Perhaps, as stated so succinctly by David Hackworth (Washington Post,
October 4, 1991, pg. 25), the proper research question for the upcoming
commission to answer should be "What do the soldiers who will be most affected
by the proposed changes think?"

Method

With the 1991 repeal of combat exclusions laws and the establishment of a
Presidential Commission on the Assignment of Women in the Armed Services, the
Air Force initiated several studies to assist in defining a position on the
issue of women in combat. This study examined the impact of assigning women
to combat positions on unit morale, cohesion, readiness and performance. A
sampling strategy was developed to capture the attitudes and opinions from all
Air Force members with specific emphasis on those who would be directly
affected by a change in combat exclusion policies. Air Force personnel were
divided into two groups: commanders, those individuals responsible for
implementing potential policy changes, and Air Force service members.
Substrata for each of these populations were chosen based on the following
categories: officer/enlisted, gender, aviator/support personnel and
participation in DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STORM. For each stratification
category, members were randomly selected from the Air Force-wide population to
ensure representation at a 95% confidence level with a 5% margin of error.
The resulting sample sizes were 1,756 for commanders and 6,421 for Air Force
service members.

Results/Discussion

By the end of April 1992, survey returns had been received from 3,254 Air
Force members: 1,678 men (639 enlisted and 1,039 officers of which 603 were
aviators) and 1576 women (624 enlisted and 952 officers of which 121 were
aviators). The returns for each of the categories were evenly split between
deployed and non-deployed personnel. Because sampling was representational,
all data were weighted to population proportions.

One quarter of Air Force commanders and all the wing commanders were
sampled. Responses were received from 1,229 commanders (officers), 1,079 men
and 143 women. There were 465 aviators of which 153 were currently commanding
flying operations units. Senior Air Force leadership was well represented by
177 commanders of units above the squadron level, 107 of whom were wing
commanders.
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Perceptions of Women in Air Combat Roles

overall, a majority of Air Force members (56%) and commanders (62%) agreed
female aircrew members should be assigned to combat aircraft. Non-aviators
who would not be directly affected positively influenced the overall results
with 60% of the men and 75% of the women agreeing to a change in policy. When
the responses are examined by combat aviators (men only) and female aviators,
substantial differences appear. Of the men who fly combat aircraft (e.g.,
fighter, bomber, special operations), 27% agreed and 66% disagreed with
assigning female crew members to combat aircraft. Of female aviators, 95%
agreed and only 2% disagreed with changing the exclusion policy. Of all
personnel groups surveyed, combat aviators and female aviators were the most
different in their responses on all women in combat issues. Of some interest,
aviators of non-combat aircraft, which are open to female aviators, were more
supportive (47% agree, 41% disagree) than the combat aviators who had never
flown with women.

Commanders were generally more supportive of assigning women in combat
roles than were the service members; however, differences between combat and
non-combat units remained. Commanders of combat aircraft units were less
supportive of opening combat exclusions for air combat (41% agree, 46%
disagree) than non-combat aircraft units (69% agree, 20% disagree).

Over half of the responses were accompanied with written comments. Two
comments that reflect the opposing positions of male and female aviators are:

"Take time to incorporate (women] into Services and educate those who have not
yet had the chance to work with competent women." Captain, C-9 Pilot,
Deployed, Female

"I believe women could do their job in combat. It's their effect on everyone
else that should exclude them from combat duty in all-male units." Captain,
F-16 Pilot, Deployed, Male

Bonding/Cohesion

One of the issues in the charter was to examine the impact of women on
unit cohesion. From the literature review, the importance of bonding among
male pilots was put forth as a crucial argument for excluding women. The
presence of women would undermine that trust and implicit understanding which
had been developed through male camaraderie, resulting in decreased
performance in battle. Within the survey, bonding was defined as "The
psychological process that occurs within a group that has shared experiences
that set it apart from other groups. Bonding allows an individual to feel
comfortable within a group and to set aside his or her personal needs for the
good of the entire group."

When asked what the impact of the presence of women would be on work group
bonding, 24% of all respondents reported a negative impact; 26% a positive
impact and 50% said no impact. However, most combat aviators (47%) reported a
negative impact; 11% said there would be a positive impact, while 42% said
there would be no impact. Female aviators were the mirror image: 6% reporting
a negative impact, 40% a positive impact and 54% saying no impact.

The following comments from fighter pilots best reflect their attitude on
bonding:

"It is imperative that fighter pilots feel at ease and feel a bond with their
squadron mates, a feeling that will not be present if women are allowed to
tear apart our squadron." Captain, F-15 Pilot, Deployed, Male
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"Under no circumstances should women fly fighter aircraft in combat or
peacetime. The effect of a cultural change of this nature would devastate the
traditions, esprit, and ultimately the combat capability of the fighter
force." Lieutenant Colonel, 1-16 Squadron Commander, Deployed, Male

For cohesion, analysis was focused on those Air Force members who could
best report what effect women might haves those deployed to the Persian Gulf.
Overall, 24% of deployed Air Force members stated that the effect of the
presence of women in the unit was negative, about a quarter said positive but
half reported cohesion was not affected. Combat aviators reported a less
positive effect (10%) but the majority (54%) reported no effect with 36%
reporting a negative effect. Female aviators were most positive with 67%
stating women would have a positive effect on cohesion, 31% declaring no
effect. Only two percent cited a negative effect.

Commanders who had been deployed to the Persian Gulf, regardless of what
type of flying unit they were in charge of, overwhelmingly (70%) felt there
was no effect on cohesion from the presence of women in their units.

Differences in how the male aviators perceive cohesion versus all other
service members is reflected in the following coments.

"I believe women in a fighter unit would have strong detrimental effects on
the combat effectiveness of that unit. More so than any military group,
fighter squadrons have historically formed a "fraternal" bonding that goes to
the heart and soul of that unit. The difference between a "good" or "bad"
fighter squadron can most likely be determined by this one point." Captain,
r-15 Pilot, Deployed, Male

"I was assigned to two different units in Saudi Arabia... I found that women
and men worked together cohesively. Everyone for the most part did his or her
job. I think having women in the unit helped reduce stress and made the
situation seem more reasonable." Sergeant, Secure Communications Specialist,
Deployed, Female

Morale

When asked about the effect of the presence of women on unit morale, we
saw slightly more positive responses from deployed personnel than with the
issue of cohesion. Overall, 31% of Air Force members cited a positive effect
on morale, 44% said there was no effect and 25% said women had a negative
effect on morale. Again combat aviators reported less positive effects (17%),
with 45% claiming no effect and 38% stating a negative effect. Female
aviators were consistent in their opposing view, 63% relating a positive
effect, 33% no effect and 4% negative effect.

Commanders were also more positive, especially the ones responsible for
non-combat units. Only 14% of the combat unit commanders cited a positive
effect from the presence of women, although 66% felt there had been no effect
on morale and 20% said there had been a negative effect. Thirty percent of
commanders of non-combat flying units reported a positive effect, 59% no
effect and only 11% cited a negative effect. Non-flying unit commanders were
most positive (39%) while 44% reported no effect and 17% stated there had been
a negative effect.
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Impact of Women on Air Combat Performance

As we have just shown, the majority of Air Force members and their
commanders felt the presence of women would not negatively affect cohesion and
morale of the unit. However, when it's time to face the enemy, what did our
aviators think about how women would effect performance of flight crews during
combat? This question was worded so that the respondent was to consider both
single crew aircraft in formation as well as multi-member aircraft. Overall,
the majority of deployed members (55%) felt that performance would not be
affected; 35% felt performance would be diminished and 10% felt performance
would be enhanced.

However, male aviators expressed less confidence in the performance of
female aviators. Thirty percent of the combat aviators felt performance
levels would stay the same and only 3% reported an enhancement. Sixty-seven
percent felt combat performance would be diminished. Female aviators had
considerably more confidence in their abilities, with 31% reporting
performance would be enhanced and 64% stating performance would stay the same.
Five percent reported diminished performance.

The majority of commanders of combat units (50%) felt performance of mixed
gender aircrews would remain the same, while 47% felt that performance would
be diminished. For all other unit commanders, 70% felt that performance would
stay the same; 26% said performance would be diminished.

Two comments that capture the dichotomy between the commanders and the
combat pilots follow:

"With our smaller, more global force, the luxury of having any noncombatant
airmen is gone. Everyone must be prepared to arm and fight responsibly. It's
the humane and right way to run a global Air Force." Lieutenant Colonel,
Operations Management Staff Officer, Deployed, Female

"I think it is a mistake to assign women to combat positions. If I had to be
under enemy fire again, I would choose to fly with a man. If ordered, I would
salute smartly and fly with a woman, but I wouldn't trust her to carry her
load and I would expect her to fold when the bullets and missiles started
flying." Captain, B-52 Navigator, Deployed, Male

Readiness

Throughout the literature, the issue of how pregnancy impacts readiness is
a recurring theme. We approached the topic of readiness through three items:
ability to respond immediately for deployment, reasons for not deploying,
reasons for returning early from deployment. Response choices were presented
in a "laundry list" fashion. The top three reasons were identified based upon
the largest percentage of respondents. For inability to deploy, both men and
women cited having to make arrangements for dependent care, off-duty education
and transportation problems as the top reasons. Pregnancy or spouses'
pregnancy was cited by only 10% of the women and 5% of the men as the primary
reason for not responding to a deployment.

The top reasons why Air Force members did not actually deploy were their
skill was not needed or others volunteered. On pregnancy, 3% of the women
reported they did not deploy and 1% of the men. Top reasons for returning
early from deployment from the gulf were skills no longer needed and family
health (excluding pregnancy). Again, a small percent of both men and women
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were returned early; 3% of the women returned and 4% of the men returned
because of pregnancy or spouse's pregnancy. Even though this data was
captured through self-reported, these results clearly show that pregnancy does
not have a major impact on readiness and that the readiness for both men and
women is about equal.

Perceptions on Potential Mixed Aircrew Missions

In order to gain a perspective on Air Force service members' willingness
to fight side-by-side, we asked three questions. For male aircrew members
flying combat support missions with women, nine out of ten would do so again.
Eight of ten female aircrew members would willingly accept a chance to fly
combat missions. Six of ten male aircrew members who had never flown with
women would willingly fly combat missions with women. Interestingly enough,
if the male aircrew members are fighter pilots, only four out of ten would
willingly fly/fight on combat missions with women.

Here we see an underlying thread running through the service members'
responses. If men are currently working or have worked with women in their
units, they tend to respond more positively to accepting women in combat
roles.

Summary

When we asked airmen what they think about women in combat we found a
large disparity in opinions between the all-male combat aviators and the
female aviators across the issues of cohesion/bonding, morale and performance.
Combat aviators, the group most affected by a change in policy, were
unmistakably opposed to opening combat coc:.pits to women. In sharp contrast
to the combat aviators, female aviators presented a cohesive group ready to
accept the challenge of combat roles. Overall, excluding male combat
aviators, Air Force personnel appear receptive to the concept of women in air
combat. In fact, the presence of women is perceived by the majority to have
no effect (either positive or negative) on cohesion/bonding, morale,
performance or readiness.
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Evaluating Changes in Test Content:
The ASVAB Review Technical Committee

Bruce Bloxom and Lauress Wise
Defense Manpower Data Center

The ASVAB Review Technical Committee

Two problems have to be addressed in considering ways of improving the Armed
Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB). One problem is the very large number of
ideas about ways in which the battery could potentially be improved. The other problem is
the very large number of ways in which an idea must be evaluated to provide convincing
evidence that implementing it would be an improvement. The first problem is being
addressed, in part, by using policy input to constrain the number of ideas being seriously
considered. Major constraining factors include projections of operational and financial
perturbations which would be created by implementing each idea, as well as immediate
and long-term perceived benefits which would result from the implementation. This is the
subject of another paper in this session.

The second problem - the very large number of ways in which each idea must be
evaluated - has been handled in typical governmental fashion by referring it to a
committee. This Committee -- the ASVAB Review Technical (ART) Committee -- has held
four meetings to define the range of technical information needed to support implementing
revisions in the ASVAB and to set priorities on what information is required at various
stages in the process of deciding about revisions.' Table 1 shows the topical organization
of the information under discussion for each of three types of changes in the ASVAB. Note
that the same broad categories are used to organize the collection of information about
each type of potential change. However, the particulars and priorities for information
gathering differ across the three typ,•s.

Table 2 shows an example of the specific kinds of information being sought
regarding one type of change in the ASVAB - the use of new and/or alternative subtests.
Note that underlined topics indicate types of information needed prior to recommending the
inclusion of a new test in the battery. Other topics indicate types of information needed to
provide an implementable form of the new test in the context of the entire operational
battery. Where the first kind of information is needed, proposals have been written to
indicate how the information can be provided. Summaries of these proposals -- as of June
1992 - are available in ASVAB Review Technical Information Summary, a living document
available on request from Defense Manpower Data Center2.

Defining the range of technical information relied heavily on previous work by Malcolm Ree,
when he was chairing the technical subgroup of the Joint-Services Selection and Classification Working
Group, and by the Technical Advisory Selection Panel, consisting of technical rep#-esentatives of
Defense Manpower Data Center and the Military Services.

2 Address requests to Dr. Bruce Bloxom, Defense Manpower Data Center, 99 Pacific Street,

Suite 155a, Monterey, CA 93940.
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III

As discussion of the alternative changes to the ASVAB have progressed, a clearer
separation between operational and technical issues has emerged. Changes in the mode or
location of testing have significant impact on testing operations. Cost-benefit analyses to
evaluate these changes are described in another paper in this session (McBride & Hogan,
1992). Changes in the content and length of the battery involve very significant technical
issues and attention to these issues has become a major focus of the ART Committee.
The remainder of this paper will describe technical issues in identifying and evaluating
changes to the contents of the ASVAB and will outline proposed approaches.

Chanoes in ASVAB Content and Length

Potential Changes. Three types of changes are being considered including: (1)
lengthening the entire battery -- adding new spatial, psychomotor, or memory tests that
are included in a current validation effort; (2) holding test administration time constant by
replacing some existing tests with new tests; and (3) shortening the battery by combining
or deleting tests. The impact of these changes depends on whether a CAT version of the
ASVAB will be used or whether we will continue with paper-and-pencil administration
procedures. With a CAT version, new tests can be added while total administration time is
still reduced (to about two hours) in comparison with the current three hour battery. With
computer administration, potential changes in battery length will add or subtract 15 to 20
minutes and will not have a m&4jor operational impact. In the paper-and-pencil mode, the
first option of adding tests could add as much as 30 minutes to testing time while the third
option of combining or deleting tests might reduce testing time by as much as an hour.

General Evaluation Criteria. With ten subtests in the current ASVAB and another
nine subtests under evaluation, there are more than half a million possible combinations of
tests that might be considered as candidates for the new ASVAB. Several general criteria,
in addition to testing time, are being used in evaluating all of these different combinations,
including: (1) average increments in predictive validity for all jobs; (2) improvement in
classification efficiency (improved predictive validity for some jobs but not others); (3)
reduction in adverse impact for minorities and women; and (4) resistance to practice and
coaching effects that might degrade test validity and/or distort the score scale.

The general strategy that we are following in evaluating test content changes is to
sort all possible combinations of tests by total administration time in paper-and-pencil
mode focussing on the two hour, three hour, and three-and-a-half hour levels. For each of
the three administration time levels, we will find the combination of tests that optimizes
the above evaluation criteria. We will then compare the benefits derived from the longer
batteries with the costs of the additional testing time.

Issue§. Several issues must be addressed in carrying out the proposed evaluation
of alternative test battery content. First and foremost is limitations on the jobs and
samples for which test scores and outcomes are available. Three data sets are being
analyzed: (1) the ECAT Validity Study, (2) the Navy Validity Study, and (3) the Army's
Project A. Table 3 shows the number of different jobs, range of sample sizes, and type of
predictor and criterion measures associated with each of these data sets. In the
aggregate, the total number of jobs is limited compared to the hundreds of jobs for which
selection and classification decisions must be made. In addition, witn limited sample sizes
and fallible criteria it is not possible to identify exactly the optimal weighting of subtests
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for each job nor estimate precisely the absolute and differential validity of a given battery,
even for these jobs for which some data are available.

Another issue that limits the evaluation of alternative battery concerns constraints
on the ways in which test scores are used operationally. We can model or simulate gains
in expected performance associated with more accurate predictor information, but
operational decisions tend to be suboptimal because of (1) the need for sequential
decision-making as opposed to selection and assignment from an annual pool, (2) the fact
that the different jobs are in comp3tition with each other for the same pool of applicants,
and (3) the need to accommodate applicant choices and preferences.

A third issue that must be addressed in evaluating alternative test batteries is the
difficulty of quantifying benefits from improved decision-making (or cost of reduction in job
match quality). There is some hope of achieving a consensus regarding the cost of
additional testing time, but the savings from improved prediction of training success and
job performance is a much tougher issue. Can we really trade training costs or manpower
levels for testing time?

Preliminary results. Some preliminary analyses were reported by the Services at the
APA Convention in August, 1992. Analyses of the Marine Corps data on helicopter and
ground mechanics indicated that one of the spatial tests, Assembling Objects, did
significantly improve the prediction of job performance criteria; it also had minimal practice
effects (Carey, 1992). Spatial tests were also found to add significantly to predictive
validity in analyses of Navy validity data (Wolfe & Alderton, 1992; Alderton & Larson,
1992). The Army reported results from a special study of coaching and practice effects on
three of the spatial tests and concluded one of the three tests (not Assembling Objects)
was significantly coachable (Busciglio & Palmer, 1992).

The Army is supporting additional analyses of the data collected from Project A,
including scores on seven of the new predictors for roughly 40,000 new recruits
(Peterson, Oppler, & Rosse, 1992). Preliminary findings indicate the importance of a
spatial measure in predicting hands-on job performance test scores across a wide range of
jobs and the utility of psychomotor measures in increasing classification efficiency (by
allowing for capitalization on differences in psychomotor skill in assigning applicants at a
given level of cognitive ability). Their results also indicate that gains associated with
longer testing times are quite minimal and may be totally negligible without better data for
identifying optimal uses of new test information.

The Navy has collected both complete predictor data and extensive training
f performance measures in the Enhanced Computer Administered Test (ECAT) Validity

Study. Preliminary analyses of these data also show a number of areas where the use of
new tests can significantly enhance the prediction of training outcomes. Results from this
effort are expected in the next few months.

Remaining steos. Several steps remain in completing the evaluation of changes to
the content of the ASVAB battery. First, results must be combined across the different
studies that have been completed or are now in progress. The Navy is designing a meta-
analytic approach to assessing incremental validity associated with new tests in the ECAT
Validity databare and in the other data sets as well. Some combination across criteria, as
well as across data sets, will be required.
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To date, relatively little attention has been paid to adverse impact. Some of the
new tests do lead to reductions in adverse impact for minorities. Women do score
somewhat lower on the spatial tests in comparison to men, but the differences are
generally smaller than gender differences on technical subtests in the current battery. It is
difficult to evaluate adverse impact without careful consideration of how each new test
would be used. More attention to this issue will be required before final recommendations
can be made.

Finally, a dollar value must be placed on improvements in selection and
classification decisions. Several approaches are under review including: (1) a traditional
Cronbach/Gleser utility assessment where improvements in job performance are estimated
and valued, (2) estimation of cost savings associated with reductions in training failures
(assuming a fixed standard for success), and (3) estimated savings in recruiting costs
associated with making better use of more readily available applicants.

In the end, the data and analyses supporting recommendations about the length and
contents of the battery will necessarily be incomplete. We are hopeful that the results of
our efforts will be clear and compelling. Even if they are not, we will have succeeded in
mounting a coordinated effort to do the best evaluation possible under time and resource
constraints, and we should set important precedents for evaluation of future changes to
the battery.
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Table 1
Types of Information Required for Technical Review of ASVAB

Information required to evaluate new subtests
a. Studies of quality of decisions in selection & classification using ASVAB with new tests
b. Studies to define operational procedures for use of new tests
c. Studies to define procedures for developing new forms of new tests
d. Studies of costs of implementing, using and maintaining new tests

I. Information required to evaluate computer-based testing
a. Studies of quality of decisions in selection and classification using ASVAB with computer-

based tests
b. Studies to define operational procedures for use of computer-based tests
c. Studies to define procedures for developing new forms of computer-based tests
d. Studies of costs of implementing, using and maintaining computer-based tests

Ill. Information required to evaluate multi-stage testing
a. Studies of quality of decisions in selection & classification using ASVAB with multi-stage

testing
b. Studies to define operational procedures for use of multi-stage testing
c. Studies to define procedures for developing new forms in multi-stage testing
d. Studies of costs of implementing, using and maintaining multi-stage testing

Table 2
Studies of Quality of Decisions in Selection and Classification

Using ASVAB with New Tests3

1. Constructs being assessed
- definition of construct and its facets
. oroneness to sensitiviev and DIF problems

2. Time required for sufficient measurement precision
. reliability and/or score-conditional precision estimate as a function of test lenoth
- orecision estimatels) for comoosite(s) includino new test

3. Construct and predictive validity
. factorial validity, DIF, adverse imoact unique variance, predictive validity, incremental

validity. substitutic.nal validity, eredictive fairness
. how to synthesize results of validity studies

4. Norm requirements and availability
- reference oooulation reguirements
- definition of score scale for continuous scored test
- orocedures for obtainina/aporoximatina norms

5. Accuracy and stability of score scale in operational use
- retest effect size as function of time. practice. fatigue, and coaching3
- development of instructions and practice items to stabilize score scale

SInformation needed by March of 1993 is indicated by underlining.
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Summary of Available Data

Sof Job Sample No

Date Set Predictors CriteraSaple Mlin Ma

ECAT ASVAB Tests Training Outcomes 20 Ill 1508
Validitation -Verbal -Final School Grades
Study -Word Knowledge(WK) -Performance Tests

--Paragraph Comp.(PC) -Written Tests

-Math Knowledge(MK)
-Arith. Reasoning(AR)
-Science & Technical
--General Science(GS)
--Mechanical Comp.(MC)
--Auto&Shop Inf.(AS)
-Electronics Inf.(EI)
-Clerical Skills
-Coding Speed(CS)
-Numnerical Operations(NO)

New Tests
-Spatial Ability
-Integrating Details (ID)1
-Assembling ObjeCts(AO)
-Spatial Orientation(SO)

-Non- Verbal Reasoning
-Mental Counters(ME)*
--Sequential MemoryiSM)"
-Figural Reasoning(FR)

-Psychomotor Skill
-One-Hand Tracking(T1 )
-Two-Hand Tracking(T2)**

-Perceptual Speed
-Target Identification(Tt)* _________ ___

Army's ASVAB Tests Training Outcomes 9 206 696
Project A (same as above) -Written Tests

-Pert. Ratings
New Tests Job Performance
-- AO, SO, FR, TI, Ti, T2 -Hands-on Tests

(as abovel -Written Tests
--Short-Term Memory(ST) -Pert. Ratings

Navy ASVAB Tests Training Outcomes 9 122 1169
Validity (same as above) -Final School Grades
Study -Performance Tests

New Tests
-- ID, ME,SM, FR (as above)

--Space Perception(SP)
___________ -PerceptualSpeed(PS) __________

-predictors requiring computer administration; ' -predictors requiring sei~alresponse pedestal
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Introduction and Purpose

The Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery, or ASVAB, is the sole selection and
classification test battery for military enlisted personnel. The ASVAB is a traditional
multiple-aptitude, paper-and-pencil test battery and has been used by all Services since
1976. Today, however, we are on the verge of major and perhaps fundamental changes in
the ASVAB. There are two lines of military aptitude research that will be given particular
consideration in the process of revamping the ASVAB. One is the Computerized
Adaptive Testing version of the ASVAB, or CAT-ASVAB. The second is the Enhanced
Computer Administered Test Battery, or ECAT. In June 1992 these two independent yet
symbiotic strains of research were united in an Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E).
The purpose of this paper is to provide a thumbnail sketch of the history of research that
produced CAT-ASVAB, ECAT, and their unification, and thereby foretell some of the
changes we could soon see in the ASVAB.

In 1973, following the end of the Vietnam War the draft was terminated and the Services
reverted to an All-Volunteer Force and adopted a uniform selection and classification test
battery, the ASVAB. Over the next decade the quality of service applicants declined
severely (Eitelberg, Laurence, Waters, & Perelman, 1984), as did the quantity
(Ramsbei oer & Means, 1987). Further complicating the grim manpower outlook was the
military's tremendous technological modernization, a development placing even greater
intellectual demands on the average enlistee. Yet even as the military's need for talented
people grew more acute, our tools for identifying talent, i.e., aptitude tests, came under
growing attack from critics. In 1978, the Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection
Procedures (EEOC, 1978) were adopted by the Federal Government - an action that led,

T]he opinions expressed or implied in this paper ire the author's, are not official and do not necessarily refleet the views of the Navy
Depa.-inent or the US Govemment.

Portions of this paper were prisented at the August 1992 annual meeting of the American Psychological Association and
the May 1992 Army Research Institute's Conference on Selection and Clissification.
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in part, to the 1981 Congressional directive requiring the Services to better document the
relationship between education, test scores, and job performance. Collectively, these
forces fostered a modem, resurgent interest in military manpower testing. There were two
main ASVAB improvement themes, as mentioned earlier. The first was an effort to
reformat the ASVAB, while the second theme was to add new aptitude constructs and
thus broaden the ASVAB.

The ASVAB reformatting project was CAT-ASVAB which formally began in 1979 when
the Navy Personnel Research and Development Center was designated as Lead
Laboratory for Computerized Testing. The program was initiated because of the need to
improve military selection and classification. The program's approach was shaped by two
technological advances, the availability of powerful microcomputers and developments in
statistical theories of test scores. Blending these two advances produced the concept for
CAT-ASVAB which was to develop a computer administered version of the ASVAB
redesigned using modem psychometric theory, referred to as Item Response Theory. By
combining Item Response Theory with computer administratior., the ASVAB's power
tests could be made adaptive in that test items could be specifically selected for an
examinee based on his or her previous responses. Adaptive test administration could
reduce test length by as much as one-half while improving reliability, particularly in the
extremes of score distributions where appiicant discrimination was poor. Moreover,
administratively, computer-based testing could among other things, improve test security,
reduce scoring errors, and provide immediate feedback to examinees and their recruiters.

Although adaptive tests had been theoretical possibility for a number of years, no one had
ever successfully produced an adaptive, multiple aptitude test battery intended for large-
scale use. As such, hundreds of difficult, pragmatic, and unanticipated problems had to be
solved in the development of a working CAT-ASVAB system. Problems such as how the
system should be organized, what fail-safe and failure-recovery procedures should be
included, what hardware and networking systeni should be chosen, how items should be
protected, and how the frequency of item use should be controlled. These and many more
problems were solved to produce a functional delivery system.

More importantly though, is that there were several critical research questions that had to
be answered as a prelude to operational use. One issue was a concern that the medium of
administration alone, i.e., paper-and-pencil versus computer, would produce important
differences in test items and scores. A large scale 1987 study explicitly addressed this
concern and found it to be generally unwarranted (Hetter, 1992). A second concern was
that test score intercorrelations, within and across mediums of administration, would differ
markedly. This issue was addressed in an important 1988 study (Moreno & Segall, 1992)
and the results clearly demonstrated that there were no substantial differences among the
intercorrelation matrices of ASVAB tests, either within or across test mediums.

Having solved the practical testing issues and assuaged the concerns of many
psychometricans and policy makers, a final step was required before CAT-ASVAB could
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actually be used. Specifically, conversion or equating tables were required that would
allow CAT-ASVAB and paper-and-pencil ASVAB scores to be used interchangeably. In
1988, an elaborately designed study was conducted, requiring data collection in several
sites across the country. The data were used to develop preliminary tables equating CAT
and ASVAB test scores. However, since the original equating tables were based on
individuals who were required to take several non-operational versions of the ASVAB, the
validity of the equating tables had to be verified in one final study. This study was
initiated, and as a result, in September 1990, CAT-ASVAB was operationally used for the
first time. CAT-ASVAB has become the first operational, computer administered,
adaptive selection and classification battery in use.

ECAT

While efforts to reformat the ASVAB were focused and localized, attempts to broaden the
abiiities measured by the ASVAB were dispersed, with each of the Services conducting
research. In 1981 the Army's Project A was commissioned with a very broad charter and
sweeping objectives. In the same time frame, the Air Force's Learning Abilities
Measurement Project (LAMP) began with the goal of developing new predictors of
learning. Smaller testing programs were also started in the Navy.

Several common contextual stimulants independently shaped the Services' attempts to
broaden the ASVAB, producing similarities in their research programs. For example, the
availability of inexpensive microcomputers and the momentum behind the computerization
of the ASVAB, lead the Services to develop new tests that were primarily computer-based.
Moreover, the cognitive zeitgeist in American psychology during the mid-70s and 80s
strongly influenced the programs. For example, all of the Services investigated the use of
reaction time measares; the Air Forces' program was built around a cognitive model; and,
the Navy's research was driven by cognitive theories of aptitude, working memory, and
mental imagery.

Though there were commonalities across Services, there was little collaboration. However,
as work on CAT-ASVAB progressed and a national renorming of ASVAB was anticipated,
additional impetus was provided to the possibility of adding new aptitude dimensions to the
ASVAB. In December of 1988, the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force
Management and Personnel) (OASD/FM&P) redirected the CAT-ASVAB program to
"include a Joint-Service validation of the Services' new computerized cognitive and
psychomotor tests" (Sellman, 14 Dec 1988). This directive was in recognition of two facts.
First, an early cost-benefit study suggested that fielding a computer version of the ASVAB
may not be cost effective relative to the paper-and-pencil version (CACI, 1988). Second,
other research indicated that broadening the ASVAB's ability measures could result in large
improvements in productivity per accession (Schmidt, Hunter, & Dunn, 1987). Combining
these findings, a new computer-based ASVAB augmented with new ability measures could
produce a better and cost effective selection and classification system. Just as importantly
though, the directive was a realization that if decisions were to be made about the
usefulness of new ability measures, they needed to be evaluated in a single study using the
most probable delivery system for a computerized ASVAB, the CAT-ASVAB system. This
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formally integrated the two research strains to improve the ASVAB.

In response to OASD's redirection, the Technical Advisory Selection Panel (TASP) was
established in January of 1989 to evaluate and select tests for the Joint-Service validation
battery. The Panel's charter was to select the best tests in terms of their psychometric
properties and theoretical justifications within the constraint that the battery could not
exceed three hours. Across Services, hundreds of pages of documentation were submitted
supporting the use of dozens of new aptitude measures. Nine tests were chosen and
"combined into a battery named ECAT. A research design was approved, the necessary
software and hardware were developed and/or acquired, and in February 1990 the study
began. Twenty-one months and 16,000 examinees later, testing ended. The sample
included enlisted personnel in the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps, representing
19 Military Occupational Specialties (MOS). Criteria data collection has been completed
"and analyses will be complete in the winter; with a fill evaiuation of the study taking place
in early 1993. This undoubtedly represents the largest single validation of a computerized
test battery ever undertaken.

The Face of a New ASVAB

Thus far I've discussed the process of broadening the ASVAB but have said nothing of the
content of either test battery. Before moving on, a brief description of the ASVAB is

' .necessary. Table I shows the eight power and two speeded tests that comprise the
ASVAB. The paper-and-pencil test requires three hours for administration. These tests
define four ability or achievement factors: Verbal Ability, Mathematical Ability, Technical
Knowledge, and Perceptual Speed. In selecting the ECAT tests, the assumption was
made that the scope of human intellectual and non-intellectual skills was much greater than
that represented by the ASVAB, and that capturing this breadth held the greatest promise
for improving personnel selection and/or classification. Table 2 shows the nine tests that
comprise the ECAT battery including a brief description of each of the tests. The battery
requires a maximum of three hours with most individuals finishing in just under two hours.
The specifics of these tests are unimportant for this discussion, suffice it to say that the
battery measures: Spatial Ability, Non-Verbal Reasoning, Perceptual Speed, and
Psychomotor Skill. The next Table combines ASVAB tests/constructs and the
supplemental ECAT tests/constructs. One interesting point is that, even though the
Services independently chose new aptitude constructs for research, there was a large
measure of agreement as to which ability dimensions were the best candidates to improve
the ASVAB. This consensus was clearly reflected in the proposals to the ECAT test
selection panel.

For example, of the intellectual abilities identified in the Armvn's Project A review and not
measured by the ASVAB, Spatial Ability is the most evident shortcoming given that a
spatial factor is the most frequently reported psychometric construct, next to verbal ability.
Independently, the Navy arrived at the same conclusion: the ASVAB should include
spatial ability tests. Both Army and Navy spatial tests are now part of ECAT. The
Services also independently concluded that information processing measures were good
candidates for supplementing the ASVAB. Information processing measures are broadly
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defined here to cover the whole array of test types that emerged from cognitive and
experimental psychology beginning in the mid-1970s; including, simple and choice
reaction time tests, reaction time based reasoning tasks, divided and selective attention
measures, and power-oriented working memory tests. Literally, hundreds of such tests

. .have been developed and field tested.

If we look at the ASVAB and ECAT tests as two groups, one thing becomes immediately
apparent - the military's collective efforts to broaden the dimensionality of the ASVAB
have produced almost a classic verbal versus performance or crystallized versus fluid
intelligence dichotomy, with the addition of a psychomotor dimension which is indicated in
the Table.

This, then, is the outline of the future ASVAB. An ASVAB that will be computer
administered. An ASVAB that will be less achievement and knowledge based and provide
a better sampling of the breadth of human intellectual performance. The specific features
of the new face of the ASVAB will be known soon, based largely on the results of the
ECAT validation study.

CurLretaStat

In June 1992, based on the success of CAT-ASVAB and promising early results from the
ECAT study (and its precursor), we began an Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E) of
CAT-ASVAB combined with tests from the ECAT battery. CAT-ASVAB scores will be
operational while the ECAT scores will be used only for research purposes. The OT&E
will use several sites across the country and continue for two years. For now, the CAT-
ECAT OT&E battery is our best guess at what the new face of the ASVAB will look like
in the future.
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The Development of Alternative Operational Concepts

James R. McBride
Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO)

Unda T. Curran
Defense Manpower Data Center

The Department of Defense is preparing for a major revision of the Armed Services
Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB), to take place in the latter part of this decade. In the earliest
stages of revision planning, a number of alternatives are being considered. These alternatives can
"be grouped into four major dimensions:

1. WHERE ASVAB is given - changes in the site of ASVAB administration;
2. WHEN ASVAB is given - changes in the schedule of administering different parts of the

battery;
3. HOW ASVAB is given - changes in the medium of administration; and
4. WHAT ASVAB consists of - changes in the content of the battery.

Clearly, these categories of possible change go beyond mere revision of the ASVAB tests
themselves; in the aggregate, they constitute revisions to the entire concept of operations for
administering ASVAB. This paper summarizes the development of alternative concepts of
"operations that are being considered in the planning for ASVAB revision.

Where, when, how, and what? There are a number of alternative answers to each of those
four questions - so many that at the outset of the project, we were faced with at least 540
different possible combinations, each of which represented a plausible operational concept.
Presently, we are considering the following:

* three different classes of test administration sites: MEPS, MET sites, and Contract Testing
Centers;

* two alternative classes of test administration stages: single-stage and two-stage testing;
"- four alternatives as to test administration media: print, computer, digital keypad, and a

special-purpose response pedestzl;
-* three alternative content configurations: the current one, a shortened battery, and a battery

with expanded content.

Most of the alternative concepts consist of innovations added to the current operational
concept. At this writing, the field has been narrowed to just seven innovations. Each of these
innovations is discussed below, under the heading of the major dimension of change it pertains to.

Test Administration Sites
The ASVAB Enlistment Testing Program is conducted primarily by administering the tests in

Military Entrance Processing Stations (MEPS) and in their associated Mobile Examining Team (MET)
sites. At this writing there are almost 70 MEPS, and over 800 MET sites, so the operational
ASVAB is given in about 900 locations throughout the U.S. The MEPS' mission is evaluation and
processing of candidates for entrance into the Armed Services; the MET sites' mission is to make it
more convenient for applicants to take -- and less costly for the Government to administer -- the
ASVAB battery by reducing the distance applicants must travel to take the tests which are
prerequisites to enlistment. The MET sites make it easier for applicants to take the tests; in doing
so, they are thought to facilitate recruiting by lessening somewhat the burden of applying for
enlistment.
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We are considering a new form of MET site: contract testing centers (CTCs). CTCs would
be dispersed sites, operated by contractors, at which ASVAB can be administered by appointment.
The CTC concept differs from current MET sites in several respects: (a) CTCs would supplement
MET sites, making ASVAB available at even more locations than it is now; (b) ASVAB would
essentially be individually administered in CTCs, as opposed to the small group administration
typical in MET sites; and (c) appointments would be available on short notice - typically one day in
advance - as a convenience to applicants and recruiters.

Test Administration Stages
Recruiting personnel have expressed concern that the length of the ASVAB may hinder

recruiting by creating a psychological obstacle between a momentarily motivated prospect and the
evaluation and processing that are prerequisite to consummating an enlistment contract. The
recruiter's interest, once he or she has identified a promising prospect, is to complete the process
while prospect is interested and motivated. The concept of two-stage administration of the battery
is intended to address these concerns.

The idea of two-stage administration of the ASVAB is to reduce the duration of the initial
test administration by breaking up the battery into two sessions that take place at different times.
The first session would consist of 'iust those tests that are used to determine enlistment eligibility -
essentially, the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) subtests. The second session would
contain the remainder of the battery - the additional tests whose scores are needed to determine
"applicants' eligibility for military job specialty training. The first stage would be much shorter than
the current battery - and hence would be less of an obstacle to recruiting. The second stage
would be administered only to applicants wno attained qualifying scores in the first stage; knowing
they are at least minimally qualified for enlistment these applicants would be expected to be
motivated to continue the testing process.

Test Administration Media
Three new means of administering ASVAB remain under consideration: (a) computerized

adaptive testing (CAT-ASVAB), (b) a special-purpose response pedestal capable of administering
certain psychomotor ability measures (in addition to CAT-ASVAB), and (c) a digital keypad that
would replace printed answer sheets with an electronic input device to facilitate test administration
and scoring.

CAT-ASVAB has essentially completed its research phase, and has been successfully
equated to the printed ASVAB. Another computerized testing program, ECAT, is evaluating the
incremental usefulness of nine innovative tests, six of which can only be administered by
computer. Three of the ECAT tests measure psychomotor abilities, and require the use of a
special-purpose response pedestal in addition to the CAT-ASVAB computer. An operational test
and evaluation of CAT-ASVAB began in selected MEPS in late FY92; as part of that OT&E, CAT-
ASVAB will be augmented by two or more ECAT tests.

The digital keypad is about the size and weight of an electronic calculator. Using it instead
of a scannable answer sheet offers some of the administrative advantages of computerized testing
at lower cost. It is also smaller and lighter than a computer, and thus may be more suitable for use
in MET sites where equipment portability is a concern. Digital response keypads are used in a
number of personnel testing programs outside the Department of Defense.

Test Battery Content
Two alternatives to the current battery content are being considered: (a) a shortened

battery, formed by consolidating some of the current 10 subtests, and (b) an expanded battery,
consisting of some or all of the current content plus one or more new tests drawn from the battery
of 9 ECAT measures.

The rationale for a shortened battery is to eliminate redundancy by consolidating ASVAB
trs's with similar content, and in the process reduce the overall length of the battery. The most
obvious candidates for consolidation are the ASVAB subtests measuring quantitative and verbal
abilities. Arithmetic Reasoning, Math Knowledge, and Numerical Operations might be consolidated
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into a single test of quantitative ability. Word Knowledge and Paragraph Comprehension might
similarly be consolidated into a single measure of verbal ability. The most extreme form of
consolidation would be to reduce the battery to just four subtests. one measuring each of the four
ability factors that are thought to constitute ASVAB - Verbal, Quantitative, Technical, and Speed.
A consolidation of any kind might significantly reduce the time it takes to administer ASVAB;
perhaps an hour or more of testing time could be eliminated in this way.

The rationale for expanding the battery is to take advantage of years of research into new
measures conducted jointly and separately by the Services. This research has culminated in trials
of the ECAT battery: nine tests measuring dimensions not represented in the ASVAB, including
spatial abilities, memory, and psychomotor skills. The hope is that expanding the scope of human
abilities measured in the ASVAB will improve the prediction of training and job performance.

Choosing Among Alternative Concepts

Earlier we mentioned that a slate of 540 different concepts had been reduced to 50. How
is the Department of Defense going about the process of choosing alternative concepts for possible
operational implementation in the revision of ASVAB? Ultimately, the decision will hinge on a
comparison of the costs and benefits of the current system with those of candidate alternatives; to
this end, DMDC has commissioned a contractor to develop a cost-benefit evaluation process to be
applied to both the current system and the most attractive alternatives. Before that process is
applied, however, a few among the many alternative concepts must be selected; that selection is
being done through a process intended to develop a consensus as to which of the many
alternatives are the *most attractive* ones. This part of the paper presents a summary of that
process.

Clearly, the current operational concept for ASVAB administration should not be replaced
without compelling reasons. This implies that appreciable benefits must accrue, or there is no
reason to change. One of the first steps in the process was to study the current system, identify
its strength, weaknesses, and who might be affected, and in what ways. This led immediately to
enumeration of a number of issues that need to be considered, and different stakeholders whose
interests need to be considered.

Issues. Changes to the concept of operations for administering ASVAB may have an impact on
organizations and systems that are interrelated with ASVAB. This section identifies a number of
issues that should be considered in evaluating alternatives to the present ASVAB and its
operational concepts.

Impact on Recruiting. Any change in the operational concepts for ASVAB administration
and use may have an impact, favorable or unfavorable, on recruiting; such impacts will have to be
assessed and evaluated for any operational concept change that is seriously considered. There are
at least three different areas in which the recruiting impact might be felt: 1) recruiter productivity,
2) enlistment propensity of prospects, and 3) resources involved in recruiting.

Impact on Military Personnel Accession Systems. Some changes in operational concepts
might also have impact on military personnel accessioning systems. Any operational concept that
is ccnsidered will need to be evaluated in terms of its impact on such matters as the following: 1)
statutory DoD-wide standards for enlistment qualification; 2) standards set by the individual Armed
Services for both personnel selection and classification; 3) practices of each of the Services
perzaining to personnel classification and training assignment; 4) DoD and Service formal policies
and automated systems that support recruitment and accessions processing. Each of these is
discussed in somewhat more detail below.

The impact of ASVAB changes on policy directives and automated accessioning,
assignment, and information systems must be carefully assessed. DoD and each of the Services
maintains formal directives that specify policy for personnel accessions as well as training and job
assignment. Additionally, there are a number of automated information systems that use or record
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ASVAB data; examples include the MEPS Reporting System (MEPRS), the DMDC enlisted personnel
data files, and the four Services' separate automated accessions systems (REQUEST, PRIDE,
PROMIS, and ARMS). Changes in ASVAB content, score metrics, norms, or operational concepts
could require substantial changes to existing systems of policy directives and automated data
management.

Impact on Military Personnel Training. Changes in ASVAB or its operational concepts may
have a substantial post-enlistment impact, as well. Changes in classification and assignment
standards or practices may affect performance in military job specialty training, and may entail a
requirement to conduct an extensive body of new predictive validation research. Additionally, to
the extent that existing selection composites are eliminated by ASVAB changes, the existing
validity research base may be rendered meaningless.

Q=. Changes to the present concepts of operations inevitably entnil changes in the cost
of those operations, so cost is an issue that must be considered in evaluating alternative concepts.
There are a number of cost components that may be affected by operational concept changes.
Included among these are capital investment costs, operating and support costs, personnel costs,
recruiting costs, and job training costs, to name but a few.

Implementation. The actual implementation of any change in the concept of operations is
an issue unto itself, due to the magnitude of the system and to the number of organizations that
will necessarily be involved. This is because of the large scale of ASVAB administration, and
because operational changes will require implementation measures not only by U.S. MEPCOM, but
also by four Armed Services and the Coast Guard. Within each of the affected Services, there may
need to be implementation measures taken by the respective recruiting arms, by accession policy
organizations, and by the training establishments. The scale of implementation activities may be
quite large; the number of different organizations that will have to participate makes
implementation also potentially complex.

Acceptance Acceptance of operational concept changes is also an issue, and one with
many facets. Any operational concept change will have to be accepted by the test operator (U.S.
MEPCOM), by the Armed Services recruiting commands, and by manpower policy officials in each
of the Services. Additionally, if the change in operational concept is a highly visible one, there may
be questions of its acceptability outside the Department of Defense, where there may be questions
of social and political acceptance by the public at large and by special interest groups. Trhis kind of
issue may be more prominent in the case of introduction of a change to computerized test
administration, or to adaptive testing.

Test Security. Procedures for safeguarding the security of ASVAB materials are well
established for the current concept of operations. Operational changes in medium of
administration, administration sites, or authorized test administration personnel may create
requirements for different or additional test security precautions, to the extent that current security
procedures do not apply to the new operational concepts. This is another issue that must be
addressed in considering any alternatives to the present operational concepts.

Test Validit. The prospect of changing the ASVAB battery itself, the medium of
administration, and operational conditions such as testing sites and test administration personnel --
all of these things raise the issue of what impact they may have on test validity. In this context,
the term *test validity* is interpreted in its broadest sense, as the extent to which decisions and
inferences based on test scores are justified scientifically and supported by appropriate evidence.
In this sense, test vauidity includes not only predictive validity, but also construct validity, test
equity and fairness, and the fundamental measurement properties of the tests. All of these things
may be affected by changes in test content, battery composition, conditions of administration, and
other aspects of new operational concepts.
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Stakeholders. The interested stakeholders in ASVAB revision are a number of diverse groups and
organizations, including the recruiting services, accession policy offices of Defense and the four
Services, the Military Entrance Processing Command (MEPCOM), as well as the Services' personnel
research and training communities. Representatives of each of these groups were invited to
participate in three different forums: a project advisory panel, a personel research technical
committee, and a series of Joint Services workshops. The study of the current system, and the
forums for addressing possible changes, are described below.

Analysis of current operations. The contractor conducted a study of the current /

operational concept, and prepared a report (Hogan and Mullin, 1992) that describes current
recruiting, applicant processing, and ASVAB testing operations. They found the current mode of
ASVAB operations to be generally effective and efficient, but they were able to identify several
areas for potential improvement that might be addressed in revising the ASVAB concept of
operations. Included among these were the following:

1. Information about available military jobs or enlistment incentives for which an applicant is
qualified is not available to the applicaht until he or she has invested a good deal of time
and effort. This may discourage or frustrate some applicants; providing such information
earlier in the process may increase enlistment rates among qualified applicants.

2. MET site testing costs are relatively high because there is a fixed cost per test session, and
the number of examinees per session is frequently small -- less than 7.

3. Official AFQT scores, and scores of other ASVAB tests administered at MET sites are not
available until the answer sheets have been scored at the host MEPS -- a delay of one or
more days. This interrupts the flow of the recruiter's effort to convert a prospect to an
enlistment, and may effect some applicants' decisions not to enlist.

4. Aptitude information contained in ASVAB scores is not fully exploited in matching recruits
to job assignments, before or after enlistment.

5. Two-day processing of applicants is the norm at the MEPS, so many applicants must
remain overnight, at government expense and some personal inconvenience. Significant,
direct cost savings would result if most MEPS processing could be accomplished in a single
day. Indirect savings, in the form of increased recruiter productivity, are likely if the
incidence of two-day MEPS processing were reduced.

6. Recruiters frequently escort prospects to MET sites or MEPS for processing. Because these
test administration sites are often located far from the applicant's home and the recruiter's
office, a good deal of recruiter time is taken up by this practice. If ASVAB could be
administered in more convenient locations, recruiter productivity might benefit substantially.

The Concept of Operations Plannina and Evaluation (COPE) Advisory Panel. This is a panel,
composed of delegates from OASD, USMEPCOM and the four Services' manpower policy and
recruiting commands, formed to advise DMDC in the development and evaluation of alternative
concepts for ASVAB. The panel first convened in July 1991, and has convened on four
subsequent occasions to date. At its September 1991 meeting, a number of goals and objectives
for revised ASVAB operations were enumerated (COPE, 1991). These included the following:

1. Improvement of pre-screening tests (EST and CAST);
2. Development of a shorter qualification test (1 to 2 hours) with immediate scoring.
3. Reduction of the number of MET sites with low ratios of examinees to test administrators.
4. Re-instituting one-day processing of applicants at MEPS.
5. Increasing high school participation in the ASVAB School Testing Program.
6. Using computerized technology to increase flexibility of testing-related operations.

Several of these objectives are directly reflective of recruiter concerns.
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An ASVAB Revision Workshop. In March, 1992, DMDC convened a Joint Services
workshop to identify and discuss issues related to the revision of ASVAB and its concepts of
operations. An important function of the workshop was to bring together representatives of all the
stakeholders in the ASVAB, to give them an opportunity to present points of view, to hear those of
others, and to identify issues and considerations that were of critical importance. The workshop
included an overview of alternative operational concepts, a presentation of significant issues that
must be considered in evaluating such concepts, and introductions to several specific alternative
concept-* that were used as illustrative examples.

The ASVAB Review Technical IART) Committee. This committee is an ad hoc
subcommittee of the DOD Manpower Accession Policy Working Group, formed for the express
purpose of identifying and resolving psychometric and technical issues associated with the changes
that are now being contemplated. While the ART Committee is especially interested in questions
that pertain to possible changes in ASVAB content and psychometric characteristics, they are also
watchful for tve psychometric implications of any other changes in the concept of operations. The
work of the ART Committee was described in the paper by Bloxom and Wise, elsewhere in this
symposium.

Based on input from the COPE Advisory Panel, and the Joint Services ASVAB Revision
Workshop, we have recently narrowed the list of alternatives from 540 to 50, and selected the
best combinations of those 50 alternatives for further study, including a detailed evaluation of cost-
effectiveness. The evaluation process, and today's list of the most promising operational concepts,
are described by McBride and Hogan (1992) in their paper in this symposium.
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Evaluation of Alternative Concepts

James R. McBride
Human Resources Research Organization

Paul F. Hogan
Decision Science Consortium, Inc.

Earlier in this symposium, McBride and Curran indicated that a large number of
candidate alternative operational concepts were identified. Over the course of tne project
their number has been reduced from over 500 to 50; although that is a significant
reduction, 50 discrete operational concepts is still too many to deal with in detail.
Ultimately, a decision must be made between a small number of the best alternatives--
possibly including the status quo. This paper summarizes an evaluation process that will
facilitate movement toward that decision. The evaluation process can be thought of as
consisting of two stages. In the first of these, qualitative criteria have been applied,
subjectively, leading to narrowing the field to a small number of alternative concepts to be
evaluated further. In the second, quantitative criteria will be applied objectively to
compare those few alternative concepts against each other and the status quo; this will
lead toward a recommendation regarding the ultimate revision of ASVAB itself.

Narrowing the Field of Alternative Operational Concepts

In March 1992, a Joint Services ASVAB Revision Workshop was conducted; all of
the major stakeholders in ASVAB revision participated. The consideration of alternative
concepts of operations was a major agenda item. The participants responded to a variety
of broad proposals, rejected some, and endorsed others for further study. One outcome of
the workshop was the reduction of the number of possible alternative3 from 540 to 72.
Each of those 72 alternative concepts consisted of a unique combination cf the remaining
alternatives for ASVAB testing sites, medium of administration, content, and
administration schedule (single- vs. two-stage). Figure 1 depicts these 72 alternatives in
matrix form.

As indicated in Figure 1, some 22 of these alternatives either represent the status
quo, or are not considered viable; that leaves just 50 alternatives for serious consideration.
To reduce the number further, we subjected these 50 candidates to a formal evaluation. A
qualitative rating process was developed, and a panel of raters convened to conduct the
evaluation. The rating task was simple but laborious: Each rater was asked to judge
whether a candidate alternative would improve on the current system, make things worse,
or make no difference. Every rater had to make such a judgment with respect to some 39
separate items spanning 6 dimensions: impacts on recruiting, MEPCOM operations,
enlistment processing costs, post-enlistment training, research and development
requirements, and military personnel accession policies and systems. Scoros for each
alternative were computed by averaging the ratings across judges.
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Separate scores were computed for each of the six dimensions; the overall score
was the sum of the six dimension scores. For the purposes of this paper, we will limit the
discussion to the overall ratings for each alternative.

Figure 1 lists the overall scores for each alternative. To interpret these scores, keep
in mind that a score of 0 means an average judgment of no difference between the current
ASVAB operational concept and the alternative in question. A positive score means that
more things were judged to be improved than made worse; a negative score means more
things were thought to be made worse than improved. With that in mind, take a holistic
look at the pattern of average ratings shown in Figure 1. Note that there is a consistent
pattern of negative scores for all of the alternatives that involve expanded ASVAB content.
Another consistent pattern occurs on the right half of the figure: the ratings for the
alternatives involving two-stage testing were consistently low or negative.

Now look at the ratings for the other alternatives - those involving one-stage
testing with either the current battery or a shorter one. Our interpretation of the pattern of
these scores goes like this:

(a) the concept of Contract Testing Centers (CTCs) as alternative sites for
administering ASVAB got high marks;

(b) both alternative administration media -- Digital Response Pads (DRP) and computers
- were judged to improve on the paper-and-pencil system, overall;

(c) computer-administered testing was judged somewhat higher than the Digital
Response Pad concept for testing in MEPS and Contract Testing Centers, but the
Digital pads were judged to be somewhat better for MET site testing;

(d) a shortened ASVAB battery was judged to be an overall improvement over the
current content in the case of the paper-and-pencil medium, but not in the case of
automated testing using either computerized testing or the Digital Response Pad.

These evaluatiorn results were used in an advisory capacity to reduce the scope of
alternative concepts to be considered further. Essentially, the two-stage and expanded
battery concepts were eliminated, leaving just 16 alternatives. Each of these 16 is a
concept for testing in one kind of site or another. A complete ASVAB operational concept
would consist of two or more of these in combination, because there may be different
approaches to testing in the MEPS, MET sites, and CTCs (if they are implemented). if we
consider all possible combinations of these 16 alternatives, we again have a large problem.
A, this point, however, we made some practical judgments, and identified a small set of
ruies for eliminating some combinations. Space does not permit going into the detail of
this part of the process, so we will move directly to the bottom line: in conjunction with
the COPE Advisory Panel, we identified 8 combinations to be evaluated further, including
the current operationql concept. These combinations are identified in Figure 2, which lists
the medium of administration and battery content of each, by type of testing site.

Two things about Figure 2 should be pointed out. The first is that combination A is
the current operational concept; it will provide a baseline against which all other
operational concepts can be compared. The second is that the presence of combination H
may come as a surprise, since it involves a two-stage ASVAB process employing the
ECAT response pedestal to administer axpanded content in the second stage. It is listed
among these *semi-finalist' concepts out of two concerns: (a) After the research
investment that has been made in developing and evaluating the 9 ECAT tests, it would be
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imprudent to eliminate all of them from consideration before the results of a Joint Services
validity study are published; (b) based on earlier analyses, there is a possibility that
computerized testing may not be cost-effective unless the scope of ASVAB battery
content is expanded.

Quantitative Evaluation of Candidate Operational Concepts

Each of the eight combinations of alternative concepts, listed in Figure 2. will be
the subject of a cost evaluation. These evaluations will use a common methodological
framework designed to capture key costs and cost savings associated with each of the
alternatives. The methodology employed will be broad enough to c..pture the highly
diverse scope of costs and benefits associated with the alternatives; at the same time, it
will be consistent with established economic analysis principles, as well as relevant
Department of Defense guidance for conducting and reporting such analyses, such as the
CIM (Corporate Information Management) format. This section of the paper summarizes
the approach that will be employed.

The cost evaluation will employ a cost-effectiveness framework; that is, it will
compare the costs of the various alternatives, holding constant the output of the system.
For most - but not all - of the analysis, thW; "output" is the number of enlisted
accessions. Within this framework, the emphasis will be on costs that are likely to vary
among alternatives; in other words, the focus is to look for differences in the costs of the
alternatives, and not to attempt a complete cost accounting. The analysis will be forward-
looking; it will extend over a period of time long enough to encompass the time path of the
output.

Earlier in the project, Hogan and Mullin conducted a study of the current recruiting
and enlistment processing system. They developed a description of the system in terms of
sevei al sequential stages of processing. The cost-effectiveness analysis will use what is
known about those stages, and develop parametric stage-of-processing "spreadsheet"
models of costs and benefits of aach alternative operational concept.

Separate but interrelated spreadsheet models will be developed for each of three
levels; the three levels will differ in terms of the costs they encompass, as well as in
complexity and uncertainty.

Level 1 will entail developing models of direct processing costs, including such
items as travel costs, test administration costs, meals, lodging, and so forth. This level
has the most readily measurable costs, and has the added advantages of being the one
most closely tied to operating budgets, and for which the most objective data exist. At
level 1, for one operational concept to be deemed more cost-effective than the current
system, it will have to produce the same number of accessions at less cost.

Level 2 will entail models of recruiting costs and applicant propensities. Level 2
models will only be relevant if an operational concept in some way affects either (a) the
amount of recruiter time required in enlistment processing (recruiter efficiency) or (b) the
propensity for an applicant to enlist or at least continue to a subsequent stage of
processing (and thus affects recruiter productivity). In contrast to Level 1, where all cost
elements have to do with processing offi-iency, at Level 2 we include some cost elements
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of that are linked to behavior, as we attempt to measure recruiter productivity and
changes in the propensity of applicants to enlist.

Level 3 will entail models of the "quality of the job match", and will address the
cost-benefit of improvements in predicting training and job performance. This level of
model will only apply to operational concepts that provide improved aptitude information,
and hence improved selection or classification. It will have a fundamentally different
output measure than Level 1 and Level 2: The output measure at the first two levels is
enlisted accessions; at Level 3, it is "success" as indicated by (a) an enlistee's completion
of initial skill training or (b) satisfactory performance on the job. For the latter criterion -
job performance - the approach will be to model benefits as reductions in recruiting and
training costs resulting from improved force performance.

An example of what these spreadsheet models will look like is given in Figure 5.
This is a draft spreadsheet encompassing both level 1 and level 2 data. It allows the
analyst to specify the number of annual enlistments or accessions, then compare an
operational concept against a baseline in terms of the total costs of recruiting and
processing enough applicants to yield that number of enlistments. The column labeled
"Default Value" contains actual FY91 data; the data in that column constitute the baseline.
The column labeled "Desired Value" is the spreadsheet model; by varying the input values
associated with travel costs, processing costs, flow rates and propensities (continuation
rates), we can assess the impact of these variables on total costs.

The spreadsheet in Figure 5 is just an example to illustrate the framework and the
approach to cost analysis. The actual spreadsheet models are still under development.
Baseline data are still being collected; additional variables are still being added to the
model; and interrelationships among the variables are still under study. In the final
analysis, we will need to be able to specify the impact of each alternative operational
concept on the spreadsheet variables that make a substantial difference in total cost.
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Fgure 1. A Schema for th Alternative Cncepts.
id thU Overa Ratgs

1 -Stage 'Multi-
Stage

MEPS MET CTCs MEPS MET CTCs
L _ Sites 7 Sites

Current Battery

Paper-Pencil 00 00 1.4 -6.7 -4.3 2.3

Digital Pad 4.9 8.2 8.8 -3.1 .7 1.8

Computer 9.0 7.7 15.0 -1.8 2.7 4.1

ECAT Pedestal xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx

Shortened Battery

Paper-Pencil 2.0 3.4 5.7 -3.6 -1.1 -1.3

Digital Pad 3.3 5.0 7.1 -2.9 1.2 1.7

Computer 4.4 3.0 8.4 -2.3 .9 1.9

ECAT Pedestal xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx

Expanded Battery

Paper-Pencil -10.8 -13.7 -13.4 -14.0 xxxxx xxxxx

Digital Pad -8.2 -4.1 -2.3 -12.1 xxxxx xxxxx

Computer -2.9 -1.0 2.0 -8.8 xxxxx xxxxx

ECAT Pedestal -10.8 -3.6 1.4 -7.2 xxxxx jxxxxx

Notes: 1) * indicates current operational concept.
2) xxxxx indicates an invalid operational concept.
3) N = 9 raters.
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Con siderations for the Developnent of Now ASVAB Norm-

Dr. Linda T. Curran
Defense Manpower Data Center

The Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) is
administered to students in Grades 10, 11, 12, and postsecondary
school in the Department of Defense (DoD) Student Testing Program
(STP) and to military applicants in the Enlistment Testing
Program (ETP). ASVAB norms are used in both programs to show
each examinee's standing relative to a reference population to
determine enlistment eligibility qualifications and to classify
individuals into occupations. The STP also uses separate norms
by grade and gender to aid career counseling. STP materials help
students link their interests, aptitudes from the ASVAB, and
personal preferences to civilian and military occupations.

Current ASv Norms

Current ASVAB norms are from an administration of the ASVAB
in 1980 to about 12,000 American youth about 16-23 years of age
(DoD, 1982). This project Oas part of a joint effort between DoD
and the Department of Labor (DoL). The ASVAB was administered in
conjunction with the DoL's National Longitudinal Survey of Youth
Labor Force Behavior to a sample that was nationally representa-
tive in terms of gender, ethnicity/race, geographic region,
urban/rural area, and socioeconomic status. An oversampling of
Hispanics, Blacks, economically disadvantaged Whites, and youth
in the military was obtained to allow for more precise analyses
of these groups. Norms were developed by weighting the sample to
represent the national population distributions for all groups.
For the ETP, norms were developed from scores of 18-23 year olds
in this sample, and for the STP, norms were developed separately
for Grades 11 and 12 and postsecondary school students.

Need for New Norms

The DoD is exploring alternatives to the content, testing
mode, and administration of the ASVAB as described in previous
papers presented in this symposium. Normative information will
be required before new or significantly changed tests can be
implemented. Regardless of DoD's decisions on ASVAB content and
mode of administration, it is time to plan for new ASVAB norms as
the 1980 norms are becoming dated. This is evidenced by the
changing demographic distributions of the nation as demonstrated
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by the 1990 census and the changing distribution of abilities at

illustrated by test scores on nationally administered tests.

Considerations for Future ASVAB Norms

The previous ASVAB norming study was very costly (approxi-
mately $4 million for DoD's share of the effort). To conduct a
normative study today, that is as extensive as the effort in
1980, would require monies that are probably not available in
today's budget environment. However, the need for new norms
exists and the challenge is to design a norming study that will
be psychometrically sound yet cost effective. The ASVAB misnorm-
ing in 1976-1980 which led to the erroneous enlistment of -bout
400,000 military applicants at a significant cost is a reminder
that DoD should not sacrifice psychometric accuracy for cost.

What follows are descriptions of issues that need to be
considered when planning the development of norms for use in the
selection and classification of military and for the secondary
purpose of career counseling in the STP. Included in the
descriptions is the identification of issues that are common to
norming efforts regardless of test content or administration
media and those that are peculiar to testing via computer or
electronic answer sheet (digital response pad), options being
considered in the ASVAB Review and Concept of Operation projects.

Obje(iveg of Norms. The first step in a normative effort is to
identify the norming objectives. One major objective of ASVAB norms
is to fulfill the legal requirement which prohibits the enlistment of
individuals below the tenth percentile on the Armed Forces Qualifica-
tion Test (AFQT), a measure of verbal and math abilities. To meet
this legal requirement and for annual reporting purposes to Congress
on the quality of recruits, each of the Services use the AFQT to
determine whether an applicant meets minimum qualification standards.
Also, each of the Services uses the AFQT to determine whether appli-
cants qualify as "quality" recruits (high school graduates who score
at or above the 50th percentile). Some of the Services provide
enlistment bonuses to quality recruits who enlist in certain occupa-
tions. therefore, the accuracy of new ASVAB norms is imperative and
could effect costs associated with bonuses, attrition, and training
and job performance.

A second objective is to provide aptitude information for use in
the classification of military applicants to specific occupational
specialties. Based on Service-specific studies analyzing the utility
of the ASVAB to predict training and on-the-job performance, each of
the Services define composites using different ASVAB subtests. The
Services determine the cut scores cn the composites above which an



applicant must score to be considered for a particular occupation.
For the first two objectives (to meet AFQT legal requirements and
provide classification information), then, would require both accu-
rate and up-to-date normative information on American youth that meet
general enlistment eligibility standards based on age.

A final objective for ASVAB norms only applies to the STP. In
addition to meeting the objectives discussed previously, STP ASVAB
norms are used to allow students to compare their aptitudes with
those of their peers for the purposes of facilitating students'
career explorations. ASVAB content changes under consideration
include changing the content of the STP ASVAB to decrease its length.
Military recruiters argue that the test used in the STP should be
shortened to increase participation in the program which is now
perceived as too long. One recommendation is to keep the AFQT
subtests in the STP battery and to add other tests with content
useful for career guidance. The objectives of the STP norms and
consequently the design of a norming study which applies to the STP
will depend on DoD's decision regarding this recommendation.

Target Normative Populations. After norming objectives are
identified, the next step is to define the target normative popula-
tion based on the objectives. For the selection and classification
objectives of ASVAB norms for the ETP, the appropriate normative
population is enlistment eligible American youth. This population is
broadly defined as U.S. citizens or legal aliens between the ages of
17 and 35 who are not physically handicapped or have court convic-
tions. There are other general and Service-specific standards;
however, in a norming effort it would be more difficult to identify
individuals meeting these other criteria.

The current STP objectives are to provide enlistment selection
and classification and career guidance information. All three of
these objectives can be met with a target normative population
defined as American youth in Grades 10-12 and postsecondary schools
who meet eligibility standards except age.

Sampling Plan. To develop accurate norms, the sample must be
representative of the population and contain a sufficient number of
examinees in each demographic cell. The number of examinees and
other demographic characteristics of the sample will depend largely
on the availability of funds, availability of examinees, and the
requirements of a joint sponsor (if one is found). To provide cell
sizes needed to estimate score distributions with accuracy, oversam-
pling can be accom.lished, as in the ASVAB 1980 norming effort. With
oversampling, population weights need to be developed and applied to
individual cases in the sample to make it representative of the
entire population. ETP and STP ASVAB norms can be collected in one
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data collection effort as in 1980; however, the sample must be
defined in terms that will meet the objectives of both programs.

To provide an acceptable sample of the population, one must
balance the sample in terms of demographic characteristics which are
known, or suspected, to effect distributions of aptitude test scores
and consequently can effect the accuracy of the norms. Stratifica-
tion of various characteristics of the population will be accom-
plished using the most recent census data available; the 1990
national census contains the most recent information on American
youth. Key demographic variables include age, gender, level of
education, socioeconomic status, ethnicity/race, geographic region,
and an urban/suburban/rural indicator. Based on the proportion of
the national population in each cell of the sampling matrix a sam-
pling plan calling for target national proportions in various demo-
graphic conditions can be developed.

If DoD decides to develop a test battery for the STP which
does not contain the same content as the battery administered in
the ETP, then DoD may use a different sampling strategy for test
content which will be used solely for career guidance purposes.
Some would argue that for career exploration purposes, the
accuracy of norms is not as much of an issue as it would be for a
test which is being used to make personnel decisions. Therefore,
it may be possible to develop norms for some portions of a new
STP battery using a sample of schools that participate in the
program. To generalize information collected on a sample of
schools to either the population of all students in Grades 10,
11, and 12, and postsecondary schools or the population of
students who participate in the STP, weights must be developed to
make the sample representative of the intended population.
Demographic characteristics of both students and schools should
be considered in determining the weights and these include: for
students, gender, age, ethnicity, race, socioeconomic status of
parents, and intended field of study; and for schools, size of
school, type of support (public, religious, or private), pupil-
teacher ratio, per pupil expenditure, curricular emphasis, and
proportion of students who are college bound (Angoff, 1984).

If a sample of students/schools participating in the STP are used
for the development of norms, it will be necessary to examine the
demographic characteristics of the institutions and students cur-
rently participating in the STP to determine how representative they
are of the national population of high schools and postsecondary
schoooS. Using such a sample would likely introduce systematic bias
because the students and, to some extent, the schools who participate
are self-selected and do not represent the student population at
laroe. The vast majority of all schools participate in the program,
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so self-selection of students is the primary problem. It will be
necessary to identify a representative sample of schools for which
representative samples of students are identified and encouraged to
participate. Information on non-participants from these samples
would be used to reweight the sample to reduce nonresponse bias.

Administration Plang. Test administration plans will differ
depending on whether the ASVAB will be normed in a paper-and-pencil,
computerized, digital response pad, or some combination of media
format. The norming of paper-and-pencil tests and tests which use
digital response pads is more straightforward and would require the
administration of the entire battery to all examinees.

The development of norms for a computerized test is not as
straightforward and would require the administration of some portion
of test items from a larger item bank to each examinee. Computerized
item banks are large and it would not be feasible to administer every
item to each examinee. Ignoring costs, issues to consider in the
norming of a computerized test include: 1) inclusion of common items
to place entire bank on the same scale, 2) balance of test content
administered to each examineee (unbalanced content could effect the
item response theory estimation of item and ability parameters), and
3) the logisitcs of getting computers to examinees or vice versa.

The Navy developed a computerized version of the ASVAB called the
Computerized Adaptive Test-ASVAB (CAT-ASVAB) which was equated to the
paper-and-pencil battery. If the content of the ASVAB does not
require administration solely by computer, another norming alterna-
tive would be to administer a comparable paper-and-pencil version of
the battery and equate the computerized version to the paper-and-pen-
cil form. However, if DoD decides to use computerized testing in
operations, it would be preferable to norm the ASVAB using computers
since it would involve norming the test under conditions very similar
to which the test would be used operationally.

Analysis Plans. The easiest part of the analysis will be to
compute the percentile rankings and standard scores for each subtest
for each normative sample (enlistment eligible youth, Grades 10, 11,
and 12, and postsecondary school students). To get to the point
where percentiles can be computed will require plans to 1) conduct
data editing, 2) perform tests of sampling assumptions, 3) apply
missing data algorithms where necessary, and 4) develop weights that
will make the sample representative of the population. For normative
data collected via computers, the analysis plans need to include
specifications as to the models that will be used to estimate item
and ability parameters and methods for linking them onto a common
scale. Then the representative (weighted) distribution of thetas can
be used to compute percentile rankings.
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Evaluation of Costs And Psvchometric Feasibility. DoD plans
are to develop three alternative designs for developing norms for
computerized and paper-and-pencil tests. DoD will evaluate each
design in terms of cost and psychometric feasibility.

Cost factors include the development of sampling design specifi-
cations and the identification of individuals to test (in 1980,
elaborate methods were used to identify households and eventually
individuals to test; these methods were costly and perhaps more
convenient samples, i.e., students participating in the STP, might be
psychometrically acceptable and less costly); contact of individuals
to test; printing of booklets/answer sheets/administration manuals
and other materials; renting of test facilities; test administra-
tor/proctor salaries; scanning/scoring; data editing and analysis;
payments of incentives to examinees; and the generation of reports.
Costs associated with computerized testing include the development of
software for test administration; renting test sites (sufficient
size, storage, electrical outlets); procurement of computer hardware;
printing of test manuals, and other materials; salaries of test
administrators/proctors; specialized training of test administrators;
examinee incentives; transport of data (i.e., disks, modems); logis-
tical concerns (movement of computers to examinee location); data
editing and analyses; and the generation of reports.

Obtaining examinee participation will be problematic. One
option, as was done in the 1980 norming, would be to collect the
normative data in combination with another national testing project
(or survey). DoD has initiated contacts with other government
agencies to explore the possibility of a joint effort. Additionally,
the payment of incentives to examinees may enhance participation.

Next, each of the alternative plans will be analyzed to determine
their psychometric and operational feasibility, especially from a
technological and logistical perspective. If necessary, policy and
procedural changes necessary to evaluate the alternatives shall be
identified and their potential impact assessed.
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Discussant Remarks
ASVAB Contents and Operations:

Preparing for Changes

by

N. S. Sel-man
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Force Management and Personnel)

The military enlistment testing system has remained virtually
unchanged since the beginning of the all volunteer force. Applicants
take the paper-and-pencil ASVAB at some 68 Military Entrance Process-
ing Stations or about 850 satellite testing locations across the
country. Enlistment eligibility is quickly determined, and appli-
cants negotiate with Service counselors about occupations and enlist-
ment options and benefits before going to basic training. In the
1970s, it was a buyers' market so the Services had to tell young
people about jobs and options before closing the sale. Today, we
still administer ASVAB to all applicants, but the Air Force and
Marine Corps generally do their specific job placement once their
recruits arrive at basic training.

In the past 20 years, there has been tremendous progress made in
the area of computerized testing. Its progress is both with adaptive
testing and the use of computers to administer new tests not possible
with paper-and-pencil formats such as cognitive processing, long and
short-term memory, perceptual speed, and psychomotor skills. We
also know that computerized tests can be equated to paper-and-pencil
tests so when implemented we can retain our AFQT scale, and we can
compare aptitude levels of recruits across Services and across time.

One area of computerized testing that has proved almost intrac-
table is hardware development and selection. We started out many
years ago to build our own systems; these would be computerized
testing systems designed to administer our test with our hardware in
our testing environment. Then, we moved toward use of off-the-shelf
equipment. In 1984, at the MTA conference in Munich, Lt. General E.
A. Chavarrie, my boss, was delivering the keynote speech, and the
speech contained a major section about CAT-ASVAB. General Chavarrie
had just visited some German enlistment stations where he saw comput-
erized tests. Oh course, they were not adaptive, but General Chavar-
tie did not know that. Wnat he did know was that he saw the Germans
giving tests on computers, and his speech said it would be another
three or four years before United States implementation. By the end
of the speech, General Chavarrie had accelerated the program. Thus,
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we abandoned the notion of developing specific hardware and moved to
off-the-shelf equipment. It now has been eight years since that
meeting, and we still have not implemented CAT-ASVAB.

Computer technology is evolving so rapidly that a system we
bought today for CAT-ASVAB might be obsolete before it could be
delivered. Buying enough computers to test over 750,000 people a
year also would be expensive. In the budgetarily constrained world
of the 1990s, the only way we will be able to obtain funds for
procuring computers for testing is to demonstrate that such technol-
ogy will pay for itself by improving recruiting, personnel selection,
and job classification. Several years ago, we did a cost-benefit
analysis of CAT-ASVAB, and it was disappointing--modest increases in
validity did not lead to selection and classification utility suffi-
cient to amortize the costs of procuring the hardware.

This analysis led to research on the validity of the ECAT, and
we are very close now to seeing its results. Maybe both CAT and ECAT
together will increase differential validity and make computerized
testing worthwhile. But, just in case, the Defense Manpower Data
Center initiated the concepts of operation research about which you
just heard. Every aspect of enlistment testing has been reviewed. I
am particularly impressed by the contract testing center concept. It
would solve two of our most difficult problems. The contractor would
always use state-of-the-art technology, and we would not have to buy
computers that would soon be obsolete.

Finally, let me make some observations about Linda Curran's
paper on norming. Linda's discussion about the problems facing us in
developing new enlistment test norms is very complete. Developing
norms would be complicated if we already knew what our testing system
of the future will be; unfortunately, we don't. Add to that the cost
of the norming study. It cost about $10 million in 1980 to do the
Profile of American Youth Study in conjunction with the Department of
Labor. I do not know what replication of that study would cost
today. It was 35 years between our last norming efforts--in 1944 and
when we renormed the ASVAB in 1980. The use of test scores for
military personnel management is too important for us to wait another
35 years, to 2015, to renorm.

The way the youth population is changing there is no doubt that
the 1980 norms soon will have no relevance whatsoever in terms of
comparing the youth population and the quality of new recruits. So
planning for a norming study in conjunction with the concepts of
operation project is particularly appropriate. As is true in 1992
for all issues pertaining to Defense manpower, in the future there
will not be much money available. I only hope we can get the funds
to ý!o these very important projects that we discussed here today.
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Recognition-Primed Decisions: Implications for the Military

Thomas E. Miller
Gary Klein

Klein Associates Inc.
Fairborn, OH 45324

The past several years have seen the development of a new approach to understanding
how people make decisions in real-world settings (Klein, 1989). Naturalistic decision
making is an attempt to understand how humans actually make decisions in complex real-
world settings. This work has focused on situations marked by a few key features: dynamic
and continually changing conditions, real-time reactions to these changes, ill-defined tasks,
time pressure, significant personal consequences for mistakes, and experienced people
making the decisions. These task conditions are found often in military operational
environments, so it is essential that we determine how people typically handle these
conditions.

Previous models of decision making have been limited in their ability to encompass
these operational features. Classical approaches to decision making such as multi-attribute
utility analysis and decision analysis prescribe very analytical and systematic methods for
weighing evidence and selecting an optimal course of action. Multi-attribute utility analysis
decision makers are encouraged to generate a wide range of options, identify criteria for
evaluating these options, assign weights to the evaluation criteria, rate each option on each
criterion, and tabuiate the scores to find the best option. Decision analysis is a technique for
constructing various branches of responses and counter-responses and postulating the
probability and utility of each possible future state in order to calculate maximum and
minimum outcomes.

On the surface these strategies may seem adequate, yet they fail to consider some
important factors inherent in real-world decisions. Classical strategies deteriorate when
confronted with time pressure. They simply take too long. Under low time pressure, they
still require an extensive amount of work and they lack flexibility for handling rapidly
changing conditions. It is difficult to factor in ambiguity, vagueness, and inaccuracies when
applying analytical methods. Another problem is that the classical methods have primarily
been developed and evaluated using inexperienced subjects, typically college students.

There is a group of decision researchers who are trying to derive models that describe
how experienced decision makers actually function. Rasmussen (1985) used protocols and
critical incident interviews to study nuclear power plant operators. He has a three-stage
typology of skills (sensori-motor, rule-based, and knowledge-based) which highlights how
differential expertise creates differences in decision strategy. Hammond, Hamm, Grassia,
and Pearson (1987) studied highway engineers and found that intuitive decision strategies
were more effective for tasks such as judging aesthetic qualities of a road; while analytical
strategies were more valuable for other tasks, such as estimating amount of traffic.
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Pennington and Hastie (1987) studiid jury deliberation as a complex decision task and found
that the jurors attempted to fit all of the evidence into a coherent account of the incident.
Their assessment was then based on this account or story, rather than on likelihood
judgments of the evidence introduced. The jurors focused on whether the prosecution's or
defense's story fit more easily into a major activity. The work of Noble (in press) with
Naval Command-and-Control officers and Lipshitz (in press) with infantry soldiers has
generated the same conclusions-under operational conditions, decision makers rarely use
analytical methods, and nonanalytical methods can be identified that are flexible, efficient,
and effective.

Our own work shows how people can make effective decisions without performing
analyses. For the past several years, we have been studying command-and-control decision
making and have generated a recognitional model of naturalistic decision making. We began
by observing and obtaining protocols from urban fireground commanders (FGCs) who are in
charge of allocating resources and directing personnel. We studied the decisions they made
in handling non-routine incidents during emergency events. Some examples of the types of
decisions these commanders had to make included whether to initiate search and rescue,
whether to initiate an offensive attack or concentrate on defensive precautions, and where to
allocate resources.

The FGCs' accounts of their decision making did not fit into a decision-tree
framework. The FGCs argued that they were not "making choices," "considering
alternatives," or "assessing probabilities." They saw themselves as acting and reacting on
the basis of prior experience; they were generating, monitoring, and modifying plans to meet
the needs of the situations. We found no evidence for extensive option generation. Rarely
were even two options concurrently evaluated. We could see no way in which the concept of
optimal choice might be applied. Moreover, it appeared that a search for an optimal choice
could stall them long enough to lose control of the operation altogether. The FGCs were
more interested in finding an action that was "workable," "timely," and "cost effective."

Nonetheless, the FGCs were clearly encountering choice points during each incident.
They were aware that alternative courses of action were possible, but insisted that they rarely
deliberated about the advantages and disadvantages of the different options. Instead, the
FGCs relied on their ability to recognize and appropriately classify a situation. Once they
knew it was "that" type of case, they usually also knew the typical way of reacting to it.
Imagery might be used to "watch" the option being implemented, to search for flaws, and to
discover what might go wrong. If problems were foreseen, then the option might be
modified or rejected altogether and the next most typical reaction explored. This mental
search would continue until a workable solution had been identified.

We have described these strategies as a Recognition-Primed Decision (RPD) model.
For this fireground task environment, a recognitional strategy appears to be highly efficient.
The proficient FGCs we studied used their experience to generate a workable option as the
first one considered. If they had tried to generate a large set of options, and then
systematically evaluated these, it is likely that the fires would have gotten out of control [
before they could make any decisions.
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The RPD model is presented in Figure 1. The simplest case is one in which the
situation is recognized and the obvious reaction is implemented. A somewhat more complex
case is one in which the decision maker performs some conscious evaluation of the reaction,
typically using imagery to uncover problems prior to carrying it out. The most complex case
is one in which the evaluation reveals flaws requiring modification, or the option is judged
inadequate and rejected in favor of the next most typical reaction.

The model is characterized by the following features:

"* Situational recognition allows the decision maker to classify the task as familiar or
prototypical.

"* The recognition as familiar carries with it recognitioa of the foliowing types of
information: plausible goals, cues to monitor, expectancies about the unfolding of
the situation, and typical reactions.

"* Options are generated serially, with a very typical course of action as the first one
considered.

"* Option evaluation is also performed serially to test the adequacy of the option,
identify weaknesses and find ways to overcome them.

"* The RPD model includes aspects of problem solving and judgment along with
decision making.

"* Experienced decision makers are able to respond quickly, by using experience to
identify a plausible course of action as the first one considered rather than having to
generate and evaluate a large set of options.

"• Under time pressure, the decision maker is poised to act while evaluating a
promising course of action, rather than paralyzed while waiting to complete an
evaluation of different options. The focus is on acting rather than analyzing.

We do not propose the RPD model as an alternative to analytic approaches. Rather,
we postulate that recognitional and analytical decision strategies occupy opposite ends of a
decision continuum similar to the cognitive continuum described by Hammond et al. (1987).
At one extreme are the conscious, deliberated, highly analytic strategies such as multi-
attribute utility analysis and decision analysis. Slightly less analytic are noncompensatory
strategies such as elimination-by-aspects. At the alternate end of the continuum are
Recognition-Primed Decisions (RPD), which involve non-optimizing and non-compensatory
strategies and require little conscious deliberation. The RPDs are marked by an absence of
comparison among various options. They are induced by a starting point that involves
recognitional matches that in turn evoke generation of the most likely action in the situation.
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We have tested applications of the model in a variety of tasks and domains, including
fireground command, battle planning, critical care nursing, corporate information
management, and chess tournament play. These studies have shown good support for the
validity and utility of the model presented in Figure 1 as it applies to individual decision
makers. Our coding was evaluated as having 87% to 94% inter-rater reliability.

What are the implications of the naturalistic decision-making approach? A workshop
was held in Dayton, Ohio, in Fall 1989, to take stock of the current state of knowledge and
to explore implications and future research directions. The workshop brought together
researchers who have been active in naturalistic decision making. In attendance were 31
professionals who represented decision research being conducted by the military, NASA,
private firms, and academic institutions. The domains studied spanned tactical operations,
medical decision making, weather forecasting, nuclear power plant control, and executive
planning, among others. This workshop was sponsored by the Army Research Institute
(ARI) which began a research program in 1985 on Planning, Problem Solving, and Decision
Making. The goal of this program is to make decision research more relevant to the needs
of the applied community.

The Dayton workshop enabled researchers working with different domains and
paradigms to find commonalities and to identify remaining questions. The participants have
also contributed to a book "Decision Making in Action: Models and Methods" edited by
Gary Klein, Judith Orasanu, Roberta Calderwood, and Caroline Zsambok (in press). A
number of collaborative efforts were initiated, particularly directed at using our current
models for guidance in developing training programs and decision support systems.

We are also exploring the implications of naturalistic decision making as it applies to
military human-computer interface (HCI) design. For example, in the wake of the
catastrophic shootdown of an Iranian airliner by the U.S. Vincennes, we have been studying
the naturalistic decision.-making requirements of the Combat Information Center (CIC) in the
AEGIS Combat System (ACS). To develop effective decision aids and human-computer
interfaces in such environments, we must understand the decisions that the intended operators
will have to make, and the various pieces of information they will need to make those
decisions.

We have developed an approach to Cognitive Task Analysis (CTA) that is designed to
identify the naturalistic decision requirements of the tasks in a CIC. Decision requirements
include the decisions that system users must make, the strategies they invoke to make these
decisions, and the cues essential for making these decisions. The resulting understanding of
cognitive performance affects how computer interfaces augment and support the decision
making of the user.

Our approach to CTA is to collect critical incidents from people highly experienced
with the kEGIS CIC. The critical incidents are analyzed with the objective of identifying the
decisions made by the system operators in each critical incident, how CIC personnel made
these decisions, the cues and factors that affected the decisions and any relationships between
cues that were important. The analysis of the critical incidents is important to the design of
the HCI. For example, if relationships between cues are important to decision making, the
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HCI should enable the operator to perceive the relationship easily or display the relationship
directly. In the CIC example, the relationship between vertical airspeed and horizontal
airspeed is important. An unidentified aircraft that is descending and accelerating is often
considered a hostile threat. It is, therefore, important to communicate this relationship to the
operator in a non intrusive, yet visually salient way in order to support naturalistic decision
making.

The intent of this paper has been to describe a decision process used frequently in
naturalistic settings. The paper also presents data about the conditions favoring Recognition-
Primed Decisions, and implications for applied decision research.
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Evaluating Decisions
Dr. Lawrence J. Fogel

ORINCON Corporation

Success of the military depends on effective decision making. But what does "effective" mean?
How can we measure the worth of individual decisions, regardless of the subject matter?

A decision occurs whenever one of a number of options is selected in order to achieve some
purpose. The worth of that decision is then the degree to which that purpose is achieved, for
means have value only in terms of ends. The evaluation of any decision must therefore begin by
asking the decision maker to indicate his specific intent at the time the choice was made.

This is not a simple matter, for all too often, we simply focus on what must be achieved. But
what if the most desired outcome isn't realized? What is the worth of lesser degrees of
achievement. And what about that future that is to be avoided at all cost? In other words,
purpose becomes well defined only when there is a statement of each of the significantly
different futures and their relative worth. But these futures may be difficult to discern, no less
distinguish in relative importance. Rather than search for such alternative entireties it is far more
convenient to express purpose in the form of a Valuated State Space and normalizing function.
The dimensions of the Valuated State Space are the parameters of concern. Each is made
measurable in terms of class intervals that designate the significantly different degrees of
achievement. Each class interval is then attributed some value for that degree of achievement. A
normalizing function indicates the manner in which contributions on the various parameters can
be combined into a single overall worth.

To illustrate, suppose three dimensions are of concern: X, Y, and Z. These dimensions have
relative importance, say, six, nine, and two, respectively. As depicted in Table 1, these are the
coefficients. The horizontal lines following each dimension are partitioned to indicate the class
intervals that correspond with the significantly different degrees of achievement. The thresholds
identify the limits of these mutually exclusive class intervals. Usually, the number of class
intervals on a parameter reflects its relative importance; that is to say, the more important the
dimension, the greater the specificity of its measure. A parameter of little concern may be
adequately specified in a binary sense. The value attributed to being in each class interval is
indicated on a ratio or magnitude scale. For convenience, the class intervals are arranged from
left to right in order of decreasing worth.

Table 1. A Valuated State Space, the Check Marks Indicating the Current Situation

6 X 3 1 41 0
9 Y 10 9, 2 1 0

2 Z -1Q0 4 0"Q1L

The number of possible states is then the product of the number of class intervals on each of the
dimensions, in this case, 30. Achieving the most valuable class interval on each of the
dimensions corresponds with being in the state of highest overall worth; thus, a measure of 1.0
(or 10 on a 10 scale, 100 on a percent scale). Achieving no success on any dimer'sion
corresponds with an overall worth of zero. 1 Any intermediate state has some worth depending
upon the particular combinatory function. For example, using the weighted arithmetic mean, the
situation indicated by the profile of check marks shown in Table 1 has a worth of

In situations where a negative worth is ordinarily associated with some class intervals, the scale can be linearly
transformed so that the worst possible degree of achievement has zero value.
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Wo IT= 1 70)(9- + 2=0. 59 or 9
17) 1 17)(1)

Suppose the testing of some weapon system concerns Reliability, Maintainability, Ease of
Operation and Resistance to Enemy Countermeasures, these having relative importance weights
of ten, eight, three and six, respectively. Table 2 indicates the class intervals that correspond
with the significantly different degrees of achievement. The check marks indicate a current (or
future) stae.

Table 2. The Valuated State Space for a Weapon System

10 Reliability:
10 2_ 99%
09 > 95% but> 99%
08 _> 90% but < 95%
06 > 80% but < 90%
04 _> 60% but < 80%
01 _> 40% but < 60%
00 < 40%

08 Maintainability:
10 Easily maintained at field level by operational personnel
07 Maintainable at field level by unit military technicians
05 Maintainable at field level with the assistance of specialized military
technicians
03 Skilled civilian field technicians required for all but minor maintenance
procedures
01 Must be returned to factory or depot for all but minor, routine maintenance

procedures
00 Non-repairable

03 Ease of Operation:
10 Routinely operated by regular troops
08 Operated by regular troops directed by specially trained supervisor
"04 Operated by specially trained crew
01 Operated only by highly technical and highly skilled personnel
00 Inoperable

06 Resistance to Enemy Countermeasures
10 Not susceptible to countermeasure
0 Contains self-contained capability to defeat enemy countermeasures
05 Requires special support forces to suppress enemy countermeasures
03 Highly degraded by sophisticated countermeasures
00 Easily defeated by simple countermeasures

Taking the weighted arithmetic mean, the overall worth of this situation is,

W.= (10) (-)- '(7) + 4 )(3)+ =0. 5259or 52.6% (2)

4)94

10• 2- 10 10 27 10 27 (2) •je
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Now improving the Reliability from, say, the 4th to the 5th class interval (i.e., from between 80%
and 90% to between 90% and 95%), increases the overall worth to:

Wo = (-L) (LO) + (-!)(-L)+ ( 40)(-L)+ (-L) ( ) = 0. 6000 or 60% (3)

It is often useful to explicate each of the dimensions in terms of lower level indicators, and then
in terms of still lower level measures. Class intervals and attributed values are only assigned to
the lowest level dimensions of such a hierarchic Valuated State Space.

For any given situation, the remaining deficiencies (the problems still to be addressed) are
evident and clearly prioritized 2 . The overall worth of resolving these to any specific degree can
be readily measured.

In many situations, achievement on any dimension contributes to the overall worth. In others, all
the parameters are critical; that is, failure in any single regard corresponds with no overall worth
whatsoever. In this case, it is appropriate to use the weighted geometric mean. Other more
complex normalizing functions may be required to reflect the manner in which the parameters
contribute to the overall worth. In any case, the Valuated State Space and normalizing function
is a convenient, multiattribute utility function that defires the significantly different situations
and corresponding overall measures of worth.

But why bother with the Valuated State Space when the testing requirements have already been
established? The stated requirements are certainly worthy of reference, but it is dangerous to
accept these without additional understanding. Are the stated requirements a complete set, or
might additional requirements be added at a later date? Are all the testing requirements of equal
importance? If some are more important than others, which ones are these? How much more
important are they?

Quite separately, are any or all of these requirements critical: h.A_ s, does a lack of achievement
in any specific regard nullify the worth of the system? If caly certain parameters are critical,
which ones are these? Are some partially critical? If such a parameter is not met, how bad is the
effect? What about failing to meet two such requirements, and so forth?

Requirements are usually stated in binary form. Either tey are met or not met. What if a
requirement is exceeded? Is the greater achievement worth something, nothing, or was the extra
effort devoted to attaining that additional achievement a waste of effort at some cost?

Do the requirements consistently indicate thresholds that define utopia, or do these specify the
very lowest level of acceptability? Are some requirements thresholds of utopia while others
define some lower level of acceptability? Why not have two or more requirements on the same
parameter, each corresponding to different levels of required achievement? Surely, such greater
specificity would make the stated purpose more complete and meaningful. Indeed, this is
realized by defining the thresholds and thus the class intervals on the parameters of the Valuated
State Space.

All too often, weapon system requirements have been technology-driven rather thai; threat-
driven. That is, they were generated primarily to ensure technological progress rather than to
meet a specific operational need. If the stated requirements are threat-driven, what are the
specific anticipated missions? For what time frames? How important are these time frames?
What is the relative importance and likelihood of each of the missions? How are these missions

2 Future situations are uncertain. Each class interval has some estimated probability. The expected value is then the
contribution of that parameter.
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combined into a single composite intent? What is the presumed mission and level of
sophistication of the enemy? Might he be intelligently interactive during the mission? Are there
other enemies to be countered? The stated requirements can be properly interpreted and
integrated into the Valuated State Space in a meaningful manner if, and only if, these and the
related affordability issues have been properly framed.

In terms of testing, do the requirements reflect a real need, or were they established to yield some
particular level of product acceptance? If the former be true, how were the requirements
generated? If the latter, why that particular level of acceptance? And certain other questions
remain to be answered. In point of fact, it would be particularly useful to frame the testing
requirements in the form of a Valuated State Space and normalizing function.

This discussion has not presumed any particular mental model or mode of decision making. It
does, however, suggest that thoughtful decisions begin with an understanding of the intent to be
realized, then proceed to reference the alternative options (combinations of the allocable
resources), projecting these into future situations that can be measured in worth by reference to
the purpose. The best is then selected for implementation. Errors in judgment can arise in each
of these regards. Valuable options may have been overlooked, the forecasting may be in error,
the outcomes may not have been properly scored. The best option may not have been selected.
But most important of all, the purpose may have been ill-defined or, worse yet, left undefined.

The decision process can be improved by adopting this kind of intellectual rigor. Testing
decisions deserve such a top-down approach.
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